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INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 
(SECOND SESSION). 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

The first Session of the Indian Round Table Conference was held 
between 12th November, 1930, and 19th January, 1931. The 
proceedings were presented to Parliament in Cmd. 3778 of 1931.* 
The second Session of the Conference, with which this present volume 
is concerned, was held between 7th September and 1st December, 
1931. Thirty-one additional members were appointed to the 
Conference for its second Session, see pages 7 to 12. In accordance 
with paragraphs 2 and 3 of the agreement reached on the 5th March, 
1931, between His Excellency the Viceroy and Mr. Gandhi, the 
Indian National Congress was represented, Mr. Gandhi attending 
as the sole representative. 

2. The second Session did not open with a meeting of the full 
Conference. The Federal Structure Committeef was reassembled 
on the 7th September and the Minorities Committee! on the 
28th September, followed by a Plenary Session beginning on the 
28th November, 1931. The other Committees! of the Conference 
were not reassembled. The personnel of the Federal Structure 
Committee and Minorities Comniittee was somewhat enlarged, 
see pages 13 and 61. 

3. The Lord Chancellor placed before the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee the following Heads for further consideration in continuation 
of their deliberations at the first Session :— 

(1) Strength and composition of the Federal Legislature, 
including the proportions in each Chamber to be assigned to the 
States and to British India respectively. 

(2) Direct and indirect methods of election. 
(3) Relations bet\yeen the two Chambers. 
(4) Distribution of financial resources between the Federation 

and its Units. 

* Abbreviated papers were presented to Parliament in Cmd. 3772 of 1931. 
! A list of the Committees of the Conference is given in the Introductory 

Note to Cmd. 3772 and 3778 of 1931. They were, during the first Session 
of the Conference, termed "sub-Committees," as they were set up by a 
Committee of the Whole Conference. At the second session, the Conference 
did not constitute itself into a Committee of the Whole at any time, and for 
the sake of brevity the sub-Committees are. throughout the proceedings of 
the second Conference described as “ Committees.” 

(C5631) B 3 
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(5) The Ministry, and its relations with the Legislature. 
(6) Distribution of legislative powers between the Federal 

and Provincial Legislatures ; effect in the States of legislation 
relating to Federal Subjects. 

(7) Administrative relations between the Federal Government, 
the States and the Provinces. 

(8) The Federal Court. 

On Heads (1) to (4) and (8) the Committee presented a Report, 
which is their third* Report, printed on pages 14 to 33 of this 
volume. Owing to the failure of the Minorities Committee to reach 
any solutions of the problems under their consideration (see para- 
graph 5 below), it was not found possible to have more than a partial 
discussion on heads (5) to (7) and the Committee presented no 
report in respect of these matters. 

4. The Committee further considered the subjects of Defence 
(in its constitutional aspects). External Relations, Financial Safe- 
guards and Commercial Discrimination, and presented its fourth 
Report dealing with these questions, see pages 51 to 60. As 
explained in the first paragraph of the fourth Report, the Committee, 
in discussing these subjects, did not have the advantage of hearing 
the views of an important section of its membership. 

5. The Minorities Committee were unable to reach any agreed 
conclusions on the subjects under their consideration and reported 
to that effect in their second Report which will be found on pages 62 
and 63. 

6. A Plenary Session of the Conference was held from 28th 
November to 1st December, 1931, to receive the third and fourth 
Reports of the Federal Structure Committee, the second Report of 
the Minorities Committee, and to discuss the whole field of the work 
of the Conference. The proceedings of the Plenary Session are given 
on pages 120 to 425. The Session was concluded with a declaration 
by the Prime Minister explaining the Government’s policyt (see 
pages 413 to 420). 

7. A supplementary volume has been made available contain- 
ing the proceedings in the Committees and memoranda circulated 
to the Committees and the Conference. 

Decemher, \dS\. 

* The first and second Reports were presented during the first Session of 
the Conference. 

f This declaration has already been presented to Parliament as Cmd, 3972 
of 1931. 
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INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 
(SECOND SESSION). 

LIST OF DELEGATES. 

BRITISH REPRESENTATIVES. 

THE RIGHT HON. J. RAMSAY MACDONALD, M.P. [Chairman of 
the Conference). 

THE RIGHT HON. WEDGWOOD BENN, D.S.O., D.F.C., M.P. 
MAJOR W. E. ELLIOT, M.C., M.P. 
MR. ISAAC FOOT, M.P. 

^ MR. H. GRAHAM-WHITE, M.P. 
^’’^THE RIGHT HON. VISCOUNT HAILSHAM. 

SIR ROBERT HAMILTON, M.P. 
2 THE RIGHT HON. ARTHUR HENDERSON, M.P. 

THE RIGHT HON. SIR SAMUEL HOARE, BART., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P. 
THE RIGHT HON. SIR WILLIAM JOWITT, K.C., M.P. 
THE RIGHT HON. H. B. LEES-SMITH, M.P. 
THE MOST HON. THE MARQUESS OF LOTHIAN, C.H. 
THE RIGHT HON. EARL PEEL, G.B.E. 

‘ MR. F. W. PETHICK-LAWRENCE, M.P. 
THE MOST HON. THE MARQUESS OF READING, G.C.B., G.C.S.I., 

G.C.I.E., G.C.V.O. 
THE RIGHT HON. LORD SANKEY, G.B.E. 

^ THE LORD SNELL. 

MAJOR THE HON. OLIVER STANLEY, M.C., M.P. 
2 THE RIGHT HON. J. H. THOMAS, M.P. 

THE MOST HON. THE MARQUESS OF ZETLAND, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E. • 

INDIAN STATES’ REPRESENTATIVES. 

2 COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF ALWAR, G.C.S.I., 
G.C.I.E. 

■ HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA GAEKWAR OF BARODA, G.C.S.L, 
G.C.I.E. 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE NAWAB OF BHOPAL, 
G.C.I.E., C.S.L, C.V.O. 

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF 

BIKANER, G.C.S.L, G.C.I.E., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., K.C.B., A.D.C. 
^ HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAO OF CUTCH, G.C.S.L, G.C.I.E. 

^ Additional Delegate appointed for Second Session. 
2 Did not attend the Second Session. 
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INDIAN STATES’ REPRESENTATIVES {contd). 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJ RANA OF 
DHOLPUR, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., K.C.V.O. 

1 HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF INDORE. 
2 COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF JAMMU AND 

KASHMIR, G.C.I.E., K.C.V.O. 
^ COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF KAPURTHALA, 

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., G.B.E. 
® LIEUTENANT-COLONEL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF 

NAWANAGAR, G.C.S.L, G.B.E. 
’ MAJOR-GENERAL HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF PATIALA, 

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., G.C.V.O.; G.B.E., A.D.C. 
HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF REWA, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I. 
HIS HIGHNESS THE CHIEF SAHIB OF SANGLI, K.C.I.E. 

^ THE RAJA OF KOREA. 
1 THE RAJA OF SARILA. 

SIR PRABHASHANKAR PATTANI, K.C.I.E. 
^ SIR MANUBHAI NANDSHANKAR MEHTA, C.S.I. 

SARDAR SAPIIBZADA SULTAN AHMED KHAN, C.I.E. 
NAWAB SIR MUHAMMAD AKBAR HYDARI. 

2 SIR MIRZA M. ISMAIL, C.I.E., O.B.E. 
^ COLONEL K. N. HAKSAR, C.I.E. 
^ DIWAN BAHADUR T. RAGHAVIAH, C.S.I. 

NAWAB LIAQAT HAYAT KHAN. 

BRITISH-INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES. 
f 

HIS HIGHNESS THE AGA KHAN, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., G.C.V.O. 
2 SIR C. P. RAMASWAMI AIYAR, K.C.I.E. 
^ SIR SAIYED ALI IMAM, K.C.S.I. 
1 MAULANA SHAUKAT ALI. 

’ DR. BHIMRAO RAMJI AMBEDKAR. 
SRIJUT CHANDRADHAR BAROOAH. 

MR. J. N. BASU. 
1 MR. E. C. BENTHALL. 

SIR SHAH NAWAZ KHAN GHULAM MURTAZA KHAN BHUTTO, 
C.I.E., O.B.E. 

^ Additional Delegate appointed for Second Session. 
^ Did not attend the Second Session. 
® Also represents Jaipur and Jodhpur States. 
^ Represented H.H. the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir at the Second 

Session. 
® Substitute Delegate for His Highness the Maharaja of Patiala. 
® Did not attend Second Session, but was. represented by Mr. L. F. 

Rushbrook Williams. 
’ Did not attend Second Session, but was represented by Nawab Liaqat 

Hayat Khan. 
® Also represented H.H. the Maharaja of Bikaner after latter’s departure. 
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BRITISH-INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES {contd.). 

1 MR. G. D. BIRLA. 
RAJA OF BOBBILI. 

SIR HUBERT CARR. 
3 MR. C. Y. CHINTAMANI. 

CAPTAIN NAWAB SIR MUHAMMAD AHMAD SAID KHAN OF 

CHHITARI, K.C.I.E., M.B.E. 
1 SIR MANECKJEE DADABHOY, K.C.I.E. 
1 MAULVI MUHAMMAD SHAFI DAOODI. 

MAHARAJADHIRAJA KAMESHWAR SINGH OF DARBHANGA. 

1 DR. S. K. DATTA. 
CAPTAIN RAJA SHER MUHAMMAD KHAN OF DOMELI. 

MR. FAZL-UL-HUQ. 
^ MR. M. K. GANDHI. 

MR. A. H. GHUZNAVI. 
LIEUT.-COL. SIR HENRY GIDNEY, I.M.S. (retired). 

^ SIR PADAMJI GINWALA. 
1 MR. V. V. GIRI. 

SIR GHULAM HUSSAIN HIDAYATULLAH. 

KHAN BAHADUR HAFIZ HIDAYAT HUSAIN. 
^ SIR MUHAMMAD IQBAL. 
^ MR. A. RANGASWAMI IY^ENGAR. 

MR. BHASKARRAO VITHOJIRAO JADHAV. 
^ MR. JAMAL MUHAMMAD. 

MR. M. R. JAYAKAR. 
SIR COWASJI JEHANGIR, K.C.I.E., O.B.E. 
MR. M. A. JINNAH. 
MR. T. F. GAVIN JONES. ’ 
MR. N. M.’JOSHI. 
DR. NARENDRA NATH LAW. 

^ PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA. 
^ NAWAB SAHIBZADA SIR SAVED MUHAMMAD MEHR SHAH. 

SIR PROVASH CHUNDER MITTER, C.I.E. 
3 MR. H. P. MODY. 

DR. B. S. MOONJE. 

DIV/AN BAHADUR A. RAMASWAMI MUDALIYAR. 
^ MRS. SAROJINI NAIDU. 

DIWAN BAHADUR RAJA NARENDRA NATH. 
^ SAVED MUHAMMAD PADSHAH SAHEB BAHADUR. 

RAO BAHADUR A. T. PANNIR SELVAM. 
^ RAJA OF PARLAKIMEDI. 

RAO BAHADUR SIR ANNEPU PARASURAMADAS PATRO. 

NAWAB SIR SAHIBZADA ABDUL QAIYUM KHAN, K.C.I.E. 
DIWAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 

^ Additional delegate appointed for Second Session. 
2 Attended in place of the Raja of Parlakimedi. 
^ Did not attend Second Session. 
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BRITISH-INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES {contd.). 

MR. B. VSHIVA RAO. 

SIR SAYED SULTAN AHMED. 
SIR TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU, K.C.S.I. 
SIR MUHAMMAD SHAFI, K.C.S.I., C.I.E. 
SARDAR SAMPURAN SINGH. ' 
THE RIGHT HON. V. S. SRINIVASA SASTRI, C.H. 
SIR CHIMANLAL SETALVAD, K.C.I.E. 

2 RAI BAHADUR KUNWAR BISHESHWAR DAYAL SETH. 

SIR PHIROZE SETHNA, O.B.E. 
DR. SHAFA'AT AHMAD KHAN. 

BEGUM SHAH NAWAZ. 
M. R. RY. RAO BAHADUR SRINIVASAN. 

MRS. SUBBARAYAN. 
MR. SHRIPAD BALWANT TAMBE. 

1 SIR PURSHOTAMDAS THAKURDAS, C.I.E. 
SARDAR SAHIB SARDAR UJJAL SINGH. 
SIR C. E. WOOD. 
MR. ZAFRULLAH KHAN. 

In addition, U Aung Thin, U Ba Pe, Sir O. de Glanville and 
Mr. M. M. Ohn Ghine, who represented Burma on the First Session 
of the Conference, remained formally members of the Conference, 
but did not attend owing to the formation of a separate Burma 
Round Table Conference. 

INDIAN STATES DELEGATION STAFF. 
Adviser to His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda. 

3 RAO BAHADUR KRISHNAMA CHARI, C.I.E. 

Advisers to the Delegate for Hyderabad. 
LIEUT.-COL. SIR RICHARD CHENEVIX-TRENCH, C.I.E., O.B.E. 
NAWAB MAHDI YAR JUNG. 

A dmser to His Highness the Maharaja of Indore. 
^ RAI BAHADUR S. M. BAPNA. 

Adviser for Jaipur State. 
RAI BAHADUR PANDIT AMAR NATH ATAL. 

Adviser for Jodhpur State. 
MR. J, W. YOUNG, O.B.E. 

Adviser for Kashmir State. 
PANDIT RAMACHANDRA KAK. 

A dviser for Rampur State. 
SAHIBZADA ABDUS SAMAD KHAN, C.I.E. 

1 Additional delegate appointed for Second Session. 
2 Did not attend Second Session. 
^ Acted as substitute delegate in absence of H.H. tlie Maharaja Gaekwar 

of Baroda. 
* Acted as substitute delegate in absence of H.H. the Maharaja of Indore. 
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INDIAN STATES DELEGATION STAFF [contd.). 

Adviser for the Orissa States. 
MR. K. C. NEOGY. 

Advisers nominated by the Chamber of Princes Special Organisation. 
1 MR. L. F. RUSHBROOK WILLIAMS, C.B.E. 
2 SIRDAR JARMANI DASS, O.B.E. 

Secretariat. 
MR. M. S. A. HYDARI, I.C.S. 
MR. K. M. PANIKKAR. 
MR. N. MADHAVA RAO. 

BRITISH DELEGATION STAFF. 

MR. H. G. HAIG, C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Secretaries. 
MR. V. DAWSON, C.I.E. 
MR. K. S. FITZE, I.C.S. 
Mr. J. G. LAITHWAITE (personally attached to the Prime Minister). 
MR. W. H. LEWIS, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
MR. P. J. PATRICK. 

PROF. J. COALMAN, C.I.E. (Secretary to the Liberal Delegation). 
MR. G. T. GARRATT (Secretary to the Opposition Labour 

Delegation). 
Mr. R. J. STOPFORD (Secretary to the Conservative Delegation). 

BRITISH INDIAN DELEGATION STAFF. 
Secretaries. 

SIR GEOFFREY CORBETT, K.B.E., C.I.E., I.C.S. 
MR. A. LATIFI, O.B.E., I.C.S. 
MR. G. S. BAJPAI, C.I.E., C.B.E., I.C.S. 
MR. B. RAMA RAU, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Additional Staff [Honorary). 
SAYED AMJAD ALI. 
THE ALY KHAN. 
MR. A. M. CHAUDHURY. 
MR. MAHADEO DESAI. 

PANDIT GOVIND MALAVIYA. 
PANDIT R. K. MALAVIYA. 
PROFESSOR K. T. SHAH. 
MR. P. SINHA. 

^ Acted as substitute delegate in absence of H.H. the Maharaja of 
Nawanagar. 

2 Acted as substitute delegate in absence of H.H. the Maharaja of 
Kapurthala. 
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SECRETARIAT-GENERAL. 

Secretary-General. 
MR. R. H. A. CARTER, C.B. 

Secretaries. 
MR. K. ANDERSON. 
MR. C. D. DESHMUKH, I.C.S. 
MR. J. M. SLADEN, I.C.S. 

Publicity Officers. 
MR. HUGH MACGREGOR. 
MR. G. F. STEWARD, C.B.E. 
MR. A. H. JOYCE. 

Additional {Honorary), 
SAYED AMJAD ALI. 
MR. RAM BABU SAKSENA, U.P.C.S. 
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INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFEEINCE. 
(Second Session.) 

FEDERAL STRUCTURE COlVi^ITTEE, 

COMPOSITION: 

Lord Sankey [Chairman). 
*Mr. Wedgwood Benn. 
*Major W. E. EUiot. 
* Viscount Hailsham. 

Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Mr. H. B. Lees-Smith. 
The Marquess of Lothian. 
The Earl Peel. 

*Mr. F. W. Pethick-Lawrence. 
The Marquess of Reading. 

*H.H. The Maharaja Gaekv/ar 
of Baroda. 

H.H. The Nawab of Bhopal. 
H.H. The Maharaja of 

Bikaner. 
*H.H. The Maharaj Rana 

of Dholpur. 
^H.H. The Maharaja of Rewa. 
H.H. The Chief Sahib 

of Sangli. 
Sir Akbar Hydari. 
Sir Mirza Ismail. 
Colonel K. N. Haksar. 

*H.H. The Aga Khan (from 
16th November, 1931.) 

*Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
'‘'•Sir Maneckjee B. Dadabhoy. 
*Mr. M. K. Gandhi. 
*Mr. A. R. Iyengar. 
Mr. M. R. Jayakar. 
Mr. M. A. JinnaK 
Mr. T. F. Gavin Jones. 

*Mr. N. M. Joshi. 
*Pandit Madan Mohan 

Malaviya. 
*Sir Provash Cliunder Mitter. 
Diwan Bahadur Ramasv/ami 
Mudaliyar. 

Sir Sayed Sultan Ahmed. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Mr. Srinivasa Sastri. 

*Dr. Shafa’at Ahmad Khan. 
Sir Muhammad Shaft. 

*Mrs. Subbarayan. 
*Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
Sardar Ujjal Singh. 

*Mr. ZafruUah Khan. 
* Denotes new members. 

Sir Manubhai Mehta acted as substitute in the absence of H.H. The 
Maharaja of Bikaner. 

Lord Snell acted as substitute in the absence of Mr. Wedgwood Benn, 
Mr. Lees-Smith and Mr. Pethick-Lawrence. 

Rao Bahadur Krishnama Chari acted as substitute in the absence of H.H. 
The Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda. 

Mr. E. C. Benthall acted as substitute in the absence of Mr. Gavin Jones. 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi acted as substitute in the absence of Sir 

Sayed Sultan Ahmed. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna acted as substitute in the absence of Sir Maneckjee B. 

Dadabhoy. 
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THIRD REPORT OP FEDERAL STRUCTURE COMMITTEE. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

1. The Committee’s task at the Second Session of the Conference 
was to continue their discussions at the point at which they 
were left by their Report of the 13th January, 1931, and by 
the Prime Minister’s Declaration of the 19th January, and to 
endeavour, so far as possible, to fill in the outlines of the Federal 
Constitution for Greater India which was sketched in those 
documents. 

2. In approaching this task, the Committee have been assisted by 
colleagues who did not share in their earlier deliberations. In this 
connexion it will be remembered that, in virtue of an agreement 
recorded in March last, the Indian National Congress decided to 
participate in their labours. 

3. Since January last, there has been much public discussion of 
the constitutional proposals which emerged from the last Session 
of the Conference. The Committee resumed their deliberations with 
the knowledge of this public discussion, and with the conviction that 
it is in a Federation of Provinces and States that the solution of the 
problem of India’s constitutional future is to be found. 

4. A further examination of. the problem has confirmed them in 
the belief that by no other line of development can the ideal in view 
be fully realised. For this purpose it is essential that the '' India ” 
of the future should include, along with British India, that “ Indian 
India ” which, if Burma is excluded, embraces nearly half of the 
area and nearly one-fourth of the population of the country—^an 
area and population, moreover, which are not self-contained and 
apart geographically or racially, but are part and parcel of the 
country’s fabric ; and its constitution must be drawn on lines which 
will provide a satisfactory solution for the problem of the existence, 
side by side, of future self-governing Provinces and of States with 
widely varying polities and different degrees of internal sovereignty, 
whose fortunes are, and must continue to be, closely interwoven. 

5. The Committee rejoice to think that the Princes, while naturally 
determined to maintain their internal sovereignty, are prepared, and 
indeed anxious, to share with the British Indian Provinces in directing 
the common affairs of India. 

6. It will be easy for the constitutional purist, citing federal 
systems in widely different countries, to point out alleged anomalies 
in the plans which the Committee have to propose to this great 
end ; but the Committee, as they stated in their First Report, are 
not ismayed by this reflexion. Their proposals are the outcome of 
an anxious attempt to understand, to give full weight to, and to 
reconcile, different interests. 
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7. .The Committee have taken into account:— 

{a) The widespread desire in India for constitutional advance ; 
{b) the natural desire of the Indian States to conserve their 

integrity; 
(c) the indisputable claims of minorities to fair treatment; 
(d) the obligations and responsibilities of His Majesty’s 

Government; and 
{e) the necessity, paramount at all times, but above all at a 

transitional period like the present, when the economic founda- 
tions of the modern world seem weakened, of ensuring the 
financial credit and the stability of Government itself. 

8. Without a spirit of compromise, such diverging interests 
cannot be reconciled ; but compromise inevitably produces solutions 
which to some, if not to all, of the parties, may involve the sacrifice 
of principle. 

9. It follows that, in many cases, many members of the Committee 
would have preferred some solution other than that which appears as 
their joint recommendation. But recognising that the basic aim of 
this Conference is, by the pooling of ideas and by the willingness to 
forego for the common good individual desires, to attain the greatest 
measure of agreement; above all, recognising that the time has come 
for definite conclusions, the Committee are prepared to endorse the 
conclusions set out in this Report. 

THE STRUCTURE, SIZE, AND COMPOSITION OF 
THE FEDERAL LEGISLATURE. 

  

10. The Committee expressed the view in their previous Reports 
that the legislative organ of the Indian Federation should consist 
of two Chambers, which will be empowered to deal with the whole 
range of the activities of the Federation, both those which affect 
British India only, and those which affect all federal territory. In 
the course of their discussions, preferences were expressed in some 
quarters for a unicameral Legislature, on considerations alike of 
simplicity, efficiency and economy; while some members• urged 
that, having regard to the nature of the matters to be dealt with 
by the Federation, a single small Federal Chamber, which would 
adequately reflect the views of the governments of the constituent 
Units, would be the right solution of the problem. 

11. At a later stage, again, the Committee were placed in possession 
of proposals which they have not been able fully to discuss, but which 
clearly demand further consideration, though the Committee fully 
realise that the adoption of either of these plans would involve 
material modification of the framework hitherto contemplated. 
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12. One of these plans would substitute for the Upper Chamber a 
small body consisting of nominated delegates of the governments 
of the federating Units, which would have the right of initiating 
legislation and would be empowered to exercise a suspensory veto 
over the measures passed by the elected Chamber. This body would 
also have the right to express its opinion upon all measures of the 
Federal Government before they were laid before the elected 
Chamber. The authors of this plan also contemplate the possession 
by this body of certain advisory functions in the administrative 
sphere. 

13. The second of these plans contemplates the confederation of 
the States into a single collective body for the purpose of federating 
with the British Indian Provinces. Its supporters would prefer a 
single Federal Chamber in which the representation of the Indian 
States collectively should be 50 per cent., the representatives being 
selected by an electoral college consisting of the federated States as a 
whole. In the event of a decision in favour of a bicameral Legis- 
lature, 50 per cent, of the seats in the Upper Chamber would be 
reserved for the States, their representation in the Lower Chamber 
being on population basis. 

14. Upon the assumption, however, that the Legislature is to be 
bicameral, a variety of factors must be taken into account in deter- 
mining the size of the Chanibers. Cogent theoretical arguments 
can be adduced (and were in fact advanced by some Delegates) in 
support of the view that, for a country of the size and population 
of India, a Legislature consisting of from 600 to 700 members for 
the Lower Chamber, and from 400 to 500 for the Upper, could not 
be regarded as-excessive in size, and that smaller numbers would 
fail to give adequate representation to the many interests which 
might reasonably claim a place in it. On the other hand, arguments 
no less forcible were adduced in favour of the view that Chambers 
exceeding 100 and 250 respectively might prove ineffective organs 
of business. We have given these divergent views the best con- 
sideration of which we are capable, and recommend as the result 
that the Chambers should consist, as near as may be, of 200 and 
300 members respectively, in which the allotment of seats to the 
States should be in the proportion of 40 per cent, (or approximately 
80 seats) in the Upper Chamber, and 33| per cent, (or approxi- 
mately 100 seats) in the Lower. 

The Muslim delegation and some others are unable to subscribe 
to the whole of this paragraph, as they are opposed to the principle 
of giving weightage to the representation, in the Legislature, of 
the States in excess of their population proportion. 

15. This latter recommendation is, of course, based on the assump- 
tion that the whole body of the States will eventually adhere to the 
Federation. The view was strongly expressed that, in the case of 
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States not adhering at the outset, seats allotted to them as the 
result of the procedure contemplated in paragraph 26 should remain 
unfilled pending their adherence. But it was also urged that this 
might lead to a situation under which States adhering at the outset 
would find their total voting strength in the Legislature so small 
as to be inconsistent with their position as representing one of the 
main constituent elements in the Federation. Some members of 
the Committee have stated it as their opinion that, in the event of 
the original adherents not forming a substantial proportion of 
” Indian India,’' some method should be devised by which their 
voting strength would be temporarily augmented pending the 
accession of other States. But the whole Committee hope that the 
contingency which might necessitate such an augmentation will 
not arise. 

16. In any event, difficulty might arise in regard to States which 
are grouped for the purpose of deputing a representative; but it 
would be premature to attempt to suggest the best solution for such 
problems until the measure of adherence by “ grouped ” States can 
be fairly accurately ascertained or foreseen. The Committee 
accordingly content themselves with expressing the hope that the 
measure of adherence in each group will be sufficiently great to 
justify the filling of the seat allotted thereto by the nominations of 
the adhering States. Should the system of grouping be such as to ■ 
admit of the allotment of two or more seats to one group, difficulties 
of this order would be more easy of solution. 

17. The Committee recommend that the 200 members of the 
Upper' House should be chosen in the main to represent the compo- 
nent Units—the Provinces of British India and the States—and 
that the representatives of the British Indian Provinces should be 
elected by the Provincial Legislatures by the single transferable vote. 
Candidature for the Federal Legislature should not, of course, be 
restricted to members of a Provincial Legislature, though such 
persons should be eligible if otherwise qualified. But no person 
should be a member of both a Provincial and the Federal Legislature. 

18. In the ease of those States which secure individual representa- 
tion, their representatives will be nominated by the Governments of 
the States. In the case of those States, however, (and there will 
necessarily be many, such) to which separate individual representation 
cannot be accorded, the privilege of nomination will have to be 
shared in some manner which it will be easier to determine when the 
various groups have been constituted—a process which will, of course, 
entail a detailed survey of local and regional circumstances. 

19. For the Lower Chamber, the Committee consider that the 
selection of the British Indian representatives should be by election 
otherwise than through the agency either of the Provincial Legislature 
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or of any existing local self-government bodies.* Most members 
consider that election should be by territorial constituencies, 
consisting of qualified voters who will cast their votes directly for 
the candidate of their choice. Others have advocated some method 
whereby some of the obvious difficulties which must confront a 
candidate, in canvassing and maintaining contact with so large an 
area as the average constituency will involve, may be obviated. 

20. The actual framing of the constituencies must necessarily 
depend largely upon the detailed arrangements to be made for the 
revision of the existing franchise—a task which is to be undertaken 
by a special Franchise Committee. The Committee therefore recom- 
mend that this body should be charged also with the duty of making 
proposals for the constituencies to return the British Indian members 
of the Lower Chamber of the Federal Legislature, and that it should 
explore fully the alternatives of direct and indirect election, indicated 
in the preceding paragraph, in the light of the practical conditions 
which will be presented by the size of constituencies-, their populations 
and the proportion of this population to be enfranchised. The area 
and population of British India, excluding Burma, being, in round 
figures, 800,000 square miles and 255 millions respectively, and the 
seats in the Lower Chamber available for representatives of that area, 
on the Committee’s proposals, being approximately 200, it follows 
that the average area of a constituency would be approximately 
4,000 square miles, and the average population per seat some 

millions. And while, in many cases, the former of these figures would 
obviously be reduced hy the natural grouping of the population in 
urban areas, the difficulties presented by electoral areas and popula- 
tions of this size would, of course, be accentuated by the existence of 
separate communal electorates. It may well be that, while no 
difficulty will be experienced in providing for direct election in 
urban areas, som^i method of indirect election may prove desirable 
for rural areas. 

21. As regards the apportionment of the British Indian seats in 
both Chambers to the Provinces inter se, the Committee recognise 
that the population ratio, which they were disposed to recommend in 
their previous Report as the guiding principle, would not produce a 
satisfactory result unless it were tempered by other considerations. 
To take only one instance, it would immediately reduce the Bombay 
Presidency—a Province of great historical and commercial 
Importance, which has for many years enjoyed approximately 
equal representation in the Central Legislature with the other 
two Presidencies and the United Provinces—to less than half the 
representation these latter will secure. 

22. For the Upper Chamber, which will represent in the main the 
Units as such, the Committee think that the guiding principle should 
be a reasonable approximation to equality of representation for each 

* This expression is not intended to exclude such bodies as Village Boards 
or Village Panchayats. 
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Unit.. Absolute equality, having regard to the great variations in size 
and population between the Provinces, would obviously be inequitable. 
The problem is a difficult and complicated one, involving the careful 
assessment of local factors, which is beyond the competence of this 
Committee. But the suggestion has been made that a possible 
solution might, for example, be to assign to each of the Provinces 
which exceeds 20 millions in population—namely, Bengal, Madras, 
Bombay, the United Provinces, the Punjab and Bihar and Orissa— 
an equal number of seats, say, 17; to the Central Provinces (if it 
included Berar) and Assam, say, 7 and 5 seats respectively; to the 
North-West Frontier Province, 2 seats ; and to Delhi, Ajmer, Coorg 
and British Baluchistan, 1 seat each. 

23. In the Lower Chamber, representing as it will primarily the 
population of the federated area, we consider that the distribution 
should tally as closely as possible with the population ratio, but 
that some adjustment will be required in recognition of the com- 
mercial importance of the Bombay Presidency and of the general 
importance in the body politic of the Punjab, which it -will be 
generally conceded is not strictly commensurate with its population 
as compared with that of other Provinces. We suggest that-this 
adjustment might be secured in the case of Bombay, to some extent 
at aU events, by adequate weightage of the special representation 
which we have recommended for Indian and European Commerce 
and, in the case of the Punjab, by some arbitrary addition to the 
18 seats which it would secure on the basis of its population. Here 
again, the Committee are not in a position to make a definite 
recommendation, but they take note of a suggestion which has been 
made for the allotment to the Punjab and Bombay, and also to 
Bihar and Orissa, of 26 seats each; to Madras, Bengal and the 
United Provinces, of 32 seats each; to the Central. Provinces, of 
12 ; to Assam, of 7 ; to the North-West Frontier Province, of 3 ; and 
to the four minor Provinces, of 1 each—by this measure securing a 
distribution of the 200 seats which might be held to satisfy reasonable 
claims without doing undue violence to the population basis. But 
these figures, and those suggested in paragraph 22, would, obviously 
require further consideration. 

APPORTIONMENT BETWEEN THE STATES 
OF THEIR QUOTA. 

24. The Committee recognise that this is primarily a matter for 
settlement among the Princes themselves; but the representatives 
of other interests can hardly regard it as a matter of indifference 
since, until a satisfactory solution is found, the idea of federation 
necessarily remains inchoate, and an important factor in deter- 
mining the decision of individual States as to adherence to the 
Federation will be lacking. In view of the admitted difficulties 
of the question, the Committee are anxious to assist by friendly 
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suggestions towards the consummation of an acceptable and 
generally accepted conclusion. The Committee are fully aware 
that the effective establishment of federation postulates the 
adherence of the major States and that the absence of even a few 
of the most important States, however many of the smallest might be 
included, would place the Federation under grave disadvantages. 
At the same time, they think that it is essential that the States as 
a whole should secure representation which will commend itself to 
public opinion as generally reasonable, and that it is hardly less 
important to satisfy, so far as may prove possible, the claims of the 
small States, than to provide adequate representation for those which 
cover large areas. 

25. Two suggestions have been advanced, in the course of the 
Committee’s discussions, for the solution of this problem. The first 
was that the matter should be entrusted to the Chamber of Princes, 
with, such arrangements as would secure an adequate voice in its 
deliberations to the small States, and to such States as are not repre- 
sented in the Chamber at all. The second, based on the belief that 
the inherent difficulties of the problem would prove such that the 
Princes—acting through whatever agency—^v/ould be unable to 
evolve a plan which would meet with general acceptance and satisfy 
all claims, and consequently that a procedure based upon the first 
suggestion would merely involve infructuous delay, was that the 
task of apportionment should be remitted to an impartial Committee 
or tribunal on which the States themselves should not be given any 
representation, but before which they would all be invited to urge 
their claims. 

26. The Committee are not in a position, for reasons already stated, 
to make any definite recommendation as to the acceptance of either 
of these suggestions; but they consider that the best course 'would 
be to allow a period of time, which should not, they think, extend 
beyond the end of March, 1932, within which the Princes should be 
invited to arrive at a settlement, on the understanding that, if within 
that period a settlement were not in fact secured, an impartial 
tribunal would be set up by His Majesty’s Government to advise as 
to the determination of the matter. 

METHOD OF SELECTION OF STATES’ REPRESENTATIVES 
IN THE LOWER CHAMBER. 

27. Wliile the Committee remain of opinion that this question 
must be left to the decision of the States, it cannot be contended that 
it is one of no concern to the Federation as a whole. They note the 
assurances of certain individual members of the States Delegation 
that, in those States which possess representative institutions and 
for which these members were in a position to speak, arrangements 
will be made which wiU give these bodies a voice in the Ruler’s 
selection. The Committee as a whole are prepared to leave this 
matter to the judgment of the States. 
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REPRESENTATION OF SPECIAL INTERESTS IN THE 
FEDERAL LEGISLATURE. 

28. In paragraph 34 of their Second Report, the Committee 
recommended that special provision should be made in the Federal 
Legislature for the representation of the Depressed Classes, Indian 
Christians, Europeans, Anglo-Indians, Landlords, Commerce and 
Labour. We make no recommendation here relating to the first four 
of these interests, regarding the extent and method of their represen- 
tation, nor for the representation of Women in the Legislature, since 
the decisions on these points are for the Minorities Committee. 

29. But we affirm our previous recommendation that provision 
should be made for the special representation of the Landlord 
interest, of Commerce (European and Indian) and of Labour. The 
number of seats to be assigned to each of these.four interests and 
their apportionment amongst the various Provinces are questions 
which should be considered by the Franchise Committee, as also 
is the question of their method of election. Wherever possible, the 
method should be election rather than nomination. 

NOMINATED MEMBERS. 

30. In paragraph 34 of the Committee’s Second Report, the 
suggestion was also made that the Governor-General should be 
empowered to nominate to each Chamber a specified number of 
persons, not exceeding perhaps ten, to represent the Crown. After 
further consideration, the Committee see no advantage to be gained 
from pursuing this suggestion. The persons appointed by the 
Governor-General to assist him in the administration of the Reserved 
portfolios will, of course, play their part in the business of the 
Legislature; but it is not apparent how their task would be 
facilitated by the presence of a small body of nominated members 
who, if they were non-officials would rarely possess any special or 
effective knowledge of questions connected with the administration 
of the reserved Departments, and whose votes would be too few to 
influence decisions. 

31. If, on the other hand, these members were officials chosen for 
their knowledge of the subjects in the Governor-General’s charge, 
the same difficulty would be experienced as under the present 
‘regime of sparing from their departmental duties, for attendance in 
the Legislature, so considerable a number of officials as the suggestion 
contemplates. Moreover, the voting power which such officials 
would exercise would either be negligible or else would tend to 
maintain an “ official bloc ” which, in the opinion of the majority of 
the Committee, would be out of place in the conditions of the new 
constitution. 

32. On the other hand, while the Committee, for the reasons given, 
are not prepared to advocate the nomination of members in either 
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Chamber to represent the Crown or Crown interests, they are im- 
pressed with the desirability of securing to the Federation the 
services in the Upper Chamber of persons of the elder statesman 
type with an experience of public affairs, both in the political sphere 
and outside it. It may well be that persons of this type, whom 
India would delight to honour, may be unwilling, through the 
absence of provincial influence or connexions, to solicit the suffrages 
of Provincial Legislatures, or to promote their candidatures by 
identifying themselves with particular political parties; and the 
small chances of success at the polls, when party feeling runs high,, 
likely to be attained by persons possessing, in the English phrase,, 
the cross-bench ” mind, need not be emphasised. Yet it would 
be a grave loss to India if such persons were excluded from her 
counsels. The Committee are, therefore, of opinion that a small 
proportion of seats should be reserved, in the Upper Chamber only, 
for persons to be appointed by the Governor-General. The Governor- 
General would, in making these appointments, act as a general rule 
upon the advice of his Ministers, though we are disposed to think 
that, possibly by a constitutional convention, possibly by provision 
in the Constitution Act, two or three of the appointments might 
be made on the Govemor-GeneraLs personal responsibility. In order 
to avoid any suggestion, however, of an official bloc, the Committee 
are of opinion that no serving official should be qualified to sit in the 
Upper Chamber as a nominated member. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS 
FOR MEMBERSHIP. 

33. For the Lower Chamber, in British India the qualification 
for membership should be identical with that for a voter; that is 
to say, any person who is qualified as an elector for a constituency 
of a particular class should be qualified also to stand for election by 
any constituency of that class in the Province. 

34. But, for candidates for the Senate, certain additional qualifica- 
tions should be laid dovm. Without attemptiug to prescribe these 
in detail—a task which would better be undertaken by the Franchise 
Committee—we consider that the existing rules regulating the 
qualifications of voters (and consequently of candidates) for 
the Council of State should be adopted as a model for candidates 
for the Upper Chamber, except that the minimum age limit should 
be 35 years, and subject to such modifications as may be necessary 
to prevent the virtual exclusion of Women, the Depressed Classes 
and Labour. 

35. It will be necessary also to prescribe the qualifications of voters 
in the special constituencies we have recommended to secure the 
representation in the Upper Chamber of Landlords, Commerce 
(European and Indian) and Labour ; and—subject to the age limit 
just suggested—a person qualified as a voter in any of the special 
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constituencies should be qualified also as a candidate. Whether, in 
the case of all or any of these special constituencies, the present 
qualifications for voters for the Council of State could be adopted 
as they stand, appears doubtful; but this we would leave for the 
consideration of the Franchise Committee. 

36. The existing disqualifications for membership for the Indian 
Legislature appear to us generally suitable for retention, though 
there was some difference of opinion as to those arising out of con- 
victions for criminal offences, and suggestions were made—which We 
regard as inxpracticable—^that a distinction should be drawn for this 
purpose between ‘‘ political'' and other offences, or between offences 
involving moral turpitude and those which do not. On the whole, 
we regard a restriction of this nature on the free choice of the elector 
as of little value as a means of ensuring probity of character in 
candidates, and we recommend that they should be abandoned. At 
the same time, some members of the Committee consider that the 
rules should be so framed as to disqualify from candidature any 

: person, who at the time of an election, is actually undergoing a 
sentence of imprisonment and who would consequently be unable, 
if returned, to fulfil his duties to the Legislature and to his con- 
stituents. On the other hand, a section of the Committee is opposed 
to this view, being of opinion that a sentence of imprisonment should 
not, in any circumstances, constitute a disqualification. 

37. Although it will clearly be impossible to secure uniformity of 
qualification in British India and the States, we think it of great 
importance that there should be absolute uniformity in the matter 
of disqualifications. These should, therefore, be embodied in the 
constitution and should apply to all candidates alike. 

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE. 

38. The Committee consider that, following common practice in 
the Empire, the Indian Constitution should provide for an Oath 
of Allegiance to be taken by members of the Federal Legislature 
on assumption of their seats. They do not suggest a definite 
formula at this stage, but its terms wih require careful consideration. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO CHAMBERS. 
39. As will appear from paragraphs 26 and 35 of the Committee’s 

Second Report, this important question was discussed for the first time 
in the Committee’s present Session. The careful consideration we have 
now given to the matter has led us to the view that nothing should 
be done in the new constitution which would have the effect of placing 
either Chamber of the Federal Legislature in a position of legal subor- 
dination to the other. It would be a misconception of the aims which 
we have in view to regard either Chamber as a drag or impediment on 
the activities of the other. In our view, the two Chambers will be 
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complementary to each other, each representing somewhat different, 
but, we hope, not antagonistic, aspects of the Federation as a whole. 
Absolute equality between the two Chambers of a bicameral Legis- 
lature is no doubt unattainable, and, if it were attainable, might well 
result in perpetual deadlock; and there is no less doubt that, the 
provisions of the constitution notwithstanding, the evolution of 
political development will inevitably result, in the course of time, in 
placing the centre of gravity in one Chamber. 

40. But. so far as the letter of the constitution is concerned, we 
consider that, subject to the consideration shortly to be mentioned, 
there would be no justification for endowmg one Chamber at the 
outset with legislative powers which are denied to the other. We 
accordingly recommend that, while the constitution should provide 
that, subject to the special provisions to be referred to later, no Bill 
should become law until it is assented to by both Chambers, it should 
contain no provisions which would disable either Chamber from 
initiating, amending or rejecting any Bill, whatever its character. 
This principle should, however, in the opinion of almost a.ll the British 
Indian Delegates, be subject to the exception that the right of 
initiating Money Bills should vest in the Lower Chamber alone, 
though the States Delegation were almost unanimously opposed to the 
drawing of this distinction. Subject, of course, to the decision on the 
point just mentioned, the principle of equality also appears to us to 
demand that the Government should be entitled to test the opinion 
of the other Chamber if one Chamber has seen fit to reject a Govern- 
ment Bill, and that, in the event of its passage by the Second Chamber 
it should be treated as a Bill initiated in that Chamber and taken 
again to the first. 

41. In the event of rejection by one Chamber of a Bill which has 
been passed by the other, or of its acceptance by either in a form to 
which the other vdll not agree, we recommend that, subject to certain 
conditions which should be set out in the constitution, the Governor- 
General should have power, either after the lapse of a specified period 
or, in cases of urgency, at once, to secure the adjustment of the 
difference of opinion by summoning a Joint Session. 

42. As .regards the voting of Supply, the opinion of the British 
Indian Delegates was almost unanimously in favour of confining this 
function to the Lower Chamber. Their view was based on the 
precedent afforded in this respect, not merely by almost every other 
constitution, but by the actual powers which have been enjoyed by 
the Indian Legislative Assembly during the past ten years. The 
States Delegates, however, were almost unanimously of opinion that 
the principle of equality of powers should apply also to the voting of 
Supply. In their view, since the Supply required by the Federal 
Government will be required for the common purposes of the 
Federation (or for the common purposes of British India), there is 
no logical reason which could be adduced in favour of depriving the 
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representatives of the Federal Units in the Senate of a voice in the 
appropriation of the revenues, the responsibility of raising which 
they would share equally with the members of the other Chamber. 

43. Whatever may be the decision between these conflicting views, 
the Committee assume that the Demands for Grants, whether voted 
upon by both Chambers or only by the Lower Chamber, would be so 
arranged as to separate expenditure required for Federal purposes 
from that required for Centralpurposes, so that the latter might 
stand referred to a Standing Committee of the British Indian 
members of both Chambers. 

NOTE. 
One member of the Committee raised the important question of 

empowering the Federal Legislature to deal with certain aspects 
of Labour questions and of empowering the Federal Government and 
Legislature to deal with questions connected with the ratification of 
International Labour Conventions, 

A solution of the difficulties to which he has drawn attention will 
have to be found when the precise relationship between the legislative 
powers of the Federal and Provincial Legislatures is finally determined. 
In this particular matter there hu.s not been opportunity this session to 
advance further than the general conclusions reached at the last Session, 
and the Committee are unable to report in detail upon it. Further 
consideration will have to be given to it. 

FEDERAL FINANCE. 
44. The Committee did not find time during the first Session of the 

Conference to-consider the subject of “ Federal Finance/' which may 
be summarily described as the question of the apportionment of 
financial resources and obligations between the Federation and the 
Units. On taking up this subject, the Committee found it desirable 
to remit it for examination by a sub-Committee, over which 
I.ord Peel presided. 

45. The Report of this sub-Committee, which was in effect 
unanimous, is appended to this Report. Little criticism was 
directed to its main features, and the Committee accept the principles 
contained in it as a suitable basis on which to draft this part of the 
constitution. 

46. The Committee were, however, not satisfied with the proposals 
in Lord Peel's Report for a review of the problem by Expert Com- 
mittees. Fear was widely expressed that these might, by recom- 
mending principles at variance with those upon which the Conference 
was agreed, tend to undo work already accomplished ; and further, 
that the procedure suggested might cause unnecessary, and perhaps 
dangerous, delay in settling various points which had an important 
bearing on the character of the new Federation. The Committee 
accordingly consider that the suggested procedure should be revised 
in the manner described below. 
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47. No change need be made as regards the second of the two 
Committees (concerned with paragraphs 17-20 of Lord Peel's 
Report), except that it should have no connection with the other 
Committee. .It should be noted that, of the matters within the 
purview of this “ States " Committee, it is only in respect of those 
dealt with in paragraph 18 of Lord Peel’s Report that it is essential 
to reach a settlement before the Act setting up the Federation 
comes into operation. 

48. In place of the first Committee recommended in Lord Peel's 
Report, there should, as early as possible, be appointed in India 
a “ fact-finding " committee, consisting of officials familiar with 
questions of finance, including States’ finance. Without elaborating 
terms of reference, the functions of this committee may be sketched 
as follows :— 

(a) To investigate the division of pension charges (paragraph 5 
of Lord Peel’s Report). 

{b) To investigate the classification of pre-Federation debt, 
as contemplated at the end of paragraph 6 of Lord Peel’s 
Report. 

(c) To calculate the effect on the Provinces of various possible 
methods (of which there are only a few to be considered) of 
allocating the proceeds of Income-tax to the Provinces. 

{d) To give an estimate of the probable financial position 
of the Federation in its early years under the scheme proposed 
in Lord Peel’s Report, indicating, inter alia, the probable results 
of federahsing Corporation tax. Commercial Stamps, Tobacco 
excise, or other possible national excises. 

Of these, {d) is the most important. 

It was pointed out that {b) had no reference to the investigation of 
any claim such as had been raised by the Congress, that liabihty for a 
portion of the Pubhc Debt of India ought to be undertaken by the 
United Kingdom. ^ 

49. The facts and estimates required from the Committee described 
in the preceding paragraph should not take long to produce. There 
will remain to be decided, in the light of them, certain questions, 
as, for example— 

(i) The exact detailed form of the list of Federal taxes (within 
the general frame-work laid down by Lord Peel’s Report) ; in 
particular, a -final decision will have to be taken about 
Corporation tax and specific Federal Excises. 

(ii) The initial amount of the Contributions from the Provinces. 
(hi) The precise period to be laid down for the extinction of the 

Provincial Contributions referred to in (ii), and of the contribu- 
tions from certain States which are to be reviewed under the 
procedure mentioned in paragraph 47 above. 

(iv) The exact method according to which Income-tax is to be 
returned to the Provinces. 
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50. There will also be one or two other points, left doubtful by 
Lord Peel’s sub-Committee, which will fall for decision. It will be 
necessary to devise a procedure for discussion and settlement of the 
outstanding matters. 

51. It may be that, in other fields, points of substance directly 
affecting federation wiU also remain for settlement after this Session 
of the Conference. It might thus prove convenient to use a common 
machinery for their disposal. It is accordingly agreed that this 
question of procedure should be postponed to a later stage. 

THE FEDERAL COURT. 

52. The necessity for the establishment of a Federal Court was 
common ground among all members of the Committee, and such 
differences of opinion as manifested themselves were concerned, for 
the most part, with matters of detail rather than of principle. It 
was recognised by all that a Federal Court was required both to 
interpret the constitution and to safeguard it, to prevent encroach- 
ment by one federal organ upon the sphere of another, and to 
guarantee the integrity of the compact between the various federating 
Units out of which the Federation itself has sprung. 

53. The first question which the Committee considered was the 
nature of the Court’s jurisdiction, and it was generally agreed that 
this jurisdiction must be both original and appellate. 

54. The Court ought, in the opinion of the Committee, to have 
an exclusive original jurisdiction in the case of disputes arising 
between the Federation and a State or a Province, or between two 
States, two Provinces, or a State and a Province. The Committee 
are of opinion that disputes between Units of the Federation could 
not appropriately be brought before the High Court of any one of 
them, and that a jurisdiction of this kind ought rather to be entrusted 
to a tribunal which is an organ of the Federation as a whole. It 
would seem to follow that the Court should have seisin of justiciable 
disputes of every kind between the Federation and a Province or 
between two Provinces, and not only disputes of a strictly consti- 
tutional nature; but that in the case of disputes between the 
Federal Government and a State, between a State and a Province, 
or between two States, the dispute must necessarily be one arising 
in the federal sphere, that is to say, one in which a question of the 
interpretation of the constitution (using that expression in its 
broadest sense) is involved, since otherwise the jurisdiction would 
extend beyond the limits of the Treaties of cession which the States 
will have made with the Crown before entering the Federation. The 
Committee are disposed to think that decisions by the Court, given 
in the exercise of this original jurisdiction, should ordinarily be 
appealable to a Full Bench of the Court. 
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55. In the case of disputes arising between a private person and 
the Federation or one of the federal Units, the Committee see no 
reason why these should not come, in the first instance, before the 
appropriate Provincial or State Court, with an ultimate right of 
appeal, if the matter arises within the federal sphere, to the Federal 
Court, since it would obviously be oppressive to compel a private 
citizen who had a grievance, hosvever small, against, say, his Pro- 
vincial Government, to resort exclusively to Delhi, or wherever 
the seat of the Federal Court may be, for the purpose of obtaining 
justice. But even in the federal sphere the right of suit against 
a State in its own Courts accorded to a citizen of that State must 
be regulated by the laws of that State, though the citizen who is 
given a right of suit by the State law could not be deprived of his 
right of access to the Federal Court by way of appeal, whatever 
form that appeal may take. In this connection, the Committee 
draw' attention to the need of investing both Provinces and States 
with a juristic personality, for the purpose of enabling them to 
become parties to litigation in their own right. The Committee 
understand that, at the present time, no action lies against a Province 
of British India as such, and that no action can be brought against 
an Indian Prince in a British Indian Court save under very special 
conditions. On the other hand, the Committee are informed that, 
in some of the States, provision has already been made whereby 
proceedings can be taken against the State in its corporate capacity 
as distinguished from the Ruler of the State himself. This subject 
will require to be further examined. 

56. The Federal Court ought also, in the practically unaniihous 
opinion of the Committee, to have an exclusive appellate jurisdiction 
from every High Court, and from the final Court in every State, 
in all matters arising in the federal sphere, as defined above. 
A certain difference of opinion on questions of method has, however, 
to be recorded. The suggestion was made that some plan might be 
devised whereby anyone desiring to challenge the constitutional 
validity of a law passed by the Federal or a Provincial Legislature 
could obtain a legal decision on the matter at an early date after 
the passing of the Act, and that this might be done by means of 
a declaratory suit to which some public officer would, for obvious 
reasons, be a necessary party. The advantages of some such 
procedure are manifest, and the subject deserves further examination. 
Assuming, however, that legal proceedings of this kind are found 
possible, the Committee think it right that they should be confined 
to the Federal Court alone, at any rate where the validity of a 
Federal law is in issue, though there was a difference of opinion 
upon the question whether, in the case of a Provincial or State law, 
the proceedings might not be permitted in the first instance in the 
appropriate High Court or State Court. Where, however' a 
constitutional issue emerges in the course of any ordinary litigation. 
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the tribunal which may have seisin of the case should have juris- 
diction to decide it, subject always to an ultimate right of appeal 
from the State Court or High Court (if the case gets so far) to 
the Federal Court. 

57. The form which the appeal should take might be left to be 
dealt with by Rules of Court; but, whatever form or forms are 
adopted, the Committee are clearly of opinion that there must be an 
ultimate appeal as of right to the Federal Court on any constitutional 
issue. Their attention was drawn to a very convenient procedure at 
present existing in British India whereby, when a question of title 
is raised in a Revenue Court, a Case can be stated on that point only 
for the opinion of the Civil Court, proceedings in the Revenue Court 
being suspended until the decision of the Civil Court is given ; and 
they think that the possibility of adopting a procedure of this kind 
might weU be explored. They understand, in particular, that a 
procedure on these lines would be the procedure most acceptable to 
the States. The Committee are, however, impressed with the need for 
discouraging excessive litigation, and recommend therefore that no 
appeal should lie to the Federal Court, unless the constitutional point 
in issue has been clearly raised in the Court below. 

58. The suggestion that the Federal Court should, for federal 
purposes, be invested with some kind of advisory jurisdiction, such 
as that conferred on the Privy Council by Section 4 of the Judicial 
Committee Act, 1833, met with general approval, and the Committee 
adopt the suggestion subject to certain conditions. In the first place, 
they are clear that the right to refer matters to the Court for an 
advisory opinion must be vested in the Governor-General; and 
secondly, they think that no question relating to a State ought to be 
referred without the consent of that State. 

59. The Committee are of opinion that an appeal should not 
lie from the Federal Court to the Privy Council, except by leave 
of the Court itself, though the right of any person to petition the 
Crown for special leave to appeal, and the right of the Crown to 
grant such leave would, of course, be preserved; some delegates 
were, however, of opinion that the Federal Court should be a final 
Court of Appeal. There would therefore be no right of appeal to 
the Privy Council direct from a High Court in any case where 
an appeal lay to the Federal Court. The Committee desire to 
emphasise here, in order to prevent any misunderstanding, that 
any right of appeal from the State Courts to the Federal Court 
and thence to the Privy Council in. constitutional matters will 
be founded upon the consent of the Princes themselves, as 
expressed in the Treaties of cession into which they will enter 
with the Crown as a condition precedent to their entry into the 
Federation. There can be no question of any assumption by 
Parliament or by the Crown of a right to subject the States to 
an appellate jurisdiction otherwise than with their full consent 
and approval. 
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60. It will be necessary to provide that Federal, State and 
Provincial authorities shall accept judgments of the Court as 
binding upon themselves when they are parties to a dispute before it, 
and will also enforce the judgments of the Court within their 
respective territories. It will also be necessary to provide that every 
Provincial and State Court shall recognise as binding upon it all 
judgments of the Federal Court. 

61. The Committee think that the Court should be created, and 
its composition and jurisdiction defined, by the Constitution Act 
itself. They are of opinion that it should consist of a Chief Justice 
and a fixed maximum number of Puisne Judges, who would be 
appointed by the Crown, would hold office during good behaviour, 
would retire at the age of 65, and would be removable before that 
age only on an Address passed by both Houses of the Legislature, 
and moved with the fiat of the Federal Advocate General. The 
question of the salaries and pensions of the Judges is a delicate one. 
The Committee are clear that the salaries, at whatever figure they 
may be fixed, should be non-votable and incapable of reduction 
during a Judge's term of ofhce ; and it would be a convenience if the 
salaries could be fixed by the Constitution Act, or in accordance 
with some machinery provided by that Act. The Committee have 
no desire to suggest any extravagant figure, but they are bound to 
face facts ; and they realise that, in the absence of adequate salaries, 
it is in the highest degree unlikely that the Federation will ever 
secure the services of Judges of the standing and quality required. 
They suggest that the matter might be referred to a small committee 
for investigation and report at a reasonably early date. With 
regard to the qualifications of the Federal Court Judges, the Com- 
mittee suggest that the following should be eligible for appointm.ent:— 
any barrister or advocate of fifteen years' standing and any person 
who has been, for not less than five years, a Judge of a High Court 
or of a State Court, the qualifications for appointment to which are 
similar to those for a High Court. 

62. The seat of the Court should be at Delhi, but power should be 
given to the Chief Justice, with the consent of the Governor-General, 
to appoint other places for the sittings of the Court as occasion may 
require. The Court must also have power to make Rules of Court 
regulating its procedure; these Rules should, after approval by the 
Governor-General, have statutory force. The power to regulate the 
procedure of the Court should include a power to make Rules 
enabling the Court to sit in more than one Division, if necessary. 
The appointment of the staff of the Court should be vested in the 
Chief Justice, acting on the advice of the Public Service Commission ; 
but the number and salaries of the staff must, of course, be subject 
to the prior approval of the Governor-General. 

63. A strong opinion was expressed in the Committee that the 
time had come for the creation of a Supreme Court for British 
India to which an appeal should lie from all Provincial Pligh Courts 
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in substitution for a direct appeal to the Privy Council. Appeals 
from the Court would lie to the Privy Council only with the leave 
of the Court or by special leave. The creation of such a Court 
is in the natural course of evolution, and the Committee adopt the 
suggestion in principle. A difference of opinion, however, manifested 
itself on the method whereby such a Court should be brought into 
existence. There was a strong body of opinion amongst the British 
Indian Delegates to the effect that the Federal Court should be 
invested with this further jurisdiction, the proposal being that 
the Court should sit in two Divisions—one dealing with Federal 
matters and the other with appeals on all other matters from the 
Provincial High Courts. Other members of the Committee and, 
generally speaking, the States’ representatives, dissented from this 
view, and were of the opinion .that there should be a separate 
Supreme Court for British India on the ground that the Federal 
Court would be an all-India Court, while the Supreme Court’s 
jurisdiction would be confined to British India ; the mass of work 
with which it would have to cope would obscure its true functions 
as a Federal Court, and to that extent detract from its position 
and dignity as a Federal organ. It is no doubt the case that many 
more appeals would be taken to a Supreme Court situate in India 
than are at present taken to the Privy Council, and the Committee 
appreciate the force of this objection. But there would be no 
difficulty in reducing the appeals to a reasonable number by im- 
posing more stringent restrictions upon the right of appeal. The 
Committee would deprecate the imposition on the finances of 
India of the cost of two separate Courts if this can possibly be 
avoided, and cannot disregard the possibility of . conflicts between 
them. There is, lastly, at no time in any country a superfluity of 
the highest judicial talent, and the truer policy appears to them 
to be to concentrate rather than to dissipate judicial strength. 

64. A question of very real difficulty upon which there is a diver- 
gence of view, remains to be considered, viz,, whether the Constitution 
Act itself should at once establish a Supreme Court or whether power 
should be given to the Federal Legislature to establish it either as a 
separate institution, or by conferring general appellate jurisdiction 
on the Federal Court as and when it may think proper so to do. 
The majority of the Committee is impressed with the need for pro- 
ceeding cautiously in this matter, though recognising that the oppor- 
tanity should not be lost of settling once and for all the general 
outlines of a Supreme Court scheme. The establishment of a Supreme 
Court, and the definition of its appellate jurisdiction are, they think, 
essentially matters for the Constitution Act, and it appears to them 
that, in the circumstances, it may be advisable to take a middle 
course. They recommend, therefore, that the Constitution Act 
should prescribe the jurisdiction and functions of the Supreme 
Court, and that the Federal I.egislature should be given the power to 
adopt these provisions of the Constitution Act in the future, if it 
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should think fit to do so. The majority of the Committee recommends 
this method on several grounds. In the first place, the establishment 
of the Court would in any event require a large increase in the 
judiciary, and, in their view, it should be left to the Federal Legisla- 
ture of the future to decide whether the additional expense should 
be incurred or not. Secondly, the whole subject is one which requires 
much expert examination,, and it may be desirable that experience 
should first be gained in the working of the Federal Court in its more 
restricted jurisdiction. Thirdly, the functions of the Federal Court 
will be of such great importance, especially in the early days of the 
Federation, that, in the opinion of the majority, it would be unwise 
to run the risk of either overburdening it prematurely with wo'rk, or 
of weakening its position by setting up in another sphere a Court 
which might be regarded as a rival. 

A substantial minority of the Committee is strongly of the opinion 
that the establishment of a Supreme Court for British India is a 
matter of urgent necessity, and that such a Court should be set up 
by the Constitution Act itself without necessarily waiting until the 
time when the Federation comes into being. 

65. A proposal to invest the Supreme Court above described with 
jurisdiction to act as a Court of Criminal Appeal for the whole of 
British India also found a certain measure of support. It is clear 
that, even if a right of appeal to this Court only in the graver criminal 
cases were given, the work of the Court, and therefore the number 
of Judges would be enormously increased. The Committee had not 
the time at their disposal to enter into a close examination of the 
question whether, in principle, a Court of Criminal Appeal for the 
whole of British India is desirable ; and they do not feel themselves 
able to express any opinion upon the matter, though they recognise 
its great importance. For the same reason that they hesitate 
to recommend the immediate establishment by the constitution, 
itself of a Supreme Court for appeals in civil matters from 
the High Courts of British India, the majority is unable to 
recommend the immediate establishment of a Court of Criminal 
Appeal. This matter is one which, in their opinion, must be 
left to the future Federal Legislature to consider; and if that 
Legislature should be of opinion that such a Court is required, 
there will be no difficulty, if it should be thought desirable, in 
investing the Federal Court, or the separate Supreme Court, as the 
case • may be, with the necessary additional jurisdiction. Some 
members drew attention to the fact that a Court invested with the 
various jurisdictions which were suggested in the course of the 
Committee’s discussions would have to consist of probably as 
many as twenty or thirty Judges, and in all likelihood of many more. 

66. The subject of the Provincial High Courts in British India 
was also touched upon in the course of the Committee’s discussions, 
and they think it right to record their views on one or two points 
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of importance connected with this subject. In the first place, the 
Committee are of opinion that High Court Judges should continue 
to be appointed by the Crown. Secondly, they think that the existing 
law which requires certain proportions of each High Court Bench 
to be barristers or members of the Indian Civil Service should 
cease to have effect, though they would maintain the existing 
qualifications for appointment to the Bench ; and they recommend 
that the office of Chief Justice should be thrown open to any Puisne 
Judge or any person qualified to be appointed a Puisne Judge. 
The practice of appointing temporary additional Judges ought, 
in the opinion of the Committee, to be discontinued. 

Signed, on behalf of the Committee, 

SANKEY. 

St. James’s Palace, London, 

^th November, 1931. 

(C 5631) 
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APPENDIX. 

Report of the Federal Finance suh-Committee. 

CONTENTS. 

1, 2 and 3. Preliminaries. 

4. Conditions of the Problem. 

5. " Central'' Charges. 

6. Pre-Federation Debt. 
7. Service of “ Ceiitral " Charges. 

8. Allocation of Resources between the Federation and its Constituent Units. 
9. Corporation Tax. 

10. Classification of Revenues. 
11. Relations of Federal and State Taxation. 

12. Unspecified Taxes. 

13. Taxation—^Miscellaneous. 

14. Grants to Constituent Units. 
15. Taxes on Income. 

16. Provincial Contributions. 
17. States’ Contributions. 

18. Cash Contributions from States and Ceded Territories. 
19. State Forces. 

20. Maritime States and Kashmir. 
21. Emergency Powers of the Federal Government. 
22. Borrowing Powers of the Units and the Security of Post-Federation Debt. 

23. Provincial Balances. 
♦ » 

24. Chief Commissioners’ Provinces. 

25. Commercial Departments. 
26. Proposals regarding Expert Committees. 

1. The terms of reference of the sub-Committee were as follows :— 

“ To examine and report upon the general principles upon 
which the financial resources and obligations of India should 
be apportioned between the Federation, the British Indian 
Units jointly and severally, and the States Units.” 
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2. The following Delegates were selected to serve on the sub- 
committee :— 

Lord Peel (Chairman), 
Major Elliot, M.P., 
Mr. Pethick-Lawrence, M.P., 

*Major the Hon. Oliver Stanley, M.P., 
Sir Akbar Hydari, 
Sir Mirza Ismail, 
Colonel Haksar, 
Rao Baliadur Krishrxaina Chari, 

*Mr. Benthall, 
Sir Maneckjee Dadabhoy, 
Mr. Iyengar, 
Sir Sayed Sultan Ahmed, and 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

* Sir Robert Hamilton, M.P., subsequently took the place of 
Major Stanley, and Sir C. E. Wood that of Mr. Benthall. 

3. The sub-Committee met on the 28th, 29th and 30th September, 
and the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th October, and has authorised 
me to present this Report. 

4. Conditions of the Problem.—In considering the principles upon 
which the general financial scheme for the new Federation should 
be framed, we are necessarily at a disadvantage because it is im- 
possible for us, with the time at our disposal, to make even tentative 
estimates of the probable revenue and expenditure of the Federation 
and its constituent Units. Any theoretical scheme for the division 
of resources and obligations should, before being embodied in the 
constitution, be put to the test of a careful examination of its 
probable results by some body which is fully equipped for the task. 
We accordingly recommend that, with the least possible delay after 
the conclusion of the present Session of this Conference, an Expert 
Committee should be constituted for the purpose of working out in 
detail a financial scheme for the Federation,! taking as its starting- 
point the general proposals contained in our Report (subject, of 
course, to their acceptance by the Federal Structure Committee and 
the Conference). The Expert Committee must have for its guidance 
some general principles of the kind set out below ; but it should be 
free to make alternative suggestions if, on closer examination of 
the facts, a probability is disclosed that any general principle laid 
down by us would, in practice, prove unworkable. In addition to 
the Committee’s duty of framing a general scheme, there are also 
many specific points, some of which we mention below, on which 
its advice should be sought. 

t See also paragraph 2fi. 

(C5631) c2 
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Such a body will necessarily be in a better position than we are 
to examine estimates of future revenue and expenditure and to take 
these into account in arriving at its recommendations. Even this 
Committee, however, will be unable to foresee the future so accurately 
that its judgment regarding immediate financial prospects can 
safely be made the basis of a rigid constitutional scheme. The 
difficulty is particularly acute in the adverse economic circumstances 
which now prevail, and which seem likely to continue for some time 
to come. It will therefore be necessary to aim at a considerable 
degree of elasticity in the financial framework. Whatever success 
in attaining this object can be achieved, we still consider it important 
that the Conference, when considering the question of constituent 
powers, should be specially?' careful to ensure that amendment of 
the constitution in this respect is not so hedged with difficulties 
as to be almost impracticable. Changing industrial and economic 
conditions, for example, may, at a date earlier than might now be 
anticipated, make it imperative to. modify the financial scheme 
adopted at the outset. 

While we are thus unable to frame a Budget for the Federation or 
its Units, it is impossible to enunciate even general principles without 
making an assumption, however rough, as to the financial obligations 
of the new governments. The provisional classification of subjects 
suggested by the Federal Structure Committee at the last Session 
of the Conference involves no change of importance, from a financial 
point of view, in the functions of the Provinces (or States) and of 
the government at the Centre (whether in its ‘‘ Federal ” or 
“ Central ” aspect). Federation may bring with it certain fresh 
charges (e.g., expenses of the Federal Court), or possibly, on the 
other hand, certain administrative economies ; but these variations 
do not appear likely to reach such magnitude as would bring about 
any fundamental change in the relative positions of the Units and 
the Centre in regard to financial requirements. Provincial ex- 
penditure, more particularly on '' nation-building ” services, may 
expand into fresh channels, whereas the range of Federal expenditure 
is more confined. It is essential, however, that all the governments 
should exercise the strictest economy and that their scale of ex- 
penditure should be reviewed and reduced to a minimum. But 
although there may be a natural and a proper tendency for Provincial 
and States^ expenditure to increase, despite economies, and for 
Federal expenditure perhaps to decrease, it is important to remember 
that the Federation will have to bear, in the main, the financial 
burden of any grave crisis, and that it is especially on the credit of 
the Federal Government that the whole financial stabilit}^ of India— 
its constituent parts no less than the Federation—must, in the end, 
depend. We are therefore bound to point out that there is danger 
in assuming that in no circumstances will additional burdens fall on 
the Federal Government. 
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Bearing the above in mind, we have started from the standpoint— 

(1) that it is undesirable to disturb the existing distribution 
of resources between the various governments in India unless, 
as we have found in some cases, there are imperative reasons 
for making a change ; 

(2) that, at all events to begin with, the Federation and its 
constitutent Units are likely to require all their present resources 
(and, indeed, to need fresh sources of revenue); so that, on the 
whole, it is improbable that any considerable head of revenue 
could be surrendered initially by any of the governments 
without the acquisition of alternative resources. 

With these preliminary observations we now proceed to set 
forth what we conceive are the principles to be followed. 

5. Central ” Charges.—It was generally accepted in the Federal 
Structure sub-Committee at the last Session that the aim of the new 
constitution should be to eliminate, as far as possible, any “ Central 
subjects; but, so far as could be foreseen, it seemed likely that a 
residue of such subjects (notably certain civil and criminal legislation) 
would remain indefinitely. It appears probable, however, that the 
ideal will be more easily attained on the financial side. Central 
expenditure, broadly speaking, will consist of three categories :— 

(1) Expenditure on '' Central ” Departments. 

(2) A share in pre-Federation obligations in respect of civil 
pensions. 

(3) Possibly a share of the service of the pre-Federation 
debt. 

(2) and (3) are, of course, items which will ultimately vanish. 

Expenditure under (1) will be simply for those few departments 
and institutions (e.g., Archaeological Department and Zoological 
Survey) which were not included at the last Session within the 
category of Federal subjects. It may well be that an agreement 
could be reached to federalise these items; bat, in any case, the 
expenditure on them is relatively insignificant. In strict theory 
there should be included among '' Central charges a proportion of 
the cost of the Federal General Administration expenditure in 
respect of such “ Central'' business as “ Central ” legislation. 
The amount, however, would probably be so trifling as to make this 
a needless complication. 

As regards (2), the allocation of “ Central" civil pension charges 
(not debited to the Provinces) between Federal and '' Central is 
a point which should be investigated by the Expert Committee. 
There seems no reason why the Federation should not be charged 
in respect of the pensions of officers who were previously employed 
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on duties which, in future, will fall within the scope of Federal 
activities; but there may be a case for making the balance a 
'' Central ” charge. 

6. Fre-Federaiion Debt.—^The third possible item in the “ Central ’’ 
charges—a share in the service of the pre-Federation debt—raises 
more important issues than the other two. The Public Debt of 
India has been incurred through loans which have not, at the time 
of their issue, been allocated for expenditure on specific heads. It is 
certain that, in any case, from the point of view of the investor, the 
security must remain, as before, the revenues of India —^that is 
to say, the future revenues of the Federation and of the Provinces 
but not of the individual States. No classification of pre-Federation 
debt as Federal and “Central” for constitutional purposes could 
be contemplated of such a kind as to affect the position of the lender. 

The Departmental Memorandum of the Government of India has 
attempted to classify the greater part of the total Public Debt as 
debt covered by commercial or liquid assets together with a few 
miscellaneous items of a similar character, leaving a residue of Rs. 172 
crores which, it is suggested, should be classed as “ Central.” We 
think that this classification may be misleading for the following 
reasons. 

The borrowings of governments are, in the nature of things, not 
restricted to what is required for investment in commercial or 
productive undertakings, and it is probable that no important 
country, even at the time of its fullest prosperity, has been in a 
position to show the whole of its debt as covered by assets of this 
nature. It would be absurd to suggest that every country has there- 
fore been continuously insolvent, as would be the case of a. commercial 
company which showed a deficiency of assets in comparison with 
liabilities. A country’s borrowing is conducted on the security of its 
credit and of its revenues, actual and potential. 

The Government of India, like most other governments, has at 
times had to increase its debt owing to revenue deficits. Such debt, 
legitimately incurred in tiding over periods of difficulty or emergency, 
forms a reasonable charge on the wholfe undertaking of government, 
even when not represented by specific tangible assets. On the other 
hand, large allocations have consistently been made from revenue 
for the reduction of debt and for capital expenditure. It is doubtful 
whether any other country could make so favourable a comparison 
as India between the total volume of its debt and the value of its 
productive assets. 

Even as regards the productive assets included in the Memorandum, 
it will be observed that the figure against Railways, for instance, is 
not an estimate of their actual commercial value as a going concern, 
but represents merely the capital invested. The Railway proceeds in 
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a normal year are sufficient for the payment of a contribution to 
general revenues of over Rs. 5 crores, in addition to meeting the 
whole of the interest charges on the Railway debt. The capitalised 
value of this additional profit, though it cannot be estimated with 
exactitude, might well amount to as much as Rs. 100 crores. 

Again, the valuable assets of the Government of India are not 
limited to those which actually earn profits. The Federal Authority 
will presumably succeed to the whole of the buildings and public 
works of ail kinds which at present are the property of the Central 
Government. The replacement value of these is, of course, an enor- 
mous sum, though there are no exact data at hand for evaluating it. 
Further, while such assets do not directly produce revenue, they 
represent a saving of annual expenditure. 

Moreover, although the loans and other obligations are shown as 
partially offset by certain assets, it will be understood that loans are 
normally raised for general purposes and not earmarked for specific 
objects; their proceeds go into a general pool. The particular items 
of debt cannot, therefore, be set off against individual assets ; and it 
would clearly be impossible to relate the balance of Rs. 172 
crores, mentioned above, to any particular loan or other obligation. 

It therefore seems to us that, if it were found, after investigation 
by the Expert Committee, that all the obligations were covered by 
assets, the whole of the pre-Federation debt should be taken over 
by the Federation. While, however, this seems to us to be the probable 
result of a close investigation, we do not rule out the possibility of a 
finding by that Committee that a certain proportion of the pre- 
Federation debt should equitably be classified in the. first instance 
as “ Central''; that is to say, that its service (including a due pro- 
portion of sinking fund charges) should be taken to be a '' Central" 
and not a Federal charge. 

The question of post-Federation debt is considered in paragraph 
22 below. 

7. Service of “ Central" Charge's.—^The only important existing 
source of* the Government of India’s revenue which is derived solely 
from British India is Income-tax. The problem of how Income-tax 
should be treated is discussed more fully in paragraph 15 below; 
but it is clear that, whatever may be the amount of the Central " 
charges discussed in the preceding paragraphs, it should be deducted 
as a first charge against the Income-tax collected solely from the 
British Indian Provinces, and against any other revenue collected by 
the Federal Government but derived solely from British India. 

8. Allocation of Resources between the Federation and its Constituent- 
Units.—It is obvious that, if there is to be an equitable apportion- 
ment of burdens and smooth working of the constitutional machine> 
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the Federal resources should, as far as possible, be confined to revenues 
derived alike from the inhabitants of the Provinces and of the States, 
and which can be raised either without any action on the part of 
the individual States or by an agreement with them of simple 
character, readily enforceable. This principle implies, very roughly, 
that the Federal sources of revenue should be confined to indirect ” 
taxes. If, however, a “ direct'' tax could be found which complied 
with the above conditions, it would be highly desirable to include this 
among the Federal resources, for the following reasons. 

The revenue from Customs wiH inevitably decfine if there is an 
intensification of protective policy, and the profits of indigenous 
companies (and also, of course, the yield of the Income-tax on these 
profits) will presumably increase. Moreover, “ indirect taxes tend 
to impose a relatively heavy burden on the poorer classes, and a 
Federal system of purely “ indirect ” taxation might unduly expose 
the Federal Government to criticism on this ground. We have been 
informed that federations which began with only “ indirecttaxation 
as a Federal resource have been compelled by force of circumstances 
to levy a tax on incomes or profits of companies in some form or 
other; and that, in at least two cases (United States of America and 
Switzerland), a formal Amendment of the Constitution was necessary 
for this purpose. 

9. Corporation Tax,—^The most obvious '' direct ” Federal tax 
is Income-tax. We think that it would be desirable, if it were possible, 
that some of the Income-tax receipts in ah the Units of the Federation 
should, in case of necessity, be available as a Federal resource; 
but we recognise that this is, in general, a development which must 
be left to the future and depend on free negotiation between the 
Federal Government and the federating States subsequent to 
federation. 

As regards the Corporation tax (now cahed the Super-tax on 
Companies), however, we suggest that, if the necessity of such a 
reinforcement of Federal revenues is estabfished, this tax should be 

^ included in the list of Federal taxes; and we hope that the States 
win agree to this principle. 

If federalisation of the Corporation tax were not accepted by the 
States, it would continue to be treated as a British Indian source of 
revenue. 

10. Classification of Revenues..—In view of the difficulty of classi- 
fying taxes in general terms which permit of precise legal interpreta- 

• tion, and of the necessity, in a federation, of leaving no doubt as to 
where tlie constitutional power of imposing a certain tax lies, we 
think the most satisfactory solution would be that the Federal taxes 
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and the Provincial taxes should be fully scheduled. We would 
suggest the following initial classification (apart from Income-tax, 
which is discussed separately in paragraph 15 below) 

Federal. 

External Customs, including Export duties. 
Salt. 
Export Opium. 
Excises on articles on which Customs duties are imposed (with 

the exception of Excises on Alcohol, Narcotics* and Drugs). 
Receipts from Federal Railways, Federal Posts and Tele^ 

graphs, and other Federal commercial undertakings (see further 
under paragraph 25 below). 

Profits of Federal Currency. 
Corporation tax (see paragraph 9 above). 
Contributions frorn Provinces (see paragraph 16 below). 
Contributions from States (see paragraph 17 below). 

Provincial. 

Land revenue. 
Excises on Alcohol, Narcotics* and Drugs. 
Stamps, with the possible exception of Commercial Stamps 

(see paragraph 13 below). 
Forests. 
Provincial commercial undertakings. 
Succession duties, if any. 
Terminal taxes, if any (see paragraph 13 below). 
The first seven taxes in the present First Schedule to the 

Scheduled Taxes Rules. 

* It is open to doubt whether “ Narcotics ” should, for this purpose, 
include Tobacco. 

We think that these lists should be examined by the Expert 
Committee, not only in order to review them generally, but also to 
expand and particularise them, and to include in them all sources 
of taxation at present used in British India or under contemplation. 

11. Relations of Federal and State Taxation.—It is necessary, at 
this stage, to refer to certain forms of taxation now in force in the 
States, apart from the special cases discussed in paragraph 20, which 
may conflict with taxes assigned to the Federation, or which may be 
economically undesirable from the point of view of the Federation 
as a whole. The first and most important of these is the internal 
Customs tariff which many States levy at their frontiers. One aim of 
the Federation, in our opinion, should be the gradual disappearance 
of any tax, now in force in a State, which is similar in character to a 
Federal tax and so may impinge on Federal receipts. At the same 
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.time we recognise that it may be impossible for the States in question 
to surrender, either immediately or in the near future, large sources 
of existing revenue, without the acquisition of fresh resources ; nor 
would it seem to be in general an equitable plan for the Federation to 
attempt to buy up, so to speak, the existing rights of the States in 
such a matter. This would simply mean that, in the general interests 
of economic unity and to facilitate trade, a tax would be imposed on 
the Federation as a whole in order to relieve the inhabitants of the 
States. The abolition of these taxes must therefore be left to the 
discretion of the States, to be effected in course of time as alternative 
sources of revenue become available. Subject to examination by the 
Expert Committee, it seems likely that one possible such source is 
the Terminal tax referred to in paragraph 13. 

There may be some instances, e.g. Corporation tax and Tobacco 
excise, in which States already levy taxes which, under the general 
scheme, it is suggested, might be federalised. Special adjustments 
will be necessary to bring these States into line with the Federation. 

12. Unspecified Taxes.—^Under the scheme outlined in paragraph 
10 above, the problem of residuary powers of taxation, in its 
ordinary sense, would seem to disappear; and we are left simply 
with the question, who should have the power of raising taxes hitherto 
uncontemplated in India. It is obvious that, in dealing with taxes 
of a nature which is at present unforeseen, the correct solution cannot 
be to allocate them in advance either finally to the Federation or finally 
to the constituent Units. A proper decision could only be taken 
when the nature of the tax was known. There would be great 
advantages in vesting the Federation with the right to levy such taxes, 
while empowering it to assign the right to the Units in particular 
cases, since such a process would be far easier than that of vesting the 
right in the Units and asking them, when necessary, to surrender it 
to the Federation. There are, however, constitutional objections to 
the proposal that the Federation should have power to impose 
unscheduled taxes on all Units of the Federation; and many of 
us feel that it is not possible to do more than to provide that the 
constitutional right to levy any unscheduled tax should rest with the 
Provinces or States, subject to the condition that the levy of the 
tax does not conflict with the Federal scheme of taxation. 

13. Taxation—Miscellaneous.—Sir Walter Layton recommended 
the use of Terminal taxes as an additional resource for the Provinces. 
The Government of India, on the other hand, have pointed out the 
difficulties which beset this proposal. Once again, such complicated 
issues are raised that expert scrutiny is essential. We agree that, if 
such taxes were levied, the proceeds should go to the Provinces and 
the States. In any case we think that both the rates and the general 
conditions under which such taxes would be imposed should be subject 
to the control of the Federal Government and Legislature. 
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Transit duties, whether in the Provinces or in the federating States, 
should be specifically forbidden. 

The Provinces should be debarred from levying internal Customs. 
(The position as regards the States is examined in paragraph 11 
above.)' 

There is much to be said for federalising Commercial Stamps on 
the lines of various proposals made in the past; but we have not 
examined the question sufficiently to justify us in reaching a definite 
conclusion. 

It will be understood that the powers of taxation enjoyed hy 
Provincial Governments or States should be subject to the overriding 
consideration that they should not be exercised in such a manner as 
to conflict with the international obligations of the Federal Govern- 
ment under any Commercial Treaty or International Convention. 

No form of taxation should, we think, be levied by any Unit of the 
Federation on the property of the Federal Government. The precise 
form in which this principle should be expressed should be examined 
by the Expert Committee. 

14. Grants to Constituent Units.-^li seems important that the 
constitution should, iii one respect, be less rigid than the existing 
one, under which it has been authoritatively held that there is no 
power to devote Central resources to the Provinces or Provincial 
resources to the Centre. It should, we think, be open to the Federal 
Government, with the assent of the Federal Legislature, not only to 
make grants to Provinces or States for specified purposes, but also, 
in the event of its ultimately finding that Federal revenues yield 
an apparently permanent surplus, to be free, as a possible alternative 
to. reduction of taxation, to allocate the surplus proceeds to the 
constituent Units of the Federation, both States and British Indian 
Provinces. It appears desirable that the constitution itself should 
lay down the proportions in which funds thus available should be 
divided among the Units, whether according to their respective 
revenues, or to population, or to some other criterion—a point on 
which the Expert Committee will presumably advise. 

Whatever the automatic basis for distribution, we consider that 
it should be subject to an exception in the case of States which impose 
taxes of a character similar to Federal taxes (e.g. internal Customs); 
and it should be open to the Federal Government to distribute to 
such a State its share of the surplus funds only if that State agreed 
to reduce equivalently the tax at the abolition of which the Federation 
was aiming. 

The reverse process should also be possible. Any Province, with 
the assent of its Legislature, should be free to make a grant for any 
purpose to the Federal Government. 
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15. Taxes on Income.-^lSfQ now take up the question of the 
treatment of taxes on Income other than Corporation tax, which, 
we have suggested in paragraph 9 above, should be Federal. As 
stated in paragraph 7, something may have to be deducted from the 
proceeds of these taxes, in the first instance, on account of'' Central ” 
charges, if any. 

We are agreed that such taxes should still be collected from the 
whole of British India by one centralised administrative service. 
Most of us are also of the opinion that uniformity of rate should be 
maintamed, since variations of rate may lead to unfortunate economic 
consequences, such as discrimination between industries in different 
Provinces. Some of us take the opposite view, both because of the 
constitutional difficulty mentioned below and because of the difficulty 
of securing uniformity in all Units. The subject is clearly one to which 
the Expert Committee should devote much attention. 

In any case, we are all of the opinion that the net proceeds should, 
subject to the special provisions mentioned below, be re-distributed 
to the Provinces. On any other basis it wiU be impossible to secure, 
even ultimately, a uniformity of Federal burdens as between the 
Provinces and the federating States, or to avoid a clash of conflicting 
interests in the Federal Legislature when there is a question of raising 
or lowering the level of taxation. The distribution of the proceeds 
of income-tax among the Provinces (even though there may initially 
be countervailing Contributions to the Federal Government, as 
proposed in the next paragraph) may also form a very convenient 
means of alleviating the burden of two or three of the Provinces 
which, under the present system, are universally admitted to be 
poorer than the others. With this in view, the Expert Committee 
should recommend by what criteria the proceeds of Income-tax 
should be allocated among the Provinces—^whether, for example, 
on the basis of collection or origin, or according to population, or by 
some other method or combination of methods. 

Those of us who recommend that Income-tax should be collected 
by one agency at a uniform rate to be fixed by the Federal Legisla- 
ture, though the proceeds are distributed to the Units, recognise that 
we are, of course, departing from the principle—to which we generally 
attach considerable importance—^that the right to impose and 
administer a tax should be vested in the authority which receives 
the proceeds. This seems to us inevitable ; but the difficulty might 
be met, at all events partially, if the Federal Finance Minister, before 
introducing any proposal to vary the Income-tax rate, were required 
to consult Provincial Finance Ministers. The procedure in the 
Federal Legislature, when dealing with an Income-tax Bill, should 
follow the procedure to be laid down for other Central'' legislation 
affecting directly only British India. 

A further point arising in connection with Income-tax, of such 
complicated nature that we are unable to make a definite recom- 
mendation regarding it, is the possibility of empowering individual 
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Provinces, if they so desire, to raise, or appropriate the proceeds of, 
a tax on agricultural incomes. We suggest that this point might be 
referred to the Expert Committee for investigation. 

16. Provincial Contributions.—^We have, subject to certain reser- 
vations, proposed the allocation to the Provinces of the proceeds of 
taxes on Income, without, so far, any corresponding reinforcement 
for the Federal Government. If the Expert Committee unexpectedly 
found that Federal resources were such as to give a secure prospect 
of recurring revenues sufficient to meet this loss iinmediately (and 
also a loss in respect of the heads dealt with in paragraph 17 below), 
many difficulties would, of course, be removed. But, on the pro- 
visional basis set out in paragraph 4, we are bound to assume that 
there may be a substantial Federal deficit, due to the allocation of 
Income-tax to the Provinces. The deficit, in so far as it arises from 
the above cause, should, we suggest, be met by Contributions from 
the Provinces, to be divided between them either on the basis of 
their respective revenues or of population, or according to some other 
defined method. The Expert Committee should consider what is 
the most appropriate basis. This basis need not necessarily be the 
same as that on which the Income-tax proceeds are distributed. 
Differentiation between the two methods might be used as a means 
of partially adjusting the burden on Provinces which are specially 
hard hit by the existing distribution of resources between them. 

We further propose that, not merely should it be the declared 
object of the Federal Government, as its position improves, to reduce 
and ultimately extinguish these Contributions, but the constitution 
should specifically provide for their extinction by the Federal Govern- 
ment by annual stages over a definite period, say, ten or fifteen years. 

17. States' Contributions.—In the scheme proposed above, the 
Federal burdens wiU be spread over all the Units of the Federation 
in a precisely similar manner except for :— 

[a) The above-mentioned Contributions from the Provinces, 
until such time as they are finally abolished; 

(&) such direct of indirect contributions as are, or have been, 
made by certain States, of a kind which have no counterpart 
in British India ; and 

(c) varying measures of immunity in respect of Customs and 
Saif enjoyed by certain States. 

We now turn to consider what the States’ contributions are, or 
may be ; but, at the outset, we would lay down the general principle 
that, subject to certain exceptions specified below, the direct or 
indirect contributions from the States referred to at {b) should be 
wiped out pari passu with the Provincial Contributions mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph. 
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18. Cash Contributions from States and Ceded Territories,—^The 
direct or indirect contributions from the States just referred to may 
arise, or are alleged to arise, under the following heads :— 

(i) cash contributions; 
(ii) value of ceded territories ;* and 

(iii) contributions in kind for Defence by the maintenance of 
State Forces. 

(i) Cash contributions from States (till recently known as tributes) 
have arisen in many different ways, and it has been impossible for 
us to examine the cases of individual States. Nevertheless, we think 
that there is, generally speaking, no place for contributions of a 
feudal nature under the new Federal Constitution; and only the 
probabihty of a lack of Federal resources at the outset prevents our 
recommending their immediate abohtion. We definitely propose that 
they should be wiped out farifassu with the Provincial Contributions 
discussed in paragraph 16 above. Meanwhile, there seem to us to be 
certain cases in which real hardship is inflicted by the relative magni- 
tude of the burden of the cash contributions; and we suggest that 
it might be possible, without excessive loss being thrown on the 
Federal Government, to remit at once that part of any contribution 
which is in excess of 5 per cent, of the total revenues of a State. 
Apart from this, the circumstances under which the contributions 
have been levied vary so much that it is necessary for the Expert 
Committee to undertake (what it has been impossible for us to 
execute) a detailed examination of each individual case, and, with 
the above general principles in mind, to express an opinion as to 
what would be equitable treatment for each of the States in question. 

(ii) Without the necessary statistics, we are unable to investigate 
in detail the claim of the States that, through having ceded territory,, 
some of them will be liquidating a. liabihty in respect of Federal 
burdens. Here again we propose that the Expert Committee should 
examine the whole question, and pronounce an opinion as to the 
equities in each individual case. 

19. State Forces,—(iii) Any attempt to assess the financial value 
to the Federation of the State Forces would raise many intricate. 
problems into which it has been impossible for us to enter. Close 
consultation with the Military Authorities and with individual States 
would be necessary before any solution of this problem could be 
found. The maintenance and availability of these Forces is at present 
optional for the States concerned ; and we think it likely that, before 
any credit was given to a State on account of the-Force which it 
maintains, the Federal Authorities would, at all events, wish to- 
prescribe:— 

{a) That the Forces should be efficient according to a standard 
of which the Military Authorities should be the judge, and 
should also be required for purposes connected with the general 
Defence scheme of India ; and 

* This term does not include the leased territory of Berar. 
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(&) that these Forces should, by some permanent arrangement, 
be made available for services to be determined by the competent 
Military Authorities. 

In any case, we regard this as a separate question which should be 
taken up between the Military and Financial Authorities of the 
Federal Government on the one hand, and the individual States on 
the other. We further think that any finapcial adjustment should 
be a matter of bargaining between the parties concerned, and should 
be treated as a separate matter—^not on the hues of {a) and (b) of 
paragraph 17. 

20. Maritime States and Kashmir.—^These States, being on the 
frontiers of India, are in a special position as regards the question 
of external Customs duties. Here again, we feel that it is impossible 
to deprive States of revenue of which they are already in possession. 
One principle which we would lay down is that, in all cases, the 
Import tariff at the States' Ports should be not less than that at 
Ports in the rest of India. The question whether Maritime States 
should agree to the administration of Customs at their Ports being 
taken over by the Federal Department is obviously one of great 
importance, but hardly comes within the sphere of our enquiry. 

Our general conception of the problem is that the Treaties or 
agreements, which vary widely in the different cases, must be taken 
as they stand, and that any decision as to what are the existing rights 
of a State, in those instances in which they are now in dispute, should 
be determined separately, with the least possible delay, and not by 
the Expert Committee. We think, however, that the latter should 
investigate the position in each State on its ascertained existing 
rights, and should express an opinion as to what commutation it 
would be worth while for the Federal Government to offer to the 
State for the extinction of any special privilege which it now enjoys. 
In doing so, the Committee might allow for any contributions of 
special value which a State may be making to the Federal resources. 
With this opinion before them, we think it should be left to the 
Federal Authorities, if they think fit, to negotiate with each State 
for the surrender of existing rights, The Expert Committee should 
also attempt to determine what, in the absence of amy such surrender, 
would be the amount which Federal revenues lost owing to the 
existence of the special right of the State ; and this valuation should 
be taken into account by the Federal Government whenever any 
question arose,, as suggested in paragraph 14 above, of the Federation's 
distributing surplus revenue over the Federal Units. 

21. Emergency Powers of the Federal Government.—^In order to 
ensure that the Federation is not left resourceless in a grave emer- 
gency, and also to secure the object referred to in the next paragraph, 
we regard it as important that there should be an emergency power 
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in the Federal Government, with the approval of the Federal Legisla- 
ture, to call for contributions from aU the Units of the Federation 
on some principle of allocation to be based on examination by the 
Expert Committee. 

22. Borrowing Powers of the Units and the Security of Post- 
Federation Debt.—In view of the degree of autonomy with which, 
we understand, it is likely that Provinces will be clothed, it seems 
to us that it will probably be inappropriate, at all events as regards 
internal borrowing, that there should be any power in the Federal 
Government to exercise complete control over borrowing by a 
Province. There must apparently be a constitutional right in 
a Province to raise loans in India upon the security of its own 
revenues, leaving it, if need be, to learn by experience that a Province 
with unsatisfactory finances will only be able to borrow, if at aU, 
at extreme rates. We would, however, give the Federal Government 
a suitably restricted power of control over the time at which Provinces 
should issue their loans, so as to prevent any interference with other 
issues, whether Federal or Provincial. But, although this should be 
the constitutional position, we think it highly undesirable that, in 
practice. Provincial borrowings and Federal borrowings should be 
co-ordinated only to this limited extent; and we feel little doubt 
that, as hitherto. Provinces will find it desirable to obtain the 
greater part of their capital requirements through the Government 
at the Centre. 

It has been suggested that loans, both for the Federation itself and 
for the Units, should be raised by a Federal Loans Board or Council,, 
consisting of representatives of the Federal Government and of the 
Governments of the Units and of the Reserve Bank. On the other 
hand, it is argued that an authority of this kind could not raise a 
loan, since it could not pledge the revenues of the country, though 
it might be useful in an advisory capacity when the Federal Govern- 
ment was dealing with appfications made by Provinces for loans. 
We are of opinion that these suggestions should be examined by 
the Expert Corhmittee, which should be asked to make definite 
recommendations as to the machinery to be set up for arranging 
loans. In doing so, they will no doubt take into account the 
experience of Australia and other countries. 

In order to secure that loans are raised at the cheapest rates, it 
is desirable that the security should be as wide as possible ; and we 
therefore suggest that, in the interests both of the Federation and 
of the Units, all loans raised by the Federal Authority should, in 
the future, like those of the Government of India in the past, be 
secured not only bn the revenues of the Federation but also on the 
revenues of the Provinces of British India. To ensure that this is 
not an unreality, it is necessary to have some, such provision as is 
proposed in the preceding paragiaph, under which there is an 
ultimate right in the Federation to call for contributions from the 
Units. 
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There would be no objection to federating Indian States, if they 
so desired, obtaining funds from the Federal Government on condi- 
tions similar to those applying to the Provinces, and being eligible 
for representation on the Advisory Board, provided that those 
participating were prepared specifically to recognise this right of 
the Federation to call for contributions from themselves as well as 
from other Units.. 

We are of the opinion that there should be no power in the Units 
to borrow externally without the consent of the Federal Government. 

23. Provincial Balances.—We consider that, until a Reserve Bank 
has been established, the Federal Government should act as banker 
for the Provincial Governments on a commercial basis. On the 
establishment of a Reserve Bank, Provincial Balances should be 
kept with that institution. 

24. Chief Commissioners* Provinces.—It is suggested that the 
revenue and expenditure of these areas, though shown in the accounts 
under separate heads for each area, should fall within the scope of 
the Federal Budget. Generally speaking, we think that the States 
have as great an interest in these areas as has British India; and 
we believe that those areas which are likely to be in deficit will 
probably be found to be so for Federal reasons, such as special 
connection with Defence, or, in the case of Delhi, its containing the 
Federal Capital 

It is, of course, proposed that the North-West Frontier Province, 
which is now a Chief Commissioner’s Province, should become a 
Governor’s Province. There must, however, be a considerable gap 
between the revenue derived from the ordinary Provincial sources 
and the normal expenditure of the Province; and it is proposed 
that this should be filled by a subvention. We contemplate that 
this subvention should be found from the Federal Budget, as the 
causes of the Provincial deficit are intimately linked with matters 
of Federal concern, viz.. Defence and Foreign Policy. 

25. Commercial Departments.—Some of us are of the opinion that 
the Railways (and possibly other departments, such as Posts and 
Telegraphs) should be conducted on such a basis as to secure a more 
complete separation from Federal revenues than is at present the 
case, and that, after paying interest and meeting the charge at 
present incurred by the Government of India in respect of reduction 
of Railway debt, they should keep their own profits and should 
work on a basis which, in the long run, would yield neither profit 
nor loss. From our standpoint it is to be noticed that such a plan 
would involve an important change in the basis of the security for 
the existing debt; but the proposal is closely connected with that 
made at the last Session of the Conference, that a Statutory Railway 
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Authority should be established. It thus raises very important 
constitutional issues which are beyond the province of this 
sub-Committee and must be fully examined elsewhere. 

26. Proposals regarding Expert Committees.—^The Expert Com- 
mittee, the appointment of which we have recommended in 
paragraph 4 above, will, in our view, have a most important role 
to play. We anticipate that it might be difficult to commit to one 
small body the examination of all the matters in regard to which 
we have judged that detailed scrutiny will be required. 

We therefore advocate a division of the .field of enquiry into two 
parts. The principal object of the first enquiry would be a general 
survey of the problem and an examination of the questions dealt 
with in paragraphs 5 to 17 and 21 to 25 of our Report. The second 
enquiry should relate mainly to the States, and would require 
considerable historical research in addition to the compilation and 
scrutiny of statistics. Under this head it will be necessary to review 
in detail the questions dealt with in paragraphs 17 to 20 of our 
Report. 

We consider that efSciency and promptitude would best be served 
by allotting these two fields of enquiry to two separate Committees, 
the work of which might perhaps be co-ordinated by a common 
Chairman. A -precedent for a somewhat similar device can be 
found in the arrangements made for the work of the Franchise 
Committee and Functions Committee of 1918-19. 

Signed, on behalf of the sub-Conunittee, 

PEEL. 

St. James's Palace, London, 

Qth October, 1931. 
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1 

INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE. 
(Second Session.) 

FOURTH REPORT OF FEDERAL STRUCTURE COMMITTEE. 

1. The Committee, when discussing the subjects covered by this 
Report, viz.. Defence, External Relations, Financial Safeguards and 
Commercial Discrimination, did not have the advantage of hearing 
the views of the Muslim members of the British Indian Delegation 
who reserved their opinion on such questions until such time as a 
satisfactory solution had been found of the problems which con- 
fronted the Minorities Committee. Some other representatives of 
minorities similarly reserved their opinion. 

DEFENCE. 

2. Our consideration of the question of Defence in its constitu- 
tional aspect is based on the principle enunciated in the Defence 
sub-Committee at the last Session that “ The Defence of India must, 
to an increasing extent, be the concern of the Indian people, and not 
of the British Government alone.'" 

3. The view was strongly put forward by some members that no 
true responsibility for its own government will be conferred on 
India unless.the subject of Defence (involving, of course, the control 
of the Army in India, including that of the British troops) is 
immediately placed in the hands of an Indian Ministry responsible 
to an Indian Legislature, with any safeguards that can be shown to 
be necessary. 

4. The majority of the Committee are unable to share this view. 
They consider that it is impossible to vest in an Indian Legislature 
during the period of transition the constitutional responsibility for 
controlling Defence, so long as the burden of actual responsibility 
cannot be simultaneously transferred. 

5. The majority of the Committee therefore reaffirm the conclusion 
reached in the Committee at the last Session that ” the assumption 
by India of aU the powers and responsibility which have hitherto 
rested on Parliament cannot be made at one step and that, during a 
period of transition, the Governor-General shall be responsible for 
Defence,"* being assisted by a “ Minister" of his own choice 
responsible to him and not to the Legislature. 

* See paragraph 11 of the Second Report of the Federal Structure sub- 
committee. 
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6. At the same time there is no disagreement with the view that 
the Indian Legislature must be deeply concerned with many aspects 
of Defence. It is undeniable that there can be no diminution of such 
opportunities as the present Legislature possesses of discussing and 
through discussion of influencing Defence administration. While 
the size, composition and cost of the Army are matters essentially 
for those on whom the responsibility rests and their expert advisers, 
yet they are not questions on which there can be no voicing of public 
opinion through constitutional channels. The Legislature would 
thus continue to be brought into the counsels of the Administration in 
the discussion of such outstanding problems as the carrying out of 
the policy of Indianisation. Further, there must be correlation of 
military and civil administration where the two spheres, as must 
sometimes inevitably be the case, are foundTo overlap. In the latter 
connection the suggestion was made that a body should be set up 
in India analogous to the Committee of Imperial Defence in Great 
Britain. Some members of the Committee considered that even 
though responsibility for the administration of the Army might 
remain, during a period of transition, with the Governor-General, 
the final voice on such questions as the size, composition and cost of 
the Army should rest with the Legislature. 

7. To secure the measure of participation contemplated under 
paragraph 6 by the majority of the Committee, various suggestions 
were made, the cardinal feature of which, in almost all instances, was 
the precise position to be assigned to the'' Ministerappointed by the 
Governor-General to take charge of the Defence portfolio. It was 
assumed that his functions would roughly correspond to those of the 
Secretary of State for War in the United Kingdom. Among the more 
important proposals made were the following:— 

(i) The '' Minister,'' while primarily responsible to the 
Governor-General, should, as regards certain aspects only of 
Defence, be responsible to the Legislature. 

(ii) The “ Minister," though responsible to the Governor- 
General, should be an Indian; and he might be chosen from 
among the Members of the Legislature. 

(iii) The '' Minister," of the character contemplated in (ii), 
should be considered to be a Member of the " responsible " 
Ministry, participating in aU their discussions, enjoying joint 
responsibOity with them, and in the event of a defeat in 
Legislature over a question not relating to the Army should 
resign with them though, of course, remaining eligible for 
immediate re-appointment by the Governor-General. 

8. While some of these suggestions contain the germs of possible 
lines of development, it is impossible to escape from the conclusion 
(a) that, so long as the Governor-General is responsible for Defence, 
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the constitution must provide, that the Defence '' Ministershould 
be appointed at the unfettered discretion of the Governor-General 
and should be responsible to him alone,, and (&) that this “ Minister's " 
relations with the rest of the Ministry and with the Legislature must 
be left to the evolution of political usage within the framework of the 
constitution. 

9. The view was put forward that, while supply for the defence 
services should not be subject to the annual vote of the Legislature, 
agreement should be sought at the outset on a basic figure for such 
expenditure for a period of, say, five years, subject to joint review 
by the Legislature and representatives of the Crown at the end of 
such period, with special powers in the Governor-General to incur 
expenditure in cases of emergencies. The details of any such plan 
should receive further careful examination. 

EXTERNAL RELATIONS. 

10. Very similar considerations to those governing the consti- 
tutional treatment of Defence apply in the case of the subject of 
External Relations, and in general the views expressed by members 
of the Committee on this subject followed closely their opinions 
regarding the constitutional provisions in relation to Defence. In 
particular the majority of the Committee reaffirm the view taken in 
the Second Report of the sub-Committee (paragraph 11) that the 
Governor-General should be responsible for External Relations. 

11. There is, however, a difficulty in connection with External 
Relations which hardly arises in the case of Defence, viz.,, that of 
defining the content of the subject. The reserved subject of External 
Relations would be confined primarily to the subject of political 

• relations with countries external to India and relations with the 
frontier tracts. Commercial, economic and other relations would 
fall prirnaiily within the purview of the Legislature and of Ministers 
responsible thereto; in so far, however, as questions of the latter 
character might react on political questions, a special responsibility 
will devolve upon the Governor-General to secure that they are so. 
handled as not to conflict with his responsibihty for the control of 
external relations. There will accordingly be need for close co- 
operation, by whatever means may prove through experience most 
suitable for securing it, between the Minister holding the portfoHo 
of External Relations " and his colleagues the responsible " 
Ministers.. 

12. Some misunderstanding may have been caused by the descrip- 
tion, in paragraph 11 (ii) of the sub-Committee's second Report, of 
External Relations as including ” Relations with the Indian States 
outside the Federal sphere.” As set out in the Prime Minister’s 
declaration at the close of the last Session, ” The connection of the 
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States with the Federation will remain subject to the basic principle 
that in regard to all matters not ceded by them to the Federation 
their relations will be with the Crown acting through the agency 
of the Viceroy.” 

FINANCIAL SAFEGUARDS. 

13. In paragraph 11 of their Second Report the sub-Committee 
in recording the general agreement, to which reference has been 
made in an earher paragraph of this Report, that the assumption 
by India of all the powers and responsibility which have hitherto 
rested on Parliament cannot be made at one step, recorded the 
consequential opinion that, during a period of transition in certain 
situations which may arise outside the sphere of the Reserved 
Subjects, the Governor-General must be at liberty to act on his 
own responsibihty, and must be given the powers necessary to 
implement his decision. And in paragraphs 14 and 18 to 20 of 
the same Report, they then proceeded to indicate in some detail 
their view of those situations in the financial sphere for which 
such special provision would be necessary. The proposals in this 
connection were, in the view of some members of the Committee, 
based upon the following fundamental propositions :— 

(1) that it is essential that the financial stability and credit 
of India should be maintained; 

(2) that the financial credit of any country rests in the 
last resort upon the confidence of the investor, actual and 
potential; 

(3) that one result of the connection which has subsisted 
between India and the United Kingdom has been that her 
credit in the money markets of the world has hitherto been 
in practice closely bound, up with British credit; and 

(4) that a change in her constitutional relations with 
the United Kiagdom which involved a sudden severance of the 
financial link between the United Kingdom and India would 
disturb confidence and so place the new Indian Government 
and Legislature at a grave disadvantage. 

14. The proposals designed to avert such a situation have been 
further discussed at the Committee's present Session. While some 
members consider that in present circumstances the proposals in 
paragraphs 18 to 20 of the Second Report may not prove sufficient, 
others have advanced the view that they erred on the side of caution, 
and that since there was no ground for postulating imprudence on 
the part of the responsible Executive and Legislature of the future, 
nothing further was required in order to ensure financial stability, 
in a*ddition to the normal powers of veto which would vest in the 
Governor-General, than the estabhshment, pending the creation by 
the Indian Legislature of a Reserve Bank, of a statutory advisory 
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Council, so constituted as to reflect the best financial opinion of 
both India and London, which would be charged with the duty 
of examining and advising upon monetary policy. (Some of those 
who took this view were of opinion that it might not be necessary 
for the Statutory Advisory Council to remain in existence after the 
Reserve Bank has been established). It was, however, suggested 
by those who held such views that it might be advisable to provide 
that in the event of the rejection by the Legislature of the Govern- 
ment's proposals for the raising of revenue in any given year, the 
provision made for the last fmancial year should continue auto- 
matically to be operative. 

Some members again, who had not participated in the Com- 
mittee's earher discussions, went further in their objection to 
the financial safeguards, and expressed themselves as unwilling 
to contemplate any limitations upon the powers of an Indian 
Finance Minister to administer his charge in full responsibility 
to the Legislature, on the ground that a constitution which did 
not concede complete control of finance to the Legislature could 
not be described as responsible government, and that derogation 
from complete control would hamper the Finance Minister in the 
discharge of his duties. 

15. The majority of the Committee adhere to the principles 
enunciated in their previous Report. They feel strongly that if the 
attitude of caution with which they approached this question last 
January was justified—^as they are convinced by the considerations 
stated in paragraph 13 of this Report that it was—^the financial 
crisis which has since overwhelmed both the United Kingdom and 
India in common with so many other countries has still further 
reinforced its necessity. They feel further that in the conditions 
of complete uncertainty and instability now so widely prevailing, 
it would serve no useful practical purpose here and now meticulousl}^ 
to examine or to attempt to decide upon the precise means to adopt 
to ensure and command confidence in the stability of the new order, 
and a safe transition to it from the old. The majority of the Com- 
mittee therefore record it as their view that the conclusions reached 
in the Committee’s Second Report form an appropriate basis for 
approach to the task of framing, the constitutional definitions of 
the powers and interplay in the sphere of finance of the various 
elements which will compose the Federal Authority which they 
envisage, and that it would be premature at this stage to attempt 
to elaborate the application of these conclusions. While they are 
prepared to explore more fuUy the suggestion of an Advisory Finance 
Council, they cannot on the basis of the discussion that has taken 
place commit themselves to the view that such a Council would 
adequately secure the effective maintenance of confidence in the 
credit of India, which must be the essential test of the measures 
necessary in the sphere of finance. 
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COMMERCIAL BISCRIMINATION. 

16. On this subject the Committee are glad to be able to record a 
substantial measure of agreement. They recall that in paragraph 22 
of their Report at the last Conference.it was stated that there was 
general agreement that in matters of trade and commerce the 
principle of equality of treatment ought to be established, arid that 
the Committee of the whole Conference at their meeting on 
January 19th, 1931, adopted the following paragraph as part of 
the Report of the Minorities sub-Committee:— 

“ At the instance of the British commercial community 
the principle was generally agreed that there should be no 
discrimination between the rights of the British mercantile 
community, firms and companies trading in India, and the 
rights of Indian bom subjects, and that an appropriate Con- 
vention based on reciprocity should be entered into for the 
purpose of regulating these rights."' 

More than one member in the course of the discussion also reminded 
the Cominittee that the All-Parties Conference in 1928 stated in 
their Report that ''it is inconceivable that there can be any dis- 
criminating legislation against any community doing business law- 
fully in India." 

17. The Committee accept and re-affirm the principle that equal 
rights and equal opportunities should be afforded to those lawfully 
engaged in commerce and industry within the teiiitory of the 
Federation, and such difierences as have manifested themselves are 
mainly (though not entirely) concerned with the limits within which 
the principle should operate and the best method of giving effect 
to it. 

Some, however, contend that the future Government should not 
be burdened with any restriction save that no discrimination should 
be made merely on the ground of race. Colour or creed. 

18. The Committee are of opinion that no subject of the Crown 
who may be ordinarily resident or carrying on trade or business in 
British India, should be subjected to any disabihty or discrimina- 
tion, legislative or administrative, by reason of his race, descent, 
religion, or place of birth, in respect of taxation, the holding of 
property, the carrying on of any profession, trade or business, or in 
respect of residence or travel.* The expression " subject" must 
here be understood as including firms, companies and corporations 

* As regards the interpretation of this sentence, see the remarks of 
Sir P. Thakurdas and Lord Sankey in the Plenary Session of 28th November, 
1931, on presentation of the Report. 
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carrying on business within the area of the Federation, as well as 
private individuals. The Committee are also of opinion that, mutatis 
mutandis, the principle should be made applicable in respeOt of the 
same matters so far as they fall within the federal sphere, in the 
case of Indian States which become members of the Federation 
and the subjects of those States. 

The States representatives expressed themselves willing to accept 
this principle provided that those who claim equal rights under it 
do not ask for discrimination in their favour in the matter of juris- 
diction and will submit themselves to the jurisdiction of the States. 

19. It will be observed that the suggestion contained in the preceding 
paragraph is not restricted to matters of Commercial Discrimination 
only, nor to the European community as such. It appears to the 
Committee that the question of Commercial Discrimination is only 
one aspect, though a most important one, of a much wider question, 
which affects the interests of aU communities alike, if due effect is 
to be given to the principle of equal rights and opportunities for all. 

20. More than one member of the Committee expressed anxiety lest 
a provision in the constitution on the above -lines should hamper 
the freedom of action of the future Indian Legislature in promoting 
what it might regard as the legitimate economic interests of India. 
The Committee do not think that these fears are well-founded. 
Key industries can be protected and unfair competition penalised 
without the use of discriminatory measures. The Committee are, 
however, of opinion that it should be made clear that where the 
Legislature has determined upon some system of bounties or 
subsidies for the purpose of encouraging local industries, the right 
to attach reasonable conditions to any such grant from public funds 
is fully recognised, as it was recognised in 1925 by the External 
Capital Committee, and is recognised to-day by the practice of the 
Government of India itself. 

21. It should however also be made clear that bounties or subsidies, 
if offered, would be available to all who were .willing to comply with 
such conditions as may be prescribed. The principle should be a fair 
field and no favour. Thus a good deal was said in the course of the 
discussion of the need for enabling Indian concerns to compete more 
effectively with larger and longer-established businesses, usually under 
British management and financed with British capital. Where the 
larger business makes use of unfair methods of competition, the 
general law should be sufficient to deal with it; but many members 
of the Committee were impressed with the danger of admitting a 
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claim to legislate, not for the purpose of regulating unfair competition 
generally, but of destroying in a particular case the competitive 
power of a large industry in order to promote the interests of a 
smaller one. 

A view was expressed by some members, with reference to this 
and the preceding paragraph, that so far as the grant of bounties 
and subsidies is concerned it must be within the competence of the 
Legislature to confine them to Indians or companies with Indian 
capital. 

The position of others was that set out at the end of paragraph 17. 

22. With regard to method, it appears to the Committee that the 
constitution should contain a clause prohibiting legislative or 
administrative* discrimination in the matters set out above and 
defining those persons and bodies to whom the clause is to apply. 
A completely satisfactory clause would no doubt be difficult to frame, 
and the Committee have not attempted the task themselves. They 
content themselves with sa3dng that (despite the contrary view 
expressed by the Statutory Commission in paragraph 156 of their 
Report) they see no reason to doubt that an experienced Parhamen- 
tary draftsman would be able to devise an adequate and workable 
formula, which it would not be beyond the competence of a Court 
of Law to interpret and make effective. With regard to the persons 
and bodies to whom the clause will apply, it was suggested by some 
that the constitution should define those persons who are to be 
regarded as “ citizens of the Federation, and that the clause should 
apply to the citizens ” as so defined ; this indeed was a suggestion 
which had been made by the All-Parties Conference. There are 
however disadvantages in attempting to define the ambit of economic 
rights in terms of a political definition, and a definition which 
included a corporation or limited company in the expression 

citizen would be in any event highly artificial. The Committee 
are of opinion, therefore, that the clause should itself describe those 
persons and bodies to whom it is to be applicable on the lines of 
paragraph 18, and that the question should not be complicated by 
definitions of citizenship. 

23. If the above proposals are adopted, discriminatory legislation 
would be a matter for review by the Federal Court. To some extent 
this would also be true of c.dministrative discrimination ; but the real 
safeguard against the latter must be looked for rather in the good 
faith and common sense of the different branches of the executive 
government, reinforced, where necessary, by the special powers 
vested in the Governor-General and the Provincial Governors. It is 
also plain that where the Governor-General or a Provincial Governor 

* Two members would not include administrative discrimination within 
the scope of the clause. 
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is satisfied that proposed legislation, though possibly not on the face 
of it discriminatory, nevertheless will be discriminatory in fact, he 
will be called upon, in virtue of his special obligations in relation to 
minorities, to consider whether it is not his duty to refuse his assent 
to the Bill or to reserve it for the signification of His Majesty’s 
pleasure. 

-1 

24. The question of persons and bodies in the United Kingdom 
trading with India, but neither resident nor possessing establishments 
there, requires rather different treatment. Such persons and bodies 
clearly do not stand on the same footing as those with whom this 
Report has hitherto been dealing. Nevertheless, the Committee were 
generally of opinion that, subject to certain reservations, they ought 
to be freely accorded, upon a basis of reciprocity, the right to enter 
and trade with India. It will be for the future Indian Legislature to 
decide whether and to what extent such rights should be accorded 
to others than individuals ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom 
or companies registered there, subject of course to similar rights 
being accorded to residents in India and to Indian companies. It is 
scarcely necessary to say that nothing in this paragraph is intended 
to limit in any way the power to impose duties upon imports into 
India, or otherwise to regulate its foreign trade. 

25. It had been suggested at the last Conference, and the suggestion 
was made again in the course of the discussion in the Committee, 
that the above matters might be conveniently dealt with by means of 
a Convention to be made between the two countries, setting out in 
greater detail than it was thought would be possible in a clause in 
an Act the various topics on which agreement can be secured. The 
idea is an attractive one, but appears to present certain practical 
difficulties. The Committee understand that the intention of those 
who suggested it is that the Convention, if made, should be scheduled 
to and become part of the Constitution Act. It was, however, 
pointed out that such a detailed Convention would be more appro- 
priately made between the United Kingdom and the future Indian 
Government when the latter was constituted, and that, in any event, 
it seemed scarcely appropriate in a Constitution Act. On the other 
hand, the Committee are of opinion that an appropriately drafted 
clause might be included in the Constitution itself, recognising the 
rights of persons and bodies in the United Kingdom to enter and 
trade with India on terms no less favourable than those on which 
persons and bodies in India enter and trade with the United Kingdom. 

26. In conclusion, there was general agreement (subject to the 
view of certain members, set out at the end of paragraph 17), to 
the proposal that property rights should be guaranteed in the 
constitution, and that provision should be made whereby no person 
can be deprived of his property, save by due process of law and 
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for public purposes, and then only on payment of fair and just 
compensation to be assessed by a Judicial Tribunal. In the case 
of the States, this principle may need some modification to avoid 
confiict with their internal rights. A provision of the kind con- 
templated appears to the Cornmittee to be a necessary complement 
of the earlier part of this Report. Such a formula finds a place 
in many constitutions, and the form used in the Polish Constitution 
seemed to the Committee to be specially worthy of consideration. 

Signed, on behalf of the Coiiimittee, 

SANKEY. 

St. James's Palace, London. 

21th Novemhefi 193L 
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Sardar Ujjal Singh. 
Mr. Zafrullah Khan. 

* Denotes new members, 
t Did not attend the Second Session. 
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SECOND REPORT OF MINORITIES COMMITTEE, 

The Report of sub-Committee No. Ill (Minorities) approved by 
the Committee of the whole Conference on 19th January, 1931, 
recorded that opinion was unanimous “ that in order to secure the 
co-operation of all communities which is essential to the successful 
working of responsible government in India, it was necessary that 
the new constitution should contain provisions designed to assure 
the communities that their interests would not be prejudiced, and 
that it was particularly desirable that some agreement should be 
come to between the major communities in order to facilitate the 
consideration of the whole question.'' In these circumstances, it 
recommended that ‘‘ the Conference should register an opinion that 
it was desirable that an agreement upon the claims made to it should 
be reached and that the negotiations should be continued between 
the representatives concerned, with the request that the result of 
their efforts should be reported to those engaged in the next stage 
of these negotiations." 

2. The Committee resumed its deliberations on 28th September, 
and met subsequently on 1st October, 8th October and 
13th November. It had the assistance in its discussions of the 
representative of the Congress Party. 

3. At the first meeting of the resumed Committee on 28th Sep- 
tember it was reported that informal negotiations were proceeding 
between certain of the communities concerned, and after discussion 
it was unanimously agreed that, in order to give these negotiations 
an opportunity to reach a conclusion, the Committee should adjourn 
until 1st October. On its meeting on that day a further motion of 
adjournment until Thursday, 8th October, to enable the continuance 
of the negotiations; was moved by Mr. Gandhi and unanimously 
accepted. It was agreed that the problem of the Depressed Classes 
and other smaller minorities would form part of the communal 
problem which was to be the subject matter of the conversations. 

4. At the third meeting of the Committee on Thursday, 
8th October, Mr. Gandhi reported that the negotiations which had 
taken place had unfortunately proved entirely abortive, despite 
the utmost anxiety on the part of all concerned to reach a satisfactory 
outcome. 'After considerable discussion it Was agreed that the 
Committee should be ad3“ourned for a further period to enable fresh 
efforts to be made to reach agreement between the various interests 
affected. It was decided in this connection that two schemes 
designed to overcome the communal difficulties in connection with 
the position in the Punjab which had been prepared by Sardar 
Ujjal Singh and Sir Geoffrey Corbett should be circulated for the 
consideration of the Delegates. These schemes are printed as 
Appendices XVII and XVI to our Report. A scheme for the 
solution of the communal problem prepared by the Indian National 
Congress, to which reference was made by Mr. Gandhi at the meeting 
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of the Committee on 8th October, and which was subsequently 
circulated at his request, is printed as Appendix I. 

5. No further meeting took place until 13th November. The 
intervening period was devoted to private negotiation. At the 
meeting on 13th November it appeared, however, that despite 
every effort on the part of the negotiators, it had unfortunately 
proved impossible to devise any scheme of such a character as to 
satisfy all parties. The representatives of the Muslims, Depressed 
Classes, Anglo-Indians, a section of the Indian Christians* and the 
European commercial community intimated that they had reached 
an agreement inter se, which they formally presented for the con- 
sideration of the Committee, and which is printed as Appendix III 
to this Report. But the course of the discussion on 13th November 
made it clear that the agreement in question was not regarded as 
acceptable by the Hindu or Sikh representatives, and that there 
seemed no prospect of a solution of the communal question as the 
result of negotiation between the parties concerned. 

6. The Committee has, in these circumstances, to record with deep 
regret that it has been unable to reach any agreed conclusion oh 
the difficult and controversial question which has been the subject 
of its deliberations. 

7. It was agreed at the meeting of 13th November that statements 
or proposals which had been submitted by the representatives of 
various interests with the object of finding a satisfactory solution of 
the problem before the Committee or of inviting attention to aspects 
of that problem of special importance to the community they 
represented, should be appended to the Report of the Committee. 
The documents in question are accordingly printed as Appendices. 

8. During the various discussions, suggestions were made that the 
British Government should settle the dispute on its own authority. 
These suggestions, however, were accompanied by such important 

■ reservations that they afforded little prospect of any such decision 
securing the necessary harmony in working, but the Prime Minister, 
as Chairman of the Committee, offered to act, and give a decision of 
temporary validity, if he v/ere requested to do so by every member 
of the Committee signing an agreement to pledge hiinself to support 
his decision so as to enable the constitution to be put into operation, 
further efforts for an all-Indian settlement being pursued in the 
meantime. 

Signed, on behalf of the Committee, 

J. RAMSAY MACDONALD. 

St. James's Palace, London. 

\Sfth November, \d3\. 

* Rao Bahadur A. T. Pannir Selvam subscribed to the Agreement, from 
which, however. Dr. S. K. Datta expressed dissent in the Minorities 
Committee. 
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APPENDIX I. 

THE CONGRESS SCHEME FOR A COMMUNAL SETTLEMENT. 

{Circulated at the request of Mr. M. K. Gandhi.) 

However much it may have failed in the realisation, the Congress has, 
from its very inception, set up pure nationalism as its ideal. It has endeavoured 
to break down communal barriers. The following Lahore resolution was the 
culminating point in its advance towards nationalism :— 

“ In view of the lapse of the Nehru Report it is unnecessary to declare 
the policy of the Congress regarding communal questions, the Congress 
believing that in an independent India communal questions can only 
be solved on strictly national lines. But as the Sikhs in particular, and 
the Muslims and the other minorities in general, have expressed dis- 
satisfaction over the .solution of communal questions proposed in the 
Nehru*Report, this Congress assured the Sikhs, the Muslims and other 
tninorities that no solution thereof in any future constitution will be 

■acceptable to the Congress that does-not give full satisfaction to the 
parties concerned.” 

Hence, the Congress is-precluded from setting forth any communal solution 
of the communal problem. But at this critical Juncture in the history of the 
Nation, it is felt that the Working Committee should suggest for adoption by 
the country a solution though communal in appearance, yet as nearly national 
as possible and generally acceptable to the communities concerned. The 
Working Committee, therefore, after full and free discussion, unanimously 
passed the following scheme :— 

1. {a) The article in the constitution relating to Fundamental Rights 
shall include a guarantee to the commimities concerned Of the protection of 
their cultures, languages, scripts, education, profession and practice of 
reli^on and religious endowments. 

(6) Personal laws shall be protected by specific provisions to be embodied 
in the constitution. 

■ {c) Protection of political and other rights of minority communities in the 
■ various Provinces shall be the concern and be within the jurisdiction of 
the Federal Government. 

2. The franchise shall be extended to all adult men and women. 
{Note A.—^The Working Committee is committed to adult franchise-by the 

Karachi resolution of the Congress and cannot entertain any alternative 
franchise. In view, however, of misapprehensions in some quarters, the 
Committee wdshes to make it clear that in any event the franchise shall be 
uniform and so extensive as to reflect in the electoral roll the proportion in the 
population of every community.) 

3. {a) Joint electorates shall form the basis of representation in the future 
constitution of India. 

{Note B.—^Vherever possible the electoral circles shall be so determined 
' as to enable every community, if it so desires, to secure its proportionate share 

in the Legislahire.)* 

(&) That for the Hindus in Sind, the Muslims in Assam and the Sikhs in 
the Punjab and N.W.F.P. and for Hindus and Muslims in any Province where 
they are less than 25 per cent, of the population, seats shall be reserved in 
the Federal and Provincial Legislatures on the basis of population with the 
right to contest additional seats. 

^ Note B is not part of the scheme but has been added by me as not being 
inconsistent with the scheme, (Intld.) M.K.G. 
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4. Appointments^ shall be made by non-party Public Service Commissions 
which shall prescribe the minimum qualifications, and which shall have 
due regard to the efficiency of the Public Service as well as to the principle 
of equal opportunity to ail communities for a fair share in the Public Services 
of the country. 

5. In the formation of Federal and Provincial Cabinets interests of 
minority communities should be recognised by convention. 

6. The N.W.F. Province and Baluchistan-shall have the same form of 
government and administration as other Provinces. 

7. Sind shall be constituted into a separate Province, provided that 
tlie people of Sind are prepared to bear the financial burden of the separated 
Province. 

8. The future constitution of the country shall be federal. The residuary 
powers shall vest in the federating Units, unless, on further examination, 
it is found to be against the best interest of India. 

The Working Committee has adopted the foregoing scheme as a compromise 
between the proposals based on undiluted c-ommunalism and undiluted 
nationahsm. Whilst on the one hand the Working Committee hopes that 
the whole Nation \vill endorse the scheme, on the other, it assures those 
who take extreme views and cannot adopt it, that the Committee will gladly, 
as it is bound to by the Lahore resolution, accept without reservation any 
other scheme, if it commands the acceptance of all the parties concerned. 

October 28th, 1931. 

APPENDIX II. 

MEMORANDUM ON THE CONGRESS FORMULA OP COMMUNAL 
SETTLEMENT. 

By Dr. B. S. Moonje. 

On behalf of the" Hindu Mahasabha, I, as its working president, hereby 
express my whole-hearted approval to the assurance given by the Congress, 
that “ no solution thereof {i.e., of communal question) in any future con- 
stitution will be acceptable to the Congress that does not give full satisfaction 
to the parties concerned.” 

As for the details of the scheme, of the communal solution, I have to 
suggest amendments as follows :—r 

(1) In clause 1 {a) and (&) regarding the fundamen"fcal righls, the follovung 
should be added as (c) :— 

None shall be prejudiced by reason cf his caste or creed in acquiring 
or enjoying civil and economic rights including the right of owning, 
purchasing or disposmg of landed estates in the open market, and of 
freedom of choice of any profession or calling, and all laws existing 
at present, and acting prejudicially to the enjo3nment of these rights 
should automa"tically lapse.” 

(2) In clause 2, note [a], the words “if possible ” be added after the words 
“ so extensive as to reflect.” The object is to remove the ambiguity of the 
meaning of the note as it stands. It should clearly mean that in any event 
the franchise should be uniform, irrespective of the fact whether it reflects 
or does not reflect in the electoral roll the proportion in population of every 
community. 

(C5631) D 
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(3) The clause 3 (6) should be modified as follows :— 

That in any scheme of minority protection by reservation of seats, 
no miiiority community in any Province should have reservation below 
its population strength and it must have the right to contest additional 
seats. 

(4) The clause 4 be modified as follows :— 
{a) That no person shall be under any disability for admission to 

any branch of Public Service merely by reason of his religion or caste. 

(6) That in any Province and in connection with the Central Govern- 
ment, a Public Service Commission be appointed and recruitment to Public 
Services be made by such a Commission on considerations of highest 
efficiency and qualification available for any particular Service, thereby 
securing the twofold object of maintaining the Services on a high level of 
efficiency, and leaving open a fair field for competition to all communities 
to secure fair representation. 

Minimum qualification will not make for efficiency. Public Services 
constitute the soul of Swaraj ya. We cannot ajfford to put up with less 
efficiency in our Swarajya than at least what prevails at present under 
British responsibility. But if we aspire, as we should, to have cur 
Swarajya prospering in competition with ^at of Nations of Europe and 
America, we ought not to think lightly of efficiency even with fhe object 

. of placating this or that so-called baclavard community. Considerations, 
therefore, of maintaining efficiency in administration at the liighest 
possible standard makes it obligatory to demand the highest necessary 
qualification from those who offer themselves for recruitment to Public 
Services irrespective of considerations of caste or creed. 

(c) That membership of an}*^ Community caste or creed should not 
prejudice any person for purposes of recruitment, or be a ground for 
promotion or supersession in any Public Service.. 

(5) The clause 5 be modified as follows :—^ 
That as regards formation of Federal and Provincial Cabinets, 

political exigencies will inevitably lead to proper conventions, suitable 
to the conditions then existing in the different Legislatures. Therefore 
without interfering with the constitutional freedom of party leaders who 
have to form Cabinets, in the choice of their Ministers, representatives 
of minorities of considerable numbers should, as far as possible, be included 
in the formation of Central and Provincial Cabinets. 

(6) The clause 7 be modified as follows :— 
As is freely and unreservedly admitted by no less a person than 

Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto,, a most influential representative of the Sind _ 
Muslims in the Round Table Conference, in his interview published 
in the Times of India, August 1st, 1931, “ que.stion of separation of 
Sind is not the creation of outside politicians, nor is it a part of com- 
munal politics." Therefore the question should have no bearing what- 
soever on what is known as the problem of communal settlement. It 
should be considered purely on merit, and it cannot be so considered 
unless the problem is entrusted for consideration to a Boundaries Com- 
mission of experts. If, however, the Government were to accept the 
separation of Sind, ignoring the opposition of the Hindus of Sind, who 
have not been given any representation on this Round Table Conference, 
and the Hindu Mahasabha, to placate the Muslims, it will then be 
impossible to resist the claim of Sikhs for accepting their scheme of 
the partition of the Punjab to satisfy the Sikhs. 
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(7) The clause 8 dealing with the question of residuary powers should 
be modified as follows :— 

That the question of vesting the residuary powers in the federating 
Units or in the Central Government is in essence a purely constitutional 
problem, and thus the opinion of the constitutional experts should 
prevail. But broadly spealdng, it shall be in the best interest of the 
country’' as a whole that they should be vested in the Central Government 
rather than in the federating Units. A strong Central Government is 
the only sure protective agent of the constitutional rights and liberties 
of the federating Units. 

(8) As for the general question of joint versus separate electorates it 
should be noted that the scheme of separate electorates was devised for the 
protection of the minority communit3^. A community which is in majority 
in any Province is not therefore legitimately entitled to demand separate 
electorates. But the Hindu Mahasabha has a fundamental objection to 
the s^’^stem of separate electorates, and thus we cannot agree to it for reasons 
which have been so eloquently expressed by Sir Austen Chamberlain in the 
League of Nations in the following words :— 

“ It was certainly not the intention of those who have devised the 
system of minority protection, to establish in the midst of a Nation a 
commuriity which would remain permanently estranged from national 
life. The object of minorities treaties was to secure that measure of 
protection and justice for the minorities rvhich would graduaUy prepare 
them to be merged in the national community to which they belong,” 

It is well worth to quote here also rvhat the Greek representative, Mr. 
Dendramis, in the Council of the League of Nations said :—” The authors of 
the treaties (hlinorities Treaties) had not intended to create a group of citizens 
who would collectively enjoy special rights and privileges ; they had intended 
to establish equality of treatment between all nationals of a State. If privileges 
were granted to the minority in any country, inequality would be created 
between this minority and the majority. The latter would be oppressed 
by the minority, and it would then he the majority wliich w'ould have to 
engage the attention of the League of Nations.” 

It is perhaps not generally known that the total number of the Muslims 
(about 20 millions) living in the Provinces with the Hindu majority is very 
much smaller than that of the Hindus (about 30 millions) v/ho live in the 
Provinces with Muslim majority. But the Hindus have ahvays felt the 
confidence of being able to hold their own in competition with their Muslim 
majorities mthout the adventitious aids of protection such as separate 
electorates, etc. 

But if the Government ^vere still to maintain separate electorates for the. 
Majority community in any Province, it should confer on the minorities of 
that Province the privilege of demanding joint electorates with the majority. 
If a minority community in any Province were thus to elect for joint 
electorates, the constitution should provide for the establishment of joint 
electorates in that case irrespective of the fa,ct whether the maioiity 
community does, or does not, consent. 

(C5631) D 2 
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APPENDIX III. 

PRQWOHS FOR A SETTLEMENT OP THE COMMUNAL PROBLEM, 
PUT PORWAED JOINTLY BY MUSLIMS, DEPRESSED CLASSES, INDIAN 

CHRISTIANS,* ANGLO-INDIANS AND EUROPEANS. 

CLAIMS OF MINORITY COMMUNITIES. 

X. No person shall by reason of his origin, rehgion, caste or creed, be 
prejuciiccd in any way in regard to public employment, office of power or 
honour, or v/ith regard to enjoyment of his civic rights and the exercise of 
any trade or calling. 

2. Statutory safeguards shall be incorporated in the constitution with 
a viev/ to protect against enactments of the Legislature of discriminatory 
laws afiecting any community,. 

3. Full religious liberty, that is, full liberty of belief, worship observances, 
propaganda, associations and education, shall be guaranteed to all com- 
mumties subject to the maintenance of public order and morality. 

No person shall merely by change of faith lose any civic right or privilege, 
or he subject to any penalty. 

4. The right to establish, manage and control, at their own expense, 
charitable, religious and social institutions, schools and other educational 
establishments with the right ta exercise their religion therein. 

5. The constitution shall embody adequate safeguards for the protection 
ofTeiigion, culture and personal law, andbhe promotion of education, language, 
charitable institutions of the minority communities and for their due share 
in grants-in-aid giveii by the State and by the self-governing bodies. 

6. ' Enjoyment of civic rights by all citizens shall be guaranteed by making 
any act or omission calculated to prevent full enjo3unent an offence punishable 
by law. 

7. In the formation of Cabinets in the Central Government and Provincial 
Governments, so far as possible, members belonging to the Mussulman 
community and other minorities of considerable number shah, be included 
by convention. 

8. There shall be Statutory Departments under the Central and Provincial 
Governments to protect minority communities and to promote their welfare. 

9. All communities at pr^ent enjoying representation in any Legislature 
through nomination or election shah have representation in all Legislatures 
through separate electorates and the minorities shall have not less than the 
proportion set forth in the Aunexure. but no majority shall be reduced 
to a minority or even an equality. Provided that after a lapse of ten years 
it win be open to Muslims in Punjab and Bengal and any minority 
communities in any other Provinces to accept joint electorates, cr joint 
electorates with reservation of seats, by the consent of the community 
concerned. Similarly after the lapse of ten years it will be open to any 
minority in the Central Legislature to accept joint electorates with or without 
reservation of seats with the consent of the community concerned. 

With regard to the Depressed Classes no change to joint electorates and 
reserved seats shall be made until after 20 years’ experience of separate 
electorates and until direct adult suffrage for the community has been 
established. 

* See also note by Dr. S. K. Datta, Appendix XVIII, page 114. 
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10. In every Province and in connection with the Central Government 
a Public Services Commission shall be appointed, and the recruitment to 
the Public Services, except the proportion, if any reserved to be filled by 
nomination* by the Governor-General and the Governors, shall be made 
tlirough such Commission in such a way as to secure a fair representation 
to the various communities consistently with the considerations of efficiency 
and the possession of the necessary qualifications. Instructions to the 
Governor-General and the Governors in the Instrument of Instructions with 
regard to recruitment shall be embodied to give effect to this principle, and 
for that purpose—^to review periodically the composition of the Services. 

11. If a Bill is passed which, in the opinion of two-thirds of the members 
of any Legislature representing a particular community affects their religion 
or social practice based on rehgion, or in the case of fundamental rights of 
the subjects if one-third of the members object, it shall be open to such 
members to lodge their objection thereto, within a period of one month of 
the Bill being passed by the House, with the President of the House who 
shall forward the same to the Governor-General or the Governor, as the 
case may be, and he shall thereupon suspend the operation of that Bill for one 
year, upon the expiry of which period he shall remit the said Bill for further 
consideration by the Legislature. When such Bill has been further considered 
by the Legislature and the Legislature concerned has refused to revise or 
modify the Bill so as to meet the objection thereto, the Governor-General 
or the Governor, as the case may be, may give or mthhold his assent to it 
in the exercise of his discretion, provided, further, that the validity of such 
Bill may be challenged in the Supreme Cburt by any two members of the 
denomination affected thereby on the grounds that it contravenes one of their 
fundamental rights. 

SPECIAL CLAIMS OF MUSSULMANS. 

A. The North-West Frontier Province shall be constituted a Governor’s 
Province on the same footing as other Provinces with due regard to the 
necessary requirements for the security of the Frontier. 

In the formation of the Provincial Legislature the nominations shall not 
exceed more than 10 per cent, of the whole. 

B. Sind shall be separated from the Bombay Presidency and made a 
Governor’s Province similar to and on the same footing as other Provinces 
in British India. 

C. Mussulman representation in the Central Legislature shall be one- 
third of the total number of the House, and their representation in the Central 
Legislature shall not be less than the proportion set forth in the Annexure. 

SPECIAL CLAIMS OF THE DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

A. The constitution shall declare invalid any custom or usage by which 
any penalty or disadvantage or disability is imposed upon or any discrimination 
is made against any subject of the State in regard to the enjoyment of civic 
rights on account of Untouchability. 

B. Generous treatment in the matter of recruitment to Public Service and 
the opening of enlistment in the Police and Military Service. 

C. The Depressed Classes in the Punjab shall have the benefit of the 
Punjab Land Alienation Act extended to them. 

D. Right of Appeal shall lie to the Governor or Governor-General for 
redress of prejudicial action or neglect of interest by any Executive Authority. 

E. The Depressed Classes shall have representation not less than set 
forth in the Annexure. 

(C5631) D 3 
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SPECIAL CLAIMS OF THE ANGLO-INDIAN COMMUNITY. 

A. Generous interpretation of the claims admitted by sub-Committee 
No. VIII (Services) to the effect that in recognition of the peculiar position 
of the community special consideration should be given to the claim for 
public employment, having regard to the maintenance of an adequate 
standard of living. 

B. The right to administer and control its own educational institutions, 
i.e., European education, subject to the control of the Minister. 

Provisions for generous and adequate grants-in-aid and scholarships on 
the basis of present grants. 

C. Jury rights equal to those enjoyed by other communities in India 
unconditionally of proof of legitimacy and descent and the right of accused 
persons to claim trial by either a European or an Indian jury. 

SPECIAL CLAIMS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. 

A. Equal rights and privileges to those enjoyed by Indian-bom subjects 
in aU industrial and commercial activities. 

B. The maintenance of existing rights in regard to procedure of criminal 
trials, and any measure or bill to amend, alter, or modify such a procedure 
cannot be introduced except with the previous consent of the Governor- 
General. 

Agreed by:— 
HIS HIGHNESS THE AGA KHAN (Muslims), 
DR. AMBEDKAR (Depressed Classes), 
RAO BAHADUR PANNIR SELVAM (Indian Christians). 

SIR HENRY GIDNEY (Anglo-Indians), 

SIR HUBERT CARR (Europeans). 
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ANNEXURE. 
REPRESENTATION IN LEGISLATURES. 

Figures in brackets = Population basis 1931 figures and depressed percentages as per Simon Report. 

Strength 
of 

Chamber 

Centre. 
All India (1931) 
Upper 

Lower 

Assam 

Bengal 

Bihar and 
Orissa 

Bombay 

o 

Hindu. 

Caste. De- 
pressed. Total. 

Muslims. Christ- 
ians. Sildis. Anglo- 

Indians. 
Tribal, 

etc. 

200 

300 

* 

100 

200 

100 

200 

(47-5) 

101 

123 

(48-9) 
38 

(18-3) 
38 

(67-8) 

51 

(68) 
88 

(19)* 

20 

45 

(13-4) 
13 

(24-7) 
35 

(14-5) 

14 

(8) 
28 

(66 • 5) 

121 

168 

(62 • 3) 
51 

(43) 
73 

(82-3) 

65 

(76) 
116 

(21 *5) 

67 

100 

(34 • 8) 
35 

(54-9) 
102 

(11-3) 

25 

(20) 
66 

6 

10 

Euro- 
peans. 

12 

10 

20 

13 

* Represents per- 
centage in Gov- 
ernor’s Provinces 
of B.I. 

*Pop. figures ex- 
clude Tribal 
Areas. 

On Sind being 
separated 
weightage for 
Mussulmans in 
Bombay to be 
on the same foot- 
ing as to the 
Hindus in the 
N.W.F.P. 

■<! 
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C.P. . 

Madras 

Punjab 

U.P. .. 

Sind and 
N.W.F.P. 

ANNEXURE. 
REPRESENTATION IN LEGISLATURES. 

Figures m brackets = Population basis 1931 figures and depressed percentages as per Simon Report. 

Strength 
of 

Chamber 

Hindu. 

100 

200 

100 

100 

Caste. 

(63-1) 
58 

(71.3) 
102 

(15-1) 
14 

(58.1) 
44 

De- 
pressed. 

(23.7) 
20 

(15.4) 
40 

(13-5) 
10 

(26.4) 
20 

Total. 

(86.8) 
78 

Muslims. Clirist- 
ians. Sildis. Anglo- 

Indians. 
Tribal, 

etc. 
Euro- 
peans. 

(86.7) 
142 

(28.6) 
24 

(84.5) 
64 

(44) 
15 

(7-1) 
30 

(56.5) 
51 

(I4.8) 
30 

(3-7) 
14 

1.5 
(13) 
20 1.5 

8 
to 

by the Mussulmans in the Provinces in which they constitute a minoritv of 
the population, shaU be given to the Hindu minorityin Sind and totheHinduandSikhmS^SiS.w l.P 
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM TO APPENDIX III. 

1. The suggested details for community representation have not been 
agreed by the Hindus or the Sikhs, but the full representation claimed by 
the latter in the Central Legislature is provided for. 

2. The proposed distribution of seats for the difierent minorities con- 
stitutes a wliole scheme and the detailed proposals cannot be separated one 
from another. 

3. This distribution of seats follows tlie principle that in no case is the 
majority community to be reduced to the position of a minority or even 
equality. 

4. No representation is provided for Commerce, Landlords, Industry, 
Labour, etc., it being assumed that these seats are ultimately communal 
and that communities desiring special representation for these interests may 
do so out of the communal quota. 

5. The allowance of 33J per cent, representation to Muslims in the Ceniral 
Legislature is based on the assumption that 26 per cent, shall be frona British 
India and at least 7 per cent, by convention out of the quota assigned to 
the Indian States. 

6. In the Punjab the suggested common sacrifice by the Muslims, Caste 
Hindus and the Depressed Classes, would permit of a weightage of 54 per 
cent, being given to the Sikhs, giving them representation of 20 per cent, 
in the Legislature. 

7. The proposals may be taken as being acceptable to well over 
115 millions of people, or about 46 per cent, of the population of India. 

APPEltolX IV.* 

SIKHS AND THE NEW CONSTITUTION FOB INDIA. 

Memorandum hy Sardar Ujjal Singh and Sardar Sampuran Shtgh. 

The Sildis are an important and distinct community, mainly concentrated 
in the Punjab, of which they were the rulers until 1849. Sikhism recognises 
no caste and strictly enjoins upon those who profess it to treat all human 
beings as equal. In religious ideals and social practices they are as different 
from the Hindus as the Muslims are. 

The Simon Commission states : " Sikhism remained a pacific cult imtil 
the political tyranny of the Mussulmans and the social ^anny of the Hindus 
converted it into a military creed. It is a striking circumstance that this 
small community contributed no less than eighty thousand men ” (actually, 
89,000 combatant recruits, in addition to 30,000 already serving when war 
broke out) " to serve in the Great War—a larger proportion than any other 
community in India.” 

The Sikhs play a great part in the economic and civic life of the country. 
In the Punjab, with thsee million population (13 per cent, of the whole), the 
Sikhs pay 25 per cent, of the land revenue and 40 per cent, of the land revenue 
and water rates combined, the main source of the Provincial Exchequer. 
They maintain at their own expense over 400 schools and 3 colleges, open 
to all communities and classes without distinction. They have got a large 
number of holy slurines, which are the centres of Sikh culture and tradition. 

* See also Appendix XIX. 
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The Siklis claim that their interests should be adequately and effectively 
protected in the future constitution. On account of their unrivalled position 
in the Punjab—historical, political and economic—they claim 30 per cent, 
representation in the Provincial Legislature. This demand is not unreasonable 
when it is remembered that the Muslim minority in the United Provinces, 
-with a corresponding population, are enjoying 31 per cent. At the last Round 
Table Conference, in a spirit of accommodation, we came down to 24 per cent. 
The Muslims, wherever they are a minority, claim weightage. In the Punjab 
they claim to have their majority ensured by Statute. The Simon Report 
obsepes : “It would be unfair that Muhammadans should retain the very 
considerable weightage they now enjoy in the six Provinces, and that there 
should at the same time be imposed, in face of Hindu and Sikh opposition a 
definite Muslim majority in the Punjab and in Bengal unalterable by any appeal 
to the electorate. ’ ’ Moreover, the Muslims’ demand for this majority is made on 
a basis of separate electorates, which means that the other two communities 
could not even influence the permanent majority, chosen as it would be by 
constitutents swayed by none but communal motives and aims. It is a denial 
of the fundamental rights of a community that it should be put in a position 
which allowed of no peaceful method of appeal against a government that 
proved itself incompetent or partisan, especially if that government was so 
constituted as to stereotype and perpetrate religious differences which go back 
to bitter memories. In view of the claim of the President of the last All-India 
Muslim Conference, we believe that to write the garrison Province of India 
into the constitution as an unalterably Muslim Province would be to make 
the dismemberment of India inevitable. That claim, it will be remembered, 
was that there should be a “ consolidated North-West State, within or without 
the British Empire,” consisting of the Pimjab, North-West Frontier Province, 
Baluchistan and Sind. We caniiot accept a constitution which relegates us 
for all time to the position of an ineffective opposition. 

If the Muslims refuse to accept in this Province, where they are in a slight 
majority in population (56 per cent.), anything but their present demand 
of a reserved majority, we ask for a territorial re-arrangement which would 
take from the Punjab the Rawalpindi and Multan divisions (excluding 
Lyallpur and Montgomery districts). These divisions are overwhelmingly 
Muslim, as well as racially akin to the North-West Frontier Province ; their 
inclusion in the Punjab is a recent thing, due to conquest by Ranjit Singh. 
These' overwhelmingly Muslim districts, with a population of seven millions 
can either form a separate Province, which wiU give the Muslims another 
majority Province, or be amalgamated with North-West Frontier. This 
re-arrangement would leave a Punjab of about sixteen millions in which no 
single community would have an absolute majority and each community 
would be obliged to conciliate the others. If this solution also is unacceptable 
to our Muslim brethren we should prefer no change from the present con- 
stitution in the Punjab. 

A counter proposal of partition of the Punjab has emanated from Sir 
Geoffrey Corbett, which is open to serious economic and racial objections 
and which is based upon an absolute misunderstanding of the Sikh position. 
The main object of any scheme of territorial redistribution should be to 
satisfy the conflicting claims of the Muslims and the Sikhs in the Punjab. 
But this scheme seeks to increase still further the Muslim majority by the 
separation of Ambala division from the Punjab and thereby places the Sikhs 
in a far worse position than any in which they would find themselves in the 
existing Punjab. It is therefore entirely unacceptable to the Sildis. ■ 

We summarise below the unanimous demands of the Sikh community 
for which any scheme of new constitution should make provision before it 
can be accepted by the Sikhs. 
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Punjab. 

I. . The Sikhs are anxious to secure a Njational Government and are 
therefore opposed to any communal majority by Statute or any reservation 
of seats by law for a majority community. 

2. The Sikhs occupy an unrivalled position in the Punjab as is reflected 
by their sacrifices in the defence of India, and in national movements and their 
stake in the Province, and therefore demand 30 per cent, representation in 
the Punjab Legislature and Administration. 

3. In the Punjab Cabinet and the Public Service Commission the Sikh 
community should have a one-third share. 

4. If no agreement is reached on the above basis, the boundaries of the 
Punjab may be so altered by transferring predominently Muhammadan areas 
to the Frontier Province so as to produce a communal balance. In this- 
reconstituted Punjab there should be joint electorates, with no reservation 
of seats. 

5. If neither of the above alternatives is acceptable, the Punjab may be 
administered by the newly constituted responsible Central Government till 
mutual agreement on the communal question is arrived at. 

6. Punjabi should be the ofihcial language of the Province. It should be 
optional with the Sikhs and others to use Gurmukhi script if they so desire. 

Central. 

7. The Sikhs should be given 5 per cent, of the total number of seats 
reserved for British India in each of the Upper and Lower Houses. 

8. There should always be at least one Sikh in the Central Cabinet. 

9. In case an Army Council is constituted the Sikhs should be adequately 
represented on it. 

10. The Sikhs have always had a special connection v/ith the Army and 
therefore the same proportion of Sikhs should be maintained in the Army 
as before the War. 

II. The Sikhs should have effective representation in the all-India Services 
and should be represented on Central Public Service Commission. 

12. All residuary powers should vest in- the Central Government. 

13. The Central Government should have special specified powers to 
protect minorities. 

Other Provinces. 

14. The Sikhs should have the same weightage in other Provinces as is. 
accorded to other minorities. 

General. 

15. The Provincial and Central Government should declare religious 
neutrality and while maintaining existing religious endowments should not 
create new ones. 

16. The State should provide for teaching of Gurmukhi script where a 
certain fixed number of scholars is forthcoming. 

17. Any safeguards guaranteed in the constitution .for the Sikhs should 
not be rescinded or modified without their express consent. 

November Vlth, 1931. 
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APPENDIX V. 

CLAIMS OF THE HINDU MINORITY OF THE PUNJAB. 

Memorandum hy Raja Narendra Nath. 

I enclose a Memorandum which sets forth the claims of the Hindu minority 
of the Punjab; but I believe that my views are shared by the Hindus of all 
Provinces in which they are in a minority. I may here mention that the 
number of Hindus in Provinces in which they are in a minority (assuming 
that Sind is separated) comes up to nearly 29 millions, and the number of 
Muslims in which they are in a minority (proceeding on the assumption of 
the separation of Sind) comes to only about 20 millions. In a Federal system 
of government in which the Provinces are autonomous, the question of 
Minorities in Provinces assumes very great importance. The Hindu minority 
point of view deserves as much, if not greater, consideration than the point 
of view of the Muslim minority. A disregard of Hindu interests mil create 
resentment and discontent among a larger number of human beings than a 
disregard of the interests of the Muslim minorities so far as Provincial Govern- 
ments are concerned. The political leaders of different Parties in England 
have declared more than once that the future of the constitution of India 
must create a feeling of security among the minorities. No such feeling of 
security mil be produced among the Hindus if the claims put forward in the 
enclos^ Memorandum are disregarded. 

The Memorandum is brief, and therefore does not deal with reasons on 
which the claims are based. 

1. The Hindus look upon sepamte electorates as prejudicial to the 
interests of a minority community. But if the constitution must begin with 
separate electorates, and it is not provided that they cease after five years, 
then the Hindus want the following clause to be inserted in the constitution:— 

For election to all elected bodies— 

(i) The voters of a minority community shall be brought on the same 
register mth the voters of another minority community if the members 
of the elected body representing the two minority communities pass 
a resolution or make a requisition to the Head of Government supported 
by a inajority of two-thirds of each community severally that the change 
be made. 

(ii) The voters of a minority community shall be brought on the same 
register with the voters of a majority community when the members 
belonging to the minority conynunity in that body pass a resolution or 
make a requisition to the Head of the Government supported by a 

.majority of two-thirds that the change be made. 

(iii) In either case the change shall be made in the election next 
foUo'wing. 

Although the Hindu minority is better educated than most of the other 
minorities, they object to any plan of referendum on this point to the Hindu 
minority. The proposing of the resolution or the making of the requisition 
referred to in the above clause must be left to the discretion of the repre- 
sentatives of the electorates in the elected bodies. 

I may here mention that the fear of the Punja.b Muslims that even in 
tracts in which Muslims are in a majority, the Hindu nunority, on account 
of their intelligence and wealth, will swamp the elections, is unfounded and is 
not borne out by'the result of elections to the District Board. In districts in 
which Muslims predominate, Hindus fail in elections to the Board. 
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The Hindus of the Punjab have no objection to separate electorates for 
the Europeans and Anglo-Indians or for Christians and Depressed Classes. 
I doubt, however, if all these classes in the Punjab want separate electorates. 
In July last a Conference of Hindus, Sikhs and Christians was held at Lahore, 
which I attended, and resolutions in support of joint electorates were passed. 
On the 11th September last, whilst passing through Delhi, an Address was 
presented to me by the Depressed Classes in which they protested against 
their being separated from the Hindus. However, if there has been a change 
in their attitude and they want separate electorates in the Punjab, I have 
no objection, 

2. The Hindus of the Punjab want reservation of seats, both in the 
Provincial Council and the Federal Assembly, in proportion to their population. 
If special constituencies are retained, as I presume they will be, only such 
constituencies should be reckoned in making up this proportion as have a 
majority of Hindu voters. 

I may here remark, with regard to the population figures of the Depressed 
Classes and their proportion in the population of each Province, given at 
page 40 of Vol. I of the Report of the Statutory Commission, that the figures 
no longer hold good for the Punjab. Enormous increase has taken place in the 
Sikh and Muslim population of the Punjab, the number of SiMis having 
gone up from 2,294,207 in 1921 to 3,064,144 in 1931, and the number of Muslims 
from 11,444,321 to 13,332,460, which means an annual increase during the 
last ten years of nearly 76,000 in the case of the Sikhs, and of 188,000 in the 
case of the Muslims. This extraordinary increase in the case of both these 
communities has presumably taken place by the absorption of Depressed 
Classes within their ranks. On the other hand, a new religious community 
designated “ Adi-Dharmis ” is shown in the census figures for the first time 
in the Punjab. This presumably represents the number of Depressed Classes 
or at least those who want to be separated from other religious communities. 
Their number is 399,307 or 1 • 7 per cent, of the total population of the Province. 
The proportions given in the Simon Report, therefore, cannot be taken as a 
guide so far as the Punjab is concerned. 

3. I understand that a claim about the services has been put forward by 
other minorities. They want that a minimum standard of education should 
be fixed with due regard to efficiency, and that each community should have 
a fair and adequate share. The Hindu minority think that a vague provision 
like this will be prejudicial to their interests. A minimum standard of 
education ” with due regard to efficiency ” alludes to two incoinpatible factors. 
If efficiency has to be borne in mind, why should the requisite standard of 
education be low ? The Hindus want that the constitution should contain 
a direction indicated in para. 105 of Despatch No. 44 of the Court of Directors, 
dated 10th December, 1834—“ But the meaning of the enactment we take 
to be that there shall be no governing caste in India and that whatever tests 
of qualifications may be adopted distinction of race and religion shall not he 
of the number.” 

No one, on account of his caste or creed, should be prejudiced in any way 
for recruifanent to Public Services or for promotion to* any office, but a 
proportion, the maximum of v/hich may now be found, may be reserved for 
a certain number of years to redress communal inequalities and to suit 
baclcward classes. There is no need for lowering the general standard of effi- 
ciency for all recruits. The Government of India have reserved 33 per cent, 
•of the appointments to the Imperial Services for this purpose. The same rule 
should be adopted with regard to the Provincial and Subordinate Services. 
The fixation of proportions should not be left to the discretion of the Head of 
the Executive or of the Public Services Commission to be appointed by him. 
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4. The Prime Minister in liis speech dated 19th July, 1931, said as 
follows:— 

“ In framing the constitution. His Majesty’s Government considers 
it will be its duty to insert provisions guaranteeing to the various 
minorities, in addition to political representation, that differences of 
religion, race, sect or caste, shall not themselves constitute civic 
disabihties.” 

The clause defining fundamental rights is all right, but I suggest the 
addition of the following words :— 

" and shall not prejudice anyone in the exercise and enjoyment of civic 
and economic rights.” 

(See para. 3 of the last Report of the Minorities sub-Committeo.) 

November Vdth, 1931. 

APPENDIX VI. 

MEMORANDUM. 

By Dr. B. S. Moonje.* 

The Hindu Mahasabha’s opinion on the Muslim demands is as follows :— 
1. The Hindu Mahasabha holds strongly the view that communal repre- 

sentation is fundamentally opposed to nationalism and gradually creates an 
increasing desire for the assertion of communal difference in various depart- 
ments of public administration. The Sabha also thinks that this principle 
is unsuited to responsible Government in which preferences based on communal 
distinctions are out of place. In the working of responsible Government 
full freedom should be given for the growth of healthy adjustments satisfactory 
to the desire of minorities to take their proper place in the public life of the 
country. These adjustments, however, are bom of experience and are the 
result of goodwill and understanding, which must have some time given to 
them to assert themselves. T.he Sabha, therefore, is of opinion that the 
future Swaraj in India should be laid on sound lines and no arrangements 
should be made here which v/ill have the result, as experience shows, of 
increasing the communal tension, or of keeping the minorities in isolated 
compartments from one another or from the majority community. The 
Sabha, therefore, wishes to state that the following principles should be kept 
in view in framing any constitution for India:— 

(a) That there shall be uniformity of franchise for all communities 
in each Province. 

(b) That elections to all the elective bodies shall be by mixed electorates. 
(c) That there shall be no reservations of seats on communal con- 

siderations on any of the elective bodies and educational institutions. 
But to start with, if a minority communit3»^ in any Province were to 
demand-a reservation of seats, such reservation may be granted only 
in the Legislatures for a short period. 

(d) That the basis-of representation of different communities shall 
be. uniform, such as voting strength, taxation or adult population. 

(e) That in no circumstances shall there be any reservation of seats 
in favour of any majority community in any Province. 

(/) That the redistribution of Provinces in India, if and when necessary, 
shall be made on merits in the light of principles capable of a general 
application with due regard to administrative, jtoancial and other similar 
considerations. 

(g) That no new Provinces shall be created with the object of giving 
a majority therein to any particular community so that India may 
be evolved as one united nation, instead of being subdivided into Muslim 
India, Sikh India, Christian India and Hindu India. 

* This Memorandum was first submitted during the First Session of the 
Conference. 
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|2. Regarding the Muslim demand for separation of Sind, the Hindu 
Mahasabha, while agreeing to the principle of redistribution of Provinces 
as stated above in Section 1, sub-section 2, is opposed to it for the following 
reasons :— 

[a) The creation of any new Provinces primarily or solely with a view 
to increase the number of Provinces in which a particular community 
shall be in majority is fraught with danger to the growth of sound 
patriotism in the country and will contribute to the growth of a sentiment 
favouring the division of India into different groups according to 
differences of religion. 

.(6) Redistribution of any Province without the consent and agreement 
of the two communities, Hindu and Muslim, is likely to increase the 
area of communal conflict and endanger the relations between the two 
communities not only in that Province, but throughout India. The 
Hindu community in Sind is against such separation. 

(c) Separation of Sind will not only be financially a costly proposition, 
but would also arrest its economic development and its educational 
advancement. Besides, it will deprive the people of Sind of the many 
undeniable benefits of their association with the more advanced people 
of the Bombay Presidency in their economic as well a.^ their political 
development. 

{d) Sind, if separated, may not be able to bear the financial burden 
of carrying on a separate administration without lielp either from the 
Central or the Bombay Government. 

[e) Bombay has invested large amounts of money, particularly in 
the Su^ur Barrage, and that alone will be a great impediment to 
separation, at any rate for some years to come. 

3. E.egarding the introduction of reforms in the North Western Frontier 
Provinces and Baluchistan on the same footing as the other Provinces, the 
Hindu Mahasabha has in principle no objection, but it considers it an im- 
practicable proposition for the immediate future. The Hindu Mahasabha, 
therefore, proposes that immediate steps be taken to secure to the Province 
with as little delay as possible the benefits of a regular system of administra- 
tion, both judicial and executive, so that the Province may be prepared for 
the reformed constitution. 

4. As regards the demand for provision giving the Muslims an adequate 
share in the Public Services of the State, the Hindu Mahasabha holds that 
there shall be no communal representation in the Public Service, which must 
be open to all communities on the basis, of merit and competency, ascertained 
through open competitive tests. 

5. As regards the Muslim demand that no Cabinet, either Central or 
Provincial shall be formed without there being a projportion of Muslim 
Ministers, the Hindu Mahasabha cannot approve of the proposal, as it is a 
negation of the wholesome principle of joint responsibility of the Cabinet. 
In the future responsible Government the Cabinet will be formed by the Chief 
Minister selecting his own men, as in other self-governing countries. The 
Hindu Mahasabha, therefore, is of opinion that nothing shall be done to 
fetter his freedom to make his own selection of his colleagues on the Cabinet. 
He will naturally select such colleagues irrespective of their communities as 
will ensure strength and stability to the Cabinet. 

6. As regards representation of minorities in the Legislatures, Central 
•or Provincial, the Hindu Mahasabha stands for joint electorates, and a 
•temporary provision for, say, the lifetime of the next two Legislatures, for 
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reservation of seats for the minorities on the basis of their adult population or 
their voting strength, whichever shall be favourable to them. The system of 
reservation shall automatically disappear after the lapse of the period fixed. 

7. Regarding the demand for vesting residuary powers in the Provincial 
Governments, the Hindu Mahasabha cannot agree to it, and stands for 
strong Central Government. 

8. The Hindu Mahasabha stands for full religious liberty, i.e., liberty of 
belief, worship, observance, propaganda, association and education to be 
guaranteed to all communties alike, provided these rights are not exercised 
in such a way as to be provocative, offensive or obstructive to others. 

9. The Hindu Mahasabha believes in the potency of joint electorates to 
further the cause of evolution of India as one united nation, but if the Mushms 
believe that they cannot do without separate electorates the Hindu Maha- 
sabha wiU be reluctantly obliged to agree to it, provided that the Muslims 
adhere to the Lucknow Pact, and its provisions are not contravened or 
exceeded. The Hindu Mahasabha is of the opinion that it v/ould be unfair 
to allow the Muslims to take all the benefits given to them under that arrange- 
ment for separate electorates, and also to claim other concessions. 

10. The above statement is without prejudice to the Hindu Mahasabha’s 
contention that the Muslims in India, having regard to their numerical 
strength and other circumstances, are not a minority of such a nature as the 
League of Nations has in view when it considers the claims of minorities. 
The Muslims in India are a numerically strong, well organised, vigorous and 
potent body with great facilities for self-development. There are other 
minorities like the Depressed Classes, Christians, Parsees, etc., who are infinitely 
weaker than the Muslims in all material respects, and the Sabha thinks it 
would be difficult to resist the claims of these minorities to concessions similar 
to those demanded by the Muslims if these aie granted to the Muslims. 
The Sabha is anxious that India should not be split up on the very threshold 
of a new constitution, besides the Sabha is and always has been willing that 
all minorities, including the Muslims, which require special protection in the 
matter of religion, education and culture, should have the fullest opportunities 
for self-development, self-expression and self-protection. On a perusal of the 
arrangements made by the League of Nation^ in the case of many minorities- 
in new provinces formed in Europe after the War, it will be clear that in no 
case have any claims been allowed like those the Muslims are putting forward 
in India. 

11. The Sabha is willing that the whole of the Hindu-Muslim problem^ 
should be referred to individuals, or to a body like the League of Nations,, 
who have dealt with such questions in the past, and have experience of them 
in other countries. It is necessary that the Hindu-Muslim problem should be 
examined by impartial men, who have experience of such questions, and who- 
will have the courage to solve them with impartiality. 

12. The Hindu Mahasabha here feels the need of emphasising the point 
that the League of Nations, while providing for full legitimate protection to 
the minorities in matters concerning their religion, culture and social customs, 
has scrupulously refrained from discriminating the nationals of a State on the 
basis of their religions, cultures or languages, as is demanded by the Muslims 
of India in the public administration of the country, where, according to the 
League of Nations, principles of freedom and equality in the political, 
economic and legal spheres should prevail. 

The Sabha concludes this statement by saying that in the solution of this- 
communal question the caution must ever be borne in mind which w^ voiced. 
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by an expert of the League of Nations who was called upon to examine the 
minorities question, in his report as follows :— 

" It seems to me obvious that those who conceived this system of 
protection (of minorities) did not dream of creating within certain States 
a group of inhabitants who would regard themselves as permanently 
foreign to the general organisation of the country We must avoid 
creating a State within a State, we must prevent the minority from 
transforming itself into a privileged class, and taking definite form as a 
foreign group instead of becoming fused in the society in which it lives. 
If we take the exaggerated conception of the autonomy of minorities to 
the last extreme, these minorities will become a disruptive element in 
the State and a source of national disorganisation/* 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT BY DR. B. S. MOONJE. 

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS. 

1. The Hindu Mahasabha stands for making provision in the constitution 
for full protection of the different cultures, religions, languages, script and 
personal laws of the different minorities. 

2. As for civic and economic rights none shall be prejudiced by reason 
of his caste or creed in acquiring or enjoying those rights which should 
expressly include the rights of owning, purchasing or disposing of landed 
properties in the open market without any restrictions of any kind whatsoever 
and of freedom of choice of any profession or calling. All laws existing at 
present in India based on caste discriminations similar to those existing 
in Kenya based on colour prejudices, and are acting prejudicially to the 
enjoyment of these rights should automatically lapse. 

That no person shall be under any disability for admission to any branch 
of public service merely by reasons of his' religion or caste. 

Membership of any community or caste or creed should not prejudice 
any person for purposes of recruitment to public services or be a ground for 
non-admission, promotion or supersession in any public service. 

RECRUITMENT TO PUBLIC SERVICES. 

3. As for the method of recruitment to public services, there should be 
appointed a Public Services Commission in every Province and in connection 
with the Central Government. The recruitment to public services should be 
made by such a Commission on considerations of highest efficiency and 
qualifications necessary and available for any particular service, by open 
competition, thereby securing the tv^o-fold object of maintaining the services 
on a high level of efficiency and leaving open a fair field of competition to all 
communities to secure fair representation. 

Minimum qualifications will not make for efficiency. The public tservices 
constitute the soul of self-Govemment. It will not be safe to have less 
efficiency in administration than at least what prevails at present under 
British responsibility; but if the aspiration be, as it should be, to have our 
self-government in India prospering in competition with that of the nations 
of Europe and America it will not do to think lightly of efficiency even with 
the object of placating this or that so-called backward community. Con- 
siderations therefore of maintaining efficiency in administration at the highest 
possible standard make it obligatory to demand the highest necessary 
qualifications from those who offer themselves for recruitment to public 
services, irrespective of caste or creed. 
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FRANCHISE. 
4. As for Franchise, it may be made as extensive as possible but it should 

be uniform for all communities in each Province irrespective of the fact 
whether it does or does not reflect in the electoral roll the proportion in 
population of every community in the Province. 

ELECTORATES, JOINT OR SEPARATE. 
5. As for the general question of joint versus separate electorates it 

should be noted that the scheme of separate electorates was devised for the 
protection of a minority community. A community which is in majority 
in any Province is not therefore legitimately entitled to demand separate 
electorates. But the Hindu Mahasabha has a fundamental objection to the 
system of separate electorates and thus cannot agree to it for reasons which 
have been so eloquently given expression to by Sir Austen Chamberlain in 
the League of Nations in the following words :— 

" It was certainly not the intention of those who have devised the 
system of the minorities protection to establish in the midst of a nation 
a community which would remain permanently estranged from national 
life. The object of the Minorities Treaty was to secure that measure of 
protection and justice for the minorities which would gradually prepare 
them to be merged in the national community to which they belong." 

In this connection it is well worth quoting what the Greek representative, 
Mr. Dendramis, in the Council of the League of Nations, has said :— 

“ The authors of the treaties (Minorities Treaties) had not intended 
to create a group of citizens who would collectively enjoy special rights 
and privileges. They had intended equality of treatment between all 
the nationals of a State. If privileges were granted to minorities in any 
country, inequality would be created between this minority and the 
majority. The latter would be oppressed by the minority and it would 
then be the majority which would have to engage the attention of the 
League of Nations. 

This description mil very appropriately apply to the situation , in India 
that will arise if the Muslim demands are conceded. It is perhaps not 
generally known that the total number of Muslims (about twenty millions) 
living in the Provinces with Hindu majority is very much smaller than that 
of the Hindus (about thirty millions) who live in Provinces with Muslim 
majority. But the Hindus have always felt the confidence of being able 
to hold their own in competition with their Muslim majorities,' without the 
adventitious aids of protection, such as separate electorates, reservation in 
services, etc. 

The Constitutional difiBlculty that is created by the Moslem demand for 
separate electorates cannot be brought to light more vividly than in the 
following words of the Prime Minister in his speech in the House of Commons 
in January last:— 

" If every constituency is to be ear-marked, as to community or 
interest, there will be no room left for the growth of what we consider 
to be purely political organisations which would comprehend all the 
communities, all creeds, all conditions of faith .... If India is going 
to develop a robust political life, there must be room for national political 
parties based upon conceptions of India's interests and not upon the 
conceptions regarding the well-being of any field that is smaller or less 
comprehensive than the whole of India.” 

But if the Government were still to maintain separate electorates for the 
majority community in any Province, it should at least confer on the minorities 
of that Province the privilege of demanding joint electorates with the majority. 
If a minority community in any Province were thus to elect for joint elec- 
torates the constitution should provide for the establishment of joint electorates 
in that case irrespective of the consent thereto of the majority community. 
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PROTECTION OF MINORITIES. 

6. The Hindu Mahasabha being fundamentally opposed to separate 
electorates, and to provision of protection by reservation of seats for a majority 
community in any Province, if any scheme of minority protection he devised 
by reservation of seats in the joint electorates, then no minority community 
in any Province should have reservation below its population strengtih, and 
it must also have the right to contest additional seats on equal terms with 
all others. 

WEIGHTAGE IN REPRESENTATION. 

7. As for the demand for weightage in representation, it is impossible 
to entertain the proposal in view of the entirely separatist mentality wtiich 
has inspired the demands. The impracticability of the demand cannot be 
emphasised in better words than in those of no less a person than the Prime 
Minister himself who says in his speech in the House of Commons :— 

“It is very difficult again to convince these very dear delightful 
people that if you give one community weightage, you cannot create 
weightage out of nothing. You have to take it from somebody else. 
When they discover that, they become confused indeed and find that 
they are up against a brick wall.” 

But if the principle of weightage be still maintained it would loe only 
proper and just that uniformity be observed in fixing the proportion of 
weightage for all minorities. 

FORMATION OF CABINETS. 

8. As regards formation of Central, Federal and Provincial Cabinets,, 
political exigencies will inevitably lead to proper conventions suitable to 
the conditions then existing in the different Legislatures. Therefore, -wittiout 
mterfering with the constitutional freedom of the party leaders who are to 
form the Cabinets, in the choice of their Ministers, representatives of the 
minorities of considerable numbers should as far as possible be included in. 
the formation of Central and Provincial Cabinets. 

RESIDUARY POWERS. 

9. As regards the question as to whether the residuary powers sfciould be 
vested in the Federating units or in the Central Government, it is in essence 
a purely constitutional problem, where opinions of constitutional experts 
should prevail. But broadly speaking it will be in the best interests of the 
country as a whole that they should be vested in the Central Government 
rather than in the Federating units. A strong Central Governmerit is the 
only sure protecting agent of the constitutional rights and liberties of the 
Federating units and also of the minorities in the Provifices. 

SEPARATION OF. SIND. 

10. As for the question of separation of Sind, it is freely and unreservedly 
admitted by no less a person than Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto, a most irxfiuential 
representative of the Sind Muslims on the Round Table Conference, in his 
interview published in the Times of India of August 1st, 1931, th.at "the 
question of the separation of Sind is not the creation of the outside politicians 
nor is it a part of the communal politics.” Therefore the question stiould 
have no bearing whatsoever on what is known as the problem of comro.unal 
settlement. It should be considered purely on merit and it cannot "oe so 
considered unless the problem is entrusted to a Boundaries Commission of 
experts. 

In this connection it ought to be noted that there was no representative 
of the Sind Hindus on the Round Table Conference and its Sind sub-Coxnmittee. 
The decision of the Committee therefore is regarded by the Hindus of Sind 
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as ex parte, and is repudiated by them and the Hindu Mahasabha as such. 
If, however, the Government were still to accept the separation of Sind, 
ignoring the protests of the Sind Hindus and the Hindu Mahasabha, simply 
to placate the Muslims, it would then be impossible to resist the claim 
of Sikhs for accepting their scheme of partition of the Punjab to satisfy 
the Sikhs. 

OUTLOOK ON PROBLEM OF MINORITIES. 

11. In fact the whole question of minorities is being looked at from a 
most unnatural point of view under the plausible excuse of protection for 
minorities. As Edmund Burke has said :— 

“ Parliament is not a congress of Ambassadors from different and 
hostile interests, which interests each must maintain as an agent and 
advocate against other agents and advocates, but Parliament is a 
deliberative Assembly of one nation with one interest^ that of the whole 
people; where not local purposes, not local prejudices ought to guide, 
but the general good resulting from the general reason of the whole.“ 

\Qth November, 1931. 

APPENDIX VII. 

^SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM ON THE CLAIMS OP THE 
DEPRESSED CLASSES FOR SPECIAL REPRESENTATION. 

By Dr. Bhimrao R. Ambedkar and Rao Bahadur R. Srinivasan. 
In the memorandum that was submitted by us last year dealing with 

the question of political safeguards for the protection of the Depressed Classes 
in the constitution for a self-governing India, and which forms Appendix III 
to the printed volume of Proceedings of the Minorities sub-Committee, 
we had demanded that special representation of the Depressed Classes must 
form one of such safeguards. But we did not then de^e the details of the 
special representation we claimed as being necessary for them. The reason 
was that the proceedings of the Minorities sub-Committee came to an end 
before the question was reached. We now propose to make good the omission 
by this supplementary memorandum so that the Minorities sub-Committee, 
if it comes to consider the question this year, should have the requisite details 
before it. 

I. EXTENT OF SPECIAL REPRESENTATION. 

A. Special Representation in Provincial Legislatures, 

(i) In Bengal, Central Provinces, Assam, Bihar and Orissa, Punjab 
and the United Provinces, the Depressed Classes shall have representation 
in proportion to their population as estimated by the Simon Commission 
and the Indian Central Committee. 

(ii) In Madras the Depressed Classes shall ■ have twenty-two per cent, 
representation. 

(iii) In Bombay :— 
(а) In the event of Sind continuing to be a part of the Bombay 

Presidency the Depressed Classes shall have sixteen per cent, represen- 
tation. 

(б) In the event of Sind being separated from the Bombay Presidency 
the Depressed Classes shall enjoy the same degree of representation 
as the Presidency Muslims, both being equal in population. 

♦ For previous memorandum see Appendix III to Proceedings of the 
Miinorities sub-Committee of the First Session of the Conference. 
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B. Special Representation in the Federal Legislature. 

In both Houses of the Federal Legislature the Depressed Classes shall 
have representation in proportion of their population in India. 

Reservations. 

We have fixed this proportion of representation in the Legislatures on 
the following assumptions ;— 

(1) We have assumed that the figures for the population of the 
Depressed Classes given by the Simon Commission (Vol. I, p. 40) and 
the Indian Central Committee (Report, p. 44) will be acceptable as 
sufficiently correct to form a basis for distributing seats. 

(2) We have assumed that the Federal Legislature will comprise the 
whole of India, in which case the population of the Depressed Classes 
in Indian States, in Centrally Administered Areas, and in Excluded 
Territories, besides their population in Governor’s Provinces, will form 
very properly an additional item in calculating the extent of representation 
of the Depressed Classes in the Federal, Legislature. 

(3) We have assumed that the administrative area of the Provinces 
of British India will continue to be what they are at present. 

But if these assumptions regarding figures of population are challenged, 
as some interested parties threaten to do, and if under a new census over which 
thp Depressed Classes can have no control the population of the Depressed 
Ck.sses shows a lower proportion, or if 1±ie administrative areas of the Provinces 
are altered, resulting in disturbing the existing balance of population, the 
Depressed Classes reserve their right to revise their proportion of repre- 
sentation and even to claim weightage. In the same way, if the all-India 
Federation does not come into being, they will be ’willing to submit to 
readjustment in their proportion of representation calculated on that basis 
in the Federal Legislature. 

II.—METHOD OF REPRESENTATION. 

1. The Depressed Classes shall have the right to elect their representatives 
to the Provincial and Central Legislature through separate electorates of 
their voters. 

For their representation in the Upper House of the Federal or Central 
Legislature, if it is decided to have indirect election by members of the 
Provincial Legislatures, the Depressed Classes will agree to abandon their 
right to separate electorates so far as their representation to the Upper House 
is concerned subject to this : that in any system of proportional representation 
arrangement shall be made to guarantee to them their quota of seats. 

2. Separate electorates for the Depressed Classes shall not be liable to 
be replaced by a system of joint electorates and reserved seats, except when 
the following conditions are fulfilled :— 

[а) A referendum of the voters held at the demand of a majority 
of their representatives in the Legislatures concerned and resulting 
in an absolute majority of the members of the Depressed Classes having 
the franchise. 

(б) No such referendum shall be resorted to until after twenty years 
and until universal adult suffrage has been established. 
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III.—NECESSITY OF DEFINING THE DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

The representation of the Depressed Classes has been grossly abused in 
the past inasmuch as persons other than the Depressed Classes were nominated 
to represent them in the Provincial Legislatures, and cases are not wanting 
in which persons not belonging to the Depressed Classes got themselves 
nominated as representative of the Depressed Classes. This abuse was due 
to the fact that while the Governor was given the power to nominate persons 
to represent the Depressed Classes, he was not required to confine his 
nomination to persons belonging to the Depressed Classes. Since nomination 
is to be substituted by election under the new constitution, there will be no 
room for this abuse. But in order to leave no loophole for defeating the 
purpose of their special representation we claim— 

(i) That the Depressed Classes shall not only have the right to their 
own separate electorates, but they shall also have the right to be 
represented by their own men. 

(ii) That in each Province the Depressed Classes shall be strictly 
defined as meaning persons belonging to communities which are sub- 
jected'to the system of untouchabihty of the sort prevalent therein and 
which are enumerated by name in a schedule prepared for electoral 
purposes. 

IV.—NOMENCLATURE. 

In dealing with this part of the question we would hke to point out that 
the existing nomenclature of Depressed Classes is objected to by members 
of the Depressed Classes who have given thought to it and also by outsiders 
who take interest in them. It is degrading and contemptuous, and advantage 
may be taken of this occasion for drafting the new constitution to alter for 
official purposes the existing nomenclature. We think that they should be 
called “ Non-caste Hindus,"’ " Protestant Hindus,” or “ Nonconformist 
Hindus,” or some such designation, instead of ” Depressed Classes.” We 
.iave no authority to press for any particular nomenclature. We can only 
suggest them, and we beheve that h properly explained the Depressed Classes 
will not hesitate to accept the one most suitable for them. 

W'e have received a large number of telegrams from the Depressed Classes 
ait ovei' India supporting the demands contained in this Memorandum. 

November Ath, 1931. 

APPENT)IX VIII. 

MEMORANDUM ON THE CLAIMS OF INDI.AN CHRISTIANS. 

By Rao Bahadur A. T. Pannir Selvam. 

Some of the statements made by the Congress representative and the 
attitude of the Indian National Congress towards the vital needs of the 
minority interests make it imperative that I should re-state my case on 
behalf of the Indian Christians. 

Mr. Gandhi was reported to have said in last March as follows : “If 
instead of confining themselves to purely humanitarian work and material 
service to the poor, they (the foreign missionaries) limit their activities as 
they do at present, to proselytising by means of medical aid, education, etc., 
then I would certainly ask them to withdraw. Every nation's religion is as 
good as any other. Certainly India’s religions are adequate for her own 
people. We need no converting spiritually.” This provoked criticisms and 
aroused fears and suspicions all round. 
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Replying to " correspondents angry or curious,” Mr. Gandhi characterised, 
in liis Young India of April 23rd, the report as a travesty of his views, 
and explained : “If instead of confining themselves to purely humanitarian 
work such as education, medical services to the poor, and the like, they would 
use these activities of theirs for the purpose of proselytising, I would certainly 
like them to withdraw. Every nation considers its own faith to be as good 
as that of any other. Certainly India’s religions are adequate for her people. 
India stands in no need of conversion from one faith to another . . .” 

The rejoinder did not, however, improve the position. 

Now, Mr. Gandhi undeniably occupies the unique position of leader, 
even dictator, of the strongest organised political body in India, which 
presumably is destined to be the ruling power in the event of Swaraj. One 
might, therefore, justifiably assume Mr. Gandhi’s statement to be indicative 
of the policjT- of the future governing class towards all proselytising faiths. 
The Cliristian community has been selected for the fii-st warning, probably 
because of their comparative numerical helplessness. NaturaUy enough, 
Mr. Gandhi’s words have been received with a stir of genuine apprehension 
by the great majority of Indian Cliristians. Subsequently he had “ no doubt 
that in India under Swaraj foreign missionaries will be at liberty to do this 
prosel3ddsing ‘ in the wrong way ’ 

Further, the Congress resolution on the question of .fundamental rights 
was studiedly silent on the question of proselytising or preaching religion, 
although Mr. George Joseph, one time lieutenant of Mr. Gandhi, had specially 
written on the subject to the Convener of the Subjects’ Committee and 
had a reply to the effect that there would be no difficulty. 

If the fears and anxieties of a minority community, such as mine, as 
to their right of freedom of conscience under a Swaraj Government, are to 
be allayed, I feel that there should be some statutory provision such as the 
following in the future constitution of the country :— 

“ 1. Every person of whatever race, caste, creed, or sex shall have 
the right to freely and openly profess, practice, and preach his religion, 
subject to public order and morality. He shall also have the right to 
convert hy peaceful, legitimate, and constitutional methods, others to 
his faith. 

2. No person shall, merely by reason of his change of faith, lose 
any of his civil rights or privileges or be subject to any penalty. 

3. Persons belonging to any religion shall have a right to establish, 
manage, and control, at their own expense, charitable, religious, and 
social institutions, schools, and other educational establishments, with 
the right to exercise their religion therein; and where specific sums 
of money from public funds, as set out in the State Budget or in the 
Budget of local or other public authorities, are to be devoted to education, 
religion, or philanthropy, a due share in the use and enjoyment of such 
sums shall be secured to these institutions as well.” 

Again, the attitude of the Congress spokesman to the representation 
of minorities in the legislative bodies has been peculiarly curious. If he 
had ruled out definitely all special representations, his position would have 
been intelligible. Having agreed to special representation of the Hindus, 
the Sikhs and the Muslims, how could the same privilege, in fairness, be 
denied to the other communities ? Mr. Gandhi’s “ historical grounds ” 
are hardly historical! Students of real history know that Christianity in 
India is at least centuries older than the Mussulman invasion of the country; 
and was flourishing in the land before the origins of Sildiism. Christians 
have played a very prominent part in the building up of the public weal, 
and are therefore entitled to the same consideration as the sister communities. 
Mr. Gandhi’s “ historical grounds,” it would appear,- have reference to the 
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Lucknow and other Congress resolutions. The Christians as a community 
have never been a party to any of the pacts or resolutions of the Congress, 
and they should therefore not be denied with impunity their rights for 
adequate separate representation in the future Legislatures of their country. 

The Christians are, after all, the third largest religious community in 
India, numerically much superior to the Sikhs. The social and economic 
condition of the- Christians, and the fact that they are scattered about the 
country, make it essential that their representation should be through a 
separate electorate of their own. Reservation of seats in a joint electorate 
is impracticable in their case, and would hardly safeguard or serve their 
interests. 

I claim, therefore, on behalf of the Indian Christian community, that, 
in addition to the elemental right to profess, practice, and act up to the 
teachings of their religion, they should be given the right of representation 
through a separate electorate in the various legislative bodies of the new 
constitution, and that they should be given such other privileges and rights 
as may be conceded to the other minority communities in India. 

October 2(Hh, 1931. 

APPENDIX IX. 

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS TO BE INCORPORATED IN THE NEW 
CONSTITUTION FOR INDIA FOR THE ANGLO-INDIAN AND 

DOMICILED EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. 

Memorandum by Sir Henry Gidney. 

To give effect to the resolution passed in the Services sub-Committee, 
Clause 5 (4) of which reads :— 

The sub-Committee recognise the special position of the Anglo-Indian 
community in respect of public employment and recommend that special 
consideration should be given to their claims for employment in the Services,” 
the Anglo-Indian community demands the inclusion of the following clauses 
in the Fundamental Rights. 

(1) Political rights as a community mth adequate representation in both 
Federal and Provincial Legislatures in proportion to their part in the life 
of the country and the right of electing their own representatives.- 

(2) Employment in Services.—It shall receive special employment on 
a living wage, based on their standard of living, in the Executive and Minis- 
terial Services in every administrative department of the State. 

(b) That the same number of Anglo-Indians and domiciled Europeans 
per centum of the total number of persons employed in such Services ac are 
employed on the date on which the new constitution comes into force shall 
continue for 30 years after the operation of the new constitution ; subject 
only to the condition that a sufficient number of Anglo-Indians possessing 
the requisite qualifications is available. 

(3) Education.—{a) Subject to the powers and control of the Executive 
Minister it shall be given the right to administer and control its own educa- 
tional institution, i.e., European education, and, if it so desires, it shall 
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be permitted to levy an educational cess from its own members for the 
support of its education. 

(c) European education shall be specially protected by 
(1) the retention of the present grants-in-aid and the generous grant 

of an adequate number of scholarships ; 
(2) the creation of an Education Trust Fund, the equivalent of 

the present total annual expenditure on European education, to which 
shall be added the funds of the Uncovenanted Service Family Pension 
Fund and of any other similar Funds created and maintained by mem- 
bers of the community for the moral, educational, or material benefit 
of Anglo-Indians whether already closed, or about to be closed, owing 
to the demise of the beneficiaries thereunder or for any reason whatever. 
The income accruing to the said Trust shall be utilised for the purpose 
of granting educational scholarships to the members of the community. 

(4) Jury rights.—^All racial discrimination shall be eliminated in jury 
trials and Anglo-Indians shall be given equal jury rights with other com- 
munities in India, by 

{a) the demand of “ by legitimate descentnow made of the Anglo- 
Indian alone being deleted from the provisions of the Criminal 
Procedure Code, Sec, 4, Clause (1), Sub-Clause (ii); 

(&) the accused, whoever he be, being given the right of claiming 
trial by either a European or an Indian jury and the words “ or European 
as he may desire ” being added to Section 275, Clause (i), and Section 
284 {a), Clause (i). 

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS SUBMITTED BY COL. GIDNEY 
FOR ALL MINORITY COMMUNITIES TO BE INCORPORATED IN 

THE NEW CONSTITUTION FOR INDIA. 

1. Definition.—A cominunity shall be classified as a minority community 
if it shall be notified as such in the Gazette of India. 

2. Fundamental Right.—^AU subjects of the State in India are equal 
before the law and possess equal civic rights (U.S.A. Constitution Amendment 
XIV and Government of Ireland Act, 1920, 10 and 11, Geo. V, Ch. 67, 
sec, 5 (2)). Any existing enactment, regulation, order, custom or interpre- 
tation of law by which any penalty or disability is imposed upon or any 
discrimination is made against any subject of the State shall, as from the 
day on which this constitution comes into operation, cease to have any 
effect in India. 

3. Representation on Legislatures.—^Adequate representation on the 
Federal and Provincial Legislatures. 

4. Separate FJectorates.—^All minority communities who so desire shall 
be given separate electorates which shall be retained till 75 per cent, of 
a community consent to forego the right, and desii’e otherwise. 

5. Public Service Commission.—[a) In addition to the Public Service 
Commission already functioning under the Government of India, there 
shall be created a Pubhc Service Commission in each Province charged with 
the duty of recruiting for the Public Services. 

(&) Minority communities shall be collectively represented by not less 
than one of its members on each Provincial Commission and on the Com- 
mission already functioning under the Government of India. These 
representatives shall be nominated by the Governor-General or the Governor 
as the case may be. 
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(c) It shall be the duty of the Public Service Commission, subject to the 
test of efficiency as may be prescribed— 

(1) To recruit for the Services in such a manner as shall secure due and 
adequate representation of all communities, and 

(2) to regulate from time to time priority in employment in accordance 
with the existing extent of representation of the various communities in 
any particular service. 

6. Representation in. Cabinets.—(1) In the Federal Cabinet, one Minister 
and two Parliamentary Under-Secretaries shall be chosen from and be 
collectively representative of the minority communities. 

(2) In each Provincial Cabinet one Minister and one Parliamentary 
Under-Secretary shall be chosen from and be collectively representative of 
the minority community. 

(3) Such Ministers shall be nominated by the Governor-General or the 
Governor as the case may be and given a special portfolio with a special 
Statutory Department for the protection of minority interests. 

N.B.—If No. 6 cannot be statutorily enacted it should be incorporated 
in the Instrument of Instructions to the Governor-General and Governors as 
a specific mandate to them, with powers to act in such matters independently 
of the views of their Ministry. 

7. Appeal.—Should the Federal Government or any Provincial Govern- 
ments fail to comply in any or all of the foregoing provisions an appeal shall 
lie in the case of an order of the Federal Government to the Secretarj’’ of 
State for India or any other higher tribunal, and in the case of the Provincial 
Government to the Federal Government in the first place, and frorn the order 
of the Federal Government to the Secretary of State for India or any other 
higher tribunal. 

APPENDIX X. 

THE MARATHAS AND ALLIED COMMXJNITIES. 

Memorandum, by Mr. B. V. Jadhav. 

When the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms were under consideration the 
non-Brahmins of Madras and the Marathas of Bombay started an agitation to 
protect their interests from the dominant influence of the advanced com- 
munities. In the Government of India Act of 1919 their claims were recognised 
and some seats were reserved for them in multiple seat constituencies. 

The non-Brahmin movement in Madras is co-extensive with the boundaries 
of that Province, and in all the four elections they have been able to secure 
more seats than were reserved to them, and hardly any occasion may have 
arisen when the concession of reserved seats came into operation. Nobody in 
Madras is therefore keen on preserving the right of reserved seats. 

In the Bombay Presidency the conditions are difierent. There is, of course, 
the non-Brahmin movement there also, but it is confined to the Marathas and 
lingayets of the districts in wliich the Marathi and Canarese languages are 
spoken. In Sind and Gujerat the social conditions are vastly different, and 
there no Hindu community except the Depressed Classes asks for special 
protection. The Marathas and the allied communities, who have so far 
enjoyed protection under the reservation clause, are desirous that the 
concession should be continued for a further period. 
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It is to be noted that the Government of Bombay are of opinion that the 
concession is no longer necessary. Tliis was probably due to the absence in 
the Government of anybody who knew the real condition of the people. 

I urged that the concession should be continued. 
Four elections were held since the passing of the Government of India 

Act in 1919. The first election of 1920 and the fourth of 1930 cannot be 
considered to be normal as the Congress in those years refused to take any 
part in them. In those years the elections were uncontested in many con- 
stituencies, and therefore the success of the Maratha candidates does not show 
that normally they are able to look after their own interests and do not require 
any protection. But the elections of 1923 and 1926 were hotly contested. 
The results of both these elections prove that in the City of Bombay no 
Maratha candidate would succeed if the right of a reserved seat was taken 
away. The same is proved by the fate of Maratha candidates in the Alimed- 
nagar and Ratnagiri districts in 1926. Out of the six reserved seats, in tliree 
the right of reservation was claimed. The seventh reserved seat is not fixed, 
but is taken in turn by the districts of Sholapur, Kolaba and West Khandesh. 
In 1923 this seat was reserved in the Kolaba District but in the Sholapur and 
West Khandesh districts it was open to all communities without reservation. 
In this year no Maratha candidate was elected either in Sholapur or West 
Khandesh. 

Similarly, in the following election the seat was reserved in West Khandesh 
but left open to all communities in Kolaba, and there again the Maratha 
candidate failed. This will show that the Maratha and allied communities 
have not yet become sufficiently organised and therefore require protection 
for a further period. 

The principle of reservation works as a safety valve. In ordinary circum- 
stances it does not operate at all but automatically comes into operation only 
when an emergency arises. It is therefore not necessary to take away the 
right of reservation. When no longer necessary it will remain unused. 

I therefore submit that the right of reserved seats should be continued as 
under the present Act. 

NovemheY \2>th, 1931. 

APPENDIX XI. 

LABOUR UNDER THE NEW CONSTITUTION. 

Circulated hy Mr. N. M. Joshi, Mr. B. Shiva Rao and Mr. V. V. Giri. 

I am making this statement on the subject of Labour in the new 
constitution -with the consent and approval of my two colleagues. 

First, let me say a word as to the number of those who would come under 
the category of Lateur, Precision is not possible in this matter, as the details 
of the Census Report of 1931 are not yet fully available. We include in the 
category of Labour all those who are wage-earners, whether in fields, plant- 
ations or factories. A memorandum was prepared in the India Office in 
1921 and submitted to the Council of the League of Nations to urge the 
inclusion of India among the leading industrial states of the world. According 
to the figures mentioned in that memorandum, there were 27*8 million 
agricultural workers employed as farm servants and field labourers in India 
in 1911. This figure includes workers in the tea, coffee, rubber and indigo 
plantations, but does not include the much larger class of small holders and 
tenants who numbered at that tmie over 40 million. The estimate of v/orkers 
in industries, mining and transport is given as approximately 20 *2 million. 
The total number of workers in India would, therefore, be 48 million. 
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This was in 1911. During the last 20 years there has been an increase in 
general population by about 10 per cent. Cultivation has been extended 
and industries have been developed on a considerable scale. Our estimate 
of the total number of workers at the present moment is, therefore, between 
55 and 60 million. Of these, an appreciable number is drawn from the 
Depressed Classes, whose representatives have put forward their special needs 
and claims, but what exact proportion they form is difidcult to say without 
a proper enquiry. Nevertheless, it is safe to ^timate that the rest of Labour, 
excluding for the moment those belonging to the Depressed Classes, would be 
about 35 million, or 10 per cent, of India’s present population. 

(1) A Declaration of Rights.—^At a meeting of the Minorities sub-Committee 
last year, Mr. Shiva Rao read out the Declaration of Rights which, in our 
opinion, should be inserted in the constitution. It may be enlarged to suit 
the requirements of other minorities, but so far as Labour is concerned, these 
points should find mention :— 

“ Recognising that the well-being, physical, moral and' intellectual, of 
the workers of India is of supreme importance in assuring the peace, progress 
and prosperity of the country, and recaUing the solemn obligations of India 
as a Member of the League of Nations, and of the International Labour 
Organisation, to endeavour to secure and maintain fair and humane conditions 
of labour for men, women and children, and to collaborate in the international 
estabhshment of social justice, the Commonwealth declares the following 
principles to be accepted as fundamental principles of the constitution, and 
as regulating the exercise of the legislative, executive and judicial powers 
within the Commonwealth :— 

(1) It is the duty of every citizen so to use his mental and bodily 
powers as to contribute to the welfare of the community, and corres- 
pondingly it is the duty of the community to secure, so far as lies in its 
power, that every citizen shall be given the training and opportunities 
necessary to enable him to maintain by his work a decent standard of 
living ; 

(2) The Indian Parliament shall make suitable laws for the main- 
tenance of health and fitness of work of all citizens, the securing of a living 
wage for every worker, and provision against the economic consequences 
of old age, infirmity and rmemployment ; 

(3) The protection of motherhood and the rearing of the rising 
generation to physical, mental and social efidciency are of special concern 
to the Commonwealth. Women, young persons and children shall, there- 
fore, be protected against moral, spiii-tual or bodily injury or neglect 
and against exploitation and excessive or unsuitable employment. 

(4) The welfare of those who labour shall be under the special 
protection of the Commonwealth and the conditions of Labour shall 
be regulated, from time to time as may be necessary, with a view to their 
progressive improvement; 

(5) The right of workers to express their opinions freely by speech, 
writing or other means, and to meet in peaceful assembly and to fonn 
associations for the consideration and furtherance of their interests, 
shall be granted by the Commonwealth. Laws regulating the exercises 
of tliis right shall not discriminate against any individual or class of 
citizens on the grounds of religious faith, political opinion or social 
position ; 

(6) No breach of contract of service or abetment thereof shall be 
made a criminal offence ; 

(7) The Commonwealth shall co-operate with other nations in 
action to secure the realisation of the principle of social justice throughout 
the world ; 
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(8) All citizens in the Commonwealth, have the right to free 
elementary education without any distinction of caste or creed in the 
matter of admission into any educational institutions maintained or 
aided by the State and such right shall be enforceable as soon as due 
arrangements shall have been made by competent authority ; 

(9) All citizens are equal before the law and possess equal civic 
rights; 

(10) All citizens have an equal right of access to and the use of 
public roads, public wells and all other places of public resort.” 

(2) Labour Legislation, a Federal Subject with concurrent powers to the 
Provincial Legislatures,—Out next point is that labour legislation should be 
a federal subject, with power for the Provincial or State Legislatures also to 
legislate but not, as the Royal Commission on Labour observed in its Report 
issued a few months ago, “ so as to impair or infringe the authority ” of the 
Federal Legislature. 

(3) The Ratification of International Labour Conventions to be a concern 
of the Federal Government.—^We desire that the power to ratify International 
Labour Conventions should be vested in the Federal Government. 

It is not necessary to elaborate either of these points, as they fall really 
within the scope of the discussions of the Federal Structure Committee, and 
I still hope I shall have an opportunity of raising them. 

(4) The Introduction of Adult Suffrage.—For a similar reason I shall not 
do more than mention the point that the introduction of adult suffrage is 
vital from the workers’ point of view. We found ourselves in a minority 
in advocating it in the Franchise sub-Committee last year ; but we are glad 
to see that 1V&. Gandhi and the Congress are also in favour of it, and we hope 
that with his powerful assistance we shall secure adult suffrage. 

We shall haverio objection, if on detailed enquiry, it be found that universal 
adult suffrage would be impracticable as the next stage, to some qualification 
being made, such as raising the age limit to 25 years, provided that the 
restriction applies equally to all classes. But we do ask for immediate 
recognition of the principle of adult suffrage in the terms of reference of the 
Expert Franchise Conunittee that is hereafter to be appointed. 

(5) Joint Electorates.—We are opposed to the continuance of separate 
electorates for communities divided according to religion or race. Our 
experience of the Indian Trade Union movement strengthens our conviction 
in the efficacy and soundness of not dividing the community on a religious or 
racial basis.x Communal and racial feelings have had comparatively little 
influence on the movement and the workers are organised as an economic 
class, not as Hindus, Muslims or Untouchables. Our grave fear is that 
communal electorates, with the introduction of adult suffrage, will create a 
false division among the workers and break the solidarity of the working- 
class movement. If the workers are divided not oh the basis of an economic 
class, but of religion or race into Hindus and Muslims and Christians, etc., 
their proportion of votes in every constituency will be considerably less than 
if they are allowed to vote together as an economic class, and they are bound 
to lose the effect and influence they would possess. The vast majority of the 
workers are illiterate and heavily in debt. Only a small number of the in- 
dustrial workers is as yet organised, and so far as those engaged in agriculture 
and on the plantations are concerned, they have been practically untouched 
by the worldng-class movement. Under these circumstances it would be 
an intolerable handicap on the workers to force on them a system of electorates 
based on religion or race, the demand for which proceeds, not from them, but 
only from a small section of the educated classes. Moreover, this wrong 
division will throw a powerful barrier in the way of the development of the 
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movement and prevent the organisation of political forces on an economic 
basis. The communal problem we hold is a problem of the past. The real 
problems of the future will be economic and social and it would be wrong 
to build the constitution in a manner which has no relation to the realities 
of tomorrow. 

We would prefer a division of the electorates on an occupational rather 
than a communal or a territorial basis, in order to bring into the Legislatures 
elements which, because of their lack of organisation and influence, might 
fail to secure adequate representation. But the least we can do now is to 
oppose the extension of the principle of electorates based on religion or race 
to the workers as being detrimental to their interests. 

Our position is that if adult suffrage is introduced on a basis of joint 
electorates, and no other special interests are recognised. Labour will not 
ask for a reservation of seats or the creation of special constituencies. But 
in the event of even one of these conditions failing to be fulfilled, Labour 
must have both. 

So far as the total number of Labour seats is concerned, we ask for no 
weightage. But representation of Labour can and must be on the population 
basis ; that is, ten per cent, in the Federal Legislature, and if the decision 
ultimately be in favour of a bicameral system, then in each House of the 
Legislature. With regard to the Provincial Legislatures also, the numbers 
will have to be ascertained in each Province, and the seats allotted in their 
proportion to the total population of the area. 

I cannot do better than quote the following passage from the Report 
of the Royal Commission on Labour with which we entirely agree :— 

The Whitley Commission's Report observes (p. 462)— 

“ There are several directions in which the adequate representation 
of Labour should benefit both itself and the community. In the first 
place, .the presence of representatives able to voice the desires and 
aspirations of Labour and to translate these into concrete proposals is 
essential for the proper consideration of measures specially affecting 
Labour. But the welfare of Labour does not depend purely on what 
may be called labour measures ; its good depends on the whole trend of 
policy and legislation. More adequate representation of Labour is 
necessary for its propection in this respect, and, if given,the opportunity, 
organised Labour can make a valuable contribution to the wise govern- 
ment of the Commonwealth. Further, the proper representation of 
Labour is itself educative ; the recognition of its claims as a part of the 
body politic will bring increased responsibility and a sense of unity with 
the community as a whole. Conversely, exclusion of La,bour from a 
fair share in the councils of the nation will inevitably drive it to rely 
unduly on other means of making itself felt with injury to itself and to 
the nation. What we have stated is applicable to labour generally, 
both agricultural and industrial, and those who have to deal with the 
representation of labour in detail will no doubt have regard to the whole 
field.” 

The Commission has also recommended, it is to be noted, that the principle 
of election should be substituted for that of nomination, and registered trade 
Unions should form special constituencies for the purposes of election. We 
accept these suggestions and trust that they will commend themselves to 
the Conference. 

As regards agricultural and plantation labour, some other method of 
election will have to be devised, as there are no trade Unions among the workers 
of these two classes. But we do not think it will be impossible for the 
Expert Franchise Committee to make concrete suggestions on the point. 
The question is worth considering whether Kisan Sahhas, or organisations 
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of agricultural workers, wherever they exist, may not be registered under a 
law analogous to the Trade Union Act and regarded as a special electorate. 
At all events, we ask the Conference to endorse, without qualification, the 
principle that these millions of workers are entitled to an adequate share in 
the government of their country. 

November 13th, 1931. 

APPENDIX XII. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE MINORITIES COMMITTEE. 

By Sir Chimanlal Setalvad. 

It is a thousand pities that the communal difficulties have not yet been 
solved by agreement of the parties concerned. It is essential for the smooth 
working of any self-government constitution for India that this matter should 
be settled by mutual goodwill and understanding and that a feeling of perfect 
security must be created in the minds of the minorities. But I am afraid 
that the present deadlock in the solution of the communal problem is being 
very much exaggerated and is being exploited in certain quarters for retarding 
the full constitutional advance which India demands. 

A critical examination of the points of difference reveals that there is 
considerably more agreement than disagreement, and the controversial 
points are narrowed down to small proportions. 

It is made to appear as if the Delegates belonging to the minority 
communities and the Delegates belonging to the majority communities are 
disagreed on almost every point. The fact is quite the contrary. There is 
really no difference of opinion on the question that proper safeguards must 
be provided for ensuring full religious liberty and protection of culture and 
personal laws of the minorities and that provision should be made against 
legislation affecting their religion, etc. Further, it is generally agreed that 
the minorities must be secured a proper share in the Services and, as far as 
practicable, in the Executive Government. In fact, formulas for these 
purposes were actually drafted and assented to by the representatives of the 
various communities last year and hardly anybody wants to go back upon 
them. The Services sub-Committee of the Conference last year in its Report 
recommended the text of the provisions to be made for securing to the 
minorities their proper share in the Services, etc. 

As regards certain special demands of the Muslims, e.g., the separation of 
Sindh and the status and, constitution of the North-West Frontier Provinces, 
agreement was also reached to the satisfaction of the Muslims. As regards 
the Muslim claim for one-third representation in the Federal Legislature, there 
has been a general desire to agree to the same, and the question is merely 
one of method for securing the desired representation. Last year a formula 
was agreed to that the Muslims were to have one-third of the total number 
of elected members of British India and also one-third of any nominations 
of persons other than officials or members of any very small minority. The 
question of securing to the Muslims further seats so as to make up one-third 
of the total number of members was left for consideration in connection with 
tlie representation of the States. It should not be difficult to secure this by 
some convention with the States. 

As regards the Muslim claim to be allowed the existing woightage in 
Provinces where they are in a minority there is not any appreciable opposition. 

It will thus be seen that on all matters which are really vital and essential 
there is the largest measure of general agreement. 
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The disagreement extends to only two matters :— 
1. Whether the Muslim and other minorities' representation is to 

be secured by means of separate electorates or by reservation of seats for 
them in joint electorates. 

2. The allocation of seats in the local Legislatures of the Punjab and 
Bengal. 

As regards the first question—^namely, separate versus joint electorates— 
the question has been discussed threadbare both here and in India. It is 
obvious that in Provinces where the Muslims are in a minority their coming 
into the joint electorates is more in their interests and for their protection. 
Once effective safeguards are provided, as stated above, in the matter of 
religion, culture, personal laws, social practices, education, fair share in the 
public services, adequate representation in the Legislature, there is no clash 
or divergence of interest between the different communities, and it is really 
safer for the minorities to come into the joint electorates. For, unless the 
Muslim voters have a voice in the election of the majority community 
members, the former would have no hold on the latter. This has been 
recognised by important Mushm leaders such as H.H. The Aga Khan, Mr. 
Jinnah, and others, and if they are given reservation of seats they will be 
quite secure. But, whatever the real merits of this question may be, it is 
perfectly obvious that the Muslims cannot be forced against their wishes to 
come into the joint electorates. 

If they want still to stick to separate electorates they must be allowed 
to have them. Keeping different communities in separate watertight 
compartments must inevitably prove a great obstacle in the evolution of 
national unity and national self-government, and will render very difficult 
in practice the joint responsibility of the Cabinet. It is therefore urged that 
separate electorates should not be extended farther than where they exist, 
and the other minorities should be secured their proper representation by 
reservation in joint electorates. What is hoped is that the Muslims and the 
Sikhs, after some experience of the new constitution of self-government for 
India, will see the advantage to themselves and the country of coming into 
joint electorates. It should therefore be provided that if at any time at least 
two-thirds of the Muslims' representatives in any Legislature decide in favour 
of joint electorates, thereafter joint electorates should be established for 
that Legislature. It is not therefore right to create at this juncture further 
separate compartments. 

As regards jjtie Depressed Classes, my sympathies and those of all right- 
thinking men are wholly with them. The treatment that they have received 
in the past and are suffering under even now reflects great discredit on the 
class Hindus who are responsible for the same; but it will not be patriotic 
for the Depressed Classes, because of their exasperation, to iusist upon separate 
electorates. They should certainly be made secure by reservation of seats. 
The percentage of representation to be given to them must depend on various 
considerations—e.g., the number of people available for the task—and not 
merely on the thumb rule of numerical proportion. At present in the Central 
Legislature they have only one seat, and that also by nomination. This is 
certainly wholly inadequate and unjust, and they should be given immediately 
a much larger number, to be progressively increased and brought up ultimately 
to their numerical proportion as by education and other means men fitted 
for this work become available. 

The real and substantial points of disagreement are thus reduced only 
to the allocation of representation in the local Legislatures of the Punjab 
and Bengal. The discussions last year as well as this year show that Muslims 
may be satisfied if they are secured 51 per cent, representation in the Punjab 
and Bengal, which is less than their numerical proportion on population 
basis. The Hindus and Sikhs in the Punjab, and in Bengal the Hindus and 
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Europeans (the latter community at present enjoys representation very much 
in excess of its numbers), must arrive at some adjustment. A question of a 
couple of seats here or there must not bar a settlement. If, however, com- 
munities concerned in these two Provinces are unable to reach agreement, 
surely their inability to arrive at an adjustment cannot be allowed to stand 
in the way of the country as a whole attaining self-government, when, as I 
have shown above, there is practically general agreement as regards all 
essential safeguards for minorities and there is no difficulty of allocation of 
representation in the Legislatures of all other Provinces. This particular 
and narrow issue should be left for decision by the Prime Minister and His 
Majesty’s Government. There is no reason why the MusHms, Hindus, Sikhs, 
Depressed Classes and Europeans should not, without any hesitation, agree 
to abide by the decision of the Prime Minister. The Congress claims to be 
a non-communal body and to have a purely national outlook, and therefore 
it and its representative can have no objection to accepting any settlement 
which the communities concerned may arrive at by this method of decision 
by the Prime Minister. One tentative and rough-and-ready solution for 
allocation of seats in the Punjab and Bengal is to accept the Government of 
India’s proposals about it "with such variation as may be required in view of 
the latest census figures. 

There is one aspect of joint and separate electorates which I earnestly 
wish to be considered. I believe there are among the Muslims an appreciable 
number who prefer joint electorates. There is no reason why those preferring 
to be in the joint electorates should be denied their liberty of thought and 
action because the majority of their community wish to have separate 
electorates. It should be made permissible for members of any community 
for whom separate electorates are provided to declare their desire to go into 
joint electorates and be allowed to do so. On such declaration they should be 
included in the joint register and should be allowed to vote and stand for 
election in the joint electorate ; but such declaration, when made, must ever 
afterwards be final. 

Such a provision will demonstrate the strength of the opinion of those 
who believe in joint electorates, and will also afford an avenue for ultimately 
absorbing everybody into joint electorates as the strength of opinion in 
favour of joint electorates progressively grows. 

For the views put forward and the suggestions made by me I beg my brother 
Delegates’ unprejudiced consideration. They are capable of further adjust- 
ment wherever necessary, and I implore all to put their heads together for 
a solution. I have no communal bias and I belong to no communal organisation. 

November 9th, 1931. 

APPENDIX XIII. 

REPRESENTATION OP WOMEN IN THE INDIAN LEGISLATURE. 

Memorandum by Mrs. Subbarayan. 

The framing of a new constitution for India offers an opportunity for 
considering fully the question of the representation of women on the Indian 
Legislatures of the future. It is obviously desirable that the ordinary channels 
of election should be open to women ; but the question arises as to whether 
there is any likelihood of their securing election through the ordinary poll. 
Even in Western countries, where it has long been the custom for women 
to take part in public affairs, very few of them even now secure election to 
the Legislatures. In India they have only recently begun to emerge into 
public life, and, moreover, they are in a peculiar position owing to the social 
disabilities to which they have long been subject. Consequently there is 
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bound to be strong prejudice on the part of both men and women against 
their coming into the Councils. There are also almost insurmountable 
practical difficulties to their candidature, such as that few women have 
sufficient means to stand, that—in our vast electoral areas—it would be 
extremely difficult for them to tour, to get into touch with voters, etc. It 
seems obvious that, for a considerable time, until the public becomes 
sufficiently educated, it is extremely unlikely that women will be returned in 
India through the ordinary poll.’ And yet, especially during the first vital 
and formative years of the new constitution, when the foundations of our 
social and educational policy {which affect women so closely) and indeed of 
our policy in all matters, are laid, it will be most important to have women 
on the Legislatures. They should be there in particular to impress on the 
Legislatures the necessity for social legislation, which is so urgently required. 
But besides that contribution to public life, their presence on the Legislatures 
should be a means of educating the public and of cultivating in women a due 
sense of responsibility and administration. Mahatma Gandhi, whose know- 
ledge of political conditions in India is unsurpassed, during his speech at 
the Federal Structure Committee on September 17th, visualised the possibility 
of women not being elected to the Legislatures, and indicated his belief that 
some arrangement should be made to meet this eventuality. If some special 
provision for securing their presence is not made, it is possible—indeed 
likely—that their claims will recede further and further into the background. 
It will have a great effect if, from the start, it is shown in practice as well as 
in theory, that the co-operation of women on the Legislatures is normal and 
desirable. 

There is considerable support in India for the view that some special 
provision is necessarj?-. I have received large numbers of letters from women 
doing important social and educational work in many parts of India, asking 
me not to fail to press this view on the Conference, otherwise I should have 
been slow to put it forward. Delegates have no doubt also received a 
Memorandum opposing it from three women's organisations in India— 
organisations whose views I sought last year, but was not fortunate enough 
to secure. Their opposition is apparently based on the belief that, if equality 
of civic rights is granted to women in India, equality of opportunity in civic 
service will automatically follow, and that, owing to the pa,rt played by women 

' in the recent political struggle, women now realise their strength and do 
not require special provision. These theories seem to me to be far removed 
from the realities of the situation. These three women’s organisations are 
associations of importance, but I cannot admit that they speak for the entire 
wom.anhood of India. While welcoming the fact that the political struggle 
has brought many thousands of women out into public life, I feel it essential 
to acquire a true perspective of the whole picture, and to realise that there 
remain over a hundred and twenty million women and girls in India, who are 
still in a state of civic inertia, and wffio have not yet attained self-confidence 
or political consciousness. It is for the sake of this overwhelming majority 
of women that I believe special provision to be necessary. I am convinced 
that one practical step forward, which will ensure the presence of women on 
the Legislatures, worldng side by side with men as a normal feature of our 
political life, will do more for them than any theories of equality. 

The opposition to special provision for women in this Memorandum is also 
based on the assumption that Adult Suffrage will come into existence. 
Even if Adult Suffrage is secured, I think the above arguments hold good. 
If, however. Adult Suffrage is not achieved, or only gradually achieved, 
then special provision will be all the more necessary. 

I have given much anxious thought to the form which such special provision 
should take. Nomination is obviously unsuitable. The ordinary reservation 
of seats, involving separate electorates, appropriation of a share of existing 
seats, and a permanent claim to them, is equally undesirable. The solution 
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which the Women’s Delegation advanced last year {see Minorities sub-Com- 
mittee proceedings, page 80)—^namely, that the Legislatures themselves, after 
their own election, should for a temporary period elect a fixed proportion of 
women to the Legislatures—still seems to me the most suitable. The sugges- 
tion then also made—that the proportion of women to be elected should be 
five per cent, of the elected Legislature, that the temporary period should 
be for three elections, and that the election of women should be made by 
proportional representation so as to avoid the complications of the communal 
question, also seem to me still to be the best fitted to the circumstances, 
I would, however, now—in order to meet the divergence of views among 
Indian women on this matter—make a further suggestion, namely, that 
such a scheme might be optional on all Legislatures, Central or Provincial, 
to adopt or not as they think fit. 

It may well be that some other proposal better than the above outlined 
scheme—one that would attain the same end—may be devised, and in that 
case I would willingly accept it. In this matter, I regard myself as a member 
of no party, community or class, but simply as voicing the views of an 
educated and intelligent section of women's opinion in India, which believes 
special provision for women to be in the best interests of women in general 
and in those of the nation at large (which must inevitably be closely identified 
with women’s interests). It does not seem to us that it is in the least derogatory 
to ask for such special provision to meet existing facts ; nor can it be considered 
either a privilege or a favour. Indeed, membership of a Legislature, in our 
opinion, is a heavy responsibility and a duty rather than a privilege or a 
favour. If we are told that there is no analogy for such a proposal in the 
constitutions of other countries, I would urge that in this matter we should 
not be entirely guided by outside precedents. Indeed, the experience of 
women in other countries suggests that Indian women will be wise in taking 
steps to strengthen their political status from the very beginning of the new 
constitution. If such a special measure as has been suggested abov^for the 
initial and transitional period could be made, T feel that the position of women 
in the India of the future v/ould be made secure. 

November Wth, 1931. 

APPENDIX XIV. 

MEMORANDUM REPRESENTING THE VIEWS OP A NUMBER OP 
INDIAN WOMEN’S ORGANISATIONS. 

Presented to the Conference by Mrs. Naidu and Begum Shah Nawaz. 

We herewith beg to submit the official Memorandum jointly issued on the 
status of Indian women in the proposed new Constitution by the All India 
Women’s Conference on Education and Social Reform, the Women’s Indian 
Association and the Central Committee of the National Council of Women in 
India. These three premier Organisations include the great majority of pro- 
gressive and influential women of all communities, creeds and ranks who are 
interested in social, educational, civic or political activities, and are accredited 
leaders of organised public opinion amongst women. 

This Manifesto, signed by the principal office bearers of these important 
bodies, may be regarded as an authoritative statement of representative 
opinion, duly considered and widely endorsed, on the case and claim of Indian 
women. 

We have been entrusted with the task of presenting to the Round Table 
Conference their demand for a complete and immediate recognition of their 
equal political status, in theory and practice, by the grant of full adult franchise, 
or an effective and acceptable alternative, based on the conception of adult 
suffrage. 
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We are further enjoined to resist any plea that may be advanced by small 
individual groups of people, either in India or in this country, for any kind of 
teniporary concessions or adventitious methods of securing the adequate 
representation of women in the Legislatures in the shape of reservation of 
seats, nomination or co-option, whether by Statute, Convention, or at the 
discretion of the Provincial and Central Governments. To seek any form of 
preferential treatment would be to violate the integrity of the universal demand 
of Indian women for absolute equality of political status. 

We are confident that no untoward difficulties will intervene in the way of 
women of the right quality, capacity, political equipment and record of public 
service in seeldng the suffrages of the nation to be returned as its representa- 
tives in the various Legislatures of the country. 

We ask that there should be no sex discrimination either against or in 
favour of women under the new constitution. 

Will you be so good as to treat our covering letter as part of the official 
document submitted to you on behalf of our Organisations. 

November \Qth, 1931. 

MEMORANDUM ON THE STATUS OF INDIAN WOMEN IN THE 
PROPOSED NEW CONSTITUTION OF INDIA. 

The All-India Women's Conference, The Women's Indian Association and 
The Central Executive Committee of the National Council of Women in India 
welcome and endorse the Declaration of the fundamental rights of citizenship 
in India under the future constitution drawn up by the accredited leaders of 
the Nation, namely :— 

“ Equal rights and obligations of all citizens, without any bar on 
account of sex. 

No disability to attach to any citizen by reason of his or her religion, 
caste, creed or sex in regard to public employment, office, power or honour 
and in the exercise of any trade or calling." 

OBJECT OF THE PRESENT MEMORANDUM. 

This Declaration of the fimdamental rights of citizenship in India having 
been made, the recognition of women's equal citizenship in aU matters relating 
to franchise, representation, or employment has become an accepted principle. 
The present Memorandum is, therefore, concerned only with the methods by 
which women may be enabled to exercise to the full their legitimate rights. 

The women of India on the basis of their admitted and declared equality, 
demand that in actual practice no disqualifications or conditions shall be laid 
down which may hamper them in any way from the fullest exercise of the right 
of voting at public elections or offering themselves as candidates for seats on 
Legislative or Administrative institutions. Similarly, no impediments should 
be placed in their way in the matter of the holding of public office or employ- 
ment which might, in effect, bar women from taking their full and equal share 
in civic rights and obligations. 

FRANCHISE. 

Present Conditions and the Necessity for the Demand. 

The experience of women under the existing constitution makes the 
foregoing demand imperative. In spite of equality in theory, they suffer in 
practice from a grave inequality owing to the right of voting being conditioned 
by property-holding or other similar qualification, ordinarily inaccessible to 
women in India. Though the resolution of the Indian National Congress 
declares for an immediate acceptance of the principle of adult suffrage, it 
may be argued nevertheless, that the first step towards the adoption of that 
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principle might require, for its successful practice, the conditioning of the 
exercise of the right by some qualification of the type above mentioned. 
However, we cannot but point out that, though the theoretical equality of 
men and women citizens might conceivably be maiiitained under such a 
practice, the position of w^omen will inevitably be rendered wholly unequal 
under the existing social systems, it being generally recognized that very 
few women hold or own property in their own name or right. 

Again, even if the property qualification for voting or candidature is 
made nominal, women are likely to suffer as long as our social systems remain 
as they are. 

As compared with men, very few women would have even nominal property 
in their own names and right, and since a very considerable proportion of the 
adult women of India is either married or wddowed, the voting rights of all 
such would, on a property basis of any kind have to follow the corresponding 
rights of their husbands. 

There is yet another dif&culty to be considered in this connection. Even 
if the franchise- system permits a wife or widow to enjoy the same voting 
rights as the husband, this position will not commend itself to the educated 
and thinking women of India, inasmuch as it makes the citizenship of woman 
contingent on her relationship—past or present—to a man, for a very large 
proportion of w’^omen. We are strongly of opinion that the Elementary Rights 
of Women as human beings should not be based on an extraneous factor like 
Marriage. 

If a literacy test of any kind is introduced as a condition precedent for 
the exercise of civic rights, women will be placed at a stiU greater disadvantage, 
for the obvious reason that there are many more literate men than women. 

Moreover, if as is likely and necessary, some age limit is fixed for the 
exercise of such rights, the handicap on women will be still further increased, 
for relatively speaking there are fewer literate women above the votiug age 
than below it. 

Therefore, the conditioning of the right of franchise, either by property or 
•literacy qualifications, would be fundamentally inconsistent with the Declaration 
of Rights above quoted. 

In these circumstances, the All-India Women’s Conference, the Women’s 
Indian Association and the Central Executive Committee of the National 
Council of Women in India, consider the immediate, unqualified and uncon- 
ditional adoption of the principle of Adult Franchise to be the best and most 
acceptable mode of assuring and securing pohtical equality between the men 
and women of this country. They unhesitatingly consider all conditions or 
qualifications or tests for the exercise of this right, whether based on property 
or literacy, to be needless impediments in the way pf the enjoyment by 
women of civic equality. 

Accordingly they recommend that:— 
Every man or woman of the age of 21 should be entitled to vote and to 

offer himself or herself as a candidate at any election to an Administrative 
or Legislative Institution. 

REPRESENTATION. 

We are confident that, if this practical equality is secured for women 
in the ma\ter of Franchise, they will be able to find their way into the 
Legislative and Administrative Institutions of the country through the open 
door of ordinary election. 

(C5631) E 3 
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No special expedients for securing the presence of women on these bodies, 
such as reservation, nomination or co-option would then be necessary. 

The Women of India have no desire to seek any specially favoured treatment 
for themselves, provided that their full and equal citizenship is recognized in 
practice as it is in theory. 

PUBLIC SERVICES AND EMPLOYMENT. 

It is but a corollary to this practical equality between men and women 
that women should be eligible, in the same way as men and on the same 
conditions, for all grades and branches of the Public Services, as they are 
entitled, under the Declaration of Rights, to equality in the exercise of all 
trades, professions and employment. 

DISQUALIFICATIONS. 

As distinguished from the qualifications, etc., for voting, in which the 
women of India demand an absolute and effective equality, the disqualifica- 
tions for the exercise of civic rights should be based on purely personal 
grounds. 

Thus, the fact of a woman’s relationship to a man or the disqualification, 
if any, attaching to her male relative of any degree, should in no way prevent 
her from exercising to the full her legitimate rights. 

August, 1931. 
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APPENDIX XV. 

COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION. 

Memorandum by Sir Provash Chunder Milter. 

As the Minorities Committee will meet soon, I think that as the sole 
Hindu representative from Bengal on that Committee, I ought to place the 
position with regard to Bengal before my fellow Delegates. 

The claims on behalf of the different minorities have been put forward 
as follows :— 

In the first two cases I 
Muslims .. 
Backward Classes 
European Communal 
Indian-Christians 
Anglo-Indians .. 

Total .. .. .. .. 90 

am Ignoring decimals- Per cM. 
55 
25 

5 
3 
2 

Since then I have seen it stated in the Press that Mahatma Gandhi offered 
51 per cent., instead of 55 per cent., to the Muslims. The above claims do 
not take into account the claims for class seats. So far as I am aware the 
claims for class seats are :— 

Per cent. 
British (at present they have 11 in a House with 114 elected 

members) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 
Labour (a number of seats, but I am not aware of the actual 

percentage claimed) .. 
Indian Trade and Commerce .. .. .. .. .. 5 
Landlords .. .. .. .. .. .. 7^ 
Universities .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

Total 24i 

It will appear from the above that if all these claims are admitted or 
accepted, the total is considerably over 100 per cent., and that' the Hindus 
(other than the Backward Classes) whose population runs into many millions, 
will not have any seats from the general electorate. 

This position, of course, is untenable, and a mere statement of facts will 
show what the position is. 

Although I am the sole Hindu representative from Bengal on the Minorities 
Committee, no offer has yet been made to me, nor even was the question 
discussed either with me or with any of my Hindu fellow Delegates from 
Bengal who are not on this Committee, by the Muslim group. I was, 
however, told a few days ago by one of the Muslim representatives from 
Bengal that the Muslim delegation is of the opinion that the question should 
be settled on an all-India basis. 

November llih, 1931. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM. 

By Sir Pr'ovash Chunder Mitter, 

With reference to the claim of the Muslims regarding a statutory majority 
of the whole House on the basis of communal electorates, I desire to put on 
record that before I left India I consulted Hindu-elected members of the 
Bengal Legislative Council, members of the Executive Committee of the 
Indian Association (an important and old-established association founded 
by the late Sir Surendra Nath Banerjea and other leaders in 1875), and the 
Executive Committee of the British Indian Association (the oldest political 
association in Bengal, being established in 1851). I also consulted some 
prominent Congressmen with whom I could get into touch. I found that 
Hindu public opinion was strongly against acceptance of the claim of the 
Muslims for a statutory majority of the whole House. 

I also consulted Hindu public opinion in Bengal as regards joint electorates 
with reservation of seats, and I found that, generally speaking, Hindu public 
opinion was strongly in favour of joint electorates with such reservation. 
I understand, however, that the Muslim Delegation, who are organised as 
a party on an all-India basis under the leadership of H.H. the Aga Khan, are 
not prepared to deviate from the claim for communal representation, so I 
refrain from placing the details of Bengal Hindu opinion regarding adjustment 
of the communal question on the basis of joint electorates with reservation 
of seats. I may mention -in this connection that although I am the sole 
Hindu representative from Bengal on the Minorities Sub-Committee, I was 
never asked by the Muslim Delegation to discuss the Bengal communal 
question with them ; I may add that I tried to convey the information that 
I was quite willing to discuss the matter. 

I will next refer to the claims of the different minorities and class interests. 
These claims, as origmally put forward, were as follows 

Per cent. 
In both these cases I am ignoring decimals— 

Muslims .. .. .. .. .. .. 55 
Backward Classes .. .. .. .. 25 

European Communal .. .. .. .. 5 
Indian-Christians .. .. .. .. • .. 3 
Anglo-Indians • .. .. .. . • .. 2 

Total .. .. .. 90 

In the claims so put forward, the claims for class seats were not specifically 
discussed, but so far as I am aware the claims for class seats are :— 

Per cent. 
British (at present they have 11 in a House of 

114 elected members, over and above 5 
communal seats) .. .. .. .. .. 10 

Labour (a number of seats, but I am not aware 
of the actual percentage claimed) .. .. — 

Indian Trade and Commerce .. .. .. 5 
Landlords •. .. .. .. .. .. 7^ 
Universities .. .. .. •. . • 2 

24| (excluding 
Labour). 

It will appear from the above that if all these claims are admitted or accepted 
the total is considerably over 100 per cent., and that the Hindus (other than 
the Backward Classes), whose population runs into many millions, will not 
have any seats from the general electorate. This position is, of course, 
untenable, and a mere statement of the facts will show what the position is. 
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Since these claims were put forward^ a joint Hote has been circ-ulated 
over the signatures of H.H., I'he Aga Khan On, behalf of the Muslhns. 
Dr. Ambedkar on behalf of the Depressed Ciar^sss, Kao Bahadur Pannh Selvah 
on behalf of the Indian Christians, Sir Henry Gidney on behalf of the Anglo- 
Indians, and Sir Hubert Carr on behalf of the Btiropsajis, The .arrangement 
for division of seats put forv/ard. in this joint Note is totally unac-ceptable 
to the Hindus of Bengal. My personal opinion is,, and, I say this from iny 
37 years’ experience of the public life of rtiy Province, that if tiiis scheme is 
accepted then the consequences v/iilbe disastrous. It will laean the increase 
of direct action, and more physical conflict between the two communities* 
I have stated my viev/s on the point ih a short speech before the Federal- 
Structure Committee on November 18th, 1931. X do not, for the sake ox 
peace which I value so much, desire to elaborate the reasons which induced: 
me to come to the conclusion mentioned above. X may add that I do not 
belong to the Hindu Mahasabha movement, and I genuinely believe that 
adjustment of the Hindu-Muslim question on some vvorkable basis is a 
sine qua non of political progress in India. 

As the Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs have not been able to come to an agreed 
decision, we have to consider and advise His Majesty’s Government as to 
what is to be donCi I still adhere to the opinion I expressed in my short 
speech to the Federal Structure Committee on November Isth, that the 
best course will be to send out a small Commission to nud out the facts. 
That Commission should have Indians associated with it, -and may well 
consist of three British statesmen and two Indian judges, one a Muslim 
judge and the other a Hindu judge. The Indian representatives should not 
be political people, because every politician has his own views on the matter. 
As, however, 'an objection has been taken by an eminent Indian to associate 
judges with Commission, I am quite willing to accept a slight modification 
of my original suggestion, by putting forward a further suggestion, that, 
instead of having judges actually holding office, we may have judges who 
have retired from office, but -without intending any disrespect to the political 
men of India, I do insist that the inclusion of political men will ;go a long 
way to defeat the object I have in view. I have already explained in my 
speech that sending out a Commission of the nature indica,ted should not 
hold up the announcement, nor the drafting of the Act, nor any other 
relevant work in connection with* constitutional advance. 

I would conclude this Memorandum by suggesting certain general con- 
siderations of an important character, which should be taken into consideration 
in case His Majesty’s Government are disinclined to send out a Commission 
of the nature indicated. 

So far, four important schemes were before the public, namely, the Congress 
scheme, the Communal Muslim scheme, the Nationalist Muslim scheme and 
the Hindu Mahasabha scheme. The unfortunate part is that the Hindus 
do not agree to the Communal Mu.slim scheme, and the Muslims do not 
agree to accept any of the other three schemes. Further, on the Hindu side 
there is a difference of opinion with regard to the Congress scheme and tho 
Hindu Mahasabha scheme. The net result is that the two communities 
have been unable to come to an agreed decision. Further, there is to my 
mind a common defect in all the four schemes, namely, that if any of these 
schemes are accepted it will mean that in some Pro-vinces there will be a 
Hindu majority, in others a Muslim majority (perhaps on account of the 
disposition of the population this is inevitable), but no practical suggestion 
has been made in any of these schemes by which the minority in any Province 
—to whichever community that minority may belong—will be in a position 
to effectually influence the members of the Legislature who may he returned 
on the votes of the majority community. For that reason I submit that 
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some new method had better be explored. One such method which, in my 
opinion, may well be worth considering, although I realise that unless the 
two communities agree to explore the method for the sake of peace it will 
serve no useful purpose to press this method, is as follows :— 

1. In constituencies where less than 10 per cent, of the total number 
of voters belong to the Hindu or the Muslim community, in the counting 
of votes each vote of the minority community will count as two, both 
with regard to the election of the Hindu or of the Muslim candidate. 

2. In constituencies where 10 per cent, but not more than 30 per cent, 
of the total number of voters belong to the Hindu or the Muslim com- 
munity, in the counting of votes the votes of the minority community 
will be increased by 50 per cent, (that is to say, each vote will count 
as 1^ votes) both with regard to the election of the Hindu or of the 
Muslim candidate. 

Another suggestion that I venture to put forward is that this baffling 
problem will be easier of solution if, instead of attempting to solve it on an 
all-India basis, we try to solve it Province by Province. Not only will such 
a line be more consonant with realities, but we are likely to meet with less 
difficulty if we try to solve the problem Province by Province. In .support 
of my suggestion regarding the settlement of the problem Province by 
Province, I would point out that the real difficulty to-day is about the 
Provinces. The difference between the two communities as regards the 
all-India Legislatures is neither so great nor so determined as that with regard 
to some of the Provinces. 

Another objection that I have to the four schemes mentioned above is 
that as under those schemes in a number of Provinces one community mil 
be in a majority, without the minority community being in a position to 
more effectually influence the members who are returned to the Legislature 
by the majority community, it is extremely likely that pressure will be 
brought to bear on Ministers, who will depend on the support of the majority 
community. Such pressure may lead to the oppression of the minority 
community, or if not actual oppression, the minority community may work 
itself up to the behef that it is oppressed. If such a state of things arises in 
one Province where one particular community may be in a majority, it is 
extremely likely that we shall have the reaction of such a position in other 
Provinces where the other community is in a majority. If such a contingency 
arises, then the whole of India may be brought into the vortex of communal 
passion and communal conflict. 

I therefore suggest that the best course will be to. appoint a small Com* 
mission of the nature of the one I have indicated above. Such a Commission 
will not only be in a better position to ascertain materials which are lacking 
to-day, but they will also-be in a better position to find out how the larger 
number of representatives who will be available in India will accept a particular 
kind of electoral arrangement. After all, none of us should forget that the 
question before us is not a question of the division of a purse or a property 
belonging to an- individual, but the question before us is how the masses 
belonging to two great communities will agree to work the electoral arrange- 
ments in order to evolve a system of responsible government based on 
persuasion and discussion, and not on coercion or physical conflicts. 

In conclusion, I would make a further suggestion, namely, that whatever 
decision .may be arrived at, it should be on the basis of the seats reserved 
for general constituencies, and should not be on the basis of a percentage of 
the whole House. The Simon Commission, as well as the Government of 
India, proceeded on this basis. Many of the difficulties will be avoided if 
we give up the idea of a majority or a minority of the whole House. Further, 
what we are discussing really appertains to the general constituency seats 
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and not to special or class seats. In this connection there is another point 
which should be mentionedj namely, that seats for Europeans, Anglo-Indians 
and Indian-Christians, should, in every Province come from the majority 
community and not from the minority community. As regards other class 
seats like Labour, Landlords, Indian Trade and Commerce (but not British 
Trade and Commerce) ^ the seats may well come from both the communities, 
although in point of fact at a particular stage of the development of a particular 
Province one community may have an advantage over the other. There is 
no reason, however, why—given the necessary self-help without which no 
real political progress is possible—such an advantage should be of more than 
a temporary nature. 

November 20th, 1931. 

APPENDIX XVI. 

THE COMMUNAL PROBLEM IN THE PUNJAB. 

Memorandum by Sir Geoffrey Corbett 
{circulated at the request of Mr, M, K. Gandhi). 

The communal problem in the Punjab may be stated as follows :~ 

A. The Muslims, being a majority of the population, claim to have a 
majority in the Legislature. For this they consider separate electorates to 
be necessary, because their numerical majority is not sufficient to outweigh 
the greater wealth and influence of other communities, to which the Muslim 
ryots are stated to be heavily indebted. 

B. The Sikhs would prefer joint electorates. But if the Muslims have 
separate electorates, the Sikhs claim— 

[a] that Muslim representation by separate electorates must be less 
than 50 per cent, of the whole Legislature ; 

(&) that the Sikhs must also have separate electorates with sub- 
stantial weightage, as claimed by Muslims in Provinces where they 
are a minority. 

C. The Hindus desire joint electorates, but they are willing to accept 
any compromise which satisfies the following principles :— 

[а] There must be no reservation of seats for a majority community 
which would give it a “ statutory majority in the Legislature; 

(б) The reservation of seats for a minority community must not 
be less than its population basis, that is, weightage must not be conceded 
to other communities at the expense of a minority community. 

2. It cannot be said that any one of these claims is unreasonable, or ^ 
should properly be abandoned. The fact is that in the Punjab as now con- 
stituted the communities are so distributed that their legitimate claims 
are irreconcilable. There is no margin for allowances, and a solution becomes 
mathematically impossible. Further, a solution that is dependent on 
population percentages can have no finality, but must be subject to revision 
at each ensuing census. The problem has indeed been substantially affected 
even since the last Session of the Conference by the publication of the recent 
census figures. 
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3. If then a solution is practically impossible in the Punjab as now 
constituted, the logical remedy would be to re-adjust the boundaries of the 
Punjab. It would be unwise and unjustifiable to “jerrymander” provincial 
boundaries for communal purposes. There is, however, a demand for a 
general redistribution of Provinces. To quote Chapter IV of the Nehru 
Committee's Report, “the present distribution of Provinces in India has no 
rational basis. It is merely due to accident and the circumstances attending 
the growth of the British power in India.” The resultant Provinces, though 
possibly convenient for the purposes of British rule, are not necessarily suitable 
units for responsible self-government. Redistribution should be considered 
on the following grounds :— 

{a) linguistic, ethnical and historical; 

(&) economic, geographical and administrative. 

I propose now to approach the Punjab problem from this point of view, 
without regard to communal considerations. 

4. Historically the Ambala Division is part of Hindustan; its inclusion 
in the Province of the Punjab was an incident of British rule. Its language 
is Hindustani, not Punjabi; and its people are akin to the people of the 
adjoining Meerut and Agra Divisions of the United Provinces rather than to 
the people of the Punjab. 

Economically, the most important factor in the life of an agricultural 
people is irrigation. It is administratively desirable that an irrigation 
system should be controlled by a single provincial Government. Otherwise 
there wiU inevitably be disputes about the distribution of water, involving 
perhaps a permanent inter-provincial Irrigation Commission or the interven- 
tion of the Federal Government. The Ambala Division is not irrigated 
from the Five Rivers, but from the Jumna system, on which the adjoining 
districts of the United Provinces also depend. But the Simla district and the 
north-west comer of the Ambala district, wliich are watered by the Sutlej, 
and contain the head-works of the Sirhind canal, should remain in the Punjab. 

5. It is fair to assume, therefore, that in any rational scheme for the 
redistribution of Provinces the Ambala Division, less the Simla district and 
the north-west comer of the Ambala district, would be separated from the 
Punjab. The unweildy United Provinces might also be divided into a western 
Province of Agra, wliich would include the Ambala Division, and an eastern 
Province of Oudh; but tliis is a matter which is beyond the scope of this 
memorandum. It remains to be considered how such a reconstitution of the 
Punjab would afiect the communal problem. 

6. The population of the new Punjab would compare with the population 
of the existing Punjab as follows :— 

(Figures in thousands). 

As now constituted. 

Mushms 
Hindus 
Sildis 
Others 

11,444 
6,579 
2,294 

367 

20,685 

Per cent. 
55-3 
3U8 
IM 

1-8 

Without. Ambala 
Division [less Simla). 

Per cent. 
10,445 
3,997 
2,137 

324 

16,903 

61-8 
23-6 
12-6 
2-0 
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The figures of the 1921 census have been taken, because the district communal 
figures of the 1931 census are not yet available. The figures of the 1931 
census for the Province as now constituted are as follows :— 

It follows that the total population of the new Punjab would be about 
19 millions, and the percentages of Muslims and Sikhs would be somewhat 
higher than the 1921 percentages. 

7. To what extent, then, would it be possible in the reconstituted Province 
to satisfy the claims of each community, as stated at the beginning of this 
memorandum ? 

A. The Mushms, being 62 per cent, of the total population, would be sure 
of a majority in the Legislature through territorial constituencies with joint 
electorates, without reservation of seats, provided that the qualifications for 
the franchise were so determined as to reflect their numerical strength in the 
electoral roll. 

The Franchise sub-Committee and the scheme of the Congress Working 
Committee have already recommended that the franchise should reflect in 
the electoral roll the proportion in the population of every community. 

The basis of territorial constituencies with joint electorates would naturally 
be the existing administrative districts. The western districts of the Punjab 
are predominantly Muslim and the eastern districts are predominantly Sikh 
and Hindu. Excluding Simla, which has a population of only 45,p00, and 
may be grouped for electoral purposes with the adjoining hill district of 
Kangra, there are now 28 districts in the Punjab ; and in 15, or 53 per cent., 
of them, the Muslims are more than 60 per cent, of the population. Without 
the Ambala Division, there would be 23 districts ; and in 15, or 65 per cent., 
of them, the Muslims would be more than 60 per cent, of the population. 

B. The Sikhs would have the joint electorates which they prefer, and 
through which they feel that they can best exercise their influence. They 
would no longer require separate electorates or weightage. Further their 
numerical strength would be relatively increased from 11 • 1 per cent, of the 
population in .the province as now constituted to 12*6 per cent, according 
to the figures of 1921, and about 15 per cent, according to the figures of 1931. 

C. The solution satisfies the two principles within which the Hindus are 
willing to compromise ; there would be no “ statutory majority " by reser- 
vation of seats, and no weightage at the expense of a minority community. 
The Hindu proportion of the population would be substantially diminished, 
but they would have the joint electorates which they desire, and through 
which, in their view, a minority community is best able to exercise its 
influence. 

(Figures in thousands). Per cent. 
Mushms 
Hindus 
Sikhs .. 
Others.. 

13,332 56-5 
6,728 28-6 
3,064 13-0 

467 1-9 

23,581 

October 12th, 1931. 
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PUNJAB—1921 CENSUS. 

{Population in thousands,) 

Districts. 
w 

rt 

S 

<u o 
<u 

PH 

OT 
B 

■.n w 
a 

+> 
cl 4) O 

Pk 

OT 

cn 

Cl 4) O 
>-i <U 

Cl 

I o-pj 
0^6 

-p 
cl o o 
p (U 

P4 
4J O 
H 

Rawalpindi 
Division. 

(1) Gujrat 
(2) Shahpur 
(3) Jhelum 
(4) Rawalpindi 
(5) Attock 
(6) Mianwali . 

Multan Division 
(7) Montgomery 
(8) Lyallpur 
(9) Jhang 
(10) Multan 
(11) Muzaffargarh 
(12) Dera Ghaza 

Khan. 
Biloch Trans- 

Frontier 
Tract. 

Lahore Division. 
(13) Lahore 
(14) Amritsar .. 
(15) Gurdaspur 
(16) Sialkot 
(17) Gujranwala 
(18) Sheikhupura 

JullunduY 
Division 

(+ Simla). 
(19) Kangra and 

Simla. 
(20) Hoshiarpur 
(21) Jullundur.. 
(22) Ludhiana .. 
(23) Ferozepore 

Amhala Division 
(less Simla). 

(24) Hissar 
(25) Rehtak 
(26) Gurgaon 
(27) Karnal 
(28) Ambala 

Punjab (Total).. 

309 

63 
82 
35 
57 
26 
46 

622 
95 

181 
85 

134 
70 
57 

1,124 
256 
204 
259 
218 
102 
86 

1,942 

755 

500' 
245 
136 

. 306 

2,582 

548 
630 
460 
573 
370 

6,579 

8-9 

•7 
•4 
•3 

7 
11 
7 

10-0 
5-1 

12-8 

14-8 
13- 3 
18-5 
14- 9 
15- 1 
12-3 
12-2 

22 
22 
22-0 
30 
.23 
16 
16 

45-9 

93*1 

54-0 
29-8 
24-0 
27-9 

68-3 

67 
81 
67 
69 
54 

31-8 

2,973 

710 
596 
423 
470 
466 
309 

3,246 
513 
595 
475 
732 
493 
411 

27 

2,849 
648 
424 
423 
581 
443 
331 

1,377 

45 

289 
367 
193 
483 

999 

216 
125 
217 
236 
206 

11,444 

86-1 

86-3 
82-8 
88 
82 
91 
86 

76-9 
71-8 
60 
83 
82 
86-8 
87-6 

■7 
•3 
•2 

57-1 
57-4 
45-6 
49-6 
62-0 
71-0 
63-3 

32-7 

5-6 

31-2 
44-6 
34-0 
44-0 

26-4 

26 
16 

4 
2 

31-8 
28' 
30 

55*3 

153 

49 
30 
19 
32 
20 
3 

290 
96 

161 
9 

18 
5 
1 

813 
180 
287 
138 
75 
51 
83 

881 

133 
206 
236 
303 

157 

46 
1 
1 

12 
98 

2,294 

4-4 

5 
4 
4 
5 
3 
0-8 

6 
13 
16 

1 
2 
0-9 
0-2 

16-3 
15- 9 
30-9 
16- 2 
8*0 
8-2 

15-9 

20-8 

0-4 

14-3 
25-0 
41 
27 

•5 
■6 

4-2 

5'6 
0-1 
0 
1 

14 

11-1 

26 

2 
12 

10 

60 
10 
42 

1 
6 

211 
47 
14 
32 
64 
28 
23 

27 

8 

5 
5 
3 
6 

44 

7 
16 
4 
8 
8 

368 

0- 7 

1*6 

1- 8 

1-4 
1-4 
4-3 
0-2 
0-7 

4 
4 
1 
3 
6 
4 
4 

0*6 

0-9 

0-5 
0*6 
0-5 
0-5 

M 

0- 9 
2*1 
0-6 
1- 0 
1-2 

1-8 

3,461 

824 
720 
477 
569 
512 
358 

4,218 
714 
979 
570 
890 
568 
469 

27 

4,997 
1,131 

929 
852 
938 
624 
523 

4,227 

811 

927 
823 
568 

1,098 

3,782 

817 
772' 
682 
829 
682 

20,685 
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APPENDIX XVlA. 

NOTE ON THE REDISTRIBUTION OF THE PUNJAB. 

By Raja Narendra Nath. 

Sir Geofirey Corbett's scheme of the separation of Ambala Division from 
the Province as at present constituted, is unacceptable to me for the reason 
for which the Sikh scheme of partition is unacceptable to the Muslims. The 
Sikh scheme reduces the Muslim population from 56 per cent, at present to 
44 per cent, in the new Province. Sir Geoffrey's scheme reduces the Hindu 
population from 29 per cent, to 23 per cent. 

I have not been able to ascertain the views of the Hindus in various parts 
of the Punjab. I do not know what the Hindus of the Western Punjab may 
have to say to their being joined on to N.W.F.P. But if the new Province is 
formed as proposed by the Sikhs, reservation of seats for the Hindu minority 
on the basis of population will be absolutely necessary. 

I find that Sir Geoffrey Corbett's scheme which appeared to have been 
received with delight by the Muslims here, is unacceptable to the Muslims of 
U.P. On the whole I think that partition of Punjab will afford no solution 
of the Communal problem. All partition schemes should in my opinion 
be shelved. 

November 1931. 

APPENDIX XVII. 

A SCHEME OP REDISTRIBUTION OF THE PUNJAB. 

Memorandum by Sardar Ujjal Singh. 

According to 1921 census, the Punjab has a total population of 20,685,024. 
The Muslim and Sikh population in the five divisions into which Punjab 

is divided for administrative purposes is as follows :— 

Ambala Division 
Jullundur Division .. 
Lahore Division 
Multan Division 
Rawalpindi Division 

Muslim. 
Population. Per cent. 

. 1,006,000 26-3 

. 1,370,000 32-8 

. 2,849,000 57*0 

. 3,246,000 76-9 

. 2,973,000 86-0 

Sikh. 
Population. Per cent. 

158,000' 4-2 
886,000 21-0 
813.000 16-2 
290.000 6-9 
183.000 4-9 

It is clear from the above table that Rawalpindi and Multan Divisions are 
overwhelmingly Muslim divisions. There are two districts, however, in Multan 
Division, namely, Lyallpur and Montgomery, which are colony districts. 
A considerable population of the central Punjab has settled down there. 
The Sikhs being good colonists have, settled in fairly large numbers in those 
two districts, as they constitute 13*4 per cent, of the population in 
Montgomery district and 16*4 per cent, in Lyallpur District. The Muslim 
population in these two-districts is 71 and 60 per cent, respectively. A great 
portion of the Muslim population in these two districts also has migrated 
from the Central Punjab. 

A glance at the map of the Punjab and N.W.F.P. will clearly show that 
all the districts excepting Lyallpur and Montgomery, which are more centrally 
situated in the two divisions of Rawalpindi and Multan, run along the N.W.F. 
Province and Baluchistan. In some of these districts people speak language 
which is almost similar to the language of the adjoining Frontier district. 
Dera Ghazi Khan district is inhabited by people who have common language, 
custom and religion with the population in Baluchistap. Campbellpur, 
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Mianwali and Muzaffarghar districts liave little if any difference from the 
people of the adjoining Frontier district of Dera Ismail Khan. Punjab 
Province as we find it to-day was never one Province consisting of all these 
districts prior to its annexation by the British. Some of these Western 
districts were conquered and brougjit under the then Lahore Government by 
Marahaja Ranjit Singh. 

It is suggested therefore that the two Western divisions of Rawalpindi 
and Multan, minus the Lyallpur and Montgomery districts, be detached from 
the Punjab and amalgamated with N.W.F.P. 

Such a redistribution of the Punjab will serve a double purpose. It will 
in the first instance give the Sikhs such a proportion of population as will 
provide for them a protection without claiming any weightage or reservation. 
The population of the Province after excluding these two Western divisions will 
be more evenly distributed among the three communities. The Mussalmans 
will be 43*3 per cent., Hindus 42*3 per cent., and Sikh 14*4 per cent. In 
such proportions parties on other than communal lines will find ample scope 
for development. The Sikhs in that case will claim no weightage nor any 
reservation of seats, and at the same time will not grudge any weightage 
to be given to Muslim minorities in other Provinces. Of course an 
equivalent weightage will be allowed to the Hindu and Sikh minorities 
in the N.W.F.P. and Sind, if separated. 

It will be seen that in such a redistribution the Sikhs will not be gainers 
so far as the amount of their representation goes. The Muslims will still 
be the strongest individual group. But Sildis do not want any gain or 
domination. Wliat they want is that their representation should be such 
as to enable them to make an effective appeal to the other community if any 
one of these groups tries to tyrannise over them. 

The second advantage of this redistribution would be that N.W.F.P, by 
the addition of ten districts with a population of 6 millions, will become a 
fairly large province; fully entitled to the status of a Governor’s Province. 
The total population of this enlarged Frontier Province will be over 8 millions, 
with Mushnis forming 87 per cent, of the population. It will be able to bear 
its burden of expenditure which provincial self-Government will necessitate 
and which the existing N.W.F.P. cannot possibly meet. If, however, the 
amalgamation with N.W.F.P. be not acceptable, these Western districts can 
form a separate Province, 

All sections of the Sikh community are unanimously of the opinion that 
they will in no case agree to the domination of a single community in the 
Punjab, if it is not reconstituted on the above lines. Their population has 
risen from 11 to 13 per cent., which corresponds approximately to the Muslim 
population in U.P. Whereas the Muslims of U.P. are enjoying over 31 per cent, 
representation, the Sildis have had to put up with an 18 per cent, representa- 
tion on the Punjab Council. The Sikhs have been rightly claiming 30 per cent, 
representation. . Their claim has been strengthened by the rise in their 
population. The Mussalmans should not in justice deny to the Sikhs the same 
rights which they are enjoying in their minority Provinces and are trying to 
strengthen further in India as a whole by other proposals. 

The Sikhs have suggested an alternative and give the choice to the Muslim 
brethren. Either weightage to an extent of 30 per cent, with no single 
community in majority or the redistribution of the Punjab. 

If neither of the two solutions is acceptable the Sikhs will not accept 
any constitutional advance in the Punjab. Let the rest of India go ahead 
and let the Punjab be administered by the Central Government. This is the 
considered opinion of the entire Sikh community whether Nationalists, 
Moderates or Loyalists. 

These sentiments were expressed to Mahatma Gandhi in Delhi and were 
conveyed to the Viceroy in the address presented to His Excellency by the 
Sikhs in July last. 
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1921 CENSUS FIGURES. 
Total 

Population. 
Multan Division .. .. .. .. .. 4,218,360 

Rawalpindi .. .. .. .. .. .. 3,460,710 
Multan Division, minus Lyallpur and Montgomery 2,525, 111 

979,963+713,786   
1,693,249 ’ 5,985,821 

PUNJAB WHEN RECONSTITUTED. 

Ambala Division .. 
Jullundur Division 
Lahore Division .. 
Lyallpur District .. 
Montgomery District 

Total 
Population. 
3,826,615 
4,181,898 
4,997,441 

979,463 
713,786 

Muslims. 
1,006,159 
1,369,648 
2,848,800 

594,917 
513,055 

Hindus 
Sikhs, and Others. 

158,208 — 
879,653 — 
813,310 — 
160,821 — 
95,520 — 

14,699,203 6,332,579 2,107.512 

Existing. N.W.F.P. 

43-3% 14-4% 42-3% 

N.W.F. PROVINCE ENLARGED. 

Total Hindus 
Population. Muslims. Sikhs, and Others. 
2,471,527 2,250,389 47,935 173,203 

Total 221,138 9% 

Rawalpindi Division 
Multan Division, minus 

Lyallpur and Mont- 
gomery Districts 

" Total 

3,460,710 2,973,371 152,956 334,383 

2,525,111 2,138,371 33,639 353,101 

8,457,348 7,362,131 234,530 860,687 

Total 1,095,217 13% 

October 8th, 1931. 
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APPENDIX XVIII, 

MEMORANDUM ON THE PROVISION FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF 
THE COMMUNAL PROBLEM ” (APPENDIX IH). 

By Dr. S. K. Datfa. 

This morning brought me a copy of the document entitled “ Provision 
for a settlement of the communal problem put forward jointly by Muslims, 
Depressed Classes, Indian Christians, Anglo-Indians and Europeans.” The 
signatories are five in number, and they assert that the proposals made by 
them may be taken as being acceptable to well over a hundred and fifteen 
millions of people. No claim to the support of a unanimity so wide in its 
scope has yet been made by any other group of persons at the Conference. 
As a member and a representative of one of the communities whose consent 
has apparently been given, I feel it incumbent upon me to make it clear 
why I am unable to support the provisions as a whole. 

Certain of the matters on which an agreement has been arrived at would 
be acceptable to me, such as the provisions assuring religious liberty and the 
protection of Minorities against discrimination in the ma.tter of civic rights. 
On such fundamental principles there can be no doubt of the support of the 
entire Christian community, but on the other highly controversial points 
brought forward, it is impossible to conceive of a unanimity of support. The 
Indian Christian community, which numbers nearly six millions, including 
those in the Indian States, is scattered throughout India, a substantial 
number being included in the population of the Madras Presidency. Now 
the vast majority of these Christians belong to the class of landless agricultural 
labour, and their kinsfolk are still included among the Depressed Classes 
of India whose interests have not been wholly overlooked at this Conference. 
From personal knowledge I would assert that the majority of them, because 
of poverty and the comparatively high franchise qualifications have little 
or no knowledge of the electorate and are incapable of judging the merits 
of communal and general electorates. Thus in the Madras Presidency, out 
of 1,726,000 Indian Christians, a number of 26,000 only are included on 
the voters’ roll to-day. My duty as I see it is to accept only such proposals 
as I conceive to be in the best interests of all. 

This document has been signed by what are termed Minorities, but it 
is not yet clear upon what the Mnority grouping is based. It would seem to 
be accepted that the basis of a community is the profession of a particular 
religion. If this were true then it would follow that Indian Christians, 
Europeans and Anglo-Indians should be classed together as one community, 
but any attempt to unite them would immediately be resented. This would 
seem to indicate a second possible basis for a community, namely, race, since 
the Christian community is to be sub-divided again on the basis of race, 
each sub-division demanding special, if not specific, protection. The Depressed. 
Classes have their own basis of classification ; they profess the Hindu religion 
but assert that they are the victims of its social tyranny.' Hence, while 
professing the same religion, they ask for protection against the majority of 
their co-religionists. As the result of these demands the fragmentation of 
India is proceeding apace. 

But if we accept the present grouping of the Minority communities, the 
Memorandum has yet failed to consider fully the fundamental problem of 
what the minorities really desire to protect, and of how they may best protect 
these interests. If the signatories and their supporters had discussed these 
matters more fundamentally it might possibly have been shown that the 
interests it was desired to protect might best have been protected not by 
the separate electorate but by some other method. In the matter of 
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electorates alone it might be considered whether if the minorities, say in the 
Madras Presidency, desired to protect themselves against Hindu domination 
they would not have better results by combining themselves into an electorate 
consisting of Muslims, Christians, Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Depressed 
Classes. You would then have in the Legislature a bloc of members who 
could ejBEectively deal with the Hindu majority. In the Punjab it might 
be otherwise, where Hindus, Sildis, Christians and Europeans, as well as 
Depressed Classes, might be elected from a common register, thus effectively 
creating an opposition to the Muslim majority. Apart from the question of 
electorates, too, is it not possible that the best interests of the Depressed 
Classes might be best served by statutory provision making liberal financial 
grants for education purposes, administered by a trust incorporated by 
legislative measure ? 

At the time of the Morley-Minto Reforms special electorates were created 
for certain groups of Muslims. They were small in number and limited in 
scope. Under the Government of India Act of 1919 the special electorate 
was extended to the Muslims and to certain other communities, Anglo- 
Indians, Europeans, Indian Christians and Sikhs. The scope with regard 
to the Indian Christians was limited to the Madras Presidency. Under the 
aegis of the Muslim community it is now proposed to extend the application 
of the principle over a wider area, and to increase the number of candidates 
elected by this method. 

Some of my colleagues, including one of the signatories of this document, 
have made it evident that they hope this regime of communal electorates is 
only transitory, but necessary to ensure the peace in which the great 
constitutional changes which are envisaged, will be carried out. I do not 
share their optimism. It will be remembered that the religious social law in 
India received by a curious mischance the support of British courts both in 
India and without. Thus the present religious law has been defined and 
given a conservative mould by the decisions of the Privy Council. It is 
altogether a baseless fear which conceives of the possibility of the Indian 
constitution stereotyping for many generations to come the conception of the 
communities as against the idea of the people of India as a whole ? 

One of the most serious failures of the Memorandum is its failure to provide 
for some internal means whereby, by a process of evolution, the communal idea 
will gradually pass away, and in its place the conception of the community 
as a whole will emerge. The method for the relinquishment of the communal 
electorates which the Memorandum proposes will, I believe, prove ineffective. 
The present constitution provides for the representation of economic interests. 
Why cannot this principle be extended ? Let Labour constituencies be formed 
on a non-communal basis and extended to the rural areas and agricultural 
labour. 

The weightage assigned to themselves by these communities in the 
Memorand umare in some cases fantastic, and it cannot but strike the impartial 
observer that these devices are specifically designed to frustrate the will of 
certain other communities. As a result of these weightsges the construction 
of the legislature on the basis of fairness to all communities becomes an 
impossibility. 

In considering these grave objections to the Memorandum I recall the 
words of Sir Henry Gidney this morning, when he asserted that I had given 
my consent to these negotiations, I may say that Sir Henry has completely 
misapprehended my conversations with him and my contributions to the 
proceedings of the informal Minorities Committee held in October. What I 
did say was that the main problem demanded a settlement of the Hindu- 
Muslim question and that the smaller Minorities and the real Minorities like 
the Christians, Europeans and Anglo-Indians could only come in after that 
main question had been settled. Now what does this Memorandum reveal ? 
Simply this, that the smaller communities have united with the substantial 
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community of the Muslims in order to make the position of the majority 
communities difficult. It would be disastrous for the Christian community 
if it were to throw i ts support on the side of one or other of the great contending 
parties of India. 

If it is true that the Christian community needs protection against the 
Hindu majority in Madras, it is equally true that it will need it against the 
Muslim majority in Bengal and the Punjab. I had hoped that as far as my 
community was concerned it would need neither, but that a common Hindu- 
Muslim agreement would emerge in which the real minorities would find a 
place. The circumstances under which this agreement has been drawn up 
will undoubtedly be interpreted as an attempt to impose 0n_ the Hindus a 
regime to which their consent has not been obtained. In such coercion I trust 
that the community which I represent will have no share. 

In conclusion, I may add that on lines such as are proposed in this 
Memorandum I see little chance of an agreed solution, but what is even more 
important, I am’unconvinced that on this system of legislative representation 
which might have had a place as long as the executive was irresponsible 
can be built a government which feels itself responsible to all. The views 
expressed in this letter are shared by a substantial number of Indian Christians 
in India. 

November lAth, 1931. 

APPENDIX XIX. 

NOTE ON APPENDIX IV. 

By Maulvi Muhammad Shafi Daoodi. 

In this note I only deal with the following passage appearing in the 
Memorandum on the Sikhs and the new constitution for India ” circu- 

lated to the Conference by Sardars Ujjal Singh and Sampuran Singh on the 
12th November. The Sardars say :— 

“ In view of the claim of the President of the last All-India Muslim 
Conference, we believe that to \vrite the garrison Province of India into 
the constitution as an unalterably Muslim Province would be to make 
the dismemberment of India inevitable. That claim, it will be remembered, 
was that there should be a ‘ consolidated North-West State, within or 
without the British Empire,’ consisting of the Punjab, North-West 
Frontier Province, Baluchistan and Smd.” 

The President of the last All-India Muslim League {not All-India Muslim 
Conference as incorrectly stated above) was Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, who wTote 
as follows in the “ Times ” of 12th October, 1931, with reference to his words 
as cited in the above quotation :— • 

“ May I tell ... . that in this passage I do not put forward a 
‘ demand ’ for a Muslim State outside the British Empire, but only a 
guess at the possible outcome in the dim future of the mighty forces 
now shaping the destiny of the Indian subcontinent. No Indian Muslim 
with any pretence to sanity contemplates a Muslim State or series of 
States in North-West India outside the British Commonwealth of Nations 
as a plan of practical politics. 
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“ Although I would oppose the creation of another cockpit of 
communal strife in the Central Punjab, as suggested by some enthusiasts, 
I am all for a redistribution of India into Provinces with effective 
majorities of one community or another on lines advocated both by the 
Nehru and the Simon Reports. Indeed, my suggestion regarding 
Mushm Provinces merely carries forward this idea." 

Dr. Iqbal concludes, liis letter with a pithy statement of the Muslim 
position, and says— 

" A series of contented and well-organised Muslim Provinces on the 
North-West Frontier of India would be the bulwark of India and of the 
British Empire against the hungry generations of the Asiatic highlands." 

As regards the rest of the claims advanced by the Sardars, I shall have 
occasion to say something later. 

Novemhey 14th, 1931. 

APPENDIX XX. 

MEMORANDUM ON APPENDIX m. 

{By Raja Narendra Nath.) 

The pact between certain minorities, from which the Hindu minorities 
of the Punjab and Bengal have been excluded, and which was placed before 
the Minorities Committee on the 13th November, was received by me 
late on the previous night. I had no time to consider it before I went to 
the Minorities Committee. 

In connection with it, and as a criticism of the proposals made therein, 
I send this note, which I hope will receive careful consideration and will be 
placed side by side with the so-called compromise. 

I invite attention to Appendix " A ” attached to the pact, of which it 
forms an essential part. Hindus, are presumed to be a majority community 
in the Federal Legislature, and in six out of nine Provincial Legislatures ; 
but the presumption does not stand when it is sought to separate the Depressed 
Classes from the Hindus. The figures in the Appendix will show that the 
Hindus are reduced to a minority in almost all Legislatures, whilst not only 
the weightage of Muslims is maintained, but they are given absolute majority 
in the Punjab and Bengal. 

The problem of the Depressed Classes is not rightly understood by British 
politicians. Even out of those who have been to India, few have had 
opportunities of thoroughly examining the question. In the first place, 
conditions in Northern India are quite different from those in Madras and 
parts of Bombay. In Northern India itself, conditions vary in different 
Provinces. There are, however, certain general principles applicable to all. 
The twofold division of the Hindu population, into depressed classes and 
caste Hindus, is not correct. The so-called "Depressed Classes” are them- 
selves divided into castes. Each is as strictly endogamous as the higher 
caste of Hindus. There is a very large section amongst them which is 
regarded as untouchable by all. If caste Hindus cannot represent the 
Depressed Classes, owing to their being untouchable, how can a member 
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of the Depressed Classes, belongingto a certain caste and regarding others as 
untouchable, be representative of all Depressed Classes ? Separate represen- 
tation will be carried to absurd lengths if small differences justify separate 
electorates. Corporate civic life, already difhcult under the separatist policy 
followed so far, will become impossible. 

Untouchability is due to educational and economical backwardness, and 
the nature of the occupations which these classes follow. Those among 
them who take to the liberal professions or are appointed to Government 
posts, cease to be regarded as untouchable. I understand that gentlemen 
belonging to the Depressed Classes whose clan was regarded as untouchable, 
rose to the position of judges of the High Courts and sat on the same Bench 
with the most orthodox Brahmin Judges. All “ Depressed Classes ” will in 
course of time, and by utilising opportunities for education, cease to be 
regarded as depressed or backward. Their separation or isolation from the 
Hindus is not a course which ought to be followed, in their own interest. 
All that is needed is that the future constitution should provide that on 
account of caste and creed none should be prejudiced in the acquisition and 
enjoyment of civic rights and the right to public employment. 

The difficulty of giving a definition of the Depressed Classes which shal 
apply to all Provinces has been adverted to in paragraph 58 of Volume I 
of the Report of the Statutory Commission. In the Punjab, as pointed out 
in the memorandum submitted by me, the process of reclamation is going 
on very rapidly. Islam and Sikhism are not the only proselytising religions. 
The Arya Samaj, which is a Hindu body, also falls into that category. This 
reformed religious society conducts several educational institutions for the 
education of the Depressed Classes, who are brought up in the tenets of the 
Arya Samaj. According to this advanced body of religious reform, all who 
come within its fold are entitled to wear the Brahminical thread and to recite 
the Gayatri. Members of the Depressed Classes who embrace the religion 
of the Arya Samaj are given this privilege. It is therefore not right to assume 
that these men would like to be dissociated from the Hindus, and would 
insist upon special representation and separate electorates. In this 
connection the remarks made in paragraph 79 of Volume II of the Report 
of the Commission are pertinent, and I cannot help reproducing them 
in extenso :— 

“ Our object, therefore, is to make a beginning which will bring the 
depressed classes within the circle of elected representation. How is 
this to be done ? Most of the depressed class associations which appeared 
before us favoured separate electorates, with seats allocated on the basis 
of population, though one or two still wished to retain nomination. 
Separate electorates would no doubt be the safest method of securing 
the return of an adequate number of persons who enjoy the confidence 
of the depressed classes, but we are averse from stereot5q)ing the 
differences between the depressed classes and- the remainder of the 
Hindus by such a step, which we consider would introduce a new and 
serious bar to their ultimate political amalgamation with others. Such 
a course would be all the more difficult to justify in those provinces 
where the breaking down of barriers has advanced furthest. If separate 
electorates have to be secured them, that is no reason for bringing other 
cases within this mode of treatment, if it can be avoided. A separate 
electorate for depressed classes means, as a preliminary, a precise 
definition of all who are covered by the term, and the boundary would 
be in some cases difficult to draw. It means stigmatising each individual 
voter in the list, and militates against the process which is already 
beginning, and which needs to be in every way encouraged—that of 
helping those who are depressed to rise in the social and economic 
scale." 
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The representation, of these classes, ,even if seats are specially reserved for 
them, will depend on whaf the franchise is going to be, and how many of 
them will come on the electoral roll. In the Punjab, as perhaps in some other 
Provinces, it may be impossible to frame a constituency on the franchise 
fixed, and to introduce any system of separate electorates for the Depressed 
Classes. (Please see the recommendations of various local governments on 
this point and the remarks of the Government of India in paragraph 35 of 
their Despatch.) 

In Bengal there are tracts in which there is a compact population of the 
Depressed Classes, and they secure election without separate electorates. In 
the Bengal Council more than ten members out of the forty-six Hindus 
returned from general constituencies belong to the Depressed Classes. 

On the scale of representation recommended in Appendix “A,” the 
proportion of caste Hindus in the Punjab and Bengal is reduced to 14 and 
18 per cent, respectively. There would be a very strong case for weightage 
to the Hindus of these Provinces if the scale recommended was to receive 
serious consideration. The Hindus of these two Provinces would in that 
case claim weightage at the highest rate allowed to the Muslims in Provinces 
in which they are in a minority. 
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PLENARY SESSION, 28th NOVEMBER, 1931. 

Chairman : This meeting of the Plenary Session has been called 
according to the notice to receive the Third and Fourth Reports of 
the Federal Structure Committee and the Second Report of the 
Minorities Committee, and to discuss the whole field of the work of 
the Conference. I will therefore ask the Lord Chancellor to present 
his two Reports, the Third an^ the Fourth. 

Lord Sankey : Prime Minister, Ladies and Gentkmen, some day 
I hope to visit India; and when it is my good fortune to do so, 
I propose to go straight to see that magnificent building, the Taj at 
Agra. What time, what thought, what patience, were spent upon 
it; and with what result!—A wonder of the world and a building 
worthy of India. We are now engaged upon a building. What 
time, what thought, what patience it requires. Let us make it 
worthy of India. 

Mr. Chairman, it is customary at the erection of ail stately edifices 
to make plans and to assemble the materials before you start to 
build. This is the task upon which the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee has been engaged. There have been many willing workers, 
everyone of whom has contributed his share. It has fallen to my 
lot to give, I hope, some help in the matter, because I have been, as 
it were, a Clerk of the Works. We have also had a very able and 
experienced foreman. Like all good foremen, he has been a little 
peremptory at times ; but he has always given us good advice, has 
always told us what are the best plans and where the material ought 
to be put. We have generally obeyed him. Let me place on record 
our obligations to our foreman. Sir Tej Sapru. 

Now, Sir, we have come to place before you the reports of our 
labours. You too have a part to play in the building. We are all 
looking forward to the declaration that you are to make on Tuesday 
next, and, if you will allow me to say so, I hope—^more than that— 
I believe that you will be remembered not only as a Prime Minister 
of Great Britain but as the architect ^of the Federal Constitution 
of India. 

Now, Ladies and Gentlemen, will you kindly take in your hands 
the Third Report of the Federal Structure Committee. I need only 
detain you for a very few minutes,, because I know that there are 
many of you who wish to address us for the first time. The First 
Report contains, as you wiU see if you look at the index, sections 
dealing with the structure, size and composition of the Federal 
Legislature, with the apportionment between the States of their 
quota; the method of selection of States* representatives in the 
Lower Chamber; the representation of special interests in the 
Federal Legislature ; nominated members ; the qualifications and 
disqualifications for membership ; the oath of allegiance ; the rela- 
tions between the' two Chambers ; P'ederal Finance ; and the 
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Federal Court. I formally move the adoption of that and the other 
Reports to which I will draw your attention in a few brief sentences. 
But I want to draw your attention to four paragraphs, and those are 
the only four paragraphs in all the Reports that I desire to refer to. 
You will observe in paragraph 1 on page 5 what the Committee’s task 
was. The Committee’s task was to continue the discussions at the 
point at which they were left by their Report of the 13th January 
and the Prime Minister’s declaration of the 19th January. 

I now want to draw your attention to paragraph 6 :— 
'' It will be easy for the constitutional purist, citing federal 

systems in widely different countries, to point out alleged 
anomalies in the plans which the Committee have to propose to 
this great end; but the Committee, as they stated in their 
First Report, are not dismayed by this reflection. Their pro- 
posals are the outcome of an anxious attempt to understand, to 
give full weight to, and to reconcile different interests.” 

The only other two paragraphs are 8 and 9, and then I shall have 
finished this Report. Paragraph 8 says :— 

Without a spirit of compromise, such diverging interests 
cannot be reconciled; but compromise inevitably produces 
solutions which to some, if not to aU, of the parties may involve 
the sacrifice of principle.” 

Then paragraph 9 goes on :— 
“ It follows that, in many cases, many members of the 

Committee would have preferred some solution other than 
that which appears as their joint recommendation.” 

Now, comes this important sentence which I desire to impress upon 
aU of you :— 

‘‘ But recognising that the basic aim of this Conference is, by 
the pooling of ideas and by the willingness to forego for the 
common good individual desires, to attain the greatest measure 
of agreement; above all, recognising that the time ha^ come 
for definite conclusions, the Committee are prepared to endorse 
the conclusions set out in this Report.” 

Now will you please take in your hands the Fourth Report of the 
Federal Structure Committee.. If you will kindly look at the index 
you will see that it deals with Defence, External Relations, Financial 
Safeguards and Commercial Discrimination. I only desire to refer 
to one paragraph of that Report and that is paragraph 1:— 

The Committee, when discussing the subjects covered by 
this Report, viz.. Defence, External Relations, Financial 
Safeguards and Commercial Discrimination, did not have the 
advantage of hearing the views of the Muslim members of the 
British-Indian Delegation who reserved their opinion on such 
questions until such time as a satisfactory solution had been 
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found of the problems which confronted the Minorities Com- 
mittee. Some other representatives of minorities similarly 
reserved their opinion.’' 

There, Ladies and Gentlemen, are the plans. There is the material. 
Examine them carefully. See that the plans are satisfactory. Take 
care that the material will stand the strain and the stresses to which 
it will inevitably be subjected. If you work slowly, if you work 
well, if you work wisely, then it is certain that the stability of your 
structure will be assured. I beg to-move the adoption of the 
Reports. 

Chairman : In order that the whole business may be before the 
Conference may I move the Second Report of the Minorities Com- 
mittee ? I am sorry that I must draw your attention to paragraph 6. 
It is very brief and I will just read it: 

The Committee has, in these circumstances, to record with 
deep regret that it has been unable to reach any agreed con- 
clusion on the difficult and controversial question which has 
been the subject of its dehberations.” 

Then in reference to paragraph 8 as regards the invitation I made to 
the members of the Committee to request me to take certain action 
on the subject, I regret to inform the Conference that the invitation 
and its conditions were not accepted and that, therefore, the matter 
of the Minorities remains as it is in this Report. 

I regret it very much. I am sure every one who sat with me on 
that Committee will agree that we strove our very hardest to get 
some agreement. But I want to say now—and I say it with very 

% definite conviction—^that this problem can be solved still. It has 
not been solved up till now. but I am as hopeful as I was at the 
beginning that by further work, by the exercise of goodwill, by 
the facing of the actual facts of the situation, and above all by the 
exercise of the weU-known pride of the Indian representatives, they 
will find a way out of this very difficult and very troublesome 
situation. 

I move the adoption of the Report. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas : May I ask a question on a point 
of information? I wish to refer to Report No. 4, paragraph 18, 
where it says :— 

“ The expression ' subject ’ must here be understood as 
including firms, companies and corporations carrying on 
business within the area of the Federation, as well as private 
individuals.” 

May I ask the Lord Chancellor whether it would be correct to 
interpret this as ” The expression ‘ subject ’ must here be under- 
stood as including firms carrying on business, and companies and 
corporations registered in and carr3dng on business within the area 
of the Federation, as well as private individuals ” ? 
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Lord Sankey : You have been good enough to give me notice 
of that question, Sir Purshotamdas, and I think the answer to your 
question is in the affirmative. I think that will solve all difficulties. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas : Thank you ; I think that is more 
•clear. 

Chairman : That will be reported. The general debate is now 
■open on the two motions which have been made, one by the 
Lord Chancellor and the other by myself. 

I shall first of all call upon the Raja of Korea. 

The Raja of Korea : Mr. Prime Minister, before I say anything 
else I think it is my duty to tender my sincere gratitude to you. 
Sir, for the honour you have conferred upon me in asking me to 
speak first. I also wish to pay my humble tribute to, and express my 
great admiration of, the work of the members of the Federal Structure 
Committee. The task which was before them was one of infinite 
complexity, but the manner in which they carried it on and concluded 
it by their very valuable Report, under the guidance of their able 
and impartial Chairman, deserves our highest praise. 

I also desire to express my deep regret at the failure of the Minori- 
ties Committee to come to any agreed settlement. I fully share 
the view that you have expressed. Sir, that the communal issues are 
not beyond the possibility of settlement, and that with goodwill 
and a spirit of compromise on both sides a solution can be reached 
and will be reached. 

It is a unique privilege to me to participate in the discussions 
of this historic and august assembly, and, with my two other 
colleagues, to advocate the cause of the smaller States. I have 
the honour to represent the group of States which, by a recent 
classification, have been placed in the second class—^to which group 
I myself belong and the groups of States of the third class which 
have no representatives of their own. 

The idea of Federation, which is the central theme of the Report 
of the Federal Structure Committee, and which has for its object 
the bringing of British India and the Indian States into a closer 
political relationship and the strengthening of the tie which binds 
India to the British Empire and the British Crown, is, indeed, a very 
laudable one; and, speaking for the smaller States, I have no 
hesitation in saying that it will be their earnest endeavour to con- 
tribute to it materially, as materially and as worthily as they can, 
consistently with the rights and claims of their States. 

At the very outset I wish to say that the smaller States claim, no 
less than the bigger States, that their relations are with the Crown, 
and that they yield to none in their devotion and loyalty to 
His Majesty’s Government and his Royal Person. 
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At the present juncture, when important issues still await settle- 
ment, it would hardly be expected of me on behalf of the smaller 
States, to make any definite commitments with regard to our 
acceptance of the federal scheme, but I believe in being optimistic, 
and I hope very much that, in spite of the present vital disagreements 
on communal issues and other issues, a solution will eventually be 
evolved which will safeguard and promote every legitimate interest 
both in British India and in Indian India, and will lay the founda- 
tions of a progressive Federal India within the British Empire and 
under the aegis of the British Crown. 

Before I enter into a discussion of the different issues that are 
before us, I should like. Sir, with your permission briefly to survey 
the position of the smaller States and dwell upon their general 
importance. Taking the second class States, I have to say that 
they number 126; they have approximately an aggregate popula- 
tion of 7,249,911 souls, an aggregate area of 72,603 square miles, and 
an aggregate revenue of Rs. 26,200,000. These States enjoy internal 
sovereignty in varying degrees, and this has resulted not so much 
from their inherent character or their past history as from the 
varying treatment they have received and the varying policies that 
have been pursued by their respective Local Governments. Some 
of these States enjoy internal autonomy of an order not inferior to 
some of the first class States, and in point of population, area and 
financial resources not a few stand even higher. 

I hope. Sir, that these figures will show you that the so-called 
smaller States represent interests larger than they are usually 
credited with, and therefore they have a legitimate claim to have an 
effective voice in the future polity of India. I also wish to say that 
the remarks made by some unkind critics that they are of an 
insignificant character are hardly justified. 

Coming to the third class States, I have to say that these number 
327 ; they have an aggregate revenue of Rs. 7,004,000, a population 
of 801,674 souls and an area of 6,400 square miles. These States 
I very much regret to say have in the past been so much neglected 
that they have not yet been able to have a seat in the Chamber of 
Princes. These States form no part of British India ; their destinies 
are linked with the States, and, although limited sovereignty may 
be exercised in those States, an opportunity has to be found for 
them to have their due and effective voice in any constitutional 
machinery that is devised and the decisionsvof which are likely to 
affect them. From their numerical strength and the variety of 
interests embodied in them, I think it will be conceded that they are 
entitled to a better recognition of their position than has hitherto 
been granted to them. 

With this brief introduction. Sir, I now pass on to the Report 
of the Federal Structure Committee. I am in entire agreement with 
the view taken by the Indian States Delegates and by His Highness 
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the Chancellor, in regard to the legislative machinery contemplated 
in that Report 'and accept that machinery. The standpoint of the 
States as advocated by His Highness of Bhopal, the Chancellor, His 
Highness of Bikaner and our other distinguished Ministers in regard 
to the proportion of seats between Indian States and British India 
and the method of selecting the States' representatives is also a 
subject on which I am in absolute harmony with the general 
States' view. 

As regards the strength of the Houses, I have been of opinion 
that this should be fairly large so that the States' share of seats 
should provide ample scope for the representation of all the States 
big and small. I find that the Committee has held the view that 
there is a consensus of opinion which regards an Upper House of 
approximately two hundred seats and a Lower House of approxi- 
mately three hundred seats as being chambers most suited to meet 
the requirements of efficiency, expedition and of economy both of 
time and money. In view of this I am prepared to be content with 
a smaller House, but I should like to emphasise the supreme necessity 
of examining carefully and deciding equitably the question of 
representation and allocation of seats. There seems. Sir, to be an 
opinion prevailing that the present constitution of the Chamber of 
Princes will provide a fair and correct basis for the construction of 
the States' section of the Upper Federal House, but with the greatest 
respect to this opinion I wish to say that the model of the Chamber 
of Princes will not prove acceptable to the smaller States, as at 
present it has not found support with the premier States. 

I hope that when I make this statement with regard to the 
constitution of the Chamber of Princes I shall not be misunderstood. 
It is not my purpose to make any unnecessary observations on this 
subject and I wfll confine my remarks only to such aspects of the 
constitution of the Chamber as will enable me to state to you the 
disabilities and the anomalies under which the smaller States labour, 
and which disabilities and anomalies will be perpetuated in the 
federal constitution if this procedure is adopted. My whole object 
in referring to it is to show the inadequacy of the structure for 
providing a model for the construction of the States' section of the 
Upper Federal House. Before I say anything I should like to express 
my thankfulness to our Chancellor,-His Highness of Bhopal, and other 
leading and distinguished Princes who have served on the Federal 
Structure Committee, particularly His Highness* of Bikaner, for 
their sympathetic attitude towards the problems of the smaller 
States. The permanent ‘ membership of the Chamber of Princes 
has been primarily based on salutes and in some cases a high degree 
of internal autonomy has also been held to be a qualification. The 
financial resources of the States, their population and area have 
been entirely ignored and in many cases even a comparatively 
high degree of autonomy has failed to earn for them a permanent 
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place in the Chamber in the absence of salutes. I should like to 
say, Sir, with the greatest humility that for the salutes to constitute 
the sole criterion or even the principal criterion in constitutional 
matters of such importance would be hardly right. They are 
associated more with the house and the Person of the Ruler and while 
they should have their fullest measure of importance in ceremonial 
I venture to think that they are not fit representatives of the char- 
acter of States. Another unfortunate thing that has crept into the 
constitution of the Chamber of Princes is the classification of States 
into first, second and third class as arrived at by the Indian States 
Committee. 

These classifications are based on the anomalies that are embodied 
in the constitution of the Chamber, which have been accepted 
without scrutiny, and therefore they are equally erroneous and 
unjust. If, therefore, any solution is sought on the basis of this 
classification it will be, I venture to say, equally unsatisfactory 
and unfair to the cause of the smaller States, and it will make them 
extremely unwilling to join the Federation. 

Another flaw in the constitution of the Chamber is, as I have 
said, the exclusion from it of the third class States. The Chamber 
is an all-India organisation of the States, and any part of India 
which is admittedly Indian India must have its due representation 
in a body whose decisions and recommendations affect it. 

Here I should also like to say that the position of the third class 
States calls for serious consideration, and I may urge that the 
Government of India should be pleased to entrust their problems 
to an experienced ofiicer of the Political Department for his careful 
examination and report. 

By what I have said. Sir, I think I may have convinced you that 
the constitution of the Chamber of Princes will not provide a safe, 
just and satisfactory, basis for the solution of the question of the 
apportionment of seats between the States inter se in the Upper 
Federal House. If, however, a contrary view is taken, and the 
Chamber is invested with constitutional importance and it is desired 
to proceed on its analogy, I must ask that its constitution should 
first be revised. 

In regard to the Lower Federal House I have to say that there 
is no disagreement between us, as the allocation of seats there is 
rightly proposed to be made on the strength of the population 
of the individual States and groups of States that will be federating. 

I am in entire harmony with the proposal that has been made 
by some of the members of the Indian States Delegation that the 
whole question of the apportionment of seats between the States 
inter se should be gone into carefully by a Parliamentary Committee 
on which the States should have no representation, and whose 
decision should be final and binding on those who choose to federate. 
AU I should like to say here is that all the States, the biggest and 
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the smallest, should have the fullest opportunity of advocating 
their cause before that Committee, and should be, as I have said, 
bound by its decision if they choose to federate. I am quite prepared 
in the first instance to entrust this matter to the Chamber of Princes 
as a first step towards settlement, but I do think, realising the 
complexities of the problem, that it will be difficult to arrive at a 
solution in it. But I should like to make it abundantly clear that, 
in the event of the agreement that is arrived at not commanding 
the unanimous acceptance of all members, the permanent and the 
temporary, the big and the small, the agreement should be regarded 
as a failure and recourse should be had to the Committee. 

Coming now. Sir, to the Federal Executive, I have to say that 
I entirely support the view of His Highness of Bhopal that the States, 
while not desiring to have any specific provision for any specific 
number of seats in the Federal Cabinet, will wish that their interests 
should be secured by a constitutional convention. All I would wish 
to say is that there should not be any conventional or constitutional 
barrier to the representative of smaller States having a place in the 
Cabinet if he is found to have all the necessary quali&ations. 

Then as regards the question of the Federal Court, I have to say 
that it should not be presumed that merely because a State happens 
to be classed and designated as a second class or smaller State it 
should not be possible for that State to have an individual Federal 
Court of its own. Several of the so-called smaller States will be in 
a jposition to have individual Federal Courts of their own, and where 
this may not be possible they may very conveniently be able to 
group themselves into Provincial units and utilise the services of 
a Court appointed by that unit, and wherever these Courts meet- 
the requirements of efficiency and impartiality no outside agency 
should be employed to dispose of the federal section of their judicial 
work. After all, we remember that- the decisions of the federal 
section of the States’ Courts will be appealable to the Central Federal 
Court, and there wiU be,therefore, no chance of any abuse of these 
privileges. 

Then, coming to the question of federal finance, I have to say 
that here, too, I am in general agreement with the view put forward 
by the Indian States. I have only two observations to make; 
they are, firstly, that the super-tax should not be made a source of 
federal revenue as recommended by the Finance sub-Committee. 
Several of the smaller States regard the super-tax on incomes of their 
subjects as a source of good revenue and its iederalisation will mean 
a substantial loss to them and will consequently add to their diffi- 
culties in federating. 

The other thing is in regard to the tributes. I am glad to see that 
the Finance sub-Committee have recognised the undesirability of 
retaining the tributes as a permanent feature of federal finance, in 
view of those contributions being of a feudal character, and have 
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recommended that they should be abohshed at as early a date as 
possible. I only hope that, in pursuance of the considerations that 
have led the Committee to make the suggestion, it will be felt to be 
only right that such tributes as are revisable shall not be revised but 
will be left at their present figure until they are abolished. 

Then, coming to the question of federal defence, external relations, 
foreign relations, commercial discrimination, and so on, I am of the 
same opinion as His Highness the Chancellor ; I have no additional 
remarks to make upon those subjects; and I entirely associate 
myself with the views which he has e3q>ressed. 

Before I close the subject of Federation, Sir, I should like to make 
a few observations on what has been urged to be the condition 
necessary to bring about Federation. It has been suggested that 
if the States covering a population of 51 per cent, of the aggregate 
States' population joins the Federation, the scheme should be given 
effect to ; but I venture to think that this condition alone will not 
meet the requirements of the situation sufficiently. Unless there 
is a definite minimum proportion of the aggregate number of States 
joining the Federation, and the federating States also cover 51 per 
cent, of the total population of the States, there will be a possibility 
of only a few big States with large populations joining the Federation, 
and giving effect to that scheme on the satisfaction of their claims, 
without satisfying the claims of other States which may be equally 
desirous of federating. I beg to submit that both these conditions 
should be combined, and on the satisfaction olp^both of them the 
scheme should be given effect to. 

In conclusion. Sir, I should like to make an earnest appeal to the 
British Government, the British Delegates, Their Highnesses, whose 
kind disposition towards the smaller States in the past I particularly 
wish to acknowledge, and to our British-Indian friends, for their 
sympathetic consideration and generous support of the cause of the 
smaller States. I have no doubt that our problems will be reviewed 
by them in a spirit of sympathy and justice and that they will feel 
that they merit their support. I also wish before I close my remarks 
to thaiik you, Mr. Prime Minister, for very kindly affording me this 
opportunity of placing my'views before the Conference. ■ 

Sir A. P. Patro : Mr. Prime Minister, since I made my observa- 
tions at the last meeting of the Minorities Committee there has been 
much discussion on immediate constitutional advancement in the 
country, I do not propose to make any lengthy remarks, but we 
have now reached a stage in the discussions in this Conference when 
we should get to grips with the problems as practical business men. 
I do not propose to review the whole work of the Conference recorded 
in the Reports just now placed before us. This is not the occasion 
for that. Much good work was done, but the general result in my 
view is far from satisfactory. I rejoice that the Congress decided to 
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join this Conference and no one could have contributed more than 
the Mahatma Gandhi, but we all failed; the failure to solve the 
minorities problem is a painful chapter in the political history of our 
country. We have had the expression of views on many important 
subjects in this Committee but agreement on many of them is difficult 
to discover. The Federation of all India is fraught with great 
difficulties and among them is one I would refer to by way of illus- 
tration. That is the claim of the States for thirty per cent, of the 
representation in the Lower Chamber reserved for the Princes and 
the claim of the Muslims for 33J per cent. It can easily be imagined 
what would be the position of the other majorities and minorities. 
Again, the States desire to have a fuH voice in the management of 
a Federal Executive in the matter of motions of no-confidence. If 
they decide to add their weight on the side of the Executive the 
responsibility of the Legislature would become nominal. There are 
other vital points, very important and fundamental, which must be 
worked out by agreement and negotiated and they must take time. 

The Federation of India must be expedited without unnecessary 
delay, but the point, to my mind, is this : How long do we expect 
it will take to complete this structure ? The architect may be there 
and the design may be there, but what are the materials available 
for building up a solid and sure structure which will be a permanent 
one, as permanent as the Taj Mahal, to which His Lordship referred 
at the beginning of his remarks. 

Let us realise that as a fundamental principle in the structure 
of Federation for India. If we fail to notice it or if we minimise 
the importance of it we shall not be doing justice to ourselves and 
to the vast population of the country. There is no going back upon 
the work achieved last year, and the promises made of federal 
responsibility with safeguards ought to be fulfilled as early as 
possible. . ^ 

Nor can we stand stiH during this period. The demand of the 
Indian people is quite clear. "\^at, then, should be the policy of 
His Majesty’s Government ? I would say emphatically and 
unhesitatingly: Go forward. Do not stand still. Do not arouse • 
the spirit of India. Do not create ill-feeling in India against the 
British. 

In what form and to what extent in the circumstances is this a 
practical problem ? It is unquestionable that the advance must not 
be too slow, or it will keep India in a state of unrest. Peace a,nd 
contentment will not prevail if matters are delayed. The political 
consciousness of the people has been aroused, and a rapid advance 

■ at present is necessary. I do not believe, however, that too sudden 
changes will benefit the people, and they may strain the very 
machinery by which we want to attain Swaraj. You must advance 
with a firm determination to reach the goal of fuU responsible 
self-government. 

(C563I F 
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I have said that the ideal of Federation cannot be realised without 
a long process of adjustment and negotiation whilst steps are being 
taken to work out a federal scheme. Are we certain of the period 
within which the federal structure can be completed ? Can we in 
India wait with patience during the suspensory period, without 
having any kind of responsibility to work with ? That is the 
practical question which we have to face. 

If the period of construction is short and brief, if it is certain 
that we can have this structure within a brief period, then there is 
no necessity for an intermediate stage; but if, on the other hand, 
we find that there are circumstances which will necessitate delay 
in the constructional work, or that a period must intervene between 
now and the completion of the structure, what is to be done ? That 
is the problem that we have now to consider. If we are assured 
that there is a certainty that within a fixed and definite period the 
structure will be complete, no difficulty arises ; but if, on the other 
hand, that is not so, then we must have responsibihty in British 
India. A scheme of responsibility must be introduced in the 
Central Government of India. 

My experience is that dyarchy is a sound plan in the evolution of 
responsible government. The dyarchic system may have scared away 
those who refused to work it, but it is very striking that every one 
in this Conference agreed to have a similar system in the Federal 
Government, with reserved subjects and with safeguards during the 
transitional period. 

Is it not • dyarchy ? Strong language will not build up solid 
structures. Experience and practical knowledge are most essential 
for constructive work. There should be responsibility in the Central 
Government immediately, along with the fully responsible Provinces, 
otherwise Indian opinion is bound to consider that you are giving- 
shadow without substance. It is no doubt good logic to say that 
when there is a certainty of payment of a sum, let that sum be 
received in reasonable instalments instead of waiting- a longer time 
for the full payment; but the receiver would wish to have the whole 
amount at once so as to be able to make the best use of it. There is 
a section of public opinion in India which would leave the payment 
till the time when an all-India Federation becomes a reality; but 
that would be a calamity. 

If Parliament will face and accept this solution without any demur 
it will be very good. If they refuse to face the problem, the practical * 
needs of the country, then they must be prepared to face a serious 
situation in the country. India should not be drawn into party 
politics, nor should it become the field of party manoeuvres. The 
responsibility of establishing peace and contentment lies upon His 
Majesty’s Government. The British Government is a party to this 
Conference. It is equally their responsibility to assist in the solution 
of the minorities problem. There is ample material available for 
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making a decision. When this problem is well decided, there is 
no difficulty further in the way of introducing responsibility in 
the Centre as well as in the Provinces. For the purpose of Provincial 
autonomy a solution of the minorities problem is essential, and its 
application to the Centre is only consequential. There would be no 
other insurmountable obstacle in the way of adopting responsibility 
in the government of British India. This will be preliminary to 
and a preparation for the higher and fuller responsibility which 
Federation would involve. This is an interim stage during which a 
sense of responsibility will be evolved. This is not a new scheme 
or a new suggestion. Ample evidence was placed before the Royal 
Commission. Evidence from all Provinces was placed before it in 
large volume, and the Royal Commission considered this question, 
and therefore it is not new either to Parliament or to the British 
Government; it is a problem which has been thrashed out very 
fully in India during the two years of the visit of the Statutory 
Commission. This problem, therefore, does not take any section of 
the British public by surprise, nor should this Conference consider 
that it is a new thing that has been sprung upon it. It is a problem 
which was indicated last year, and which is full of possibilities in 
the material available before the Royal Commission. 

It may be that the introduction of responsibility in the Centre was 
not in view during the discussions of the Round Table Conference, 
but that is no argument to use, for the whole comprises the part 
and the greater includes the less. This is a necessary corollary to 
the greater federal reforms discussed last year. It requires only 
the amendment of. a few sections of the present Government of 
India Act to. bring this into operation immediately. It does not 
require wholesale modifications of the principles of the Government 
of India Act, nor of the principles upon which the Government of 
India Act is based. I suggest it could be done by modification or 
amendment of sections in the Government of India Act. If those 
were investigated, it would be possible to find that this scheme of 
responsibility in British India, to begin with, pending the preparation 
and completion of the federal structure, becomes a practical problem. 
If you do not give this sense of responsibility and allow it to develop 
in the Indian population at present during the interim period^ then 
you will meet with great obstacles even when the Federation is 
introduced. My party presses for both responsibility in the Centre 
and in the Provinces. 

I would in this connection refer you to the wise words uttered by 
the Prime Minister in the debate in the House of Commons on the 
26th January, 1931 :— 

“ The first formidable question was the question of respon- 
sibility at the Centre. Speaking for myself, before the Confer- 
ence met, after a study of what had been said in India, I had 
come to the conclusion that even if British India alone came 
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into the consideration or the question had to be considered by 
us for British India alone, we should have had by hook or by 
crook to devise some means of giving some responsibility to the 
Central Government—nothing would have been accepted with- 
out that. The question was, was it possible to give it ? If 
it was possible it ought to be given. If it were not possible 
then no agreement was possible.'" 

I submit that it is possible to give responsibility in the Central 
Government of British India at present pending preparation of the 
effective scheme of Federation. I refuse to accept that even after 
one hundred and fifty years of close connection between Great 
Britain and India, the .statesmen of Britain are not able to appreciate 
the great and rapid changes that are taking place in the East and 
in India, and to estabhsh friendly partnership between the two 
cduntries. Undeteired by violent criticisms in India and in England, 
let His Majesty's Government and Parhament work in a businesslike 
manner and provide a constitution immediately which will be 
Worked by the people, which is not designed to the dictates of 
capitahsts or the intelligentsia only, but which would work for the 
benefit of the people, and which would strengthen those who have 
been constitutionalists and co-operated with the Government without 
fear, without favour, in the interests of the people and in justice to 
the people. 

Sir Abdul Qaiyum : I am much obliged to you. Sir, for giving me 
this early opportunity of speaking at this Conference. I shall not 
worry you with a long speech regarding the constitutional issues of 
India, but will confine myself to the affairs of my own Province. 

A year has passed since we last met in this old and historic Hall 
to discuss the affairs of India and as we meet again today for the 
same purpose, I must not lose this opportunity, which will probably 
be the last one, of repeating the woeful story of my Province. Much 
has happened in that unfortunate Province during the past twelve 
months, and you cannot be unaware of the turn that events have 
taken there. Your new Secretary of State for India, whom we now 
find in a more responsible position, must have kept you informed of 
what has been happening in those regions. I will not attempt to 
■go into details and will simply remind you that the people are now 
more determined to achieve their legitimate rights of equal partner- 
ship with the rest of India in the constitutional advance of the 
country. I thought that I might be able to persuade my people to 
start with what we had got last year, though, as stated by me then 
and there, it was not likely to satisfy them, but I must confess that 
1 have failed in my endeavours to satisfy even the most moderate 
of the educated classes. I am here, therefore, to tell you once more, 
that nothing short of an equal status with other Governors’ Provinces 
will satisfy the people of the five settled districts if you wish to 
satisfy them. 
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The question has now assumed serious dimensions and unless the 
people are given the benefit of fuU-fledged reforms imme.diately the 
province will remain in its present state of upheaval. They have 
been demanding these reforms for the past .eleven years and looked 
eagerly forward to the satisfaction of their legitimate rights by the 
Round Table Conference which met here last year. Unfortunately 
the Report of the sub-Committee which was appointed to deal with 
the question has not satisfied them and the result is that the whole 
Province is now in a ferment and every class, interest and community 
is roused against this policy of delay and inactivity. My position 
as a member of the Round Table Conference on my return this time 
will be a pecuharly difficult one. Unless the people are convinced 
that the reforms are to be real and genuine and that their natural 
aspirations can thereby be met in a reasonable manner and that they 
should organise an influential and powerful class to rally round the 
new reform scheme and be prepared to defend it against the attacks 
of the extremists, we shall not be able to guide the Province along a 
healthy channel. While the most loyal and earnest supporters of 
the reforms have failed to convince the people that any real and 
effective reforms are going to be shortly introduced into the Province, 
the outside influences of the extremists in India have succeeded in 
making them beheve that it is only the Congress which recognises 
their rights of equal partnership with the rest of India. The red-shirt 
movement has therefore widely spread with its consequential policy 
of repression and is proving disastrous to the best interests of the 
Province, for it has removed all possibility of the growth of an 
intelligent and influential constitutional party, which might have 
raUied all the best elements of the frontier people and organised them 
for the effective working of the reforms. This is precisely what has 
happened. The position is so serious that prompt and effective 
measures are essential, if the Province is to be saved from the evils 
of revolution and a possible repetition of the Hijrat movement 
of 1920. 

The question therefore is whether the frontier people will ever 
tolerate differential treatment from the rest of India in the matter 
of reforms. To this I can only answer that in their present mood 
they cannot be expected to accept what they call a stigma of 
inferiority. They base their claim of constitutional equality on the 
assurances given by the late Lord Curzon as Viceroy to the then 
Secretary of State for India when the Province was separated from 
the Punjab, to the effect that the- people of the settled districts 
would not in any way suffer as the result of separation ; on the Bray 
Committee Report of 1923, which found them fit for practically the 
present-day dyarchical reforms, and now more fuUy on the result 
of the recent sifting enquiry made by the Haig Committee under 
the direction of this Conference. This last Committee finds us 
fully capable of working any constitutional reforms, including the 
charge of law and order like the rest of India. 
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In spite of all this, I cannot personally ignore the fact that we 
have had no great experience of working a reformed Council or a 
reformed administration, though the fault does not lie with us; 
but it cannot be also denied that the people, besides possessing 
potential and natural capacity for self-determination, now contain 
some of the finest elements out of which an intelligent electorate as 
well as a responsible Legislature and Ministry could be constituted. 
The number of highly educated Pathans on the frontier has increased 
considerably of late years, and stands at a higher percentage than 
in the Western Punjab. There is a very powerful middle class of 
professional men and landholders, and it is this class which will be 
the mainstay of the new Government. There is no reason why the 
energy, the ability and the wealth of intellect of the upper and 
middle classes, as well as the patriotic fervour and virile character 
of the masses, should not be harnessed to the salutary and beneficial 
task of nation-building in the Province, of course within the limits 
of its position in the constitution of India. 

Sir, while the unanimous decision of the people of the frontier is 
for complete equality with other Provinces, I am prepared to admit 
that the lack of facilities for gaining experience in public life and 
administration, which Lord Curzon's partition scheme brought 
about, may possibly justify some slight temporary modifications in 
certain directions, not in the Government of India Act itself but 
only in the Instrument of Instructions under the Act. But I must 
make it clear that all differential features of the Provincial consti- 
tution for the North-West Frontier Province must disappear 
automatically after a short time, say at the end of five years or 
so ; and it is in this light that I am going to make a few observations 
on the provisions of the Report of the sub-Committee appointed 
by you last year. If my suggestions are accepted, I have every hope 
that the better minds of the Province will unite to work the new 
constitution and will make it a success. They wiU, I am sure, be 
strong enough to control the extremists and even the present-day 
form of red-shirtism in the Province may subside. The consti- 
tution as at present recommended by the sub-Committee has failed 
to satisfy the people. When the Haig Committee was formed and 
began to work at Peshawar last summer the extremists of the 
'' Red-shirters and Congressites'' agreed to serve on it, and sent 
Mian Ahmad Shah, Barrister-at-Law and Secretary of the Afghan 
Jirgha and Youth League, to represent them and the Congress; but 
when after a couple of days’ work he found that the terms of reference 
of the Committee were very limited and would not aUow of the dis- 
cussion of the provisions of the proposed constitution for the Province, 
he resigned and gave his reasons for doing so. 

To be brief, my suggestions about modifications in the proposed 
constitution are as follows—the references made being to the clauses 
of the Report of the sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference : 
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(1) The need, for reform (paragraph. 4). 
The recent events have fully established the need for the immediate 

introduction of reforms in the five settled districts and of a more 
definite policy of benevolent neutrality in the tribal areas for the 
safety and tranquillity of the Province as a whole. The administra- 
tion of these two wings of the Province should be completely 
separated except in the joint charge of the two under the same head. 
While the one should be allowed the benefit of full-fledged reforms 
like the rest of India, the policy in the other wing should be one of 
non-interference in the internal affairs of the various tribes like 
some of the Indian States, and of help and advice to the tribesmen 
to develop and strengthen their existing organisations of self- 
government on more or less modern lines so as to be more peaceful 
neighbours of their brethren in the settled districts. 

(2) Classification of subjects (paragraph 5). 
I am in general agreement with the principles of the classification 

embodied in the Haig Committee Report, but I should like to point 
out that it will strengthen the efficiency and stability of the local 
administration if the Frontier Constabulary were to be placed under 
the supervision of the Inspector-General of Police with the Pro- 
vincial Governor as the head of the administration ; but if that is 
not possible, or is not considered desirable, then the location and 
operations of the force must strictly be confined to the border line 
and across it in the tribal area. Moreover, I must make it clear 
once more that no constitution will be acceptable to the frontier 
people unless law and order is entrusted to a responsible Minister. 

(3) The Executive (paragraph 6). 
I am emphatically of opinion that the words— 

“ Governor of the North-West Frontier Province should be 
the effective head of the Provincial administration 

should be deleted ; and in the place of the words 
“ assisted by the advice of two Ministers drawn from the-non- 
official members of the Legislature, at least one of whom should 
be elected 

the following should be inserted :— 
“ The Governor shall act on the advice of two Ministers 

drawn from the non-official elected members of the Legislature 
like any other Provincial Governor.’' 

The present proviso stifles Provincial autonomy, emasculates the 
Provincial Legislature, renders the Ministry impotent and irre- 
sponsible and deprives the people of any responsible share in the 
administration of their affairs—nay, it renders the system worse 
than dyarchy. The Governor may preside over the Cabinet to advise 
and guide his Ministers in the light of his higher responsibilities, 
but he should have no portfolio in his charge and should only vote 
when his casting vote is needed. 
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(4) The Legislature (paragraph 7). 
As regards the size of the Legislature proposed by the sub- 

committee, I think that the proportion of nominated members is 
excessive. In my opinion there is no need for any nominated 
non-officials in the Council. I recognise the need for expert advice 
and experience, as I know that a number of questions of importance 
may be coming up for discussion which may require technical 
knowledge. For this purpose officials, not exceeding four in number, 
may be nominated for the present. They will be required generally 
to help the Ministers either in piloting Bills or in explaining intricate 
and complicated questions of administration, policy or law. With 
regard to the other ten seats out of the fourteen suggested for 
nomination, I am strongly of opinion that these should be added to 
the list of general constituencies, reserving a few of them, if necessary, 
for the representation of special interests, such as big landlords. 
Army, commerce, etc. 

The franchise should be on exactly the same lines as in other 
Provinces. 

(5) The Financial Settlement (paragraph 8). 

As regards the subvention, I need not say more than this, that if 
the Frontier Province is essentially connected with the defence of 
India, the subvention is an indispensable part of the scheme for that 
purpose and will serve as a guarantee for the goodwill of the frontier 
people. 

In conclusion, I will earnestly once more appeal to you. Sir, and 
through you to the British Government, that we have always 
played, and will continue to play, an important part in the defence 
of India. We have invariably come to the assistance of Government 
in every emergency whether during the threefold Afghan wars, .or 
nearly the three score of frontier expeditions against our own kith 
and kin, and have proved our loyalty to the cause of India and the 
British Empire, and I beg you to trust us in future too. The 
hriancial help that the- Government have given us in the past, and 
the subvention, which shall be liable to periodical supervision by the 
Centre, should alone suffice for. our mutual goodwill, and if our 
Pathan brethren in other parts of India have proved themselves good 
Indians, there is no reason why we should not prove loyal to the 
country of our birth and to the salt of our Motherland. 

What difference is the introduction of reforms likely to make on 
our attitude towards the defence of India, when all important subjects 
connected therewith are to be reserved for the Centre, except to 
make us more loyal and faithful to the cause of India ? Is it feared 
that we shall try to drive away the British garrisons from the country, 
or interfere with the movements of troops in those parts, or prevent 
the opening of new roads and communications in our country, when 
the very existence of those garrisons, etc., is the means of our earning 
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our livelihood from day to day ?■ The reforms ought to improve the 
situation rather than hamper the smooth working of the administra- 
tion of the Province. On the other hand, the disadvantages of the 
discontent in the- settled districts were noticed when the Afridi 
trouble arose around Peshawar last year. As noted by the Bray 
Committee Report, and the despatches of the Local Government and 
of the Government of India—a discontented frontier will always 
be a source of anxiety and expense in the event of military operations 
in those parts. 

I am glad to note that none of my colleagues from India has ever 
seriously objected to the introduction of reforms in the Province, 
As a matter of fact every responsible member of the Conference has 
fully expressed his sympathy vdth our claims. Moreover, the 
Congress has all along supported our cause not only in the Nehru 
Report, but also in all its subsequent resolutions. The great 
Mahatmaji who is the sole representative of that powerful body here 
has more than once promised his mighty support to our people in 
securing the equality of their rights with the rest of India. And this 
because our claim is based on justice and equity and because we 
depend entirely on the merits of our case as a non-communal ques- 
tion. Sir, I grieve to see that our people should have to struggle so 
hard for achieving a status which is enjoyed even by the so-called 
“ Untouchables ’’ in other parts of India, without their having ever 
asked for it in the past. Before I conclude I should like to emphasise 
that, if the Province has any importance, it must have also the 
advantage of a special and a better representation at the Centre than 
what is proposed for it by the Federal Structure Committee. With 
these words I close my appeal, which may possibly be the last one, 
to you, to the Government, and to the Conference, on the subject. 

Raja of Sarila : Speaking today on behalf of myself and the 
smaller States I wish to convey through you. Prime Minister, to 
Their Majesties our appreciation of the sympathy and kindness 
which they have been graciously pleased to show towards us during 
our visit to this country. And I desire also to record our gratitude 
to the Government for the courtesy, hospitahty and attention which 
they have extended to us. We are very conscious of the burden 
which a Conference such as this entails and more so at a time of 
such grave anxiety as this country and ours, nay the world, is 
experiencing.’ Our prayers and ehorts to assist in sharing this 
responsibility have been continuously offered and they will continue 
to be offered on behalf of a happy issue out of aU these afflictions. 
To me, coming to this Conference has been an undiluted privilege 
which I wish to acknowledge, and I am grateful that it was found 
possible to accord representation to important views of the smaller 
States. 

The Report of the Federal Structure Committee having been 
made available to us, I have given it my careful attention, and 
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I desite to place on record my personal appreciation of the work 
done by that Committee under the wise guidance of the Lord 
Chancellor. I shall confine myself only to those proposals which 
touch the question of the smaller States with which I, and those 
represented by me, are concerned, leaving it to others to traverse 
the rest of the ground povered by the Report. 

It gives us satisfaction to note the opinion of the Committee 
expressed at page 11 in the last sentence of paragraph 24 of the 
Report, which runs :— 

‘‘It is hardly less important to satisfy so far as may prove 
possible, the claims of the small States than to provide adequate 
representation for those which cover large areas.“ 

It has been wisely recommended, I think, that in the matter of 
representation in the Federal Legislature allotment of seats as 
between the States themselves should be treated as a matter of 
domestic concern to be settled by them hereafter, but I feel it would 
serve a useful purpose if I were to state my views thereon at this 
stage by giving you a brief historical sketch of the position of the 
smaller States, I think I may .say without undue reserve that the 
size of the Federal legislature as recommended in the Federal 
Structure Committee Report, in paragraph 14, meets with our 
approval, subject to such adjustments as may be necessary with 
regard to particular interests. 

It will not be out of place, I think, to remind this Conference 
that we are not the mushroom growth of a day ; we were in existence 
in pre-British days when our rights and privileges went unchallenged 
and undisputed. Because of our latent capacities to withstand 
every kind of change that has disturbed the body politic, to retain 
that which has contributed to the conservation of those elements 
of traditional good in the life of India, and above all to prove our- 
selves progressively adaptable to the conditions of a rapidly changing 
order, from time to time, when these have proved their appeal, our 
position and the part we can play in India have never been assailed 
from without; indeed our individual identity and contribution 
hfe-ve been confirmed by treaties, engagements .and sanads. We 
have always, since British days, shown in no less degree than our 
brothers the Rulers of the larger States that we are loyal to the 
conception of a progressive purpose for our country India, bound in 
indissoluble allegiance to the Crown. These things being so, I feel 
sure you all will contemplate that the smaller States have been 
more of an undiluted blessing than a hindrance. We have come here 
to-day to this Conference because we are alive to the development 
of the political consciousness of India and do not in any way desire 
to prove an obstacle in the solution of those delicate problems which 
have arisen as a result, but we must admit, that we, like every one 
else, are zealous to secure the continuance of proper and adequate 
conditions of existence for ourselves. 
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I know how difficult it is for you and for me to differentiate 
between the States large and small, tempted as each one of us is. to 
judge the value and importance of anything by the ordinary standard 
of size, wealth and conventional standing. So long as our judgment 
is circumscribed in this way and by these considerations alone, 
I fear that in framing any constitution, in solving any problems, 
a settlement satisfactory to the interests concerned can never be 
evolved. I quite realise how important these ordinary conventional 
standards are, how worthy they are of respect, if they are logically 
applied, as they are the outward and visible signs for all men to> 
read. But we are attempting to use our imagination in arriving at 
some more satisfactory solution of these problems and it is wise„ 
I think, in considering the States question, having made due 
allowance for the nature of their representation, to ponder before 
passing, on the anomalies that have crept into the existing classifi- 
cation and constitutional position of those States classified as 
class 2 or so-caUed small States. 

You are no doubt aware that this classification has been based 
on arbitrary conventions, and for this reason, when imagination 
cannot come to the rescue sheer logic must prevail. Need I remind 
you. Sir, that some States in our present classification 1, are actually 
smaller than those in our present classification 2 ? I may also 
remind you that some States classified now in the second category 
are like those in the first, sovereign in their own territories and have 
powers of legislation and taxation. I go further to emphasise the 
anomaly of this artificial and arbitrary classification, by referring 
you to the existing Provincial list of precedence which shows, that 
certain so-called smaller States, in class 2, are actually held in 
greater esteeni by the Crown than some of those in class 1. The 
history of the relations of the States with the Crown from 1858 
reveals no such distinction, even though salutes, the prerogative 
of the Crown, were fixed at that time. None of these anomalies 
and distinctions, I emphasize, existed until a very recent date when 
the Indian States Committee, presided over by Sir Harcourt Butler, 
discriminated in the way I have outlined. And what has been 
urged in justification of this differentiation ? I shall refer you. Sir,, 
to an observation of Lord Chelmsford's made on behalf of 
Mr. Montagu and himself at the Princes Conference in 1919. He said„ 

It would be unwise to base upon the salute list, as it stood, any 
fundamental distinction between the more important States and the 
remainder, but that owing to the extreme difficulty of defining 
with precision the fuU powers of internal administration and the 
embarrassment which must be caused by applying the test when 
formulated in individual cases, after all, the wisest course would be 
to base the distinction primarily on the salute basis." 

If under any scheme equity of representation can be assured to 
the smaller States there can be little doubt that they would be 
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advised to co-operate. In such event, I would support collective 
co-operation, so far as may be possible, rather than consecutive 
action by individual States. 

It is satisfactory, no doubt, that the distribution of seats inter se 
has been left to the States themselves. I, however, do not wish 
any misunderstanding to exist as to the possible means of securing 
equity of representation. For the reasons alluded to, the allotment 
of seats on the basis of the membership of the Chamber of Princes 
is likely to prove a real hardship. 

There is not the shghtest doubt that the interests of the order of 
Princes and of States, big as weU as small, are homogeneous, and 
that there is a common denominator of sovereignty. The desire 
and necessity to safeguard that sovereignty is also common, and 
w^hat is desired is that stress be laid on this unity of interests and 
position rather than on the arbitrarily drawn distinctions which 
have grown up. 

The smaller States, as has been said already, do also cherish the 
degree of sovereignty possessed by themselves and they are making 
a proportional sacrifice in the. interest of the whole. For this reason 
there can be no question but that they would desire and expect an 
effective voice in the counsels of the Legislature. There is no reason 
why their interests should not be safeguarded. Therefore the 
criteria of representation operative in the Chaniber of Princes must 
be abandoned and the classification on the basis of sovereignty and 
status be adopted irrespective of salute according to the list of 
precedence. We have full confidence that, under the able and wise 
guidance of our leader His Highness the Chancellor, the matter 
will be settled to the satisfaction of all. The consent of the smaller 
States to any scheme of Federation, or to the proposal in this 
connection submitted by the Federal Structure Committee, must be 
conditioned by the recognition of this principle of equity. 

There remain, of course, 327 Estates or Jagirs which would perhaps 
go unrepresented unless their individuality and homogeneity were 

• secured. Their individuality should not suffer any effacement by 
absorption or re-grouping with British-Indian Provinces. For 
they have in their own way an important contribution to make, 
which would be strangled if any process of dissection were agreed 
upon. Means can undoubtedly be discovered to secure for them 
eollectively some measure of representation which will be beneficial 
to their development and individuality and thereby enable them to 
strengthen the whole. No constitution, I submit, can afford to 
destroy individuality which is hoary with tradition and with potential 
usefulness. The special characteristic of the small State is the 
personal and direct relation of the Ruler and his people, and no 
one acquainted with them will deny the esteem in which a Ruler is 
held by his people and the veneration that people have for his 
decisions and judgments. Due to this direct relation, business is 
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prompt without endless formalities and dilatory proceedings. He 
is accessible to all and ready to redress grievances and to bestow the 
blessings of a personal rule. 

In conclusion, Sir, I wish to state in unmistakable terms v/hat has 
so often been said by others of my brother Pririces, that we will give 
our fullest support and encouragement to every scheme or method 
employed for the progressive realisation of the future good which is 
the ideal of all of us for India so far as these are consonant with the 
central idea of the supremacy of the Crown. Any programme not 
in harmony with this fixed idea, any programme which we believe 
would tend to bend or break the bonds of Commonwealth through 
allegiance to the Crown would be opposed by us to the uttermost, 
and I should be failing in my duty were I not to make this abund- 
antly clear. With this sole qualification, let me add, our sympathy 
and strength are now and always at the disposal of our country, in 
her efforts to achieve a position of self-respecting equality in the 
Commonwealth, through joint efforts and labour expended in framing 
a constitution which will be worthy of the statesmanship of India 
and Great Britain, workable by ourselves, our heirs and successors. 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir : Prime Minister, in my own country I am 
one of those who are labelled as Moderates, and I am as much proud 
or ashamed of being called a Moderate as Conservatives are of being 
called Conservatives in this country. But, Prime Minister, there 
are many Enghshmen both in India and in England who hope and 
believe that Moderates, whether they be men or women, should only 
claim unsubstantial changes in the present form of Government, and 
should be prepared to accept with mild protest the decisions of the 
governments in India dictated from Whitehall. Believe me. Prime 
Minister, there is no such school of thought in India to-day; and if 
there had been one, you would surely have had a representative at 
this great Assembly who would have voiced such opinions. Moderates 
have always been agitators—constitutional agitators; and I trust 
and hope they will continue to be constitutional agitators if not 
more stubborn and more persistent in the future* But there are 
other schools of thought also in India. There is a school of thought 
that demands immediate Dominion status without reservations. 
There is another school of thought that demands independence. 
I for one, speaking for myself, will fight as long as I live against 
independence or a severance of the connection between India and 
England. I stand for its continuance now and for ever. 

You wiU ask me what is the claim of the Moderates. It has been 
explained at this Table and in the Federal Structure Committee so 
often by its best exponents, Mr. Sastri, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, 
Mr. Jayakar and others, that I need not here waste your time. We 
are for a complete transfer of power in the Provinces, with no reserva- 
tions to the Governor except and only when the machinery of 
government breaks down, and at no stage in order to prevent the 
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machinery of government breaking down. We stand for a simul- 
taneous transfer of all power at the Centre with the exception of 
defence and external affairs. 

Now, Sir, I would like to come to what have been called safeguards 
in finance. Let me clearly state, Mr. Prime Minister, that I do not 
think that the Report under consideration takes us much further 
than, last year’s Report. I am fully alive to the warning sounded 
by the Lord Chancellor in the Federal Structure Committee of the 
dangers—^which were not present last year—of going into any great 
detail, but that does not prevent us from considering such points 
as have no bearing on the financial situation of the world today. 
I am prepared to admit that during the long connection between our 
two countries.. Great Britain may have undertaken certain financial 
responsibilities. Whether they are legal or merely moral, I am not 
here to express an opinion—I am not a lawyer—but I will repeat that 
I am prepared to admit that even if there are moral responsibihties 
Great Britain has a right to see that she is placed in a position 
whereby now and in the future she is able to discharge those 
responsibilities to her own people. 

Those responsibilities are specially connected with the loans 
India has borrowed in this country—^sterling loans. When we talk 
of sterling loans let us not forget that there are large numbers of 
Indians in India who have subscribed millions to those sterling loans. 
It is not only foreigners who have lent us money in sterling. Never- 
theless, whether they be held by Indians or by Europeans if there 
is a moral responsibility or a legal responsibility attached to those 
loans I repeat that the British Government have a right to see that 
they are in a position to discharge the responsibility. Mr. Prime 
Minister, I would be prepared, by the constitution, to give the 
British Governnient a watching brief to guard her responsibilities,, 
but I would not be prepared, by the constitution, to place the 
British Government in the position of a mortgagee in possession. 

You can have your checks and counterchecks in the constitution, 
but let them be in. India. It should not be beyond the wit of man 
to frame the Act in such a way that your responsibilities with regard 
to loans are safeguarded without the control from any authority 
in this country. We are not against the association of Englishmen 
in the government of India in the future in India, but we do object, 
and strongly object, to being controlled from seven thousand miles, 
away, when that control carries with it the grave suspicion that it 
is not always in the interests of India. 

We desire to have the power in our own hands to guide our own 
future in fiscal and currency policies. We do not desire that the 
Government in India, whether it be made up of Enghshmen or of 
Indians, should be forced to impose duties—I will only mention one 
instance, a duty on machinery—^which wiU hamper our industrial 
growth. I do not desire that the Government of India should be 
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ordered that an import duty should be imposed on cotton, so that 
we may be less able to compete with the foreign imported article. 

The whole history of our currency policy shows that there has 
been a conflict between the Government of India and the authorities 
in England, and the Government of India has failed in the struggle 
on every occasion. That struggle was carried on not by Indians 
but by Englishmen in India on behalf of India, but they were 
helpless. The currency policy of our country was dictated by 
authorities seven thousand miles away against the better judgment 
of Enghshmen in India. That has been the history of the currency 
policy in India. 

We desire noW and for the future that we should be masters in 
our own house with regard to fiscal and currency management. 
Have your checks and counterchecks by all means to safeguard the 
liabilities which you may have incurred, but stop at that. 

Now, Sir, the best security you have for the habihties you have 
incurred are the great assets that India has to offer you, and it is 
to the interest just as much of Indians as it is of yourselves to see 
that those assets are preserved. By all means retain a watching 
brief as long as those loans exist to see that these assets are preserved, 
and that neither you nor future generations in England may ever 
be called upon to pay a penny due to the liabihties you have incurred. 

Sir, I quite agree that this is not the place nor the occasion to go 
into further details with regard to financial safeguards, but I find 
just one sentence in the Report which I think it is very necessary 
to point out, lest I am taken to task when I return home and accused 
of being associated with it without contradiction. It is this : The 
Majority of the Committee adhere to the principles enunciated in 
their previous Report.'' 

Mr. Prime Minister, you will.remember that last year when this 
House was in Committee we had occasion to discuss this matter and 
to express some disagreement. I .cannot, I am sorry to say, state 
today that an5rthing has happened in the interval to change the 
opinion I then expressed. 

Now, Sir, coming to the Report on discrimination, I am sorry to 
have to mention that I am one of those who are of opinion that the 
formula that was presented last year is distinctly better than your 
Report of this year. I do not say that simply because I happened 
to be associated in a humble way in working out that formula, but 
because that formula, if properly interpreted, would be more satis- 
factory to India than your Report today. But it is even worse 
than that. You have introduced into your Report of this year a 
point which, if my memory serves me aright, was never discussed 
or considered last year. You talk of administrative discrimination. 
I do not remember ever having considered, either at the Conference 
or in private conversation, this question of administrative dis- 
crimination. I, for one, do not understand whatsit means. I was 
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of opinion and firmly believed that the foundation of the principle 
we discussed last year was reciprocity. Is there any reciprocity 
when we come to administrative discrimination ? Are you in this 
country bound down not to discriminate against us administratively ? 
Where is your principle of reciprocity when you go and introduce a 
new principle called administrative discrimination ? And what is 
administrative discrimination ? It strikes me, Prime Minister, that 
we Indians are obsessed with the idea that the old state of affairs 
is going to continue in India. We do not visuahse and cannot 
visuahse an Indian Government. Enghshmen are obsessed wdth the 
idea that when there is a change of government there will be retaha- 
tion. Both Enghshmen and Indians, suffering under this illusion,, 
are asking for safeguards. We are afraid—^not I personally, but 
Indians are afraid—^that when you want such safeguards you desire 
that the present state of affairs shall continue for ever. It cannot be 
denied that Englishmen in India have had on many occasions 
favourable treatment because they were Enghshmen, and had more 
ready access to the highest oificials in the land than the highest 
placed Indians. I can give you instances of Indian firms having 
had to employ an EnghsHman simply to be able to interview high 
officials, when the head of that firm, the owner of that firm, the 
proprietor of that firm had not that power of access. It was this 
that helped Englishmen to build up to a certain extent—only to a 
certain extent—their trade and commerce. Indians are obsessed 
with the idea that this sort of thing is going to continue. You, on 
the other hand, are obsessed with the idea that Indian Ministers 
win not be accessible to you in the future; that your trade and 
your industry will be handicapped because there ds an Indian 
Govermnent. 

Prime Minister, let us forget the past and believe in the honesty, 
the straightforwardness and the spirit of equality and justice of 
Indians. Your energy, your powers of organisation, your financial 
strength, will enable you to hold your own in India in the future 
as in the past without such safeguards. I am one of those who- 
believe that when an Indian Government comes into existence the 
Englishman will have more favouable treatment than iii the past 
because Indians will find that they require the assistance of English- 
men, they require their financial assistance, their organising ability, 
their energy, and for their own advantage they are surely not going 
to neglect such opportunities as will come to them of equal partner- 
ship with Englishmen in industry and commerce. 

But what does this administrative discrimination mean ? Does 
it mean that every Indian Minister is liable to be dragged through 
a Court of law if he gives a contract to an Indian firm in preference to 
a European firm, because the European firm may have tendered 
two per cent, less ? Does it mean that every appointment made 
by a Minister is tqbe brought before a Court of law for discrimination 
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because he appoints a Hindu or a Muhammadan ? We have had 
enough of that, Prime Minister. Even without such safeguards, 
I, neither a Hindu nor a Muhammadan, have perhaps been accused 
in this way of discrimination because, when I had the honour of 
being a Member of Government, I happened to appoint either a 
Hindu or a Muhammadan. Surely the disappointed party is bound 
to create a fuss if you have said safeguards. Am I, as a Minister, 
to be dragged before a Court because I give a contract to one firm 
and not to another, as I believe it is in the interests of my country ? 
Am I to be threatened with public exposure because, in the best of 
good faith, I appoint a European and not an Indian to a Government 
post ? What do you mean by administrative discrimination ? It 
is practised every day by you. Buy British goods will be 
interpreted as discrimination. Prime Minister, what would your 
House of Parliament say to you if you gave a big contract to a 
foreign firm because it quoted two per cent, less ? I should call you 
unpatriotic. I would say you were neglecting to do your duty. 
But you would be accused of discrimination under this clause. You 
must' eliminate that clause. You cannot work it. Do not let us 
mistrust each other and talk of administrative discrimination. I can 
understand some talk of legislative discrimination, where you can 
judge it and where a Federal Court can adjudicate; but I cannot 
understand administrative discrimination. 

I beg of you, Mr. Prime Minister, to apply your mind and I beg 
of Lord Reading to apply his mind to this question of administrative 
discrimination. It is going to lead to great trouble, not only between 
Europeans and Indians. It is going to lead to great trouble between 
Indians and Indians, and this is not the time to add fuel to the fire' 
in communal questions. We have had bitter experience, we who 
have had to run the machinery of government, of other instances of 
administrative discrimina-tion, and you, Mr. Prime Minister, must 
have had experience also. I would beg of you to drop this question 
and trust to good feeling and the sense of justice. 

Mr. Prime Minister, I do not desire to take more of your valuable 
time. I have only to mention one point which has loomed large in 
the last week. We have heard rumours—they may be quite 
incorrect—^but your press, or a certain section of your press, have 
not failed to remind us that there may be something in that rumour, 
and that is that we may have to go back to India and tell our people 
that we have brought back just now merely Provincial autonomy, 
and a Pro'vincial autonomy which cannot be proved to be Provincial 
autonomy. We have heard a good deal about it and I do not desire 
to repeat what was said in the Federal Structure Committee, but 
I would sound a note of warning. There are men like myself who 
are determined to the end of their days to fight for the British 
connection, who have spent many, many years of their lives in this 
country and who consider England as their second home. Do not 
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place them in a position in which they will be unable to fight. Do 
not wipe them out of the picture, in the language of Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru, whatever you do. If, Mr. Prime Minister, you make a 
mistake at this critical juncture you will wipe men like myself and 
a good many of my friends out of public life. We are not going to 
join the non-co-operation movement, but there will be no school of 
thought to which we can belong. We are against non-co-operation. 
We firmly believe it is not to the best interest of our country. Do 
not let the. masses of the people believe that non-co-operation is the 
only method of gaining liberty in India. If you do so you will not 
have a friend left in India, and what is more important you will 
wipe out of existence those friends who have stood by the British 
connection all their lives and are determined to do so to the end of 
their lives. 

It is in your hands to keep us with you or to drive us awa}?-. It 
is in the hands of your Parliament, and may Providence guide their 
footsteps aright during the next week. If it does, India will be the 
greatest asset in the Empire of the future ; if it does not, the Empire 
may go, along with India. It may be that India will go first to 
rack and ruin, but the Empire ^vill follow. I sound this note of 
warning as one educated in this country, and determined to support 
the British connection. 

Dr. Narendra Nath Law : Mr. Prime Minister, I am grateful 
to you for giving me this opportunity of addressing a few 
words to this Conference. A heavy sense of responsibility 
rests on each one of us, and I hope that before we leave this 
country we shall be in a position to carry unimpaired the trust 
that has been reposed in us. The Province of Bengal, to 
which I belong, is at the present moment passing through 
a critical period. In addition to the economic distress which is 
common to every part of India, the outbreak of political crimes and 
the strong policy adopted by the Government have produced an 
extremely tense atmosphere throughout the. Province. I yield to 
none in my regard for public peace, tranquillity and constitutional 
progress, but it is necessary to make a proper diagnosis of the evil. 
The problem of anarchism in Bengal is not so much a problem of 
the police as a problem of statesmanship. Thousands of young men 
in the Province, well-educated and belonging to respectable families, 
are chafing in acute discontent owing to their inability to earn a 
decent living. Unless we set up a Government responsible to the 
people, with adequate financial resources, and able to push forward 
a vigorous poHcy of economic reconstruction, the problem of 
anarchical crime will not be attacked at the root. 

The policy of repression and reprisals, ordinances and con- 
victions without trial, involving not only the few that are guilty 
but the many that are not, will scarcely commend itself to the far- 
sighted statesmen who reaUy desire to remove this evil from the 
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country. To my mind, the right remedy in order‘to stamp out 
terrorism is to take with us as the final outcome of our labours a 
full measure of self-government. That would remove all grounds 
for discontent by laying the foundation of economic prosperity. 
It is with the deepest conviction that I make this statement, and I 
appeal to you to realise the situation and to apply the right remedy 
to what is undoubtedly a grave distemper in our body politic. 

The absence of a communal settlement is a regrettable feature in 
our efforts to reach agreement on the problems before us. So far 
as Bengal is concerned, our case has been briefly but well presented 
by my esteemed colleague, Mr. Basu. I endorse every word 
of the arguments he has used against communal electorates. I do 
not think it at all reasonable to introduce a statutory communal 
majority in the Legislature for a majority community, which would 
mean in effect the shaping of every law and of all policy according 
to the termS' that a particular community, as such responsible to 
a section of the people on the basis of religious fellowship, chooses 
to lay down. 

Nor can I forget the large body of Nationalist Muslims in our 
Province who are not represented at.this Conference and who have 
declared in favour of joint electorates. It should not be thought 
that I am hostile to the protection of the Muslim minority. 
I subscribe to every item of the fundamental rights which seek to 

' protect the culture, language, script, education^ profession, and 
practice of religion, and religious endowments, but I cannot, con- 
sistently with the principles of responsible government, support 
the view that there shall be in the Legislature in Bengal a permanent 
majority of members of a particular community who would have 
to account for their actions to a definite section of the population 

•merely because they profess the same religious faith. 
The Hindus, who are in a minority in Bengal but do not want 

separate electorates, are all opposed to any separate electorate for 
any community, religious or racial, far more for a community which 
constitutes a majority of the population. Assuming it were possible 
for me to accept separate electorates out of expediency, still 
I cannot support the provisions for a communal settlement drawn up 
by five Delegates of the Conference, because, among other reasons, 
it fails to allow any representation to such economic interests as 
commerce, landholders, labour, etc. 

In a separate memorandum I have already shown why separate 
representation should be allowed to the landholders, and I am glad 
that this proposal has been generally approved. No less important 
is the representation of commerce. The first few decades of national 
development should pre-eminently be economic and commercial, 
and it is essential that the interests and points of view of Indian 
commerce and enterprise should be specially provided for in the 
Legislatures. A member returned from a general constituency 
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cannot) in the present state of opinion and economic development 
in our country, be depended upon to press the views and require- 
ments of Indian commerce and industry on the notice of the Legis- 
lature. Bengal, which is industrially and commercially backward, 
needs this special representation as an indispensable provision. 
All the knowledge and experience of Bengal’s commercial men 
must be brought to bear upon the future development of her com- 
mercial enterprise, which a National Government must make its 
special charge. 

A reference to the provisions relating to the five minority com- 
munities discloses that in Bengal, apart from the statutory majority 
of 51 per cent, for Muslims, the Hindus, with a proportion of 
43 per cent, of the population, are to be given 36*5 per cent, of the 
representation—that is to say, with a negative weightage, within 
which are to be provided the seats for commerce, landlords, labour, 
etc., all on a communal basis, while the Europeans, who constitute 
not even 0 • 1 per cent, of the population, will have lO per cent, of 
the seats. 

I would now turn to the financial aspect of Federation so far as it 
affects Bengal. On this question I feel very keenly—^in fact, the 
whole Delegation from Bengal feels likewise—^and my esteemed 
colleague. Sir Provash Chunder Mitter, who represented us on the 
Federal Structure Committee, but is not here at present, has already 
submitted certain proposals, with our full authority and approval, 
for your consideration. We are of opinion that Dominion status 
would be of poor avail to us if we did not get resources enough to 
put. our own house in order. Bengal, which produces substantial 
wealth, is, in fact, the poorest in point of nation-building services 
among all the provinces of India, with the exception of Bihar and 
Orissa. 

We have already submitted a proposal for the transfer of the jute 
export duty to Bengal. The revenue from jute is wholly obtained 
from Bengal, and it has been a serious complaint of Bengal ever since 
the last financial settlement, that this duty should have benefited 
the Centre without any compensating advantages'for Bengal and in 
fact at the cost of her progress along all constructive lines. Just 
as excise on liquor, narcotics, and drugs has been, under the scheme 
of the Federal Finance sub-Committee, transferred to the Provinces,* 
v/hile other excises have been retained for the Centre, the export 
duty on jute can easily be made Provincial, retaining, if necessary, 
the other export duties for the Centre, without any grave injury to 
financial principles and administration. I am aware, of course, that 
personal income-tax will, under the present scheme, be available for 
distribution to the Provinces by the Federal Authority, subject to 
certain contingencies. But this source of revenue cannot be relied 
upon to yield a substantial amount in the immediate future. It is 
for this reason that I am strongly in favour of finding for Bengal a 
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more certain, immediate and substantial source of revenue in addition 
to the proposals which have already been made. I find that the 
only source of revenue which will satisfy all the requirements of the 
situation is the export duty on jute. 

As regards commercial discrimination, I have already expressed 
my views in my memorandum, copies of which have been circulated. 
I have noted the Report of the Federal Structure Committee on this 
subject and I find that it is in some respects a distinct improvement 
upon the provisional clause formulated last year. I, however, want 
to make myself clear on one or two points. A reference to para- 
graph 18 of the Fourth Report of the Federal Structure Committee 
creates the impression that India will be under the obligation to 
extend to the nationals of those parts of the British Empire which 
discriminate against Indians the same rights and privileges which 
are extended to those parts of the Empire that do not. I cannot 
support this view. We should have complete freedom of action in 
respect of the pohcy to be followed in the future governing our 
relations with siich countries. Paragraph 18 of the Fourth Report 
of the Federal Structm'e Committee should be amended accordingly. 
Then, again, in paragraph 21, the remark is made that where a 
larger business makes use of unfair competition, the general law 
should be sufficient to deal with it. 1 do not understand how, in 
the absence of any powers for special legislation, such unfair com- 
petition can be checked. Therefore it is necessary that there should 
be some provision by means of which the large business may be 
prevented from. employing, or from having the opportunity to 
employ, unfair methods that may kill a struggling Indian industry. 
At the same time, abuses of this provision should be guarded 
against. 

Sir, a few words more and I have done. I have taken up your 
time with the problems of Bengal, because they loom large in my 
mind. I want to see a prosperous and contented Bengal, because 
I want to see a prosperous and contented India. There cannot be 
a happy India with an unhappy Bengal. We have come this great 
distance to win for India an honourable place in the comity of 
nations. On that there is, fortunately, no divergence of opinion. 
The British Government is bound by its pledges, and we have come 
here to see those pledges implemented into a great Charter of Indian 
Liberty, bringing an era of peace, goodwill, and progress to a land of 
three hundred and fifty millions of people. 

H.H. The Nawah of Bhopal: Mr. Prime Minister, I have had the 
privilege of attending the Federal Structure Committee throughout 
its sittings, and have had full opportunity of expressing my views on 
various questions that have been discussed there. I therefore do not 
desire to take the time of this Conference by making any comments 
on the different Reports. This, with your permission, Mr. Prime 
Minister, wiU be, done in a brief manner by our pro-Chancellor, 
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His Highness the Maharao of Cutch. I will only say a few words 
and win confine my remarks to the general aspects of the problem. 
As the w'ork of the Conference has proceeded from day to day I have 
become more and more convinced that the one solution of the complex 
problems of India is the creation of an d.ll-India Federal Constitution. 
If the integrity of India is to be achieved, if she is to have peace, if 
she is to be, in the words of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, an India which 
will be one single whole, each part of which may be autonomous 
and may enjoy absolute independence within its borders regulated 
by proper relations with the rest, then an all-Jndia Federation to 
my mind is the only solution. All of us who are representing the 
Indian States at this Conference will, I assure you. Sir, be prepared 
whenever called upon wholeheartedly to co-operate to achieve this 
object and to complete the work in a, manner which will bring 
satisfaction to the States, to British India, and to the country as 
a whole. 

You know. Sir, as well as any of us that notwithstanding the 
unfortunate dissensions, mistakes and even failures nothing can dim 
the steady flame of India’s legitimate desire to be an equal partner 
in the British Commonwealth of Nations. Nobody has denied that 
the reahsation of this desire must be subject to such reservations as 
may be necessary in the interests of the Indian Empire. May 
I therefore request you to utilise this opportunity to bring peace and 
contentment to India ? And you, Mr. Prime Minister, are the best 
judge to decide what will really lead to this. Proceeding on the 
basis that the Central Government should be a Federation of aU 
India, embracing both the Indian States and British India, after 
mature deliberation the Indian States Delegation decided last year 
to support the demand for responsibility at the Centre. We still 
adhere to that decision. 

We are, Mr. Prime Minister, friends of the Empire. No arguments 
are needed in support of this statement. As a friend of the Empire 
I should like to say that in my judgment it would be highly inadvis- 
able, and if I may say so, even unfair to all of us, if by any chance 
decisions were taken which might be in conflict with the purpose 
for which this Conference was convened, or be at variance with the 
principles on which we have been working throughout the year, both 
in India and in England. Therefore, Sir, in the best interests of the 
Empire as a whole and for the sake of knitting together more closely 
fhe ties of goodwill and affection between Great Britain and India, 
I beg you to formulate some scheme which will permit the con- 
tinuance of the work, the foundations of which were so well and 
truly laid by your famous declaration of January, 1931. 

After all. Sir, the method of conference and of argument and 
reason is in my view the only satisfactory method of dealing with 
questions such as we have been discussing round this table, and 
I feel that neither England nor India can afford to forego the 
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opportunity presented to us by this Conference of arriving at a satis- 
factory settlement of our problems. Any other methods of dealing 
with these matters, or too wide a gap in the progress of our work 
may lead to further misunderstanding in India, a possibility which 
should be avoided if it is at all possible to do so. 

One word more, Mr. Prime Minister. We have learned to love 
and respect our friend, the friend of India, Lord Sankey. No word 
of appreciation, no tribute, can ever be too high for the great work 
he has been doing as Chairman of the Federal Structure Committee. 
We want him as early as possible in our midst in India; we want 
him to continue to preside over our deliberations, to help us in 
solving our problems and completing our work. We hope, Mr. Prime 
Minister, that you will be pleased to accede to our wishes. 

The Maharaja of Darhhanga : Mr. Prime Minister, 1 take this 
opportunity of welcoming you in our midst again in the presidential 
chair of the second Plenary Session of the Indian Round Table 
Conference. It must undoubtedly be a matter of just pride to you. 
Sir, and it is a matter of joy to me and to all assembled here, to 
find that you, a veteran politician and the admitted leader of the 
British nation, are here to preside over and guide aright the epoch- 
making deliberations of this epoch-making assembly for framing 
the future destinies of India. We have never doubted that you 
were actuated by sincerity of purpose in setting yourself to that 
task.- It was with mingled feelings of joy and pride that I watched 
from day to day the events on the political horizon in England, 
your part in the general election, your energy, your determination, 
and, above aU, your foresight and unprecedented victory. The 
nation has realised that you can be safely trusted to give a correct 
lead, and we have seen for ourselves how you have undertaken that 
glorious task. 

I have said all this to assure you. Sir, that I depend on you, as so 
many here do, to solve the problems confronting Britain and India 
and to let India have a full share at the psychological moment in 
the history of our struggle to raise her to her full stature in the 
comity of the nations of the world as an integral part of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. 

The task is difficult, but not for you I am sure. That it is a com- 
plicated one will be admitted on ail hands, but that cannot be helped 
in view of the different shades of opinion to be entertained and 
respected, the different classes and communities to be provided with 
adequate safeguards and guarantees in the evolution of the new 
constitution of India. 

The idea that an adequate protection for safeguarding the interests 
of the various important classes or communities or interests as 
I prefer to call them, would lead to an undesirable fragmentation of 
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the nationalistic ideal does not wholly commend itself to me, for 
if any one important component part or entity is not cared for the 
construction may be defective. The landlord class, to which 
I have the honour to belong, have the largest and most important 
interests at stake in British India, and they should be adequately 
preserved and safeguarded. 

This is the class which is free from any communal bias or tinge 
so far as their common interests in principle are concerned. The 
landlords of all the Provinces in India claim their lineage from 
ancient houses, who have held lands for ages past. The grants of 
land to us have been made either in recognition of military services 
rendered to the State or for some other potent reason, and these 
grants have to be respected and their integrity has to be maintained 
in future in any new scheme for the government of India. Our 
previous history is that of unalloyed loyalty to the Crown, and we 
have, whenever occasion presented itself, helped for the maintenance 
of law and order. We have always respected the pledges expected 
of us and we trust the pledges given to us wiU be equally respected 
by the British Government. Apart from this we have, none the 
less, done our little bit for progress and development of the Indian 
nation. During the war our class came forward and helped the 
Government with men and money to the fullest extent of our 
capacity. The landlords have always, by their active co-operation 
in more ways than one;, helped to carry on the administration of 
the Provinces to which they belong, in particular and also in general. 
For aU these considerations combined, I do want to impress on you, 
Mr. Prime Minister, and on my brother Delegates as well, that the 
landlord class forms a special.class with peculiar problems of its 
own—apart from the common problems of public weal—and as 
such deserves special representation in any new scheme of govern- 
ment. This class should also have an electorate and a quota of 
seats in the Central as well as the Provincial Legislatures, com- 
mensurate with our interests. It will not do for us to seek entry 
into the Legislatures through the general constituencies alone 
evidently for more reasons than one and I am gratified to see that 
the Lord Chancellor' and his Committee have recommended the 
retention of our special representation. We desire it for the pre- 
servation of our rights and for the preseivation of our class as a 
whole and cannot in any way be blamed for it. We do not, by 
putting forward our claims, want to enrich ourselves at the cost of 
others, or impede in any way the march of our country towards 
progress, leading to full nationhood, but we cannot allow the rights 
and privileges of our class to be ignored or encroached upon. 

This brings me to the implications underlying the Permanent 
Settlement. Sanads granted to us under the Permanent Settlement 
should be regarded as solemn pledges and their binding nature and 
sanctity should not be minimised. Any attempt to disregard these 
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or to nullify their value by the imposition of fresh taxes on agri- 
cultural incomes will be deemed nothing short of a breach of faith. 
These sanads ought to be regarded as charters of our fundamental 
rights and should be respected and safeguarded as such. 

In regard to the question of Legislatures I should like to impress 
upon you the necessity of haying Upper Houses in the Centre as also 
In the Provinces where the different interests should be adequately 
represented. A Second Chamber is necessary in that it does exercise 
a salutary check on the impetuosity of the Lower House in many 
matters and in many ways. It is all the more necessary for a 
balanced use of power, and, unless there is a check or a chastening 
factor, power stands in danger of being abused. 

I shall not take up more of your time. Sir, and would finish by 
briefly adverting to one more point. The tendency of Indian 
Legislatures has of late been to dabble with problems of social reform 
adversely affecting the rehgious ideas and traditions of the Hindu 
community at large, Rehgious matters or social reform should not 
be allowed to come within the purview of Legislatures. These 
questions should not be allowed to come before the Legislatures but 
should be left alone to the leaders of the community or to the care 
of time and the advance of society in the line of reform by itself. 
Any such step is regarded as unauthorised and wounds the feehngs 
of those who hold their rehgious traditions in sacred esteem. 
The pohcy of non-interference in aU such matters ought, therefore,, to 
be strictly adhered to and to constitute, one of the fundamental 
privileges of the Hindu society. Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. 

{The Conference adjourned at 1.10 p.m. and resumed 2.30 p.m.) 

Mr. Fazl-ul Huq : Mr. Prime Minister, Sir, I will not pretend to 
make any attempt to discuss the whole field of activities of the 
Round Table Conference, but at the present moment I will confine 
my remarks to a very brief statement of the Muslim case in Bengal 
and Assam. In doing so I propose to avoid arguments as much as 
possible and to ahow facts to speak for themselves. I thought that 
the Clerk of the Weather must either be an Indian or that he must 
be in profound sympathy with Indian aspirations. Except for one 
or two occasional breaks, you have enjoyed ever since the Indian 
Delegates set foot in this country a spell of glorious weather, which 
reminds us of all the glories of an English summer. It seems. Sir, 
that the celestial powers are co-operating with you in trying to evolve 
a suitable constitution for India. 

» 

Sir, I do not, ir what I am going to say, wish to raise any coiitro- 
versial issues. I wiU try to avoid heat as much as possible, and in 
my own way throw some light on the very difiicult problems con- 
fronting you and the Government. 
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. I have heard it said that the Muslim claim for a majority repre- 
sentation in the Punjab and Bengal would lead to a statutory 
majority for a particular community, a result which would be 
fundamentally opposed to all conceptions of responsible government. 
To those who advance that argument I would only say that the 
implications of any contention of that character would simply mean 
that India is not a good field for the introduction of representative 
institutions at all. If you wiU look at the distribution of the popula- 
tion of the various communities in the Provinces, you will find that, 
except for the Punjab and Bengal, the MusHms are in a hopeless 
minority in six out of the eight Provinces, the Muslim propoition 
in the population never going beyond twenty per cent, and in one 
or two cases coming so low down as four or five per cent. If respon- 
sible government is introduced into India, the various Legislatures 
would only be creatures of Statute, and you would find that in all 
the Provinces one particular community, whatever your system of 
electorate may be, will be in a dominant position over the rest. If 
adult franchise is introduced, I expect that the population ratio will 
be reflected on the electoral TOUS. I would ask my friends to consider 
whether, in a Province in which the Muslims are, for instance, only 
three per cent, in the population, without any reservation of their 
interest of any kind, it would be possible for even a single Mussulman 
to find a seat in the elected Legislature. 

If that be the position, and if it is argued that it is opposed to all 
systems of representative government to grant a statutory majority 
to any community in any Province, then the argument simply means 
that India is not fit for responsible government, because by intro- 
ducing responsible government you are, whether you wish it or not, 
in six of the eight Provinces placing one particular community in 
a very dominant position for all time. Now, Sir, we the Muslims 
know very well that responsible government for India means that 
our Hindu friends wiU have seventeen shillings in the pound. We 
do not grudge them the seventeen shillings ; all that we want is that 
in the three shillings that remain we and the other communities will 
be allowed to have our proper share. 

Now, Sir, so far as the question of electorates is concerned I will 
not at this moment say much with regard to the merits or demerits 
of separate electorates. I wish to remind those of my friends who 
still wish to raise the question that so far as the Muslims are 
concerned we consider that this privilege of separate electorates is 
very safely entrenched behind promises and declarations of Prime 
Ministers, of Secretaries of State, repeated time after time by Viceroys 
and Governors of Provinces, long before there was any promise of 
any kind for responsible government in India. 

These separate electorates have got a history. They really 
enable the Muslims and others to get opportunities for co-operating 
with the other communities in advancing the common interests of 
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the country as a whole. As a matter of fact these separate electorates 
are being acted upon in daily life. When you, Sir, want a particular 
group of Delegates in this Conference to express their views you 
leave it to them to select their own representatives. I consider that 
a kind of separate electorate. Suppose you want twenty speakers. 
You do not ask the Delegation as a whole to select those twenty 
speakers. You ask the Muslims to select one or two, the Depressed 
Classes to select their representatives, and so on, and I submit, 
Sir, that that is the principle of separate electorates, being acted 
upon in the ordinary affairs of daily life. My friend. Dr. Narendra 
Nath Law, speaking this morning, was very much against separate 
electorates, but when he finished his speech he put in a particular 
plea for representatives of landlords and the mercantile classes. 
What are those electorates except separate electorates ? You take 
a number of persons owning property, not the whole body of them, 
but only a certain proportion who pay a certain amount towards 
Government revenue. You class them apart from the rest of the 
people and you agree that they should be placed on a separate 
register and select their own representatives. Is not that a separate 
electorate ? 

Dr. Narendra Nath Law : But not on religious lines. 

Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq : Then we come to the question of economic 
divisions. I fail to see how^ there can be a difference of view as regards 
the treatment of economic questions between any body of persons 
residing in a particular country. There may be differences on points 
of religion, but there cannot be any. difference in points of view 
so far as economic points are concerned. I may remind my friend. 
Dr. Narendra Nath Law, that I am in entire agreement with him 
on the plea he put forward regarding better financial treatment for 
Bengal than has been received in the past. I say that there ought 
to be separate electorates, but on economic questions anything 
which involves financial assistance in order to get properly on the 
path of constitutional progress, Hindus, Muslims, Christians, all 
Indians inhabiting a Province, ought with one accord to speak 
with one mind. 

Therefore, Sir, if there is no necessity for having separate electorates 
on the basis of religion, there is still less justification for having 
separate electorates mainly on considerations of finance, and other 
considerations of that kind. 

My friend has said that so far as Bengal is concerned there is a 
body of Muslims whom he calls the Nationalist Muslims who are 
in favour of joint electorates. I have heard that expression 
“Nationalist Muslims “ used, and I, for one, wish to testify that to 
me that expression is absolutely meaningless. Every Muslim is a 
Nationalist; there cannot be a division of Muslims into Nationalists 
and non-Nationalists, any niore than they can be divided into tall 
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or short and fat or lean. I consider '' Nationalist Muslims ” is 
as much a meaningless term as would be “ Protestant Catholics.” 
I therefore refuse to believe that so far as Bengal is concerned there 
is any body of persons who can be called Nationalist Muslims in 
the sense that their views with regard to the system of electorates 
are essentially different from ours. 

There are certain persons in Bengal, I know, who are in favour 
of joint electorates, but my friend conveniently forgets that that 
group of persons have stipulated that, if separate electorates are 
replaced by joint electorates, the Mussulmans of Bengal shall 
ha.ve representation to the full extent of their population ratio. 
If representation to the full extent of the population ratio is given 
to the Mussulmans of Bengal, then personally, so far as I am con- 
cerned—do not speak on behalf of the Muslim Delegation at all— 
I would accept joint electorates for Bengal, but only provided the 
full quota is given to me on a population basis. I do not think my 
friend. Dr. Narendra Nath Law, will accept that position. 

Consider for a moment the case of Bengal. I do not at aU ask 
that the Bengal Mussulmans should be given any protection of 
that kind, but what I do ask is that the Bengal Mussulmans, who 
constitute more than fifty per cent, of the population, should have 
sufficient opportunities given to them to take their proper share in 
the activities of the country. 

What is at the present moment the condition of affairs in Bengal ? 
There are twenty-eight districts, in thirteen of .which the Muslims 
are in a majority; in three the two communities are in a position 
of equality, more or less, and in twelve districts the Hindus constitute 
an overwhelming majority. 

Then there is another point with regard to the distribution of the 
population which must not be forgotten. Our Hindu brethren are 
most numerous in urban areas, and in those parts of the rural areas 
where they are in a minority they tend to congregate in certain 
portions of the districts. The result is that if there is no reservation 
of any kind for the Muslim community, and there is an open election 
on a common electoral roll, our Hindu friends will not only capture 
the seats in the twelve districts where they are in a majority, but 
also in the three where they are oh an equality with the Muslims, 
with the result that the Mushms will not be able to secure the 
proportionate ratio to which they are entitled on the basis of 
population. 

This, again, is on the assumption that the Hindus and Mussulmans 
are equally competent to take part in elections with equal resources 
and powers of organisation. In actual practice, however, there are 
factors which tend to discount the Muslim position and which 
must not be forgotten. The Mussulmans of Bengal at present are 
mostly agriculturalists, poor, illiterate, disorganised and unable to 
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appreciate the value of a vote or the necessity of combining together 
for the purpose of sending representatives to the Legislature to 
represent their views. 

When all these factors are taken into consideration, it will be 
evident that although the Mussulmans may constitute, on an average, 
a majority in numbers, they will not be able in an open election on 
an equal electoral roll to secure the position to which they are 
entitled in view of their preponderance in the population. A formula 
which will not take account of exceptional circumstances but is 
based on an average majority of the population is as much an 
absurdity as a plan to construct a doorway whose dimensions are 
determined on the basis of the average height and bulk of mankind. 
You cannot do that; you must take into account the various 
factors which come into play, and having done that, and having 
faced the facts as they are, you will at once see that under present 
conditions the Mussulmans do not get, even in Bengal, that oppor- 
tunity to which they think they are entitled. All that 1 plead for. 
Sir, is that we should be given opportunities to take our proper 
share in the administration of the affairs of our country and to be 
partners with the other sections of the community in the civic and 
administrative life of the Province. 

If Swaraj reaUy intends this message for all, I submit that the 
progressive reahsation of responsible government in India demands 
that the participation of Indians of all classes in the 'work of admin- 
istration should be so arranged that all the communities may have 
equal opportunities to show how much they are prepared to contri- 
bute to the common good. If the situation needs adjustment in 
certain matters, that adjustment should be made. You need not 
depend merely on theories in order to decide whether a particular 
course should be taken or not. My friend, Dr. Moonje, in the note 
that he has circulated, has referred to the opinion of Sir Austen 
Chamberlain condemning the system of separate electorates as being 
opposed to the principle of responsible government. I wonder if 
Sir Austen Chamberlain has come across two such incongruous 
specimens of humanity as Dr. Moonje and myself—^professing 
different religions, worshipping different Gods. 

A Member : The same God. 

Mr. Fazh-ulrHuq: No, it cannot be the same God. My God is 
for separate electorates ; his God is for joint electorates. So far as 
my God is concerned, he is for separate electorates. Dr. Moonje’s 
God is all for joint electorates. Differing in manners, in customs, 
perhaps in food, what is more, we have been placed by our religions 
into such watertight compartments that Dr. Moonje’s and my 
children will never inter-marry with one another. Has Sir Austen 
Chamberlain taken note of these conditions ? I submit. Sir, that 
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you should deal with India not as it should be but as it is, remember- 
ing always that if there is any possibility of removing some of 
the obstacles to future development every attempt should be made 
to have those obstacles removed. It is not statesmanship to shut 
your eyes to obstacles if they do exist. Suppose I wish to go out 
on a journey, and I find that it is raining, it is pouring, I certainly 
take a raincoat and an umbrella rather than sit down at the door 
and try by means of astronomical calculations to find out what is 
the cause of the rain or whether the rain is opportune or not. It is 
one thing to find out causes ; it is another thing to take note of the 
effects which those causes produce. At the present moment India 
is in such a condition that, most unfortunately, it is impossible for 
the various communities to take that broad view regarding the main 
interests of the country as a whole which one w’ould have expected 
in such a critical period in the history of the country. We, Sir, the 
Delegates to this Conference, whether we are representatives or not, 
at least all of us have had the advantage of an education which, 
I may sa}?^, has been to a large extent very liberal. Many of us have 
had the additional advantage that we have had a liberal education in 
India supplemented by a liberal education in England. And, after 
all, v/hat is it that we have achieved as the result of our two years’ 
labour in this Conference ? The Round Table Conference has not 
been without its lessons. It has on the one hand dispelled the vile 
calumny tha.t the British Parliament wants to put obstacles in the 
way of Indian constitutional advance. There is not a single Dele- 
gate here who can say that he has not been deeply impressed by the 
ferv''our, the ardour, the single-minded devotion of the attempt that 
has been made, under most unfavourable circumstances, in order 
to help us to solve our own difficulties and to render our task of 
constitution-making easy and smooth. But after two years" labour 
v/hat is it that we have recorded ? You have read it out this 
morning, Sir. We have placed before the whole civilised world 
the record of our dismal failure to adjust our differences. If we, 
educated and cultured people, who have been selected with some 
care by the Government of India to come here and discuss and try 
to arrive at a common agreement regarding the future constitution 
of our country, could not get rid of our communal bias and could 
not take a broad vision of the future, what do you expect of the 
illiterate masses in India to whom religion is everything, super- 
stition is one of the mainsprings of whose action, and who naturally 
cannot be expected to take that tolerant and catholic view which 
you might naturally expect from a body of educated men ? 

It is no use saying that there is not an actual communal problem 
in India. The problem is there and it has been reflected in the work 
of the Round Table Conference ever since we set foot in this country. 
I say therefore that instead of trying to deceive ourselves and to 
deceive the world that there is no communal trouble in India, it is 
much better to take note of the fact that for at least some time to 
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come this condition of things is bound to remain, and meanwhile 
it should be our earnest endeavour, by whatever means may be in 
our power, so to adjust the path of political advance that those who 
are at the present moment suspicious of one another may learn that 
true patriotism really transcends all communal considerations. To 
learn that, in order to affect the greatest possible good for our own 
country, we have got to recognise the fact that it is onfy by mutual 
toleration, trust and goodv/ill that we can put forward all our 
efforts in order to achieve what we think to be best in the interests 
of our country. 

Now, Sir, I will not waste your time by going through all the 
arguments that have been advanced for the case of Muslim represen- 
tation in Bengal, but I v/ill very briefly refer to one or two memoranda 
which have been circulated and which conta.in certain observations 
which I think require careful consideration. 

I refer. Sir, in the first instance to a note circulated by my esteemed 
friend and leader, Mr. Basu, which has been endorsed by Dr. Narendra 
Nath Law word for word, as he has told us at this Conference. 
Mr. Basu SB.ys that the Hindus w*ere given by the Lucknow^ Pact 
as much as sixty per cent, representation in the Bengal Legislature, 
out of consideration to their superior education, culture and the 
contributions that they have made to the general advancement of the 
Province. Now, Sir, in the year 1916 when this Pact was completed 
I happened to have the privilege of being in the Congress and the 
Muslim League and I took a not insignificant part in bringing about 
that Lucknow Pact. I know that the reason which actuated us in 
consenting to that extra weightage to the Hindu community in 
Bengal was not the consideration that they w^ere entitled to it by 
anv of the reasons to which reference has been made bv Mr. Basu, 
but b}j^ reason of the fact that at that particular moment, owing to 
certain causes to which I need not refer, the Muslim world was 
in a ferment, and the Indian Mussulmans in particular, out of spite 
for the Government, wanted to come into some sort of agreement 
with the Hindu community to put forward a demand for the political 
advance of the country. I find that my remarks on this point have 
caused a certain amount of merriment; but I am not drawing on 
my imagination, as will be apparent from the fact that the Govern- 
ment of Bengal in its Despatch on the proposals for constitutional 
reform have themselves made certain remarks from which I will 
make a very short quotation :— 

“ The annulment of the Partition of Bengal and the unsettling 
of that settled fact on the 12th December, 1911, had shaken 
the faith of the Muslims in the pledges and promises of British 
statesmen. The dubious attitude and policy of England during 
the Turko-Italian and Balkan Wars had also distracted and 
disturbed the Muslim mind. This drove the younger men of the 
Muslim League into the arms of the Congress, and resolutions 
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passed by the League in 1913 bear unmistakable traces of 
Congress influence. Then came the Great War, in which 
Turkey was ranged on the side of the enemies of the Empire, 
and this sorely tried and strained the loyalty of the Muslims. 
Advantage was taken of this by Mr. Gandhi, who subsequently 
developed it into what he styled as the ‘ Ediilafat wrong ’ and 
some Muslims were led to accept the Pact: but in reahty the 
Lucknow Pact gave the Muslims nothing substantial . By a 
clever gesture of peace and goodwill . .^ . . . 

I hope that this gesture will be forthcoming in the Round Table 
Conference on the present occasion, 

''—•the Congress politician succeeded in securing the acquiescence 
of a handful of young and inexperienced pohticians of the 
Musiihi League to the relegation of the Muslims to the position 
of a minority in every Province in India, including the Provinces 
of Bengal and Punjab, where they constituted a majority. 
Disillusionment followed soon, and the Muslims of Bengal and 
Punjab bitterly rue the Pact to this day.'" 

This, Sir, is what the Government of Bengal has said about the 
Lucknow Pact. I think the less said about that Lucknow Pact the 
better. Responsible leaders amongst the Hindus themselves have 
repudiated the Pact and so far as Muslims are concerned every 
Muslim leader of any importance has since then seen that this 
Fact resulted in grave injustice to Mushms in the Punjab and 
Bengal, aiid they have repudiated it. I would refer also to what 
Mr. Das did in Bengal, admitting the position that Muslims should 
have sixty per cent, in the Bengal Legislature. That is known as 
the Bengal Pact, although it was thrown overboard by the Congress 
at a subsequent session. The fact remains that even in Bengal 
under certain conditions the Muslims wanted a certain amount of 
extra advantage given them to bring them up to the level of the 
other communities and enable them to take a proper share in the 
political activities of the country. ■ Now Mr. Basu has remarked 
that the Government of India supported this Pact. As a matter of 
fact the Government did nothing of the kind. The Government 
of India, protested strongly against the injustice done to Bengal 
and Sir William Vincent appended a separate note, strongly criticising 
the proportion proposed in the Pact for Bengal Muslims. Mr. Basu 
has said that recent elections in Bengal have shown that a majority 
of electors represented on local bodies have consisted of Muslims, 
and he argues that \vithout a separate electorate, if Muslims are 
allowed to vote freely on a common register, they would be able 
to secure a proper representation. That argument to my mind 
involves an obvious fallacy. His statement is a misrepresentation 
of the realities of the situation. Well, what happened as a matter of 
fact is that in 27 local bodies out of 83, Muslims were able to secure 
a certain majority, hut they are still in a minority in the rest of the 
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local bodies. The Government of Bengal refers to this argument at 
page 92 of its Despatch on the proposals for constitutional reform:— 

A reference has been made to the district board elections in 
Bengal, particularly East Bengal; but while example has been 
cited from Eastern Bengal, nothing has been said of Western 
Bengal. In the former, Mushm population is on an average 
70 to 80 per cent., and that is why Muslims are returned in 
large numbers. But what about Western Bengal, where 
conditions are just the reverse ? On a reference to Appendix G 
of the Government of Bengal’s pubhcation entitled, ‘ Resolu- 
tion Reviewing the Reports on the Working of District Boards 
in Bengal, during the year 1928-29,’ it will be seen that out 
of 15 districts that comprise East Bengal, the percentage of 
Muslim members of district boards is over 50 per cent, in 
11 only; whereas out of 11 districts in West Bengal, the percentage 
of Muslim members varies between 4 per cent, and 23 per cent, 
in eight of them. The percentage of total Muslim members 
of district boards, taking both East and West Bengal, is only 
40*8 per cent. It must be remembered that these figures 
include members who have been appointed by Government 
to adjust the communal balance. Almost the same percentage 
■will be found in the local boards, and in the union boards it is 
still less. From this it will be apparent that, even taking the 
preponderating Muslim population of East Bengal with that 
of West Bengal, Mushms scarcely have a fair chance of being 
returned in adequate numbers through joint electorates.” 

Now, Sir, that being the position, I submit that it is not fair to us 
to say that the Muslims have got such a position in. Bengal that 
separate electorates for them, even temporarfiy, cannot be considered 
to be a necessity. 

Mr. Basu has also referred to the fact that separate electorates 
have lead to the formation in the Bengal Legislative Council of 
communal parties. This is the unkindest cut of aU, because this is 
absolutely untrue. I say with the utmost emphasis that, although 
the Mussulmans have been enjo5nng these separate electorates for 
twenty years, they have never utihsed these separate electorates 
to further their selfish ends or to advance communal interests. At 
the present moment in Bengal, as Mr. Basu himself must be well 
aware, the biggest group, the Praja Party, consists of a large 
number of Hindus and Mussulmans on a basis which has nothing 
whatever to do with communal considerations. 

Then Mr. Basu says that communal electorates lead to communal 
strife. This is exactly what they do not do. If you have communal 
electorates, the voter and candidate belong to the same community 
and there is no necessity to appeal to communal passions. On 
the other hand, if you have a joint electorate it is hkely that the 
candidates themselves will appeal to communal passions and thereby 
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give rise to communal strife. As a matter of fact, only tlie other 
day at a place called Howrah, in Bengal, at a municipal election 
the voters actually came to blows and broke each other’s heads 
on account of communal disturbance. 

I am afraid I have taken too much of your time already, and I shall 
now conclude my remarks with one or two general observations. 
Englishmen have been brought up in an atmosphere of representative 
institutions. They are partial to their own system of government, 
and Consider it is almost the counsel of perfection. They therefore 
deem it their duty to bestow the benefits of this system on other 
people and especially on the people of India. But I submit, Sir, 
that this duty, which is more or less of a sentimental character, 
must be subordinate to the higher duty of keeping inviolate the 
pledges given to Indians by the Queen’s Proclamation, which has 
been repeated by successive Sovereigns. The Queen’s Proclamation 
granted to every one in India, to every British subject, the security 
of his political rights and privileges. 

Whatever step you may take in India you cannot ignore the fact 
that every subject of His Majesty there, whether he comes forward 
to state his views or not, reposes confidence in you that you will do 
nothing which will imperil his political existence. If there is a 
conflict between these two duties, I submit most respectfully that 
the duty enjoined on you by the solemn pledges of your Sovereigns 
ought to prevail, and therefore I submit to you that you should 
never forget the fact that in the constitutional reforms which you 
are going to introduce into India, you must not imperil the well- 
bemg of those inarticulate masses whose interests have always been 
your most sacred charge. 

Before concluding, I wish to refer to the observations made by 
Sir A. P. Patro in the course of his remarks this morning. I entirely 
agree with him that you can make and you should make a beginning 
by conferring Provincial autonomy on the Provinces, even under the 
present Government of India Act. If you wait for the time to come 
when you can have responsibility at the Centre as \^ell, you may 
have to wait for years and years. 

The Lord Chancellor has said that we have collected the materials 
and that possibly we may have made out a plan for our future 
actions. I do not think we have been able to collect all the materials 
yet. It will take some tinie even to collect the materials ; it will 
take some time to fiU in the details in the plan you are going to make, 
and one does not know how many years it will take before you can 
finally build the structure; but, under the Government of India Act, 
even as it stands, with necessary amendments, you can, by means of 
transferring subjects, have complete Provincial autonomy at the 
present moment. That would be something like a good advance 
towards the ultimate goal that we have in view. I believe that if 
Provincial autonomy is introduced here and now, at the present 
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moment, it will give the various communities an opportunity of 
coming together for common action, and I believe that this common 
action and common endeavour will generate, in the minds of those 
who are working for the common good, that much needed goodwill 
which will dissipate the atmosphere of communalism which at the 
present moment seems to prevail over India. 

Then, Sir, I agree with my friend. Dr. Narendra Nath Law—^with 
many of whose other observations I could not agree—^that Bengal 
should be treated much more generously in the matter of finances 
than she has been in the past. I am reminded of the story of a 
small boy who was asked when he was born. He said “ I do not 
know when I was born ; all that I know is that I have got a step- 
mother.'’ So far as Bengal is concerned, we have always received 
most stepmotherly treatment, both at the hands of the Government 
of India and, unfortunately, at the hands of the Government here. 
Those who are responsible for the adjustment of finances seem to 
forget that, with the largest population of any Province in India, 
Bengal has been left with the most slender resources to carry on 
the work of even ordinary administration. It is no use conferring 
responsibihty on the people of Bengal, or granting us Provincial 
autonomy, if you do not give us the funds with which to carry on 
our work for political advancement. You take away four crores 
every year as a tax on jute, but you leave it to the Government of 
Bengal to take ah possible measures for the improvement of jute, and 
for looking after the health of the cultivators, to take such other 
steps as may be necessary to get as much out of jute as may be 
possible. I submit that this arrangement is neither just nor fair. 

I wih not take up your time by going into details, but I entirely 
agree with everything that has been said by Sir Provash Chunder 
Mitter and by Dr. Narendra Nath Law this morning, that in the 
matter of financial treatment Bengal should be treated more 
generously than she has been in the past. 

As regards the electorates themselves, I would only wish to say 
that it is my considered opinion, shared by all the Muslims of Bengal 
who have at all considered that matter, that the various special 
electorates that now exist ought to go. There, in Bengal, we have 
got, for instance, seats given to the Marwari Association, the land- 
lords, traders, moneylenders and the like. A handful of Marwari 
gentlemen living in Calcutta have a right to send a representative 
to the Bengal Legislative Council. People object to separate 
electorates for Muslims, but have not a word to say as regards the 
separate electorates for Marwari foreigners in Calcutta. Then there 
is the Association of Moneylenders, which does not contain on its roh 
one single Muslim member. Two hundred and thirteen of them have 
the privilege of returning one member to the Legislature, whereas 
in the general electorate I have got a constituency of twenty-one 
thousand voters. That is not only a disparity, but it is rank 
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injustice on the people to foist on the electorate a special representa- 
tion of that kind. I submit, Sir, that all these special electorates 
must be made to disappear. 

As regards the landlords, they certainly deserve representation, 
but that will be found, as we have pointed out in the memorandum, 
in the communal quota that has been assigned to the various 
communities. Sir, I submit lastly that our Hindu friends have got 
nothing to fear if the Mussulmans get a slight majority in the Legisla- 
ture. At the present moment they have got the entire administration 
in their hands ; in the public services they are in an overwhelming 
number. To take an average, it works out at about ninety per cent.; 
and, after all, even supposing the Muslims were fifty or fifty-one per 
cent, in the Legislature, what have our Hindu friends to fear ? Sir, 
I submit that, so far as this particular matter is concerned, our 
friends should come forward with a generous gesture, give the 
Mussulmans a chance to see that they have got friends in the other 
communities and that they will be given an equal opportunity to 
work measures for the common good. 

Prime Minister, I wish now to say a few words regarding the 
Mushm ease in Assam. In the memorandum of agreement which 
we have submitted, we have suggested that the Muslims in Assam 
should have representation to the extent of thirty-five per cent, 
of the whole Legislature. My friend Mr. Barooah, in a memorandum 
circulated to the Minorities Committee has taken exception to this, 
on the ground that the Muslims in Assam constitute only thirty-two 
per cent, of the population and are not therefore entitled to thirty- 
two per cent, in the I^egislature. Assuming, even, that the facts were 
as stated by Mr. Barooah, there could have been nothing incongruous 
if the Assam Muslims had got a slight weightage of only three per 
cent. The Congress resolution concedes to the Muslims of Assam 
reservation of seats on the population basis with weightage in the 
form of the right to contest additional seats. Mr. Abdul Matin 
Chaudhry, who represents the Mussulmans of the entire Province 
of Assaih in the Legislative Assembly, has been pressing for forty 
per cent, of seats for the Mussulmans in the Assam Council. The 
Province of Assam consists of two distinct areas, the electoral area 
and the Hill Districts or Baclcward Tracts, which have not got the 
right to elect representatives to the Legislature. In the electoral 
or enfranchised area the Mussulmans form thirty-five per cent, 
of the population and the demand of the Mussulmans of Assam for 
forty per cent, of seats in the Assam Council is consistent with the 
Congress Resolution of reservation on population basis with weight- 
age which has been conceded to the Mussulmans of Assam. Mr. 
Barooah has raised the question of transfer of Sylhet District to 
Bengal. On this question the Muslim opinion in Assam is emphatic 
and unequivocal. The Mussulmans of Assam are strongly opposed 
to the suggested re-distribution of territories, as it will reduce the 
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proportion of the Mussulmans in the Province fro’"' thirty-five to 
less than twenty per cent. Besides, if self-determination has any 
meaning, Sylhet cannot be transferred to Bengal against the wishes 
of the inhabitants of the district who are preponderatingly Muslim. 

Sir Padamji Ginwala: Mr. Prime Minister, I intend to confine my 
observations to one or two of the many problems which the Con- 
ference has been investigating for the last year or more. I propose, 
first of all, to deal briefly with only one aspect of what are described 
as safeguards, and then with the future military budget. If time 
permits, I shall say a few words about the future procedure which 
this Conference might adopt. 

On the question of safeguards, perhaps it is just as well to remember 
that all of us have got into wrong habits of mind, and, as my friend. 
Sir Cowasji Jehangir, pointed out, there are obsessions on both 
sides of the House. But I would put it rather this way : safeguards 
have been demanded by one side and safeguards have been refused 
by the other because, as I have just said, we have got into a wrong 
frame of mind. We are looking at the constitution as it stands 
today and we have not sufficiently realised how differently the 
constitution would look if some only of the reforms about which 
you have been talking are introduced. I need not remind the House 
that the constitution that we are working at present in India, 
especially at the Centre, is a constitution which creates irresponsi- 
bility both on the part of the Government and on the part of ffie 
Opposition. Here there is a Government in a perpetual minority, 
and an Opposition in a perpetual majority. The result of that is 
that there is suspicion—continuous suspicion—on the part of the 
Opposition; and it must be so. Even in this country, supposing 
there was an Opposition which saw no chance of Office within any 
measurable period of time, would you expect any sense of responsi- 
bility from such an Opposition ?—not that there is much even 
today at times. But if, as in India, the Opposition is always in 
opposition, well, it is its business to oppose and it opposes. From 
that you are apt to imagine that when this Opposition comes into 
power it will behave in precisely the same way. ^ 

Now if that is the idea underlying political advance, then I have 
nothing to say; but if we suppose that some real responsibility will 
be transferred and that the Opposition when it comes into power 
will be responsible for the ordinary discharge of the functions of 
Government, then I do not see why there should be so much emphasis 
laid on what are now regarded as safeguards. We on this side refuse 
to give these safeguards in the form demanded by some because 
we still imagine thcji the Government would remain what it is like 
today. We forget that the Government would be constituted on 
a diferent footing, and that the safeguards that we are now refusing 
ought to be the safeguards which we for our own protection ought 
to agree to, and in our own interests. 
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So far we have had no real concrete proposals as regards these 
safeguards, and it is impossible to judge what is really asked for 
and what is really refused; but I submit, Sir, that when you do 
come eventually to define these safeguards more precisely they 
must fulfil three conditions. First, the safeguards must be adequate. 
They must be adequate for all purposes which we can foresee. 
Secondly—and this is much more important—^they must be practical. 
It is no use aiming at safeguards which really cause irritation without 
serving any practical purpose. Lastly, they must be consistent with 
the constitution which we have in mind. You cannot have safe- 
guards which destroy, so to say, the spirit of the constitution which 
you are about to introduce. Any safeguards proposed which do 
not fulfil all these three conditions should be summarily rejected. 

Now, Sir, I do not wish to go into all the safeguards. I wish to 
touch only on those safeguards which I consider necessary in the 
interests of India and of those safeguards I only wish to refer to 
those which might affect the credit of India. Though ! see the 
Mahatma in front of me, I am thoroughly impenitent on one point. 
I have not yet been reconciled to his philosophy, which means 
rebeUion against aU material civilisation. I am one of those who 
beheve that the poHtical advancement of any country—it does not 
matter what country it is—does not depend so much on the kind 
of constitution it may possess, as upon the improvement of its 
material resources. Of course, a state of society is conceivable in 
which one has few wants, either as regards food or as regards clothing, 
but having regard to the good of the country as a v/hole, I maintain 
that it is by improvement in the material conditions of India that 
we have to look for its advancement in aU directions, including 
political advancement. For that purpose what is the essential 
requisite ? Money, more 'money, and still more money. 

It is true that we have a population of three hundred and fifty 
million people, and if it was all mobihsed we might be able to do 
without machinery or capital, but human labour alone cannot supply 
the needs of the country. "We cannot improve the conditions of our 
labour, and raise the standards of our life merely by mobilising our 
labour. We want capital for that purpose. So far as I am con- 
cerned, I will get the capital the country requires from any source 
which may be available to me, and under any conditions—any 
reasonable conditions—^which the lender may impose upon me. It 
is not for the man who wants money to impose conditions upon the 
man who wishes to lend it. Even this great country, with all its 
resources, had recently a very bitter lesson on that point. It could 
not find all the money that it wanted unless it submitted to the 
conditions which the creditor thought he ought to impose upon the 
country. If you want somebody else’s money you have to satisfy 
him as regards the security that he is prepared to accept. It is no, 
good your saying to him that you are offering to him something 
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which is better than the security for which he is asking. You have 
to satisfy him that the security which he wants is a good one, and 
on no other condition will the creditor part with his money. 

Now, I do not look oh these safeguards in connection with credit 
at all as safeguards which are imposed upon us. These are safe- 
guards which I am wilhng to offer to my creditor. I have borrowed 
his money and I mean to repay it, and I want to assure him that, 
whatever happens, his money is safe in my hands. That is how 
I look on this question of safeguards. It is not a question of the 
Secretary of State or Parliament or anybody else dictating to us 
what we should give. It is our duty to ofier to our creditor, whoever 
he may be, the assurance that his money is safe in our hands, not 
only because we ought to respect his rights as they exist at present, 
but in order that w’’e may induce him hereafter to lend us his money 
on the same favourable terms as before. 

At the present moment, what security has the creditor got in 
India ? I do not wish to enter into any constitutional discussion on 
this point at aU. I look upon it purely as a matter of business. 
The creditor just now knows that he has a charge upon the revenues 
of India for his debt, but a mere charge will not satisfy a prudent 
creditor unless he has also the means of enforcing it in some w^ay or 
another. As I say, I do not wish to go into the Government of India 
Act on this point at ah, but the creditor has believed up to now that 
there is some power somewhere, the exercise of which will protect 
his rights and ensure that sufficient provision would be made under 
ah. circumstances to meet his claims. There are these two things ; 
first, he has a charge upon the revenues of India, and secondly he 
knows that there is some power somev/here—^and he does not care 
where it is—^which would be exercised if there was any difficulty in 
securing to him his claims. 

Now, I do not say that it is necessary that at the present moment 
we should consider what securities we should give him at aU ; what 
I say is that he must be assured that his security is in no way changed 
by the transfer of responsibility from the present Government to 
the future Government of India. It may be that other means may 
be devised by which the creditor may be satisfied, but we must be 
perfectly sure that he is satisfied that his position under the future 
Government of India will be no worse than it has been until now. 

It has been suggested that this is to put the creditor in the position 
of a mortgagee in possession. If that is the legal effect, then so far 
as I am concerned it will not disturb my peace of mind at all; for so 
long as I owe him money he must have his remedy against me. 
Therefore, in whatever constitution you may devise provision must 
be made that the rights of the creditors of India are properly secured. 

Of course, I am arguing on the assumption, which is not denied, 
that w'e are not going to get Dominion Status at one step. It is 
admitted, I think, by aU sides except the Mahatma] i and those who 
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agree with him that there is a transitional stage during which some 
provision has to be made to see that neither the machinery of 
Government breaks down nor the credit of India suffers in any way; 
but so long as there is this transitional period I do not see how we 
can escape some of these safeguards. 

Now, Sir, I wish to deal with the military budget. I have followed 
with very close attention the deliberations of the Federal Structure 
Committee—^this year at any rate, though I have not been a member 
of it—and the discussions which have turned upon this question. 
It is generally agreed that so long as India is in need of the British 
Army the control of the Army must remain with the Governor- 
General, and the discussion has proceeded on the question by whom 
the Minister should be appointed and what his position ought to be, 
or whether he should be an Indian or whether he should be a non- 
Indian. That, to my mind, is a small matter compared to the ques- 
tion of some control over the mihtary budget. The only discussion 
on this point that took place, at any rate whilst I attended the 
meetings of the Federal Structure Committee, was that the military 
budget should be put on what may briefly be described as the con- 
tract basis—^that is to say, a certain sum of money should be handed 
over to the military authorities during a certain period, and that 
periodically that amount should be revised. Now, I submit. Sir, 
that that is very bad finance. If you hand over a certain sum of 
money to anybody—^it does not matter who it is; it may be your 
son, to whom you are giving a fixed allowance—^there is no guarantee 
that the money would be properly spent or that there would be any 
economy in expenditure. A man who has got a fixed sum of money 
given to him by another takes good care that he spends the whole of 
the money. Not only that, but he may enter, during the subsistence 
of the contract, into commitrnents of such a nature that when the 
time comes for revising his allowance the position may be such 
that you may have not only to agree to the sum formerly allowed 
hut you may have to increase it. That, you would agree, has many 
disadvantages. 

In the first place, as I have said, it would not lead to any economy; 
but that is small as compared to another disadvantage which 
I shall presently mention. That is that it will not familiarise the 
Assembly with military expenditure. Any man who has been in 
charge of the smallest department wiU tell you that unless he is 
in frequent and constant touch with the money that is spent by 
that department, he learns little about the work of the department. 
Of aU experts I believe military experts are the biggest tyrants. 
There is no getting away from the military expert. Even this 
great Government here is ridden by experts, military and other. 
But the military expert is the one individual who has to be con- 
stantly kept under check, especially as regards expenditure. If the 
Assembly or any part of it has got no grip at all on this question, 
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the time will never come when you will cease to say that the Assembly 
had no experience as regards Army management and military 
expenditure, and therefore that it would not be .safe to transfer 
military control to the Assembly. 

Now, Sir, personally, I would have been willing that the present 
system had remained, under which the military budget, is, of course, 
in so many words, not subject to the debate of the Assembly, but 
is brought under debate. Lord Reading will remember that when: 
he was Viceroy a resolution was adopted by the Assembly. It was- 
unanimously adopted, excluding the official members; every 
European member also supported the resolution, that, under xhe 
discretionary powers that the Governor-General had under the 
Statute, ‘for the period of one year the military budget might be 
submitted to debate. Lord Reading, the foremost lawyer of his 
country of his time, was not so sure of his law, and is said to have 
taken legal advice. He was told that though according to the letter 
of the constitution that was possible, it would not be consistent 
with the spirit of the constitution, and therefore even that modest 
request of trying the Assembly for a year was not granted. 

Therefore it is no use my suggesting that that should be done ; 
on both sides of the House there would be opposition, because that 
would imply power in the Governor-General to restore rejected 
grants, and I am not making that proposal. But I shall make one 
proposal, and that is this : that you must have, as. you have now 
today in connection with civil expenditure, a standing Finance 
Committee in charge of military expenditure before which the budget 
must be placed by the Military Minister and the Military Department. 
That budget must be scrutinised—in camera if you like, if you are 
afraid some injury may be done to the public interest by disclosure. 
In camera if you like, but that budget must be placed before this 
Finance 'Committee and scrutinised and an appeal must lie to the 
Governor-General if there is no agreement between the Standing 
Finance Committee and the mihtary authorities when the budget 
is being considered. That would.at any rate give a part of the 
Assembly the opportunity of studying military expenditure and 
familiarising itself with Army management. 

Further, I would have another Committee, corresponding to the 
Public Accounts Committee which we have in connection with civil 
expenditure, solely in charge of military expenditure, so that there 
is at least a post-mortem on expenditure—I do not know whether 
it does much good—^but anyhow it enables the Assembly to see 
whether the money has been properly spent. 

And I would further suggest—I do not know whether our con- 
stitution will provide for it—^that there must be an Appropriation. 
Bill as regards the military expenditure, which would give the whole- 
House some opportunity of raising a debate on questions with which 
it may be competent to deal. 
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I would now make a few suggestions as regards future procedure. 
■ It has been said that this Conference has been a failure because 
really it has not been able to come to agreement on many of the 
points. My submission to you, Sir, is that that is not a correct 
•statement of the case. In a Conference such as this, consisting of 
a hundred odd members you cannot possibly arrive at agreements 
on controversial points. You can only gather general impressions 
on different aspects of the problems under discussion. You cannot 
come to any conclusions, much less to any agreement until you are 
at grips with the actual question. It is rather a pity that at some 
earher stage, small committees were not appointed to go into impor- 
tant controversial questions. I hope it is not too late even now for 
some of these important questions to be transmitted to small 
committees, the members of which sit round a small table and within 
reachable distance of one another, so that important issues such as 
these ma}^ be discussed and conclusions arrived at. I go further. 

I maintain that this Conference should not be dissolved and I will 
teU you why. In the Federal Structure Connnittee there was a 
good deal of discussion from another point of view, but the point of 
view I wish to place before you is this: that however much you 
may agree in this Committee, whatever measure of agreement there 
may be on certain points, that will not avail you unless, there is 
agreement when the whole picture is before us, when we see the 
constitution in black and white. It is only then that it will be 
possible for people to express an opinion about it, and to agree or 
to disagree. I submit. Sir, that this Conference—or another Con- 
ference if you wish to call one—should be here when that time 
comes, for unless agreement is reached at that stage it will lead Us 
nowhere. We should be precisely where we are now. Therefore it 
is of far greater importance that a future Conference should be 
convened, in this form or any other, at which the whole constitution 
can be considered' in its more or less final state, and when we. are 
really in a position to express an opinion. 

In the meanwhile, I would make one suggestion. If there has been 
no unanimit57' on many questions there is one, I think, on which there 
has been unanimity. That is as regards the Depressed Classes, 
the removal of untouchability. I do not believe that there is any 
one in this House who will not agree that this great blot on Indian 
civilisation should be removed as soon as possible. Even if this 
Conference fails on other points, and I hope that it will not, if it 
succeeds in devising something by which this untouchability can be 
removed, it will have done good work. My suggestion is that this 
Conference must give expression to the opinion that swift and clear 
action should be taken, by Statute if necessary, to remove untouch- 
ability. I say ‘'by Statute” for this reason ! There have been 
declarations in statutes, in proclamations and elsewhere, where you 
have said that you will not interfere with the social customs or 
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religious customs of the people, and therefore I think that no Indian 
Legislature can deal with a question like that, and for that purpose it 
may be advisable to consider whether a Statute should not be passed. 
But before such a Statute could be passed a commission of enquiry 
should be set up in order to see how far by legislation it is possible to 
remove untouchability. As regards religion, I say nothing, but as 
regards other aspects of untouchability the commission of enquiry 
for the whole of India should be charged with the duty of determining 
how far and in what directions by legislation this untouchability can 
be removed. I say that we are all agreed on this that this must be 
removed and shall be removed, and it is for you. Sir, to make the 
proposal, because, as you may find that no Indian Legislature reaUy 
can deal amply with the question until you have removed the bar 
which lies in the way of Indian legislation. The sooner this thing 
is accomphshed the better it will be from all points of view. One 
great difficulty which has been in our way in the solution of the 
minorities problem has been the question of the Depressed Classes, 
and you wfil have gone a long way towards removing that difficulty 
when you have taken steps to do away with this evil of untouch- 
ability and to improve the condition of the Depressed Classes. 

Mr, Giri : Mr. Prime Minister, I am speaking today on the work of 
the Round Table Conference on behalf of the Indian Labour Delega- 
tion. I have followed the proceedings of the last Session as well as 
this one with great care and attention, but I regret to say that it is 
not clear to me nor to my colleagues what stage of deliberation or 
decision we have reached at the present moment. The proposals 
of His Majesty's Government are not before us, and we have had no 
indication whatsoever as to their nature, beyond disquieting reports 
as to the policy that is going to be pursued hereafter. We are left 
to speculate for ourselves, and to draw such inferences as we can 
from the work of the various sub-Committees. 

Proceeding on the assumption that this is the final Session of the 
Conference, we are. bound to say that its results must be v^itten 
down largely as a failure. The original intention underlying the 
plan of this Conference, as w^ stated by Lord Irwin as Viceroy in 
July of last year, was to arrive at the greatest possible measure of 
•agreement on the constitutional questions relating to India, and to 
formulate proposals based on such agreement for presentation to 
Parliament. We cannot help feeling that there has been a radical 
departure from that course ^t this Session of the Conference. Com- 
paratively minor issues have been given undue prominence, whilst 
vital matters relating to the estabhshment of full responsible govern- 
ment for all India have been forced through a hurried discussion 
devoid of all sense of reality. It is a matter of deep disappointment 
to us that the Government's views on some of these issues were not 
placed before the sub-Committees, and that no attempt was made 
at an agreement in line with the general consensus of opinion. 
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We who represent here the workers of India have a special point 
of view which has been urged at the different stages of .the work of 
the sub-Committees. The failure to arrive at a settlement of the 
minorities problem amongst ourselves is no doubt unfortunate. We 
cannot, however, bring ourselves to believe that this should be 
regarded as an insuperable obstacle in the way of India's political 
progress. In the first place, this problem would not have attained 
the magnitude it has done if this Conference had been representative 
in adequate measure of the workers and masses of India. Perhaps 
it is natural that in this gorgeous setting, with the voices of the 
capitalist classes dominant, attention should have been concentrated 
on the distribution of seats in the Legislatures and powers to the 
public services amongst the members of the various religions to 
the prejudice of the needs of the starving and illiterate masses. 
Secondly, on the failure of the Minorities sub-Committee to settle 
all outstanding points, the opportunity should have been taken, in 
our view, without further loss of time by the Government, for a 
prompt decision. The claims of the various minorities have been 
before us for detailed consideration, and it should have been an easy 
matter for the Government to lay down the principles of a decision 
just to all concerned. Such a course would have enabled our Con- 
ference to complete its work at this very Session. Even at this 
late stage we venture to think that it is not too late to adopt this 
procedure in order to avert failure. Otherwise the charge is likely 
to be made that the Government, by evading its responsibilities in 
the matter, contributed in no small measure towards the breakdown 
of this Conference. 

In our opinion the proper division of a community for electoral 
purposes should be on the basis of occupation rather than of religion 
or race. Differences based on these latter considerations have 
little relation to the questions that come up normally before the 
Legislatures. So far as the workeis of India are concerned we have, 
to the best of our ability, made their position clear in our statement 

'submitted at the last meeting of the Minorities sub-Committee. 
If our suggestion is not adopted, and special constituencies as 
demanded by other classes (economic or religious), are created, 
the workers should have special constituencies of their own with 
seats reserved in the Legislature in accordance with their population. 

We have also asked for a declaration of fundamental rights to be 
incorporated in the constitution. In view, however, of the insistence 
of certain sections on a system of separate electorates based on 
rehgion or class, we feel that provision should be made in the Con- 
stitution whereby no person, of w^hatever faith or religion, would 
be compelled to vote for, or seek the suffrage of members of his 
own faith or religion unless he is prepared to deny himself the right 
of exercising his franchise. 

We feel that such a class of persons would represent the best 
mind of India. It is absolutely necessary to make that provision. 
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not only in the interests of the country as a whole, but particularly 
of the integrity and healthy growth of the workers’ movement. 
They are workers first and workers last, and we shall regard it as 
a great misfortune, if workers are to be forced, for the purpose of 
asserting their civic and political rights, into religious and sectarian 
divisions. 

We are in a small minority at this Conference and may not be 
able to secure acceptance for our proposal for elections to the 
Legislature from occupational, instead of territorial constituencies. 
But at least we must be allowed to protect the solidarity of the 
workers, so that, as they grow in influence and strength, the 
divisions of parties in India may develop on economic lines. 

Mr. Joshi raised an important question in this Session of the 
Federal Structure sub-Committee in regard to bringing labour 
legislation under the jurisdiction of the Federal Legislature, without 
depriving the Provincial Legislatures of concurrent powers, and 
also vesting the power to ratify international labour conventions 
on behalf of the whole of India in the federal authorities. Though 
no conclusion has yet been reached in the Committee, it is some 
consolation to-us that its importance has been recognised and it 
will come up for further consideration at a later stage. We must 
reafiirm our view that unless these points are conceded, the interests 
of workers wdll not be ensured in the new constitution and the 
Federation will not be of an^?' use to them. We must also repeat 
that without adult suffrage, there can be no real self-government 
for the masses of India, because we hold that self-government is an 
instrument primarily for the uplift of the masses and not for the 
benefit of a privileged few. 

Our general view is that in the new Legislatures, eyery class and 
every interest must be adequately represented. From this it follows 
that we cannot support the principle of weightage, or reserving 
seats in excess of the population ratio, whether it be for any particular 
class or for the Indian States. We stand for a democratic system 
of Government, through wholly elected Legislatures both from 
British Indian Provinces and from the Indian States. The demo- 
cratic principle and the nature of responsible government in India 
will-be watered down if we permit nominations from the States 
and concede, in addition, more seats than they are entitled to on 
the basis of population. 

With regard to the composition and powers proposed for the 
Federal Legislature, we favour a single-chamber Legislature, because 
we regard a bi-cameral system, especially one in which both Houses 
have equal powers, as a needless impediment to progress. There 
would be less objection to the estabhshment of an Upper Chamber 
having only a suspensory veto upon the legislative proposals of the 
Lower Chamber. But as the Report of the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee now stands, we cannot accept the proposal for a bi-cameral 
legislature, with the two Houses having practically equal powers. 
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Nor, again, can we see the advantage, from the workers' stand- 
point, of a Federation for all-India, unless the Federal Government 
has the authority and the power to levy, by means of direct taxation 
if necessary, the funds it may require for carr5ung out all its 
obhgations. 

We are not, indeed, against a federal form of government. But 
our concern is to see that it is truly representative of all the people 
of India, from British India as well as from the Indian States, and 
does not consist merely of the wealthier classes and the nominees 
of the Princes. Moreover, a federation would be satisfactory only 
when all the constituent parts are willing to make equal sacrifices. 
But in the plan proposed by the Federal Structure sub-Committee,. 
the Indian States do not appear to us to make those sacrifices, 
either in respect of powers or of finance. 

On the other hand, they seem to benefit at the cost of British. 
India. Also we would like to state that, in our opinion, it would be 
wrong to insert any provision in the constitution wdiich would 
prevent the Government in India in the future from holding or 
resuming, for the use of the community, all the natural resources of 
the country, or even make it difficult for the Government to do so. 

There is one other matter to which I must refer in passing. The 
Burma Round Table Conference has no representatives on it of 
Indian labour in Burma. Whether Burma decides in favour of 
separation and has a constitution framed accordingly or not, the 
problems relating to Indian labour, both resident and immigrant, 
must receive proper consideration, as the Royal Commission on 
Labour has pointed out in its Report. I hope that it may still be 
possible to make good that omission. 

We do not know at present what are the intentions of the Govern- 
ment regarding the future. If they are still contemplating, notwith- 
standing the warnings of Delegates representing almost every section, 
the introduction of partial reforms without an immediate, grant of 
.Central responsibility, we feel that the cojintry, as a whole, will 
be plunged into a general movement of discontent and agitation,, 
resulting in widespread upheaval. Wise statesmanship would 
prevent, by conceding what has long been overdue to India, such a. 
catastrophe. - 

The present economic crisis in India is acute beyond a parallel, and 
the plight of the workers, whether industrial or agricultural, is 
desperate. So long as the political problem is not solved, no serious- 
attempt is possible for tackling the grave economic and social 
problems confronting them. Any delay, therefore, in the grant of 
full responsibility to India, in a manner that will ensure the proper 
representation of the workers in the Legislatures, will provoke 
reactions which will be disastrous to the cause of peace and ordered 
progress. 
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, Khan Bahadur Hidayat Husain : Mr. Prime Minister, you have 
called this Conference today, in order to receive the Third and 
Fourth Reports of the Federal Structure Committee and the Second 
Report of the Minorities Committee, and to discuss the whole field 
of the work of the Conference. I cannot. Sir, but own to a feeling 
of shame and humiliation when on receiving the Minorities Report 
I find that the basic fabric of the future constitution of India, the 
communal question, remains unsolved. But I hope that you. Sir, 
and the distinguished statesmen sitting to your left (Lord Sankey) 
and right (Sir Samuel Hoare) will bear me out when I say that 
though it may be our misfortune—the misfortune of the Muslims— 
it is not our fault that the communal question remains unsettled. 
Our efforts to arrive at a solution of the problem have been earnest 
and consistent, and if we have failed it is not because there has been 
any unwillingness on our part to agree to any reasonable settlement. 

Now, Sir, I am obhged to you for permitting me, the sole 
representative in this Conference of the Muslims of the United 
Provinces sitting in the Legislative Council of that Province, to say 
a few words as to our attitude towards the great problem of the 
political advancement of India. Hailing as I do from a Province 
in which the Muslim population forms only 15 per cent, of the total, 
you will also perhaps expect me to say what view the Muslims of 
India, particularly of the minority Provinces,' take with regard to 
the future of India. 

Sir, when you wound up the proceedings of the last Conference you 
-were pleased to say:— 

Now, we have gone as far as we can go at this moment. 
You have to go back to India ; we have to go back to our owm 
public opinion. You have spoken here subject to reconsidera- 
tion, subject to the reaction which your public opinion w^ill show 
to your work; we. Government and Parliamentary representa- 
tives alike, have spoken in the same way, and we must also 
listen to reactions.” 

It was in this light, with this message of hope. Sir, that we went back 
to India in order to find out what the innermost mind of the com- 
munity was with regard to the future political advancement of the 
•country. 

Sir, unfortunately no one will doubt that the differences between 
the two major communities of India are somewhat deep-rooted and 
agedong. No one who has taken any share in the settlement of 
those differences, at least for the political advancement of India 
during the last two or three years, can avoid feeling humihated at the 
repeated failure of these attempts. Obviously there is no one who 
can step in to bring about '' voluntary ” peace between the two 
communities, but the least that can be expected of those, who, like 
myself, confess to humiliation by the recent fiasco is that they 
should desist from attempts to keep the wounds raw. It is in this 
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spirit that I make reference to this painful incident. For India, 
sore tried, gored almost to death, wants an era of peace for its advance- 
ment in all branches of life, political, economic and social. But 
the question of peace is involved with the question of the adjustment 
of relations between the various communities of India. Until such 
time that these relations are adjusted there can be no peace. Once 
these are adjusted, and the political ambition of one community 
against another gives way to the larger and broader considerations 
of nationalism, India will be on the way to the status which should 
be her own. 

Some of the utterances of responsible statesmen in India, and some 
of their activities also serve as a sappers' and miners' contingent for 
the onslaught of Bolshevism in India. Willingly or unwillingly, 
these activities have done a lot of harm to my community as a whole. 
It is the Muslim that mostly suffers in the no-rent campaign. Since 
this campaign was started six Muslims have lost their lives in the 
Allahabad district and one in the Fatehpur district of my Province. 
It is the Muslim who mostly suffers in communal riots, where 
carnage, murder, looting and the rape of women and children all 
take place, I am sure Mahatma Gandhi will be distressed to hear, 
under the slogan of the Congress, Mahatma Gandhi Kijai." 

I therefore appeal both to the Congress and to the Government 
to take such measures as will make the recurrence of these inhuman 
ebuUitions impossible. I appeal to the Congress in particular, if 
it does not desire an aggravation of the economic difficulties, and 
is at all anxious to avert a practically certain outbreak of communal 
strife, not to resort to and conduct a campaign of civil disobedience. 

It is because there is suspicion, and deep-rooted suspicion, in 
the minds of both communities against one another, and events 
which have happened since 1923, when the second instalment of 
the Reforms began to bear fruit, and their implications came to be 
appreciated, have confirmed that suspicion in the Muslim minds, 
that the Muslims insist on statutory safeguard of their position.. 
The famous, historical Delhi resolution, passed by Mushms of all 
political parties, some of them even belonging to the Congress, is 
the minimum Muslim charter. Without, the acceptance of its- 
demands Mushm existence in the country is jeopardised. With 
these demands fully met, democracy in its truest form will be- 
ushered in. Without these demands no constitution which can he 
devised will be acceptable to the Muslims of India. 

On the 16th December, 1930, the Lord Chancellor, Lord Sankey,. 
whose name we shall ever cherish v/ith the greatest fondness in 
our hearts throughout India, in presenting the interim Report of 
the Federal Structure sub-Committee asked us to look at that picture 
(Morier's painting of George II on horseback), and said that so far 
we had been looking at the horse on the picture, but we will soon 
be presented with a complete picture, and then our assistance would 
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be wanted. I say that that completed picture is not, unfortunately, 
yet in sight, and the position of my community is that if it is not 
to be in that picture, that picture had better not be attempted at all, 
and if it is finished who knows but that the canvas may be reversed 
and the picture may be torn into bits. 

In speaking last year in this Conference I made it plain that no 
constitution in India could work unless it gave it autonomy and 
responsibility. In that constitution the maj orities and the minorities 
must have their legitimate share. The position of my community, 
therefore, is that we shall place no difficulty in the way of the con- 
stitutional advance of India, but as a condition precedent we insist 
on the settlement of the communal problem either by mutual 
agreement or, failing that, by the Government. We must have 
provincial autonomy and we must have authority in the Centre. 
The responsibihty for the government of India according to the 
declarations of the British Government must rest in the hands of the 
Indians themselves. Parliament, once the communal question has 
been properly settled, must divest itself of authority not in favour 
of the Centre, but in favour of the Provinces, and the Provinces, 
as federating units, should have authority to transfer the subjects 
of all-India concern to the Centre. The federating Units must 
evolve and adjust themselves before the Centre which should follow 
the Provinces and not precede them, but the course of succession 
must be latent in the constitution itself. You cannot, however, 
possibly achieve any constitution without a Hindu-Muslim settle- 
ment. Mr. Jinnah the other day, speaking in the Federal Structure 
Committee, faithfully reflected Muslim opinion in India when he 
said that you cannot complete a constitution unless the minorities 
question is settled. Replying to those who said '' Never mind, let 
us go on, surely we can discuss the other questions,'' he said that 
there is a grave apprehension in the minds of Muslims here and in 
India that if we went on participating in the structure right up 
to the roof and when everything was completed this constant 
assurance that of course the communal question must be settled 
may recede into the background to such an extent that we might 
have a finding against us ex parte. This is the general feehng in 
India. Wfliat is reaUy thought by Mushms in India you can see from 
this extract from a telegram received by me only this morning by 
a prominent Muslim v/ho lately left the Congress. He says, '' Wflien 
we passed this resolution we wished to'refuse to assist in the framing 
of any constitution until we knew where we stood. Whether you 
discuss Federal Finance, Court, or Legislature, it means that a 
constitution is being framed with our tacit consent leading to 
responsibility with or without safeguards." 

Therefore, Mr. Prime Minister, let it be plainly understood that 
what I say here and what other Muslims say here should not be 
understood to mean that we are even tacitly consenting to the 
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framing of a constitution, leading to responsibiKty, with or without 
safeguards. Indeed, Sir, we Muslim Delegates desire to be placed 
on record our compliance as the representatives of India with the 
repeated demands of our community that the MusHm community 
of India will on no account consider anv academic schemes for 
federation or for the transfer of responsibility without its demands 
for safeguards being conceded by His Majesty’s Government and 
by the other communities of India. Their demands are those of all 
the other minorities with the exception of the-Sikhs, that is, of 
more than 46 per cent, of the people of British India according to 
the latest census. If, therefore, our Muslim members of the Federal 
Structure Committee did not leave the Committee when the dis- 
cussion of reserved subjects, for example, defence, external relations, 
financial safeguards, and so on, began on Monday the 16th November, 
it was in deference to the hospitality of our hosts. Would 
Sir Tristram have abused the Saxon hospitality if he had discovered 
some unreal conversation going on at the Round Table ? 

Turning now to the question of aU-India Federation, let me once 
more repeat what I submitted last year, that the idea of an ah-India 
Federation is not so easy of consummation as its sponsors in their 
enthusiasm made us believe last year, and try to make us believe 
this year. The Maharaj Rana of Dholpur echoed the better mind 
when he sounded a note of warning last year. Let there be no 
encouragement for the Ruling Princes to come and let there be 
no discouragement for them to desist from entering the Federation. 
It must be left to their option. For them no constitution would be 
acceptable which does not fully take into account two fundamental 
principles: .first, maintenance and preservation of the sovereign 
authority of the States ; and secondly, the perpetuation of relations 
between the Crown and the States. The Chamber of Princes would 
confer on these two essentials when it meets next at Delhi, and I hope 
it may be possible for it to evolve some scheme v/hich, while fuUy 
preserving the essentials, facilitates their entry into the all-India 
Federation. I fear, however, that it is a distant idea; it is an 
ideal for the future which may take time to consummate ; but in the 
meantime no good purpose will be served by letting British India 
mark time till the passage of the Indian Princes is cleared. There 
is no reason why British Indian Provinces cannot themselves federate 
and create a Federal Government in the Centre for British India 
without the Indian States coming in. When they come in they will 
come in on their merits. I, for one, would ask them before they 
come in to create electorates for representation in the Lower House, 
just in the same way as in British India, and for the Upper House a 
system of nomination on the advice of an advisory body composed of 
such elements as form the electorates for the Upper House in British 
India today. Nor do I think there is any justification in principle 
for giving weightage in representation to the Princes. The States 
when they come into Federation will come in for some specific 
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matters. The consideration of these matters does not run any risk 
if weight age is denied to the States. There is no question in these 
few specific matters of separate interests or separate cultures being 
involved, and consequently on ho justifiable ground could weightage 
be granted or conceded to the Indian States. The representation of 
States should be strictly proportionate to their population. 

And here, Sir, let me correct ihy friend. Sir A. P. Patro, when he 
said this morning that if the Muslims of India desire 30 per cent, and 
if the States desire 30 per cent., 'what will be left for the majorities ? 
My opinion with regard to the States is what I submitted just now. 
What the Muslims demand is 30 per cent, of all Federal Legislature ; 
that is to say, it means 26 per cent., which is the actual Indian 
Muslim'population, and 7 per cent, from the States. 

Turning to the question of j&nances, I would give my general 
consent to the conclusions of the Federal Finance sub-Committee, 
and particularly my adherence to the suggestion of setting up an 
Expert Committee, contained in paragraph 4 of its Report. I am 
in entire accord with the principle enunciated by Mr. Rangaswami 
Iyengar at the sub-Committe.. meeting on the 2nd October, that 
Federal taxation should apply equally to aU Units of the Federation. 
There should be no discrimination in the matter of financial obliga- 
tions or rights working in favour of the States. There would in my 
opinion be a consensus of opinion that the right to levy unscheduled 
taxes should rest with the Provinces and States, subject to the 
conditions that the levy of the tax should not conflict with the 
Federal scheme of taxation. 

It is stated in paragraph 13 of the Report that the powers of 
taxation enjoyed by Provincial Governments or States should be 
subject to the over-ruling consideration that they should not be 
exercised in such a manner as to conflict with internal obligations 
of the Federal Government under any commercial treaty or inter- 
national convention. I am afraid this would be trenching on the 
sovereign rights of the States and would be a trespass on the residuary 
powers of the Provinces. My idea is that international agreements 
which in any manner affect the residuary powers of the federal Units 
should be subject to ratification by three-fourths of those Units by a, 
system specially devised for this purpose. So should also any 
amendment of Income-tax legislation or statutory rules miade there- 
under and the exercise of emergency powers under paragraph 21. 
I have no doubt, as stated in paragraph 22, sub-paragraph 4, of the 
Report, that the rights of the Federation to call for contributions 
from aU units and not only from British Provinces should be recog- 
nised, and therefore in modification of paragraphs 16, 17 and 18 
I am of opinion that deficits in the Federal Budget should be met 
by contributions not only from the Provinces but also from the 
States. 

As regards States' contributions I should not object to any enquiry 
which may result in the abolition of ah burdens of a feudal character 
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or which may in any manner be proved to be inequitable. I do not 
entirely agree with paragraph 22. I certainly think that the Federal 
Government should have equal power over all Federating Provinces 
as well as States in the matter of the time at which they should issue 
their loans so as to prevent any interference with other issues, 
Federal or Provincial. Future federal loans should also be secured 
not on the revenues of the Federation alone, but also on the revenues 
of the Provinces as well as the States. 

As I am on this point let me say one word with regard to ratifica- 
tion of treaties relating to taxation. I am very strongly in favour of 
a Federal Council composed of units of administration being estab- 
lished. This Council should determine what treaties should be so 
ratified as not to entrench on the rights of the Provinces. 

Then, Sir, I wish to say one word with regard to collective respon- 
sibility of the Cabinet. That is dealt with, in paragraph 5 of the 
Report of the Provincial Constitution sub-Committee. It is true 
that Ministries with some kind of joint responsibility went on in 
Madras and the Punjab during the first few years of the Reforms, 
and wiU in all probability function in those Provinces under the new 
dispensation ; but it is not likely that anything but the group system 
will work elsewhere. The Provinces are in some cases homogeneous 
and may be conceived to be a proper field fpr this experiment, b’t 
can such a system hope to succeed right at the beginning in a sub- 
continent hke India, embracing Provinces as dissimilar as the 
North-West Frontier Province, the Central Provinces and Bengal, 
not to speak of the States with their bewildering diversity. 

Indeed, the Committee itself realises the difficulty of forming an 
Indian Federal Cabinet on the principle of collective responsibility 
of Ministers (see paragraph 36). A collectively responsible Cabinet 
involves the interference of the Indian States in the affairs of British 
India on any question that involves the existence of the Ministry, 
even if the matter which has given rise to the question of confidence 
is one primarily affecting British India only.’' This surely is very 
undesirable, as pointed out by me before. 

Now I wish to touch on two other questions. As a humble 
'member of the English Bar .of nearly 27 years' standing in India, 
let me say, Sir, what a palladium of justice the Privy Council of 
India is to India. The Privy Council will for ever remain a monu- , 
mental landmark in the judicial administration of India. I would ■ 
strongly resist any attempt at breaking the power and responsibility 
of the Privy Council. A Supreme Court in India, call it a Federal 
Court if you wiH, is necessary, but the functions of the Privy Council 
must remain distinct and unquestioned. We in India have the most 
absolute faith in the integrity of the highest Court of the Realm. 

The last point. Sir, which I wanted to emphasize is the redistribu- 
tion and the division of the boundaries of Provinces. The Provinces 
as at present constituted in India have unnatural limits and 
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unnatural boundaries. There should be homogeneity in the 
Provinces, and therefore I think it is due to the Federal Structure 
Committee, and it is due to the Conference, to see that some 
machinery is set up which would place the British Provinces in 
India on a basis which would bring about more homogeneity and 
mpre affinity than exists today. 

Rai Bahadur S. M. Bapna: Mr. Prime Minister, His Highness 
the Maharaja of Indore expected to be present at the Plenary Session 
of this Conference, and regrets very much that, owing to a motor 
accident which he had a few days ago, he is unable to come. In 
these circumstances he has authorised me to deliver his speech on 
his behalf, which with your permission. Sir, I will now proceed to 
do. His Highness's speech is as follows :— 

Mr. Prime Minister, we have listened to the speeches of distin- 
guished statesmen of all parties, British and Indian. It is with 
extreme diffidence that I follow so much ability backed up by so 
much experience. But the welfare of a people of three hundred and 
fifty millions and the attainment of India's rightful place in the 
world's esteem are causes so sacred that I could not return to my 
country unless I had served them to the best of my power. The 
immediate duty laid upon ah. of us as patriots and as privileged to 
be parties to these great deliberations is clear and frank speech on 
the difficulties that confront us and the means to overcome those 
difficulties. 

As I was not a member of this Conference last year I feel I should 
indicate briefly what in my judgment would be the most suitable 
basis for the future constitution of federated India. In doing this, 
I express my appreciation for the valuable work that has been done 
by the Committees of this Conference. Their Reports have clarified 
the issues, and the members of this Conference have the advantage 
of being confronted with definite proposals. Thanks to the know- 
ledge and patience and spirit-of mutual accommodation which have 
gone to the making of these proposals, we shall not be working in 
darkness or ignorance. 

We are all agreed that India has to advance to the status of a 
Dominion. Differences of opinion start only when the method and 
the pace come to be considered. Various methods were considered 
in the past and by a process of elimination, and, possibly a certain 
amount of evolution, the idea of an aU-India Federation embracing 
both British India and the Indian States emerged. That seemed to 
provide a method and a basis that promised to facilitate agreement 
even on the question of the pace of the advance. But on closer 
examination, every one of us, I believe, has realised that the hopes 
entertained last year by many in and out of the Conference were 
brighter than the realities of the situation justified. The coming 
in of the States involved the addition of an infinite number of compli- 
cations to an already complex problem ; and, though it might 
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perhaps have been better for the States, and British India also, if 
British India had not based the entire scheme of the future constitu- 
tion on the hope of an immediate entry of the States, I am aware 
that some of the Indian States expressed their willingness to come 
into an All-India Federation, in order to help British India to attain 
responsible government. At the same time, as this Conference will 
remember, their willingness to join an all-India Federation was 
subject to three important conditions :— 

(1) that their .relationship with the British Crown in accord- 
ance with the existing treaties or engagements should remain 
intact, except in matters in, and to the extent to, which the 
States and the Crown agree to modify it; 

(2) that the Sovereignty and internal autonomy of the States 
are not affected in any way ; that is to say, their integrity is 
fully conserved; and 

(3) that India remains a Dominion within the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. 

These conditions were, and are, essential in the interests of the 
States, and it is but natural that every Ruling Prince should consider 
them as fundamental. 

I, for my part, would be wiUing that my state should help the 
scheme of all-India Federation, provided the scheme satisfies the 
three conditions broadly set forth above. The precise form and 
details of the constitution shall be determined by considerations of 
their suitabihty to existing conditions. Constitutions of a federal 
type exist in other countries, but no two of those countries have 
the same set of conditions or circumstances, and therefore no two 
constitutions are exactly ahke. Conditions in India are infinitely 
more compHcated than elsewhere. A greater variety of interests 
have to be harmonised. The Indian States are sivi generis, and an 
attempt to bring these sovereign States into an ^-India Federation 
with the heretofore non-autonomous Provinces of British India 
has peculiar complexities. None of the existing constitutions of a 
Federal type can be accepted as a model. It was in view of this 
that the Federal Structure Committee recorded in theii Report:— 

It will be easy for the constitutional purist, citing Federal 
systems in widely different countries, to point out alleged 
anomahes in the plans which the Committee have to propose 
to this great end; but the Conamittee, as they stated in their 
first Report, are not dismayedby this reflection. Their proposals 
are the outcome of an anxious attempt to understand, to give 
full weight to, and to reconcile, different interests.” 

I entirely agree with these observations. 

I have given very careful consideration to the scheme outlined 
last year and considered in detail again this year by the Federal 
Structure Committee, and I say, with the greatest respect for its 
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advocates and adherents, that it does not provide the essential 
safeguards for the States, and, further, presents almost insuperable 
difficulties. 

As I have already hinted, it would have been in the interest of 
British India,, if the States were left out altogether at this stage and 
British India had independently evolved a constitution suited to 
its conditions. The States would, then, have considered how they 
would come into closer association with British India for matters 
of common concern. But as the decision to federate had already 
been taken, after much thought, I outlined a scheme that in my 
opinion was suited to the peculiar conditions of India, and likely 
to meet the requirements of the several interests, and circulated my 
views some time ago. 

This scheme has the support of Their Highnesses of Patiala and 
Dholpur, Sir Prabhashanker Pattani and Sahibzada Abdus Samad 
Khan (representing His Highness the Nawab of Rampur) among 
the Rulers and representatives of States who are here, and, I under- 
stand, of several other Rulers of the States of India. As it is possible 
some of the members of the Conference may not have seen my note, 
I propose to deal briefly with the main features of my scheme, 
which are as follows:— 

1. The Fed.erating Units to he 
(1) Federated British Indian Provinces, i.e., British India, and 
(2) The States collectively. 
The States will, with the assent of the Crown, constitute 

themselves into an Electoral College which may be given any 
suitable name, i.e. aU the States make one group or unit 
for the purpose of electing their quota of representatives to the 
Federal Legislature. • 

2. Federation to be for purposes of specified matters of common 
interest only. 

3. Functions. 
Policy and legislation in regard to, and administration of, 

certain specified subjects. 
Note.—^The Federal Legislature will lay down pohcy and 

enact laws relating to the subjects enumerated in Appendix A, 
of my note. 

The States will, then, automatically pass the Federal laws 
as State laws and they will then come into force within the 
territories of the States. 

In the event of failure on the part of any State to carry out 
the policy and laws passed, the Confederation of States will 
use its influence and bring round the defaulting State through 
its representative; but even if that fails, which is not likely, 
the Federal Government will take necessary action through the 
Crown. 
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4. Structure and Composition of Federal Government. 

(a) Legislature.—^There should be preferably only one Chamber^ 
to which representatives could be sent by States through the 
Electoral College referred to above. The representation of the 
Indian States should be 50 per cent. If it is bi-cameral, the 
States should have 50 per cent, representation in the Upper 
Chamber and on population ba.sis in the Lower Chamber. 

ip) Executive.—(i) The States need not insist on a fixed 
number of representatives in the Federal Executive. 

(ii) The Executive will be responsible to the Legislature. 

5. Method of Election of States' Representatives. 
The States will constitute themselves into a Confederation 

for the purpose of Federation with British India. This will 
serve as an Electoral College for electing their representatives 
to the Federal Legislature. The Confederation will be composed 
of representatives of Sovereign States and of groups of the 
remaining States. 

Major States may be allotted a fixed number of seats to ensure 
their individual representation, and some regional distribution 
may also take place. For the purpose of election, the principle 
of plural voting may be accepted, the number of votes allotted 
to a particular State depending on the State's pohtical position, 
though population and income may also be given due weight. 
The details will be settled by the »States themselves. 

The representatives constituting the quota of the States will 
represent the States collectively and they will include among 
them representatives of the major States for whom seats will 
be reserved. 

6. Federal Finance. 
Federal finance will be found from indirect taxation only, 

so far as at least the States are concerned. 

7. Supreme or Federal Court and Arbitration Courts. 
There should be a Court to deal with constitutional questions 

only. In case the volume of work does not justify the con- 
stitution of a peimanent Court, provision should be made for 
the constitution of a Court each time as the occasion arises, 
but the qualifications of the ehgible personnel and the method 
of its constitution shall have to be specifically and definitely 
laid down in the constitution. 

For disputes between the Crown and the Indian States pro- 
vision should be made that they should be settled by an 
impartial Court of Arbitration, distinctly separate from the 
Federal Court, the constitution of which should also be defined 
beforehand. The Arbitration Court should also decide disputes 
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between a State or States and Provinces inter se, or between a 
State or States and Central Government of Biitish India. 
Neither the Federal Court nor the Court of Arbitration shall 
exercise jurisdiction as the highest Court of Appeal. 

It will be noticed that this scheme differs from the one embodied 
in the Reports of the Federal Structure Committee on the following 
main points :— 

[a) The Federating units according to my scheme will only 
be two, viz., British India, and the States collectively. 

ip) The representation of the States will be collective through 
members elected by the Electoral College. 

(c) The Federal laws will be adopted by the States and passed 
as their own laws. They will then operate within the State 
territories, not as Federal laws, but as State laws. 

{d) There will be thus no new State created and consequently 
there will be no question of allegiance from the subjects of the 
Indian States to the Federal Government, as an all-India State. 

[e) Uni-camerai Legislature preferably. 

The Federal Structure Committee contemplates the component 
elements to be, on the one hand 

[a) The Federating Provinces of British India, and, on the 
other hand, 

(&) Such Indian States or groups of States as may enter the 
Federation. 

This would, in my opinion, give rise to a number of difficulties. 
First of all, it would be difficult to federate non-autonomous Pro- 
vinces with Sovereign Indian States individually, as some subjects 
will have to remain Central. Secondly, it would be difficult to 
come to an agreement on the allocation of seats as between British 
India and the Indian States and between the Indian States inter se. 
On the basis of the States federating individually, the smaller States 
could not be given satisfaction in the matter of representation; 
yet it would be impossible to expect the smaller States to go into 
their respective groups at one and the same time and joiii tlie 
Federation. The States entering the Federation at once would 
not be a large percentage of the entire body of the States, but they 
would claim the fuU quota of representatives allotted to the States, 
on the understanding that the extra seats would be released as other 
States came in. These difficulties can be got over by the entire body 
of States going into the Federation as one unit. The States would 
in that case, being an equal partner, be entitled to equal representa- 
tion with British India. Representation in the Legislature would be 
collective, and not by individual units. All Sovereign States, 
whatever the extent of their territories or volume of revenue or 
population, or their salute, are entitled to representation, and this 
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would give the smaller States a considerable amount of reassurance 
and satisfaction that their interests were being properly looked after 
by a body that had the interests of all the States alike at heart. 
Under this arrangement the smallest State will have a chance of 
having its own representative some time or the other in the Federal 
Legislature, while the major States, on account of reservation of 
seats, will always be represented. Against this proposal, it has been 
urged that it would crea e a States bloc against the British Indian 
members in the Legislature. Let me assure those who have any 
misgivings on this point that nothing of the kind is contemplated. 
The States’ representatives are likely to vote collectively only in 
cases v/here any encroachment on their sovereignty and internal 
autonomy as a body is involved in legislation under consideration; 
or where any of the three fundamental conditions are threatened to 
be violated ; on other occasions they will be free to look after the 
particular interests that they have been entrusted with. 

I am aware that our distinguished friend. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, 
struck a note of warning that this confederation of States would 
create a super-State which might interfere with the internal ahairs 
of individual Indian States. The position on this point does not 
appear to have been correctly understood. There is no intention at 
all of giving this body any powers or even functions beyond what 
I have described above. It Will function as an Electoral College and 
act as a sort of buffer between the Federal Government and the 
Indian States, exercising its persuasive influence over the defaulting 
State’s representative in the event of such a contingency arising, 
which I hold will be a very rare occurrence. This method and 
process by. the States themselves would, I venture to maintain, be 
certainly more conducive to the smooth working of the constitution 
and far more preferable to direct interference by the Federal Execu- 
tive. It is possible that misunderstanding may have arisen because 
of confusing .this proposed body with the existing Chamber of 
Princes. 

The advantages of the proviso that Federal laws should be apphc- 
able to the States after they have been passed as States’ laws are 
obvious. In Federal matters the same laws will obtain throughout 
India ; yet the States will keep their sovereignty in the eyes of their 
subjects. This is a matter to which the Rulers of States attach 
importance, and His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner referred to 
this in some detail last year. 

That leads me to item {d). The creation of a new aU-India State 
with powers to legislate directly for aU its units must necessarily 
involve double allegiance for the subjects of the States to that extent. 
The possibility of the Federal Legislature enacting laws which will 
automatically apply to the States’ subjects, and the exercise of direct 
control by the Federal Government upon the States even in Federal 
matters will according to my proposal be eliminated. 
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My preference for a uni-cameral Legislature as against a bi-cameral 
one is based, inter alia, on the distinct advantages that it offers:— 

(1) Of eliminating the possibility of a natural struggle for 
power between the two Chambers, of the kind that has arisen 
elsewhere; and 

(2) Of minimising the difficulty that British India is experi- 
encing on the question of agreement regarding the method of 
election and apportionment of seats among various communities 
and interests. 

By the method of indirect representation of the various Provinces 
in the Federal House, the communal difficulty could be minimised, 
and I, for one, would not insist in that case on a 50 per cent, 
representation in a uni-cameral Legislature. 

I might add here that if the proposal about having one House is 
not accepted, and it is decided to adopt a bi-cameral Legislature, the 
representatives of States in both the Chambers should be selected, 
elected or nominated, as the case may be, according to the forms of 
government prevailing in the respective States. 

I now come to certain other features of federation between 
British India, and the Indian States, as contemplated in my scheme. 

Of the subjects administered centrally .at present by the Govern- 
ment of India, some will have to be Federal or Central and others 
Reserved, at least during the period of transition. It should be 
definitely and clearly provided that the States* representatives will 
have nothing to do with legislation connected with, and bearing on, 
the administration of the Central subjects. Similarly, the British 
Indian representatives shall not be allowed to deal with matters 
other than those which will be expressly agreed upon to be Federal 
and. specified in the constitution. The point has, I am glad to be 
able to say, been definitely and unequivocally stressed by all members 
of the Indian States Delegation, and His Highness the Nawab of 
Bhopal has repeatedly stated it in the Federal Structure Committee. 
I am, accordingly, definitely of the opinion that when legislation 
relating to Central subjects i.s under discussion, the States’ repre- 
sentatives, not being directly interested, should not participate in 
the determination of those matters. 

The Executive will, of course, be responsible to the Legislature, 
the responsibility of the entire Executive being collective. The 
Ministers selected from among the States’ representatives should 
only hold the portfolios comprising Federal subjects. The Ministers 
in charge of what may be known as Reserved subjects during the 
transition period may be members of the Legislature and attend 
the meetings only for explaining the position of the Government with 
regard to their respective spheres. They will, hold office during the 
pleasure of the Governor-General. 
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As it will be necessary to keep some subjects, not capable of being 
federalised or provincialised, as centrally administered subjects, 
there is likely to be a considerable difficulty on the question of 
financing the administration of Federal subjects. These difficulties 
came into prominent discussion in the Federal Structure Committee, 
and though efforts have been made on all sides to come to an agree- 
ment as to the form of words that will determine the policy to be 
adopted in the matters, I am not quite sure that the States would 
be willing, and even able, to commit themselves to a definite under- 
taking in favour of federation without knowing what exactly their 
obligations in that behalf would be. According to my proposals, 
the difficulty could be solved in a practical manner ; the administra- 
tion of Federal subjects could be carried on with the allotment of 
funds from Central revenues as at present. The status quo could be 
maintained subject, of course, to the settlement of pending disputes, 
indirect taxation only being resorted to, so far as the States are 
concerned, even in the event of a deficit. The States would be willing 
to bear, as constituents of the Federation, their fair share of debts 
relating to Federal subjects. The first charge on Federal receipts 
will be the expenditure on account of Federal subjects, including 
payment of Federal debts, interest thereon, and expenditure on 
the Army and Foreign Relations. I contemplate, of course, the 
Federal Budget being separate from the Central Budget. In grave 
emergency such as war, the States would, as they have voluntarily 
done in the past, contribute towards the extraordinary expenditure 
according to their capacity and resources. 

My State, for example, has never paid any tribute. The British 
Government bound itself by the Treaty of 1818, in consideration 
of the cessions of territory made by the then Maharaja Holkar, 
to support a field force to maintain the internal tranquillity of my 
State, and to defend it from foreign enemies. In 1865, by means 
of a monetary adjustment, the obligation to retain a force for 
service with the British troops was discharged, and my State was 
relieved in perpetuity of all demands for defence, pecuniary or of 
troops. Yet in times of war my State has always placed its resources 
freely at the disposal of the Crown; and it will continue to do so 
on similar occasions for the defence of the common Motherland. 

With regard to the Federal Court, I am emphatically of the 
opinion that if a Supreme Court is established for British India, 
the Federal Court should be absolutely distinct from that Court. 
The functions that should be entrusted to the Federal Court were 
detailed by Sir Akbar Hydari in the Federal Structure Committee 
on the 23rd October, and I generally support those views, and further 
details no doubt will have to be carefully considered later on. 

In addition to the Federal Court, I consider it necessary that 
provision should be made for the constitution of a Court of Arbitra- 
tion for the settlement of disputes between the Crown and the Indian 
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States, between a State or States and Provinces, inter se, or between 
a State or States and Province or Provinces and the Central Govern- 
ment of British India. 

Before I conclude, I shall make an appeal not only to the distin- 
guished members present here, but also through them to the parties 
and interests that they represent. The Indian States have for 
long been, and are, repositories of all that was good in India, of 
ancient culture, oriental traditions and ideals. That much, I hope, 
will be conceded. I am ready to grant that from the point of view 
of administration there is room for reform in some States and 
necessity for reform in some others ; but what I wish to emphasize 
is that the way to bring about reform wherever necessary in Indian 
States is not to force undiluted democracy on them. Democracy 
has its good points ; but experience has shown that it is not an 
unmixed blessing. It has been tried in the West and I am not quite 
sure if opinion is entirely in its favour. We in India should therefore 
benefit by the experience gained elsewhere and model our future 
institutions with due regard to the traditions, sentiments and 
temperament of the people ; institutions that they cannot make use 
of properly might do more harm than good. Though this is true 
of all India, it will apply with greater force to Indian States where 
the people have for ages lived happily under a benevolent monarchy, 
and where the personal element, the sense of a personal contact 
between the Ruler and the ruled, based on affectionate care on the 
one hand and devoted loyalty on the other, has played such an 
important part in creating an identity of interests between the 
Sovereign and the people. The people appreciate the value of 
something that is not only palpable, but is also endowed with 
feeling, and would far rather look up to that than to a machine for 
sympathy and soligitude. Once that feeling in the minds of the 
people is destroyed, there is' no knowing where society will drift. 
It will just be a drift; and when the link that held the people 
together is missing, it would be difficult to regulate the direction 
or the pace of the drift. I admit that we are not perfect; many of 
us have still to do more, or to use the often-repeated terse phrase 
" set our house in order.'" Our duty is to work for the welfare of 
oiir people. In their happiness and contentment lies our prosperity 

. and future well-being. With a thorough understanding between 
us and our people and the machinery of government working 
smoothly with the perfect co-operation that arises out of identity 
of interests, the Indian States can stiU prove to the world that it is 
possible to have a perfectly contented and well-governed State under 
a benevolent autocracy of our own kith and kin. 

Well-governed States of the kind I contemplate, will, without the 
doubtful element of democracy, be a source of strength to the 
Federation of all-India. They will work as a steadying and sobering 
influence in case the events in British India tend, God forbid, to 
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threaten the disruption of society. By their long experience in the 
art of governing, according to Eastern requirements, they will make 
contributions that appeal to the imagination of the people. Their 
practical knowledge of military administration will be invaluable as 
the Army and Defence gradually come within the purview of the 
Federal Government. The States may have been conservative in 
outlook in the past, some of them may even now be a little behind the 
times, but they are all advancing ; and it is my firm conviction that 
an advance under an indigenous form of rule and government will 
be far more conducive to the abiding prosperity of the people than 
one based on an imitation of the march of events in some foreign 
lands. There is, at present, a considerable amount of misunder- 
standing of the position of the governments in Indian States, but 
I can assure you that a great deal of it is based on want of reliable 
first hand knowledge of the real conditions. As the States come 
into closer association with British India, mutual understanding and 
goodwill must develop. British India will then realise the truth of 
what I claim today and will stand by these States instead of seeking 
to exterminate them. The States wiU prove the surest defence of 
India’s great civilization, whether against aggression from without 
or disintegration from within. 

Mr. Basu : We are coming to the close of our deliberations, but 
while the Conference has been at work there have been many 
expressions of opinion by important political groups in this country 
requiring that the Conference should be put to an end, or that in 
the alternative the Government should commence governing. It 
has not been made clear to us what is meant by that expression 

governing.” 

{Here Mr, Ramsay MacDonald vacated the Chair, which was taken hy 
Lord Sankey.) 

If by ” government ” is meant taking legislative and administrative 
measures or putting an end to the agitation that is so widespread in 
India, that is a course of action that is not new; It is unfortunate 
that recent political history in India is not carefully studied in this 
country. For the last thirty years a great many legislative measures 
have been put on the Indian Statute book limiting the liberty of the 
subject, formulating procedure for the detention of men without 
trial, limiting the liberty of the press and so on. Those methods were 
tried for several years. What was the result ? While fifty years 
ago disaffection with the present state of things extended to only a 
few thousands, such disaffection has spread more widely and has 
sunk more deeply, and has now spread to millions. 

What is the alternative ? This Conference has been engaged in 
trying to come to an agreement as to the future status and constituti- 
tion of India. There has been a frank expression of views and 
there has been a general desire to trust each other. What I want 
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to urge is that that spirit of trust should be the basis of our work. 
From the nature of the deliberations before the Federal Structure 
Committee it appears that doubts have been entertained, and that 
a spirit of trust has not played as great a part as it ought to have 
played in those deliberations. It has probably been forgotten that 
the people of India had their own institutions. Many of you have 
heard of the village communities. When the British connection 
commenced, probably as always happens with alien rule, indigenous 
institutions were crippled and power was sought to be centralised; 
but there was always that basic Indian life when people assembled to 
manage their own affairs, and there is no reason why at the present 
day the people should not be trusted to manage their own affairs 
as they did in days past. 

I am also sorry to notice in this country that there is not a full 
appreciation of the forces that now move Indian life. Sir Abdul 
Qaijmm told us this morning that the passion for self-rule not only 
dominates the people of British India, but has gone over the border, 
and the men of the Frontier Province also desire to have full self-rule. 
Well, the persistent desire for self-rule is not confined to any par- 
ticular community in India; it animates the Hindu as well as the 
Muslim, as Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq patriotically admitted. In fact, the 
free air of the wide deserts of Arabia has breathed its love of self-rule 
into the life of India, and that desire constitutes one of the strongest 
forces in the composite life of India. 

There are also other factors in Indian life which are overlooked. 
There is the great growth of Indian literature and of patriotic 
literature which moves the life of the people and moulds the life of 
the younger generation in India. That is not taken sufficient note 
of in this country. There are also movements for the advance of 
science and art—^movements that have been recognised and appre- 
ciated all over the world, which also have not been taken sufficient 
note of. If all these factors are taken into account then the case for 
trusting the people becoines as strong as it can possibly be. 

I now come to the Report of the Federal Structure Committee. 
As regards the adjustment of Provincial boundaries and the allocation 
of certain sources of revenue to the Centre and to the Provinces, 
I associate myself with the remarks that have fallen from Mr. Fazl- 
ul-Huq and Dr. 'STaw. If the Statute fixes in a hard and fast manner 
the sources of revenue between the Centre and the Provinces, it may 
appear after the working of the constitution for a little time, that 
some Province finds it difficult to continue as a modern. State with 
the resources placed at its disposal. There must, therefore, be some 
procedure in the constitution by which financial readjustments may 
be made where necessary , and for that purpose agreements may be 
entered into between the Centre and the particular State concerned. 

In this connection reference has been made to the readjustment 
of boundaries. That is a question about which there are strong 
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opinions in different parts of India. The people of several areas 
are not satisfied with being parts of certain Provinces to which 
they now belong ; and for various other reasons it may be necessary 
to readjust the boundaries of the States according to the wishes 
of the inhabitants of those tracts. There should be some method 
by which those wishes can be ascertained and the States constituted 
according to the ascertained views. 

I will now come to the question of minorities. 
It is a question beset with difficulties, but it is a question that 

cannot be shelved, and has to be solved. All sections of political 
opinion in India give due weight to a satisfactory solution of this 
question, and if a solution has not been arrived at it is due to a 
great extent to the large size of this Conference and also to the fact 
that the representatives of the communities when back in India 
have not put forth sufficient efforts for trying to arrive at a settle- 
ment there. But it should be remembered that because there is 
this difficulty about minorities we should not stay our hands as 
regards the broader issue—the general political advance of India. 

Framers of constitutions, so far as I have been able to find out, 
according to my humble judgment, have never shied at obstacles 
or exaggerated difficulties. Difficulties there have always been, 
there are, and there will be. Those who have established or helped 
in the establishment of new States have grappled with those diffi- 
culties, and have shown that in practical working they do not count 
as being as important as they are made out to be. As regards the 
question between the communities in India, we have listened to 
very instructive and interesting speeches. Take the entire life of 
India. Consider what part these communal differences occupy 
amongst three hundred and fifty milhons of people of various shades 
of opinion. There are one or two communal clashes, or riots, as 
they have been called, in the course of a year. Is that such a very 
large thing as to incline you to override the desires and wishes of a 
whole people—desires and wishes entertained by all communities 
and by all classes ? Look also at another picture. Where there are 
these occasional clashes, side by side with them there are a thousand 
and one amicable contacts between the communities in matters just 
as important. I go to my friends, Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq and Mr. Ghuznavi, 
my Mussulman colleagues from my Province of Bengal, in matters of 
the greatest importance to me and to them, and they come to me. 

There is no question of any communal difference in those cases. 
Why, because there are sometimes these unfortunate communal 
clashes and there are differences of religion, should the element of 
religious difference be introduced into the management of the affairs 
of the State ? That is a proposition which I have not been able to 
understand or appreciate. 

In making his remarks on this question, Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq made 
reference to a note which I had the honour to submit to the Prime 
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Minister, as I was not a member of the Minorities Committee, and 
which the Prime Minister, at my request, circulated to the Delegates. 
Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq stated that in that note it appeared that I had 
said that in various districts in Bengal where Muslims were in a 
majority the local bodies, in the election of which there is no reserva- 
tion of communal seats and no separate electorates, had had a 
larger number of Muslims returned. What I stated precisely was 
that in localities where the land-owning classes, the traders and 
money-lenders are mostly Hindus, and the electors mostly Muslims, 
recent elections had shown that the majority of elected representa- 
tives on local bodies consisted of Muslims. I would request Mr. 
Fazl-ul-Huq and Mr. Ghuznavi to say for their own districts whether 
it is not a fact that in those districts the majority of the elected 
seats are held by Muslims and the majority of the voters are Muslims. 
The Hindus, however, do not make a grievance of it. In those 
districts where the- Hindus are iii a majority the reverse happens, 
and personally I fail to understand why, when in districts- where 
the Mushms are in a majority, the Hindus do not grumble at there 
being a larger number of Muslim representatives on the local bodies, 
the Mushms, where they are in a minority—as Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq 
puts it, in a preponderating minority-—should grumble because 
there is a larger number of Hindu representatives on the local 
bodies. 

What is felt by the non-Muslim communities in Bengal is that 
if you have separate electorates on a rehgious basis, and if you 
reserve to a majority community a majority of the seats, then you 
practically place in the hands of the majority community political 
power for all time, political power which will have as its backing 
not the community in general but those of the community that 
profess One. particular faith. The proposition, that a majority 
community should have a reserved number of seats and separate 
electorates is in fact a new one, but it has been stated that probably 
the situation is unique. I do not find that it has been made out that 
the situation is as it is represented to be. 

With regard to the Lucknow Pact, to which reference has been- 
made by Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq, he has quoted certain remarks by Sir 
William Vincent. He forgets the Montagu-Chelmsford Report, in 
which it is clearly stated that it was an agreement which the Govern- 
ment had to accept, because it was a Pact agreed to by the two 
great communities after the most anxious and lengthy deliberations. 
They were then looking forward to an advance in the constitution 
of India. The claim had been put forward by a number of members 
of the Central Legislature and others. In view of the expected 
constitutional advance the two communities came together, put 
their heads together, and after a great deal of discussion in Calcutta 
and elsewhere, and finally at Lucknow, they arrived at an,- agreed 
settlement. The Government of India adopted the scheme. That 
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it did adopt it is clear from the fact that the proportion that now 
prevails in the allocation of seats in the Legislature is based on that 
Pact. Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq also said that another of my statements 
was not correct, and that was that the existence of communal 
electorates has led to the constitution of communal parties in the 
Legislature. He and I both belong to the Legislature of Bengal. 
Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq belongs to the party which is known as the Praja 
Party. It has seats allocated to it in the Legislature. At the 
commencement there was one Hindu, or perhaps there were two 
Hindus, as members of that party, but for a very long time there 
has been no Hindu there, and if you ever go and visit the Bengal 
Legislature you will find that the seats allocated for that party are 
occupied by Muslims only. I belong to a party which has a general 
name also—The People’s Party—but it so happens that whether 
I look on either side or behind me aU the faces that I see are Hindu 
faces. So in that way, though the names of the parties may not be 
communal, the fact is that they are communal, and when they 
consider matters in their party meetings the other communities, or 
representatives of the other communities, are not asked, and v/hen 
communal matters are sometimes, considered, the Muslim party, 
by whatever name you may call it, sends its representatives as 
Muslims and the other party sends its representatives as Hindus. 
That is the fact. So I do not think that I have tried to mislead any 
one by the statement that I put in my memorandum, and I think 
that Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq has not correctly appreciated what was stated 
in my memorandum. 

Sir, as I have pointed out, the communal difference is there, but 
it is not predominant in our life. There are other factors in our life 
which are equally, if not more, predominant in which there is perfect 
amity between the two communities. Why should you close your 
eyes to those, and direct your attention only to where there are 
differences once in a year or so ? That is what is being represented 
to you. You are closing your eyes to the facts of real Indian life, 
and I regret to say that we have not been properly served by the 
agencies that the press in this country has in India. Certain 
particular matters, when they relate to strife, are reported here, and 
strongly and widely reported, while other matters are not reported. 

Sir, that is all I have to say wdth regard to the minorities. I will 
only say one word with regard to the question of Defence. I am not 
satisfied with the Report made as to Defence. For some reason or 
other we have lost tile organisation for looking after our own homes; 
but I shall tell you the feelings of Indians in the matter. 

During the Great War you withdrew nearly the whole of your 
standing Army and a very large part of military equipments in India 
were withdrawn from that country ; and you left India to a 
great extent in the hands of a very limited number of untrained 
troops. India is vulnerable both landwards and seawards, and the 
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feelings of Indians can very well be appreciated when they were in 
such a helpless condition. No doubt England has the responsibility 
of defending India, but the cry to defend the homes of our people 
seven thousand miles away from here is a very far cry and has not 
the same force as a cry nearer home. I hope that in framing the 
regulations us to defence the question of Indianisation and of 
transference of responsibility for defence will be so considered that 
the transfer and the Indianisation may be expedited as much as 
possible, and future military training should be in the hands of the 
Indian Legislature. 

The Nawab of Chhitari-: My Lord, I am speaking with a little 
disadvantage, because you are aware that the Muslim Delegates have 
decided to keep their views reserved on some points that were dis- 
cussed in the Federal Structure Committee, and I do not think I am 
at liberty to express my views on those points even now unless and 
until we arrive at a communal settlement. 

Although it is nearly a year since we left the shores of England 
after the last Session of the Round Table Conference, much water 
has flowed under the bridges in India ; things have happened of such 
importance in India that they are bound to influence the result of 
our decisions here. Some of them were of advantage to us ; others 
have presented us with great difficulties; but even those which 
present us with difficulty are useful in as much as they paint a true 
picture of the conditions and circumstances v/ith which we have 
to deal. 

The first point that I wish to mention is the settlement between 
Mahatma Gandhi and Lord Irwin which brought about peace in the 
country, and the subsequent decision of the Congress to send 
Mahatma Gandhi here as their delegate. We are very glad that that 
decision brought to the Round Table Conference persons like 
Mrs. Naidu, with her world-wide fame as a poetess, that most 
respected leader of India, Mahatma Gandhi, and Pandit M. Malaviya. 
Now we are all aware of their views also on the Indian question. 

Then I wish to deal with the communal question. Attempts were 
made here last year and those attempts were renewed in India. 
Renewed attempts were made here ; and it is with regret and shame 
I confess that we have failed to come to a complete agreement, even 
in spite of every effort made by the Prime Minister to help us. Our 
thanks are due to him for all his help. The misfortune is ours. 

But unsuccessful as the efforts have been, I would beg to submit 
that they have been of great use in so far that they have narrowed 
down the points of difference. If we read the resolution of the All 
Parties Muslim Conference, together with the speech of Doctor 
Ansariat Haridpur, we find that there is complete agreement between 
every section of Muslims on all salient points except one, and that 
is the subject of joint electorates. Therefore all these points can 
be regarded as the joint demand of the whole Muslim community. 
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As to the question of separate electorates, my position is the same 
today as it was last year on the 1st January, when I spoke on the 
question in the Minorities sub-Committee, namely, that as certain 
communities insist on separate electorates it should be given to 
them. There should be a clause in the constitution that they can 
give them up whenever they like of their own free will. After ah, 
separate electorates in themselves are not the goal. They are 
the means to achieve the goal. When all other safeguards for the 
Muslim community have been embodied, when they have seen the 
working of the constitution, when they realise that the real safety 
of the minority rests upon the goodwill of the majority more than 
anything else, I think they will be wiUing to give up the separate 
electorates. What we want is to create a feeling of nationahsm. 
Can we create a feeling of nationalism by enforcing upon certain 
communities. a system of electorates against their wishes ? My 
reply is in the emphatic negative. On the other hand, it will leave 
the community concerned morose and angry,, and it will create in 
the minds of the majority a feeling that they have got a joint 
electorate not because of the willingness of the minority, but because 
the minority were too weak to retain it in their hands. If my 
proposal is adopted the result would be that it wiE give the Muslim 
community‘the right of self-determination, and when the Muslim 
community agrees to give up the separate electorates the result will 
be that their Hindu brothers wiU feel that they have given up the 
separate electorates to show their imphcit confidence in the majority. 
For these reasons I still feel that it is the right way to start oh with 
separate electorates with such a clause in the constitution. 

We often hear about communal differences, and there is one point 
that I wish- to make very clear, particularly to the members of 
His Majesty’s Government, on whom the thankless task rests to 
decide. If we keep the Muslim demands on the one side, and the 
resolution of the Working Committee of the Congress on the other 
side, we shall find that the differences are not so many as they 
outwardly look. If we read the very lucid note that was circulated 
the other day by Sir Chimanlal Setalvad we shall find that the 
differences reihain only in the Punjab and Bengal. On every 
other point there seems agreement between the two communities. 
Therefore, thankless as the task may seem, it is not such a 
tremendous task for the Government, and I hope they will be able 
to settle it once for all. 

The other point which I wish to draw to the attention of members 
of the Cabinet is the rural agitation in India. The main cause for 
the agitation was economic, and therefore I do not wish to discuss 
the contributory causes, but certain phases of the agitation were 
such that they have caused a lot of alarm in the minds of those who 
hold property, at least in my Province. Only yesterday I received 
a telegram from the President of the British Indian Association, 
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which is the biggest organisation of landlords, urging that it should 
be insisted that among the fundamental rights the right of property 
should also be included ; and therefore I wholeheartedly support the 
recommendation of the Federal Structure Committee that this should 
be included in the fundamental rights of individuals. 

I know that Mahatmaj i himself is not against the right of individual 
proprietorship, and I should have loved to accept the formula put 
forward by him, but iny difficulty is that that formula leaves so 
many loopholes that, if a party which did not believe in individual 
proprietorship ever came into power, they would be able to confiscate 
property very easily. Malviji does not seem to agree with this view 
of mine, and therefore I will refer to the first sentence of the formula : 
“No existing interest legitimately acquired.’' The very words 
“ legitimately acquired ” throw the burden of proof on the owner of 
the property; he will have to prove whether the property was 
acquired by his forefathers, perhaps three hundred years ago, 
legitimately or otherwise, although the present law of the country 
is that possession is nine points of the law. It is not that one has 
only to prove at present that the present owner is not the lawful 
owner of the property; but one has also to prove before the court 
that so-and-so is the owner of the property. Instead of putting the 
burden of proof on the other side, however, this formula puts the 
whole burden of proof on the owner of the property. It is practically 
impossible for a man who traces the origin of his property to the 
Mogul Emperors to be able to prove now whether his great-grand- 
father obtained it in a legitimate way or otherwise. Similarly, there 
is another sentence : shall not be interfered with except in accord- 
ance with the law applicable to such interest.” Here again, if there 
is a party in power which does not believe in the right of private 
property, and they are a majority in the House, they can pass a law- 
today and confiscate property tomorrow; it will be confiscated 
according to law. My point is that I do not wish in any way to 
interfere with the freedom of the future government if they wish to 
acquire land for public use. Certainly give them every facility to 
acquire land from any person if they wish it for public use, but with 
compensation. Compensation may be paid to the owner, and then 
any piece of land, any house, any village, any piece of ground may 
be acquired according to law and I will be quite satisfied. 

Before I sit down. Sir, I wish to express my entire agreement with 
what has fallen from the lips of His Highness the Nawab of Bhopal. 
I think the solution of the Indian problem rests in all-India Federa- 
tion, and I hope that it will be possible for you. Sir, to continue 
this work out in India so that you may be able to complete the full 
construction of an all-India Federation which I am sure will enable 
India to take her place with other free nations, in the British Common- 
wealth on equal terms, and I hope that that will bind India to the 
British Commonwealth with such silken ties of love that they will 
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be far stronger than any iron chain of domination. I am sure that 
Indian people are getting restless, and that it is necessary for the 
Government to try to satisfy them as soon as possible. I do not 
mean that we should be hurried into action by anything that is 
being done by young men thoughtlessly, but at the same time, if we 
reaUy wish to remedy this morbid mentality, then the real remedy is 
that we should be able to create a public opinion in India so much 
against any action of violence that nobody may dare to do violence; 
and such a public opinion can only be created if there is a responsible 
Government in charge of law and order. 

Raja Narendra Nath : I was not amongst the fourteen signatories 
who, the other day submitted a representation requesting the British 
Government not to divorce Provincial autonomy from responsibility 
at the Centre. There was probably no time to get the signatures of 
all the Delegates. I, however, give my wholehearted support to the 
prayer made therein. The problem of Provincial autonomy involves 
the solution of questions more difficult than that of responsibihty at 
the Centre. It is more difficult to reconcile different communities 
than to work out an agreement amongst the Princes. The leaders 
amongst the former have to deal with the multitude. The Princes 
are statesmen and are better able to appreciate the value of com- 
promise. Judging from the reports that have come to me, I notice 
that there are only two important questions so far as the Federal 
Legislature is concerned, the solution of which will take time: 
(i) the method by which the Indian States will come into the Federa- 
tion, and (ii) Federal finance. For the solution of the communal 
tangle also some further enquiries will be necessary. The communal 
question is closely connected with the question of the franchise, for 
which it is proposed to appoint a committee. It will be necessary 
to wait, not only for the determination of the franchise, but in some 
cases also for the preparation of the electoral rolls and the formation 
of the constituencies. Proceedings in connection with the Federal 
Legislature will not take a longer time. 

I now wish to say a few words on the Reports of the Federal 
Structure Committee. I have not clearly understood what exactly 
are going to be the functions of the Federal Court in certain matters. 
There are differences of opinion in the Committee so far as the right 
to impugn or question the '' constitutional validityof a Provincial 
law is concerned. 

I presume that a law transgressing the constitutional right of a 
citizen is not '' constitutionally valid.'" I am personally of opinion 
that Provincial Courts—and better still a Provincial Pligh Court— 
should have the right to entertain such a suit and an appeal may be 
allowed to the Federal or Supren.e Court. 

The subject dealt with in paragraph 39 of the Second Report of the 
Federal Structure Committee might have been more fully developed. 
The necessity of creating an authority for the purpose of co-ordinating 
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the policy of different Provincial Governments, when.uniforrnity of 
policy is needed in the interests-^ of India as a whole, is obvious. 
Valuable suggestions on this point have been made in the Report 
of the Statutory Commission, paragraphs 184 and 185, Vol. II, and 
might be adopted. Such a co-ordinating Board would be necessary 
in view of the recommendation made in paragraph 12 of the Report 
of the Finance Sub-Committee^ The Provinces are apt to tinker with 
the subject of taxation, a process which ought to be avoided, and an 
advisory Financial Board will perform this useful function. The 
necessity of such co-ordinating Boards has recently been felt in 
Australia. 

The question dealt with in the Report on Commercial Discrimina- 
tion is not quite separate and distinct from the question of funda- 
mental rights which came within the purview of the Minorities sub- 
committee. I refer to paragraph 3 of last year's Report. 

In the final speech delivered on the 19th January, the Prime 
Minister also alluded to the subject—^page 484 of the Report of the 
Plenary Meetings. In view of those recommendations which 
apparently condemn discrimination in respect of all civic and 
economic rights and whilst the subject is stiU to be dealt with by 
an “ experienced Parliamentary draftsman," I do not see why 
commercial discrimination has been made the subject of a separate 
Report. There, however, appear to be some discrepancies in difiereht 
parts of the Fourth Report. Paragraph 18 enumerates the rights, 
in respect of which discrimination is condemned. Paragraph 19 
widens the scope of these rights as also of persons claiming them, 
while paragraph 22 again restricts the rights and the persons. I do 
not think it is intended to deprive any minority of the protection 
which this clause gives or to save from its operation an interest 
which a minority largely represents; 

In this connection I would invite attention to various clauses 
which have been suggested by several members of the Delegation in 
their respective notes and memoranda, and also to the series of clauses 
which have been proposed in the so-caUed compromise signed by 
His Highness the Aga Khan, Sir Hubert Carr, Sir Henry Gidney, 
and Dr. Ambedkar, and reported at page 5 of the Second Report 
of the Minorities sub-Committee. If discrimination in respect of 
taxation, the holding of property, the carrying on of any trade, 
profession or business, and in respect of residence or travel, is to be 
interdicted, is such discrimination to be permitted in respect of 
admission to educational institutions ? Mere executive instructions 
for laying open all schools to all classes, castes and creeds, have 
proved abortive; I wonder what Dr. Ambedkar has to say about it. 
Is it sufficient to condemn discrimination in the “ holding of 
property " ? Does such a phrase interdict such discriminatory laws 
as exist in Kenya against Indians and other Asiatic races ? Is 
acquisition of property covered by the term “ holding of property " ? 
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i would suggest to the Parliamentary draftsman ” that he should 
collate the various suggestions made by different Delegates repre- 
senting different interests and given in the first and second Reports 
of the Minorities sub-Gommittee. 

A few words on the report of the Minorities sub-Committee. I do 
riot wish to repeat what I have said in my memorandum on the 
claim of the Hindu 'minority in the Punjab. I wish, however, to 
know on behalf of the Hindu minority Whom I represent that, if 
the constitution does not immediately give them the right of voting 
for the election of the members who form the majority in the Council 
or the largest group, how long will this right be denied to them ? 

in the Punjab, two-thirds of the Council is so constituted that 
the remaining one-third representing the Hindu group has no 
voice in the election of two-thirds of the members. Is this right 
which the Hindus claim to be withheld as long as the majority 
wish to deprive them of it? Will that majority ever voluntarily 
give up that right ? Does the declaration of 1906 constitute a 
pledge ?—^though that pledge in respect of the Punjab was broken 
by the very persons who gave it. Has the pact of 1916 any binding 
force when all the parties who entered into the pact are dissatisfied 
with some of its aspects or other ? To ask us to make another 
pact is, I am afraid, to evade the responsibihty of deciding the 
question. The only solution is the one suggested by me in my 
memorandum. 

The method of recruitment of the Public Services has been suggested 
in the pact entered into by some of the minorities. The recruitment 
is to be so made as to give a proper and an adequate share to all 
classes and communities. • What this proper share is has to be 
determined by either the head of the executive or the members of 
the Public Services Commission who would be appointed by him. 
On behalf of the minority whom I represent I oppose this method 
for the following reasons. It would be difficult for the head of the 
executive in the future Government of India to disregard the wishes 
of the majority. A better plan to meet the claims of all classes will 
be to reserve for a transitional period a proportion for which such 
claims may be considered, and for the rest to declare that strict 
merit should be the sole criterion. There should have been unanimity 
on this point amongst all the minorities, but unfortunately this has 
not been the case. 

There are special reasons why, on behalf of the minority I represent, 
I oppose the method. In the first'place I must state frankly that 
the Hindu minority apprehends that it will not receive the same 
sympathetic treatment as the other minorities. Secondly, where 
spoon-feeding and reservation suits a majority community it becomes 
an irrevocable privilege. There can be no transitional period for it. 

With regard to the quantum of reservation I have only to point 
out the practice followed by the Government of India in respect of 
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appointments to the Imperial >Services. Oiie-tliird is reserved for 
redressing communal inequalities. However undesirable such a 
reservation may be on legitimate abstract grounds, I do not question 
the political expediency of such a policy, but then there is another 
side of the picture also. In the Punjabiventy to-eighty per cent, of 
the young men who come out of the University beiotig to xlie minority 
groups. The occasions on which Government has to tell theta that 
Government withholds from them the fruits of tlieir labours must 
be reduced to a minimum. In European countries statestnen 
constantly ponder over the figures of the unemployed, but imagine 
how great is the uriemployment amongst educated young men in 
our country. Till other avenues of employrnant are-Dpened, govern- 
ment service is the only ohj ective of our educated youths. I aitribute 
the general unrest in India largely to unemployment. 

Please do not think that I am attaching too miicli impotTance to 
Government service. Recruitment on the basis of caste and creed 
has a direct effect on the whole of our political outlook and mentality. 
If to display the communal and class label is conducive to a citizen's 
personal gain he will constantly do it and harp on it. Adopt the 
formula for services- proposed by my respected friend, Dr. Moonje, 
and the demand for separate electorates wiU cease within a .short 
time. The sum and substance of my speech is to ask you to give 
us a constitution which, at least paves the way tow^ards nationalism 
and encourages us to approach that goal and not one that per^’ 
petuates class differences, and makes impossible even the eve-ritual 
fulfilment of the pledge of 1917. 

Mr. Jadhav : I am very much obliged to you, Sir, for giving me an 
opportunity of expressing my views on the first <^y of this plenary 
Session. I had not the good fortune of being a member of any of the 
Committees this year, and I have had no occasion to urge the claims 
and the grievances of the people whom I have the honour to 
represent. I have had the privilege of hearing my friend, Sir.' A. P. 
Patro, and I am in general agreement with him. He is a leading 
member of the Justice Party in Madras, and I belong to a party in 
Bombay which is working on the same principles of justice and 
fairness to all the communities. I also agree with- Sir Cowasji 
Jehangir in what he has urged against commercial and administrative 
discrimination. I therefore do not* think it necessary for me to go 
over the same' ground again. 

Just a year ago, at our first Plenary Session, I gave my views about 
federation with the Indian States. I then said :— 

“ I was very agreeably surprised to hear from the speeches of 
the Princes that they are eager to come within the federation. 
I had not expected that that time would come so quickly. 
I had expected that the Indian Princes would like to form their 
own confederation and then to come into the general scheme 
after some years of experience. If they are already eager to 
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join the general federation I would not like to stand in their 
way, although I think that perhaps it would be better for the 
Indian Princes to develop their own Indian Chamber of Princes, 
by forming a federation of their own.-’ 

That is what I said last year. I knew that some of the Indian 
Princes were holding somewhat similar views at that time, and others 
have since come forward to join their ranks. The number of those 
eager to join the Federation without delay and of those who would 
prefer to take more time to decide is almost equal, and in these 
circumstances I shall be excused if I dare to say that it may require 
some time yet before the full Federal constitution comes into existence 
and works efficiently. There are difficulties in the way, and many 
igaps have yet to be filled, 

The Federal Structure Committee, Lord Chancellor, under your 
:able Chairmanship, has worked very arduously, and has brought 
out important Reports which show that there is a considerable 
measure of agreement amongst the members of that Committee. 
The material thus collected is very valuable, and will give consider- 
able help to those who are drafting the Government of India 
Amendment Bill. I hope and trust that that Bill will grant to India 
a Federal constitution. His Highness the Nawab Sahib of Bhopal 
has stated his readiness to join the Federal scheme, and I know 
that some of the leading States are also anxious to join; but to 
take the unlikely and extreme case, if it was found that the Princes 
could not join at once, there should be power given to British India 
to work the new constitution even in their absence. 

Sir A. P. Patro has urged the necessity of giving at least partial 
responsibility at the Centre, and has pointed out the dangers if 
Provincial autonomy only is given. Sir Cowasji has also addressed 
the Conference on that point. I am in agreement with them. 

As stated last year, I represent the Hindu backward communities 
of the Presidency of Bombay, and. especially the Mahrattas and 
allied castes. After the passing of the Government of India Act in 
1919, a Franchise Committee was appointed to recommend what 
qualifications should be prescribed for different Provinces and 
peoples. The Indian members of that Committee knew the condi- 
tions of the urban people very well, but they had not much acquaint- 
ance with the conditions under which the agricultural masses and 
labour, both factory and field, were working. Their recommenda- 
tions, therefore, gave a great advantage to the urban peoples over 
the rural. It was discovered, when the electoral rolls were ready, 
that the proportion of voters residing in municipal limits to the 
total population of those places was excessively higher than that 
of rural voters to the rural population. The special Committee 
that will be appointed now should be charged with the duty of 
correcting this injustice, and should take special care to see that 
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both the field and factory labour is brought on the roll. This object 
cannot be achieved unless some of the members of the Committee 
are specially chosen from those who are conversant with the rural 
conditions. 

In this connection I should like to say a few words about the 
Depressed Classes. The party to which I belong have consistently^ 
during the last eleven years, supported their claims, and our sym- 
pathy for their uplift cannot be called into question. At present 
they are represented in the Council by members nominated by the 
Governor. They claim that their representatives should enter the 
Council by election. So far there is an agreement among all classes 
and sections. But the difference of opinion is acute as soon as the 
question of the electoral roll is raised. Some favour reserved seats 
in joint electorates and others advocate special electorates. On 
principle, the former system of joint electorates is very attractive. 
But when one examines its practicability one is confronted with 
great difficulties and I am myself convinced that to call upon the 
Depressed Class candidate to contest a joint electorate is to call 
upon a cripple to run a race with an athlete and will amount to 
denying them effective and real representation. The Government 
of Bombay have recommended for these classes separate electorates 
and I have been holding the same view for many years; I am 
authorised by the party I represent to state that they also support 
the claim of the Depressed Classes 

Another matter in which my people are interested is the Indianisa- 
tion of the Army. In accordance with the recommendations of the 
Defence Committee of this Conference, an Expert Committee was 
appointed by the Government of India, and their Report has been. 
placed in our hands. It is a pity that there is no opportunity for 
us to discuss the recommendations of the Committee, especially 
when that Committee has gone out of its way to express its 
opinion in opposition to that expressed by the Defence Committee 
with regard to the necessity of keeping Sandhurst and Woolwich 
open for Indian Cadets, in addition to the number of students that 
will be admitted into the Indian Military College to be started 
hereafter. I have drawn up a note on this subject which has" been 
circulated to all members of this Conference, and I hope. Lord 
Chancellor, that it will be sent to the Government of India for their 
consideration. 

I crave your indulgence to say a few words about another Report' 
which has also been circulated among us. I mean the Report dealing 
with the financial ability of Sind to bear the strain of separation 
from Bombay. I have no desire to pass any remarks in favour of or 
against separation. The Report shows that the Government of 
Bombay have been spending over a crore of rupees (£750,000) a 
year on the administration and development of Sind in excess of 
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the-rey^nu'es obtained from that Province. Besides this, Bombay 
was incurring heavy capital liability on account of the Sukkur 
Barrage and other Irrigation schemes. ■ 

Here in this Conference, and especially in the Sind Committee, 
speeches were made charging the Government of Bombay with 
stepmotherly treatment of Sind. The report has exposed the 
hollownes's of this charge and shows how ungrateful Sind has been 
to the Mother, who is spending considerably more on Sind than her 
revenues warrant, at the cost of her own people.' I trust that the 
representatives of Sind will acknowledge the debt they owe to the 
Presidency proper and withdraw the charge of stepmotherly treat- 
ment brought against the Government of Bombay. 

Sirdar Jarmani Dass: Mr. Chairman, our discussions in both 
Sessions of this Conference have shown that federation will be the 
appropriate form of constitution for the whole of India. ' We have 
seep-that the two Indias cannot remain isolated without prejudice 
to their welfare and that, if suitable safeguards prevent one part 
from encroaching on the legitimate rights of the other—safeguards 
that would preserve the sovereignty of the States and the prestige 
and personal dignity of the Rulers—^both British India and Indian 
India may enter into federation with confidence. 

The Maharaja of Kapurthala, whom I have the honour to repre- 
sent, has signified his concurrence in the Federal scheme. The 
progressive ideas which His Highness brings to the rule of his State 
are well known. The institution more than ten years ago of a Legis- 
lative Assembly closely associated his subjects with his Government. 
It is widely hoped that, in due course all Indian States will introduce 
constitutional forms of Government, so as to bring their systems into 
line with responsible Government in British India, as fm as may be 
practicable. I share that hope, being emphatically of the opinion 
that the welfare and prosperity of the whole of India will depend 
largely on the ruling Mnces keeping this policy steadily in view. 

-Federation is an ideal accepted by aU parties, and if there are 
differences of opinion among the Princes,, it is not on the basic 
principle of federation, but on the method of selecting representa- 
tives to be sent to the Federal Legislature. The difference is that 
some Princes favour direct representation, and others indirect 
representation through an Electoral College. 

A study of these schemes leads me to hold that a via media can 
be found, whereby both methods could be embodied in the new 
constitution. A most important question is, how to divide and 
distribute the seats that are to be allotted to the States. In my view, 
this cannot be done satisfactorily on the basis of population and 
salutes. Under the scheme Sir Akbar Hydari outlined in his 
speech on September 23rd in the Federal Structure Committee, if 
only 50 seats were given to the States, 24 would go to the 24 States 
whose Rulers have salutes of 21, 19 and 17 guns ; one each to other 
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States grouped in different Provinces and agencies. Of the surplus, 
Hyderabad would have five additional seats, and Mysore, Haroda, 
Gwalior, and Kashmir two each. Sir Akbaf mentioned distribution 
bn these lines in a merely illustrative sense,'but I assert that if his 
scheme is adopted, federation is dooined. It must not be for- 
gotten that salutes are not the real criterion of the importance of 
States. The majority of the Sovereign States wiU remain out of 
federation if proper representation is not given to them, and this 
will mean the wreck of the. Federal Constitution. 

The inclusion of the majority of Sovereign States is of the utmost 
importance for consolidating the constitution. Just, imagine the 
weakness of the edifice of federation if only one seat-, were given 
to all the Punjab States (excluding Patiala and Bhawalpur) com- 
prising, among others, martial Sikh States like Nabha, Jind and 
Kapurthala, whose contributions to defence have been so vital to 
the safety of the Indian Empire, situated as they are in the Punjab, 
on the borders of Afghan territory. Important Mussulman States 
like Rampur and Junagarh, and Hindu States like Alwar, Bhavnagar, 
Nawanagar, and Dholpur, would also be excluded. Under such 
conditions federation will stand on weak pillars and will not bear 
the onslaught of any storm. Besides, it will be exceedingly difficult, 
however impartial the proposed Committee of allocation may be, 
to give a just and equitable representation to the States. I beg to 
submit, therefore, that the procedure adopted in the constitution 
of the-Chamber of Princes, which was inaugurated by Royal Pro- 
.clamation on February 8th, 1921, may with advantage be followed 
for the selection of representatives of these Princes for the Upper 
Chamber of the Federal Legislature. We all know the importance 
attached by the Indian pubhc to Queen Victoria’s Proclamation of 
1858. It is most important that the Proclamation of our present 
Gracious Sovereign, issued little more than ten years ago, should 
be the guide in this cognate matter of the Princes, whose relations 
are, not with the British Parhament, but with the Crown. There 
are also other reasons why the system which has worked satisfac- 
torily for the whole body of Princes since 1921 should not be departed 
from, in order to introduce a new principle that is certain to create 
jealousy, heartburning and suspicion, which we are all anxious to 
avoid. ■ I would suggest that, as provided in the constitution of 
the Chamber, one seat each should be given to all the ruling Princes 
who are members of the Chamber at present. If the 121 States are 
each given a seat in the Upper House, the claims of all the States 
will be met without giving any legitimate cause for grievance to 
the major States. The latter will have a considerable number of 
representatives in the Lower House on the population basis, since 
both Chambers are to have co-ordinate powers; the greater States 
will not have cause to grumble, as they will always have a strong 
position in the Legislature. Hyderabad, for instance, with its popula- 
tion of about 13,000,000, will have 14 members, one in the Upper 
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and 13 in the Lower House. States with a population of one million 
will have only two members ; one in each House. I submit that 
the Upper House should be enlarged in order to accommodate the 
121 members from Indian States. On a fifty-fifty basis, the Upper 
House would then number 242, while on a 40 per cent, basis it would 
be just over 300. This is not a large number compared with the 
Japanese House of Peers, which has 399 members ; and the British 
House of Lords is very much larger. 

That distinguished leader. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, on 
September 15th, said, " It is for Their Highnesses to decide what is 
the minimum number which will meet with their requirements, and 
then we will discuss the question of proportion between British India 
and Indian States.” From his remarks and those of other leaders of 
British India it would seem there should be no difficulty in British 
Indians agreeing to make the House a little larger to meet the needs 
of the States. The weightage given in the Upper House over the 
population percentage of the States,, should be used in the interest 
of the medium and smaller States. I am not thinking in this con- 
nection of the State I represent. Kapurthala will have direct 
representation in any event on account of its historical importance, 
its contribution to the defence of the country and for imperial 
purposes in the Afghan Wars and the Great War. It is also assured 
of representation from the point of view of salutes and the full 
Sovereignty it has enjoyed for some centuries. In the interest of 
the Princes as a body, we cannot allow these States enjoying full 
sovereignty to be treated in any inferior manner to those who enjoy 
the same rights although they are more thickly populated and their 
areas are larger. The equality of status among Sovereign States is 
implicit in the constitution of the League of Nations, where powerful 
countries such as England and France have the same representation 
as Uruguay and Paraguay in South America. As for the Lower 
House, I agree that the States' reprSSfentatives should be on the 
basis of population. I urge that States' representatives should be 
chosen by the Rulers from the members of the Legislative Councils 
of their States. ' 

I take this opportunity to express my firm conviction that the 
communal trouble in India which, unfortunately, is making its 
appearance also in some of the States, is transitory and artificial. 
Once confidence is restored and all suspicion removed, factors of 
community, caste, and creed will take only a secondary place in the 
political life of the country. This is the spirit of the younger 
generation to-day; as on them will rest soon the responsibility of 
working and developing the new Constitution, one can look to the 
future for a united and happy India without any misgiving and, 
indeed, with confidence. 

I take this opportunity to express my profound appreciation 
of the great work of the Prime Minister and other Ministers in helping 
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the Conference. History will record that the intentions of the 
British Government vis-d-vis India have been sincere. When we go 
home and reflect on all that has happened we shall recognise how 
many times during these Sessions we have had proofs of the sincerity 
of their affection for our country. Tliey are as anxious as we are 
to lead India to the goal of a self-governing country as a co-equal 
partner in the Commonwealth of the British Empire. The friend- 
ship cultivated by association for over a century and a half should be 
used further to strengthen the ties between England and India by 
which the attachment between the two peoples will become 
unbreakable. 

I am irresistably reniinded of a noble precept from Shakespeare 
which applies equally to India and to England :— 

“ Those friends thou hast, and their adoption tried 
Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel.'" 

MY. Barooah: This time, we meet in this historic hall, under 
different circumstances. When we met here a year ago we were 
looked down upon and ridiculed by many of our people at home. 
They thought that we were going on a fool’s errand. But towards 
the end of the last Session of the Conference, the circumstances 
changed, and people in India began to look up to this Conference 
with hopes, which they had refused to entertain before. I should 
also say that the whole world is watching this unprecedented meeting 
of the East and the West, with the greatest interest. 

What India demands today is the legitimate birth-right oi one- 
fifth of the whole human race. It is the British Government which 
is primarily responsible for this demand, and it is the British Govern- 
ment again which can either grant or refuse it today; and in either 
case. Sir,' I leave it to you to think, what will be the effect, not only 
in m'y country, but also in yours, as well as in the rest of the Empire. 
It ought to be regarded as a matter of great glory to England, that 
under her tutorship, the vast millions of India, the ancient land of 
light and civilisation, have joined today in one voice, in demanding 
equal partnership with the people of the British Empire and a place 
of honour among them. 

I know that we have not solved our communal problems. I do 
not wonder, At this turning point in our history, it is but natural 
for every comrnunity to be anxious to safeguard its own rights. 
But it is significant that whatever differences there may be among us 
in this respect, the entire Indian Delegation is unanimous in one 
matter. The Princes and the people, Hindus and Muhammadans, 
Sild)s and Christians, have in one voice put forward their united 
demand before the British Parliament and the British people that 
India should be as much independant as any of the other Dominions 
in the Empire, and that she should acquire that status without 
nnecessary delay. You must have also observed that the points 
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on which we still happen to disagree are much fewer than those on 
which we have agreed; and that our differences have been narrowed 
down to such an extent that they may iiow be left to the sagacity 
and sense of fairness of British statesmanship for satisfactory 
settlement. 

Dominion Status was promised to India; arid it is Dominion 
Status that India demands today. I can conceive of no Dominion 
Status for India, without responsible government at the Centre and 
without control over the Army, the Purse and the Foreign Affairs, 
to the full extent to which they are enjoyed in the other Dominions 
in the Empire. I do not forget that in some of these departments, 
safeguards are necessary for the period of transition ; but none of 
us is afraid on this account. We are agreeable to all just and proper 
safeguards. I, therefore, beg to submit that the Government will 
not now be justified in telling us that inasmuch as we have failed 
to come to a complete settlement of our communal differences we 
must return to India with Provincial autonomy alone. We were 
brought here not to settle our communal differences. That could 
be done better in India than here. We were brought here to assist 
you, in our humble way, by free and rank discussion with you, to 
hammer out an honourable constitution for our country, on the line 
of the Dominions, in spite of all our communal differences. The 
Government were not unaware of our communal differences, when 
they made the promise of Dominion Status for India and when they 
asked us to come here to assist them to arrive at the greatest common 
measure of agreement for the same ; nor did they make the settle- 
ment of communal differences a condition precedent to the attain- 
ment of Dominion Status. It is therefore not open to the Govern- 
ment now to say that Dominion Status cannot be given to India, 
because the Indian communities have not yet been able to bring 
about a complete settlement of all their differences. In fact, 
these differences have already been considerably removed and what 
still remains, can be easily adjusted by the able statesmen of this 
country, without doing the least substantial injustice to any of the 
communities concerned, provided only that these statesmen face 
the situation with sincerity, s;^mpathy and boldness. It is only in 
respect of Bengal and the Punjab that there are some real difficulties; 
and I venture to appeal to you. Sir, as head of the National Govern- 
ment, to take this matter into ycur own hands, deal with it in the 
spirit of a wise head of a coparcenary fariiily, and by persuading 
some and overruling others of the members of our Indian household 
settle it in a manner conducive to the best interests in the long run 
of all. 

The percentage of representation of a particular community on 
the representative bodies of a country always depends upon its 
numerical strength as well as upon other considerations, such as the 
general importance of the community, and inasmuch as these are 
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always changing factors, the representation also must require 
change and adjustment from time to time. For these reasons, any 
formula that may now be adopted for the representation of our 
various communities on our legislative bodies cannot stand good for 
ever. It will have to be often reconsidered and readjusted in the 
future. I do not in the least attempt to minimise the great import- 
ance of adequate representation of our different communities to 
safeguard their own interests. But I would impress upon all 
communities that at this stage of our political advancement the 
attainment of self-government for India is of far "greater importance 
than anything else. When we achieve this, there w^ill be ample 
time and opportunities for any readjustment in the matter of 
representation. You will excuse me. Sir, if I teU you that we 
are perhaps proceeding on the wrong line. A nation acquires 
independence first and settles its communal differences afterwards. 

It must be remembered that a constitution requires much modifi- 
cation and improvement, after being once built up. No constitution 
has ever been complete and quite satisfactory and faultless from its 
very birth. . Your own constitution was not as glorious as it is 
today when it was first introduced. Our present differences, 
therefore, should not stand in the way of a popular constitution for 
our country. Satisfy the discontented millions of India, by at 
once giving her a modern constitution, and the required improve- 
ments will come of themselves later on. 

The Indian Round Table Conference, far from being a failure as 
some people would want the world to believe, has been a great 
success. It has proved, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that India 
is not only united but also earnest in her demand for complete self- 
government. If the communities have differed, they have differed 
only in matters of details and not in the main and fundamental 
principles. Their anxieties to protect their own interests do not 
indicate, in the least, their hostility to the national cause, but prove 
most unmistakably their keenness to ensure the stability and smooth 
running of the future self-governing machinery for India. WeU, Sir, 
these are very valuable materials to build, up Dominion Status for 
my country. 

This Round TtlBlS Conference is a great turning point in the history 
of British connection with India. It has afforded a unique 'oppor- 
tunity of binding up with the Empire one of the greatest countries 
of the world, with ties of lasting affection, friendship and goodwill, 

■so essential for the welfare and the prosperity of the entire British 
League of Nations. Here around this table, on this memorable 
occasion, are assembled the representatives of all the different 
communities, classes, creeds and schools of political thought in that 
vast country, every one of whom is willing, with a full heart, to 
co-operate with you, the representatives of the British political 
parties, for the common good of the whole British Empire. Such 
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an opportunity did not occur during the last two centuries of British 
rule in India and will perhaps take many many years to occur again. 
I entreat you most earnestly—do not lose this great opportunity; 
communal differences we no doubt have • but do not make much of 
them • you can help us to unite, in spite of these differences ; help 
us to rise to the honourable position of your other Dominions; and 
give us peace and contentment. A contented India will be a source 
of infinitely greater strength and pride to England ;• but a discon- 
tented India, feeling a sense of humiliation, as she feels today, is 
bound to be a burden of ever-increasing troubles to you and will not 
be worth possessing at all. 

The air is thick with the rumours that this Conference will end 
in a declaration of Provincial autonomy, for the present, coupled 
with an assurance that the promise of responsibility in the Centre 
will stand good for the future. Such a procedure is calculated to 
do immense harm. In spite of this pious assurance, it will not pacify 
India; it is sure to alienate the sympathy even of that small section 
of Indian politicians that has stood by the side of the Government, 
up till now. I therefore once again appeal to you. Sir, and to all 
those, who are concerned in this matter—let it not be said, when 
this Conference is over, that British statesmanship failed to grasp 
the Indian situation, or to read the signs of the times and to rise 
to the fuU height of the occasion. 

The matter of responsibihty at the Centre is no longer a difficult 
matter. After the pronouncements made last Thursday, in the 
Federal Structure Committee, by Mr. Jinnah, Sir Muhammad Shah 
and Sardar Ujjal Singh, it is now only a question of providing 
adequate safeguards, to protect the minorities; and to this, none 
of the Indian Delegates will ever object. 

These are my general observations. I have submitted a separate 
note on a few points that vitally concern my own Province. It 
refers chiefly to the matter of representation and territorial 
redistribution and the treatment of the hill areas in Assam. I hope 
that it may be treated as a part of this speech. 

In addition to what is contained in that note, I beg to mention 
oiily one more matter. The proposed allotment of seats on the 
Central Legislatures by the Sankey Committee for the Province of 
Assam is regarded as inadequate. The Committee, while holding that 
for the Upper Chamber, “the guiding principle should be a reason- 
able approximation to equality of representation for each unit,” 
also observe very rightly that “ absolute equality, having regard 
fo the great variation in size and population between the Provinces, 
would obviously be inequitable.” I entirely agree with these views ; 
but I beg respectfully to point out that in suggesting only five seats 
for Assam in the Upper Chamber of the Indian Legislature, none 
of these principles have been strictly followed. 
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As for determining the representation of a Province in the Lower 
Chamber, the Committee very wisely took the view that it is not 
only the population of a Province, but also its importance in other 
respects that should be taken into consideration. But in allotting 
no more than seven members to represent the Province in the 
popular House of the future Parliament of India, I feel. Sir, that 
the present position of Assam as a great centre of tea, coal and oil 
and her ever-increasing industries have not met with adequate 
consideration. 

I nave received a cable from the “ Assam Association,’’ a political 
body of great importance in my Province, to put in my objection 
to these allotments and I request that my objection may be noted 
and considered. 

Raja of Bobbin : Lord Chancellor, I am exceedingly thankful 
to you. Sir, for allowing me an opportunity of placing before this 
Conference the views of the Landholders of India whom I have the 
honour to represent on this Conference. I do not share the view- 
held by some Delegates that speeches at this stage are of little 
value, particularly because the representatives of Landholders have 
had no other occasion of acquainting their fellow-Delegates, both 
British and Indian, of some of the vital issues which concern them. 
I trust that the Conference, and those that will have ultimately 
to draft the constitution, will give their best consideration to the 
case of the Landholders. 

Sir, I understand that the Reports presented to the Plenary 
Session both on the last occasion and on this, are open for discussion 
at this stage; and therefore I propose to deal very briefly with 
some of the issues which arise out of the Franchise, the Minorities, 
and the Provincial Constitution Reports, and finally of the Federal 
Structure Committee’s Report so far as it concerns the Landholders. 

Now I desire to submit that the Zamindars, holding a large stake 
in the country, and to a certain extent conservative by tradition 
and instinct, have no desire to arrest progress or to thwart the 
legitimate ambitions of their countrymen. They are a part of the 
nation and are bound to take note of the surging tide of nationalism 
and the unanimous desire for Dominion Status for India. But 

-they win be false to their principles and untrue to their order if 
they do not desire to preserve the inherited rights of their class, and 
secure legitimate guarantees in the new order of things. 

In the first place, the Zamindars claim that they should have 
special representation in the Legislature, Provincial and Central, as 
hitherto, and urge respectfully that this representation is more 
necessary now than hitherto. 

Secondly, realising that no reasonable amount of special repre- 
sentation can by itself be an adequate safeguard, they urge that in 
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all Provinces there should be established bi-cameral Legislatures, 
the Upper House having a steadying influence on the occasional 
impetuousity of the popular Chamber. 

Lastly, in view of the sanctity which they attach to the agreements 
entered into with them, and the sanads granted to them by the 
Paramount Power, they urge for the inclusion in the fundamental 
rights of a clause securing inviolability of the terms of such, agree- 
ments and sanads. 

Indeed, the memoranda that have been circulated to the Delegates 
of this Conference by the Maharajah of Darbhanga and myself 
make it unnecessary for me to deal at any great length with some 
of these issues. 

With regard to special representation, in our first memorandum, 
which I trust will form part of the record of this Conference, we have 
explained the need for special representation for Landlords in 
Provincial Legislatures. It is a matter for regret that both the 
Franchise sub-Committee and the Provincial Constitution sub- 
committee did not deal with this question. I must, however, 
express my gratitude to the Federal Structure sub-Committee for 
its unanimous recommendation that Landholders should have special 
representation, preferably in both Houses of the Federal Legislature, 
and certainly in the Lower. I venture to submit respectfully that 
the need for such special representation is even greater in the Pro- 
vinces where Legislatures may have to deal with questions which 
more directly and vitally concern them. As we have pointed out 
in our memorandum, every Provincial Government has recommended 
such special representation. The Government of India has strongly 
endorsed the views of Local Governments in this behalf. And 
both on the strength of the Reports of the Provincial Committees 
which collaborated with the Indian Statutory Commission, and 
on other evidence, it can be asserted that non-official Indian opinion 
has generally been in favour of such representation. In this con- 
nection I cannot do better than quote the views of the Government 
of In dia expressed in its Despatch':— 

We have ourselves no hesitation in holding that this form 
of special representation should continue. The success in 
general constituencies of persons possessing the special Landlord 
qualification can rightly be regarded as a healthy sign of a 
greater readiness on the part of a conservative class to recognise 
their obligations, and take up political responsibilities under 
an increasingly popular system of government. But prejudices 
still survive, and, unless special constituencies are retained, 
many leaders of this important class may still be unwilling to 
expose themselves to the hazards of election by general con- 
stituencies, and those Landholders who are elected by general 
constituencies may prove to be imrepresentative of the landholding 
interest. Such questions as tenancy and land revenue measures 
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can be expected to occupy more prominently the attention of 
the Provincial Legislatuies in the near future, and in the 
controversies likely to ensue, the Landlords can reasonable 
claim that they should not be deprived of their special repre- 
sentation at a time when the extension of the franchise may well 
increase the difficulty of their securing representation on a 
general register.” 

And further the Government of India conclude their final and 
considered recommendation in the follovdng unmistakable terms :— 

“ On the broad issue whether or not there should be special 
constituencies for the representation of the great Landholders, 
we have no hesitation in accepting the view of the Indian 
Central Committee and of the Provincial Governments, that 
they should be retained both in the Central and in the 
Provincial Legislatures.” 

I must therefore conclude. Sir, that no constitution for the 
establishment of Provincial Legislatures will fail to take note of the 
need for special representation being given to Landholders. 

With regard to Second Chambers, another question in which we 
are interested is the proposal for the estabhshment of a bi-cameral 
system of Legislature in the Provinces. I note that the Provincial 
sub-Committee has by a large majority recommended the proposal 
unconditionally for some Provinces and conditionally for others. 
In so far as those Provinces for which such a system has been recom- 
mended—^namely, Bengal, United Provinces, and Bihar and Orissa, 
we welcome and endorse the proposal, but we are not satisfied with, 
the state at which the problem has been left in regard to the other 
Provinces. The establishment of Second Chambers is so fundamental 
an issue, not merely in regard to vested rights and interests, but even 
to the proper working of the constitution, that no one can contem- 
plate with equanimity a differential treatment of the Provinces in 
this respect. It is inconceivable that at the threshhold of a new 
era of great constitutional reforms the affairs of vast provincial 
areas and populations should be left to the untrammelled control 
of a single Chamber. The check for over-hasty or panicky legislation 
must be found from within, and cannot either effectively or for long 
be imposed from without with such expediences as powers of veto. 
Sir, I venture to think that the recommendation of the Provincial 
sub-Committee would have been modified so as to be apphcable to 
all Provinces if it had before it the picture of the constitution proposed 
for all India. The expedience of the scheme of an aU-India Federa- 
tion resulted in an appreciation of the position of the Provinces 
which will, if not immediately, certainly within a short time, approxi- 
mate to sovereign States. It is, therefore, imperative that in the 
new constitution every Province must have bi-cameral Legislature, 
the Upper House acting as a wholesome restraint on the Lower. 
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Sir, I have referred to the Minorities sub-Committee and its Report. 
It is regrettable that in the preoccupations of that Committee over 
the communal issue other vital matters such as those affecting 
various interests and the question of fundamental rights have not 
even been discussed. I am, therefore, constrained to refer in some 
detail to one of such vital issues concerning Landlords. I desire 
it to be clearly understood that I am speaking on behalf of that 
group of Landlords who are holders of permanently settled estates. 

I shall not weary the Committee by tracing the history or describing 
the genesis of some of these estates—some of which are so vast as 
to be larger both in size and importance than the territories of many 
a ruling Chief of India. I shall only content myself by stating what 
is an undoubted fact, that the ancestors of many of these estates 
were Rulers with full sovereign powers, arid that they gave up their 
sovereign powers under specific agreements and mutually binding 
covenants. 

It is unnecessary to go into the history of the Permanent Settlement, 
but I may be permitted to quote just two articles from that historic 
document which Lord Cornwallis was responsible for, so far as 
Bengal is concerned. In the Proclamation which the Marquis issued 
under the authority of the Board of Directors in 1793 it is stated :— 

''The Marquis Cornwallis now notifies to all Zamindars, 
independent Talookdars and other actual proprietors of land 
in the Provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, that he has been 
empowered by the Honourable Court of Directors for the affairs 
of the East India Cornpany to declare the jumma which has 
been or may be assessed upon their lands under the regulations 
above mentioned, fixed for ever” (Article II;) 

Article III of the Proclamation further states :— 
" The Governor-General in Council accordingly declares to 

the Zamindars, independent Talookdars and other actual 
proprietors of land, with or on behalf of whom a settlement has 
been concluded under the regulations above mentioned that 
at the expiration of the term of the settlement no alteration will 
be made in the assessment which they have respectively engaged 
to pay, but that they and their heirs and lawful successors will 
be allowed to hold their estates at such assessment for ever” 

These conditions and assurances are not exceptional for the land- 
holders of the Provinces mentioned herein, but they are applicable 
generally to all permanently settled estates. In fact, the following 
clause appears in the sanad granted to every landholder of a 
permanently settled estate in the Madras Presidency :— 

" The British Government resolved to grant to Zamindars 
and other landholders, their heirs and successors, a permanent 
property in their land in all time to come ; to fix for ever a 
moderate assessment of public revenue on such lands which 
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shall never be liable to change tinder any circumstances; to 
institute Courts of judicature for the protection of these valuable 
rights/' 

Sir, I plead that these obligations should be carried over to the 
new constitution and that the new Government should be bound by 
these obligations entered into by the old. I ask for an incorporation 
in the fundamental rights of a clause which will prevent in any 
manner the whittling down or impairing of these rights, We desire 
that the terms of the settlement should not be altered in any manner. 
We desire that no expropriatory legislation of any kind should be 
permitted which will either deprive us of any portion of our estates 
or lessen the value of such estates except on payment of just com- 
pensation adjudicated upon by competent tribunals. Sir, it would 
under normal circumstances have been unnecessary for me to press 
this claim for safeguarding lawfully acquired existing rights of the 
landholders. But the trend of certain agitation in India, confined 
though it has been to a small section, has created a feeling of profound 
uneasiness among the class which I represent. Nor have our appre- 
hensions and anxieties been diminished by listening to the speech 
which Mahatma Gandhi made at a meeting of the Federal Structure 
Committee in discussing British commercial rights. We have heard 
with alarm the proposal seriously put forward that titles to property 
will be subject to examination and audit by the new Government, 
not according to any well-defined law but according to a mysterious 
process which recognises only that which is “ legitimate " and in 
the best interests of the nation." We feel that to mix up moral 
ideas with legal ideas would result in doing injustice both to moral 
conceptions and legal ideas. Sir, I do not desire to dilate on this 
aspect of the case and will only say that such a proposal can never 
be accepted by the landholders. 

We desire that all the covenants and obligations which the present 
Government have entered into with us must be carried over to the 
new regime, and accepted by the new Government. Nor is this 
proposal a new or revolutionary one. Such was exactly the arrange- 
ment when the Crown took over the administration from the East 
India Company. By Section 67 of the Government of India Act of 
1858 it was enacted that " All treaties made by the said Company 
shall be binding on Her Majesty, and all contracts, covenants, 
liabilities and engagements of the said Company made, incurred or 
entered into before the commencement of this Act may be enforced 
by or against the Secretary of State in Council in like manner and in 
the same courts as they might have been by and against the said 
Company if this Act had not been passed." This section has been 
repeated in subsequent enactments and is reproduced as Section 132 
in the latest Government of India Act of 1919. We strongly urge 
for a similar section forming part of any new constitutional statute 
for India. The effect of such a provision will be that if on a proper 
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interpretation Of the contract between the East India Company and 
the Landholders under various sanads and agreements and under- 
standings the Government was precluded from increasing the burdens 
on or impairing the value of their estates, future Legislatures, Central 
or Provincial, and future Executives will be under the same bar. 
I submit this is neither an unreasonable nor an extravagant claim. 

Sir, I have circulated a memorandum oil the constitution of an 
Andhra Province which has been the subject of agitation for many 
years and which is now an‘ urgent necessity. While I have no 
desire to side-track the work of this Conference or to delay the 
passing of any constitutional Act of Parliament, I am equally 
clear in my mind that the formation of an Andhra Province cannot 
be long postponed. I suggest that the constitution should provide 
for the division of a federating unit so as to facilitate the formation 
of Provinces based on linguistic affinity and that in the meanwhile 
the Government of India should take steps preparatory to the 
constitution of an Andhra Province. 

Sir, I have only one other aspect of the work of this Conference 
to touch upon before I close my remarks. I am one of those who 
do not feel that the Conference has failed to achieve what it set out 
to do. It has certainly settled the broad outlines of the constitution 
and has put before us the bold scheme of an all-India Federation, 
which alone will solve the many difficulties connected with con- 
stitutional advance. It is perfectly true that a solution of the 
minorities problem has not been arrived at, but I shall not be too 
tragic over its failure—I am aware, Sir, that a large body of Delegates, 
even at this eleventh hour, are willing to come to a settlement and 
will not question any solution that you may propose. But unanimity 
is impossible in this as in any other question—and indeed must be 
more so in this than in other questions. Speaking on behalf of the 
Landholders of the Madras Presidency, and if I may, for the Justice 
Party of which I happen to be a member both in the Legislature and 
outside, I should like to take this opportunity of stating that we are 
emphatically of opinion that special representation should be given 
to the untouchable classes. Not merely justice and expediency, 
but the very needs of democracy as weU as social reform, require 
the guaranteeing of a certain number of members of these classes 
being elected to the Legislatures, and we can conceive of no other 
method, than that of special representation for securing that end. 
I should like to add that both my class and my party also endorse 
the claim for special representation of Europeans, Anglo-Indians 
and Indian Christians, and we very much regret that there should 
have been any voices raised against such claims. Sir, the vast 
majority of my countrymen, particularly the younger section, are 
tired of continual bickerings over the representation in councils of 
the various communities, and I want to give your Government this 
assurance, that provided the advance in constitution is satisfactory 
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and as visualised at the last Session of the Conference, any decision 
by the Government on the communal issue, in the absence of an 
agreement, will be not merely accepted but warmly welcomed by 
the vast majority of the people, and the country will settle down to 
a peaceful era of progress. 

Sir, one word more and I have done. During the last da5^s of 
the Federal Structure Committee I have watched with interest 
the discussion on the issue whether Provincial autonomy must precede 
Central responsibility or must coincide with it. Some have suggested 
that it will take at least three years to complete the necessary steps 
before an all-India Federation can be established, that it would be 
unreasonable to keep India so long under the present constitution, 
and that therefore Provincial autonomy may be introduced as soon 
as possible. Others have suggested that this proposal may postpone 
indefinitely the question of responsibility at the Centre, and have 
therefore urged simultaneous advance both at the Centre and in the 
Provinces. I may be pardoned for the reflection that much nday 
be said on both sides. I agree with those who believe that if 
Parliament will pass merely a Bill for Provincial autonomy it would 
create such suspicion that the Provincial constitutions will not have 
a fair chance of success. It would also be unreasonable to ask 
Provincial Ministers, however responsible they may be, to shoulder 
the burden of suppressing an agitation for responsibility at the Centre, 
an agitation which is in no way due to any act of the Provincial 
administration, and the justification for which they cannot really 
question under such circumstances. 

I feel therefore that Provincial autonomy and the establishment 
of a responsible all-India federation must more or less coincide 
and that there can be no satisfactory transitional arrangement 
of a British-India Federation. 

I should like to remind the Conference that it has proceeded 
all along on the basis of an all-India Federation and that important 
interests have agreed to responsibility at the Centre on that basis. 
I feel that the interposition of a British-India Federation, though 
for a transitional period, will necessarily lead to the reservation of 
many more subjects than at present contemplated, and wha,t is 
a far greater danger, will inevitably prevent the formation of an 
all-India Federation, thus converting the transitional stage into a 
permanent state of immobility. On the other hand it is no good 
questioning the bona fides of those who state that three years may 
elapse before the Federation can come into existence. I feel, Sir, 
that a middle course is possible which may meet both view points, 
and I commend it for the earnest consideration of the Government. 
It is undeniable that even according to the proposals of the Federal 
Structure Committee, Provincial legislatures must come into existence 
before the Federal legislatures, so that the Upper Federal Chamber 
may be constituted out of them. What is really apprehended is 
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that after passing a Bill for Provincial autonomy Parliament may 
rest on its oars and not proceed further. These apprehensions 
will be removed if a composite Bill for the establishment of 
Provincial autonomy and the inauguration of a Federation for 
All-India is passed by Parliament. One portion of the Act so 
passed may come into operation earlier than another part, a definite 
date being, however, fixed for the coming into operation of the 
second part. During the interval the work of completion of the 
picture may be carried out, the proposals emerging from such work, 
by means of negotiations, being embodied in statutory rules which 
may be laid before Parliament from time to time for ratification. 
It is obvious that all the details cannot be embodied in the Act 
and must be the subject of legislation by statutory rules as indeed 
was the case in 1919. I venture respectfully to put forward this 
suggestion for the consideration of the Government and Conference, 
I beg to apologise for the time I have taken and to thank you once 
more for the valuable opportunity given to me. 

Sir Hilbert Carr: Lord Chancellor, during the past week or ten 
days we have heard a good deal regarding the alleged failure of the 
Conference, and 1 am glad to have this opportunity to express the 
view of my colleagues and myself, which is Yeiy emphatically 
opposed to that description. We feel that the deliberations extend- 
ing over the past year have led to a very remarkable degree of 
agreement on many questions of vital importance to the future of 
India. In holding this view, we do not shut our eyes to the 
difficulties which still exist, but we have a keen recollection of the 
great difficulties which faced this Conference w'hen it first assembled 
last year. • 

Our community takes, perhaps, a more severely practical view of 
the problems confronting them, and consequently, although at one 
with many of the Delegates in visualising India’s future as an 
autonomous unit, we are perhaps liable to attach greater attention 
to the practical difficulties in the road. We feel very strongly that 
not only, as has been said by many speakers, will the finest con- 
stitution in the world fail to operate satisfactorily without goodwill, 
but also it will fail to act unless it has a sound, practical basis. It is 
security of life and of property for every person within the borders 
of federated India which will be the final criterion on which the 
constitution of India will be judged. That general principle has 
influenced our attitude in the many discussions on the various 
subjects in which it has been our privilege to take part, and it will 
continue to be our general principle in assisting the development and 
application of constitutional reforms * Granted, such a policy has 
not as its basis the achievement of the highest speed, but because it 
is tempered with a keen appreciation of Indian political feeling we 
do believe that it is calculated to achieve the highest speed which is 
compatible with reasonable safety. Were nothing to result from 
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this Conference other than the increased understanding and respect 
which Delegates have found for each other, the gain would be 
considerable. This closer relationship enables all parties to give 
voice, without fear of misunderstanding, to their genuine thoughts, 
and permits the advocacy of lines of action in the knowledge that 
they will be judged in the spirit in which they are put forward. 
It is in this atmosphere that the European section of the British 
Indian Delegation stands firmly for such financial safeguards as 
will enable India to preserve her credit, and we do so without fear 
of being suspected of wanting to hold India back from her natural 
constitutional progress. We take that position because we know 
that India, if she depreciates her credit, will be hampered in all her 
future efforts at political, economic, or social development. It is 
in this atmosphere that we insist upon separate electorates for 
electing our representatives for the legislatures, while we wish to 
play our part and make our contribution to the public life of India. 
We urge this course not only for ourselves but for those minorities 
who demand it, not in order to hamper the unification of India, but 
because we verily believe it is a necessary step in securing true 
representation, and also that reasonable and intelligent confidence 
in the Parliaments of the country which is essential to their success, 
In the same way we have urged the maintenance of efficiency in 
the Services, not for the purpose of withholding power from the 
new Governments,, but because we want those. Governments to 
start with such weapons as will enable them to ensure to the land 
peace and tranquillity. 

It is a commonplace that no government can be strong without 
popular support, and no small degree of risk is justified in obtaining 
this. I have said that my community believes strongly in taking 
a safe line in constitutional development, but in m.easuring the 
degree of safety attaching to any forward move we have to consider 
the alternative risks. Safety does not lie in any one direction and 
danger in another. We should much prefer Provincial autonomy 
instituted previously to any change in the Centre, or even before it 
is decided on at the Centre. We realise, however, while deploring 
it, that there is not sufficient confidence existing between India and 
Britain today for India to be content with merely Provincial 
autonomy and a declared intention of development at the Centre. 
We are, therefore, united with our fellow Delegates in demanding 
that the whole framework of Federation and Provincial autonomy 
shall be determined at the same time. We earnestly hope that 
Provincial autonomy will be introduced Province by Province, 
the varying needs of each being recognised in its constitution. 
In some Provinces—and here, in recognition of communal diffi- 
culties, I refer especially to Bengal and the Punjab as well as 
to the United Provinces and Bihar—two chambers appear to be 
desirable. Discussions during the past few days regarding the 
introduction of reforms at the Centre have been, to our way of 
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thinking, of extreme value; in fact, I am not sure that they have not 
proved to be some of the most illuminating in the whole course of 
the Conference. They have clearly defined the attitude of different 
Delegates to these wider questions which alone induced so many of 
them to take part in these proceedings, as compared with the 
narrower and specific needs of different communities. In this respect 
I would like to refer briefly to a matter which must loom large in the 
minds of my countrymen in India. Our demand to b>e allowed to 
take an equal share with our Indian fellow-subjects in the com- 
mercial and industrial development of India is vital to us. It does 
not imply any disadvantage to India nor any handicap on her 
industrial development, and the generous spirit in which our demand 
has been received in almost every quarter is, I think, a happy augury 
for the future. It wiU create a good impression on our community, 
and will facilitate mutual agreement on conditions which may be 
included in a Convention such as Was foreshadowed at the first 
Session of the Conference and which I hope will at some time 
materiahse to the satisfaction of everybody. 

Such a Convention to my mind would assist commercial com- 
petition to remain on a friendly basis and I think would clear the 
way for that joint enterprise in commerce and industry which cuts 
in such a practical manner across racial differences. Indeed, as 
mutual respect and understanding increase and lead to the separation 
of ordinary competition and legislative protection from all merely 
racial considerations, I hope that the interests of Indian and British 
Chambers of Commerce wiU be found to be identical. 

The task now Ijdng ahead of all parties is to prepare, the ground 
for the new constitution. I wish to pay our sincere tribute to those 
of our feUow-Delegates whose high sense of public service compelled 
them a year ago to face no inconsiderable opprobrium and take 
their place -at this Conference. It must be, a great satisfaction to 
them that their action paved the way for the most representative 
gathering it would be possible to select from India for this Second 
Session of the Conference. 

Without their work Mahatma Gandhi might have remained for 
many people in this country a more or less mythical figure, making 
salt in forbidden places or weaving all kinds of yarns. 

Mr. Gandhi : You mean spinning all kind of yams. 

Sir Hubert Carr: Yes. As it is, we have the great advantage 
of having him and his fellow-workets from the Congress at this 
table, where he has become a real living figure. His views are better 
understood and his national aims—^in so far as they envisage India 
as a member of the British Commonwealth—^have our sympathy, 
even if we have to agree to differ in some respects as to the methods 
of achieving them. On his part I trust he cannot but have gained 
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a fresh understanding of the British outlook, and realised that it is 
entirely friendly to the political development of India. 

If this has been achieved I feel we shall all take a broader view 
of the constitutional question and not merely accept but help to 
devise such methods legislative and adiriinistrative as may preserve 
the peace of India, while fostering the growth of national life. 

I trust that as a result of the contact between Indian politicians and 
His Majesty’s Government, all parties will feel compelled to throw 
their whole active influence into allaying the feeling of unrest in 
India, and preparing the calm conditions in which the peoples of 
India may rise from the present economic distiess. 

Any continued encouragement direct or indirect to break the law, 
either violently or non-violently can only prove in the long run 
a crime against the younger generation, a hindrance to the prosperity 
of the country, and a grave difficulty for future Indian statesmen 
and administrators. 

This Conference has given His Majesty’s Government clear 
indications of the lines on which the peoples of India want India 
to progress, and I trust no mistaken historical analogy or false con- 
ception of the present stage in constitutional progress will be allowed 
to influence any of us in playing our parts. Let us be clear. We 
sometimes speak as though India is to make an entirely fresh start 
and that she presents, as in the past when sovereignty has changed, 
a clean slate. 

Obviously this is not so. India is a progressive country with vast 
assets of great value, capable of immense development and in 
course of development. 

The constitution is changing but the King-Emperor remains the 
common centre of India and the Ernpire. The interests of India 
will, I submit, be best served by calm, sane and steady—I do not 
say slow—steady progress towards that destined goal within the 
British Commonwealth which will satisfy the aspirations of India’s 
people. I believe and hope that in time to come this Conference 
will be looked upon as a milestone towards that end. 

Mr. Iyengar: My Lord Chancellor, in the few observations that 
I propose to make at this plenary session, I desire only to emphasise 
for the consideration of- His Majesty’s Government the position 
in which we, who have come to this Conference, found ourselves 
when we were invited this year. The invitation was based upon 
the declaration of policy made by the Prime Minister in January 
last, and the first sentence of that declaration. My Lord, was as 
follows:— 

‘‘ The view of His Majesty's Government is that responsi- 
bihty for the government of India should be placed upon 
Legislatures, Central and Provincial, with such provisions as 
may be necessary to guarantee, during a period of transition, 
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the observance of certain obligations and to meet other special 
circumstances, and also with such guarantees as are required 
by minorities to protect their political liberties and rights." 

My Lord, that declaration was taken and I think rightly taken by 
all of us to mean one thing and one thing only. If I may employ 
colonial phraseology, the general doctrine that has been accepted 
as a result of British political history is this, that a colony can be 
governed from home, thar a colony can govern itself, but it cannot 
be governed by a conxbination of both. Therefore, when His 
Majest5^'s Government made this declaration, we took it to mean 
a very definite statement that they contemplated a parting on the 
part of His Majesty’s Government and the British Parliament with 
the right and responsibility of governing India, and were prepared 
to confer upon the people of India the power to govern themselves. 
The phrase ‘‘ Central and Provincial ’’ also. My Lord, seemed to 
indicate that His Majesty’s Government was quite aware of the 
constitutional position which this actually involved in India. As 
has been repeatedly pointed out in the course of discussion, the 
Government of India, whether it is Central or Provincial, is carried 
on under responsibility to the Parliament of Great Britain. There- 
fore, the only proper and the only correct step for His Majesty’s 
Government to take, if they want to confer responsible government 
upon India, is to divest themselves of this responsibility and to hand 
it over to legislatures responsible to the people of the country; 
and that we considered, Sir, was implicit in the declaration made in 
January last. 

If that is so, then I, as one who was invited, took it to mean two 
things. In the first place, it cannot connote the idea that mere 
Provincial autonomy as such is possible without Central responsi- 
bility. If Parliament is going to cease to be responsible for the 
government of India, then it is not possible for Parliament to say 
that the Provinces shaU be governed without responsibility to 
Parliament, but that the Central Government in India shall continue 
to be responsible to Parliament. It seems to me a politically incon- 
ceivable conception that Provincial autonomy and Central responsi- 
bility to Parliament can go together. All that can be meant, there- 
fore, whenever people talk of Provincial autonomy is, that Provincial 
autonomy merely means that Parliament is, under certain conditions 
and with due safeguards, prepared to devolve the power vested in 
it into the hands of certain Provincial authorities. Even today, 
where there is so-called responsibility in the hands of Ministers, 
the superintendence, direction and control over the government 
in India does subsist in law and in fact with Parliament and the 
Secretary of State, and the extent to which the Provincial Govern- 
ments have liberty and the Ministers act under some sort of responsi- 
bility to the Legislature, is provided for only by means of rules drawn 
up by the Secretary of State in Council, by means of which he 
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devolves power. Therefore, the fact that power is devolved under 
severe restrictions and safeguards by the Secretary of State in 
Council—and is resumable at will—in financial and other matters, 
makes it perfectly plain that Parliament cannot hand over its 
responsibihty, except into the hands of a Legislature which can 
actually take over the entire responsibility for the government of 
India. 

Therefore, My Lord, I took this declaration of His Majesty's 
Government to mean that Parliament has, once and for all, made 
up its mind that it will not govern India, whether by means of the 
Secretary of State, whether by means of the Government of India, 
whether by means of the Provincial Governments under some 
system of dyarchy, or whether by means of devolution rules, 
which may give power under stated conditions to the Central or 
Provincial Authorities. 

If that is the implication of this declaration, then I submit that it 
is inconceivable that Provincial autonomy by itself can be considered 
to come within the meaning of this declaration. Therefore, if my 
interpretation of this declaration is correct, namely, that it involves 
the transference of the power of Parliament into the hands of people 
in India, that again. My Lord, takes me to the second point that 
I want to put. 

This declaration speaks of transitional safeguards and reserva- 
tions. Now, we have had a good deal of discussion about safeguards 
and reservations, but what I desire to state is, that if, as has been 
suggested in the Report of the Federal Structure Committee, 
Defence, External Relations, and to some extent financial matters 
are to be What are called Crown subjects, then I say Parliament 
continues to control the Government of India in regard to those 
subjects. Now, if they are Crown subjects and if Parliament 
continues to control them, to that extent responsibility has not been 
transferred to Indiari hands by me'ans of this declaration. 

• The point that I want to make. My Lord, is not that there is no 
need for transitional safeguards and reservations, because these 
have been accepted by all of us who are attending this Conference. 
But these subjects should not be made Crown subjects in the sense 
that the responsibility of the Government of India with regard to 
those subjects will continue to vest in His Majesty’s Government 
under responsibihty to Parliament. 

The point of view of those who agree that safeguards or transi- 
tional reservations are necessary is on all sides that these are 
essentially the operations which must be gone into in the process of 
transference of power from the British Parliament to the Indian 
Parliament. Therefore, so far as the process of transference is 
concerned, the measures that are necessary for that purpose are 
necessarily matters of discussion and negotiation; but, from the 
point of view of strict constitional theory, my desire is. My Lord^ 
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that they should not be treated as in any way indicating that 
certain important subjects of vital concern to our country should 
continue to be under the control of His Majesty’s Government and 
Parliarnent here. 

That is the position which I want to emphasise, for this reason. 
These reservations and safeguards should not be of such a character 
as to swallow responsibility, or in any way materially to reduce the 
substance of self-government or responsibility. 

If we therefore examine the reservations from this standpoint, 
I feel that proposals which are made, or which may be made, for 
the purpose of giving Central responsibility without a Federation, 
by means of amendment, as one member put it, of six clauses in the 
present Government of India Act-—^such proposals seem to me 
entirely to ignore the fact that the declaration made by His Majesty’s 
Government in January last negatived any such supposition. 

Therefore, My Lord, we come back to the position that we should 
go ahead with the work of instituting this Federation on the basis 
of Indian responsibility. That is the only way by which the policy 
of His Majesty’s Govermnent could be carried out. The difficulties 
urged against immediate action have taken curious shapes and 
methods. I do not want to question the position of His Majesty’s 
Government. I quite accept the statement that His Majesty’s 
Government has not come to conclusions and will be guided in their 
decisions by the agreements reached and opinions expressed here, 
but we have been told in various ways, and various criticisms have 
been made for delay and inaction that appear to me to be distinctly 
dangerous in the situation that faces us in India. At one time we 
were told that unless the Hindu-Muslim issue was settled it was 
impossible to think of any responsibihty at the Centre. At another 

• time we have been told, '' Oh, until the Princes make up their 
minds to come in in. large numbers to the Federation it is not possible 
to start the Federation;. therefore it is a matter that takes time.” 

Now, My Lord, the Muslims made their position clear, perfectly 
clear, the other day, and I think the Princes have made it equally 
clear that they are as anxious to proceed with the Federation as any 
other part of this Conference; and now. Sir, we have been told 
that the situation in Bengal and the situation generally in other 
Provinces wid make difficulties in the constitution of this Federation 
—as if the situation was not due to the fact that we have been 
delaying in making this constitution for full responsible government 
for the country. The only remedy for that is not repression, but 
to go ahead with this work and to constitute this government with 
full responsibility as quickly as we can. 

One other matter which I would desire to urge on Your Lordship 
is the question of these safeguards Which we have been asked to 
discuss. I believed, when I came here that the first issue that 
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would have to be put before us was the safeguards and the dis- 
cussions upon them. What I desire to say is that in so far as these 
safeguards are necessary it is the Government, and His Majesty’s 
Government in particular, that are in a position to tell us what the 
difficulties are, what the safeguards are that ought to be or could 
he made. As it was, we were left to grope in the dark. We were 
asked to assume certain hypotheses and to suggest if this happens, 
what will happen, if this happens what will you do, if the other 
happens what will you do ? That was so on every one of these 
questions. Take, for instance, the question of financial safeguards. 
The actual position of Indian finance, the manner in which the 
Government has to face its difficulties in connection with the pro- 
tection of India’s credit outside, these are ah matters specially 
within the knowledge of His Majesty’s Government and the Secretary 
of State, and unless we are told what these difficulties are, unless 
it is made clear what are the difficulties with which we are con- 
fronted and which we have to overcome, it is not possible for us in 
an abstract manner to discuss these things. 

And what happened. My Lord, when these financial safeguards 
were discussed ? We went on making various proposals ; we went 
on speaking of Financial Advisory Councils. On our part there was 
a very large measure of agreement on the financial proposals made. 
And then the Secretary of State for India came into the House 
and said: ’'of course financial safeguards are necessary, but in 
the present very delicate state of the financial position in India and 
in England we are not in a position to give you details as to what in 
our opinion should be met.” There again we are held up by the 
position which His Majesty’s Government have assumed. 

Similarly, My Lord, with regard to defence and external relations. 
They are matters especially in the knowledge of His Majesty’s 
Government, and if it is inconvenient for His Majesty’s Government 
to discuss them all publicly in a very big Conference like this, it was 
perfectly open for them to take leaders into their confidence, discuss 
it with them in camera, tell them what are the things they would 
like to do and to have, and that would have eased matters. 

I therefore feel. My Lord, that in all these matters we are stiU at 
the beginning; but I do think that if only His Majesty’s Government 
make up their minds that they shall be property discussed, and 
where people like Mahatma Gandhi are here in a position to come to 
any reasonable and proper settlement on behalf of the country, it 
was the duty of His Majesty’s Government to have taken such 
leaders into their confidence, to have asked them to meet their 
difficulties and to arrive at an agreement. I think, Sir, that a step 
like that will not take years to accomplish ; it can be done in a few 
weeks. And if that could be done even now, then I say there is 
practically no difficulty in going ahead with the Bill for introduction 
into Parliament. Because, once we are able to settle the question 
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of safeguards by frank and free discussion between His Majesty’s 
Government and the leaders, privately if necessary—once that is 
done, every subject upon which delay and difficulty are alleged to 
exist is a matter which could well be taken up in due course and 
which could well be brought up later on in connection with the 
completion of the constitutional structure. 

My Lord, in regard to Indian Reform and in regard to the Indian 
Constitution the usual practice in England has been, whenever 
reform Acts have been passed, not to burden the House of Commons 
with too many details as to the provisions that are necessary to put 
the constitution into operation. In the days of the old Indian 
Councils Act of 1892 it was the late Mr. Gladstone who said in the 
House of Commons that he thought that the duty of the House 
of Commons was to discuss and settle principles, and to leave 
the details to be worked out in India. That policy was adopted by 
Lord Morley when he passed the Indian Reform Act, and when the 
Regulations were framed later on in the course of twelve months. 
The same principle was followed in the Montagu-Chehnsford Reform 
Act. There are things which necessarily cannot be put into the 
Constitution. Some may be put in the schedules. There are 
things which can be brought up by Rules wliich can be placed before 
the House subsequently. These are details, the work of which can 
go on. 

We have also, as Your Lordship may recollect, Dominion parallels. 
WTien the South African Act was passed there was a Commission 
appointed to settle financial relations. Boundary Commissions 
were appointed in other constitutions, and a Franchise Conunission 
has also necessarily to be appointed. All these things will of course 
take time, but that ought not to delay the introduction of the 
Constitutional Statute into the House of Commons. 

On the question of the minorities problem, My Lord, I do not want 
in any sense to minimise the humiliation and the regret that we all 
feel at not being able to settle it among ourselves. But on that 
matter again I would only call attention to the words which the 
Prime Minister used this morning when he said : ‘‘I am as hopeful 
as I was at the beginning that by further work, by the exercise of 
goodwill, by the facing of the actual facts of the situation, and, 
above all, by the well-known pride of the Indian representatives, they 
will find a way out of this very difficult and troublesome situation.” 
I am sure. My Lord, that the difficulties in that behalf will very soon 
be overcome. 

The question as to the inclusion of the Princes is again one of the 
things that has been dealt with. I have always felt in regard to the 
Federal Constitution, as you yourself pointed out. Sir, in the Report 
of the Federal Structure Committee, it will not be possible to bring 
all the States into the Federation at once. The constitution, as 
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every other constitution, must contain a clause which will enable, 
the Federation to include States and territories as and when they 
want to come in and on such terms and conditions as may be agreed. 
That is the only way in which we can proceed. We must start the 
constitution straight away without waiting for everyone or even 
for a large number to come in before We start. My Lord, I trust 
that there will be no avoidable delay on the part of His Majesty’s 
Government in going ahead with the work and assuring us that these 
safeguards will be satisfactorily agreed to and that Federation will 
be completed. 

Sir Manuhhai Mehta : My Lord Chancellor, I owe you an apology 
for being on my legs this evening. I remember your Lordship’s 
admonition to us at the Federal Structure Committee that those 
who had been members of the Federal Structure Committee need 
not indulge in the privilege of again speaking before the Plenary 
Session in order to economise time and to give an opportunity to 
their brethren who had not had the pleasure of speaking before 
the Committee, a greater time to express their thoughts at the 
Plenary Session. I would remind Your Lordship, however, that 
I was only half a member of the Federal Structure Committee. 
I was a member only for the last month, and as I was only a half- 
time member I will only occupy half the time at this Meeting before 
we disperse. 

I have another mission to discharge which accounts for my 
speaking. I have received a message from His Highness the 
Maharaja of Bikaner imploring and beseeching the Plenary Session 
to consider his proposal to enlarge the Upper Federal Chamber. 
As His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner has been connected with 
the Federal Structure Committee almost from its inception, I am sure 
the members of the Conference would willingly pay some regard to 
his wishes. It was with that object. My Lord, that at the last Session 
of. the Federal Structure Committee which met to consider the 
Third Report I ventured to suggest that the number of members 
of the Federal Upper Chamber should be increased. Instead of 
its being 200 I suggested that it might be enlarged to 300, and my 
suggestion received influential support from a section of British- 
Indians—^from my friend the Right Honourable Mr. Sastri, Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru, Pandit Malaviya, Mr. Jayakar and even Mr. Joshi. 
I am fuUy aware that it had not unanimous support because I know 
my friend Sir Akbar Hydari from the very inception of the Conference 
has been for a smaller house and he therefore wanted the total 
number to be fixed at 100. On the other hand there were members 
who asked for 500 and for a Lower House of 700. I therefore chose 
the reasonable mean and merely suggested a figure of 300 which I am 
glad met with a large and enthusiastic support from my British- 
Indian friends. This afternoon I had also the privilege of getting 
direct knowledge of the wishes of some of the lesser or so-caUed small 
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States. They do not want a large Chamber but would be satisfied 
with 200 members in the Upper Chamber. 

I fully appreciate their apprehensions. Very hkely they are not 
satisfied with the constitution of the Chamber of Princes. They 
are aware of certain invidious distinctions made and certain 
exclusions from the Chamber of Princes, and on that account they 
do not wish to see the principle adopted in the case of the Chamber 
of Princes apphed to this Federal Chamber. I would assure them 
that we have no desire to exclude even the smaller States from 
participation in the Federal Chambers, and I would only request 
them to bear in mind that representation in the Federal Legislature 
is not confined merely to the Upper House. In cases of conflict 
of opinion we have provided for a joint session of both Houses, 
so that if the smaller States do not secure individual representation 
in the Upper House, but if they secure representation in the Lower 
House, their interests will be equally safeguarded; and representa- 
tion in the Lower Chamber has been declared to go by population, 
so that in their case their population will of course be represented 
in the Lower Chamber. 

In this connection I would request the Conference to bear in mind 
the necessity of distinguishing between the two principles of repre- 
sentation in the two Chambers. In the Upper Chamber it should 
be the Governments that are represented; in the Lower Chamber 
it is the population that will be represented. If I remember aright 
what was said by Sir Mirza Ismail, he put before the Committee a 
scheme of his own. 

Chairman : A Federal Council, was not it ? 

Sir Manubhai Mehta : A Federal Council, in which the govern- 
ments were to be represented. 

Chairman : As in Switzerland. 

Sir Manubhai Mehta: If it is to be the governments that are 
to be represented, I put it to your lordship that in the case_ of govern- 
ments no distinction is made between larger States and smaller 
States. Look at the constitution of any other Federation. In 
the case of the United States Senate, whether it is New York or 
whether it is a small State like Florida, whether it is Illinois or 
whether it is Texas, whether it is Massachusetts, or whether it is 
Ohio, they are aU equally represented in the Senate ; each State 
sends six members to the Senate. The same principle of equahty 
applies in the case of other Federations; it applies in Australia, 
in South Africa and in Canada. What I mean to say is that if 
about 120 seats are found for States they would find individual 
representation in the Upper Chamber, and those which are left out 
wiU naturally find their representation in the Lower Chamber. 
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Sir Akbar Hydari : They would each get one seat ? 

Sir Manuhhai Mehta : That is what I said; equality of repre- 
sentation is essential if governments are to be represented. That 
has all along been my contention, Sir, and I again venture to place 
it before this Conference. 

Now, Sir, I should like to say a word about the future programme, 
because on that point the views of the Indian States have not been 
sufficiently placed before the Conference. We have heard certain 
disquieting rumours, and it would seem from three or four remarks 
made in the Conference to-day that there is a tendency to think of 
starting with Provincial autonomy, keeping Federation or respon- 
sibility at the Centre as a goal, a distant goal to be reached by stages— 
they may be rapid stages or they may be slow stages—and not as 
something to be immediately attempted. 

To me. Sir, the word Provincial autonomy looks like a 
contradiction in terms. Provincial autonomy with centralised 
control has no meaning. As long as there is centralised control the 
Provinces cannot be autonomous, and if the Provinces are to be 
autonomous then the Centre ought to transfer more and more 
departments to the Provinces, more and more powers to the 
Provinces. There would practically be no Centre except the Federal 
Centre, so practically there will be about eleven independent States 
instead of Provinces, added to our 620 States. There will be less 
chance of any harmony between them, and the idea of Federation 
must then be deferred perhaps for ever, because. My Lord, the Indian 
States have their own difficulties, which will only be then intensified. 
In order to ascertain or to determine what their financial rights are 
and what their position as regards paramountcy is, three years ago 
His Majesty’s Government appointed an Indian States Committee 
presided over by Sir Harcourt Butler. That Committee fully 
investigated the relations between the States and the paramount 
power, and came to the conclusion that financially the States were 
entitled to certain reparations or restoration. It was when the 
idea of federation came into view that the States agreed to waive 
their separate financial claims and to throw these financial contribu- 
tions into the common federal pool. If federation is to be postponed, 
if the Provinces are to be made autonomous, the States would not 
agree to the finances being transferred to. the Provinces or to take 
their decisions on questions of joint concern from the Provinces. 
As the Prime Minister put forward last year, the three essential 
and fundamental elements go together. Fundamentally, the three 
points were responsibility at the Centre, a Federal Government and 
safeguards. As the British Delegates held, there cannot be 
responsibility at the Centre unless there is federation at the Centre. 
Conversely there cannot be federatioii unless there is responsibility 
at the Centre. We are prepared to federate only if there is a respon- 
sible Centre, and unless our financial rights were fully safeguarded 
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we would not agree to any transfer of powers to the Provinces, and 
the Provinces cannot become autonomous without our agreeing to 
such transfer. This is the dilemma in which we are placed, and 
I appeal to the Statesmen of the Empire to find out a solution. 
The difficulty is not insoluble. Difficulties there are, but difficulties 
are always there to be overcome, and I do not despair; with the 
excellent galaxy of talent in the British Cabinet, I do not fear that 
such a difficulty will remain insoluble. 

My Lord, it is said that the inability to solve the communal 
question is the main difficulty. In the case of Provincial autonomy, 

not the communal difficulty also play the same part ? I am 
thinking it will play a greater part. In Bengal and the Punjab, 
which are the two Provinces where the communal question is most 
difficult, how can they have any self-government unless this 
communal question is first solved ? And if the communal question 
is solved, where is the difficulty of responsibility at the Centre ? 

Last time. Sir, at the meeting of the Federal Structure Committee 
my friends gave sufficient warning—^the British Statesmen here— 
about the consequences of leaving this question in this unsettled 
state. Perhaps the British Statesmen are shying at the difficulties 
of providing a solution of this question for the communities which 
they themselves may not afterwards accept. But, Sir, there is no 
perfection in this world ; no constitution is perfect under the sun. 
I believe in perfectibility, but not in perfection. There is always 
room for more and more advance. Even if you begin with a small 
commencement, there is'always room for advance. I believe. Sir, 
in what is called spiral progress. Sometimes there is a decided 
advance ; sometimes there is some recession ; but even if we recede 
we go up to a higher plane. With each advance we go to a higher 
plane. That is characterised as spiral progress ; and I appeal to you. 
Sir, to bear in mind that if there is perfectibility, there is no difficulty 
that is insoluble. 

I wdll not indulge in any warnings or threats. I will, only appeal 
to your self-interest. Sir. I will appeal to your enlightened self- 
interest. The British nation has been called a nation of shop- 
keepers, and as inheriting the Indian Empire from the factors and 
counting houses of the East India Company that epithet is well- 
earned ; but there need be no opprobrium in that; the British 
Government or the British nation need not blush at being called shop-‘% 
keepers. In my Sanskrit language there is a metaphor in which 
we praise under the guise of blame and we blame in the guise of 
praise. Here, then, when I caU you a nation of shopkeepers it is 
reaUy that I appeal to your wisdom ; I appeal to your prudence; 
I appeal to your enlightened self-interest. 

Consider the economic consequences of leaving India to all the 
discontent that is sure to brew there. It was your great national 
patriot, Edmund Burke, who called the present age in England an 
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age of economists, sophists, and calculators. You are calculators ; 
you are economists ; perhaps you are sophists. Therefore I appeal 
to you because the same great statesman and patriot, Edmund Burke, 
prided himself that the British Nation was the palladium of liberty ; 
it was the great defender of equality, liberty, and the equal rights of 
all nations. The British Nation has fought for the defence of lesser 
nations. It is in the interests of suffering and stricken India that 
I appeal to you to defend her status. 

India has often been described as the brightest j ewel in His Maj esty's 
diadem. Let not that jewel be dimmed or tarnished by the sighs of 
anguish and the tears of affliction that would flow if India is left 
to stew in her own juice. I appeal to Your Lordship and to the 
whole British nation. May God give you the strength to decide this 
question to the greatest good of the three hundred and fifty millions 
entrusted to your care. 

{The Conference adjourned at 7.35 pm.) 
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PIMTARY SESSION, 30th NOVEMBER, 1931. 

Mr. Jayakar : Mr. Prime Minister, the critical hour in the 
deliberations of this Conference is fast approaching, and twenty-four 
hours from now we shall know what is the issue of this great experi- 
ment that we have been making for nearly a year. Sir, when the 
announcement was made about the holding of this Round Table 
Conference, many thoughtful men in India felt that it was a gi'eat 
experiment—great in the sense that it was perhaps the first time in 
the history of the world that a proud race was told to achieve its 
freedom by means of negotiation, goodwill and persuasion. The 
Conference was an announcement to the world, as many people in 
India thought, that the old world of ideas had disappeared in favour 
of the new, and that what used to be achieved in former times by 
force of arms and revolution, was going to be achieved in the new 
world by persuasion and negotiation. 

In this unfortunate country of yours where vision and imagination 
are often blurred by fogs, it will not be perhaps so easy to realise 
the internal significance of the Round Table Conference; but 
I am not exaggerating, Sir, when I say that many men of thoughtful 
mind in India thought that it would be a great achievement if the 
Round Table Conference would yield results towards the freedom 
of India. As we sat from day to day discussing in the Federal 
Structure Committee, I as a humble member thereof have often 
wondered what this great experiment was going to lead to. We 
are now within twenty-four hours of this great achievement. Sir, 
if it leads to success, you will have made good your claim not only 
to the esteem of India and will be able to say that even a brown 
people could achieve their freedom by persuasion, by negotiation. 
You will have clearly proved to the world that what used to be 
achieved in former times by mutual fear has been achieved in these 
days by mutual goodwill and by mutual regard. That, Sir, is the 
great significance of this Conference. 

You can therefore imagine vdth what great expectation your 
announcement to-morrow. Sir, will be awaited in India by the three 
hundred and fifty millions. Some of them have scoffed at tliis 
attempt; some have been openly sceptical; some have been its 
great critics ; but they will aU be agreed that if it leads to success it 
will be a great achievement indeed. 

Sir, we have laboured for nearly a year. I am very glad to say 
that the foundations laid during the last year have been found by 
subsequent enquiry to be truly and well laid. This year, as the 
Lord Chancellor will vouch that as we have gone into details many 
of us have been impressed with the foundations laid last year. The 
wisdom of those foundations has been made more and more clear 
to us as we have gone into details. Those foundations were. Sir, 
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speaking generally, federation, Central responsibility, and safe- 
guards. Perhaps the greatest tribute to the wisdom of that scheme 
was paid when the Irwin-Gandhi Pact was entered into, in one 
clause of which Mr. Gandhi—^no doubt a severe critic of our af airs 
last year—accepted the three pillars upon which he said he would 
build if he visited this country, as he eventually did. No greater 
tribute. Sir, could be paid to the wisdom of that scheme than the 
fact that it found a very eminent place in the scheme of settlement 
which took place between Mahatma Gandhi and Lord Irwin. This 
year we have gone into many details. Sir. I do not wish to take up 
the time of the Conference in going into them. As I said before, the- 
more we have gone into these details the more have we been con- 
vinced that the scheme as outlined in last year’s Conference was 
an exceedingly sound scheme. 

We have made further progress this year. For instance, speaking 
of the Princes, we have taken one great stride, that there has been 
a universal desire on the part of British India and the Indian Princes 
to consider the claims of the smaller States. This year we have had 
time and leisure and also the inclination to consider the Federation 
scheme from the point of view of the smaller States. Both on the 
side of the British Indians and the States wiUingness has been 
showui to make the Federation complete by conceding the just 
demands of the smallei' States. The smaller States last year were 
left very much dissatisfied, and perhaps in consequence of it they 
gave in a measure strength to what was called the Patiala-Bholpur 
scheme. I do not regard that scheme as a rival of Federation at aU. 
I am full of hope, as was expressed in the speech of Sirdar Jarmani 
Dass, whom I wish to congratulate on his maiden effort before the 
Conference—a wise and helpful speech—^wherein he suggested 
certain lines of compromise between the Patiala-Dholpur scheme 
and the scheme of Federation as outlined last year. I see. Sir, no 
conflict between the two, and I am sure that when we' go into details, 
some means will be found of reconciling what seems to be in conflict 
but is not really so. I am full of hope that the good elements of 
that scheme will be combined with the good elements of Federation, 
and I have no doubt that when they are worked out it will be seen 
that the seeming conflict between the two can be reconciled. 

Coming to British India, we have made progress.' * I am sure the 
esteemed Chairman of the Federal Structure Committee will agree 
with me when I say that we were all surprised at the amount of 
agreement achieved in the Federal Structure Committee. Of 
course there were differences, as there naust always be when so many 
intelligent men meet together and discuss, but I am sure I am 
voicing the sentiments of the large bulk of the Federal Structure 
Conunittee when I say that the amount of agreement achieved is 
not inconsiderable and affords a good basis upon which future work 
can proceed. 
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Take only two or three subjects, Sir, I have not time to go into 
all. Take for instance, that most fruitful source of difficulty, namely, 
commercial discrimination. I am proud to say that the formula 
evolved last year, by which I stand, was a very wise formula indeed 
—wise in more senses than one, wise mainly in the fact that it 
was elastic. Its great virtue lay in the fact that it was not rigid, 
but was capable of widening out as occasion arose. Our critics 
called it vague. Our critics in India thought it was a surrender. 
That was no doubt a criticism made by those who were ignorant 
•of its elasticity, or were of opinion that no good could come out of 
•deliberations to which the Congress was not a party. Our present 
•Report only emphasises that formula, if I may say so. Unanimity 
was expressed that for matters of purely racial discrimination there 
rshould be no scope in the future Government of India. Everybody 
•agreed, Mr. Prime Minister, whatever their other differences, that 
there should be no discrimination in commercial matters on the 
ground of race, nationality, or religion. The differences arose when 
we came to details, and even there, I am very glad to state that on 
four or five points which were made there was agreement. That 
key industries should be specially treated is now accepted. That 
infant industries we should have the opportunity to protect is now 
agreed. That unfair competition should be stopped by regulation 
is agreed. That Indians can clairn a larger share in those interests 
which now are vested in the hands of one group is now agreed. 
That a convention should be established in future appropriate to 
the occasion when India is free and gathers experience—that 
experience we have not now, but we claim we shall have it in course 
of time—^is now agreed. I say that on.these four or five points 
there is complete unanimity. 

Unfortunately, the Report was very hastily accepted, if I may say 
so. My Lord Chancellor, but that was nobody’s fault. We were 
running against time. Consequently a few things have crept in 
which^ay require revision. Sir Cowasji Jehangir referred to one, 
namely, administrative discrimination. These will have to be revised, 
but I am confident that our Report contains a basis on which we 
-can work in future. 

Coming to financial safeguards, equally was I surprised at the 
unanimity. I was privileged to have private talks with repre- 
sentatives of European commerce, along with a few other friends, 
and day after day as I listened to their conversation I was surprised 
at the points of agreement. Of course when you are deahng with 
such large interests as British commercial interests in India, you 
find it a very thorny question. It is obvious that there are many 
facets of that question which require to be carefully examined. 
What, however, surprises me is the amount of agreement and not 
the amount of difference. The good sense with which European 
merchants advocated their case showed that they realised what 
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minorities rarely realise, that points have to be won by goodwill 
and not by obstruction or opposition. 

My friend Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru has made a suggestion which 
I am sure is full of possibilities for the future, namely, the suggestion 
of a Financial Council. He has thought out a scheme and we have 
made progress with it. He offers a solution which I am sure is 
pregnant with possibilities. I am very glad to find that European 
and Indian members representing commercial interests saw the= 
advisability of accepting that scheme in general outline. 

There is a slight difference at the moment, but I am not without 
hope that the contending views will be reconciled. The Financial 
Advisory Council, as proposed by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, is to last 
only until the Reserve Bank is established, and it is to be confined 
to matters of exchange and currency. Mr. Benthall, however, 
wants it to be continued beyond the time when the Reserve Bank 
is established, and he wants it to be operative in all financial matters. 
That is a point of difference, but I am not without hope that it 
will eventually be reconciled. 

The third point that I wish to refer to was at one time the subject 
of a conflict which it seemed difficult to adjust. I refer to defence. 
The two sides have now come nearer. I am one of those who beheve 
that in making experiments of this novel and colossal character 
the one thing necessary is the frame of mind which centres itself 
on broad agreement and not on differences; and from that point of 
view I am suiprised how near the view-point of the Congress comes 
to the provision that was accepted by us last year. Mr. Gandhi, 
who has placed the Congress point of view before us with 
frankness, says he wants defence to be a transferred subject, but 
he agrees that large powers may be left in the hands of the Viceroy 
during the transitional period by way of overriding the ordinary 
working of the constitution. Our scheme last year was that it 
should be made a Crown subject, but that large powers should be 
given to the Legislature in matters which are not directly concerned 
with the safety and tranquillity of India. Therefore, if you analyse 
how near these two positions come, Mr. Gandhi agreeing to give 
large and overriding powers to the Viceroy, and ourselves agreeing 
that there should be large powers in the hands of the Legislature,. 
I feel confident that at no distant date in the future a formula will 
be devised which will satisfy both. We must work in a spirit of 
compromise, and we should be grateful to the Lord Chancellor for 
drawing attention to paragraph 8 of the Report, as embodying the 
spirit in which we worked, and in which we shall have to work, 
in future, viz., the spirit of finding a mean between two opposite 
views. I have no doubt that if we work in that way the seeming 
conflict even in regard to defence will soon be reconciled. 

We thus find that we have a great deal of agreement on important, 
questions. We were warned last year that when we came to deal 
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with details our scheme would be found very unsatisfactory and 
faulty. My experience—and I am sure it is the experience of many 
of my colleagues—^is that the consideration of the details has con- 
firmed our belief more and more, that our scheme stood the test 
of details. 

Now, Sir, I come to the last and perhaps the most important 
part of my speech. The scheme is there before you. Sir, and it is a 
scheme which has three pillars : federation. Central responsibility, 
and safeguards. The scheme has now been accepted in India as a 
basis of future work by the greatest political organisation, the 
Congress. The question now is, Mr. Prime Minister, will your 
Government accept this scheme or will they reject it, or—^what is 
perhaps a greater danger than rejection—^wiU they mutilate the 
scheme ? I wish to be quite frank, because we are on the eve of 
an eventful day, and I should be guilty of not performing my duty 
if I did not truly express what I think of the importance of your 
declaration to-morrow. 

Will this scheme be accepted as a whole ? About rejection I have 
no fear, because it restores aU parties to the status quo ante. Each 
party goes its own way. If it is wholly accepted, well and good. 
I franldy say, however, that what I am afraid of is, that for parha- 
mentary exigencies, the scheme may be mutilated in the sense 
that we may be Offered the trunk, or the head or the feet. Sir, that 
would be a great mistake. We want the scheme to be offered to 
India as a whole. We know that there are many details of the 
scheme which have to be worked out; patient investigation and 
enquiries have to be carried out; but that will be no reason for 
mutilating the scheme in the sense of offering to India something 
which is only a part of the scheme. 

The scheme. Sir, is one, united, inter-linked. There cannot be 
Central responsibihty without Federation. There cannot be Federa- 
tion without Central responsibility; and both have to be worked 
out in the terms of proper safeguards in the interests of India. 
May I ask attention to that excellent speech that Sir Manubhai 
Mehta made towards the end of the day before yesterday. It brings 
out the way in which these three are intertwined. You cannot take 
one part out of it and say : we offer India so much as a first instal- 
ment of experiment. Sir, in my opinion, that would be a great 
mistake. 

When I was talking to a public man of your country, he said to 
me : Oh, but you realise a house cannot be built without storeys; 
that the first storey has to be built, then the second storey, the third 
storey and the fourth one. Therefore, you must allow us to build 
the constitution storey by storey.'’ I warned this public man and 
said: “ It is a dangerous analogy for you to adopt, because if you 
adopt it you are up against many sound arguments. When you 
.adopt the analogy of a house and an architect, may I point out that 
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an architect presents the whole scheme to the employer before the 
construction is begun. He teUs him what the whole schertie is. If 
the architect said to the employer : “ Your first storey is complete ; 
go and live in it. I will construct the second storey while you 
occupy the lower one/’ he would be a bad architect indeed. I would 
not go into the house until the whole house was complete. 
I certainly realise that a good architect builds storey by storey; 
but no sound architect asks me to go and occupy the first storey, 
with operatives working over my head. And, may I say further, 
that a good architect does not allow five or six years to elapse after 
the first storey is complete. We, Sir, live in a land where, in some 
parts, we have three hundred inches of rain every year, and not the 
miserable twenty-five you have in your country. If you build the 
first storey and allow three hundred inches of rain a year for six years 
to drench it, your first storey will disappear in the course of the six 
years, the foundations wiU be washed away, the bricks will collapse, 
everything will be gone, and when you come to build the second 
floor you will find the first has disappeared and the rain has washed 
out even the foundations. 

Therefore, Sir, this is a dangerous analogy. We'are quite prepared 
to make allowance for the exigencies of your Parliament. India 
has waited for a hundred and fifty years ; it can wait for a year or 
two more if you make your intentions perfectly clear. If you bring 
out your v/hole scheme in general outline, removing the difficulties 
step by step, surely India has enough patience if you make your 
intentions clear and do not take an unnecessarily long time oyer 
completion. We know that parliamentary drafting requires time. 
Enquiries have to be made. Many questions have yet to be settled. 
We are prepared to give you enough time for the hona fide prosecu- 
tion of these enquiries and the working out of these details, but we 
have no time to wait in order that you may try political experi- 
ments. Remember, Sir, in your country as in mine. Federation has 
many enemies ; it has enemies in many quarters ; it has enemies 
amongst those who do not wish to give Central responsibility to 
India; it has eneihies amongst those who wish to preserve all the 
outworn parts of the ancient machinerythe Secretary of State, 
and may I say, with great respect to Sir Samuel Hoare, the India 
Office, they want to keep intact all the machinery which has inter- 
fered with the progress of India. It has likewise enemies amongst 
those who do not wish to see stability and ballast introduced into 
the Central Legislature in order that they may make it the play- 
thing of party poHtics and popular freaks. And, lastly, may I say, 
it has enemies amongst communal zealots, who measure the progress 
of India in proportion to the voting strength of their particular 
community. AU these enemies are against Federation and it is 
therefore dangerous to leave it to be worked out in the future. 

Mr. Prime Minister, it is as much your child as the child of the 
Federal Structure Committee. It has to grow into adolescence; 
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it requires time to be nourished. By all means have that time, 
provided it is spent in nourishing it, for making it more strong, 
and not for the purpose of destroying the possibilities of its birth or 
growth. We are often asked: why are we so much harping on 
Federation ? I am pledged to Federation because that it the only 
way of makuig more easy the transfer, of power at the Centre, and 
I shall be quite frank, there is a section in your country—and Lord 
Reading voiced the sentiments of that section—a party of caution 
which wants responsibility to be given only when there is a possi- 
bility of that responsibility being worked out with stability. We 
want to make the transfer of the power at the Centre more easy. 
Likewise we do not wish to leave the Princes behind us. India 
can progress best when it goes on together. To leave the Princes 
behind, from our point of view, is a great danger. Sir. If you leave 
the Princes behind, you cannot have reform all round. You will 
have to keep intact all those centres of control outside India against 
which we complain. I do no t wish to mention details, but all those 
irritating centres of power and control outside India which belong 
to the ancient system; you cannot wipe out unless you have Federa- 
tion and the Princes corne along. I am told there cannot be any 
Federation between autocracy and democracy, that it will be a 
conflict. I am not afraid of that conflict, because I have such 
infinite faith in the working of the progresses of democracy that 
I feel confident that autocracy cannot withstand them for a long time. 

These are some of the reasons for which we have set our heart 
on Federation. Please do not make the mistake of leaving Federa- 
tion aside for the moment and offering to India something different 
from Federation. We have made up our minds to go together, 
the Princes and the people of India, and after listening to the 
excellent speech made by His Highness the Nawab of Bhopal 
yesterday what doubt can there be. Sir, that the Princes are in 
earnest about Federation ? In certain communal quarters a few 
days ago, this Federation, Sir, was described as a mirage. I went 
home and looked up your best dictionary—and I found that the 
word had two meanings. One meaning is illusion, a kind of 
“ maya,'' as w^e call it in the philosophy of my country. Another 
meaning is a distant and difficult goal. If it means the latter, 1 have 
no quarrel with the word. If, however, it means an illusion I say 
that we are in very good company in hugging this illusion to our 
hearts. The Lord Chancellor said only the other day that Federation 
is not only possible but probable. In your speech last year, Sir, 
you dwelt on the idea of federation. It was likewise accepted as a 
basis in the Irwin-Gandhi Pact. Are all these eminent men deluded 
fools—Chugging somethtug to their hearts which is a delusion, and 
not a reahty ? If so aU I can say to those critics who call it a mirage 
is that we are in very good company, I have therefore to submit 
that any scheme which makes distant the time of federation will be 
an Unsatisfactory scheme. We know that Federation wants time 
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and we are prepared to give you reasonable time, provided only 
that you show that you are going on with your work and not merely 
taking time in order to put it off. 

I submit, Sir, that these few suggestions which I have ventured 
to make in the course of my speech may be taken into consideration. 
I thought it was my duty to speak quite frankly from my point of 
view. I think this is a very great opportunity for your country. 
The question is whether you will take hold of it. Everything 
depends upon the way you make your choice. We can only watch 
you make the choice. The privilege of making it is yours. I do 
not wish to utter any threat—I see no occasion for it—but, if 
I may say so in all humility, a great deal depends upon tomorrow 
which is the most eventful day in the history of this Conference. 
Young and old in India are watching on the tiptoe of expectation 
to see what is going to be the issue of this Conference. Is it going to 
be success or is it going to be failure, failure in the sense in which 
I have spoken ? I do hope that Providence will enable you to decide 
that it ^1 be success. 

Lori Reading ; Mr. Prime Minister, I have had opportunities of 
expressing my views on the subjects which are now before the 
Plenary Conference during the sittings of the Federal Structure 
Committee and I do not propose, therefore, to enter into any detailed 
reference to those subjects. I am, however, desirous at this final 
stage of this sitting of the Conference to take into review ^the 
happenings of the Conference at various stages through which we 
have passed, the position in which it now stands and most important 
of aU, the final stage tomorrow when you, Mr. Prime Minister, will 
dehver the concluding address. I would just remind the members 
of the Conference that when we first met considerable anxiety 
prevailed lest the discussions should prove futile and there should 
be a breakdown of the Conference. When we separated at the 
beginning of this year, after the declaration you made, Mr. Prime 
Minister, there was a distinctly favourable change in the minds and 
hearts of our Indian friends. 

They left for their homes encouraged and hopeful, with some of 
the distrust and suspicion which had existed removed, if it had not 
been for the time being completely dissipated. They returned 
to India determined, so far as they could, to take their message 
throughout India, and in that way again to cause a change in the 
political conditions of India. 

When the Conference was resumed, and particularly when the 
sittings of the Federal Structure Committee began this autumn, 
we had present with us Mr. Gandhi and others who had not hitherto 
taken part in the deliberations, who had stood outside in a totally 
different position, but who now joined in the discussions in the 
Federal Structure Committee ; and it cannot be doubted that their 
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presence here has added influence and authority to the proceedings 
of the Committee and of this Conference. 

It must be remembered that during these proceedings especially 
we have discussed many and varied problems with frankness, and 
we have expressed our opinions with candour. Sometimes there 
have been moments of apprehension ; sometimes things have been 
said that have not been pleasant to the ears of some who were 
attending here either on the one side or on the other; but the 
patience and the courtesy of all who have taken part in this Con- 
ference have managed to overcome all those difficulties, and in the 
end the method of this Conference, with its full discussion, its free 
and outspoken opinions, its friendly contacts between aU the 
members, has been in my judgment. Prime Minister, completely 
vindicated. Whatever critics—and there are many—^may have to 
say, in my view the method of conference has triumphed, and 
in my hope the method of conference wdll continue. 

Prime Minister, I only desire to say, and very briefly, a few words 
in relation to the big subjects that we have discussed. We are at 
the final stage, and I can well imagine the anxiety of all, and perhaps 
especially of our Indian friends, to hear the message that you, on 
behaK of His Majesty's Government, will express to us, to be able 
to form some opinion of how the British Parhament wall respond, 
and to have a conception of the procedure that is to be adopted 
in the future and a vision of that which they are aU anxiously 
awaiting. 

Well, I am not disposed myself to discuss any of the big questions. 
I will make my observations in very few sentences. It is unnecessary 
for me to expatiate upon the pohcy that I would adopt. I expressed 
my views at some length in January of this year. I stand today 
where I did then. I see no reason to change those views, although 
I am quite prepared to vary methods in the directions in which 
it may be desirable. But the broad pohcy stands; in my view the 
policy for India which really must warm the hearts of all Indians as 
well as of the British who love India, is this great pohcy of Federation, 
of an ah-India—of 350,000,000 people at present. Who shah say, 
under a prosperous all-India, what its population and power 
eventuahy wih be, an ah-India composed of the Princes of India, 
who have taken so notable a part in our gatherings at this Conference; 
which brings into close relations British India, the ruling States of 
India, the governing powers of British India, ah into one close 
connection by which they can together unite in working out the 
destinies of the India of the future ? 

Prime Minister, I made my observations then in favour of a 
Federal Government of this character with an executive responsible 
to a Federal Legislature, subject to certain safeguards and conditions; 
and there I stand today. Prime Minister, in my view nothing that 
has happened, nothing that we have heard, has in any way served to 
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weaken the conviction that I had formed in January, not hastily, 
not by any means without due thought and dehberation, not without 
having felt the influence of this Conference and of contact with 
my Indian friends. I expressed it then as the view which, as we 
thought, must be made effective for the future, for the benefit of 
India in order that India might progress and in order that we might 
meet the wishes of India. 

I have myself the strongest behef in the connection of Britain with 
India. I do not hesitate to say, although it may not commend itself 
to all of you, that the connection of Britain with India has in many 
respects been to the benefit of India, just as I will undoubtedly admit 
or assert that the ties between India and Britain have been to the 
benefit also of Britain. 

Where we stand now is that we are considering, as a result of much 
discussion, what actually is to be the plan to be put forward. I am 
not going to discuss that; that is, after all, now. Prime Minister, 
for you and His Majesty’s Government, to be brought again before 
the British Parliament. I will make this observation upon it: 
I beheve that the true policy between Britain and India is that we 
should in this country strive all we can to give effect to the views of 
India whilst preserving at the same time our own position, which we 
must not and which we cannot abandon. There are obligations that 
we have incurred, and burdens which we have had to bear in the past 
of the trust which has been reposed in us. We must carry out those 
obhgations whatever happens. But having said that, I ^vill do every- 
thing I can consistently with it to give effect to the views of Indians 
who wish to take part in their own government. 

Now, Prune Minister, there is little more that I want to-say, save 
that I would ask you to bear in mind all of you, that we can never 
hope at this Conference, however long we may sit, to arrive at agree- 
ment on all points. It is very rare indeed that that takes place in 
any conference, either between men of business or between Govern- 
ments, but what we can reach—^what I hope we shall reach—^is 
sufi&cient agreement to enable India to accept the proposals that 
wiU be put forward eventually before the British Parhament by 
His Majesty’s Government. 

Now, Prime Minister, with that view, may I say that we may 
hope, as a result, that this final solution of our problems will be such 
that it will command its acceptance both of the British Parliament 
and of India ? For myself, I will say that tills hope is strong within 
me. I am encouraged by all our discussions in the belief that the 
final outcome of our procet)dings will be a great step forward in the 
progressive march of India to her ultimate destiny, 

I am, I think, as I look around, the one most advanced in years in 
this gathering. I have no political ambitions of my own, I have no 
personal desire to reach any position in the future. I have a desire, 
an overwhelming desire, aii all-pervading ambition to serve my 
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country and the Empire. I have been fortunate enough in my life 
to hold the great office of Viceroy of India, to know all that that 
means, to understand by contact the views, the aims, the aspirations 
of our Indian friends because I came in close contact with them. 
It is the office which, Mr. Prime Minister, next to yours I cannot 
but think is the greatest in the Empire. Whatever my merits or 
demerits may have been I brought away with me many ties of 
friendship with Indians with whom I became acquainted during my 
stay there. Above all, I carried with me and still carry within me 
warm affection for India and a profound interest in her future. 
I most profoundly wish, indeed I devoutly pray, that I may live to 
see the Federation of all India in active being, that this Federated 
India may be prosperous and happy in its future, and that above all 
as it progresses forward towards its ultimate constitutional destiny 
it will always desire to continue a willing partner in the British 
Empire. 

Diwan Bahadur Ramachandra Rao : Mr. Prime Minister, the 
observations I would like to make on this occasion must in the nature 
of things be very brief. Like some other Delegates who were not 
members of the Federal Structure Committee I have many observa- 
tions to make on some of the controversial questions relating to 
all-India Federation. I have a good deal to say on many of the 
topics which were discussed and many others which remain for 
discussion. It seems to me, however, Mr. Prime Minister, that in 
view of the statement recently made in the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee that some machinery is to be devised for continuing the work 
of this Conference it becomes unnecessary to go into detailed 
criticism of the whole scheme as outlined in the Report. 

I am, as all of us are, in general agreement with the scheme for an 
all-India Federation sketched in the Report. There are, however, 
one or two matters of fundamental importance which cannot be 
passed over at this stage relating to the Federal constitution sketched 
in the Report. The position of the people of the Indian States in 
the scheme for an aU-India Federation embodied in the Report is 
not satisfactory. The members of the Conference will remember 
that I raised this question last year at the Plenary Session, and 
I had some hope that, in view of the strong and insistent public 
criticism in India that has been levied against the Federal Constitu- 
tion since January last by the people of the Indian States, as also 
in British India, the present Report of the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee would show an improvement when the scheme came again 
under a detailed examination. I am, however, profoundly dis- 
appointed that the viewpoint of the people of the Indian States has 
not received adequate consideration at the hands of the members of 
the Federal Structure Committee, 

In paragraph 27 of the Third Report of the Federal Structure 
Committee the Committee express the opinion that the question of 
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the method of selection of the States’ representatives in the Lower 
Chamber must be left to the decision of the States, but they say also 
that it cannot be contended that it is of no concern to the Federation 
as a whole. Certain individual members of the States’ Delegation 
have given assurances to the Committee that in those States where 
representative institutions exist and the members are in a position 
to express their views, arrangements will be made which will 
give those bodies a voice in the selection. This position is not 
satisfactory. 

The people of the States have not been heard. They have not 
been accorded any representation at this Conference, and this 
persistent refusal to hear the views of the people of the States, apart 
from their Rulers, does not absolve this Conference from the duty of 
scrutinising proposals for the new constitution of India as a whole 
from the point of view of the peoples of all the federating units. 
It is from this point of view that every minority in India, however 
small, and every interest in British India, has been invited to this 
Conference, and has assisted the Conference in examining the 
proposals placed before it from their own standpoint, and it would 
have been fitting if this course had been adopted also in the case of 
the seventy milhon people of the Indian States. 

In a note circulated last year on this subject, and also in another 
note circulated a few days ago, I have drawn the attention of the 
members to the fundamental importance of protecting the rights 
and hberties of the people of the Indian States, and I have laid stress 
on the fact that this is necessary not only in the interests of the States 
themselves but also for the satisfactory working of the Federal 
constitution. I venture to think that the Indian Princes and the 
other members, of the Indian States’ Delegation have a unique 
opportunity afiorded to them of uplifting the vast mass of the 
people of the Indian States from a condition of political submersion 
to the fuU status of imperial citizenship. It cannot be a matter of 
satisfaction to those who are responsible for the organization of this 
Conference or for members of the Conference, that while the political 
aspirations of their fellow-citizens in British India are being realised, 
the people of the States should be prevented from aspiring to the 
standards of free and many-sided citizenship made accessible to 
their brethren in their neighbourhood. I think, therefore, that it 
is absolutely essential for the success of the future Federation that 
the co-operation and goodwill of the people of the Indian States in 
the working of the new constitution should be secured. Their 
Highnesses, the Rulers of the Indian States, and their Ministers 
have been some of the strongest advocates at this Conference for 
enlarging the political freedom of India. Some of them have been 
members of several international gatherings and are cognisant of 
the reactions of political thought and action throughout the world. 
I appeal to them, therefore, to make all reasonable concessions to the 
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legitimate political aspirations of their own people. This would, 
I venture to say, be an act of the highest statesmanship on their part. 
The present scheme of representation should provide, for the repre- 
sentation of the people of the States by a system of direct election 
in one of the chambers of the Federal Legislature. This will, in 
my opinion, strengthen the position of the States in the Federal 
Legislature rather than weaken it. Federal citizenship should also 
be conferred on the people of the States and embodied in the consti- 
tution, and deportation of the people of the States from British 
India under the Foreigners’ Act aiid vice versa should cease. We 
have heard a great deal about the necessity of enacting in the 
constitution fundamental rights for the protection of the minorities. 
Many proposals were put forward in the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee and also in the Minorities Committee towards this end, and 
there is a general consensus of opinion at this Conference that certain 
fundamental rights should be embodied in the constitution. The 
question requires further examination. Their Highnesses the 
present Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes and the Maharajas of 
Bikaner and Kashmir stated at the last Conference that these rights 
have been already conceded and proclaimed in their States. If that 
is so, there cannot be any objection to the extension of these consti- 
tutional guarantees to the people of the States, and I sincerely hope 
and trust that when the legislation is undertaken this matter will 
not be forgotten. 

A natural coroUary to the grant of fundamental rights to the 
people of the States is that wheii there is a violation of these rights, 
the Federal Supreme Court should be enabled to afford relief to the 
people of the Indian States. The right of Habeas Corpus does not 
exist in many of the States. I presume that it was the intention of 
the members of the Federal Structure Committee to extend judicial 
protection to the people of the States, and that the Supreme Federal 
Court should be the final judicial authority in aU these matters. 

Let us all hope that Their Highnesses will take note of the wishes 
and aspirations of their own people as expressed in numerous 
Conferences held throughout the States, since the scheme for a 
Federation has been formulated. It is a matter of satisfaction that 
the movement for constitutional government in the States has taken 
shape and is now the accepted goal of the people of the States. 
All future developments in the States will, I venture to state most 
respectfully, at this Conference depend on the wisdom and foresight 
with which the rulers of the Indian States and their Ministers will 
shape this movement for their own benefit and for the welfare of 
their people. It is a matter for the utmost satisfaction to me and 
I presume for many other members of this Conference to note the 
sentiments of Mr. Jarmani Bass, who spoke on behalf of His Highness 
the Maharaja of Kapurthala about the need for constitutional 
government for the States. I beg to urge that the principle of 
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responsibility of the administration of an Indian State to the people 
and to their representatives in a popular Legislature should be 
clearly recognised consistently with the continuance of the 
monarchical order. The representatives of the States sitting at this 
table have made it quite clear that they can only enter an all-India 
Federation on the understanding that the Federal Government will 
be responsible to a Federal Legislature, subject to transitory 
safeguards. I am referring to the speeches of His Highness the 
Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes and Sir Manubhai Mehta on 
Saturday last. The advocacy of self-governing institutions for 
India as a whole and the continuance of autocratic rule in the 
States cannot by any means be reconciled. I venture, therefore, 
most respectfully to submit that constitutional government is the 
best means for securing the permanence of their thrones, the loyalty 
of their people, and the unhampered progress of their States, and is 
the best step which Their Highnesses can take for the successful 
working of an all-India Federation v/hich we and they so ardently 
desire. 

Another matter which has a bearing on the future Federation, and 
which has not as yet been discussed either here or in any of the 
Committees, is the territorial redistribution of the Provinces. So 
long as India has a unitary constitution the final decision in regard 
to the redistribution of Provinces and the creation of new Provinces 
in British India is left properly to the Governor-General in Council, 
acting under the directions of the Secretary of State in Council. 
What would be the position in respect of this matter when a Federal 
Government and a Federal Legislature come into existence ? 

It is true that, in making a start with the Federal constitution, 
we can only proceed on the basis that the boundaries of the British 
Provinces are what they are at present, but it has to be fiiUy borne 
in mind that the demand for a redistribution of areas and readjust- 
ment of boundaries of the Provinces in India is a very real one, 
and is likely to arise for solution almost immediately after the new 
constitution is set up. Many administrators in India have felt in 
the past that the existing Provincial boundaries embrace areas 
and peoples of no natural affinity and sometimes separate those 
who might be more naturally united.” With the exception of Burma, 
no Province represents a natural unit; that is to say, that the 
Provinces do not stand for differences of race, language or 
geographical distribution. . They are purely administrative divisions 
of territory. Apart from the opinions of administrators, popular 
sentiment in recent years is in favour of such redistribution. The 
authors of the Nehru Report discussed the whole subject of linguistic 
Provinces in considerable detail, and important political organisa- 
tions in India have passed resolutions favouring the redistribution 
of Provinces on linguistic lines. The series of memoranda presented 
to the Indian Statutory Commission by the Government of India 
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contain the history of the agitation for an Oriya Province, an Andhra 
Province, and a Karnataka Province. The Simon Commission 
referred to this matter at some length and expressed the opinion 
that “ as the time is coming when each Province will have its own 
Provincial Government and its Provincial resources it is extremely 
important that the adjustment of Provincial boundaries and the 
creation of proper Provincial areas should take place before the 
new process has gone too far. Once the mould has set, any mal- 
administration will be still more difhcult to correct.'' They there- 
fore recommended the constitution of a Boundaries Commission 
and regarded the appointment of such a Commission as a matter of 
urgent importance. 

Some proposals for redistribution of provincial areas were brought 
forward at the First Session of this Conference. The Raja of Parla- 
kimedi advocated the constitution of an Oriya Province, and the 
constitution of the Orissa and contiguous Oriya-speaking tracts 
into a separate province is now under examination. The separation 
of Sind was agreed to in principle. During the present Session 
memoranda urging the formation of an Andhra Province have been 
circulated by the Raja of Bobbih and Mr. Giri. I am in entire 
agreement with the request for the constitution of an Andhra 
Province without delay. Mr. B. Shiva Rao has urged in another 
memorandum the formation of a Karnataka Province. Khan 
Bahadur Hafiz Hidayat Husain has urged the separation of Agra 
from Oudh. 

In these circumstances there can be no doubt whatever that the 
question of redistribution of Provincial areas wiU become a matter of 
great importance with which the Federal Government and the 
Federal Legislature under the new constitution will have to deal. 
I think, therefore, the legal and constitutional position in regard to 
this matter will have to be examined carefully, and the necessary 
provisions have to be enacted. . The existing British Provinces will, 
on the estabhshment of the new constitution become units in an 
All-India Federation, and the question as to the method and manner 
in which any of the Federating Units of British India should be 
redistributed and as to how new Provinces should be created and 
admitted into the Federation requires very careful consideration. 

In the list of Central subjects appended to the Second Report of 
the Federal Structure sub-Committee, it is stated that “ Territorial 
changes, other than inter-provmcial, and declaration of Taws in 
connection therewith," should be classified as a Central subject. 
I wiU invite the attention of the members to the remark opposite 
this item, that it (territorial changes) has already been decided 
to be a matter to be dealt with under amendments to the constitu- 
tion." If territorial changes involving the redistribution of British- 
Indian Provinces can only be effected by a process of amending 
the constitution, this method is likely to cause inordinate delays 
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and would make it too difficult to have essential territorial changes 
in the boundaries of Provinces which have been urged for many 
years. I feel, therefore, strongly that a more flexible method should 
be devised witho d the violation of constitutional proprieties. 

Finally, I should like to say a word on the subject of defence. 
I regret to say that many important and comphcated questions 
relating to the problem of the Indian Army have not been discussed 
at this Conference. The constitutional aspect of the question has 
received some attention in the Federal Structure Committee, but 
there are many other questions relating to the organisation, composi- 
tion and control of the Indian Army, which have formed the subject 
of active discussion in India for several years. I have referred to 
some aspects of the problem in a separate memorandum which has 
been circulated to-day to the members of this Conference, and 
which may be taken as supplementary to what I am saying now. 
But on this occasion I shall make a very brief reference to the subject. 
We have had hitherto a feeling—those of us who are taking part in 
the political life of India—that, as far as India is concerned, British 
statesmen, whatever be the political party to which they belong, 
have a habit of conceding the principle in platitudinous declarations 
but negativing the same in practice. The India Act of 1833 contained 
a statutory pledge that His Majesty's Indian subjects weie eligible 
for emplo5mient in the pubhc services of the country, irrespective 
of creed, class, or colour. The history of the Indianisation of the 
Civil Services aU these years is a fitting example of the method in 
which this pledge was broken in practice. Various devices were 
adopted to perpetuate the dominance of the British Bureaucracy 
in the country and the concentration of ah controlling power in 
the administration in their hands. Though it is nearly one hundred 
years since this declaration was made, the governing service in the 
country, i.e. the Indian Civil Service, is stni predominantly a British 
service at the present day, notwithstanding the appointment of 
Royal Commissions every twenty years. The exclusion of Indians 
from the commissioned ranks of the Indian Army till very recently 
is one of the most galling disabihties imposed upon Indians, and the 
history of its removal reveals the same tale of obstruction and 
opposition as has been adopted in the case of the Civil services. 
This matter has been under consideration for several generations, 
and when His Majesty the King-Emperor came to India in 1911 
for the Coronation Durbar, the Government were searching for 
boons which might be given to the Indian army to commemorate 
the occasion, and it was suggested that Indians might be admitted 
to the King's Commissions. But the mass of military opinion at 
that time was against the proposal and no announcement was made. 
His Excellency the Viceroy publicly stated in 1917 that the dis- 
cussions of the question of commissions to Indians dated back to 
pre-historic times, that it has been the subject of discussion by 
government after government, and that years slipped by and 
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nothing was done. He also announced that, as a beginning, nine 
commissions had been conferred on mihtary officers who distinguished 
themselves in the war. The next step was the announcement in 
1919 of the grant of ten commissions to Indians per annum. Tliis 
was considered by the British military classes a very revolutionary 
step. It was said at the time that '' It is a change which, once 
begun, must extend and, because it must have the inevitable result 
of placing eventually British officers under the command of Indians, 
is not one to be lightly undertaken.'" This is still, I feel, the pre- 
dominating feehng of the mihtary services and every proposal that 
has since been made is looked at from this angle of vision. 

If India is to attain a status similar to the Dominion status of 
Canada, Austraha or South Africa, in a reasonable period of time, 
and if the statesmen of Great Britain intend to carry out the inten- 
tions of the declaration by the Prime Minister made in January last 
and without any evasion or equivocation, they must make up their 
minds on this fundamental question of the self-defence of India. 
It will not do to play with the problem. The rejection of the very 
modest proposals of the Indian Sandhurst Committee clearly showed 
that those in authority do not wish to face the facts, and the Report 
of the Indian Military College Committee presided over by the 
present Commander-in-Chief has not made any improvement in 
the situation. 

. I have no doubt that Dr. Moonje, who was one of the members of 
the Committee, will refer to this matter. I would invite the attention 
of the Conference to the able and exhaustive minute of dissent of 
Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer and General Rajwade, and the series of 
problems referred to therein relating to the Army that are awaiting 
solution. A new orientation of military policy and a different 
organisation of the Indian Army is absolutely necessary, in view of 
the new political status that is now in sight, and the whole question 
of the pace of Indianisation should be re-examined by another 
committee. I would in conclusion, associate myself fully with all 
that has been stated in the Federal Structure Committee and at 
this Conference about the need for a simultaneous introduction of 
responsibihty, both at the Centre and in the Provinces. Any other' 
course will be disastrous and I beg to express the hope that the 
statement which you will make to-morrow may be such as to make 
it generally acceptable to India, and that our expectations will be 
reused. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna ; Tomorrow, the Second Session of the Indian 
Round Table Conference will come to a close. All honour to Lord 
Irwin, and to those who, like Mr. Wedgwood Benn, conceived with 
him the brilliant idea of holding a Round Table Conference in 
London and inviting thereto representatives from British India, 
and also from the Indian States to sit at the same table, with repre- 
sentatives of the different political parties in this country, with a 
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view to discussing the Indian problem and arriving at a common 
measure of agreement upon which the new constitution might be 
framed. 

The First Session ot the Conference made considerable headway, 
and we expected that, during the Second Session, we should move 
faster and, perhaps, go farther. Unfortunately, circumstances 
have intervened which have not brought about such a result, but, 
nevertheless. Lord Reading was perfectly right when he said this 
morning, that the Conference cannot be regarded as a failure, as 
is tried to be made out in some quarters. In addition to the reasons 
advanced by His Lordship, I would say that the holding of the 
Conference here has awakened the British public to a sense of their 
responsibilities to India, and has acquainted them with the exact 
position ; and, relying as we do on the British sense of justice and 
fair play, we have no doubt that Dominion status, with safeguards, 
is now quite within our grasp, to be followed, after a reasonably 
short interval, by complete Dominion status, such as exists in the 
other parts of the Empire. 

We assumed, Mr. Prime Minister, that this common measure of 
agreement was meant to mean as between all sections of the Con- 
ference, but the procedure followed imposed on the Indian delegates 
alone "the responsibihty for expressing their views and reasons on 
the different points brought before the Conference. The Govern- 
ment has, unfortunately, kept us in the dark as to what their 
intentions are. That has, in fact, meant that we have worked under 
considerable difficulty, and it would have been very much better if 
their intentions had been made known to us, particularly in view of 
the nature of the Conference, in view of the important matters that 
we are discussing, and also in view of the very grave consequences 
that ■wiU follow should the decisions not be in accordance with the 
wishes of the Indian public. 

It is no secret that certain provisional proposals were advanced 
by the Government in an informal manner. The Secretary of 
State warned us not to rely upon Headlines in the British Press,” 
but we could not help doing so, and our anxieties are not even now 
at rest. We consequently await with trepidation the announcement 
which will follow tomorrow. 

If any constitutional proposals are to be a success, then, vSir, they 
must win the support and the co-operation of the popular poHtici 
opinion in India, and for that, who can be better judges than the 
British Indian delegates, who would have been able to advise the 
Government to follow the right course, had they Imown what the 
Government's intentions were. Provincial autonomy has been 
thought of or is believed to be thought of as an initial instalment 
to be offered by Government. If that is the idea, then. Sir, the 
consequences would surely be disastrous, as has been pointed out by 
speaker after speaker. Those who entertain this idea of provincial 
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autonomy to start with, are certainly not in touch with the progress 
of events in India. We are told that the solution of problems 
which must be solved before a scheme of Federation could be intro- 
duced would take some years. Now, what is meant when the phrase 
“ provincial autonomy is used ? It is not real provincial autonomy. 
What is meant is responsibility in the Provincial Government. 
This is a very different thing. Real provincial autonomy cannot 
exist without responsibility at the Centre. Provincial autonomy 
and autocracy at the Centre, as Sir Manubhai Mehta rightly pointed 
out yesterday, is a contradiction in terms. This is the form of advance 
which was suggested in the Report of the Simon Commission, and 
if it is only this which is to be granted, then there was no use conven- 
ing a Round Table Conference, asking us to come here a distance of 
6,000 miles and to spend so much time and take so much trouble. 
It might be argued, and it has been said in certain quarters, that in 
the preamble of the Act introducing Provincial autonomy it might 
be stated that Federation would follow. But such a vague promise 
will not satisfy the Indian public. 

Supposing this were done, I would ask the Conference to consider 
what would be the consequences. There would be considerable 
agitation everywhere, and it would rest on the Ministers in the 
Provincial Government who, under the new arrangement, would 
be responsible to the Legislature, to try and check that agitation. 
How could you possibly expect such Ministers, who do not believe 
in Provincial Autonomy alone, but also insist on responsibility at 
the Centre at the same time to check such agitation. Their efforts 
would certainly fail and it would consequently give a handle to 
people here to say that because Ministers have been unsuccessful 
Provincial autonomy has proved a failure and there cannot be 
responsibility at the Centre. 

It Was for these reasons, Mr. Prime Minister, that some of us 
addressed you a letter some time back pointing out the very serious 
consequences which would follow if it was contemplated to give only 
Provincial .''utonomy. Speaker after speaker, both in the Federal 
Structure Committee and at this Conference, has dv/elt upon this 
point, and you will have noticed there is perfect unanimity amongst 
us, whether the speakers come from British India or from the Indian 
States, whether they are Europeans or Indians, whether they are 
Hindus or Muslims. Of course the Muslims and the other Minorities 
insist that when responsibility at. the Centre is given, their interests 
should be safeguarded—^which of course is quite right. 

Mr. Prime Minister, memories of people are short in these days. 
I wonder if people in this country, and particularly those who have 
suffered most by the boycott movement in India, do recognise the 
importance of the great achievement of Lord Irwin in bringing about 
an agreement with Mr. Gandhi. Will it be right now to do anything 
as a result of which there might be a second and perhaps a more 
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■bitter struggle ? Are we to have another and a greater upheaval 
in India ? If people here think that guns, aeroplanes or ordinances 
will be able to effect sufficient control of the situation, I may be 
pardoned for observing that they will be living in a fool’s paradise. 

Whilst I make these observations I am conscious of the difficulties 
in regard to the communal problem. It is most unfortunate that we 
have not been able to settle it; but it now rests on you, Mr. Prime 
Minister and the Government, to settle these difference as you think 
best and to ask us to work the new constitution in a manner that 
will lead to peace and contentment in the land. 

Sir, in his very able speech, Sir Manubhai Mehta expressed 
approval of the scheme circulated by Sir Mirza Ismail which proposed 
for India something resembling the German Constitution of 1870, 
which had an Upper House consisting of the representatives of the 
various constituent governments of the Federation. I confess 
I am not enamoured of the same, and I would prefer to proceed on 
the lines that we have gone on, but if Government are to give any 
thought to Sir Mirza Ismail’s proposal I would like them at the same 
time to consider the memorandum for an Advisory Federal Council 
prepared by a prominent and senior Indian member of the Indian 
Civil Service, Mr. Alma Latifi, and to which our pointed attention 
has been drawn by Mr. Gandhi. 

Mr. Prime Minister, when we accepted your invitation to come here 
we did so in the firm behef that we would not go back without 
receiving Dominion Status, with safeguards to start with, and that 
after a short interval of time complete Dominion Status would 
follow. These special safeguards have been engaging the attention 
of the Federal Structure Committee, and now of the Conference. 
They are four : External Affairs, Army, Finance, and Commercial 
Discrimination. We have not much to say in regard to external 
affairs, and the great majority of us would be prepared to leave 
them in the hands of the Governor-General during the transitional 
period. 

In regard to the Army, I do not think, according to the discussions 
which have taken place, that we have advanced as far as we should 
have liked. In the first instance, this is a question which should 
have been properly handled, as it was during the First Session of 
the Conference by the Defence sub-Committee. Unfortunately, 
perhaps due to want of time, and other reasons, the matter was 
relegated to the Federal Structure Committee. Diwan Bahadur 
Ramachandra Rao, the speaker who preceded me, did make mention 
of the Chetwode Committee’s Report. This Committee was 
appointed on the recommendation made by the Defence sub-Com- 
mittee. Nowhere in that recommendation was it laid down that 
the intake in the contemplated Indian Sandhurst was to be limited 
to sixty per annum, and in reply to questions put by members of the 
Committee the Chairman persisted in not allowing any further 
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discussion but laid it down, as coming, I believe, from the Govern- 
ment, that the intake, should not be more than this number. This 
we consider a great disadvantage. The Committee should have been 
given free scope to make its own suggestions. 

In regard to military expenditure, if we had self-government we 
would certainly not allow it to run to the amount we are made to 
spend, and that is not the view of ourselves alone. May I be per- 
mitted, Mr. Prime Minister, to quote your own words, published 
many years ago, in which you said : 

A self-governing India would no doubt insist upon bearing 
some definite share in Defence, but, like the Dominions, it w^ould 
settle how much it ought to bear; it would adjust the cost to 
its means and it would decide in what form it was to make its 
contribution, perhaps an Indian recruited Army. In any 
event, the present plan, by which India pays for the Impend 
Army stationed there, without in any way determining its 
policy, is as bad as it can be. If the existing system of Defence 
is to last, the whole cost of the Imperial Army stationed in India 
should be home by the Imperial Exchequer.'' 

We are grateful to you, Mr. Prime Minister, for the candid opinion 
which you expressed in those days, and I am sure you take the same 
views today, and we hope, now that you are Prime Minister you 
will endeavour to do the best you can to so extend the powers of 
the Indian Legislature as to enable it to carry out those views, if 
not to the fullest extent, to a very large extent. 

Coming to the matter of finance I would like to say. Sir, that 
very great anxiety has been displayed on the part of our British 
friends, but that anxiety I have no hesitation in saying is ill-founded. 
I can quite realise as Lord Reading observed this morning, that 
you have to look after the interests of those who have trusted you. 
I understand that by that he means those Britishers who trusted the 
Government of India and put their money into Government loans 
have to be protected. I do not think that either he or anyone else 
proposes to do anything to safeguard the interests of those also who 
have put money into private enterprises. That is their own lookout. 
I am quite in accord with the view that you should look after the 
interests of those who have invested millions in rupee or sterhng 
securities.', Between the two—^namely rupee and sterling Govern- 
ment of India securities—^these loans run to a total of somewhere 
about eleven hundred millions, the larger proportion of which is in 
rupees and the smaller in sterling. English investors have 
invested large sums in Government of India sterling securities and 
not rupee securities, but altogether out of the eleven hundred 
millions the holdings'of British investors are bound to be far less 
than half this total. Is it then contended that for the sake of 
deliberately harming the British investors, the Indian Legislature 
would take steps whereby at the same time they must perforce harm 
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the larger number of Indian investors ? To do so will be tantamount 
to cutting off one's nose to spite one's face. 

Indians will be cutting the ground from under their own feet if 
they adopt a policy whereby their credit in the world would be 
shaken. Indians know fuU well that their country is poor and that 
for years to come we shall have to borrow money from outside 
India. How can we borrow unless our credit is unimpaired ? 
Therefore to think that we shall not have any regard for our own 
interests is to assume that we will persist in adopting a suicidal 
policy. The suggestion has been made, and a very valuable one, 
that the Finance Minister should be helped by an Advisory Financial 
Committee. If that suggestion is accepted and the Finance Minister 
is an Indian it will meet with the wishes of the entire Indian 
community, and I hope that it is not too late for you to formulate 
such a scheme. What we desire is complete control in financial 
matters and that as soon as possible. 

On the subject of Currency and Exchange we have progressed 
no further. We have come to the conclusion that Currency and 
Exchange are not to be transferred to the Legislature until a Reserve 
Bank is established. The question of a Reserve Bank was fully 
discussed last year and there were differences of opinion as to whether, 
owing to the depletion of reserves, a Reserve Bank could be estab- 
lished within a reasonably short time. 

In January last the gold and sterling reserves had dwindled 
down to 96 crores, but to-day they are at even less than 46 crores, 
and consequently the possibility of the establishment of a Reserve 
Bank is still further removed, and we do not know, therefore, wdien 
currency and exchange will be transferred to the Legislature. 

Consequently I do not think it would be wrong to say that the 
transfer of financial control is but a mirage, and I use the word as 
my friend Mr. Jayakar did this morning in the sense in which he 
used it according to Murray's Enghsh dictionary, that it means 
(1) delusion or (2) that it is a long and distant goal. 

I now come to the other safeguards, known as the safeguards 
against racial or commercial discrimination. I stated to the Federal 
Structure Committee, and I repeat, that this is not a case of racial 
discrimination. It has to do with inequahty. Up to now very 
considerable inequahty has prevailed. I had occasion to refer to 
it at some length at the last Plenary Session, when I said that it 
was quite easy for an ordinary European merchant to settle a 
business matter with a Government officer over a whisky and soda at 
his club, but that it was very difficult for even a prominent Indian 
to do so ; in fact, he would have to kick his heels for hours together 
before he could gain admission to the official’s room. I know all 
that has been changing since the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms and 
will go on improving in the future, but this inequahty in the past 
has rankled in the minds of the Indians and made the position of the 
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Britisher so very much stronger in commercial affairs, stronger that 
it would otherwise have been. My friend, Sir Cowasji Jeliangir, 
quoted yesterday the case of a prominent Indian firm whose senior 
could not get anything out of the Government, whereas his paid 
British official was able to do so. These instances can be multiplied, 
and our European friends at this Conference or outside have not 
dared to contradict them and cannot dare to do so, for the siinpie 
reason that until recently this sort of thing was an every day aEair. 
Indians do not want to discriminate against the Britishers in the 
matter of commerce. All we want is what, after considerable 
difficulty, we were able to decide upon last year in consultation 
with and \vith the concurrence of Lord Reading. Ail that we want 
is that there may be industries v/hich, in the opinion of the 
Legislature, should be confined exclusively for the benefit of the 
nationals. In such cases, only, and they would of course be veiy 
rare, the Legislature might favour the nationals. I would, however, 
go further and say, as in fact I did say in the Federal Structure 
Committee, that if such a decision of the Legislature is not acceptable 
to the Britisher, it might be left open to him to appeal to the Supreme 
Court or the Federal Court w’hichever is established, so that he 
may not have any grievance after the decision of such higher 
authority, I still hold that the formula accepted last year answers 
our purpose very much better, and I hope we shall continue to 
adhere to it. 

One word with regard to Burma. In December last, when the 
Conference was in Committee, ^Ir. Jinnah put to you. Sir, a question 
in regard to any definite announcement that might be made, and 
your reply w'as that no announcement in favour of separation would 
be made without a discussion in the Plenary Session. No such 
discussion v/as held, and yet on the 21st August last the Government 
issued a communique according to which the Burma Round Table 
Conference was to be held before and not afier the Indian Round 
Table Conference. There is a sentence in that communique which 
says:— - 

“It is intended that the Burma Conference should assemble 
at such date in November next as will allow the Federal Structure 
Committee of the Indian Round Table Conference (so far as can 
be calculated in advance) to have completed their proposals, 
but before the Session of the Indian Conference as a whole has 
terminated.” 

Unfortunately, that has not been so. The same communique goes 
on to add that— 

“ when the results of those deliberations are loiown there will 
be an opportunity for a review of the whole position by all the 
Parties concerned before any final adoption and proposal to 
Parliament by His Majesty’s Government of measures to 
implement their provisional decision in favour of separating 
Burma from India.” 
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Sir, because that Conference has not yet started its work and we 
are ending ours, some of ns addressed you a letter suggesting you 
jiiight be pleased to appoint about ten members of this Conference 
to join the Burma Round Table Conference. You have not seen 
your w^y to accede to that request, but we approach you again and 
we hope this matter will receive your favourable consideration. 

Mr. Prime Minister, a very eminent Englishman, no other than 
Lord Macaulay, has observed.:— 

Many politicians of our time are in the habit of la3ung it 
down as a self-evident proposition that no people ought to be 
free until they are fit to use their freedom. The ma^m is 
worth}?' of the fool in the old story who resolved not to go into 
the water until lie had learnt to sv/iin. If men are to wait for 
hberty till -they become wise and good iii slavery they may 
indeed -^vait for ever.'' 

The same -^mter says :— 
Of all the forms of tyranny the -worst is that of Nation over 

Nation; heaviest of ail yokes is the yoke of the stranger." 
India was destined to have a foreign yoke about two centuries ago ; 
and I for one regard it as a fortunate circumstance that that foreign 
yoke was that of the Britisher and not of any other European Power. 
But it is now time that even the Britisher should relax his hold and 
let India stand on its own legs. It has often been urged that the 
Britisher is a trustee, not only for those Englishmen who have made 
investments in India, but a trustee for the masses in India. The 
implication, therefore, is that the Indian himself cannot look after 
his o^vn kith and kin, and it is the foreigner who can. If you are 
trustees, may we ask if you are discharging the duties of trustees 
in the manner in which those duties are generally understood ? 
A trustee acts for one, generally a minor, who, when he attains 
majority, is given full charge of what is his own. It seems that 
India is alwa}?s to remain a minor and not to attain its majority. 
Again, it i'j the duty of a trustee to look exclusively to the interests 
of his ward and not to look after his own interests. Can it be said ■ ^ 
that the trustee in this case has looked after the interests of the 
minor alone, and that he has not looked after his own interests to the 
same or perhaps to a greater degree ? This state of affairs must nov/ 
cease, and it will cease, because, as I have said before, we rely upon 
your sense of fair play and justice. Therefore, we are awaiting with 
bated breath, and we will come here tomorrow to hear the declaration 
that you will make, v/hich wu31 interest not only ourselves, not only 
the three hundred and fifty million people of India, but the world 
at large. 

Captain Raja She,r Muhammad Khan ;• Sir, there are so many 
memoranda and letters circulated to this Conference that one can 
hardly read them al3., and so many speeches delivered to this 
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Conference .that one paper rightly describes St. James’ Palace as the 
greatest speech factory in the world. These speeches are repeated 
many times, When a soldier in the Army repeats his musketry 
qualification more than once he is called a third-class shot. As to 
our fellov/ Delegates who have repeated their speeches, I hope you 
v/ill not call them third-class shots. 

MT, Prime Minister, as a representative of the enhsted classes 
and one- who has had practical experience of active field service over 
a number of. years, I am grateful to you for having afforded me the 
opportunity of making a few observations on the question of the 
defence of India:. 

Everyone round this table will admit that the question of defence 
of the country is of vital importance and is essentially one in the 
consideration of which we should not allow our pohtical bias and 
excessive enthusiasm to warp our judgment. I am confident, 
therefore, that this Conference will give the matter that dehberate 
thought which it deserves. The Federal Structure Committee in 
paragraph 6 of their Report on Defence and External Relations have 
expressed their opinion in favour of the establishment of a Council 
in India analagous to the Committee of Defence in this country, 
I welcome this recommendation and would venture to make the 
following suggestion in regard to the constitution of the Council 
that should be established by Statute. It should consist of two 
non-ofiicial niernhers (one to be chosen from the Indian Legislature 
and one from the enlisted classes), one representative of the 
Commander-in-Chief, and one soldier of high rank. A Council so 
constituted will command the confidence of the personnel of the 
Indian Army, which is essential for its success. A purely non- 
ofiicial and political body may lead to discontent among the ranks 
of the Army. 

If such a Council is established, I will not oppose the appointment 
of a non-of&cial Army Member, who will be responsible to the 
Viceroy during the period of transition. The discretion of the 
Viceroy should not, however, be hampered, and it should be open to 
him to appoint any one he likes. 

It was suggested by some speakers in the Federal Structure 
Committee that the size of the Army in India, and the number of 
British troops, should be reduced. I will beg my friends not to 
allow their patriotism and sentiment to colour their judgment. The 
Army is the most important part of every government. And, 
whatever our desires and ideals may be, we cannot deny that self- 
defence and self-preservation are real needs in the present fabric 
of the world. You cannot work any constitution in India unless 
you are free from foreign aggression and internal disorders. India 
has a land frontier of about five hundred miles, and the aggressive 
and warlike tendencies of our neighbours are too well known to 
require any emphasis on my part. It wiU, therefore, be unwise to 
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reduce the. strength of the Indian Army. The present strength of 
the Army in India, including reserves, etc., is just over 150,000. 
This number in my humble opinion is not too big for a huge country 
like India. During the Great War, Germany and France, whose 
populations are much smaller than that of India, each put five or 
six million men in the field. India’s military power is not very 
elastic; and at a time of emergency a reduced Army will endanger 
the defence of the country. A hastily recruited and under-trained 
force wiU be a source of weakness and will spell disaster. If I may 
be permitted to quote from a very recent book of General Ludendorff 
called “ The Coming War,” “ an increase in the strength of the army 
cannot be accomphshed in the twinkling of an eye.” If this is true 
of Germany, it is stiU more true of India. I will not take the time 
of the Conference by stating in any detail the present strength of 
the armies of the various countries of the world. Sufhce it to say 
that at present Germany possesses 100,000 Reichswehr. France 
possesses more, and Russia much more. Our armaments are much 
inferior to those of the European coimtries, and at a time of emer- 
gency we shall not be able to put an effective Army in the field. 
I therefore appeal to my fellow British-Indian Delegates not to 
imperil the safety of their country by suggesting a reduction in her 
fighting forces. 

It was also pressed by certain speakers in the Federal Structure 
Committee that recruitment to the Army should be thrown open to 
all classes of Indians. Already there are no restrictions in regard 
to appointment to King’s Commissions. As for recruitment to the 
ranis, I have great sympathy with the suggestion. I will, however, 
say this. The traditions of the present Indian Army are the highest 
and the noblest, and if these traditions are to be maintained it seems 
to me to be absolutely essential that the material which has been 
supplied to the army should not deteriorate. India is a very big 
country, and the material for the army is varied. On the whole, it 
may be the best plan to get the best men possible from whichever 
class we can. The rest of the classes can be left to follow the 
avocations for which they are better fitted. When Lord Roberts 
was asked why he did not throw open recruitment to the army to 
all classes, he replied, “ India is a very big country with a vast 
population, and we must use the best material which we can get.” 
I have the same reply to give. The ca^e of smaller countries with 
homogeneous populations is' different. During the Great War 
companies were raised from the non-enlisted classes. They proved 
a hopeless failure ; and I have personal knowledge of the fact that 
on a long route march ninety per cent, of those who fell out belonged 
to the non-enhsted classes. We can hardly afford to play with the 
defence of our country, and pay men in peace time who either 
cannot or wiU not fight during the time of war. 

As I had the honour of serving on the Indian Military College 
Committee recently appointed by the Government of India, I may 
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be permitted to make a few observations on this subject. Having 
regard to efficiency and all the other circumstances of the case, the 
Committee have done their best to make it possible for a college to 
be started next year. In the beginning sixty commissions out of 
a hundred and ten will be thrown open to Indians. This, in my 
opinion, is a good start. If the experiment proves successful, with 
the excellent material that there is, the pace of Indianisation wiU no 
doubt be accelerated. 

Mr. Prime Minister, if 5/ou will excuse me for saying so, you have 
grown very grey during the last few months listening to the claims 
and counter-claims of the various minorities. I must apologise, 
therefore, if I mention one more to be added to the number of those 
minorities. I mean the ex-soldiers. They are not a very vocal 
body, and their claims are rarely pressed by the lawyer-politicians. 
This class served the country in her hour of greatest need, and will 
shed their blood if again occasion demands it. This minority alone 
has proved in the last world war that India is fit for substantial 
constitutional advance, and this is the minority for which our 
distinguished Pandit spoke so highly. It will only be fair if they 
are granted adequate representation in the Local and Provincial 
Legislatures. In any scheme of franchise, too, they should be given 
the right of vote to the Provincial and Central Legislatures. 

In the end I will say to my feUow-Delegates that an efficient, 
effective army is the bulwark of every country, the very foundation 
of every constitution. Give your army a sense of security and 
contentment, and your political prosperity will march in an atmo- 
sphere of peace. 

Mrs. Naidu: Mr. Prime Minister, when I look round this table 
I find experts in every department of life. There are men of law, 
some of whom act as '' experienced foremen in building the great 
architectural edifice of India's constitution like Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru. There are men of finance like Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
There are soldiers who speak with no uncertain voice, like my 
predecessor. There are men representing Labour. There are those 
representing women who are neither a minority nor a special interest. 
There are landholders, there are champions of one interest or another, 
and I am beginning to wonder what place I can fiU in an assembly 
like this. I have neither experience nor knowledge of all those expert 
matters that have been dealt with in the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee. I do not understand the technicalities of constitution- 
making and therefore where all have spoken as champions of one 
interest or another I propose, if you will permit me, to speak only 
as an Indian, not as a lawyer, politician, soldier, on or off duty, or a 
member of the financial or princely classes, autocracies, or a member 
of the aristocracies that are represented here. You will permit me, 
Mr. Prime Minister, in view of the very grave issues before us to say 
something that comes from the very core of my heart. 
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Intellectual discussions, analyses and counter-analyses, proofs in 
favour of this point of view, or proofs in refutation—these are not 
the real issues today. My whole country is awaiting that word— 
penultimate or ultimate as you choose to make it—of England's 
attitude towards India. It has been my great privilege these many 
years to have lived very close to the heartbeat of my people. 
I know the heartbeat of their agony. I know the heartbeat of their 
hope. Are you going tomorrow to respond to the agony or to the 
hope of my people ? That is the question I would like to ask you. 
The Lord Chancellor when he spoke at the opening of this Plenary 
Session after you, Mr. Prime Minister, used an image that sounds 
very beautiful. He talked of the Taj Mahal. He tallced of its 
beauty, its unrivalled proportions. He talked of the labour, the 
patience that went to the making of that beautiful edifice. 

Did he forget, when he used the analogy of the Taj Mahal with 
its jewelled walls, its fretted domes, its marble turrets, that the 
Taj Mahal was built over the bones of beaut}^ that was once alive ? 
Did he forget it was slave labour that made those jewelled walls, 
and that the cementing force that keeps that edifice alive was the 
sweat and the agony of that slave labour, forced from day to day 
to build up that house of beauty ? Is it the Taj Mahal that you are 
going to build after years and years of labour and years and years 
of patience, only to enshrine the dead bones of our hope—or are 
you going to realise that there is no time today, there is no patience 
today, there is no faith left today for so prolonged a piece of labour 
as the buTding of a Taj Mahal with jewelled walls ? 

My people are dying of hunger. My young men and young 
women who do me the honour of looking on me as their comrade, 
their friend and their leader, are dying under the sweat and anguish 
of slavery, gild it as you will with any beautiful word out of your 
English language. What is the answer you will make to those young 
men and women, many of whom have studied in your universities 
and have been nourished on the history of the liberties of the great 
nations of Europe, and who are only held in leash from revolution 
because of the pledge and promise that we, their comrades, their 
servants and their leaders, have made, that we shall bring back 
from England something, some substantial alternative to their 
demand for that word you dread, independence ? 

That is the answer I want. My work has not lain in the Federal 
Structure Committee except as a spectator, but almost every day 
during all the weeks that I have been here my work has lain outside 
the Federal Structure Committee. I have been addressing large 
groups or small groups of men and women, both friendly and hostile 
to India, and it seemed to me that from the point of view of know- 
ledge there was very little to choose between the friendly and hostile 
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sections of the English people. The same arguments, only punctuated 
differently, were advanced by both. Was India really ready for 
freedom ? Were not there dreadful things called communal 
conflicts ? Was not the rumour of riot on every wind ? Was not 
every street more or less S3mibolised by blood-stains that meant 
hatred, conflict, tumult, turmoil, that could only be assuaged, 
appeased, controlled or conquered by English forces and by English 
authority ? This in brief, this in one word, is the attitude of both 
those who sincerely desire India's advance and those who, with equal 
and patent sincerity, refuse to think of India except as a helot, 
except as something chained to Empire. 

. What is going to be your answer tomorrow, Prime Minister, to 
the demand of my country for freedom ? I have no use for words 
that are used either too rigidly or too vaguely. I have no use for 
a phrase like “ Dominion Status " for instance. What does it 
connote ? I have been in most of the Colonies of the Empire, and 
in each Colony the meaning of the words “ Dominion Status " is 
determined by its own special environment, its own special need 
and its own speciaT achievement. It holds for me no particular 
meaning in any political dictionary so far as India is concerned. 
I have heard the word '' Independence " used. That also is a word 
either too rigid or too vague. I know small independent countries 
that have not known how to manage their own internal aflairs; 

, that put one king upon the throne one day and cut off his head the 
next day, and are yet independent; which have not enough Ministers 
to send to the Courts of the world where they would be represented, 
have not enough soldiers, enough law-makers, enough subjects, 
have not enough Nobility or soldiers or anything necessary for the 
dignity and integrity of independent States. I am not enamoured 
either of the word Independence" or of the words “Dominion 
Status"; but I do claim the liberty of India, with the fullest 
implications of what liberty must mean to every country in the world. 

My illustrious leader, Mahatma Gandhi, when he has completed 
his twenty-four hours of silence, some time in the afternoon will’ 
no doubt reiterate in his own inimitable fashion the claim that he 
makes as the sole representative of the Indian National Congress. 
I will not seek to divide—^because he will not allow me—the honour 
of such representation; but I too have been a President and a 
representative of the Indian National Congress and of that honour 
he cannot rob me, for he divides it with me. I am therefore making 
a claim on behalf of the nation as he does, not with the technical 
authority of being its representative at your councils, but with the 
inviolable right of having been its servant and its leader. I speak 
and I say this to you in England that when Lord Reading today 
talked of equal partnership, he talked of something that the best 
mind of India can appreciate, but only on its own terms. 
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What is this equal partnership ? What is this equal partnership 
of which we hear so much ? It can only mean a voluntary association 
on terms of equality, and today that equality is not there. You 
talk of a position equal to that of the Dominions. You forget that 
in your Dominions there are men who are your own kith and kin, 
of your own race, your own blood, your own culture and your own 
creed. They are held to you by a silken thread, whereas the irony 
of historic circumstances has forged a fetter round our feet, and 
therefore to hold us by a manacle round your wrist. Until you 
break the bondage of that manacle and we break the bondage of 
that fetter, there can be no choice either for you or for us of that 
equal friendship which is the only enduring guarantee of good faith 
among partners who are friends. 

I, in the name of the cause that I serve, make this claim for equal 
partnership, but I repeat it is only on terms of equality that leaves 
full choice to you as to whether one or other of us chooses to diverge, 
it shall be so. But this is no threat, it is an offer ; it is an offer to 
you in the critical moment of your history; it is an offer made in 
the critical moment of our history, and such a choice does not 
repeat itself even though they say history repeats itself. You will 
say to me, as so many others have said: but how can India have 
this liberty? Look!—^you could not solve the question of the 
minorities. Look!—the question of the Depressed Classes is a stain 
upon the civilisation of which you boast. You will say to me: 
your friends, the Muhammadans, have refused to co-operate in 
making the last days of this Conference either successful or unsuccess- 
ful. You win say to me : there is that little group of Europeans 
not satisfied yet with any offer that you have made. You will say : 
we have missionaries who made converts in your country—^there 
are Christians who do not feel secure against the majority of their 
own original caste. You will say many things to us. But I have 
always maintained that the greatness, the glory of India does consist 
in just these minorities, just such majorities. It is in the welding 
together of ah these divergent things, reconciled and harmonised 
by my country into one integral nation, that makes the glory of 
India; and if we have not succeeded in solving for the moment 
those purely artificial questions of vulgar fractions, that arithmetic 
which divides a power into little fractions for this community and 
for that community, I do not feel that it affects in any way the vital 
issue of liberty for my land. 

Mr. Prime Minister, you today are in authority. If a few scores 
of politicians have not succeeded in doing arithmetical calculations 
I ask you to make a decision, but do not let our temporary failure 
to arrive at a settlement act in any way as an excuse, valid or not, 
for postponing the hour of India’s liberty. 

My friend Dr. Ambedkar looks at me now and then with reproach- 
ful eyes. He says: Yes, but what are you going to do about the 
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Depressed Classes ? So many people not in any way connected 
with the Depressed Classes have already expressed anxiety for the 
Depressed Classes. Here and now let me tell my friend Dr. Ambedkar 
that I, the descendant of the proudest class of Brahmins in India, 
do not feel any reproach in his look. My duty has always been 
fulfilled in that regard, and not I onty, but I speak in the name of 
all when I say that the leaders of the Hindu community should be 
and shall be pledged, whatever happens to the constitution of India's 
future, to remove this blot, to expiate the sins of disinheriting our 
ancestors for the dehumanising of one section of our own kith and 
kin. As far as it is possible for me and those who think like me it 
will be the first charge upon all our energies and our labours that 
every disability from which these tragic people suffer shall be 
removed and that they shall have a place in all things, social and 
political, equal to the highest who bear the label of the Vedic castes 
upon their brow. I will not stand for injustice or inequality to 
the poor and the depressed but I would say to Dr. Ambedkar that 
anyone who would serve the community that he represents would 
merely do a dis-service to them if he would strive to isolate them 
away behind electoral barriers as something outcaste from the 
assembly of those whose desire and duty it is to teach them the 
great lesson of self-reliance and seK-respect. In all else that matters, 
for all political purposes, for all human purposes I will challenge 
any Hindu in this gathering to deny them rights that are enjoyed 
by men of all other communities outside the Hindu pale. 

■ TOiat will you do, Mr. Prime Minister, to further this question 
of Federation ? The Princes have spoken, the greater Princes have 
spoken. They have spoken, realising that they are Indians first and 
Princes afterv/ards. They have spoken realising that India must 
be one integral whole, indivisible in her destiny. I have spoken of 
Federation as the circumference of a circle, which has one centre, 
that unites all. From that centre each radius might go its own way, 
but all must be circumscribed by that circumference. I welcome 
with all my heart this idea of Federation. All my life I have been 
a dreamer of dreams of a Federated India that shall be free, each 
section having its own sovereign integrity, but yet bound one to the 
other by some focussing point of a common purpose and a common 
destiny. But when I hear that there are some who would like to see 
what rights are going to be guaranteed to them, what powers will 
be reserved to them to continue undesirable and obsolete methods 
of autocracy, who say that we must wait until they have made up 
their minds, I say and I repeat, and I will always say and reiterate 
that the youth of India will not wait upon the leisure of Princes. 
Not very long ago I said to my own Ruler, the Nizam of Hyderabad, 
‘‘ Sir, when the people begin to walk. Princes must begin to run to 
keep pace with them." The only security for the thrones of India 
lies in the hearts and the allegiance of the people. I believe that the 
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Princes around this table have understood that ultimate security 
lies, not on a throne of gold, but in the hearts of the people, whom 
they rule. Therefore, I welcome their efforts and their desire to 
come into a Federation of a free India. But I should like to say, on 
behalf of the peoples of India, that we shall not be content with an 
alliance merely between dynasties and democracy, but that their 
people too shall have a voice in the councils of a free India. 

I do not wish—I am not competent, for one thing—to make any 
criticism of the various aspects of the Federal Structure Report, but 
I feel that no constitution, however perfect in its technicahties, 
however beautifully dovetailed into each other its sections may be-, 
merely on paper, can ever last for a single day, unless it is co-ordinated 
to the immediate and urgent issues of life as they exist in India 
today. Today, the problem is a problem of hunger; today, the 
problem is the problem of a nation that has the shame to be defended 
by foreign forces ; today, it is the humiliation of a country whose 
youth is dying of a broken heart because the young men and the 
young women of the other countries where they go to study are 
free and make friends with them, yet all the tim_e they realise that 
they are amongst the disinherited ones, the exiles of earth, in their 
own country, because they have not the heritage of freedom which 
enables them to be masters of their own policies, not in one direction 
only, but in all the directions and departments of life. 

My appeal to you, Mr. Prime Minister, is this. Make real that 
ideal, that desire, that dream of a statesman who was once a Viceroy, 
Lord Reading—equal partnership. How divergent are the ways by 
which men come to a common ideal i What two human beings 
could be more different than the Saint of Sabarmati and the 
ex-Viceroy of India; yet each of them use the same phrase—equal 
partnership. But are the implications alike in both minds ? 

I have sometimes been accused by those w^ho are very ignorant 
or dense, or unimaginative—and there are so many in this country 
hke that, Mr. Prime Minister—of being unfriendly to England.* 
It is impossible for me to be unfriendly to England. So much of 
my youth has been spent in this country, and my friendships here 
are very real and spread over a very great number of years, more 
years than my vanity wiU permit me to tell you. My dreams for 
India have their roots deep down in my heart, but my friendships 
and associations with England have their roots intertwined with the 
roots of my dreams for India. Shall it be today that there must 
be so great a conflict betw^een these two loyalties, that I must be 
compelled to eradicate one by its roots so that the other may live, 
or will you make it possible, by imagination, human understanding, 
sjmipathy, self-interest, if you will—^will you make it possible for 
thousands of men and women like me who are patriots, but not 
narrow nationalists, who love their country and yet have Icnown 
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how to transcend all barriers of race, creed, civilisation and climate, 
who would die so that freedom might be born for their country, 
but who would not, if they could help it, make another nation suffer 
—no, not in its pocket, nor in its pride, nor in its life—^will yon 
make it possible for people like me to cherish such twin loyalties. 
You will only do it when you rise to the full heights of your own 
English traditions, those traditions that inspired my childhood 
when from my father’s lips I learned how England had always 
been the sanctuary of those who were exiled from their country 
for the sake of their dreanl of liberty. Do not be content with the 
mere technicalities, the mere texts and letters of the constitution 
that you would give us, but be human in your vision and try to 
understand that even as you cherish liberty, so do we, a modern 
nation, cherish the dream of liberty. Do not drive us into being 
narrow nationalists when some of us by temperament, tradition 
and every conviction in our 'beings are internationalists, without 
undue sense of race and country. Make it possible to achieve that 
India, that free India, which wiU stand side by side with you with 
a bond of silk and not with a fetter of iron binding us to you. 

I dream a dream, not of some far distant future, but of come 
immediate time when this will be possible ; when you make bravely, 
spontaneously, that heau geste of abdication, for that is what hes 
at the root of our demand. When you have abdicated nobly your 
claim and title, when you have by your own abnegation of many 
imperialistic material interests risen to the height of your own 
spiritual greatness, stretch your hand in fellowship and we shall 
not be lacking in the response that bids you'' Hail, but not farewell.” 

Sardar Sampuran Singh : Mr. Prime Minister, we are here together 
to evolve a democratic constitution for India. Democracy, after 
all, means equal treatment and equal opportunities for mankind. 
For bringing about those conditions it is absolutely necessary that 
there should be one kind of government over a large population. 
To bring about democratic constitutions in the world, I say with 
pleasure that you have achieved one thing; that is this, that you 
have built up a very large Empire on which you say with pride that 
the sun never sets. Having achieved that one great thing, now it is 
for you to consolidate it and to bring about co-operation and co- 
ordination of aU the parts of that great Empire so as to make it 
really one organisation having stability and the power to progress 
further. 

In this connection I may submit to you here that it is your duty 
to bring about such a government in India as will develop all the 
resources and the nationhood of that country, so that they may 
become strong in themselves and, subsequently and consequently, a 
source of strength to the whole Empire. In this connection at 
present, it I may be allowed to say so, you are governing it in such 
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a way that the conditions are going every day from bad to v/orse. 
If in some quarters it is understood that in order to govern a place 
you have only to keep peace in that country, I would say that is 
wrong, and you can never achieve peace by the idea of achieving 
peace only, but that peace should be based on the psychology and 
the mentality of the people whom you govern. 

People in India, if I may be allowed to say so, have, on account of 
the present state of things, lost faith in British justice. Long ago 
Lord Macaulay in one of his writings said that the foundation of the 
British Empire hes in the faith of the people whom you rule in your 
justice. I beg to subrnit that that foundation is not in its proper 
condition today; you have to repair it, you have to mend it, and, 
if necessary, you wiU have to put new parts into it. If you want the 
Empire re^5;^ to develop and progress, this is my humble submission, 
that it is necessary that you should bring about that justice and that 
you should create faith in that justice amongst the people you want 
to keep within the British Empire. By the present methods you can 
never do that, so you must open new avenues and new constitutions 
by which you can bring that about. By your good luck, I would 
say, ever since you went to India the economic resources of that 
country developed, and the result was that the people became a little 
happier. Though the industries died, agriculture developed, but 
the present economic conditions of the world have brought the 
country—I mean India—^into the lowest ebb. A^culture (of which 
I can speak with experience, being an agriculturist myself) does not 
pay. People are sticking to that occupation simply because they 
have nothing else to do. They have been borrowing money, and 
now they cannot repay their creditors, neither have those few rich 
people any more money left to lend. That is aU spent, gone in the 
way of the revenue and other charges on agriculture, and today 
the whole nation is a nation of paupers, if I may be allowed to say so, 
except the gentlemen sitting on that side. 

As I how speak of India I would submit that those conditions have 
to be altered. What are the remedies ? Retrenchment and 
radical retrenchment is absolutely necessary. I fully appreciate and 
agree with my friend Captain Raja Sher Muhammad Khan that there 
should not be a reduction either in the way of .numbers or in the way 
of efficiency in the Indian Army. I agree with him, but I would at 
the same time say that such a re-shuffling of the units should be made 
that in the place of the more expensive parts of the Army cheaper 
units should be put in. By this I mean that the Indian Army 
might be increased and the British Army might be reduced so as ta 
make this retrenchment a little bit effective in that department as. 
well. Perhaps I should have overlooked this question of the Army,, 
but seeing that fifty per cent, of the revenues of the Government of 
India are absorbed by it, I do not think any effective retrenchment 
could be effected if one did not make it applicable to the Army as 
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well. Again, Sir, in India, the question of exchange and the linking 
of the rupee with sterling is being taken very seriously. We have 
had some of our very best financiers present in London, and I was 
very glad to know that one or two meetings were held in the 
endeavour to come to some understanding or to convince them that 
this step which the Government of India had taken was absolutely 
necessary. I am sorry to say that neither any understanding nor 
any convictions have been brought about on that question. I would 
submit that the effort should not be given up. Either the British 
financiers should convince our men and make them understand that 
the measures they are taldng are really the right ones or amongst 
themselves they should come to some understanding on the question, 
because I am sure that if some right understanding is arrived at it 
will have a very good effect on the whole of India. 

I would like to say a word on the communal question as well. 
The communal question, in my opinion—I may be wrong—^is more 
or less a subjective question. I live in a Province where Muham- 
madans are in a small majority, and I come from a class of people 
where some branches of a family are Muhammadans, some are SiMis, 
and some are Hindus. Having lived in those villages and kno'wmg 
those people so well I know" that there is hardly any difference worth 
naming. So far as the economic interests of the people are concerned 
they go on with their professions and other things. The question of A 
religion, which is more or less the root of this whole communal 
question, is a subjective question. It is only a question of bringing 
things into the right perspective. I think when that is done and 
when the people get an opportunity of handlmg their owm affairs 
there will be no real difference amongst them. Communal differences 
wffl disappear automatically without any special efforts. 

It has been said in certain quarters that the British politicians 
have gamed a great point by putting the Indian Delegates in a 
wrong position on account of their not having come to any agreement 
on the communal question. I do not believe it. I do not agree 
with it. I know it is wrong, because we are gathered here to bring 
about good relations between two great nations, and we are gathered 
here to bring about good government in India which will satisfy 
the people of India without doing any harm to the British nation. 
For that end are we met, and that end we have always in view, 
and to put either party in the wrong—^if we were to do it to England, 
or if the British politicians were to do it to us—^would not help in 
the solution of that problem, and no statesman worthy of the name 
would do it, and I do not think it was ever meant. 

Continuing this idea, I should like to say one thing, namely that 
it is absolutely necessary that the people of India should be satisfied 
that the British Government really means business. If it is not done 
immediately things will go from bad to worse, and we get into a 
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vicious circle. When Government wants the help of its subordinate 
officials in the districts and in the villages to curb all these disturb- 
ances, the result is that the authorities have to be lenient towards 
the subordinate staffs of the various departments, and these staffs 
expect certain favours, which always take the form of corruption. 
These people become corrupt, and the authorities, being to a certain 
extent under an obligation to them, cannot handle them as they 
should. That is one of the chief reasons why people in India are 
losing their faith in the present Government. 

Something has to be done, therefore, as otherwise, however 
mighty the British may be, and certainly they can exercise any 
amount of repression to keep the people quiet, they will not be 
able to re-establish that faith in fetish justice in the hearts of 
Indians. It can be done to-day, but it wiU be difficult to do so after 
some years. I am not thinking about bringing about good govern- 
ment and peace in India; I am thinking of estabhshing once again 
in India that faith in British justice which is the sole foundation 
on which in my opinion the Empire, can be durably built. 

I am a bom optimist, and I have not lost my faith. I still look 
forward to the day when India will attain to her greatness and will 
v/ork out her destiny within the British Empire, and the British 
Empire, with India and Dominions, will progress and go forward, 
until a day may come when people will have so much faith in British 
justice that other great countries will voluntarily come into this 
Empire, but it is difficult to say whether in those days it wiH be called 
British Empire or something else. Perhaps we may have one 
Government for the whole of the world. Some day it may be said 
to the honour of Britain and India—^two countries very diffierent 
from each other—^that they by acting as partners in a great Empire 
laid the foundation for one democratic government for the whole 
world. 

(The Conference adjourned at \.\bp.m. and resumed at 2.30 p.m.) 

H.H. The Maharao of Cutch : Prime Minister and gentlemen, 
durmg the last few days I have listened with pleasure and respect 
to the speeches of many eminent persons who have been intimately 
associated with the work of this Conference in general and of the 
Federal Structure Committee in particular since its inception. 
In the few remarks which I shall now make I shall not attempt to 
cover the ground surveyed by them. My contribution to this 
discussion will be made from the relatively detached standpoint 
of one who was not a member of the Round Table Conference during 
its previous Session and who has not been a member of the Federal 
Structure Committee during the present Session. For this reason 
perhaps what I have to say may be of interest. 
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We of the Indian States have sometimes been accused of vacillation 
in our attitude towards the project of Federation; we have been 
accused of not knov^^ing our ov/n minds, of hesitating and of 
being over-cautious. May I ask, is this accusation quite justified? 
I would ask you to remember that when the Chamber of Princes 
met in 1930—^wdiich, after ail, was only eighteen mmnths ago-— 
the project of Federation in its present form was not under considera- 
tion at all. The Delegates representing the Indian States at the 
First Session of the Round Table Conference were selected by His 
Excellency the Viceroy; and, although the Standing Committee 
of the Chamber of Princes was consulted in regard to those 
representatives, the Chamber of Princes itself had no opportunity 
to confer upon them any mandate. Thus it was that from the 
standpoint of the majority of the members of the Chamber of Princes, 
Federation in the sense in which it is now understood came into the 
field of practical politics between the 1930 and the 1931 Sessions. 

Our representatives in the First Session of the Round Table 
Conference, out of a patriotic desire to promote the interests of 
India, agreed for their own part to take an active share in the 
promotion of the scheme of Federation, subject to the safeguards 
necessary for the maintenance of the sovereignty, the integrity and 
the security of the Indian States. But, while all the opinions 
pronounced in the First Session of the Round Table Conference by the 
representatives of Indian opinion there gathered were provisional, 
the opinions of the representatives of the Indian Princes were pro- 
visional in a special degree, being subject to confiranation not only 
by. the States individually but also by the States collectively at 
the meeting of the Chamber of Princes. 

When the Chamber met early in the present year it was hardly to 
be expected that the rapid developments which had taken place in 
India would be received with entire equanimity. Many of the 
members of the Chamber were doubtful as to whether Federation 
was practical in the form proposed. Some were apprehensive of it, 
yet others reserving their opinion; and I think it is a distinct 
tribute to the patriotism and good sense of the Chamber of Princes 
that, although its members had to make up their minds in a very 
short period of time, there was unanimity when they authorised the 
continuance of the endeavours to find a satisfactory solution of the 
federal project. Thus it came about that it was only this year 
that the Chamber of Princes gave their provisional assent to the 
idea of Federation. At that time, however, it was an idea only; no 
details had been worked out, and the picture which was presented 
was in its bare outline. As the result of the work which has been 
done in London during the last three months the picture of the 
future Federation, though still incomplete in certain aspects, has 
become plainer and more intelligible. It will therefore be easier 
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for the Indian States who come in to examine it both individually 
and collectively, to make up their minds about it and to pronounce 
more definite opinions regarding the scheme. 

I do not desire, nor do I think this is the place or the occasion, to 
examine in detail arguments that could be advanced for and against 
federation. I would only say this, that my experience of men and 
things, derived from my forty-seven years as Ruler of an Indian 
State, has made me careful of committing myself to general proposi- 
tions before I fully realise their particular implications. Accordingly, 
as I ani free to admit, I have examined the project of federation with 
considerable caution ; but, after carefully weighing the considera- 
tions which present themselves to my mind, I have come to the 
conclusion that the idea of federation has merits which highly 
deserve careful and sympathetic consideration from every individual 
here. 

The right method of entry into federation we have still to deter- 
mine, and some Princes will perhaps, I think, look with some sort 
ef favour upon some sort of antecedent confederation idea. How- 
ever, I have observed with great satisfaction that from the very 
commencement of the Sessions of this Conference His Majesty’s 
Government has made it perfectly plain not only that every reason- 
able precaution will be taken to safeguard the rights and interests 
of the Indian States and of their people, but also that no pressure 
can or will be brought on the States, either individually or collec- 
tively, to force their assent to any scheme of which they do not 
approve. 

As an illustration of this general attitude of His Majesty’s Govern- 
ment, which I am sure will inspire confidence amongst the States, 
I would draw attention to the fact that the special position of the 
Maritime States, of which Cutch is one, has not escaped attention. 
The decision which we of the Maritime States will shortly be called 
upon to take is of an importance not confined to ourselves alone, for 
our non-enti^ into Federation would raise fiscal and financial 
difficulties, I am afraid, of no common order. Plainly, however, 
we cannot be expected to enter into Federation until we know clearly 
where we stand. Certain of our rights are at the moment matters 
of dispute between the Government of India and ourselves, and for 
this reason I w^elcome the recommendation, in paragraph 20 of 
the Report of the Federal Finance sub-Committee, that any decision 
as to what are the existing rights of a State in those instances in 
which they are now in dispute shall be determined separately with 
the least possible delay. With this recommendation I am in entire 
agreement, only postulating that the determination of disputed 
rights shaU be undertaken by an impartial body. Indeed, I think 
it is very necessary that, whether Federation comes about or not, 
the economic and political disabilities of which the States have long 
been complaining should be effectively removed. 
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I draw attention to* this point here because I believe that such an 
attitude as that which I have just illustrated on the part of the 
British Government will play an important part in inducing the 
States individually and collectively to co-operate wholeheartedly in 
the building up of a greater India. For the same reason I would 
suggest the desirability of meeting so far as is reasonably possible 
the point of view put forward by my brother representatives of the 
Indian States on the subjects discussed during the sittings of the 
Federal Structure Committee. It will encourage the States to join 
the Federation if the generally expressed wish for a fifty per cent, 
representation in the Upper Chamber and in any case for one hun- 
dred and twenty-five seats therein can be gratified. If the States 
are assured that there will be no direct taxation of their subjects 
by the Federal Government, if pendmg questions like cash and other 
contributions are dealt with promptly and satisfactorily, if the 
Federal Court is confined to federal functions, and if any alteration 
of its functions or of the character of that Court stand in the category 
of an amendment of the constitution, if generally the States are 
made to feel that their feelings are respected and their sovereignty 
respected and their rights recognised, then all will be well. 

Let me finally say that we of the Indian States, enjoying as we do 
a imique relationship vdth the British Crowm, are certainly no less 
anxious than the leaders of British India that India should as a 
w^hole progress peacefully and in prosperity within the British 
Commonwealth. We have from time to time made declarations as 
unqualified and equally as unequivocal of our determination to 
adhere to the British connection. By that connection we are 
prepared to stand or to fall. But as true friends of Britain as well 
as true friends of India we are witnessing with grave concern the 
feelings of tension which exist at the present day in British India. 
Speaking for myself, speaking as a Delegate to the Round Table 
Conference, speaking as a member of an Order which has on many - 
occasions given practical proof of their attachment to the British 
connection, and last but not least, speaking as an Indian, I will 
venture to say that I think it is important on every ground that this 
tension should be eased. 

The promises which have been given to India during the war and 
after both by prominent statesmen of His Majesty’s Government 
and by His Majesty’s representatives in India have roused high hopes 
and expectations which must not be disappointed. The performance 
of these promises must go forward steadily towards complete 
execution. So, and so only, will the building of that greater India 
upon which we are now engaged progress steadily towards completion. 
If those promises are not performed I, for one, am afraid to think of 
the consequences which may follow. I am confident, Mr. Prime 
Minister, that the Government over which you preside wfil give us all 
a lead which we can follow. 
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Dr, Moonje : Sir, I should first like to speak on a few minor 
points which concern me before I say what I have to say on the 
constitutional issue. 

Referring to paragraphs 22 and 23 of the Third Report of the 
Federal Structure Committee, I have to say that the seats assigned 
to my Province are very few comparatively. They have been 
assigned seven and twelve seats respectively for the Upper and 
Lower Chamber. The population of the Central Provinces and 
Berar is fifteen millions odd, and that of Bombay and the Punjab 
is twenty-one and twenty-three millions respectively; that is 
hardly half as much more than that of the Central Provinces and 
Berar. Bombay and the Punjab get as many as seventeen seats 
each, that is, two and a half times more than Central Provinces and 
Berar. On the other hand, the North-West Frontier Province gets 
two and three seats in the Upper and Lower Chambers respectively, 
though its population is only two milhon odd. If we see the area 
of Bihar and Orissa, it is 83,161 square miles. My Province is 
99,876 square miles. If we look at the revenues of Bihar and my 
Province, Bihar has a revenue of Rs.5,78,22,212 and my Province 
has Rs.5,35,87,994, very little difference, and yet Bihar gets seventeen 
seats and my Province is only given seven and twelve respectively. 
We have, therefore, to bring this matter to the notice of the Federal 
Structure Committee, and I hope by comparison it will not be an 
exaggeration for me to say that my Province wiH not be satisfied 
if an5Tthing less than ten and fifteen seats for the Upper and Lower 
Chamber respectively are given to it. It may appear from the 
general point of view a very minor point, but from the local and 
Provincial point of view my people are going to attach very great 
importance to this point, and I hope this point will be borne in 
mind by the Federal Structure Committee. 

Then I have got to.say a few words upon another minor point, 
that is, the fundamental rights of the subjects of Indian States. 
No provision appears to have been made for the defining and pro- 
tection of the fundamental rights of Indian States subjects. It has 
an importance specially its own at the present moment. I do not 

• in this House require reminding as to what is happening in Kashmir. 
The people of Kashmir feel a grievance about their rights and 
privileges; it may be right, it may be wrong, but anyway they feel 
a grievance and the grievance is so keenly felt that they have gone 
to the extent of taking the law into their own hands. It is not a 
•question which is confined only to Kashmir. 

It is a question of the fundamental rights of the people of the 
States; and from that point of view if an investigation were to be 
made, the condition of the people in other States would not be found 
to be in any way better and perhaps in some States worse. Therefore 
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it has to be looked at from the all-India point of view with regard 
to the protection, with regard to the defining and protection, of 
the fundamental rights of the Indian States subject. 

We certainly ought to owe a deep debt of gratitude to the leaders 
of my Mussulman brothers for having shown the way to the people 
of Kashmir as to how to fight for their' rights and for the establish- 
ment of their rights, and how to bring their grievances to the notice 
of the Government. But at the same time it must be understood,, 
and this caution must be taken, that the method does not become 
contagious; that people of other States do not feel impelled, if 
protection is not given to them, to take the law into their own hands 
in order to assert their fundamental rights. 

Therefore, from this point of view—and it is a very important 
point of view because it involves the peace and prosperity of the 
whole of India^—^provision should be made in the constitution for 
defining the fundamental rights of the States subject and for proper 
and necessary safeguards. 

I may now speak a few words about the minorities. There is not 
much I have to say, because whatever I have to say I have said in 
the statements I have handed in for incorporation in the Report 
of the Committee. But I wish to give a caution in the words of an 
admirable article that has appeared in the London Times a few 
days ago on the minorities of Iraq. That article says :— 

The terms in which the Council of the League of Nations 
will advise the Assembly ”— 

that is the Assembly of the League of Nations— 
to accept Iraq as a member of the League will probably be 

formulated next year.'" 

India is already a member of the League. 
'' There is every reason to hope that King Feisal's Government 

will then accept and implement all reasonable safeguards for 
the minorities; but in this connection it is necessary to warn 
their champions, and more particularly the friends of the 
Christian minorities, against excessive claims on behali of their 
communities. They demand and deserve guarantees,”— 
to what extent ?—“ of impartial justice and religious liberty 
but they will not prosper if they are encouraged to magnify 
their differences from and to minimise their points of contact, 
with their neighbours. Nor will they attain political maturity 
any the sooner for being spoon-fed by benevolent Europeans.. 
Over-solicitude may be as injurious as neglect to communities 
as well as to children.” 

I am convinced that this salutary caution is as needful in our case 
as it is found to be in the case of Iraq, and I hope this point and 
this aspect of the question will be borne in mind. 
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I may say a few words about the Minorities Pact. The mainstay 
of the Minorities Pact is the so-called Depressed Classes. Unfor- 
tunately or fortunately, rightly or wrongly, from the history of ages 
past, Hindu society has had its culture on the face of this earth. 
One of the prominent features of that culture is the caste system ; 
and if every little caste is to be regarded as a separate entity for 
recognition and for representation in the Legislature, I do not know 
where we will go. As far as the Depressed Classes are concerned, 
it is very difficult for an unstable and quicldy vanishing quantity 
to be computed in fixed permanent numbers. The Congress and 
the Hindu Mahasabha on one side and the Arya Samaj and the 
Social Reforms on the other are carr5dng on intense propaganda 
for the removal of untouchabihty. Perhaps the Report of the 
Simon Commission itself on the question of untouchabihty is out of 
date in view of the present day conditions of India. Even as 
regards temple entry the situation has improved vastly as compared 
with what it was during the time of the Simon Commission. 
I therefore think it wifi, be unwise and not statesmanlike, and 
certainly a positive disservice to the Depressed Classes, to give 
occasion for creating a vested interest in the Depressed Classes and 
stereot5q)ing the difference. Therefore, from that point of view 
the question ought to be looked at with a view to seeing that the 
ultimate object is not to stereot37pe the Depressed Classes, but that 
untouchabihty and the Depressed Classes may disappear. So far 
as the line of argument I am taking is concerned, and from the 
aspect from which I am looking at the problem, it whl be no exag- 
geration to say that the pohtical interests of the Depressed Classes 
are not in any way separate from those of the general body of the 
Hindus. 

As for the Christians, admittedly there is no unanimity amongst 
them as regards separate electorates. There is my friend, Dr. Datta, 
who has expressed his opinion. Last year the late Mr. Paul, whose 
place is ably fihed by Dr. Datta this time, also expressed his opinion 
that the Christian community as a whole is not wedded to separate 
electorates. I personally have attended several conferences of all 
minorities, and particularly the All-Minorities Conference in Lahore 
recently, which was presided over by a very respected and influential 
leader of the Christian community ; and there was no talk of 
separate electorates in that Conference. Therefore, so far as the 
question of the nature of electorates is concerned, this pact, which 
has been based on separate electorates, should not be taken very 
seriously. 

So far as the British residents in India are concerned, they are also 
demanding separate electorates through their representatives here, 
but I hope my friends here have been reading what the newspapers 
have been saying on the subject as carefully as I have been. There 
have appeared in the London Timers letters by the younger 
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section, as it is called, of British residents in India, and they have 
been as clear and unequivocal in their condemnation of separate 
electorates as they could be. I shall quote only one letter as a 
sample, 'which will prove that even the demand of the representatives 
of the IBritish residents in India at this Conference cannot be taken 
very literally to mean that they must have separate electorates and 
that they cannot do without them. The letter which I propose to 
read is published over the signatures of ten well knovra missionaries 
who are conducting nation-building activities in different parts of 
India. I am glad and proud to say that one of them is Mr. Hoyland, 
who was a Professor in the Missionary College in Nagpur, where 
I received my education. The letter dated 23rd November, 1931, 
is as follows :— 

Europeans in India. 

Sir, With reference to the present discussions concerning the 
political rights of Europeans in India, speaking for ourselves as 
missionaries on furlough in this country, and expressing the 
mind, as we believe, of most of our colleagues in India, we wish 
to make clear that the missionaries desire no special political 
privileges as Europeans in India. 

I wish my friends who represent the British residents in India here, 
with such powerful influences behind them, would, be generous 
enough to say that for the sake of the general welfare of India, they 
would give up, with generosity and good'will, their demand for 
separate electorates. I need not read the names of the signatories 
to that letter ; I shall hand them over to the office for incorporation 
into the Report. 

It -will be seen, therefore, that if we examine the Minorities Pact 
we shall find that with the possible exception of the Mussulmans the 
claim of the other minorities for separate electorates is not 
indisputable. 

Sir Henry Gidney : Question ! 

Dr. Moonje : As for the Mussulmans, last year I sounded a note 
in one of my speeches before the Conference that even the Mussul- 
mans might not be unanimous in their demand for separate 
electorates. That was only an intimation which came to me 
at that time. 

Mr. Fazl-uL-Huq : Question ! 

Dr. Moonje : I have a right to speak and you have a right to 
question. At that time I had only an intimation ; I had no proof 
at that time which I could bring forward with the assurance of at 
least appealing to the commonsense and reason of reasonable men. 

Mr. FazJruUHuq : Now is there confirmation ? 
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Dr. Moonje : Now it is already well known to the world that there 
are two sections among the Mussulmans, one section which will not 
be content with anything less than separate electorates, w'hile 
another section is agitating and struggling in India for joint 
electorates. 

It will be no exaggeration—I do not want to exaggerate—^it will 
be no exaggeration for me to say that that section is not insignificant. 
On the other hand, it aspires to prove to the world in competition 
with other sections that if a general referendum of the community 
be taken joint electorates would be the general wish and not 
separate electorates. That is their ambition. Therefore, so far 
as the question of joint or separate electorates is concerned and so 
far as it concerns the several members of the minorities representation 
who have formed themselves into the Minorities Pact, it could not 
be said that their demand for separate electorates is indisputable. 
Beyond that I will not go. 

Having said these few words about certain minor points I have 
now to say what I want to say about the constitutional issues. 
It has been said—at least I understand it in that way—that the 
work of the Federal Structure Committee cannot proceed to its 
legitimate end, that is defining and bringing about a constitution 
based upon Dominion Status and fuU responsible government, 
because of two obstacles, which perhaps are regarded as insurmount- 
able. The first obstacle is that the Princes are not prepared to come 
into federation, though we are grateful to some of them—and 
they are very important Princes—^whq have expressed their willing- 
ness to come into federation immediately. But anjAvay it is said, 
or at least one is given to understand, that the Princes as a body 
have not at present made up their minds to come into federation. 
That is one insuperable, that is one insurmountable obstacle, we 
are told. The second obstacle is that the minorities problem has 
not been solved. I will take the first obstacle first, that is 
whether the Princes are wiUing to come' into federation or are not 
willing to come into federation. Looking at the matter from the 
British-India point of view, I want to loiow whether, when this 
Conference was conceived and was convened, the point was all- 
India Federation or only Dominion Status and full responsible 
government for British India. So far as I have been able to find 
out by investigating into the history of the matter, when this Round 
Table Conference was first conceived there was no question of 
Federation. Federation was regarded at that time as a dim, hazy 
ideal on the horizon of the ultimate goal of constitutional union 
between Indian India and British India. The Federation of all- 
India was something to be realised hereafter, but was not a question 
of practical politics at the time. What greater authority can 
I quote than Lord Irwin, the then Viceroy of India, a man of great 
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Christian virtues, a man of manly statesmanship ? That Lord 
Irwin, that Viceroy, saw through the mistake that the. British 
Cabinet committed here of appointing a commission called the 
Simon Commission which was not approved of by anybody that 
counted in India, and which was boycotted by everybody in India. 
[Several Delegates: “No, No.“) I am glad to see there are some 
people who have the courage to say they did not boycott it. 
[A Delegate: “ They did not/’) I see some people who still have not 
the courage to say they did not boycott it. Therefore, if not the whole 
of India, at any rate the greater part of India boycotted it. [Several 
Delegates : “ No.”) I say, therefore, that any constitution made by 
the Simon Commission or by a Royal Commission or by any other 
Commission, any constitution that may be provided without the 
co-operation and consent of the people of India is not likely to 
work. It is said that a man who has burnt his lips by drinking 
hot milk always tries to blow over even cold whey before drinking 
it. Lord Irwin in his manly statesmanship thought this will not do, 
and he brought about this Conference. And how did he bring 
about this Round Table Conference and with what idea did he 
bring about the Round Table Conference ? In that is involved 
the germ of what we are expected to bring about in this Round 
Table Conference. In his statement of the 31st October, 1929, 
Lord Irwin says :— 

“ But what must constantly engage our attention and is a 
matter of deep concern to His Majesty’s Government is the 
discovery of means by which, when the Commission has reported, 
the broad question of British-Indian constitutional advance 
may be approached in co-operation "with those who can speak 
authoritatively. ” 

The broad question of British-Indian con^itutional advance has to 
be considered after the Simon Commission has reported. There is 
no mention here of the Indian States, of the Indian Federation. 
Later on he says :— 

As I recently pointed out, my own Instrument of Instruction 
from the King-Emperor expressly states His Majesty’s will and 
pleasure that the plans laid by Parliament in 1919 should be 
the means by which British India may obtain its due place 
among the Dominions.” 

There could be no clearer, no more emphatic declaration that the 
ultimate object of this Conference is the evolution of a constitution 
for British India whether the States may come in or whether the 
States may not come in. When I say so, I do not desire to be 
misunderstood. I am not against the Federation; I am not for 
wasting all that work that has been done up to now. I shall welcome 
them—I honestly and sincerely say that I will welcome them, the 
Princes, with both of my hands, when they come to the Federation, 
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but what I say is this that if the Princes do not make up their minds 
and cannot make up their minds for certain reasons of their own 
to come into the Federation immediately, that ought not to be made 
an obstacle in the way of the evolution of a constitution for British 
India, because it will go counter to the pledges given by the Viceroy 
in his statement, and I do not wish that the British Cabinet may 
give one more instance to the people of India to say that here a clear 
pledge has been violated by the British Cabinet a second time. 

The Viceroy goes on further and says :— 
" I am authorised on behalf of His Majesty’s Government 

to state clearly that in their judgment it is implicit in the 
decalaration of 1917 that the natural issue of India’s 
constitutional progress as there contemplated is attainment of 
Dominion Status.” 

Therefore it is perfectly clear, as clear as daylight, that if this logic 
is to be taken into consideration the ultimate object of the discussions 
of this Conference is to evolve a constitution for British India irre- 
spective of whether the Princes come in or do not come in. And 
further on Lord Irwin says : “In the full realisation of this policy ” 
that is the declaration of 1917 in which the grant of Dominion 
Status to British India is implicit—“ in the full reahsation of this 
pohcy it is evidently important ”—^look at the language—“ it is 
evidently important that the Indian States shall be afforded an 
opportunity of finding their place.” I am quite prepared to give 
them fuU opportunity to find out their place in my house, the 
constitution of British India, and when we shall build up the British 
India we shall leave what the architect called the lines of extension 
in the walls so that when the Princes will come in the thing will be 
automatically expanded to accommodate them. Lord Irwin says:— 

“ In the full reahsation of this pohcy it is evidently important 
that the Indian States should be afforded an opportunity of 
finding their place, and even if we cannot at present exactly 
foresee— 

At the time when the Declaration of 1917 was made, when the 
Declaration of 1919 was made, and when the meaning of that 
Declaration was expressly stated to be Dominion Status and full 
responsible government for British India—even at that time Lord 
Invin could not see the possibihty of immediately bringing the 
Princes into the Federation of India. Therefore, my point is, that 
we should not aUow the inconveniences, the natural difficulties, the 
hesitations of the Princes to come into the Federation immediately, 
to be an obstacle in the way of the consummation of our Federation 
of British India. 

Lord Irwin says :— 
“ —^that Indian States should be afforded an opportunity 

of finding their place, and even if we cannot at present exactly 
foresee on what lines this development may be shaped, it is 
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from every point of view desirable that whatever can be done 
should be done to ensure that action taken now is not incon- 
sistent with the attainment of the ultimate purpose which those, 
whether in British India or the States, who look forward to 
some kind of unity of all-India have in view/’ 

Therefore, I say if the constitution for British India be evolved, 
and if it be the pleasure of the British Government to grant us 
Dominion status and full responsible Government, it will not be 
inconsistent with the ultimate idea of a Federation of the whole of 
India which the Princes can come into at their pleasure and at 
their convenience, and with their difficulties solved. 

Yesterday, my friend. Sir Manubhai Mehta, I think, made it quite 
clear that it wiU be easier for the States to federate with a British 
India having full Dominion Status and full responsible government 
than with a British India without those quaHfications. I have 
understood him to mean that, and I hope I have understood him 
rightly. 

Now, I should like to know what is the meaning of Dominion 
Status. The meaning of Dominion Status may be different in the 
minds of different people; but, as Lord Irwin has said, any con- 
stitution to which the people of India will not consent wiU not work 
in India. Therefore, the question as to what people think is the 
meaning of Dominion Status acquires importance. 

I am now here speaking as a representative of the Hindu 
Mahasabha, which is an organised body, a well-disciplined body 
next only to the Congress As its worlmig President I have been. 
given a mandate by the Hindu Mahasabha to say what meaning 

* it attaches to Dominion Status. I have been told that it should be 
regarded as my duty to take this opportunity of informing the 
British Government and British people as to what the idea of the 
Hindu Mahasabha is as to Dominion Status and full responsible 
government. The Hindu Mahasabha held its annual session in 
August, before I left India, and certain resolutions were adopted. 
The mandate that is given to me is based upon those resolutions, 
It has given me a mandate, based on these resolutions, to inform the 
British Government and the British people :— 

(1) that the people of India are in no mood to be satisfied 
with anything less than immediate Dominion Status and full 
responsible government. This status connotes to them control 
of the Army, foreign relations, finance, and fiscal policy ; 

(2) that the Mahasabha, while believing that the people of 
India are capable of taking immediate charge of this control, 
is prepared to agree, as a matter of compromise and accommoda- 
tion between the British and Indian interests, to a period of 
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transition, during which this control may pass gradually from 
the hands of the British to the hands of Indian people ; 

(3) that this period of transition need not be more than from 
ten to fifteen years ; 

(4) that during this period of transition the Ministers in 
charge of these Departments be appointed by the Viceroy and 
be responsible to him and not to the Legislature ; but they should 
be chosen from amongst the elected Indian members of the 
Indian Legislature, so that the period of transition may be 
utihsed by Indians for learning the art of this control; 

(5) that henceforth annual recruitment for commissioned 
officers in the Army be made from among the people of India, 
subject to the standard of efficiency which is apphcable to the 
British officers, provided that it may be open to the Government 
to recruit in England to fiU up such of the vacancies as may 
not be filled up in India. 

(6) that the bar that exists against recruitment in the Army 
of certain classes and castes based on the artificial distinction 
as belonging to the so-caUed martial and non-martial classes 
be done away with immediately, and the ranks of the Army be 
thrown open to all ranks and classes, subject, of course, to the 
test of efficiency, so that the Army may be made truly national. 

It is a great pity that the Defence sub-Committee, which did 
such good work last year, was not convened this year. It is a great 
pity. I do not want to say so, but it is really a matter of great 
grievance to us that the Defence sub-Committee was not convened. 
The Defence sub-Committee made recommendations for the appoint- 

' ment of two Expert Committees. One of the Expert Committees 
was appointed by the Government of India, and I had the honour 
to serve on th^t Committee. That-Expert Committee has made its 
Report, and in the natural course it was expected that that Report 
would come up for consideration before this Defence sub-Committee 
of the Round Table Conference. I do not know why, but that 
Committee was not convened. It is my duty, however, to inform 
the British people and to inform the British Cabinet what the 
feelings of the people of India are in respect of the majority recom- 
mendations of that Expert Committee. 

I will not take much time over it, but, in one word, I will say 
that the people of India regard the recommendations of the majority 
of the Expert Committee, from which the majority of the non- 
official members of the Committee have dissociated themselves, 
as nothing short of a breach of faith, judging from the spirit that was 
prevailing in the discussions last year of the Defence sub-Committee. 
I have made this point very clear in my note of dissent attached 
to the Report of the Committee, and I think, and my people in India 
have told me, that it should be my duty to inform the British people 
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and the British Government that the recommendations of the 
majority Report of that Expert Committee are not looked upon by 
the people as anything short of a breach of faith. 

I will mention only two instances. The first is the intake and the 
inordinately high proportion of nominations that have been fixed. 
This is a vital point with Indians, and therefore I may be excused if 
I use a little strong language in this matter. The annual intake for 
the college has been fixed at sixty by the Government, and out of these 
sixty as many as thirty-six have been reserved for nomination by the 
Commander-in-Chief. I have argued in my note of dissent that it 
was the inherent right, acting under the resolutions of the Defence 
sub-Committee, of that Expert Committee to decide what should be 
the intake of that college. The Government of India had no status 
except that of an agent carrying out the resolutions of the Defence 
sub-Committee. Unfortunately, however, they thought otherwise. 
They decided otherwise. They decided that only sixty cadets should 
be admitted into the college and no more than that. 

The people of India think—I am using strong language again— 
that what appeared to be given to them in the resolutions and 
recommendations of the Defence sub-Committee has been given, as 
it were, with the right hand, and the left hand which exists in India 
has taken away aU of it, or most of it. It is this feeling of distrust, 
it is this feeling of want of confidence, it is this feeling of grievance 
which rankles in the hearts of the people, that on the vital question 
of defence the position has been tampered with in a way not autho- 
rised or sanctioned by the Defence sub-Committee. Thus the 
non-calling of the Defence sub-Committee assumes an importance 
of its own and does not contribute to the rehabilitation of trust in 
the Government. 

It is a great pity the Defence sub-Committee was not convened. 
I took the precaution, thinking that the matter might have been 
forgotten, of writing to the Secretary of State for India and requesting 
that early steps be taken for convening a meeting of the Defence 
sub-Committee, but unfortunately he did not find it convenient or 
possible to convene a meeting of the Defence sub-Committee. He 
has needlessly given cause for a grievance which is rankling in our 
hearts. 

As for the second obstacle, the minorities obstacle, it has been 
said that the Federal Structure Committee could not complete its 
work because of the obstacle presented by the fact that the minorities 
problem had not been solved. 

The minorities problem has not been solved by agreement. There 
is no use denying that. But there is also the consciousness—at 
least in my mind, and I hope that that consciousness will sink into 
the minds of the other parties—that if full Dominion Status and full 
responsible government as mentioned above are given to India by 
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the British Government the solution of the minorities problem by 
mutual agreement will follow easily. The parties will then see what 
they stand to gain or what they stand to lose if they come to an 
agreement or if they do not come to an agreement. They will know 
then that they are standing on their own feet and they wiU see what 
they will lose if they do not come to an agreement. In those circum- 
stances what appears at the present time to be an insuperable diffi- 
culty will immediately^ disappear. There is a consciousness in 
my mind that if responsible government was assured to us by the 
British Government it would not take more than twenty-four hours 
to come to an agreement on the minorities problem. 

But supposing we did not still come to an agreement, the position 
still would not be hopeless. I am not hopelessly daunted by the 
problem. There have been minorities problems in the world before 
now, and we have got the League of Nations established, one of the 
main purposes of which is to prevent minorities problems becoming 
a menace to the peace and progress of the world. Why should we 
not apply to the League of Nations, and ask them to deal with 
our minorities problem as they are dealing with the minorities 
problems of the nations of Europe and the entire world ? If I myself 
were in the Government I should think a hundred times before 
taking the responsibility of deciding the minorities problem myself, 
because of the inevitability that one party or the other or perhaps 
both parties might be dissatisfied, and as such the Government would 
have the odium of not having decided the question rightly. But if 
a third party like the League of Nations, which was brought into 
being for this very purpose and has made this work a very speciality 
of its own, gives a decision on the communal problem of India, the 
hands of the Government of India wiU be strengthened in forcing 
that decision on the people because it will have come from an 
impartial body. That is not merely my own opinion. I stand in 
company with greater persons. It should be noted that no less a 
person than the British Foreign Secretary, Mr. Arthur Henderson, 
presiding at a meeting of the Council of the League of Nations in 
January last after an amicable settlement of the questions at issue 
had been reached between representatives of the German and Polish 
Governments, emphasised that “ the system of the protection of 
minorities inaugurated by the League of Nations was now a part of 
the pubhc life of Europe and of the world.” That is the opinion of 
no less a person than the British Foreign Secretary. Other persons 
also from amongst the British Delegation have expressed the opinion 
that reaUy if it comes to that they will have no objection to handing 
over the problem for solution to the League of Nations. Therefore, 
it cannot be said that it must be taken as an insuperable obstacle in 
the way of the evolution of a constitution for India. Besides there 
has been a proposal from Mahatma Gandhi and others that the 
matter should be handed over to a judicial tribunal for impartial 
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arbitration. The point I want to make is that the minorities 
problem cannot be taken as an insuperable obstacle in the way of 
the evolution of a constitution for India. 

I am not in the habit of making sentimental appeals because my 
temperament is quite otherwise, but now I am going to make an 
appeal in my own way. I come now to pour out my heart before 
the British people and the British Cabinet. Perhaps the time has 
come in the history of the relations between India and England 
which can be compared with the time that was, about one hundred 
years ago, between America and England. 

On one point let there be no misunderstanding: the people of 
India are determined to have their Dominion Status. They will 
fight to the end for that purpose. On that point let there be no 
misunderstanding. The people of India even today have no hatred 
for the British race. They feel that up to now the British people 
have done well, and they still hope they will come down to accept 
what we are demanding at the present moment, but let it not be 
five minutes too late because that will take away all the grace from 
the act. I hope and wish that the British Cabinet at the present 
moment will take time by the forelock. I hope they will remember 
their history and not repeat the mistake again. 

With these few words I close my speech. 

Rao Bahad^vr Srinivasan : Prime Minister, I am thankful to you 
for giving me this opportunity to take part in these deliberations. 
This is the first time I am rising to speak and I believe it will be the 
last. The cause of the Depressed Classes has received very little 
sympathy in this Conference. In some quarters it has evoked armed 
neutrality. In others armed hostility. In view of this may I crave 
your indulgence for a full statement of the position of myself and 
my colleague. Dr. Ambedkar ? 

The demands of the Depressed Classes have been formulated by 
us in two separate memoranda which we have submitted to the 
Conference. Our principal demand is for special representation 
through separate electorates. Permit me to say that ours is a 
demand which is not only just, but which is accepted to be reasonable 
by others besides ourselves. Take our demand for special repre- 
sentation. Ever since the declaration of August 20, 1917, made 
self-government as the basic ideal of British policy in India, special 
representation for the Depressed Classes has been accepted as a 
condition of political advance in India. In the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report this claim of the Depressed Classes has found ample recognition, 
as a result of which the Depressed Classes have been enjoying special 
representation in the Provincial and Central Legislatures. Three 
years after, in 1923, the Muddinian Committee examined the 
working of the constitution framed in consonance with the Montagu- 
Chelmsford Report. It not only endorsed the system of special 
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representation of the Depressed Classes but recommended an increase 
in the extent of representation granted to them. The Muddiman 
Committee was followed by the Simon Commission. That Com- 
mission not only upheld the principle of special representation for the 
Depressed Classes but gave it much larger recognition than it had 
ever received before. Lest it should be assumed that the Simon 
Commission being entirely British in its composition deliberately 
planned this blow at the Hindu ascendancy, let me point out that 
the Simon Commission was assisted by various bodies which were 
overwhelmingly Hindu in their composition. There were first of 
all the Provincial Governments which submitted to the Simon 
Commission descriptive memoranda and concrete proposals for 
political reform. Secondly there were Provincial Simon Committees 
constituted from Provincial Legislatures and the Indian Central 
Committee which submitted proposals for the future constitution 
of India. All these Central and Provincial Committees which 
worked with the Simon Committee agreed that there must be special 
representation for the Depressed Classes. The matter does not end 
there. We have had circulated to this Conference the Despatches 
of the Provincial Governments and of the Government of India 
reviewing the proposals of the Simon Commission. Is there any 
Government Provincial, or Central, which has dissented from the 
recommendation of the Simon Commission in the matter of the 
special representation of the Depressed Classes ? Let me take the 
demand of the Depressed Classes for separate electorates. This 
demand is looked upon as an extraordinary demand. We .are told 
that we are part and parcel of the Hindu community and that 
separate electorates would cause a severance between the two. 
With due respect to those who advance this argument I must say 
that we fail to see its force. The Depressed Classes live a completely 
isolated life from the rest of the Hindus. The Hindu priest will not 
officiate at the house of an untouchable; and will not allow him 
to enter his temple. The Hindu barber will not shave him. The 
Hindu washerman will not wash his clothes. The Hindu will not 
eat with him much less intermarry with him. We can conceive no 
greater social separation between any two communities than that 
which exists between the touchable and untouchable Hindu. Conse- 
quently it is not a case where we need follow tlie Biblical admonition 
which says “ Whom God hath joined together let no man put 
asunder."' It is a case of recognising the separation that in fact 
exists. Another consideration urged against separate electorates 
is that they will perpetuate the difference. This again we are unable 
to follow. No one will be conscious of separate electorates except 
on the polling day which will come once in five years. What is it 
that can prevent our Hindu friends from working for the rest of 
their days to establish social intercourse between touchabies and 
untouchables and thereby help to abolish untouchability ? 
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What we say is, however, that the question of electorates for the 
Depressed Classes is not to be looked at from the point of view of 
what effect it will have upon the Hindu religion or upon Hindu 
society ; it has to be looked at from one point of view, namely, what 
sort of electorate will give the Depressed Classes real representation. 
It will no doubt be said that the Simon Commission recommended 
joint electorates and reserved seats for the Depressed Classes, but 
to say this is, in our opinion, to misunderstand the Simon Commission, 
for the Simon Commission did not recommend joint electorates pure 
and simple; it recommended joint electorates with a sytem of 
certified candidates. 

The reason why the Simon Commission recommended the system 
of certified candidates is just the reason why the Depressed Classes 
want separate electorates, namely, that in joint electorates pure and 
simple the representatives of the Depressed Classes would in all 
probability be the nominees of the caste Hindus, which would be 
defeating the whole purpose of their representation. 

The Depressed Classes have condemned the recommendations of 
the Simon Commission both on the ground that certification of the 
candidates deprives the electorate of their rights to choose their 
representatives, and also on the ground that the Governor who has 
to certify may not always be an Englishman and, if he happens to 
be a Hindu, may use this power of certification in the interests of a 
party instead of in the interests of the Depressed Classes. 

That the Depressed Classes want separate electorates pure and 
simple for some time to come, and that they would never consent to 
accept joint electorates until there was adult suffrage, is abundantly 
made clear by the telegrams we have circulated to members of this 
Conference, and those who wish for additional evidence on this point 
may be referred to the Despatch of the Government of India on the 
Simon Report. 

• 

We take our stand on the proposition that in the matter of 
minority protection the wishes of the minority should prevail; but 
let it not be supposed that the demand of the Depressed Classes for 
separate ^electorates has no support from other quarters. It has in 
fact received support from very high and quite unexpected quarters. 
Three Provincial Governments have objected to the Simon Com- 
mission's recommendation of joint electorates and certified candi- 
dates for the Depressed Classes and have recommended separate 
electorates. They are the Government of Bombay, the Government 
of Madras, and the Government of the United Provinces. The 
Government of the United Provinces has put the case so well that 
I am tempted to quote the following passage from, its despatch :— 

" The Commission themselves admit that separate electorates 
are more likely to secure the return of an adequate number of 
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persons who enjoy the confidence of the Depressed Classes. 
That admission suggests the vital objection to their proposal, 
namely, that in the general non-Muslim constituencies the 
Depressed Class voters will be far outnumbered by the other 
voters and the members returned will be those who are sup- 
ported by the majority of voters, as distinct from the Depressed 
Class voters. The Commission's proposal will not in fact give 
the Depressed Classes members who will be trusted by them to 
represent their special interests. The alternative is separate 
electorates. These no doubt have their own disadvantages, but 
if the initial difficulty of creating an electorate can be overcome, 
this Government consider that these classes should not, on a 
purely theoretical ground, be denied a privilege which has 
already been given to Muslims and Europeans and which it is 
proposed to give to Indian Christians and Anglo-Indians. The 
objection that such an electorate will involve stigmatising each 
elector and will militate against his rise in the social scale is not 
one that is likely to weigh with those principally concerned, and 
if the representatives in the Legislature must be stigmatised, 
and even the Commission's proposal involves this, there seems 
no reason why the voters should not be. It is at least arguable 
also that the position of these classes is more likely to be 
improved by securing real representation in the Local Legisla- 
ture than by the ineffective form of representation suggested 
by the Commission." 

Sir, let me take the question of the number of seats we have demanded. 
In regard to this matter that we all know, there have been two 
opposing views. 

The Congress view is that no minority should get more than its 
population ratio. The minority view is that there must be weightage 
over and above the population basis. Now in the proposals in the 
Minority Pact submitted to the Minorities Committee what is the 
representation we have claimed ? In Assam, Bihar and Orissa our 
representation just approaches our population ratio. In Bengal 
we have given up 8 per cent., in Central Pro\dnces 4 per cent., 
in Punjab 3-5 per cent, and in United Provinces 6-4 per cent, from 
our population ratio of representation. In the Central Legislature 
we have given up in the Upper Chamber 50 per cent, and in the. 
Lower Chamber 25 per cent, from what we would be entitled to on 
the basis of population. It will thus be seen that we have not taken 
full benefit even of the accepted principle that the representation 
shall be according to population. True, we have claimed weightage 
in Bombay and Madras because the circumstances of these two 
Provinces make such weightage an absolute necessity. But even 
here we have not claimed the same weightage as the Muslims, 
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nor has our weightage reduced the position of the caste Hindus. 
What objection there can be to this part of the claim of the Depressed 
Classes we are unable to see. The question is often asked—^have 
you the men to fill these seats ? Insinuation apart, the answer to 
this question depends upon what sort of men are wanted. We may 
not be able to put forth an array of B.A’s. and M.A’s. who will 
confound the Legislature with their oratory. We may not be able 
to produce men who will sit on the Treasury Bench or on the Front 
Opposition Bench. And we do not need to. Our aim is not to run 
the government. Our aim is to see that the government is not run 
against us. For that purpose we want men who know our conditions 
and who will voice our grievances. For this task we have men in 
abundance who will hold their own. But what surprises us, however, 
is that this question “ Have you the men to fiU these seats ?is 
asked only of the Depressed Classes. It is not asked of the Sikhs, 
the Muslims or any other minority whose claim for seats far greatly 
exceeds that of the Depressed Classes. Yet what is the calibre of 
the men who represent these minorities in the existing Legislatures? 
In the Bombay Legislative Council nineteen members are allotted 
to Sind. Of these nineteen members some fourteen do not know a 
word of English, have never taken part in the debate and have 
never even asked a question. In the same Council there are some 
seven seats reserved for the non-Brahmins—of these there are 
always one or two who do not know English. In the Madras Legis- 
lative Council there are four members who do not know English 
and two of them belong to the non-Brahmin party. In the Punjab 
Legislative Council there are one hundred members. Of them only 
twenty know English. The rest deliberate in their mother tongue.' 
Similar instances will no doubt be found in other Provincial Legisla- 
tures and we may point out that even the Assembly is not without 
its non-English-knowing members. Now if the Legislature can be 
run with non-English-knowing representatives of other communities 
why should they object to the Depressed Classes being represented 
by non-English-knowing members ? We recognise the importance 
of the English language and we hope it will continue to hold the 
same high place that it holds now. But to lay it down as a qualifica- 
tion for a representative is another matter. It may satisfy those who 
want a stick to beat down the claim of the Depressed Classes. There 
can, however, be no doubt that to insist upon such a wild proposition 
would be pernicious, for it is bound to crush the genius of the people 
and to deprive them permanently from participating in the institu- 
tions which are being forged for the express purpose of promoting 
their welfare by their own hands. We therefore say that this 
objection is groundless even if it was honest. 

Prime Minister, this Conference was called with a twofold 
purpose. It was called to discuss the ways and means of realising 
in practice the declaration made by Lord Irwin that the goal of 
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the British Government in India was to raise her to the status of a 
Dominion within the British Empire. The second purpose of the 
Conference was to allow Indians to decide for themselves in com 
saltation with His Majesty’s Government the sort of constitution 
they thought best in their interest. In pursuance of this policy 
Indians, representative of the different faiths and classes were 
invited to take part in these deliberations. The Conference which 
met last year agreed that subject to two conditions India should 
have a full measure of self-government. Those two conditions were 
(1) Security for the minorities and (2) Reservations for the period 
of transition. The question regarding the protection of minorities 
remained unsolved and the question of the precise form of reserva- 
tions was left over for want of time. 

This Second Session of the Round Table Conference was called 
mainly to deal with these two questions and we had hopes that the 
Conference would end with a solution for them. Unfortunately the 
Conference has failed to come to an^^ agreed solution on these two 
vital questions and disguise it as much as we may this fact has for 
the present at any rate darkened our horizon. As we all know 
the Conference has tossed about from side to side between these 
two questions only to reveal that there exists a fundamental differ- 
ence which has divided it into two camps. To one camp the main 
chapter in the constitution is responsible government, and the 
reservations to be imposed upon it and the question of minorities 
is a mere matter of footnotes and appendices which may be written 
after the main chapter has been drafted. To the other camp in 
which we the Delegates for the Depressed Classes find ourselves, 
the minorities question is itself the main chapter. This difference 
is perhaps reconcilable but I will make bold to say that no serious 
attempt was-made to reconcile this difference. Indeed, as far as the 
Depressed Classes were concerned the negotiations for a settlement 
started with the repudiation of their claims by one party to the 
deal with the result that we are far more apart today then we ever 
were. So much so that there is not the possibility of an agreement 
on the question as to whether or not the matter should be left 
to your arbitration. 

This reticence on the part of our Hindu friends to define their 
attitude towards the political demands of the Depressed Classes 
has come to us as a surprise. They have been insisting upon the 
British. Government to define its attitude towards the political 
demands of Indians in terms of concrete proposals. We thought 
that they would also in their turn define their attitude towards the 
political demands of the Depressed Classes. They have not thought 
it wise to do so for reasons best known to themselves. It is not 
for us to tell them how they should act in a case of this sort. States^ 
manship we know is on their side. But we can tell them one thing 
without mincing matters. It is this. If you ask us the question 
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Are you in favour of a responsible Executive ? ” we can answer 
that question by asking in return another question ; “ What is the 
sort of Legislature to which you propose to make your Executive 
responsible ? ” The composition and the character of the Legisla- 
ture are to us determining factors in regard to the question of 
responsible government. In our opinion the measure of responsi- 
bility we could consent to is intimately bound up with the measure 
or representation the Depressed Classes would get in the Legislature. 
If the Depressed Classes got no place in the Legislature we would 
oppose the introduction of responsible government. If the Depressed 
Classes are given the representation which they think is sufficient 
for their protection we would consent to the fullest responsibility 
that may be found consistent with safety and security. That 
is our attitude and we have no hesitation in saying that we cannot 
be accused of bad motives who say Show us your representative 
Legislature and if it is such that we can put our confidence in it wc 
will gladly consent to consider the measure and manner in which 
the Executive should be made responsible to it.'’ To this question 
no answer is forthcoming. It will not come forth till the mdnorities 
problem is settled. That problem, far from being settled, is com- 
pletely shrouded in darkness and so far as the claims of the Depressed 
Classes are concerned they have been denied recognition in some 
quarters. Under these circumstances we are not prepared to.lend 
our support to any scheme of responsible Government. And the 
questions whether India should advance by stages or all at once and 
what form the advance should take are to us premature and remote 
questions on which it would be useless for us at this stage to express 
our opinion. 

There are three observations with which I wish to conclude this 
statement. First is that we entirely discount the suggestion that 
our special representation will cause harm to our interest inasmuch 
as it will stamp us with the special mark of untouchability. Our 
view is different and it is that it is better for a sick man to reveal 
his disease and get the right remedy so that he may be cured of it 
some day. It would be fatal if he concealed it out of shame and 
failed to seek his remedy in time. We therefore refuse to be foiled 
in our attempt to secure the real protection that we need. Second 
is that the enactment of fundamental rights or tlie abolition of un- 
touchability by law will not suffice. The elimination of untouch- 
ability by law is one thing. Its elimination in fact is another and 
more important. The latter is a question of legislative and ad- 
ministrative action which alone can equalise our position ^vith the 
rest of our fellows. This will be impossible of realisation unless 
the Depressed Classes have sufficient power to control the Legislature 
and through the Legislature the Executive. Thirdly we must have 
our rights and safeguards embodied in the constitution. We refuse 
to accept the word of any individual, however highly placed, to 
guarantee our position in the future. 
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Mr. Prime Minister, I have done and I thank you again for your 
indulgence. 

Dr. S. K. Datta: Prime Minister, there are a few of us who are 
survivors of a past age, that of the Assembly of 1924-1926. There 
are some of us, not more than seven or eight of us, who voted for a 
Resolution in March 1924 asking the Government of India to summon 
a Round Table Conference. At that time, Sir, we were told—perhaps 
on no substantial grounds—^that that particular proposal was not 
favoured in the Viceregal Lodge in Delhi. It was this morning a 
real pleasure to hear Lord Reading make his declaration regarding 
his belief in the method of negotiation. Before this small group, 
however, passes a vote of appreciation regarding its own prescience, 
we shall await tomorrow and the declaration that will be made, 
so that we may know whether our original labours of 1924 are 
going to result in something that we looked upon as necessary and 
asked for at that time. 

Now, Sir, this afternoon I want to place before you one or two 
considerations regarding our position. Among us here there are 
two communities which were excluded from the Federal Structure 
Committee, namely the Anglo-Indians, who constitute a hundred 
and fifty thousand persons, and the Indian Christians who are 
rouglily about six millions in India. 

There are other smaller communities which are represented, such 
as the Sikhs and the Europeans. As you will recognise. Prime 
Minister, I have never made any communal claim, but, if you will 
permit me, I will make a communal hint. Apparently not much 
recognition is given to a community until it has proved its capacity 
to make itself troublesome to the administration. When it does that, 
then it begins to get recognition. We Christians have not yet 
proved that we are able to give trouble. 

In the second place, we have had a special interest in the Federal 
Structure, and in this question of Federation, because the most 
highly developed and most educated portion of the Indian Christian 
community are in the State of Travancore. One third of the 
population of that State is Christian, and I should like to take this 
opportunity publicly to acknowledge the fair and just way in which 
the dynasty which presides over Travancore has dealt with the 
Christian community. The Christians have not been given any 
special protection, they are a part of the general population, and as 
voters of the general electorate. Wlienever I visit Travancore I am 
impressed by the predominant part they play in that State and of 
the opportunities thus given to them by. the Travancore Government. 

Now, we as a Conference have failed with regard to a communal 
settlement. We were told that if an agreed solution emerged the 
general problems would be settled. I for one very much doubted 
whether that solution would be forthcoming. It could hardly be 
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forthcoming, for when everybody is asked to set forth his claims, it 
becomes impossible to adjust those claims one with another, and 
I feel that possibly we ought to have used other methods in trying 
to reach a settlement. What those methods should be I need not 
go into here, but there are certain things. Prime Minister, which 
I want to say. 

Our present constitution makes provision for the representation of 
economic groups; that is to sa}^ Chambers of Commerce, jute 
manufacturers, colliery managers and similar interests. The British 
traders form a constituency in the Madras Presidency and they are 
only eight in number ; that is to say, eight persons vote and return 
one member to the Madras Legislative Council. It seems to me 
that as we already have something of this sort there is no reason why 
it should not be extended. Mr. Joshi has put in a plea in this 
connection, and I support it, but why should not it be extended to 
agricultural labourers ? I beheve a part of Mr. Srinivasan’s con- 
stituency would be included immediately by that method. It seems 
to me the natural method in India is to give representation 
by vocation. I merely suggest one way, but I do not press it 
particularly. 

Why have we abandoned all hope of the method of proportional 
representation ? I do believe there is a great deal we might do even 
at this late stage by applying the principle of proportional repre- 
sentation to Indian electoral problems. But whatever you may do 
or may not do there is one thing I would ask of you, Mr. Prime 
Minister. WOl you ensure that those of us who have real fundamental 
conscientious objections to voting on a communal list should be 
permitted to contract out and put ourselves on to the general list ? 
We ask that for the sake of our own personal freedom.. We do not 
want to be put in with a group of persons with whom we cannot have 
general sympathy. 

I feel I must make some mention of federation. Those of us who 
have studied the history of the growth and evolution of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations realise that it has become more and more 
clear to the British people that there is such a difference between 
free States' on the one hand and States that are not free on the other 
that they could not be combined in the same system. In a similar 
way I sometimes wonder whether we are not trying in India to bring 
together free States on the one hand and autocratic groups on the 
other. I wonder whether you can combine the two together. 
I merely want to utter a word of warning that we should at any rate 
in our future development in the idea of federation make certain 
conditions precedent to the coming in of particular units. I do not 
refer only to Indian States. Take, for example, the North-West 
Frontier Province. Sir Abdul Qaiyum had my warmest sympathy 
in the demands he made, because I believe that we need a free 
Frontier Province to come into this federation and so long as the 
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North-West Frontier Province is not free it ought not to come into 
the federation. I therefore support him in every one of his demands 
with regard to the freedom of the Frontier Province. What are 
we going to do if we get this Federation now ? Are we going to 
entrench all the autocracies of India at the Centre ? Perhaps our 
fate is not going to be so bad as that, but at any rate I wish to utter 
a word of caution. 

The second point I wish to emphasise is the interest of the masses. 
Mr. Gandhi has from time to time told us about the masses, and that 
the constitution must be built up to fit them and not built up to 
fit ourselves. That is to my mind something which is fundamental. 
I have been present as an outsider at meetings of the Federal 
Structure Committee, and I have heard discussions on commercial 
discrimination and who shall trade and who shall operate the finances 
of India, who shall take the profits that accrue, and what kind of 
merchants shah be permitted to obtain a livelihood in India. The 
consideration that came into my mind was what is the good of 
talking about the livelihood of merchants. What about the liveli- 
hood of the ordinary people ? A constitution must have certain 
economic foundations and if these are not properly laid you. cannot 
build up a constitution that wiU have stability. You cannot have a 
constitution giving political independence to the people unless you 
build it on adequate economic foundations. That is one of the 
dilemmas in which I find myself. Why is Dr.- Ambedkar here ? Is 
it to protest against social discrimination ? Or is it because of the 
necessity which lies on him to ensure a livelihood to the semi-starved 
millions of his community ? Why are the Mushm delegates.present 
here ? Is it merely to protect Muslim culture, or is it to defend 
those masses of the people who today bear the main burden of 
agricultural indebtedness in the two Provinces of the Punjab and 
Bengal ? 

Mr. Prime Minister, I was a signatory of a letter which was sent 
to you. You have had a great number of letters and possibly you 
will not recall the specific document signed by some of us which 
suggested to you that provincial and federal development could not 
be separate ; they must go hand in hand together. I stand by that, 
but I would like to ask one thing : where are the people of India ? 
They are not in the Centre—there are no people there—^the people 
of India are in the Provinces, in the districts. Having said that, 
I feel the only way in which you can develop these people of India 
at this particular time is somehow or other to lift from the Provinces 
the incubus, the financial, the administrative incubus and even the 
moral incubus of the present Centre. Until that is raised you are 
not going to get freedom for the people. When you lift this burden, 
then alone will there be freedom. For many years now I have had 
to travel and I have been to parts of the world not much visited 
by Indians of our class. For some months I was a guest of friends 
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in China. I quite realise the terrific things that are happening in 
China. Those of us who happen to know things with a little nearness 
do not wish those catastrophes to overtake us in India, the lack of 
Central Government for instance, a government which does not 
operate. We do not want that. Nor do we want a military dictator- 
ship, which is worse. But take a city like Canton. I spent a week 
in Canton, which it has been believed was ruined by Communists 
and had a most unhappy population. Now I have lived in Calcutta 
for ten or twelve years but Canton was seething with a desire for 
improvement such as I have not known in Calcutta with its history 
of a hundred and fifty years of good government. There were aU 
kinds of schemes on foot, civic amenities, tramway services, new 
streets, new gardens, new parks. Among the teachers, in whom I am 
always interested, and in matters of education I found a spirit 
I did not find among my own ; here they wanted to work out new 
and great things. Here was the revolutionary spirit showing its 
best .side. 

One of the reasons why this incubus of the Centre should be raised 
from India is that you might get the revolutionary spirit of India 
released into constructive channels in the Provinces. Today it is 
not being released into constructive channels; and this we must 
somehow effect. 

Sir, before closing I want to refer to one matter already referred 
to by Dr. Moonje, namely, the establishment of equality. Sir, 
within three years possibly there may be some Indians who may 
raise a monument to the unimplemented promise made to India 
nearly a hundred years ago when the Charter Act of 1833 laid it 
down that there should be no discrimination on the grounds of 
race. I want to. ask: Has that promise been implemented ? 

There are things which can be done which I believe will help you 
to create trust between yourselves and India. There is the taking 
away of all these discriminations and the taking away of distrust 
between yourselves and Indians. That spirit of equality must 
go abroad. Wherever I go I find Indians complaining that there is 
not equality. I was the guest of a merchant community at Kobe in 
Japan where there .were a hundred and fifty families or so of Indians. 
They told me how they were unable to obtain facilities because they 
were Indians. ' Apparently British-Indian subjects abroad, in 
Japan and in China and elsewhere, are looked upon as a sort of 
inferior British subject. I want here personally to acknowledge 
the generous way in which I was treated by all the British consular 
officials ; but I want to tell you the sort of general feeling amongst 
Indians who are abroad. We have got somehow or another to mend 
that feeling and make it better. The problem of India to me is 
not wholly a problem of a constitution, though I agree a constitution 
is necessary; it is very largely a problem of what the Americans 
call human engineering; that is to say, giving people a chance; 
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bringing them up from the bottom and putting them on their feet, 
rebuilding the economic foundations of the country. 

Sir, we wait with great interest your declaration tomorrow. 
I do trust that those of us who originally voted for that Resolution 
in 1924 will not go away disappointed. 

Mr. Wedgwood Benn: Prime Minister, my first duty—and it is 
a pleasure also—^is to thank you. Sir, for giving me and my fellow 
Delegates of the Labour Party an opportunity of continuing as 
their representatives at this Conference, although we are no longer 
Members of Parliament. It is a very great privilege. Indeed I am 
sure I am expressing the opinion of every man and woman in this 
Conference when I say we all feel it a great privilege to participate 
in these proceedings. Acquaintances have been formed ; they have, 
in the jargon, ripened into friendship, and the spirit of trust has 
been fostered. 

So far as educational work is concerned, speaking as one who for 
a short time attempted to discharge the heavy responsibilities of a 
Secretary of State, I would say that I learnt more in a month of 
Conference than in a year of files. Practical question's, even remote 
from our immediate discussions, have been treated. I wonder how 
long it would have taken to get the necessary advance—even the 
advance that has been made in the North-West Frontier Province 
if it had not been for its distinguished representative here. Sir Abdul 
Qaiyum beginning with that fanciful speech at our very first sitting 
about the flea in the breeches. Prime Minister, there is a spirit of 
fraternity in this Conference; there is a spi^ of equahty in this 
Conference well befitting the soil of freedom on which it is held. 

I do not know what will be remembered as the most famous state- 
ment made in the,Round Table Conference. Sir Akbar Hydari 
conferred a peerage on Mr. Joshi in my hearing; but I think perhaps 
the most famous was the lapse of tongue by Dr. A.mbedkar when, 
without signs of dissent from Their Highnesses he referred to “ my 
brother Princes/’ 

Prime Minister, what a change in the method of treatment of 
Indian Affairs this Conference represents 1 Two years ago what 
was the British attitude tov/ards Indian problems ? It could be 
expressed in the nursery words, Shut your eyes and open your 
mouth and see what somebody sends you.” That is gone. Do you 
remember that two years ago your Government, then in a minority, 
stood its trial before the House of Commons because it had ventufed^ 
in advance of the Report of the Statutory Commission, even to 
outline the goal of British policy ? It escaped with a verdict of 
not pro"v"en. Those days. Prime Minister, have gone. We shall 
hear no more of tutorial Commissions. No one would venture for 
very shame to get up here and read out the second, third and fourth 
paragraphs of the Preamble of the Act of 1919. The days of dictation 
are gone. 
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The days of dictation are gone, without a section or a sub-section 
of an Act of Parliament being changed. The days of unilateral 
dictation are gone, and the days of conference are come; and for 
all time in the treatment—I do not say solution—of the Indian 
problem we shall follow the lines of free, equal negotiation and 
conference. That is indeed a great gain. 

Prime Minister, despite all that has been said in the press about the 
differences that have been exhibited at this Conference, see how 
much nearer we have got in many matters to agreement. The 
general outlines of the Delhi Pact, as it is called, the note of con- 
versations between Mr. Gandhi and Lord Irwin, were federation, 
safeguards, responsibility. They have been filled in at this Con- 
ference to some extent. Take even a matter like the Army. 
I think it is generally felt that the British Government must be in 
a position to discharge its responsibility to Their Highnesses. It is 
generally recognised—a point often overlooked in this country— 
that it is the Indian taxpayer who pays for the army, and on some 
basis of contract has been outlined a possible solution for this 
intractable problem. Furthermore, it has been generally recognised 
that it is necessary that in some way the popular representatives of 
Indian opinion should be in a position to develop, and develop 
rapidly, these methods of self-defence which, as the Mahatma 
truly said, are not an accident but an incident of self-government. 

Even in the matter of finance. Sir, certain propositions have been 
universally accepted. It has been agreed that the credit of India 
must be maintained by the punctual discharge of her obligations, 
and a scheme has been outlined by which the necessary authority 
might be given to the Indian Finance Minister, thereby creating 
in the minds of investors some of the confidence which is supposed 
to be felt at the present, but always regarding the problem-not with 
British eyes but with Indian eyes. 

On the question of commercial discrimination, owing largely to 
the persuasive and the able way in v/hich the European repre- 
sentatives have put their case, the differences have been narrowed 
down to almost nothing. In the matter of commercial and tariff 
policy, it is universally admitted that India must be free, and 
I should like to repeat one remark I made in the Federal Structure 
Committee, that if and when this Government becomes a tariff 
Government, creating tariff walls in the interests of this country, 
then the problem of commercial and tariff independence for India 
becomes one which is much more than urgent; it becomes a problem 
which is immediate. 

Prime Minister, much has been done to reach agreement, and if 
no bargain—^to use a word I do not like— has been made, it has been 
due to the fact that we have gone as far as we can go until we know 
definitely what the intentions of the Government are. 
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Every one is now asking what is to happen next, and I have no 
doubt the Government is considering what security it can deposit, 
what hostages it can give, to the representatives of India in order 
to protect us in future from any charge of bad faith. There are 
great difficulties. Sir, I have often thought about what would happen 
to the Secretary of State when this Conference is over. He and the 
Lord Chancellor—after, I hope, a rest from their very arduous 
labours—^with the aid of their tireless, able and devoted staff, will 
begin to build this broad Highway of Peace. There are boulders 
in the way; there are forests to be penetrated. They present real 
difficulties, although such material may, if properly treated, even 
form the very substance of the construction of the road. But 
there is more than that. Of this I am deeply conscious from my 
own experience. Behind every boulder you will find a sharp-shooter ; 
the forests are infested with bandits. These are the real enemies, of 
them we have heard very little indeed at this Conference—^prejudice, 
self-interest, abyssmal ignorance and—^what I think is far worse— 
knowledge that is out-of-date. Prime Minister, the one danger, 
as I see it, is that. Do not let the work be continued by experts 
inspired by diehards. 

What should the Government do ? Tomorrow, Prime Minister, 
you are to make a most important statement. Naturally we have 
had no share in its preparation and have no knowledge of its con- 
tents ; but I would suggest, if I may respectfully do so, as the 
course to be pursued by the Government, the course that was outlined 
with your authority. Sir, by the Viceroy in that speech of July 9th, 
1930, to which I have referred once or twice in the debates. There 
are three things required. First, you must select a force to help 
you ; secondly, you must secure the co-operation of that force ; and 
thirdly, you must invest it with the power which comes from the 
august approval of a sovereign Parliament. 

What is the force, the one force that can help you forward in 
task ? I say it is this Conference. Can you find a body anywhere 
with the same practical experience of the problems, yes, and with the 
same determination to overcome the obstacles which we all recog- 
nise ?. If rightly understood, if rightly handled, this Conference can 
do more for good understanding.and sound constitutional arrange- 
ment between Great Britain and India than all the Blue Books 
which adorn—or should I say encumber—^the walls of all the offices 
in the world. This Conference should be the bodyguard of the 
Secretary of State, It is his corps d’elite to seize and fortify the 
ground as it is won. You can well understand the horror and dismay 
which came into our hearts when we heard that it might be that our 
Committee would be disbanded before it had even attempted to 
occupy the central position which it had been brought here to attack. 

Chairman: Who said that ? 
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Mr. Wedgwood Benn: That was the belief at the time. Let me 
say this. It is a most significant thing that no body of Indian 
Delegates was willing to see the disbandment take place. Why ? 
Because India attaches great hopes to this Conference, because India 
recognises the power of this Conference. Prim.e Minister, if I might 
let you into a secret, among the reports which have been presented 
to you of the deliberations of the Federal Structure Committee and 
reports on various aspects of federation, one is missing. There was 
one debate which took place by the courtesy of the Lord Chancellor 
which appeared in the end to be out of order altogether. It was 
a debate on some recommendations which formed tlie theme of the 
Statutory Commission that Provincial autonomy should come 
without the security at the same time of Central responsibility. 
That debate killed the proposition. 

Mr. Prime Minister, if this Conference when it is out of order can 
do a job like that, God knows what it might do when it is in order. 

That is the first thing, to select a body that is going to help you. 
The second thing is to enlist its co-operation. It is not sufficient to 
say that here is a powerful body of Indian opinion and then to let 
them go. Do not let them go until you have exacted pledges and 
promises of co-operation from them. It is said that last year’s 
Conference ended with a pronouncement. That is true, but last 
year’s Conference was exploratory. This year’s Conference we 
hoped would be in some measure decisive. It is perfectly true that 
it cannot be decisive finally. No decision can be arrived at until 
the communal problem is solved. Is it not possible. Prime Minister’ 
that this Conference should draw up—^receiving the assent of the 
parties that sit all round these tables—Heads of Understanding 
between Great Britain and India, imposing reciprocal obligations 
both on ourselves and upon our Indian colleagues ? -That is the 
second step. 

The third step is this. Prime Minister. Take them to Parliament 
to get Parliamentary ratification. Forgive me for sa5nng it. Sir, but 
an almost intolerable responsibility rests on your shoulders in this 
Indian matter. You have dismissed one Parliament; you have 
called another Parliament; you stand panoplied in unparalleled 
Parliamentary power. Use that power. Prime Minister. Wield 
your sceptre while it is in your grasp. Go from this Indian Assembly 
of St. James’s to the British Assembly of St. Stephens and ask them 
to ratify the Heads of Understanding which have been drawn up in 
the negotiations, and then ask our colleagues here round the table 
to take them back to India, to invite and secure similar ratification 
there. Is this a fanciful dream ? After years of shameful conflict, 
it was done for Ireland just ten years ago in Downing Street. It was 
done nine months ago for one section and a great section of the 
problem in the Viceregal Lodge at Delhi between Lord Irwin and 
Mr. Gandhi, and Mr, Gandhi went back again to the Congress at 
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Karachi, and with a wave of his wand—or I shonld say, with a turn 
of his spinning-wheel—^he secured assent which np to now has given 
peace in India. 

Prime Minister, if this were done, see how much ail your dilhculties 
are eased. Supposing the majority communities go back to India 
knowing there is the hope, seeing certain hope of the aChieVehieut of 
what they wish, then they can turn to the minorities j they can give 
generously, they can give recklessly in order that they may share in 
this hope and that we may have what I believe to be the greate^^t 
British interest: not a divided, but a united India. 

I think I have said no word, Prime Minister, which is incompa.tible 
with my recollection of the responsibilities I once carried. I think 
of the Secretary of State and the work that lies ahead for him. 
He is faced with great administrative difficulties. His problem is 
urgent. Violence is raising its head. Anarchy is raising its head. 
It is necessary that crime should be punished and punished swiftly, 
whatever government is in power; that has got to be done. You 
want a strong government in India. But v/hat is a strong govern- 
ment ? 

Is a strong government one supported solely by route marches and 
ordinances—^power swiftly diminishing, short credits obtained ad 
exorbitant rates of interest, guns ? Prime Minister, there is one 
thing that we all know about a gun, and that is thad it recoils. We 
want a strong government, but a government can. only be strong if it 
rests upon the assent of the people. It is a pitiful tiding, Prime 
Minister, but it is true ; in India youth is against us. Conflicts come 
and we are driven into conflict with those who are striving for the 
uplifting of India, who have been fighting against the drink evil, who 
have been fighting against social evils, who have been fighting against 
poverty. We want these people to be on our side in rebuilding a 
greater and better India. We want the co-operation of good 
citizens. A strong government is a government backed by patriots. 
How are we to get that ? It is here. Here is the willing co- 
operation if we can only seize it. I know nothing of the Govern- 
ment's plans, but I would beg you. Prime Minister, if necessary to 
alter your programme. Do not let tomorrow be a day of pro- 
nouncements followed by compliments. Let tomorrow be a day of 
reciprocal undertakings and let the second Session of the Round 
Table Conference be crowned by a Treaty of Good Will. 

(MY. Ramsay MacDonald here vacated the Chair, which was taken 
hy Lord Sankey.) 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru : Lord Chancellor, we heard this morning 
the authentic voice of wise Liberalism of England. We have just 
now heard the courageous accents of British Labour. In the few 
remarks that I propose to make this afternoon I venture to express 
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to you, howsoever humbly, but I hope clearly and unfalteringly, 
the rising ambition of my country. 

My Lord Chancellor, it was more than a year ago that we met in 
this historic hall upon summons issued to us from the Piime Minister, 
who happens also to be the Prime Minister today. We came here 
in circumstances very different from those which prevail today in 
India. I will remind you of what I said last year; we came here 
in the midst of great obloquy, great suspicion, and great distrust 
which followed us from India to this country. We worked here for 
three months in the closest co-operation with British representatives 
of all partiesand at the end of that we went back—some of us 
at any rate went back—as the determined missionaries of peace 
and peaceful settlement of the outstanding questions between 
England and India. I will not refer to the events which took 
place in India. There were two great actors in that pact. There 
was Lord Irwin, a man who is far more respected in our country 
than you realise ; and there is Mr. Gandhi, from whom any one of 
us may differ in his methods, but from whom none of us can differ 
in his ideals. He is here today as a witness to the success of last 
year’s Conference. That was the achievement of last year’s Con- 
ference. Today we are assembled here to carry on the work which 
was left unfinished in January last. We have been carrying on this 
work, earnestly, and sincerely and to the best of our ability—as 
I hope the Lord Chancellor will bear witness—for the last three 
months. No one who has not sat at the meetings or attended the 
meetings of the Federal Structure Committee can reahse the 
immensity of the task to which we have been applying ourselves. 
When you remember that we were there considering the problem on 
the solution of which depends the future of 350,000,000 men and 
women, not in British India'alone, but also in Indian India ; when 
you remember that there were persons assembled at that Committee 
who held and held very strongly their points of view, not always 
identical; when you remember that undoubtedly there were 
divergent interests to be reconciled ; when you remember all that, 
then, and then alone, can you realise the immensity of that task. 
But, My Lord Chancellor, the interest of the work increased as the 
difficulties increased ; and I venture to think that if the problem 
had been simpler than it actually proved to be, if there were no 
divergent interests to be reconciled, if there were no strong prejudices 
on one side or the other to be conquered—well,” we should have 
long ago gone back to India to our happiness, and perhaps to your 
rehef. But, undaunted by the difficulties of our task and actuated 
by the hope, and I might say by the faith that it was clearly due to 
you and due to our country that we should conquer these difficulties, 
we have proceeded to face the duties that were cast upon our 
shoulders. 

I will not claim that in every possible respect our work has been 
attended with success, but I hope I am not putting forward an 
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immodest claim when I do say, on behalf of the Committee on which 
I have had the honour to serve, that we have achieved no incon- 
siderable measure of success in that Committee; and here. Lord 
Chancellor, if you will permit me to say so, I will say—and I am sure 
I am speaking not merely on my own behalf but on behalf of every 
single member of that Committee—that we recognise, and recognise 
freely, frankly and generously, that such success as has been achieved 
in that Committee has been in no small measure—^indeed, I might say 
has been almost wholly—due to the wise guidance that you gave ta 
that Committee. Our debt of gratitude to you is great. 

I remember—and perhaps Your Lordship will also remember— 
that there were occasions when faith seemed almost to forsake us, 
when we felt we were in the midst of a difficulty which could not be 
overcome ; and it was on those occasions that we found the inter- 
vention of Lord Reading so helpful. In years gone by it was my 
pride and privilege to be associated with him, and, if Lord Reading 
will permit me to say so to his face, I never felt prouder of my old 
chief than w^hen on some criticial occasions in the Committee he 
tried to reconcile conflicting views. That has been Lord Reading’s 
great contribution to the work of our Committee, and I must freely* 
acknowledge our debt of gratitude to him also.. 

I need scarcety say that every one of us feels we have had 
throughout our arduous labours, except for a short time when 
domestic circumstances prevented members of Parliament from being 
present, the unstinted support and encouragement of our friends of 
the Labour Party, and particularly of Mr. Wedgwood Benn and 
Mr. Lees-Smith. 

It is under those circumstances, with that encouragement and 
with that help, that we have proceeded with our work. I do contest 
and contest very strongly—and here, if I may say so, I respectfully 
support Lord Reading—the criticism which has been advanced in 
certain quarters that the Round Table Conference has already failed 
or that it has been frozen to death. It is here ; it has not failed ; 
and I sincerely hope and trust that, when party passions have been 
allayed and when it is possible for people to see things clearly and 
not through the mists of party prejudice, it will be recognised that 
this Conference has contributed a solid amount of work in pursuance 
of the policy of which it is the result. 

Now, Lord Chancellor, last year, whether we liked it or whether 
we did not like it, and it is no use going to original documents, the 
idea of an all-India Federation did emerge. 

Not only did it emerge, but it received what I might say was the 
almost unanimous support of every section of the Conference. I have 
never looked upon that idea as a will-o’-the-wisp. Franldy those- 
of us who have applied our minds to this problem seriously think 
that it is a far nobler idea than the idea of a constitution limited only 
to British India, and you. Lord Chancellor, if anybody, have got to 
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plead guilty to that charge, because time after time you have 
reminded us that we must not talk of this India or of that India, 
of British India or of Indian India, but of India without an adjective 
It is in pursuance of that idea that we have proceeded to attack this 
problem. 

Let me tell you that when once you have solved the problem of 
British India more or less to your satisfaction you will not have solved 
the Indian problem. You will then come up against a solid block of 
Indian States, representing one-third of In^a, and demanding very 
seriously the satisfaction of their claims against the British Govern- 
ment, economic, financial and political. Then you will be bound 
to have a second machinery for the settlement of these disputes 
and these claims, and we cannot afford to multiply governmental 
machinery in India. Therefore so far as I am concerned I do 
maintain that that is the only possible idea, that that is the only 
possible programme which holds the field and that that is the only 
possible programme which has been before my country and your 
country during the last twelve months. Let us not therefore turn 
our backs on that. Let us face it boldly and courageously, recognising 

• that there are difficulties, that those difficulties have got to be met 
and to be overcome. Therefore, My Lord Chancellor, I do say that 
this idea of an all-India Federation, presenting as it does the prospect 
of many centuries of a united India, with all its defects and all its 
shortcomings is the only idea on which we can afford to work, 

When I remember that a wise statesman hke Lord Reading, who 
has had experience of India and Indian problems, of British India 
and Indian States for six years, supported our demand for responsi- 
bility at the Centre on the basis of an ■ all-Indian Federation, when 
I remember that you. My Lord Chancellor, have consistently sup- 
ported this idea I am inclined to think it was a little too harsh to 
say it is a will-o’-the-wisp and that we need not follow that idea. 
Therefore speaking for myself, until the absurdity or the impossibility 
of it has been demonstrated I cling to that, and that is my attitude ' 
with regard to it. 

Now, My Lord, when this idea of an all-India Federation was 
discussed last year. Their Highnesses, our countrymen, the Princes, 
tracing their descent some of them to the Sun and the Moon, were 
democratic enough to identify themselves with out national interests 
and they made a generous response to our invitation. Is it right, 
is it fair, is it just, after twelve months for anyone to say that the 
Princes have gone back on that idea ? I think there can be no 
grosser libel on the Princes than to make that assertion, and if there 
are any doubts in the minds of any sceptics left on that point, then 
I will remind them of the great speech which was delivered yesterday 
by His Highness the Nawab of Bhopal. His Highness spoke in no 
uncertain terms ; he spoke with the authority which belongs to him 
as the Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, with the authority 
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that belongs to him as a patriotic Prince and as a patriotic Indian. 
Let us not forget that. It is perfectly true that when you have a big 
problem like this to take into consideration there must arise some 
differences of opinion in regard to method'or in regard to certain 
details. I am reminded sometimes, and have been reminded by my 
own countryrnen and by some of my English friends, of the scheme 
which is associated with the names of Their Highnesses the Maharajas 
of Patiala, Dholpur and Indore. What I would venture to say to 
them in regard to this is, that even they have supported the idea of an 
all-India Federation. It is only in regard to the method of approach 
that they have ventured to differ from others. Now is that difference 
of such a vital character, such an unbridgable character, that it is 
open to any critic to say that the Princes have gone back on that 
idea ? As was pointed out by my friend Sirdar Jarmani Dass, 
yesterday, in his excellent speech, to which a reference was made 
also by my friend Mr. Jayakar this morning, it is by no means 
impossible to bring about a reconciliation between the two ideas. 
At any rate this much I shall say, that even in regard to those 
methods of difference this Federal Structure Committee has been 
called upon to apply its mind only to the idea of an all-India Federa- 
tion based on the message which we all had last year. That is the 
only thing which has held the field and which to-day holds the field. 
I need scarcely remind the House that last year when we discussed or 
rather when we put forward this idea of an all-India Federation, 
His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner and His Highness the Nawab 
of Bhopal made it abundantly clear that if they consented to an 
all-India Federation it would be only oil three conditions. 

The first condition which they put forward was that their rights 
under the treaties entered into between them and the Crown should • 
remain unimpaired. There is no quarrel with regard to that. None 
of us has tried to go back on those rights ; none of us has ever 
thought of it. 

The second condition which they laid down was that, so far as 
their internal sovereignty and autonomy was concerned', that 
should remain unimpaired, except to the extent to which they of 
their own free will and volition delegated powers to the Federal 
Legislature. There is no quarrel with regard to that, and there 
has been none with regard to that. 

The third condition which they laid down lastly was that they 
would come into the federation only upon the understanding that 
India continued to be a member of the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. So far as men of my way of thinking are concerned 
I believe I can honestly say that there is no dispute with regard 
to that and there can be no dispute with regard to that. 

Now those three vital conditions so far as the all-India Federation 
is concerned—conditions imposed upon us all by Their Highnesses 
—^liave to my mind been completely fulfilled. Questions of detail 
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remain to be settled. Many of them have been settled. And 
I venture to say that if you read the Report of this year's Federal 
Structure Committee you will find that there is a far greater measure 
of agreement between them and us than is realised by the outside 
public. Two or three questions no doubt remain to be settled and 
they are questions of a most vital character. 

The first question which remains to be settled is as to what is 
to be the amount of representation to be given to the Indian States 
in the Upper House and in the Lower House. Even in regard to 
that I will venture to say that, though no formal agreement may 
have been recorded so far, we are far nearer the solution this year 
than we were last year. 

The second question that remains to be settled is the method of 
representation. Now I hope I am not wrong when I say that 
even in regard to that method of representation there were remarks 
made this year by Their Highnesses the Maharaja of Bikaner and 
the Nawab Sahib of Bhopal which encourage us to hope that they 
will realise the necessities of the situation and—I am repeating the 
words of His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner—that they will see 
to it that their subjects have a voice in the election of representatives 
to the Lower House. Well, those ideas have got to bear fruit and 
I have not the least doubt that they wiU bear fruit. But one thing 
I would say: that while I have every possible sympathy with the 
ambitions and aspirations of their subjects, I do not think we sliall 
be helping their cause by foicing Their Highnesses' hands. I do 
believe and I do trust that Their Highnesses—^whatever other 
faults you may ascribe to them—are very alive to the necessities of 
the situation, and when once they decide to come into a federation, 
I think you may take it that the new situation will arise which 
will itself induce them—^it may be in the case of some, after some 
delay—it may be in the case of others immediately—^but which 
will induce them to take steps which will legitimately satisfy the 
aspirations of those who are anxious that they should be satisfied. 
So far as I am concerned, I impose no such conditions, because 
I beheve that they ai^ahve to the necessity of this. 

Now, My Lord, I will pass on to another aspect of the question 
so far as all-India Federation is concerned. Last year there was. 
anxiety expressed on behalf of some of the smaller States that 
we must do something to secure their adequate repiesentation and 
to secure the protection of their rights. I think in regard to- 
that matter also we have made a substantial advance this year. 
There are many of us here who are genuinely anxious that the 
scheme which will finally be placed on the Statute Book shall be 
comprehensive enough to give a proper place not merely to the 
bigger States but also to the smaller States. That, I submit, Sir,, 
is a further gain which we have achieved this year. Of course, 
there is the big question of the relations between the two Houses,. 
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but a great measure of agreement in regard to such questions has 
been achieved again this year, and I have no doubt that, if we 
apply our minds to some of the remaining questions, it is not beyond 
the scope of statesmanship, British or Indian, to put the question 
of the relations between the two Houses on a satisfactory footing. 

This has been the net result of our work on the constitutional 
side. Probably I will be asked here, what about safeguards ? 
I cannot forget that last year, when His Majesty’s Government 
authorised the Prime Mmister to make that declaration, it was 
expressly stated therein that responsibility at the Centre was the 
objective they had in view, provided it was coupled with the 
necessary safeguards for the period of transition. Now^ when we 
went back to India and when the negotiations were started between 
Lord Irwin and Mr. Gandhi, this question at once attracted the 
notice and attention of Mr. Gandhi, and you will find, as was 
pointed out by my friend, Mr. Jayakar, this morning, that there is 
express reference to an all-India Federation, to responsibility at the 
Centre, and to such safeguards as may be found to be in the interests 
of India. Therefore the question of the safeguards need not frighten 
us, or at any rate those of us who seem to claim to possess an extra 
dose of democratic sentiment in regard to such matters. 

What has been the history with regard to safeguards during the 
last few weeks that we have been working in the Federal Structure 
Committee ? I will not go into every one of them, but I shall 
take up the most important of them. Let us take first of all the 
question of discriminatory legislation against European commerce 
or against European residents in India carrying on business in 
India. Here I am bound to say that the spirit which our European 
colleagues from British India have shown in arriving at a settlement 
in regard to this matter has been extremely encouraging, and we 
gratefully acknowledge that. 

We have received in regard to this matter great assistance from 
men like Sir Hubert Carr and Mr. Benthall who have recognised 
that there is need for compromise on matters of this character, and 
I venture to think that so far as that particular matter is concerned 
on ninety-nine points out of a hundred we are all of us agreed. 

Now, let us come to the financial safeguards. The financial 
safeguards were discussed at great length last year and they have 
been again discussed this year. Lord Reading gave a notable con- 
tribution this year, as he did also last year, and Sir Samuel Hoare 
read out to the Federal Structure Committee a special statement 
with the authority of the Government. We were told, and we were 
warned time after time, that the financial situation was such that it 
would be impolitic and it would be unwise to go into details regard- 
ing matters of financial safeguards. Notwithstanding that, I think 
a great measure of agreement has been arrived at. If financial 
safeguards have not received their final shape it is at the instance 
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of Sir Samuel Hoare and at the request of the Government, but 
I venture to think that as months roU by we shall find it more and 
more easy to come to a settlement in regard to financial safeguards 
which will on the one hand, give a sense of security to the British 
investor and will give ample scope and ample freedom and respon- 
sibility to the. Indian Finance Minister of the future. I ventured, 
Sir, to put forward a scheme with regard to a Financial Advisory 
Council and I would remind the House that it received a considerable 
amount of support from such a financial expert as Mr. Pethick- 
Lawrence, and I hope I am right in sa5ung that it was received 
also with approval by men like Mr. BenthaU. So far as Sirdar 
Jarmani Dass is concerned I will not commit him to any position 
beyond this that he was prepared to receive it favourably without 
committing himself to any particular details of the scheme. 

I pass on now to the safeguards relating to economic and external 
affairs. The Report of the Federal Structure Committee is in the 
hands of everyone of you, but I venture to point out that if you 
examine the scheme that has been suggested in certain • quarters 
with regard to defence and external affairs, you will find that in its 
essentials it places a considerable measure of power in our hands 
with a promise that the rest of the power should come into our 
hands after a short period of transition. It is not as if the Governor- 
General of the future is going to be whoUy irresponsible to the 
Indian Legislature. The Indian Legislature will continue to possess 
those powers which it has at the present moment of influencing the 
decision of the Governor-General, but for a period of transition so- 
far as the Army Member is concerned this scheme provides that he 
shall continue to be responsible to the Governor-General, which 
means the Crown. It may be that it may be criticised. It may be 
that it may be open to the criticism that that scheme does not give 
us immediately the power of control over the Army. Frankly, I am 
one of those who have no hesitation in saying that we are not in 
a hurry—at any rate I am in no hurry—to take control of the Army 
immediately or of external affairs immediately. I can bide my time. 
We ought to be able to build up our strength with regard to other 
matters, to be able to influence the decision of the Government of 
India in regard to the Army, and in regard to other matters on which 
so much depends. I have not the least doubt that if this is given 
effect to, if it is given a fair trial and is subjected to fair experience 
we must get .into possession of the reversion of the control within 
a very short period of time. 

Now, My Lord, I pass from that rather unpleasant aspect of the 
safeguards. 

Your Lordship wiU remember that since last year everyone of us. 
has been agreed that the minorities must be safeguarded, must be 
protected in the position of their rights. I must say with sorrow, 
and a genuine spirit of sorrow, that so far as that matter is concerned 
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failure has got to be registered. Nevertheless, let not that failure 
be over-rated. So far as several matters are concerned, I do not 
think there was any dispute last year or that there has been any 
dispute this year. The minorities are entitled to every guarantee 
in regard to their religion, in regard to their culture, in regard to 
their services, and I would also say in regard to their representation 
even in the Cabinet, but there has been a dispute as regards the 
method of their representation and the amount of their representa- 
tion in the Legislative Council and the future Parliament of India. 
Well, it always seems that a very strange fate has been pursuing us 
in regard to this matter, both in India and here, and at times when 
one is inclined to think one almost feels that perhaps the task of 
solving this difficult problem must be left to our successors. But 
that would be taking, in my bumble judgment, a very pessimistic 
view of the matter. I believe the rising tide of Indian sentiment is 
in favour of a settlement which will bring every satisfaction to the 
minorities and to the Depressed Classes, which will give them an 
assured and honourable place in the constitution. 

I will not venture to discuss on this occasion the method of 
settlement. Such methods as have formed the subject of discussion 
at this Conference have yielded no result, but I venture to hope that 
in the months that lie ahead, profiting by the experience which we 
gained last year and also by the experience which we have gained 
here, we may yet apply ourselves to that great task in our own 
country and redeem ourselves from the undoubted stigma that 
sticks to us in this particular matter. Speaking in my own personal 
capacity and without representing any particular section of Indian 
opinion, I am one of those who hold that there is no sacrifice which 
it is not worth making in winning over the minorities. That is one 
of my deepest convictions, and so far as I am concerned I am not 
going to quarrel about any measure of settlement so long as a settle- 
ment is arrived at. Therefore, My Lord, so far as the minorities 
and the Depressed Classes are concerned, no one is prepared to 
deny the fairness or the justice of the claim that they have put 
forward, namely, that their rights must be protected and protected 
adequately. If there is a dispute as regards the method of settlement, 
that dispute must be settled primarily by ourselves ; and if we fail, 
then I venture to think the only alternative is that His Majesty’s 
Government should take it upon themselves to give their decision. 

My Lord, I wiU not take up your time any further, but I will 
now come to refer only to one special matter which has been interest- 
ing every one of us. It is this : if this has been the measure of 
agreement arrived at, what are we going to do, and what are you 
going to do ? Are you going to send us back to our country with a 
promise that you will start us with Provincial autonomy, and with 
a further promise that you will work up to federation in India within 
the next few years ? Let me in all humility tell you that so far 
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as I am concerned, having given this matter my best consideration 
both from the theoretical and practical points of view, I stand' 
convinced that your scheme of Provincial autonomy is doomed to 
failure in India, and that there is no party of any standing 
in India, be it the Congress, be it the Liberals, be it any party— 
and I hope Mr. Ramaswami Miidaliyar will make the position of 
his party clear at some time or another—^which is prepared to work 
Provincial autonomy. I say that, because we do feel that Provincial 
autonomy is not only not going to satisfy the aspirations of any par- 
ticular party in India, but because I think it will stop our progress 
for the future for many years. Political sentiment and political 
opinion change very rapidly both in India and in England, and we 
cannot afford to take any risks in that matter. 

Therefore I will beg of you, I will entreat, I will urge upon you to 
think twice before you adopt the oldTashioned instalment system 
of reforms in regard to India. I do urge it on you that the time 
has come when you should think out and evolve a comprehensive 
scheme which wiU cover both the Centre and the Provinces, and 
introduce them simultaneously. We can afford—at any rate so 
far as I am concerned I can afford—to wait. I have enough patience 
to wait. I am not at all sure that it should take as long a time as 
your experts seem to think. But if it is a question of choice between 
half a loaf and a full loaf after a year or two, I have no difficulty in 
making up my mind. That is the position I take up and that is 
the position that I shall continue to take up. 

Now My Lord, I will not say anything more with regard to that 
subject. Mr. Wedgwood Benn raised some very interesting questions 
this afternoon and he asked the Prime Minister what he and the 
Government proposed to do as soon as this Conference was over 
tomorrow or the day after tomorrow. If I may respectfully venture 
to suggest it, the measure of success that has been shown has been so 
considerable that we feel justified in asking you sot to give up the 
Conference method, to continue it, to have your plans ready and 
to put them in progress in continuation of the work of this Conference 
and not in supersession of this Conference; because it is only by 
negotiation, by argument, by mutual exchange of our views freely 
and frankly that we can hope to achieve settlement. 

Lord Chancellor, I do not know what your plans will be, but I do 
sincerely hope and trust that you, who have known the work of the 
Federal Structure Committee, and who know the value of that 
Committee, will see either that the Federal Structure Committee 
continues to exist and to carry on its work of hammering out a 
constitution and fiUing in the details which yet remain to be filled 
in, and to make investigations, or that you will bring into existence 
something equivalent to that Committee. 

Lord Chancellor, I know that the hints which are thrown out 
from the Bench are sometimes much more significant than the 
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judgments which are given at the end; and, if one may take the 
hint that you threw out on the last occasion, that you hoped to see 
us in India, a hint which was so readily seized by His Highness the 
Nawab Sahib of Bhopal, I will tell you that, great though your 
work has been as Chairman and guiding genius of this Committee^ 
yet there is greater work awaiting you in India. Come to India 
with your experts and with your colleagues ; try to explore further 
avenues; try to bring about a settlement on questions which 
remain yet to be settled; and then you will find that your work 
during the last twelve months is rewarded amply with success on 
your side and with gratitude on ours. 

Lord Chancellor, if the Prime Minister had been present here I 
should have reminded him of a sentence in his speech, the last 
sentence in his speech, which, to my mind, really gave a true message 
to India last year, a sentence to which, speaking for myself, I attach 
far more importance than I do to the formal and precise language 
of the declaration. I will venture to read that sentence now : 

“ Finally, I hope, and I trust, and I pray that by our labours 
together India wiU come to possess the only thing which she 
now lacks to give her the status of a Dominion amongst the 
British Commonwealth of Nations—what she now lacks for 
that—the responsibilities and the cares, the burdens and the 
difficulties, but the pride and the honour of responsible self- 
government.'* 

Now, it is for that pride and for that honour of responsible self- 
government that I plead with you, and I do say that there can be 
nothing more disastrous at the present juncture in India than that 
the impression should go abroad that the phghted word of a British 
Prime Minister is not going to be honoured. I sincerely hope and. 
trust that that never wOl be the case. I sincerely hope and trust 
that you will satisfy the expectations which you have raised and 
whict we are entitled so legitimately and so rightly to entertain. 
An expectant India is waiting for the message from the Prime 

• Minister. I hope that message tomorrow morning will be a message 
of hope, a message of good cheer, a message of encouragement, 
and a message which will be a turning-point in the relations between 
England and India. 

Diwan Bahadur Raghaviah: It was my pleasing duty at the 
first Session of the Conference to assist, as adviser, my distmguished 
friend Sir Mirza Ismail, who then represented, besides his own 
State of Mysore, the States of Travancore, Cochin and Pudukotah. 
It is my privilege now, as representing the latter three States, to 
take part directly in the final deliberations of the Conference, and 
I propose to make my few remarks with special reference to these 
States. 
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The momentous outcome of the deliberations of the first Session 
of this Conference was the conviction that a federal constitution in 
which the Indian States and the British Indian Provinces could 
work as co-equal partners was the happiest way of uniting the two 
Indias which though pohticaUy distinct have common racial, cultural 
and other affinities, the States being given the necessary guarantees 
as to their sovereignty and integrity their direct relations with the 
Crown in certain matters and the continuance of India within the 
British Commonwealth of Nations. 

The three States which I have the honour to represent fully share 
this conviction. 

The Federal Structure Committee which was set up to give a 
concrete shape to this conviction has, under the wise guidance of 
the Lord Chancellor, submitted valuable Reports—the result of 
great labour and thought and vision, and I may say on behalf of 
my States that they are in general agreement with the main principles 
enunciated in the Committee’s Reports. 

At the same time, the important maritime States of Travancore 
and Cochin, and the State of Pudukotah to a lesser degree, have 
special treaty and other rights which require recognition and it may 
be that there are other matters requiring examination and redress, 
all of which will have to foUow the labours of the States’ Committee 
and the fact-finding Committee which are proposed to be set up. 
I have no misghdng that these settlements will be impossible and 
let nie hope that they will be easy. It is only then that these States 
will be able to visualise their position financial and otherwise and 
decide in regard to federation. It is needless to enumerate these 
rights and reservations here. But I shall aUude briefly to certain 
other important matters dealt with in the recommendations of 
the Federal Structure Committee and the Finance sub-Committee, 
on which the States I represent wish to express their views at this 
juncture. 

The most important of these is the question of the extent of 
representation which these States will get in the Federal Legislature 
in which they will have to play their part in the event of their 
entering the Federation. Travancore is a front-ranx: State, third 
in point of population and fourth in revenue among the Indian 
States, and in the very forefront in educational and pohtical advance. 
Her population exceeds five miUions, and her sons and daughters 
are among the most educated in India. Her administration is 
progressive and up to date. And she was the first Indian State to give 
her people a share in legislation by creating a Legislative Council 
so far back as 1888, as she was the first to confer on that 
Council the largest measure of constitutional power ten years 
ago. Her Legislative Council was the first in India in which a 
woman member sat. As Dr. Datta has handsomely observed, she 
affords equal opportunities to all her subjects irrespective of caste 
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•or creed. But Travancore has been suffering from one disadvantage 
which I shall state in the words of His Highness the young Maharaja 
who, in assuming the Rulership of the State early this month, said :— 
“ Situated as it is in the southernmost comer« in India and isolated 
in many respects from the rest of the sub-continent, Travancore, 
in spite of its all-round progress, its population of five miUions and 
its revenue of nearly two-and-a-half crores, and its achievements 
and aspirations, is not so well known in India and England as one 
would legitimately expect/’ It is the contention of Travancore 
that this disadvantage should not be allowed to affect the place in 
the all-India Federation to which she is entitled by the merits of her 
case, and she will not be satisfied with any position which is less 
than that of Mysore in the Federal Upper House. 

Cochin is another important maritime State which has reached 
a very high Standard of educational, administrative and political 
advance, and she equally with Travancore allows the utmost liberty 
and opportunity to all her subjects irrespective of caste or creed. 
Her population is more than a million, and she will not be satisfied 
unless she gets individual representation in both Houses of the 
Federal Legislature. 

I also represent at this Conference the State of Pudukotah which, 
though falling under the category of smaller States, exercises 
sovereign powers, enjoys a salute, is administered on modem 
lines and possesses a Legislature containing a substantial non-ofhcial 
element, and is therefore entitled to special consideration. 

In order that the legitimate claims of Indian States, large and 
small, for adequate representation in the Federal Houses ma^^ have 
reasonable scope, I would venture to press the view that the strength 
of the Federal Upper House should be fixed at three hundred and 
that of the Lower House at four hundred and fifty. The advantages 
of offering reasonable scope for as many States as possible, both 
directly and in suitable groups, and with adequate weightage for 
the larger States, to participate in the work of the Federal 
Legislature sufficiently outweigh, in my opinion, the disadvantages 
attached to numerically large Houses. It cannot after all be said 
that legislative bodies, three hrmdred and four hundred and fifty 
strong, are too big for a country of the size and importance of India. 

The Finance sub-Committee’s proposal that tributes paid by 
certain States, now styled cash-contributions, should be wiped out 
will bt received with great satisfaction, and I beg to fuUy associate 
myself with the views and sentiments expressed by His Highness 
the Chancellor of the Chamber of Ruling Princes, and by Sir Mirza 
Ismail in regard to this subject. 

One of the suggestions made by the Finance sub-Committee is to 
federalise corporation-tax on companies and the revenue from 
commercial stamps. The States I represent are opposed to this 
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proposal. Apart from the objection to them as direct taxes, income- 
tax and corporation-tax are the only expanding sources of revenue 
which will enable these States with an inelastic land revenue and 
other uncertain revenue resources, to meet the growing demands of a 
progressive administration. Commercial stamps, relating to com- 
mercial transactions within the States are, irrespective of the 
revenue they yield, a mark of sovereignty which the States would 
be unwilling to surrender. 

I have a word to say in regard to the list of federal subjects 
drawn up during the first Session of this Conference. It is proposed 
to treat inland waterways affecting more than one federal Unit 
(including Shipping and Navigation) as federal for purposes of policy 
and legislation. A network of inland waterways connecting with the 
backwaters is a feature which Travancore and Cochin possess 
in common with only a few other parts of India. Although the inland 
waterways I speak of connect these two States with each other 
and with the British-Indian districts of Malabar, their character is 
different, say, from the big river systems traversing the length and 
breadth of India, and they may safely be excluded from being 
federalised. To the States, they form important internal trade routes 
in whose control and development they are vitally interested, and 
as they cover considerable portions of their territories, their federal- 
isation v/ould create serious jurisdictional and other difhculties of 
a practical nature. Cochin is entirely opposed to having her inland 
waterways federalised, while Travancore would retain in regard to 
hers, legislation as well as administration. 

In regard to lighthouses, Travancore and Cochin agree to policy 
and legislation being federal, but would retain administration and 
jurisdiction in their own h^nds. 

As regards aerial navigation, the States-which I represent trust 
that they will be free to exercise their sovereignty over their own 
territories, subject only to necessary restrictions and safeguards 
in fulfilment of international obligations. 

The States I represent would v/ish to possess the power of con- 
current legislation on federal matters, so as to adapt Federal legisla- 
tion to local conditions, so long as it is not inconsistent with Federal 
Legislation. 

Before I conclude, please permit me. Sir, speaking on my own 
behalf, to say that, although my lot has been cast for the last forty 
years in the humbler and less spectacular field of administration, 
my knowledge of my country has convinced me, as it has the dis- 
tinguished Rulers, Ministers, and politicians of India who have 
gathered round this table, that the India of to-day will not be satisfied 
with a form of government without responsibility at the Centre, 
and that the only way of reconciling young India with the idea of 
safeguards necessary in the interests of India herself, is to give her 
immediately as large a measure of responsibility at the Centre as 
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will redound to the credit of true statesmanship. A federation 
which will shoulder such responsibility will, I firmly believe, be both 
advantageous and honourable, and I pray the two Indias will, with 
the aid of British statesmanship, and with tolerance, goodwill and 
mutual understanding, strive to bring it early into being. 

Dr. Shafa*at Ahmad Khan : My Lord, the empty benches here on 
all sides show that we have to be very brief ; otherwise we shall be 
taxing the patience of the House. My Lord, I do not wish to cover 
the ground which has been traversed by the previous speakers; 
but I should like to make a few points for the consideration of the 
Conference. Before I deal with these points, I should like to pay my 
tribute of praise to the courtesy, the kindness, and the geniality 
of the Chairman of the Federal Structure Committee. I am sure 
I am voicing the sentiments of the entire British Indian Delegation 
when I say that the work he has done for the arrangement of the 
Indian Constitution and the pains he has taken will ever remain 
memorable in the history of India. 

My Lord, the task of constitution-making for a Continent like 
India is by no means easy. The task of reconciling the divergent 
interests and the claims of various communities and classes is admit- 
tedly a very difficult one. But, so far as the constitutional aspect 
of our problem is concerned, I think I am right in saying that the 
Federal Structure Committee has tried to solve the difficulty in the 
only way in which it can be solved; that is to say, by the way of 
compromise, give and take and sweet willingness to concede points 
on both sides. Your Lordship has contributed in no mean degree 
to the success of the Federal Structure Committee. It was, indeed, 
with great regret that the Muslim Delegates refrained from partici- 
pating in the discussion of External Relations, Financial Safeguards, 
Defence and Commercial Discrimination. This attitude of the 
Delegates is likely to be misunderstood and I should like to explain 
our reasons for it. 

Before I left AUahabad on the 14th August, we had a meeting 
of the Muslim Conference on the 9th, and at that meeting a resolution 
was passed which is binding on the whole Muslim community, and 
by which rg^solution we abide. The spirit of that resolution was to 
the effect that, unless and until the Muslim demands were reasonably 
met, the Muslim Delegates should not participate in any discus- 
sion of any question concerning the responsibility at the Centre. 
I claim. My Lord, and I think I can claim with justification and with 
complete agreement on the part of all sensible people, that without 
the settlement of this question it is quite impossible, not only for 
Muslims, but really for any minority, to discuss any question con- 
cerning, for instance, defence, financial safeguards, or any other 
fundamental issue bearing directly or indirectly on responsibility 
at the Centre. My reason is, that if any question of such a kind is 
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discussed, we shall be confronted at almost every step by a problem 
which can only be solved when the communal problem is solved. 

I will give an example. Take the powers of the Federal Legisla- 
ture. You cannot discuss the powers of the Federal Legislature, or 
of the Federal Ministry, unless you know the composition of the 
Legislature. Before I am willing to confer any power on the 
Legislature I must know what the personnel, the composition of 
this Legislature is; before I agree to vesting that Legislature with 
that power I must loiow that I have got men in whom I have con- 
fidence ; I must know that they are persons who will carry out my 
policy. So that it is for this reason, which I hope will be understood 
as indubitably sound, that we could not participate in the discussion. 
I hope it will not be regarded as a mark of discourtesy to our popular 
Chairman but will be regarded as the bounden duty of all the Muslim 
Delegates to abide by the mandate which they have received. We 
are, in this matter, acting in accord with the sentiment and the 
policy of the whole Muslim community. 

This policy. My Lord, had not only been enunciated by the 
Muslims, but also agreed to by other communities. If 1 remember 
rightly, Mr. Gandhi, before he left India, had also preached the 
absolute necessity of setthng the communal question before the 
discussion of a purely constitutional question could be launched, and 
Mr. Gandhi did this in Delhi in March. I think he stuck to it until 
the middle of July, when he was obliged, as he has explained in- 
“ Young India,’' to give up that point and to come to the Conference 
in order to arrange a compromise betw^een the different interests. 

Therefore, My Lord, we are not alone in this contention. Our 
claim is based strictly upon equity, upon justice, upon the place we 
have occupied in the India of the past, and the position we now 
occupy in some of the most strategic places in the vast sub-continent. 

My Lord, Sir Tej Bahadur. Sapru has eloquently described the 
results achieved by the Federal Structure Committee during the 
second Session of this Conference. I have no hesitation in saying 
that when the work of this Committee is properly assessed it wiU be 
found that we have covered a very wide ground in the best possible 
manner. We have dealt with the very difficult and extremely 
complex subject of Federal Finance. We have also solved the very 
intricate question of the Federal judicature. We have come to- 
almost unanimous conclusions—^with the exception of two or three 
very important points—on the question of the relations of the two- 
Houses. 

When we think of the importance and momentous nature of the 
entire task entrusted to us, these three subjects which I have just 
enumerated may seem insignificant and even immaterial; but 
I submit. My Lord, that when a proper perspective of the work done 
by the Conference is attained, it will be found that our reports on 
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those subjects—I cannot deal with the other subjects—^will form 
a durable foundation for a sound and solid constitution for India. 

-I 

My Lord, it is now admitted that the idea of federation, which was 
regarded merely as a dream last year, is now reality. It is not 
merely a reality; it is a tremendous reality. It is a fact which 
challenges all preconceived notions, a fact which is bound to have 
tremendous importance in every sphere of our public life, a fact 
which, when fully worked out with regard to finance, judiciary 
and other subjects, will mould the destinies of miHions of people for 
generations. And so. My Lord, I attach supreme importance to the 
way in which the principle of federation has been consistently 
applied last year and this year. I have been and am in complete 
agreement with the principle of federation, as I believe it is only 
by the co-operation, help, advice and assistance of the Princes, 
together with the peoples of British India, that a solid foundation and 
lasting unity for India can be found, and the fundamental divisions 
which now exist removed, so that we may build up an India which 
will be a source of pride to Asia and an ornament to humanity. 

But, Sir, though I agree with the principle of federation, I differ 
on a few minor details, and one point, which I have made clear, is 
that we cannot give to the Princes any weightage in either House of 
the Legislature. They can only claim representation in the Lower 
House as in the Upper House by population. Again, I have made 
it clear in my speech that I want the representatives of the Indian 
States to the Assembly to be elected, although I am not averse to 
their nomination, in the transitional stage, to the Upper House. It 
is clear, however. My Lord, that though the principle of federation 
has been applied, though every party has agreed to the idea, it will 
take a long time before it can be worked out consistently to its 
minutest details. Mr. Lees-Smith, in one of his speeches before the 
Committee, said it would take three years. I cannot say exactly 
how long it will take, but I think I am not far wrong in saying that 
it cannot take less than about three years. Ordinarily that would, 
not be a long time in the history of the Provinces of India or in the 
history of India itself. It is on the other hand a very long time at 
a period when we are passing through crisis after crisis—crises on 
various matters economical, political, social and others. It is 
perfectly clear to everybody.^ho has had any experience that if we 
are really desirous of removing the grievances from which many of 
the Provinces suffer that it is absolutely essential that something 
should be done immediately to satisfy their legitimate claims. Take 
for instance the Frontier Province which has been waiting eleven 
years. Lord Reading wiU remember that it was under his auspices 
and with his advice and assistance that the Bray Committee was 
appointed, and all of us know the interest he took and continues to 
take in the deliberations of that Committee. He knows the intensitv 

V 

and the volume of demand for Provincial autonomy in that Province. 
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She has been waiting expectant, asking the British Government to 
do justice to her claims. She has done that for eleven years, and it 
seems as if she may have to wait for years more. I do not know 
what the consequences of that long delay might be, not only on the 
political programme of the Muslims but also on the entire political 
policy of India. The Frontier Province cannot wait. She is deter- 
mined not to wait. It is absolutely essential that satisfaction should 
be given to the people of that Province by conferring on them Pro- 
vincial autonomy without delay. Take other Provinces. It was 
in 1924 that I urged Provincial autonomy. Since that time every 
year almost in my own Provincial Legislature the demand for 
Provinci^ autonomy has been repeated with the monotony of a 
pneumatic drill. But nothing has been done. 

In 1928 when we asked for autonomy we were told that the 
Simon Commission had then been appointed. I co-operated with 
that Commission for two years. We w^ere told that we must wait. 
For two more years we waited. The recommendations to that 
Commission were published last year. Then we had the Round 
Table Conference. That means we have now waited altogether for 
four years. Now we are told that we must not have any Provincial 
autonomy, that we should not have it until and unless it is coupled 
with responsibility at the Centre. 

If it had been merely the question of responsibility in British 
India that would have been an easy task. All there would be to do 
w^ould be to transfer a number of reserved subjects. But this is not 
the type of Provincial autonomy we want or the type of Provincial 
autonomy that anyone who knows the nature of the position will 
want, because the Provincial autonomy w^e desire is provincial 
autonomy of a general kind. Provincial autonomy conferring com- 
plete power consistent with the relation of the Provinces to the 
Centre. If we want really to go ahead, we must in any case tell the 
Provinces, those parts of India which have been doing their best 
for the working of the reform within the last eleven years, that 
that can be provided immediately, in order that they might work 
out the various social, economic and educational problems which 
have been waiting for solution for so many years, and in the mean- 
while during the next three years all the details of the operation can 
be got out, and I see no reason why, immediately after the Conference 
is over, adequate machinery should not be set up to guarantee to all 
persons that-this idea will be applied without the least possible delay, 
that India will not have to wait long, but, on the other hand, that 
in three years' time it will be possible to have a constitution. You 
can give an assurance; I know how difficult it is to press a time 
limit for the solution of a problem of such a character, but I do say 
that if you really give constitutional government to India, respon- 
sible government must be dealt with when the arrangements are 
considered, and if your arrangements are adequate and are really 
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necessary, then in that case I submit India will be satisfied, the 
Provinces will go ahead and work out their scheme of education 
and a number of other problems, and a very important point to me 
and to everybody—I am speaking solely about the work of a Pro- 
vincial Legislature—I know how important the beneficial effect is 
upon Ministers who are responsible to the Provincial Legislatures 
and who have a new sense of responsibility, which has a very 
moderating influence upon the political programme, even in the 
most extreme part of India. As far as this question is concerned, 
I repeat that we must go ahead on the one hand, with complete 
adequate machinery for the carrying out of this principle and 
applying it in the form of a constitution with the least possible 
delay. On the other hand we cannot let the Provinces wait, and 
I do say now that the Provinces have been waiting too long, since 
1924. Therefore go ahead with the Provinces and at the same time 
carry out the promises, the pledges which have been given by the 
Prime Minister on 19th January, 1931. 

My Lord, before I sit down I should like just to draw the attention 
of the Conference to the peculiar position of the Muslims in the 
United Provinces, whom I have the honour to represent here along 
with my other colleagues. The Mushm community in the United 
Provinces is a minority of 14-8 per cent. Though they are merely 
15 per cent,, they hold their own in various spheres. In the public 
services, if Your Lordship will look at the work done by the Muslims 
in the Executive Services, you will find that they have been really 
the backbone of the entire administration for decades. In higher 
education also they held their own, they do not want any privileges. 
They do not want any monopolies; they do not want any special 
rights, I say this with a due sense of responsibility: they desire 
a fair field and no favour. They only wish to keep the amount of 
weightage, the amount of representation that they have got. This 
representation is not the result, as is sometimes said, of the Lucknow 
Pact of 1916—^not at all. This representation was granted to them 
by Lord Minto in 1906. So that the claim made by certain sections 
that the Muslims enjoy in the United Provinces 30 per cent, by 
virtue of the Lucknow Pact is not sound, because, after all it is not 
based upon that Pact. It can be traced back to 1906 when Lord 
Minto acknowledged the political importance of the Muslims. I want 
to place all my cards on the table. It is true that a number 
of Muslims were apprehensive as to the result of the grant of complete 
Provincial autonomy. But we have never on any platform, on any 
occasion, or in the Legislature, opposed complete Provincial autonomy 
in my own Province. We have never wished to put a spoke in the 
wheel of progress either on the Provincial side or on the Central side. 
We say that if our rights are safeguarded, we shall be willing to 
come forward and help in the building up of the foundations of a 
sound constitution for India. 
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With these words, My Lord, I hope the Conference will take into 
account my suggestions regarding the grant of immediate Provincial 
autonomy, coupled with pledges and earnest promises of responsible 
government. 

Sir Akhar Hydari: Mr. Chairman, before I say the few words 
I have to say about the work of this Conference, I would like to give 
expression to the great debt which we owe to you, to the members 
of the present Government, to the members of the late Government, 
and to the members of the Government which preceded it who 
have devoted so great, so constant, and so S5unpathetic attention to 
our work amidst all their other great preoccupations—^work which 
you and we the representatives of Great Britain and India have set 
ourselves jointly to perform. 

I am, as Indian standards go, not exactly in the prime of youth, 
but age has not damped my spirits nor my optimism. I will in as 
few words as I can endeavour to show why there is no need either 
for uneasiness or for depression amongst us who desire a happy and 
contented India as a partner in the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. In the first place, the idea and the ideal of an all-India 
Federation not only still holds the field, but, if anything, it has been 
more firmly entrenched in our minds than it was when it was 
originally mooted at the first Session of the last Conference. 

We of the Indian States Delegation have not wavered in our 
loyalty to and support of the federal idea, as providing the only 
satisfactory and safe avenue for the orderly march of India to full 
nationhood. Rumours have been circulated that this State or that 
State has been working against federation. We have treated these 
rumours with the contempt they deserve. I can honestly say that 
so far as I am concerned I have all along worked for the construction 
of a stable, satisfactory federal structure into which the Indian 
States can usefully come; and if at any time my intervention in 
matters, especially those connected with federal finance, or the 
size of the Federal Legislature, or the relations between the two 
Houses, or the constitution of the Federal Gpvernment, or the 
subjects with which alone they can deal, may have been considered 
inconvenient by some of the Delegates, I say, with aU the sincerity 
at my command, that it was not meant to be obstructive, but 
helpful. 

One word more, whilst I am on this subject. Iii the Federal 
Structure Committee I have made it repeatedly and abundantly clear 
that it is in the best interests of ail concerned that the strength of 
the Federal Legislature should be kept as low as possible. I must 
not take up the time of this Conference in attempting to reply again 
to the arguments of my friends, whether on this side or on the other 
side of the House, who, in order to give what they think will ensure 
individual representation to the larger and to the smaller States, are 
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asking for a large Legislature. The constitution of the Federal 
Legislature is a matter to which not only Hyderabad but many 
other important States attach vital importance. It is so vital that 
on a right decision in regard to it may depend Hyderabad’s attitude 
towards an all-India Federation. 

Whilst we of the Indian States look up to you in British India 
in many matters, I will pray you not to think that we have no 
contribution to make towards a common pool. We are Indian 
India. We are autonomous ; we administer ourselves ; we run our 
own show. As a result, we have an experience of government, of 
the need for compromise and of the management of affairs which 
you, our brethren across the frontier, should not lightly thrust aside. 

For an all-India Federation to come into being, various out- 
standing questions have to be examined. For example, the number 
of States who are willing to join an all-India Federation, their repre- 
sentation inter se, the position of the States who do not come in, 
what the franchise in British India should be, the financial settlement, 
and so on. These will take time, but I do not at all agree with those 
who consider that no step forward whatever should be taken pending 
the examination and settlement of these questions, which, owing to 
their complexity, and involving as they do delicate adjustments and 
negotiations, may take a considerable time. In my opinion, it will 
be dangerous to stand still and do nothing but exploratory work. 

Unfortunately, the minorities question, must be settled first. 
That goes without saying, and it wiU probably fall to the lot of the 
Government to deal with it. Once that is settled, is Provincial 
autonomy alone possible until the scheme of an aU-India Federation 
is worked out ? Is it not possible to try in the intervening stage to 
see whether even the foundations of an all-India Federation cannot 
also be well laid whilst the external decoration and internal furnishing 
of the structure is being worked out and completed ? I therefore 
ofer a suggestion, for what it may be worth, that the possibility and 
the desirability of taking some such steps as the following whilst the 
final structure is being completed may be carefully considered. 
Simultaneously with the grant of Provincial autonomy reconstruct 
the Centre on the lines of the all-India Federal Centre. Let there 
be at the Centre, along with the necessary safeguards and reserva- 
tions, as much responsibility in those subjects which we have 
already agreed to be federal, when the aH-India Federation comes 
into being, as is constitutionally possible in view of the constitutional 
position of the Indian States and the necessity therefore of paying 
due regard to their views. For this purpose in anticipation of the 
completion of the all-India Federal scheme I would provide for some 
temporary machinery—^purely temporary I repeat—^until the federal 
structure is completed. For example, a joint Standing Committee 
selected from both the Houses of the Indian Legislature which would 
have to remain as at present constituted, with which would be 
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associated representatives of the Chamber of Princes and of those 
States who have not joined the Chamber. Such a Committee would 
advise the Viceroy on such subjects within the province of the 
Central Legislature as concern Indian States as v/ell as British India. 
There is one more matter with which I wish to deal and I have done. 

It will have been noted that whenever questions have come up 
before the Federal Structure Committee concerning British-Indian 
Provinces I have always entered a caveat in respect of Berar. I do 
not say anything more because what we have to say to the Crown 
on this subject and vice versa is not a matter which falls within 
the purview of the Conference. There is, however, one aspect of 
the matter in regard to which I think it is my duty to inform the 
Conference at this its Plenary Session so that any doubt as to our 
real intention in the matter may be removed. V^ilst safeguarding 
his rights His Exalted Highness I know wishes to accord to his 
subjects of Berar as great a measure of autonomy as may be found 
possible for the British-Indian Provinces. Mr. President, I have 
done. I have full faith that under God’s Providence the labours 
on which we entered last year will come to a happy fruition. 

Mrs. Suhharayan: As we are about to part after three months’ 
hard work I think it is but fitting for us to review the work that has 
been done and take stock of the situation. It is for this reason that 
I wish to make a few remarks, although as a member of the Federal 
Structure Committee I have had opportunities to express my views 
there, and I can assure you I shall be very brief. First let me say that 
I am very glad that the Federal Structure Committee has not only 
reiterated its faith in a federation for India but has made great 
advance in the development of that great project. I hold now, 
as I have always held, that federation is the sure and swift road to 
our national development. I have felt greatly encouraged by the 
Lord Chancellor’s farewell remarks at the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee on Friday and by the remarks of His Highness the Nawab of 
Bhopal on Saturday morning. I hope the Rulers of other Indian 
States too will cultivate the faith that His Highness the Nawab of 
Bhopal so strongly holds. It was also very heartening this 
morning. My Lord, to hear your clear expression of views about this 
ideal for India, and Mr. Bonn’s appeal this afternoon. If I may say 
so, the voice of the Liberal and Labour Parties have brought a 
message of bright hope in an atmosphere which is liable to be as 
uncertain as your English November. 

Closely allied to federation is that difficult question of responsi- 
bility at the Centre, and interwoven with it is the complicated 
problem of safeguards. I confess that I am not versed in all the 
technical details of these safeguards, but as a lay person I hold strong 
views on the general principles that should govern these safeguards, 
and since I accepted this responsible task of serving on this 
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Conference I have given much thought, I may even say study, to the 
question of these safeguards, and I hope the Conference will bear 
with me while I place these views before them. 

I hold the general view that India should be complete mistress 
of her own house, but I am enough of a realist to appreciate that 
there may be practical difficulties in effecting the immediate and 
complete transfer of power in certain matters like defence. There 
may be difficulties owing to present conditions. It has been pointed 
out to us that owing to our lack of a national army, technical 
knowledge, lack of technical training—^though I must say not due 
to any fault of our own—it may be necessary to have some special 
provisions to regulate the transfer of power from the Governor- 
General to the Indian Legislature, but I also feel that these special 
provisions should be only for the brief transitional period through 
which we shall have to pass. 

Practical difficulties and inexperience, however, cannot be alleged 
to anything like the same extent in financial and economic matters. 
In spite of irresponsible statements made by some people in India, 
as in other countries (and I think there are people in aU countries 
who make irresponsible statements), I do believe that there is a 
strong sense of financial responsibility and of the great value of 
financial stability and credit in my country. Certain instances 
in the present legislatures should not be cited to prove the contrary. 
I am convinced that the conditions that exist now in our present 
legislatures are purely temporary and innate in a form of government 
where the legislature has full power of criticism but no responsibility, 
but when we have full responsible government the legislatures of 
India will be the trustees of the people of India and not irresponsible 
critics. It will be their duty to maintain the financial stability and 
the credit of their country and to develop its economic policy. To 
do this they must have a free hand. ‘ It is for this reason that I feel 
we should not bind our future legislators and posterity to any par- 
ticular policy. We should not bind them down by strict rules which 
in a rapidly changing world may become serious checks on the 
economic development of India. We have been warned that every 
nation may be obliged to have safeguards in a world condition like 
the present one, and that you here in England have been obliged 
to impose stringent safeguards on yourselves. I quite appreciate 
the importance of safeguards in difficult times; and I would only 
ask that our legislature should also have the same freedom as you 
have here to impose safeguards according to the exigencies of the 
times. If we impose safeguards now according to the conditions 
that exist now, they may make it difficult for the future legislatures 
to cope with any special emergency that may arise. Their powers 
should be unfettered to deal with any difficult situation, and they 
should be free to judge what is best in the interests of India without 
any outside interference. I would therefore urge that the financial 
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and commercial safeguards in our future constitution should be 
reduced to a minimum and should be no more than what we find 
in most constitutions. I would repeat what I have said before, 
that if we are to have the loyal support of the Indian pubhc in work- 
ing and developing the new constitution, we should not have galling 
restrictions in our constitution which will only provoke resistance. 

Here I would like to appeal to our British colleagues, and I do it 
in all friendliness, to appreciate the fact, unpalatable though it be, 
that there is a strong suspicion in India about the interference of 
Whitehall and Westminster. The greater the elimination of these 
elements of our future constitution, the greater is the hope of a 
loyal acceptance of the constitution and of permanent friendship 
and confidence between Great Britain and India. 

Then, My Lord, comes the question of minorities. While I deeply 
deplore that there has been no settlement of this most difficult 
problem, I strongly feel that that is not the final word about it. 
I am sure it is possible to achieve a settlement based on reason; it 
must be achieved, whether it is from inside or from outside. I will 
not say more on this subject, as I have already expressed my views on 
it before. I would only add that the present non-settlement of this 
question should not be used as an argument to check the political 
advance of my country, and it should not be used as an argument for 
introducing pohtical reforms in India by stages. It has been 
convincingly pointed out at this Conference by various speakers 
that the communal question affects the Provinces even more than 
it does the Centre. If it is settled for the Provinces, then there is no 
difficulty about the Centre. 

This reminds me of the fears, hopes and anxieties that we from 
India entertain about the future of our country, and I would just 
hke to say a few words about them. We are nearing the end of the 
second Session of this Conference. The last word will be uttered by 
the Government tomorrow. Wdiatever that last word be, that -will 
be the deciding factor of the situation, and on it will depend the future 
of our country. Last year when we came to this Conference we had 
grave doubts and fears, to which reference has already been made, 
but when we concluded we had grounds for hope. This year, 
however, various circumstances have developed which have caused 
us grave uneasiness. There has been a cumulation of rumours and of 
unfavourable coincidences which have made this uneasiness grow 
into anxiety. It is generally feared that the Government is going to 
implement the pledge that it gave on the 19th January by immediate 
action only in the Provinces, and by a vague promise of introducing 
responsibility at the Centre at some uncertain and indefinite date. 
Apart from the constitutional comphcations of such a course, I am 
sure that this will cause the most bitter disappointment in India, and 
I fear to contemplate its possible repercussions. Such considerations. 
My Lord, have caused us serious apprehension, and we have not 
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hesitated to give expression to it. But I would appeal to my British 
friends not to consider that expression of apprehension as mere 
excitement or emotionalism. I want to be frank, but in my frankness 
I have a genuine desire for friendship, and therefore I hope my 
British friends will not misunderstand me when I say that perhaps 
it is difficult for them to appreciate the anxieties—^it is no exaggera- 
tion to say the torturing anxieties—of the representatives of a 
country whose fate hangs in the balance. In our statements on this 
matter, as on aU matters we have discussed in this Conference, we 
have spoken with a full sense of responsibility and with the sole 
desire to settle the Indian problem, and to settle the future relation- 
ship between our two countries by mutual goodwill and agreement. 

The Secretary of State gave us an assurance last Wednesday that 
the Government has not made up its mind, and that there were no 
grounds for our fears. That gave us some relief. The remarks made 
by the Lord Chancellor on Friday last in the Federal Structure 
Committee, and on Saturday here, revived our hopes, but we are still 
uncertain, though we hope that the Government will implement its 
pledges not only to the letter but also in the spirit in which they 
were given and were accepted. 

We hope that the Government in its pronouncement tomorrow 
will give us a clear idea as to the future procedure, that it will tell 
us its definite proposals and also give us an approximate time-table 
for carr}dng out those proposals. 

There is one other point. My Lord, which I forgot to mention, 
and to which I desire briefly to refer. I am here, like aU my colleagues, 
as an Indian, but I cannot altogether forget that I am a woman also, 
and so I should like to ask the Govemnient constantly to bear in 
mind, when they are planning and drafting our future constitution, 
the interests of women, who form nearly one-half of the population 
of India. 

Finally, My Lord, as a keen lover of trees I should hke to remind 
the Conference of the plant to which the Lord Chancellor made 
reference at the last Conference. The seed of that plant was sown 
here by the Prime Minister and the British Government, and I should 
here hke to pay a tribute to Mr. .Wedgwood Benn for the part he 
played in the sowing of it. You and we have helped to tend it. 
The plant has now grown stronger, and India is anxiously awaiting 
the transplanting of that plant to her soil. We want that plant to be 
transplanted as early as possible, and in its entirety, roots and all, 
and not partially. It is only then that this plant will flourish and 
grow up into a large tree, under whose cool and deep shade aH our 
people will live in prosperity and contentment. 

As I said last year I am sure that this tree wiU be an emblem of 
wise statesmanship and permanent friendship between Great 
Britain and India. 

(C5631) M 
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Mr. Jamal Muhammad : I ask for indulgence as one of the latest 
nominees to this Conference and as one who had not the privilege 
of serving on any of the Committees. I take it, Sir, that we have 
been invited to come here for the consideration and construction of 
the future constitution of New India, if I may say so, in all its 
aspects as laid down h>y the Prime Minister in his speech of January 
last, when he closed the first Session of this Conference. That 
speech put a new faith into some of us in India, and we took it that 
this time the British Government and the British Parhament meant 
business. If you do not mind my saying so. Sir, some who were 
rather disinclined to attend the first Conference took the earliest 
opportunity to come here when invitations were extended to them 
for the second Session. What was the main idea of the Round Table 
Conference ? The idea was that both Indian and British Delegates 
should discuss and thrash out among other things the constitution 
of an aU-India Federation, the main feature of which would be 
responsibihty at the Centre, with safeguards in the interests of India, 
to enable the British Cabinet, of which the Prime Minister was and 
is the trusted and respected head, to put through Parhament the 
necessary Bill at the earhest opportunity to give effect to the solemn 
pledges given by two of England's great and farseeing statesmen on 
behalf of its Government and people—a people deservedly famous for 
their love of hberty and championing of the weak. I refer to the. 
Prime Minister as weh as to Lord Irwin, the great ex-Viceroy who 
represented His Gracious Majesty our Sovereign King-Emperor. 
Not only members of the British India delegation with almost one 
voice advocated, pleaded, and supported this all-India Federation 
idea, but it had also been affirmed and re-affirmed by that wise and 
patriotic son of India, His Highness the Nawab of Bhopal, the 
Chancellor of the Princes' Chamber, and by the admirable speech 
of Sir Manubhai Mehta, the representative of that other great and 
noble Prince, His Highness The Maharaja of Bikaner. 

May I submit to you, with all humility but with all the emphasis 
I can command, that India and its people—^the Agricultural, Com- 
mercial, Industrial and Labour classes of India—^will not be satisfied 
with anjrthing less than the granting of responsibility at the Centre 
simultaneously with Provincial autonomy. Both of these should be 
started together and by the same Bill. 

When you thus satisfy the legitimate desire and aspirations of a 
great people—^in the inculcating of which your own people played no 
mean part, you will at the same time also be putting, once for all, an 
end to the deplorable but widespread discontent and unrest in the 
countr57-. The lasting gratitude and goodwill of a grateful people 
thus earned is worth something indeed. 

Let it also be remembered that India has a large and rapidly 
growing population, and that it is a country rich with natural 
resources scarcely yet tapped and developed, but in the utilisation 
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atid development of which yoiir assistance, mental and •material, will 
be much sought after. May I venture to suggest to you therefore, 
with all humility, that it may be worth your while to secute and 
cultivate the goodwill of this India of the future. ; 

Sir, I will just say a few words, with due apologies to the Prime 
Minister, about the safeguards before I close as some at least of those 
sitting round this table seem to be unduly worrying themselves 
about them. My Lord, I know that the Prime Minister heartily 
detests and dislikes that word, and, as he has rightly interpreted, it 
is an ugly word to us, naturally rousing great suspicions-in our hearts 
by its past associations. However, I cannot help slightly touching 
upon them, if for no other reason at least because of the fact that they 
had been looming rather too largely in the deliberations of the 
Committees. 

Everyone of the Indim Delegation has assured you in the plainest 
language possible that in India, noted for its tolerant spirit, there shall 
be no discrimination against race, creed or colour. Ail that is meant 
is that India, hke other countries, should have certain reserv^e powers 
for use -in case of need, and only then, and not otherwise.. 
Perhaps my countrymen are a bit over-anxious about these reserve 
powers. But I beg to point out that they have some j ustification for 
this anxiety by their unhappy experiences when they stepped into 
such ventures as shipping, insurance, etc. If at least in the future 
the vast resources and organisations of the non-national concerns 
are not brought to bear to throttle and kill the small ventures of 
Indians in -their own country, I do not see why anyone should fight 
shy of these reserve powers, which every State possesses, imphed 
or declared. We do not want to injure even a foreigner in our 
country, and that being so why should there be aiiy doubt or distrust 
of us in the mind of the Britisher who has done somethiug for us, to 
awaken us from our long slumber, and with whom we have, and 
God Almighty willing we will continue to have, so many ties common 
to us all as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations’. 

The question of the security or right of property has also been 
raised in the discussions. We Indians have also properties of our 
own. ■ My Lord, will you allow me to say it, that we know it only 
too well that the segurity of property is the very foundation of 
ordered society, and that no nation can go forward in its onward 
march if the spirit of venture and endeavour is sapped at the very 
basis. 

As regards financial safeguards, all, particularly agricultural, 
industrial and commercial classes, are united and insistent on having 
no safeguards whatever in this respect. We want absolute and full 
financial control. In the discussions of the Federal Structure 
Committee it was stated that there should be safeguards with a view 
to helping India in its borrowings. They referred to credit con- 
fidence and that sort of thing in this connection. Well they would 
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like iis to believe that we would be in a bad position with regard 
to borrowing. Really there should be more confidence in the invest- 
ing pubhc when India herself guarantees such loans. After all the 
Secretary of State is only an agent. When you have the principal 
herself standing for it, why should you not trust her ? 

What about your lending out money even to the small unstable 
republics in South America. Will you not then trust us, a nation 
of three hundred and fifty millions with vast resources, a people of 
honour, and, moreover, partly trained by yourselves ? 

Again, let me remind you. My Lord, that our national debts were 
not so heavy before the Great War; they were comparatively smaller; 
but since then it has accumulated. That is more due to the wrong 
currency and exchange policy of the Government. And, further, 
we feel that in the future we may not be requiring so much help from 
others, Even if we do require help, I think India and its people 
are quite good enough as securities. Then something was said about 
funds not being made sufficiently available for defence. Well, 
I would just like to say a few words on that. We should be fools 
if we kept our country undefended. We are more concerned in the 
defence of our country because we are more directly interested 
and we would be the first to suffer. After all, you are six thousand 
miles away, well-defended by your mighty Navy. If there is any 
attack on us from outside, we shall be the first to suffer, and you may 

. take it that we would take pretty good care to keep ourselves well 
defended. 

Then it was also said that funds may not be available to maintain 
sufficient troops for internal troubles. Well, we may have little 
quarrels now and then, just as in any other country or in any other 
community. There is some difference of opinion or quarrel; that 
may be so even among brothers. We may be quarrelling today, 
and tomorrow we may be all right. However, let me point out to 
you. Sir, that between ourselves we have more in common than there 
could be between Indians and the outside world, and if our own 
people suffer, we are likely to feel it much more than anybody 
outside. 

My Lord, in this connection I would like to point out, that for 
centuries we were living in amity. It passes my comprehension why 
these troubles and quarrels should have developed only within the 
last few years; and even now these communal quarrels are rather 
uncommon in Indian States. I know recently there had been one 
or two little quarrels in Mysore and Kashmir; but, generally, it 
is not to be found in the Indian States. Moreover, there are many 
who feel that it is artificial and due to some mischief-makers or 
notoriety-seekers. 

It may be urged that Indians have not enough experience and skill 
as financiers. In view of the manner in which Indian finances have 
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been managed within the last few years, it is surprising that anybody 
should be bold enough to say that Indian financiers would do worse 
than British financiers or experts sent out to India. 

Then there Was some talk in the discussions about reserved 
powers as regards currency and exchange. It is a very bitter subject 
and the less said about it the better, because if, during the past few 
years anything did more to estrange, embitter and rouse the people 
in the country, it is this policy of the Government. That being, so, 
the less said about it the better. Since the war, the policy of the 
Government, so far as exchange and currency are concerned, has. 
been the worst that could be imagined ; and, apart from the fact 
they commit serious blunders, the most unfortunate part of it is 
that they will not correct themselves in time. They Will not listen 
to the appeals and pleading of the people ; they merely say, “We 
have no open mind in the matter, we are going to use all the resources 
at our command to maintain the decisions we have already made.” 

Even recently, what happened ? In spite of the fact that the whole 
country disapproved of the policy, and the Assembly recorded its 
vote against it unanimously, as far as the non-officials were con- 
cerned, and even the Government of India, evidently getting tired 
of their old ratio policy wanted to get out of it, the Secretary of 
State, a gentleman by the way, who had newly come to his office^ 
sitting here six thousand miles away—^I do not want to attack him 
personally ; it is the system I am talking about—dictates a certain 
policy and imposes it against the will of the people and the 
Assembly, and even of your own agents on the spot. That has 
given enough proof, if proof were needed, why there should be no 
such safeguards so far as exchange and currency are concerned. 
In fact, it is the best proof why that system should be done 
away with forthwith. 

Then, My Lord, there is also the question of certification. There 
is no doubt that India is very poor, semi-starving, and heavily taxed. 
And there is a world depression and our revenues are falling. What 
is being done ? The very revenue-yielding departments—cornmerce, 
industry and agriculture—are being more and more taxed, with the 
result that they yield progressively less and less revenues, and the 
Government will not retrench adequately in either their civil or 
their military expenditure. 

So far as the military safeguards are concerned, we may be 
a little nervous about them. Though it may be a question of defence, 
it also means taxation, and in the case of the last Budget, against 
the twice recorded vote of the Assembly certification was resorted 
to, simply for a crore of rupees. 

Under these circumstances, it is no wonder that we are rather 
nervous about these safeguards which are so much thought of here. 
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Mr. Ghuznavi; My Lord, when I was listening to the speech of 
my colleague, Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq, last Saturday, and when I heard the 
forcible, irrefutable arguments with which he put the Bengal- 
Muslim case before His Gracious Majest37’s representatives, I thought, 
My Lord, that I might withdraw my name from the list of speakers, 
but on reflection I changed my mind, inasmuch as we are the only 
two representatives here of the Bengal Muslims, who represent 
twenty-eight millions out of the eighty millions of Muslims in India. 
The Muslim population of Bengal is double that of the Punjab, but 
the Punjab has six Muslim representatives here at this Conference. 
The United Provinces, where the Muslim population is 7,182,000, 
have four representatives here. Even Bihar, where the Muslim 
population is only 4,265,000, has three representatives. But Bengal, 
with its vast Muslim population, has only two representatives, 
and therefore I thought I should be failing in my duty if I did not 
speak. 

My duty is to discuss these proceedings primarily as they affect 
my own Province of Bengal, but I must preface my remarks by saying 
that nothing in this speech is to be construed as inconsistent with 
the claims which we Muslims have put forward for safeguarding 
our position in the future. These claims are known and need not 
therefore be repeated by me, but all that I am now saying must be 
read in the light of the condition that we Muslims will at no time 
and under no circumstances accept any constitution which does not 
embody the minimum safeguards which we genuinely believe to be 
absolutely vital to our welfare. 

Since Lord Lothian's speech in the House of Lords the other day, 
the whole world is aware that a very dangerous state of affairs 
exists in my Province, as the result of terrorist activities. We 
ourselves have long been aware of these things and have pressed 
repeatedly upon our Government the necessity of taking vigorous 
action to combat the terrorists. Believe-me, the most urgent need 
in Bengal today is for a Government which will ensure stability 
of conditions, the safety of property and the lives of law-abiding 
citizens, and of government officials. How many of the highest 
government officials have you lost during the last two years ? If 
my memory does not fail me, the number is 17. Some have been 
murdered, some have been disabled and sent home, some have 
been forcibly asked to retire, because the Government could not 
give them a guarantee of security for their lives. That being so, 
I am compelled to remark on certain comments made by Mahatma 
Gandhi and by my old friend, the Pandit Malaviya, in recent speeches 
in the Federal Structure Committee. The Mahatma Gandhi himself 
condemns and deplores the terrorist movement, but his followers 
do not, and his remarks can be, and certainly will be, twisted by 
unscrupulous agitators to encourage the very course which he per- 
sonally condemns. I must also mention the Pandit Malaviya's 
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reference to the recent appointment of a new Governor for Bengal. 
He knows nothing of the new Governor, as he himself admits. 
Nevertheless, he did not scruple to refer to that appointment in 
a manner which cannot but inflame the feeling in extremists circles 
in Bengal and I fear it may very likely lead to trouble. I said a 
moment ago that Bengal’s first need is for a firm and wise govern- 
ment. Pandit Malaviya’s remarks are well calculated to make 
this impossible, or at any rate difficult of attainment. My Province, 
My Lord, is sufficiently unhappy without such efforts, and I would 
like to say in a friendly manner. My Lord, but with perfect frankness, 
that we shall be much better off if persons from outside refrain 
from interfering with our domestic affairs. 

Here, My Lord, I might digress a moment and address my remarks 
to Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Malaviya. The Corporation of 
Calcutta, which is the largest civic body in India, with the biggest 
income, amounting to six crores of rupees annually, has eighty per 
cent, of its members drawn from the Congress ranks. This civic 
body openly encourages these deeds of violence by going to the 
incredible length of passing resolutions of sorrow at the execution of 
proved and convicted assassins, and reproducing these resolutions 
in the most prominent place possible in the official gazette of the 
Corporation. I doubt. My Lord, if the whole civihsed world can 
show any parallel to this monstrous state of affairs. Here is. 
My Lord, the photographic reproduction of the front page of an 
issue of the Calcutta Municipal Gazette :— 

'' CORPORATION MEETING. 

EXECUTION OF DINESH GUPTA. 

Corporation's Tribute : Meeting Adjourns. 

The Corporation of Calcutta expressed its sorrow at the 
executim of Dinesh Chandra Gupta and adjourned its meeting on 
Wednesday, the 8th July. 

When the Corporation assembled, Councillor Bhupendra 
Nath Banerjee moved:— 

" This Corporation records its sense of grief at the execution 
of Dinesh Chandra Gupta who sacrificed his life in the pursuit 
of his ideal.' 
The House adopted the resolution standing. 
On the motion of Councillor Madan Mohan Burman the 

meeting was adjourned till Friday, the 10th July. 
The Mayor, in associating himself with the resolution, paid 

a tribute to the courage and devotion of the deceased." 

This takes me to another very serious matter. The Calcutta 
Corporation has a number of free primary schools; they have 
about twenty thousand children and a thousand teachers to teach 
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them. If the history of these teachers is ascertained, it will be 
found that they are recruited from the ranks of the political suspects. 
My Lord, you will he interested to know what these children are 
taught: the lesson of British hatred. Here is an English translation 
of a specimen lesson in the form of a song which the children sing. 
With Your Lordship's permission I will first express it in Bengali 
and then translate it:— 

One—^two—three . 
India will be free 
Four—^five—six 
Gandhi ki jai." 

Pandit M. M. Malaviya : Amen. 

Mr. Ghuznavi : I say amen " also. Here I differ : 
“ Seven—eight—^nine 

We have to picket." 

I do not say '' amen " here. Here I differ. Then comes the worst, 
the' British hatred: 

“ Ten—eleven—^twelve 
Catch hold of the Britisher and give him a thrashing." 

Pandit M. M. Malaviya: The pity of it 1 

Mr. Ghuznavi : Now,-My Lord, let me turn to the affairs of my 
own community. I need hardly point out how unfairly the Musliiiis 
have been treated during the last century and a half. A hundred 
years ago the Muslims occupied practically all the posts, both civil 
and mihtary, in the Government; but later they were almost 
eliminated except in very subordinate positions. As far back as 
1906 the Government issued circulars saying that Muslims should 
have a third of the number of posts in • the public services; and 
this was repeated in 1914 and again in 1925. Wliat was the result ? 
The circulars have till today remained a dead letter and their 
suggestions have been completely frustrated. Now after the lapse 
of a quarter of u century there are branches of the public services 
in which the Muslim representation is as low as one per cent., whilst 
in other branches it is three, or at the utmost five per cent. In 
short. My Lord, the British Government hitherto has treated the 
Muslims unfairly, and the time is now due when this state of affairs 
should be remedied. An examination of the Bengal Civil List will 
show that out of the seventeen High Court Judges in Bengal there 
is only one Muslim Judge. 

Unfortunately, My Lord, I have not got a copy of the Bengal 
Civil List, but I have just had the two pages taken out from my 
diary to show you what is the position in the Bengal Secretariat and 
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in other branches of the public service of Bengal. In the Accounts 
and Audit Department, the Accountant-General is a Hindu, the 
Deputy Accountant-General is another Hindu, the third Deputy 
Accountant-General is a third Hindu, the Examiner of Local 
Accounts is another Hindu, and the Collector of Calcutta is a Hindu. 
The Co-operative Society Registrar is a Hindu. The Coroner is a 
Hindu. The Commissioner of Excise and Salt is a Hindu. The 
Deputy Commissioner of Excise is a Hindu and the Assistant 
Commissioner is another Hindu. All are Hindus. There is not a 
single Muslim in the Bengal Secretariat, from one end to the other,, 
holding a high post. This is. My Lord, a warning from a friend,, 
but I beg of you not to underrate its seriousness on that account. 
Believe me. My Lord, for us it is a very serious matter indeed. 

Let me now. My Lord, say a few words on more general po' ca. 
issues as they affect the Muslims in Bengal. Dr. Narendra Nath 
Law spoke of a large number of nationalist Muslims in Bengal, 
and regretted that they had no representatives at this Conference, 
and said they desired joint electorates. Let me tell Dr. Narendra 
Nath Law that there is no large number of such Muslims. Neither 
Dr. Law nor Dr. Moonje nor any other person can point to them 
and say where they are and who they are, for the simple but all- 
sufficient reason that they do not exist. 

The Congress, My Lord, has gone through India with a fine 
tooth comb to find such persons, and has never been able, up to 
now, to put forward more than a tiny handful of names, most of 
them of utterly obscure people, representing what they are pleased 
to call nationalist Muslim opinion. In a word, nationalist Muslim 
opinion in this sense of opposition to the claims now being made by 
the Indian Muslims is a figment of the imagination. We demand 
separate electorates, and we wiU continue to demand them. We 
have them now. 

We had them for over twenty years with considerable experience 
of their work and we believe them to be an absolute essential for 
our safety. This is the result of experience and not of mere opinion. 
With your pemiission I will just read a few passages quoted in the 
supplementary note by Sir Abdullah al-M'amun Suhrawardy, to 
the Report of the Indian Central Committee : 

“ I do not believe that the Mussulman is the natural enemy 
of the Hindu I have no desire to obtain Swaraj even if 
it were possible, by the sacrifice of a single legitimate interest 
of a single Minority.” 

(Mr. M. K. Gandhi in Young India, quoted in the Overseas Edition, 
of The Statesman, September 19th, 1929.) 

MY. Gandhi : Young India is here to confirm that opinion. 
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Mr, Ghuznavi: Then we are safe. 
“ Universal suffrage in a country governed by a common 

faith is the expression of the national will; but in a country 
deprived of a common belief, what can it be but the mere 
expression of the interest of those numerically stronger to the 
oppression of all the rest.'' (Joseph Mazzini.) 

“ It is an essential part of democracy that minorities should be 
adequately represented. No real democracy, nothing but a false 

'■ show of democracy, is possible without it.” (John Stuart Mill.) 

Mr. Sastri : Are these applicable to Bengal ? 

Mr. GhuznaviI have an interest in other parts of India. 

Mr. Sastri : I want to know whether you intend these passages to 
apply to Bengal. 

Mr. Ghuznavi: Yes, I do. Sir Abdullah says in that note :— 
Hinduism is not only a house divided against itself by the 

barriers of castes, but its rigid rules and inflexible regulations 
raise an iron wall and forbid all social intercourse with non- 
Hindus. It proclaims and practices an eternal and perpetual 
social boycott against all non-Hindus. The fusion of Hindus 
with those bom outside the pale of Hinduism as one nation and 
brotherhood is an ideal almost impossible of attainment. 

There are some weU-intentioned Britishers who do not know 
India at first hand, and fondly imagine that India is England 
and that the principle on which English representation has 
been based should be the principle applicable to India. They 
are ignorant that ‘ there is a psychological, social and historical 
attribute, constituting, perhaps, the principle differential 
characteristic,’ of Muslims and that.they are 'the product of 
struggles, going back for centuries ’ ” 

He goes’on to quote Sir Charles Wood :— 
We have to legislate for different races, with different 

languages, religions, manners and customs,, ranging from the 
bigoted Mahommedan, who considered that we have usurped 
his legitimate position as the ruler of India, to the timid Hindoo, 
who, though bowing to every conqueror, is bigotedly attached 
to his caste, his religion, his laws and his customs, which have 
descended to him uninterruptedly for dountless generations.” 
(Sir Charles Wood, House of Commons, 6th June, 1861.) 

Sir Abdullah Suhrawardy continues :— 
" A passage in Lord Dufferin’s Minute annexed to the 

Government of India’s Despatch of the 6th November, 1888, 
describes the population of India as ‘ composed of a large 
nun[iber of distinct nationalities, professing various religions, 
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practising diverse rites, speaking different languageSj while 
many of them are still further separated from one another by 
.discordant prejudices, by conflicting social' usages, and even 
antagonistic material interests/ ’' (Proposals of the Government 
of India and Despatch of the Secretary of State.) 

He goes on to quote Viscount Morley in the House of Lords, 1909:— 
The Muhammadans demand three things. I had the 

pleasure of receiving a deputation from them and I know very 
well what is in their minds. They demand the election of their 
representatives to these Councils in all the stages, just as. 
in C5q)rus, where I think the Muhammadans vote by them- 
selves   Therefore we are not without a precedent and a 
parallel for the idea of a separate legislature. Secondly, they 
want a number of seats somewhat in excess of the numerical 
strength.’’ (House of Lords, February 23rd, 1909.) - 

He also quotes Mr. Asquith in the House of Commons :— 
“ Undoubtedly there will be a separate legislature of the 

Mussulman. To us here at first sight it looks an objectionable 
thing because it discriminates between people and segregates 
them into classes on the basis of religious creed. I do not think 
that it is a very formidable objection. The distinction between 
Mussulman and Hindu is not merely rehgious, but it cuts deep 
down .... and is also differentiated by the habits and social 
customs of the community.” 

My Lord, in'-this connection I would mention what happened 
afterwards. Lord Morley thought he was giving us the additional 
seats by alloting to us five communal seats in Bengal, and his idea 
was that we should go and contest on the joint electorate basis and 
capture as many as he could out of the other 17 seats. What 
happened then ? Not one seat from the joint electorates could the 
Mussulman capture excepting by a fluke where the Hindu candidate’s 
nomination paper was found to be irregular. Therefore out of the 
seventeen we had only one, and of the whole number I think about 
ten went to the Hindus and six to the Europeans. But still they 
want us to have a joint electorate. 

Turning, My Lord, next to our justifiable and incontestable 
^ claim to 51 of the seats in the Bengal Legislature, I appeal confidently 

. for support to the latest population statistics. If we claim the full 
percentage rightly due to us on a population basis, we are entitled 
to 55. How then. My Lord, can one say that this particular claim 
of ours is unreasonable ? Moreover, the same statistics show that 
the caste Hindus are 18 per cent, of the total population of Bengal;; 
yet we agree to their having 19 per cent, of the seats in the Legislature.. 
Where is the unfairness of this ? Are we going to allow them to 
continue to enjoy the seats which ought to go in fairness and in 
justice to the Depressed Classes, as they have been hitherto enjoying 
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tliem in the past ? My Lord, ask the representatives of the Depressed 
Classes here if they are prepared to surrender their natural rights 
to the caste Hindus. There is not the slightest doubt in my mind 
as to what the answer will be. In fact the answer is already given; 
it is contained in the document officially submitted to the Prime 
Minister in which the claims of the minorities communities are set 
forth ; and in passing let .me say that this document was not signed 
merely by the five Delegates, as Dr. Law stated; each one of those 
five Delegates signed in his representative capacity for the whole. 

My Lord, the last subject with, which I will deal is that of Bengal’s 
finance in the past. According to the natural wealth and activity 
and enterprise of our people, Bengal ought to be the richest Province 
in India. Actually she is almost the poorest; and it is well 
known that her development, her public and social life, have been 
stunted by what we regard as an unfair apportionment of financial 
resources as between the Central and the Provincial Governments. 
My Lprd, the whole story is far too long to relate here, but I would 
draw Your Lordship’s attention to one part of it in which redress is 
urgent and cannot possibly in justice be denied. I refer to the 
export duty on jute. This profitable duty, which in fact in 1929 
and 1930 yielded 463 lakhs of rupees—that is over 92 per cent, of 
the total export duty realised in all India—^is allotted to the Central 
Government. Let me point out further that when world trade 
revives again in the near future the yield from tliis duty will be still 
higher. Now, My Lord, jute is a very rare thing ; it is an absolute 
local monopoly; it is a monopoly of Bengal. It is the product of 
Bengal’s activity and it should be one of the mainstays of Bengal 
finance. My argument on this point is immensely strengthened 
when you remember that the land revenue, which in other Provinces 
has been a continually expanding head of Provincial revenue, with 
us in Bengal has been frozen for almost a century and a half by tlie 
permanent settlement. 

Mr. Joshi : Change it. 

Mr. Ghuznavi: The permanent settlement cannot be changed. 

Mr. Joshi: It can be changed. 

Mr. Ghuznavi: It cannot be changed. You dare not change it. 
That is beyond all possibility of argument. 

Mr. Joshi : Why ? 

Mr. Ghuznavi : Therefore, My Lord, we are entitled to claim for 
Bengal the revenue derived from the Bengal monopoly of jute, 
jvhich is, as I say, the product of Bengal's industry and enterprise. 
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I can assure you, My Lord, that all communities are at one on this 
point and will never agree to the retention of this revenue by the 
Federal Government. 

My Lord, before I conclude may I bring to the notice of my Hindu 
friends, and in particular of Dr. Moonje, the example of the Muslims 
of Egypt. I should like to refer to what they have done there for 
the Christian Arabs where the majority community consisted of the 
Muslim Arabs and the minority community of Copts, who are 
Christian Arabs. The representatives of the majority community 
sent for the representatives of the minority community and asked 
them what they wanted. One demand of theirs after another was 
accepted by the majority party, and, wh,en they saw that all their 
demands would be accepted by the majority party, they said “ What ? 
Are you going to give us everything we want} ” On receiving the 
assurance to that effect, they said Henceforth we are one, and we 
insist on nothing that is not agreeable to you.'' In one hour the 
work of a century was done, and the Egjrptians today, both Christians 
and Muslims, have become one nation. To Dr. Moonje I say, let 
us adopt this policy and the communal difficulties will become the 
history of the past. 

My Lord, in conclusion, let me say a few words on a tremendously 
important subject, the immediate steps to be taken in the political 
development of India. It is quite clear. My Lord, that the full 
scheme of all-India Federation which we all have at heart is going 
to take a long time to work out. Could anyone who heard His 
Highness the Maharaja of Indore’s speech on Saturday doubt that ? 
And, as we know, inside British India difficulties and obstacles of 
the first magnitude have continually revealed themselves throughout 
this Conference. Let us, therefore. My Lord, start with what we 
know we can achieve, namely a scheme of fuU Provincial autonomy. 
Let us get the experience necessary for building up a constitution. 
I firmly believe that in that way we shall get better conditions 
than we should get by any other means and get them more speedily. 

Sayed Muhammad Padshah Saheh Bahadur: I thank you most 
sincerely. My Lord, for giving me the opportunity to take part in 
the deliberations of this august assembly. I am a new member of 
this Conference and as such I seize this opportunity as the first and 
most pleasant part of my duty to associate myself with all that has 
been said in grateful appreciation of the genuine sympathy and willing 
co-operation of the members of the British Delegation here in the 
work of this Conference, and for the help they have rendered to this 
Conference in its arduous labours in finding solutions for the many 
difficult and delicate questions that have to be solved in the building 
up of the future constitution for India with a view to securing for 
it its due place—a place of equality in the British Commonwealth 
of Nations. I have come to this Conference as a representative of 
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the Muslims of the • Madras Presidency. As one who has been 
representing them- in the Legislatures, both Provincial and Central, 
for more than a decade, I feel that in the few observations that I am 
going to make I should keep before my mind the point of view 
from which my community in my Province looks at these matters. 

On behalf of the Muslims of Madras, I give my wholehearted 
support to the policy which has from time to time been enunciated 
by our illustrious leader. His Highness the Aga Khan. I make 
bold to say that although His Highness has deliberately kept himself 
in the background as much as possible, he has really been a very 
great asset not only to the members of the Muslim Delegation here, 
but to all his countrymen alike. Since this Conference began its 
deliberations last year the Muslim point of view has time after time 
been presented before this august assembly. In fact ever since the 
all-India Muslim Conference was inaugurated in January, 1929, at 
Delhi, the Muslim demands have been the subject of frequent 
discussion and negotiation. In view of this and also in view 
of the fact that I am speaking at a late hour in the day, I do 
not think it is necessary for me to reiterate the Muslim view 
or attempt to adduce any elaborate arguments in its support. 
AU I wish to say on this occasion is that the Muslim demands are 
perfectly legitimate. They are characterised by a spirit of live and 
let live. Far from offending in any way the principle of democracy 
they prescribe the only method by which a truly democratic form 
of government can be brought about in India, a government which 
will be really representative of the people of India. Now, My Lord, 
in this connection I feel I must say what has already been said by 
our friends here, that unless our demands are all satisfied the Muslims 
of India and those of Madras in particular will not accept any 
constitution. The policital horizon of the Muslims of Madras is 
not confined to the borders of our own Province! We regard our- 
selves as an integral part of the Muslim community of all-India, 
and we, the Muslims of Madras, insist on the Muslims of Punjab and 
Bengal being allowed to have a right of majority, just as much as 
we insist on the retention of our own weightage in the legislature of 
our Province. 

If we survey the whole range of controversy that has been going 
on in this Conference and outside, in India, regarding the communal 
question, we find that practically there is agreement on all matters,, 
and that the only questions on which there is any sharp difference 
of opinion are those of the claim of the Muslims of Punjab and Bengal 
for their right of majority in those Provinces, and the claims of the 
minorities for representation by representatives of their own choice. 
Now, My Lord, as regards this claim on the part of our brothers, 
of Punjab and Bengal, even if this is concedecl, what would be the 
result ? The result would be that the Muslims in Punjab and Bengal 
would have only a bare majority, while in the other six Provinces, 
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in the other parts of India, our Hindu fellow-countrymen will be in 
an overwhelming majority of about 70 to 80 per cent. So long 
as the Muslims who comprise a small minority in those Provinces 
in which our Hindu brethren are in an overwhelming majority do 
not object to our Hindu fellow-countrymen having their legitimate 
majority, I do not see how our Hindu brethren have any justification 
whatever to deny this right to the Muslims in places where Providence 
has placed them in a majority position. Now, My Lord, in the Pro- 
vince of Madras, the Province from which I come, you are aware 
that the Muslims comprise only a small minority; but this does 
not mean that we are opposed to greater power being transferred 
to our Hindu fellow-countrymen. It is not because there are no 
local grievances. In fact there have been several occasions when 
the Muslim claims have been overlooked ; but in spite of it all, we 
whole-heartedly welcome transfer of power to the Provinces in case 
the Mushm demands are satisfied. We are perfectly willing to have 
introduction of full-fledged autonomy even today in the Province 
of Madras, provided Muslim rights ■ and liberties are effectively 
safeguarded. We do so feeling perfectly confident that a long habit 
of authority and greater experience in administration will make 
the majority in our Province reahse that it is in their own best 
interests to keep the minorities contented. Therefore, My Lord, it is 
impossible for me to justify to myself on any ground the attitude 
which our Hindu brethren take up on the question of the Muslims 
enjoying the right of majority in those two Provinces, namely the 
Punjab and Bengal. 

The other point of difference is the electorate. On this electorate 
question I think it is unnecessary for me to enter into any elaborate 
Ascussion. I should like only to make one observation and that is 
this. Even the most ardent champions of joint electorates admit 
that, in view of the special interests of the minorities, it is necessary 
to provide for the minorities to be represented by men belonging 
to their own community. When this is conceded I do not see 
why the right should not be conceded to the minorities of being 
represented by men of their own choice, so long as it is considered 
necessary that the minorities should be represented by men belonging 
to their own community. There is no reason why these representa- 
tives should not be those of their own choice and not those chosen 
for them by the majority. Unless this right is conceded to the 
minorities, it is impossible for the minorities to feel that their 
position is secure in the new constitution. 

But, if you give them this right, you give them a sense of security, 
which is very desirable, for it is necessary to inspire these minorities 
with a sense of security if it is desired to secure their willing co- 
operation. The willing co-operation of all the minority communities 
in India is indispensable for the successful working of any constitution 
which may be installed in India. So long as we have this wiUing 
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co-operation, this mutual goodwill, what does it matter what the 
form of the electorate is ? What does any concession which may 
be necessary for the minorities matter ? All that should really 
matter is that there should be willingness on the part of aU com- 
munities to stand shoulder to shoulder, to pull together and work 
for the common cause. 

JNOW, My Lord, I will pass to some of the proposals that have 
been put forward before this Conference, and I will deal with them 
very briefly. As regards the question of all-India Federation, I 
would say at once that I welcome it. I would say that the Muslim 
community as a v/hole welcome this aU-India Federation, but 
at the same time I must make it clear that my community is 
not at aU prepared to submit itself to any undue sacrifices to 
b±ng about this Federation. On principle we are opposed to 
giving of any bribes—or, to put it in more parhamentary language, 
the offering of any inducements to the Indian Princes to persuade 
them to join this Federation. We want the Indian Princes to 
come in, but we want them to come in on terms of perfect equahty 
as our equals and brothers. Adhering as we do to this principle of 
fair dealing, I am entirely opposed to the giving of any weightage 
to the Indian States, whether in the Indian Assembly or in the 
Seriate. 

r understand I have got to hurry through \vith this, so I will pass 
to another subject, but I should like to say there does not seem to me 
to be any justification whatever for giving any weightage to the 
Indian States at aU. The Indian States are not as a block, divided 
off from British India by any difference of rehgion, culture, or 
ocoxiomic interest; there is therefore no reason v/hatever why they 
should be allowed to have any weightage and why we should not 
insist on their coming in strictly on a population basis. 

Again, My Lord, the Mushms are opposed to the principle of 
nomination, and this nomination is not rendered less odious to us 
because it is being done by autocratic Princes in India instead of by 
the bureaucratic Government of India, Therefore, .inspired as we 
are by our own traditions of democracy, our traditional democratic 
ideas, we' insist that the Indian States should send their repre- 
sentatives to the Assembly only by the same open door of election 
as British India. Similarly, My Lord, I insist that the representa- 
tives of the Indian States in the Senate must also be chosen by some 
system of indirect election. This could be done with the help of the 
Local Advisory Council, which should be established before Federa- 
tion comes into being. 

As regards the proposal to establish a Federal Advisory Council,, 
the scheme which was prepared by one of the most distinguished 
members of our Indian Civil Service, Mr. Alma Latifi, and circu- 
lated to us by Mahatma Gandhi, I think this is very desirable. 
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I assert there can be no difficulty in setting up a Council of this type. 
Even at present the force of circumstances has compelled the 
Government of India to adopt the rudiments of a system of this 
kind. The annual conferences of ministers which are held at Delhi 
and Simla, at which the ministers from the Provinces meet and 
discuss their problems with the Finance Member of the Government 
of India—^what are these conferences but a Federal Council in 
embryo ? 

There would be no difficulty in fitting in such a Federal Council in 
the Federal Structure Committee's general scheme now before us. 
There is a suggestion in the Report of the Federal Structure Com- 
mittee that the High Court should be centralised. It seems to me 
that there is a kind of feeling in the minds of some of the members 
of this Federal Structure Committee that the present system is not 
altogether satisfactory. I am a lawyer of some years' experience, 
and I have enough experience of the High Court in my own Province. 
I can say, therefore, that the High Court in my Province has not 
been in any way affected by the present system. The people in my 
Province justly regard the Madras High Court as being perfectly 
independent and dispensing justice untrammelled by any extraneous 
mfiuence. 

There is another question of importance that I would hke to refer 
to briefly, and it is the attainment of uniformity in the matter of the 
power of the Federal Government in respect of the Government and 
Indian State Railways. After careful consideration I am strongly 
of the view that it would be to the advantage of our railways and 
the country as a whole, if the administration of State Railways is, 
after such regrouping as may be found necessary, handed over to 
the Provinces, leaving to the Federal Government sufficient powers 
for efficient control. Such powers will be hmited to inspection, 
fixation of rates, laying down rates of depreciation, legislation and 
enforcement .of international labour conventions and securing the 
service of railway debt, in the same manner as irrigation debt. My 
proposal, I have no doubt will lead to a closer co-ordination of 
railway .pohcy to local requirements. 

We are strongly of opinion that Central Government should be 
introduced as soon as possible. Our chief pohtical organisations 
have advocated this policy, and the Muslim Delegation has a mandate 
for this policy. The Delegation has made it clear that it cannot 
discuss any question concerning responsibility in the Central Govern- 
ment until the demands of the Muslim comiuunitv are conceded. 
This pohcy is in accord with Muslim sentiment and Muslim political 
programme. When the Muslims’ demands are met, the Delegation 
would strongly urge that the appropriate machinery to implement 
the Prime Minister’s pohcy announced on Januar\^ 19th, 1931, should 
be set in motion immediately, and a start should be made by 
conferring on the Provinces of British India complete Provincial 
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autonomy, with full power over law and order, as a part of a compre- 
hensive scheme of Federation, with responsible government. The 
details of the federation scheme should be worked out without delay, 
and responsible government in the Centre should be established 
immediately after the necessar}?’ arrangements are complete. An 
assurance should be given to India that the scheme of federation, of 
which Provincial autonomy is only a part, will be implemented 
with the least possible delay. 

{The Conference adjourned at IAS p.m. and resumed at 9.30 p.m) 

Sir Henry Gidney : My Lord, As I understand it, the purpose of a 
speech in this Plenary Session is not to review the whole business of 
the Conference and certainly not at this late hour to introduce new 
suggestions regarding the future form of government in India, 
however ingenious they may be. I take it that in this Plenary 
Session the task of each one of us is to sum up his reaction to the 
proceedings of the Conference as a whole and to relate them to the 
particular school of opinion or interests which he represents. In my 
speech of November 18th last year at a plenary meeting of this 
Conference I gave reasons for my belief that a federal government 
for India would be a plant of slow growth, and I pressed some of the 
conditions adverse to its growth. I asked then that we should fix 
our minds on an immediate advance of a more practical kind than 
this noble, but alas somewhat idealistic vision of an all-India 
Federation. I said then that my conception of a practical measure 
would be to give India immediately complete Provincial autonomy, 
and, when the Provinces had stabihsed themselves, allow them 
absolute freedom to federate with those States which were willing to 
enter into association, and so form a number of -federated units 
which could eventually combine in an all-India Federation with a 
strong responsible and representative Government. Well, My Lord, 
wise men are not slaves to their past speeches, and while adhering 
generally to all I said last November I think the element of responsi- 
bility in the Central Government to which I referred should be 
brought more in the foreground of the picture than I had placed it. 
In a word I agree with so many of my fellow delegates, including 
Sir Hubert Carr and Sir A. P. Patro, that Provincial autonomy alone 
is not enough. It is not enough, not only because it will not satisfy 
the aspirations of large sections of Indian opinion, but because it is 
unworkable, literally unworkable without some adequate and 
appropriate measure of responsibility in the Centre, with safeguards. 
Clearly, Sir, any immediate measure of responsibility at the Centre 
for British India is a grave danger to Federation, It may be that 
political institutions and equally important political conventions will 
arise in British India, that political parties may develop. These will 
make it more and more difficult when the Princes ultimately would 
come in, These dangers must be guarded against at all costs, for 
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there is no permanent hope for India except in the aU-India Federa- 
tion which we around this table have conceived and worked hard to 
attain. That must certainly be the over-riding condition of any 
advance at the Centre of the British Government. 

Sir, there is another vitally important consideration to which 
I shall confine myself almost entirely. That is the question of the 
minorities. I am sure that you, My Lord, and the Prime Minister 
must be heartily sick of these words, for they have been dinned into 
your ears day and night, and all the discussions of this Conference 
seem to end in a blind alley with the words “ communal safeguard 
painted on the wall. But, My Lord, what is Weariness of the flesh 
for you is life and death to us of the minorities, and particularly to 
my community, the smallest and most vulnerable of all. 

The Prime Minister, and, I believe you. Sir, have always declared 
yourself an optimist. My esteemed friend Mahatma Gandhi has also 
made a similar claim. My Lord, I am also an optimist, but I might 
say that when I entered the jVIinorities Committee I did so optimis- 
tically ; I am sorry, however, to remark that I leave it mysti- 
optically. I will not travel old ground. My position is stated in the 
document containing the minorities' demands which was submitted 
to you the last time the Minorities Committee met; and I should like 
to say that those of us who signed that document did so not for the 
purpose of bringing about further schism in Indian opinion ; we did 
so in order to get as great a common measure of agreement as 
possible, so as to limit and define the points of view of the varying 
communities and interests as closely and as clearly as possible. 
Any others who like to adhere to that document can do so ; but 
I do claim that it represents a service to India and a practical step 
towards the solution of the community- problem. Dr. Moonje in 
referring to the League of Nations when it said that it was not right 
to spoon-feed any minority communities  

Dr. Moonje : I did not say it. 

Sir Henry Gidney : —^put forward that claim and applied it to 
the minority problem of India. 

Dr. Moonje : It is the London “ Times " which says so. 

Sir Henry Gidney : Speaking for the community I have the 
honour to represent, let me tell him and the Conference that if he 
includes me in that category, assuming the community has been 
spoon-fed, in our case we have always filled the spoon that has fed 
us. Let it be clearly understood. Sir, that this agreement is not 
meant to be and will not be an additional cause of strife, but, 
properly interpreted and handled, can and should be of inlmeasurable 
assistance to you and your Government in finding a way and a 
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decision through the tangled skein of the intermingled claims and 
counter-claims of India. That is ail I propose to say on the subject 
of the minorities problem. 

As regards my own community, my views and my claims are 
already in your possession, and I confidently look to you and the 
British Government for justice. Sir, for a moment look at the 
cpmmunity that I represent; hitherto an Indian and not an Indian, 
a Briton and not a Briton; claimed by each when we are useful to 
them, rejected when the time comes for the division of political and 
economic guerdons. To you, therefore, and to the British Parlia- 
ment I say that you have no better and more loyal citizens in India 
than the Anglo-Indian community. To my Indian colleagues I say 
that the self-governing India of the future will have no more trusty 
citizens than those contributed by my community. We have done 
our best to be loyal to both countries, India and Britain, and we shall 
continue in that endeavour. To the British I say that our past 
services entitle us to the fullest consideration; indeed, to use the 
words of the Services sub-Committee, to “ special and generous 
consideration.’' To my Indian brethren I would say that any hurt 
to my community, with its singular record of service to the State, 
and the unique part which it has played in the development of 
Indian communications, will be a hurt done to the whole body 
politic of India; and any hurt done to India will be a hurt to my 
community. 

Year by year we are being more and more speedily expropriated 
from Services in India which we have built up ourselves, and which 
are to-day, and I hope will continue to be in the future, the principal 
•sources of wealth in the country. My friend Mr. Ghuznavi referred 
to the economic position of the Muslims in Bengal. That description 
pales into insignificance when I refer to the position of the Anglo- 
Indians in Government services in Bengal today as compared with 
what it was but a few years ago ; indeed,*! make bold to say that in 
some services they do not exist; they have been entirely replaced 
by Bengalis under the guise of Indianisation. 

Sir, I say without hesitation or fear of contradiction, that without 
the Anglo-Indian community India must have waited for decades 
for the development to which I refer, and also, if it had been carried 
out by Englishmen it would have been at a cost vastly higher. 

Again, Sir, I say I do not want to retraverse old ground ; I shall be 
content with stating our unique position and our special claims, and 
leave it with every confidence in your hands. 

Before I conclude, My Lord, I should like to draw the attention 
of this Conference to a very important matter connected with the 
working of one of the great Imperial Services in India, namely the 
Indian Medical Service. You must be aware that, as a result of the 
Government’s omission to deal with the conditions of this Service 
in a comprehensive and thorough manner, a condition exists today 
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both in and out of the Indian Medical Service, of intense misunder- 
standing and restless uncertainty, with the result that this one- 
time magnificent^ Service is sutfering both in prestige and utility. 
This, in my opinion, is in a very large measure responsible for the 
paucity and inferiority of the candidates who are now being recruited 
by nomination in England, and for the acute discontent, amounting 
almost to antagonism, in the Indian medical profession towa.rds the 
present position. 

As a retired officer of the Indian Medical Service, I feel I should be 
failing in my duty both to the Service to which I once had the 
honour to belong as also to-my country, India, if I failed to impress on 
you the great harm that is being done, and will continue to be done, 
to medical science and public health in India if the British Govern- 
ment were suddenly to discontinue the recruitment of British 
LM.S. Officers into the civil medical services of the Provinces. 
In my opinion such recruitment must continue, though in decreasing 
numbers, for some years to come, until Indian medical colleges and 
hospitals are raised to a standard of efficiency equivalent to that of 
European institutes, a state of affairs which certainly does not obtain 
today. Also I feel that India's aspirations to control and man her 
own medical services, and her desire completely to eradicate all 
racial distinctions and differences between British and Indian medical 
officers must be satisfied without delay. The colour prejudice, 
still rampant in India, to my mind, is the curse of India and must be 
stopped at all costs. 

Reviewing the discussion on this subject in the Services sub- 
committee, one cannot but be struck with the unreality and 
impracticability of many of the views expressed. Indeed, My Lord, 
I should say that as far as the medical profession, both official and 
non-official, in India is concerned, the discussion and findings were 
entirely one-sided and e% parie, and for these reasons I suggest to 
His Majesty’s Government the advisability of the early appointment 
of an Expert Committee to go into the matter thoroughly and 
finally. As you know. My Lord, many such committees have sat 
on this subject, but not one report has been accepted. . It is high time 
that a report acceptable to all was started, for both the Britisher and 
Indian want to Imow where they stand today. 

Before I sit down, I desire to refer to just one other point. If our 
proceedings are to be continued in India by way of special committees 
or otherwise, I hope very earnestly that the Government wiH see that 
my community and its point of view are adequately represented. 
I am delighted to know that that remark of mine receives such 
approval from my colleagues, and on no account, I would ask 
Government, let any of these committees examine the question of 
joint versus separate electorates. Regard that, Sir, as a fixed and 
settled matter. Do not, I beg of you be persuaded to re-open it, or if 
you do. Sir, you will give rise to the gravest and the most lively fears 
on the part of the communities concerned. 
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Moreover, any Such effort would be tantamount to discrediting the 
representative character of the signatories to the joint memorandum 
we submitted and the authority with which they spoke. We could 
not tolerate such an aspersion, no matter who persuades you to do 
otherwise. Believe me. Sir, if any such effort is made—and I believe 
I speak on behalf of every signatory to that memorandum as also the 
members of the parties whom they represent—I repeat. Sir, if any 
such effort is made it would raise a storm of passion which would 
wipe out all the good work we have done at the Round Table 
Conference. Settle that problem if you want, yourselves—^we have 
asked you to do so—but do not re-open it. You have tried it in this 
country under, as my friend Mrs. Subbarayan has said, the fog of 
November, but you have here elements which make more for peace 
and harmony. Do not attempt to re-open it in the atmosphere of 
India, surcharged as it is with communal antagonism. Sir, the 
curtain will soon descend on the final scene we are enacting today as 
representatives of India. As one of them who truly and authorita- 
tively represents one of the smallest, yet very important, com- 
munities of India, I pray that Almighty Providence will so guide you 
in your decision that India and her various communities in working 
out her destiny will, in a spirit of trust and confidence, and as children 
of one united family, steadily march on the road to Dominion Status. 
When that goal is reached I fervently hope—and I appeal to the 
Mahatma Gandhi who has refused to recognise my community, for 
reasons I do not know, with logic I cannot understand—I hope, Sir, 
that my community as a member of that family, as it undoubtedly is, 
will not be found wanting or be deprived of the opportunity, as we 
apprehend, in helping to shape the future India as we have so 
materially done for the past India now fast disappearing from our 
vision. Sir, I have done. I have imphcit trust both in Englishmen 
and Indians to help us in our desire, in our ambition—^help which my 
community has by its past and present services worthily merited 
from both countries. We have always played the garne with England 
and India. All we ask of you both is to play the game ^yith us, for 
believe me. My Lord, no community in India stands in greater need of 
protection against the danger of having its economic stability utterly 
ruined. We are your most loyal and patriotic fellow-subjects. 

I am confident I do not appeal in vain. In the name of Anglo- 
India I place the future of my community, whos^ cause I have 
striven to advocate to the best of my ability, before you, the British 
Cabinet and the British Parliament, with every confidence. 

The Maharaj Rana of Dholpur: Sir, with the presentation 
of the Third Report of the P'ederal Structure Committee we have 

* Note.—^The speeches, from that of H.H. The Maharaj Rana of Dholpur to 
that of Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto, on pages 342 to 361, which are marked with 
an asterisk, were, by leave of the Conference, and in order to economise 
time, handed in as written speeches instead of being delivered. 
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reached a stage in our deliberations, when before we come to look 
to the details of each individual question involved, we might just 
look back on the whole question of the evolution of a greater India 
in its entirety. 

We have reached a fair amount of agreement on many points, 
and we are still trying to find out some sort of solutions about others, 
and the results of aU these labours have been encouraging. And 
for all that has been achieved, allow me to thank the Lord Chancellor 
for the far-sighted statesmanship, tact, patience and sympathy 
with which he has guided the deliberations of the Federal Structure 
Committee. 

I have looked at the Report primarily and naturally from the view 
points of the States, along with it, I have not lost sight of the larger 
and equally pressing and important urge of greater India. And 
it is from these points of view that I am going to make certain 
observations. 

For these last many weeks, the work of the Round Table Con- 
ference and of its Committees has largely turned upon points of 
detail. For this reason, in the remarks that I shall make upon the 
Report of the Federal Structure Committee, I shall venture to 
spend the time at my disposal in reiterating once again certain broad 
questions of principle which, I suggest, we shall do well to keep 
prominently in view, if we are to attain satisfactorily the goal 
towards which we are all striving. 

As the Report itself clearly recognises, it is “ essential that the 
India of the future should include with British India, that ‘ Indian 
India,/ which, if Burma is excluded, embraces nearly half of the 
area and nearly a quarter of the population of the country.” 

These two portions of India were spoken of in the first Report of 
,the Committee as two ‘‘ component elements ” of the future federa- 
tion ; and I suggest that we shall do well to remember that the 
distinction between the Indian States and British India is no mere 
question of covenient. nomenclature; it is in actual fact the dis- 
tinction between two different groups of political units, which 
distinctly possess, as the present Report has it, “ widely varying 
polities and divergent degrees of internal sovereignty.” 
. And it is to be remembered that unless what the Report distinctly 
calls “ the natural desire of the Indian States to conserve their 
integrity ” is arbitrarily to be overborne, the distinction between 
the two parts of India in their peculiar form, is bound to persist 
into the future. 

Just as in certain matters the Provinces of British India enjoy 
pronounced political affinity among themselves, constitutionally 
recognised by the existence of Central subjects and Central legisla- 
tion, so the States will in certain other matters enjoy a community 
of interests peculiar to themselves. 
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It seems to me all the more necessary to point out this essential 
factor, in that the framework contemplated in the Report of the 
Federal Structure Committee seems in certain particulars to gloss 
over, in a manner which I suggest is incompatible with the actual 
facts of the situation, the distinction between the two component 
parts of India. 

I would desire in this connection to draw particular attention to 
paragraph 11 of the Report, in which reference is made to proposals, 
which the Committee has not been able fully to discuss, but which, 
they recommend for further consideration. 

Among these proposals is one which I venture to think will 
demand the most careful consideration from all quarters. It is that 
which proposes a unicameral legislature. 

It has the support of no less a figure on the other side of the table, 
than Mahatma Gandhi, and several other distinguished members of 
the British-Indian Delegation; it has on this side the support of 
our farsighted and veteran statesman. Sir Akbar Hydari; it has 
the support of what I venture to term a great and growing body 
of opinion among those States which favour the entry of Indian 
India into the future structure of all-India through the gateway 
of confederation. 

For my own part, I cannot but think that the project of the 
unicameral legislature will serve to obviate many of the admitted, 
difficulties which at the present moment threaten to ppstpone the 
creation of the all-India scheme, which yve all desire ; and I earnestly 
trust that the plan will be examined with the care and attention 
which its potentialities fully deserve. 

While the project of a unicameral federal legislature is one which 
is of equal concern to British India and the Indian States, the 
project which I desire now to explain and to which I would invite 
the attention of my colleagues, is mainly one which concerns the 
Indian States. 

This project may'be called for convenience the confederation plan. 
At the outset, I desire to remove certain misconceptions which, 

to judge from questions put to me on a previous occasion by my 
learned friend. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, are present to the minds of 
my British-Indian colleagues. I cannot claim to rival my learned 
friend, and the many distinguished ornaments of the Indian Bar 
who sit opposite to me, in the arts of debate; and the explanation 
which I shall give of the confederation plan will be <the statements of 
a plain practical man, who does not pretend to be versed in con- 
stitutional subtleties, but is not without some experience of the 
practical needs of administration in India. 

My friend, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, argues that the principles of 
confederation will be a source of conflict between the States and 
British India. But I would ask Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru why he thinks 
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that a confederation of the States will aggravate the position, which 
must in any case arise even in the legislatures which he contemplates ? 
If questions arise in the future Federal Legislature which affect the 
States as a whole, does Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru imagine that the 
States will be prevented from voting together ? In fact, we of the 
Indian States do not contemplate the possibihty of a solid States' 
block voting against a soHd British-Indian block. 

If we thought otherwise, believe me. Prime Minister, the very 
idea of federation would have entirely disappeared as suddenly as 
it appeared, but that I can clearly point out has not been the case. 

We have voluntarily blessed the idea of joining hands with British 
India and we unhesitatingly proceeded with a conviction of the best 
of will, trust and mutual accommodation and the endeared human 
spirit of “ hve and let live." But further than that, we earnestly 
hope that our British-Indian friends in the legislature will be as 
jealous of safeguarding the legitimate rights of the States as we 
ourselves, and the representatives of the States will enthusiastically 
respond. 

We really contemplate, in fact, with the greatest confidence that 
throughout practicaUy the entire range of federal matters the voting 
will be on regiona:l-inres“r~fhe States of one region combining with 
the Provinces on that region, in order to protect regional interests. 

May I therefore suggest to Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru that there are 
no grounds for the apprehension that a Confederation of the States 
would cause the States’ representatives to vote in a solid block, on 
matters, which under the plan, which he accepts, they would 
otherwise treat upon regional hnes. 

Still less substance there seems to me to be, if I may say so, with 
due respect, in Sir Tej Bahadur’s second objection, that the Con- 
federation will form a super-State, and thus reduce the sovereignty 
of the present States. 

While I am delighted to find that Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru is so 
generous a champion of our. cherished sovereignty for ourselves, 
I would point out to him that if the States enter upon confederation, 
they will not thereby be creating a super-State. 

The Confederation will not be a State at all, it will have neither 
executive nor administrative authority attached to it; it will have 
no sovereignty; it will, in fact, only be a piece of convenient 
machinery created for the expressly limited and specified purpose 
of arranging the States’ representation in the best form on an 
all-India Federation. 

Finally, I should like to assure Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and m3* 
British-Indian friends that the project of a States’ confederation 
now counts among its supporters a number of Princes, who are the 
supporters of an ^-India Federation. 
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I should like, therefore, to repeat at this point the conviction 
which I have more than once expressed, that the confederation plan 
is not one to excite alarm or apprehension in the minds of our 
British-Indian fellow-countrymen. It is primarily a project for 
facilitating a large number of Indian States entering into an 
all-India Federation. 

May I take this opportunity of enumerating briefly the advantages 
which it offers, and at the same time of clearing away certain of the 
misconceptions which surround it ? 

Let me begin by enumerating some of the admitted difficulties 
which attend the entry of all the Indian States into a future federation 
on a strictly individual basis. 

In the first place, what criterion is to be adopted for individual 
representation ? Population by itself cannot be a guide; as is 
obvious from the universally admitted necessity providing weightage 
for the States as a whole in the future federal legislature. 

On the other hand, if sovereignty is to be taken as a criterion, 
States which are fully sovereign cannot be expected to accept a 
position of inferiority to other units, whose sovereignty is and has 
been no greater. 

To meet this difficulty, it has been suggested that if the States 
find it difhcult to agree among themselves as to their individual 
representation by a certain date, an impartial tribunal should be set 
up by His Majesty’s Government, whose delicate mission will by 
no means be easy as it will have to adjust with great tact and justice 
and be guided by the two important criteria of size and sovereignty. 

But would it not be better to avoid the heart-burning, and the 
causes of future disunity, to which this procedure might give rise, 
by arranging for a collective representation, which the States could 
work out for themselves, as circumstances require ? 

Indeed, the more closely we scrutinise the suggestions put fonvard 
regarding States’ representation in the Report of the Federal 
Structure Committee, the more deeply I am impressed by the 
difficulties which threaten progress. 

The Report contemplates an Upper House of 200 and a Lower 
House of 300, in which the States’ representatives will number 80 
and 100 respectively. I must take this opportunity of entering 
my own emphatic caveat, which I am convinced has the support of 
the vast majority of the Princes in the Chamber, and of practically 
all of those outside, against the proportionate strength allocated 
respectively to the Indian States and to British. India. 

The claim which we put forward for a fifty-fifty representation 
in the Upper House, I wish to make clear, was conceived in no 
bargaining spirit; it rested upon a solid question of principle. This 
principle was, that the two federating parts of India should be 
equally represented in that Chamber which voiced the views of the 
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various federating governments as a whole. We maintained, as we 
still maintain, that it is no policy to keep one of the two great 
elements of federation in a perpetual statutory minority in the 
Federal Chamber, especially the one, which as a sacrifice is purposely 
deviating from its sovereign position to help the realisation of an 
all-India Federation. This argument itself calls aloud for just 
decision, as I feel sure it will go a long way for the future peace 
and goodwill. 

But whether the proportion ultimately remains as suggested in 
the Federal Structure Committee’s Report, or whether we take the 
more equitable course which I am now advocating, my initial con- 
tention remains the same, namely, that in any Federal Legislature 
of practicable size, the actual number of seats available to the 
Indian States’ representatives will necessitate so considerable an 
amount of grouping, that the individual representation will be 
automatically ruled out so far as a very large number of States are 
concerned. And I must put on record my considered apprehension 
that if the principle of individual representation is adopted, and if 
its application to the States as a whole is thus circumscribed by the 
rigid requirements of practical necessity, many States which have 
hitherto announced their approval of the scheme of federation as a 
general conception will be compelled to withdraw their support. 

On the other hand, if the vision of individual representation for 
all Chamber States disappears, the great majority of the States 
will find themselves equal partners in a States’ confederation which 
will jointly return all the States’ representatives. Such a project, 
which will reconcile the dignity and the individual existence of the 
States, with the practical requirements of the new Constitution is, 
as I have already said, receiving growing support from among those 
States whose natural anxieties have been aroused by the realisation 
that individual representation is impossible for them. 

I would further point out in passing that the plan of confederation 
provides an easy, and indeed a semi-automatic solution for the 
difficulty discussed in paragraphs 15 and 16 of tlie Report, which ► 
V7.ill certainly arise if the entire body of Indian States do not desire 
to enter federation in the first instance. 

I am convinced that the more closely this plan is examined, the 
more clearly will it appear that it will solve a variety of intricate 
questions, which are certain to arise between the States inter se, 
connected with the allotment of representation to particular interests, 
and the redistribution which will be necessary consequent upon the 
entry of further States into the federation. Moreover, it will once 
for all exorcise that spectre which has from time to time alarmed 
the truest and most enthusiastic supporters of the federal idea, 
namely, the virtual impossibility under any scheme of individual 
representation, of fitting a very large number of States, big and small, 
to the framework of a greater India. 
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Further, if I may be so bold as to say so, I believe that there are 
features in the confederation plan, which would appeal very strongly 
to. our British-Indian friends. Not only will this plan facilitate 
the rapid entry of States into the federation, and thus enable the 
scheme of all-India to be initiated with the least possible delay, 
but in addition, it contains within itself the germ of a great educative 
machinery, which will encourage the various States, by moral 
persuasion and by the force of practical example, to pursue the 
ideals inherent in Federation; to modify in a true sense where 
essentially needed their administrations, which will iri no way be 
foreign to the genius of the people of the land. In short we shah 
fully justify our peculiar existence and be worthy and helpful 
partners in the great scheme for the land of our birth, where we are 
no strangers and where our inherent and genuine love for that great 
country is second to none. 

Besides, such a machinery as this will immensely facilitate the 
task of the federal executive in securing the enthusiastic co-operation 
of the States in all federal activities. 

Finally, it has to be remembered that under the plan of con- 
federation, the representatives of the Indian States who will sit side 
by side with the representatives of British India, will not be mere 
nominees, but will themselves have passed through a process of 
very real, though perhaps restricted, election. 

The mere fact that the plan of confederation has been hailed by so 
many representatives of the medium sized and smaller States as a 
solution of the practical difficulties attending their entry into an 
all-India Federation, has perhaps of itself been responsible for 
creating certain apprehensions in the minds of the greater States. 
I am convinced that these apprehensions will disappear, as the 
details of the scheme become better knovra. 

It would obviously be unfair to expect the bigger States to content 
themselves with a single vote in the Electoral College, side by side 
with single votes of the smaller States. A position so illogical has 
never been contemplated. It is proposed that the greatest States 
shall be entitled to a number of permanent seats, in proportion to 
their actual importance. These permanent seats' must, of course, 
be fiUed by the Electoral College from the quota of representatives 
nominated by each big State, so that if a State having four permanent 
seats were to nominate only four candidates, all four would auto- 
matically be adopted by the Electoral College. 

The nomination of a greater number of candidates would not 
only enable the College to elect from that panel the best individuals; 
but would also, place at the disposal of the College, for the purpose 
of the representation of regional and special interests, an adequate 
supply of trained intelligence in which the greater States are 
fortunately so rich. 
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Indeed, one fascinating feature of the confederation plan is its 
accommodating flexibility; and the manner in which it can be 
adapted to meet the requirements of the bigger, as well as the 
smaller States, which if I may say, will be for the undisputed benefit 
to both; as well as to provide for the representation of regional and 
special interests. 

In my judgment, it is this plan and this plan alone, which provides 
the solution of many apprehended difficulties, and I confidently 
commend it to the favourable notice of all those who are true 
supporters of an all-India Federation. 

I thank you. Sir, for giving me the opportunity to make these 
observations. 

^Nawab Liaqat Hay at Khan: Sir, when the general idea of 
federation was first adumbrated at the last Plenary Session‘of the 
Round Table Conference, several of the Indian Princes forming part 
of the Delegation on behalf of the Indian States at the Conference 
welcomed the proposal as the best solution of India’s abstruse 
political problems. They did so in an extremely patriotic spirit, 
inspired and animated with the desire to assist India’s achievement 
of her destined position in the British Commonwealth of Nations— 
a Commonwealth that will go down in history as the most perfect 
achievement of human organisation. Their general acceptance of 
the idea of federation gave a direct he to the charge that has so 
often been made that the Indian Princes are opposed to British 
India’s legitimate pohtical aspirations. It cannot be disputed for a 
moment that the representatives of the Indian States at the last 
Session of the Round Table Conference generally blessed the 
conception of an all-India Federation, because they were of the 
opinion that a federal constitution would be in the best interests 
of India as a whole. It is also true that they welcomed the idea of 
ederation as an ultimate goal, fully conscious of the fact that the 
federal constitution would involve a certain amount of sacrifice 
on their part. It is, however, equally true that none of the Princes 
present at the Round Table Conference contemplated a scheme of 
federation which did not adequately safeguard their sovereignty 
and internal independence to a degree necessary to perpetuate the 
autonomous character of their States. 

When, therefore, on their return to India, the proposed scheme of 
federation was carefully examined by the States, several of the 
Princes who had played a leading role in the deliberations of this 
august Conference last year, including His Highness of Patiala, 
came to the definite and inevitable conclusion that the scheme 
outlined here had to be carefully re-examined and substantially 
supplemented before the majority of the States could reasonably 
be expected to accept the proposals, Such an attitude on the part 
of some of the important States has unfortunately been misunder- 
stood in certain quarters ; indeed, the Memorandum on Federation 
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issued by The Maharaja of Patiala emphasizing this point of 
view evoked a great deal of criticism and controversy. But 
I contend, and I contend very strongly, with due deference to tlie 
eminent constitution-makers at this Conference, that this attitude 
on the part of the States is not only reasonable but fully justified by 
the circumstances of the case. The Indian Princes would be betraying 
the sacred trust and duty which Divine Providence has imposed 
on them in the interests of their States and their subjects if they 
accepted any scheme of constitution which would gradually lead 
to the disappearance of their individual and separate existence. 

It would be perfectly fair on the part of the British-Indian repre- 
sentatives to ask the Indian States to make sacrifices in the common 
interests of a greater India; it would be perfect!}?- legitimate on 
their part to expect that the Princes should wilhngly and gladly 
cede a certain amount of their power and authority to the newly 
constituted Federal Government, in order to create one, united, and 
undivided India, for the benefit of the three hundred and fifty 
millions of India’s sons and daughters; but, certainty, it cannot be 
legitimately argued that the Princes should, in course of time, 
sacrifice all.tha.t they possess, aU that the}/ cherish, all their sacred 
heritage and legacy, in order that British India may realise its 
political ambition. If the States are expected to make sacrifices in 
the interests of India as a whole, British India must equally be pre- 
pared to make sacrifices, and the future constitution of India must 
be framed and constnicted in a spirit of generous compromise. 
I v/ould, therefore, appeal to my brothers in British India—and to my 
British-Indian colleagues here—to be as generous to the States as 
the States are to them, and so make the States’ cause their own. 
As the accredited representative of His Highness The Maharaja of 
Patiala who, as the Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, blessed 
the conception of federation at the last Plenary Session of this 
epoch-niaking Conference, hut who, in the interests of the States, 
also criticised the scheme outhned in the report of the Federal 
Structure Committee, I can assure my British-Indian colleagues 
that the Indian States are fully alive to the legitimate political 
aspirations of British India and are fuUy prepared to make such 
sacrifices as may be necessary in order to help British India realise 
her legitimate'aspirations, but I must also assure my colleagues 
that no constitutional scheme would be acceptable to the vast 
majority of the States which did not recognise and appreciate two 
fundamental principles v/hich the States are not prepared to abandon. 
In the first place, any constitutional scheme which it is intended 
that the States should accept must necessarily recognise the incon- 
trovertible fact that, whereas the Indian States enjoy and exercise 
sovereign power and authority, the other federating units of the 
proposed federation are neither sovereign nor autonomous : hence, 
the constitution must necessarily provide adequate and substantial 
safeguards for the maintenance and preservation of the internal 
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sovereignty of the States. Ho scheme of constitution 'which, does not 
pay due Tega.rd to this important factor wiil> I can assure my col- 
ie&g'ues, be acceptable to the majority of Indian States. Secondly, 
if the British-Indian representatives at this Conference desire that 
the bulk of the Indian States should enter the proposed all-India 
Federation, the federal constitution must provide for the main- 
tenance arid j)reserva.tion of the traditional and time-honoured 
relations between the States and the British Crorvn. The Indian 
States would not, I am sure, be prepared to accept any scheme of 
constitution in which thejr would be placed in such a position as 
would deprive them of the necessary right and power to maintain 
their relations of amity and friendship with the British Crown. 
I submit, with all due deference, that the scheme which has been 
elaborated at the Federal Structure Committee this year, and which 
has been placed before the Confere.nce for our consideration, does 
not adequately recogmise these two principles, and therefore must be 
substantially altered in order to make it acceptable to the States in 
general. 

Sir, v/ith your pennission, I Vvill nov/ proceed to cite one or two 
instances, to substantiate the contention I have advanced that, in 
the proposed constitution, the position of the States wiU not be 
suSicientty safeguarded to enable them to discharge satisfactorily 
their obligations to the Crown, as well as their trust towards their 
subjects. 

Let ITS take, for instance, the question of the representation of 
the States in the Federal Houses. The Federal Structure Committee 
have recommended that the Upper Chamber should consist of 
200 m*embers, in which the allotment of seats of the States should 
be in the proportion of 40 per cent., or approximately 80 seats. As 
regards the Lower Chamber, they have suggested that it should 
comprise 300 representatives, and the allotment of seats to the States 
should be in the proportion of 33J per cent., or approximately 
100 seats. So far as the Lower Chamber is concerned, the oro- 
portions suggested are unobjectionable; since, on the analogy of 
other Federations, the criterion for the allotment of seats should be 
primarily, and subject only to minor modifications, the population 
ratio. But in the Upper House this criterion cannot be admitted. 
Here we are dealing with the Governments of the federating units ; 
we are concerned with the federating Provinces of British India on 
the one hand, and on the other, with the federatmg Indian States. 
Any inequality in representation, any departure from the 50-50 ratio 
of allotment of seats between the two parties of the Federation, 
v/ill necessaril.y condemn the Indian States to a position of perpetual 
inferiority. But it is obvious that if these proportions are finally 
accepted by His Majesty’s Government and by the British Parliament, 
the Indian States will undoubtedly be placed in a position of perpetual 
minority. It has been argued that, o.n the basis of population, the 
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Indian States are not entitled to claim a larger number of seats than 
the number that has been recommended by the Federal Structure 
Committee. I would, however, humbly point out that the ratio of 
population is not the main factor and should not be the guiding 
principle in the constitution, which we are engaged in devising for 
the benefit of India as a whole. Further, the basis of population has 
been disregarded even in the allotment of seats to the various 
Provinces which comprise British India today. To cite one instance 
only^ the Committee have recommended that the Presidencies of 
Bombay and Bengal should have an equal number of representatives 
in the Federal House, although Bengal has double the population 
of the Pi:esidency of Bombay. Similarly, other instances could safely 
be cited from the Report of tlie Federal Structure Committee. AU 
these so-called exceptions to the general rule of the basis of popula- 
tion have been supported on the ground that in all these cases 
considerations of commercial and political importance must 
undoubtedly prevail. In all fairness to the States, I submit, similar 
considerations should prevail when the question of their repre- 
sentation in the Federal Houses is being examined. The States 
are undoubtedly entitled to larger representation on the ground of 
their political importance and internal sovereignty. They are also 
entitled to claim larger representation, in view of the fact that they 
do not in any manner improve their legal status and position by 
accepting the Federal scheme, v/hereas British India will certainly 
be able to realise one of its political aspirations. There is another 
important point Hvhich must not be ignored. When at the last 
plenary session of this Conference, the Indian States accepted the 
principle of federation, they did so because they were informed that 
His Majesty's Government would not be prepared to concede 
responsibihty at the Centre to British India until and unless the 
Indian States agreed to enter the Federation and thereby exercise 
a gtahiHsing influence on the British-Indian elements. With due 
deference I would urge that, if that has been the object of inviting 
the Indian States to join the proposed aU-India Federation, surely 
the object will^ be totally^ frustrated if the scheme now evolved is 
accepted by His Majesty's Government, because the Indian States 
will, under the proposed scheme, be placed in such a position of 
hopeless minority that the question of exercising any kind of 
stabilising influence will never arise. 

For these reasons I am authorised to lend ihy fullest support on 
behalf of The Maharaja of Patiala to the scheme which was devised 
at the Bombay Conference of Princes held in August last, and which 
has now been laid before this Conference so succinctly and clearly 
by The Maharaja of Indore and has been so ably supported by 
His Highness of Dholpur. 

It wih be noticed that the schenie which is now being put forward 
as an alternative proposal differs from the scheme elaborated at the 
Federal Structure Committee this year on two fundamental and 
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essential points. In the first place the comer stone of the alternative 
constitution is the combination or confederation of Indian States. 
This Confederation, it is firmly believed, will obviate several diffi- 
culties which might otherwise arise. For instance, it is difficult to 
conceive of a federal constitution with such a vast number of States 
as exist in India to-day. Indeed, the history of federal constitutions 
does not furnish a single precedent in which such a large number of 
component states have been successfully grouped together. On the 
contrary, there is ample evidence to indicate that a federal con- 
stitution, even when embracing a small group of homogeneous 
states, cannot prove to be stable or successful in the absence of 
strong centripetal forces. I therefore submit that if the principle 
of confederation is not accepted, the proposed constitution will 
prove to be unwieldy and unworkable. Further, the constitution 
as framed by the Federal Structure Committee cannot provide 
adequate and satisfactory?- representation of aU the federating units, 
if the States and the British Indian Provinces individually are 
treated as federating units of the proposed constitution. This 
difficulty is, however, easily solved if all the States which are so 
closely linked together by racial, cultural and pohtical ties, are 
grouped together in one sohd compact body for the purpose of 
federation -with British India. In other words, if we have two 
federating units, namely, the Federation of the British Indian 
Provinces and the Confederation of the States, instead of more than 
400 federating units as under the proposed constitution, it will 
undoubtedly facilitate the smooth and successful working of the 
new constitution for India. 

There is another important factor which must not be lost sight of. 
If the Confederation of States is carried into effect, and this Con- 
federation constitutes a part of the proposed Federation, it will 
undoubtedly strengthen the position of the States in the future pohty 
of India. The Confederation of States as proposed in the alternative 
scheme will be in a position to exercise a stabihsing and sobering 
influence on the extreme elements in the Federal Constitution 
instead of being in a hopeless position of perpetual minority, as 
would undoubtedly be the case if the scheme as elaborated in the 
Federal Stmcture Committee were finally accepted and brought into 
force.' The claim of the States for equal representation in the 
Upper House is also strengthened if the Confederation of the States 
is carried into effect, and there are consequently only two States 
constituting the Federation instead of a large number of component 
units. It is our firm belief that with these two different interests, 
these two federating units differing in regard to political culture and 
tradition, seeking their fullest development in association or com- 
bination in the greatest interest of India as a whole, these two 
different cultures with two different political ideals acting and 
reacting on each other, will undoubtedly be able to produce a pohty 
peculiar to India and best suited to the needs and requirements of 
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the soil. The second point of fundamental difference between the 
scheme evolved at the Federal Structure Committee and the 
alternative proposals which we have put forward relates to the 
question of the method of representation of the States in the Federal 
Houses. The alternative proposals provide a half-way house, 
a compromise between the principles of unrestricted election and of 
undiluted nomination. Our scheme postulates the election of the 
representatives of the States by the Chamber of Princes which it is 
proposed would constitute an Electoral College for the Confederation 
instead of the representatives being nominated by each individual 
state. It is therefore clear that the representatives of the States 
under the alternative scheme will represent the collective interest of 
the Confederation as a whole, and will thus be in a position to promote 
the interests of the States when there is a clash between the ideals of 
the States and the democratic ideals of British India. 

Sir, it cannot for a moment be disputed that the Indian States 
have so far been the noted and remarkable repositories of all that is 
best in Indian art and culture. If India is to retain her individuality 
in the domain of art, literature, and poHtics, the Indian States must 
necessarily play an increasingly important role in the future polity 
of India, and if the Indian States are to acquire a greater importance 
in the future constitution, then I would submit that the alternative 
scheme provides a better and more expedient solution of the most 
difficult problem which faces us today. I would therefore appeal 
to you for earnest and serious consideration of the proposals with 
which are associated the names of Their Highnesses of Indore, 
Patiala and Dholpur, and which are supported by a large section of 
the Princes’ camp—I would appeal to you for your serious examina- 
tion of these proposals in the interest of India, in the interest of 
Great Britain, and in the greater interest of the British Common- 
wealth of Nations. 

« *■ 

*Sir Muhammad Mehr Shah: Sir, I represent in this Conference 
the great landowners as well as the pirs, or spiritual leaders of 
the Muslims in the Punjab. The class to which I belong is one that 
naturally keeps itself above communal strife, and my family in 
particular have been well-known as men of moderate views. I came 
to this country in the hopes of helping to solve the communal 
tangle. I deeply regret that we have not been successful. We have 
all tried our best, but I am sorry to say that the majority community, 
who should have dealt with us as an elder brother deals with a 
younger, have failed to play their part. 

I know that some people like to fasten the blame for our communal 
troubles on the British Government. I am in a position to say that 
this charge is unfounded. For does not the Government know very 
v.'ell that these communal troubles ultimately do no good to anybody, 
certainly not to the third party ? In the first place, they put a stop 
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to all constructive work and to every class of productive activity. 
By interfering with the well-being of the people, they bring trade to 
a standstill. And what Government can approve of such a state 
of affairs ? 

Again, communal squabbles between two parties, one of which is 
stronger than the other, end by making both the contending parties 
enemies of the third party. In the struggle Government have to 
help now one party and now the other, with the result that in the 
end the smaller party comes to feel that it has nothing to gain 
from Government and joins the stronger party. This is what 
happened in Bengal after the revocation of the Partition, as you 
heard last Saturday from the lips of my friend, Mr. Fazl-ul-Huq. 
I feel that the time has come for His Majesty’s Government to settle 
the communal question finally, after making such immediate 
enquiries on the spot as they may consider necessary. I trust that 
the aimouncement which the Prime Minister is going to make 
tomorrow vdll include the immediate creation of some machinery 
that will help him to do this. 

In common with my Muslim brethren, I stand for constitutional 
advance in India, both at the Centre, and in the Provinces, on sound 
logical lines, and I support generally the views put forward by our 
revered leader. His Highness the Aga Khan; I believe, however, 
in steady progress, which, of course, need not be slow progress. 
As an important, step in that direction, I support the idea of an 
Advisory Federal Council,' recently circulated by Mr. Gandhi. 
From the experience I have had of the working of Government at 
the Centre, I think it wiU be all to the good if the various Govern- 
ments of the future Federation are made to come together regularly, 
with the object of making their views felt by the Central Government. 

While welcoming the principle of federation, however, I am 
against any undue advantages, political or financial, being given 
to the Indian States, in order to induce them to come into it. I am 
very glad to find that the able Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, 
His Highness the Nawab of Bhopal, whom all Indians, including his 
Muslim colleagues hold in the highest esteem, has, in his Memoran- 
dum of 13th January, 1931, asked for representation only according 
to population in the Lower House of the Central Legislature. This 
is after aU but just. In my view the States are not entitled to repre- 
sentation in either House of the Federal Legislature except on the 
basis of population. 

I am surprised. Sir, that in the course of this Plenary Session so 
little has been said regarding the need for an immediate loosening of 
the control of the Secretary of State over the Government of India. 
This control has been irksome enough in the past and is now an 
anachronism. There is certainly no excuse for it now with so able 
and experienced a Viceroy as Lord Willingdon at the helm of affairs 
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in India. I trust that this illustrious statesman will be left alone 
for the next few years to guide the destinies of India. 

In conclusion, Sir, I wish to place on record that we Moslems of 
India wiU not accept any constitution which does not satisfy the 
reasonable demands of our community. Amongst the matters to 
which I attach special importance are the maintenance of the 
majorities in the Punjab and in Bengal, the setting-up of the North 
West Frontier Province as a Unit of the Federation of absolutely 
the same status as the other Governor's Provinces, and finally, the 
setting up of Sind as a separate Province. 

^Mr. Shiva Rao : Sir, I wish to make a brief statement in my 
personal capacity. Mr. Giri spoke on Saturday for the entire Indian 
Labour Delegation, and I have not much to add, so far as Labour is 
concerned, to what he said. I believe. Sir, in one of the Prime 
Minister’s first speeches after the last general election he said that as 
Prime Minister, he will never overlook the claims of the millions of 
the workers in this country. I hope that in the work that lies ahead 
in regard to constitution-building for India, he will give a similar 
assurance to the workers of my country. 

There is one point on which I should like to say a word. 
A Boundaries Commission will, I expect, be appointed as soon as 
possible. I submitted a memorandum this year on the need for 
creating a separate Karnataka province by the amalgamation of all 
the Kanarese-speaking areas in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies. 
I shall not go into details ; but in regard to Karnataka—and may 
I add, Andhra—about which Mr. Giri submitted a memorandum— 
the case for separation has been elaborately worked out with remark- 
able precision. The Nehru Report made a special reference to these 
two areas, and the All Parties’ Conference at Lucknow in 1928, 
in adopting the Report, passed a resolution in favour of making 
Karnataka and Andhra autonomous units of administration. They 
would be financially self-supporting, the large majority of the 
inhabitants of these areas have put forward the claim; and both 
areas satisfy, it seems to me, every, test that can be applied for the 
creation of new Provinces. I hope, therefore, they will receive the 
earliest attention. 

Now, I must pass on to another point in which I have already 
taken some interest, namely Burma. A Round Table Conference 
has commenced its work for framing a constitution for a separated 
Burma, and we have been told that in this India’s representatives 
have no place. It seems to me. Sir, that the whole question of 
Burma’s future has been dealt with from the beginning in a highly 
unsatisfactory manner. It was brought on the agenda without 
notice to us last year, and after about half-an-hour’s discussion, 
the Conference in Committee declared itself in favour of separation. 
In the sub-Committee, one or two of the members of the British 
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Delegation recognised the unfairness of such a hurried decision of 
so important a question. When I raised it in the Committee, on 
Lord RusselTs report of the sub-Committee, there were several 
speeches, practically all of them against an announcement of separa- 
tion without an adequate opportunity being given to all sections of 
Burman and Indian opinion to express their opinion. Ultimately, 
Sir, you gave an assurance to Mr. Jinnah that we should have an 
opportunity of discussing the question at a Plenary Session. Ten 
of us, including Messrs. Chintamani and Mody, who are not 
here today, sent a written statement to the Prime Minister on 
19th January this year, requesting His Majesty’s Government not to 
commit themselves to a policy of separation without further dis- 
cussion. To our surprise and regret, we found that in the Prime 
Minister’s concluding speech in the afternoon of that day, a pro- 
visional announcement was made in favour of separation. 

An official Committee was appointed subsequently in India, 
consisting of Mr. Nixon and Sir Henry Howard, to work out the 
financial consequences of separation of both countries. I should 
have thought that in work of this character, the Committee would 
include non-official Indians and Burmans. However, the Nixon- 
Howard report is a remarkable document. It is remarkable mainly 
for the reason that while it disagrees with Sir Walter Layton’s 
conclusions as embodied in the Simon Report, there seems to be very 
little agreement between Mr. Nixon and Sir Henry Howard in their 
discussion of the details of the .^cheme. 

It is not for me to discuss how the Burma Conference wiU or 
should discharge its primary task of framing a constitution for 
a separated Burma. But I observe that the Conference is also to 
discuss the relations between Burma and India. I cannot understand 
with whom that discussion is to take place, if India’s representatives 
are not present in the Conference. May I here quote a brief sentence 
from the first speech that Lord Russell made as Chairman of the 
Burma sub-Committee on 5th December last year ? Referring to 
the suggestion fOr a separate Burma Round Table Conference to 
be held in due course in London, Lord Russell said :— 

“ It is obvious, of course, that India would wish to be repre- 
sented on that Conference to some extent, no doubt,.in regard 
to questions that would arise.” 

We understood that to mean that India’s representatives would have 
a place on that Conference. But, Sir, our request for the election 
of ten of our Delegates to the Burma Conference has now been 
rejected. 

I want to refer also to the communiqud issued on 21st August this 
year by His Majesty's Government, announcing the Burma Confer- 
ence. It was one of the final acts of the Labour Government, when 
Mr. Wedgwood Benn was Secretary of State for India. The com- 
unmiqu^ stated that the Burma Conference would meet after the 
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completion of the work of the Federal Structure sub-Committee but 
before the termination of the Plenary Session of the Indian Confer- 
ence ; and that the work of the Burma Conference would be open to 
review to “ all parties concerned." We understood the communique 
to mean that the Prime Minister’s assurance, given last year, would 
be carried out at least at this Plenary Session, and we, who are 
certainly the foremost among all the parties concerned, would have 
an opportunity to review the work of the Burma Conference. 

Sir, since the issue of that communique, there has been a change 
of government in this country after the last general election. The 
preoccupations of the new Government have possibly prevented it 
from commencing the work of the Burma Conference in the manner 
and at the time indicated in that communique. But what is the 
result ? We are deprived of the opportunity, which we expected 
to have, of reviewing the work of the Burma Conference, and 
particularly, the relations between the two countries. The Burma 
Conference is deprived of contact with us in their deliberations. 
One thing. Sir, is clear. There can be no final decisions until India— 
not only the Government of India—^has had her say in the matter. 
I hope it may be possible for the Government to declare before the 
conclusion of this Conference how and when that opportunity will 
be given to India. 

I have referred at some, length to the problem of Burma for two 
reasons. In the first place, I am keenly interested in the future of 
that Province, But an even more important reason is that there 
is some danger that the fate of the Burma Conference may also 
overtake the Indian Conference. Sir, the history of constitutional 
reforms for India has been a pecuhar one. In 1924, a Labour 
Government appointed the Reform Enquiry Committee, known as 
the Muddiman Committee. It made hopeful progress for a time; 
but just at the crucial moment, the Labour Government resigned, 
and at the general election, the Conservative Party won and assumed 
office. The result was seen immediately in the Majority Report of 
the Muddiman Committee ; both the Majority and the Minority 
Reports were rejected by the Government, and the Simon Commission 
was appointed. Bitter agitation followed, there was boycott and 
civil disobedience. The Round Table Conference was ultimately 
called by a Labour Government in 1930. In what spirit it was 
conceived, and in what manner it would have continued its work 
was shown by Mr. Wedgwood Benn in the splendid speech he made 
this afternoon. But there has again been a general election in this 
country and a National Government is now in power. But, at least. 
Sir, there is the same Prime Minister. He is committed to the 
position outhned in his final speech on 19th January last. Only 
recently, he declared that not only he, but the whole Government 
stands by that policy. It would have helped us in this plenary 
session, if before the conclusion we could have had the announcement 
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which he is making tomorrow. We shall have no opportunity of 
expressing our views on the official statement of His Majesty's, 
Government. We do not know if there will be a continuation of the 
work begun in this Conference, after we disperse to-morrow. But 
I profoundly trust that there may be no repetition of the history 
of 1924. During the last seven years, India has changed rapidly. 
The masses are more awake and better organised than they were a 
few years ago. Their discontent, for a variety of reasons, some 
permanent, others I hope temporary, has never been deeper. The 
breakdown of this Conference wiU involve both India and this 
country in a disaster which will make friendly relations between 
the two countries impossible in the future. 

^'Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto: Sir, I must thank you in the first 
instance, for having afforded me an opportunity to express my 
views regarding the deliberations over which we have been engaged 
for the last three months. Our time. Sir, being limited, my speech 
must, of necessity, be short; but short as it may be, I can assure 
you that the views expressed therein lack nothing in sincerity of 
purpose. 

I do not propose to refer to the many controversial questions 
which I think have been sufficiently dealt with by my distinguished 
predecessors. 

The Conference has come to an end without achieving any tangible 
result, and are all anxiously looking foiward to the statement 
the Prime Minister proposes to make in winding up the discussions. 
Whatever that statement may be, I am confident that the significance 
of the discussions could not have been missed by him. There has 
been a sharp cleavage of opinion between the different sections^ 
specially in regard to the position of the minorities. What the 
minorities have been clamouring for is not power, but the right to 
existence. They refuse to agree to any constitution in which their 
just and reasonable claims do not find a place. Any transfer of 
power in order to be real, workable and beneficial, must be made 
having these facts in mind. 

Let me at once say that if we have failed to arrive at an agreement 
on the question of minorities, the blame lies on the shoulders of 
those who lightly brush aside safeguards for minorities in any 
constitutional change. I deeply regret that even the Prime Minister's 
personal efforts to adjust di&rences were of no avail. 

Sir, I come from an agricultural class of people who form 85 per 
cent, of His Majesty’s subjects in India, and venture to think, can 
have claim to some knowledge of their needs and difficulties. It is 
very hard for many here to conceive the state of things in the 
countryside. I am told that the Congress represents this class of 
His Majesty’s subjects too. I seriously ask them if they have devoted 
any attention to the amelioration of the condition of these people. 
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Is the stirring up of an agitation at Bardoli and the raising of the 
Hindu tenants against their Muslim landlords in the United Provinces 
an indication of their interest ? 

Sir, the state of these people has been daily growing from bad to 
worse since the reforms. Taxes have risen, poverty is rampant 
among them, and their land has already slipped out of their hands 
into the hands of the moneylenders and the capitalists, who charge 
85 to 50 per cent, interest. What is the good of responsible Govern- 
ment, if these conditions cannot be improved ? It is only by making 
the^ administration cheaper, purer and more sympathetic towards 
their needs that you can bring contentment and prosperity. 

The reasons that have enabled the Congress to secure its present 
preponderating inliuence on the political situation are not far to seek. 
Mostly they are economic. But it is also my considered opinion 
that this body includes many whom racial discrimination and lack 
of equal opportunities have driven into it. Remove that dis- 
crimina.tion, grant equal opportunities to your Indian fellow subjects, 
maintain law and order, protect the people from the tyranny of 
law-breakers who, in their hearts believe in Constitutional advance, 
and whom you have ceased to support at present—^you cannot play 
the dual role of beggar and Government at the same time—and 
cultivate your friends. Do this and the British connection with 
India may yet continue for very long. 

I now turn my attention to the separation of Sind, the Province 
I come from. It is difficult to offer any detailed criticism on the 
Report of the Finance Committee on the separation of Sind. It is 
clear, however, that the Committee have exaggerated the amount 
of the deficit that Sind would be incurring if separated from Bombay. 
In coming to their conclusions, they have failed to take into account 
the world conditions of the last three years. With improvements 
in these conditions and reductions in the present costly administra- 
tion, Sind would soon find itself on its own legs. When one con- 
siders that at present aU the Provinces are showing a budget 
deficit, too much importance to this aspect would only cloud the 
real issues. On the other hand, Bombay, with its own commitments, 
is already a deficit Province, and to keep the burden of Sind on its 
shoulders would only augment its liability. Self-determination is 
the keynote of our deliberations and it would be an anomaly if that 
principle were lost sigl^ of in considering the separation of Sind. 

In conclusion. Sir, I tender to the Prime Minister my heartfelt 
thanks for the most painstaking way in which he has tackled the 
knotty problems that have confronted us. In devoting so much of 
liis valuable time to the Indian question, he has served, not only 
India, but done sig;nal service to his own country in bringing into 
broad rehef the sincere goodwill with which the Round Table 
Conference was invited. His singleness of purpose has endeared 
him to everyone in this assembly, and I join with the Lord Chancellor 
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in saying that if and when Federal India comes into being, he, with 
common consent, will be hailed as the Architect of Federal India/' 

Mr, Birla : My Lord, I represent in this Conference along with 
my two colleagues. Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas, and Mr. Jamal 
Muhammad, Indian commerce, trade and industries. 

Sir, the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
which I have the honour to represent here, is an organisation to> 
which nearly forty-five commercial bodies from all parts of India are’ 
affiliated. We have got the entire Indian coal trade affiliated in our 
Federation., We have got the entire Indian insurance business- 
affiliated to our Federation. We have got the entire shipping trade 
so far as it is in the hands of Indians, affiliated to our Federation. 
The tea trade, so far as it is in the hands of Indians, is affiliated to us. 
The Ahmedabad Cotton Mills, the Punjab Cotton Mills, the Bengal 
Cotton mills, and a good many of the Bombay cotton mills are 
affiliated to the Federation. The same is true of the Indian jute 
trade, the bullion trade, and Indian banking. Perhaps, besides the 
Congress Delegation, ours is the only Delegation which is properly 
elected by the representative bodies and who have come here with 
a certain mandate. The views, therefore, which I may express here, 
may be taken as the views of the Indian mercantile community. 

Sir, at the conclusion of the last Round Table Conference, when the 
Premier made his famous declaration, we had the privilege to consider 
it and at that time we felt that the responsibility at the Centre, as 
enunciated at the last Round Table Conference was hedged in by so 
many considerations, so many reservations and safeguards that it 
would not lead us to the goal which we had in view. Frankly 
speaking. Sir, we were not at all satisfied with the Statement 
which the Premier made at the conclusion of the last Round Table 
Conference. But our misgivings were very much allayed when the 
famous pact was concluded between Mahatma Gandhi and Lord 
Irwin, and it was definitely made clear that all the safeguards and 
reservations were to be in the interests of India. Having this 
prospect before us we came here with reasonable hopes of finding a 
satisfactory solution of the constitutional problem. We came here 
with a determination to do our best; we came here if necessary to 
make compromises, and to reconcile our conflicting views. We 
have been working here for the last nine weeks, and it is time that 
we should franldy state what we feel about our deliberations so far. 

If I may say so frankly, we are not at all satisfied with what has 
taken place here. It has been stated by some of my colleagues here 
that the Round Table Conference has been a success. I should not 
be fair to myself and my colleagues if I did not say that we do not 
take the same optimistic view of our deliberations. Let me put 
before you. Sir, in a few words what we feel. For the first six weeks 
we had no discussion on the essentials. We came here to discuss the 
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reservations and such safeguards as may be demonstrated to be in 
the interest of India ; and for six weeks we did not have a whisper 
of discussion on the safeguards. Then we had some half-hearted 
discussion, and, if I may put it so, the net result has been that, far 
from making any advance on the conclusions arrived at the last 
Round Table Conference, we have receded to the region of the Simon 
Report or the Government of India Despatch. After all, we have 
to judge of our success or failure from the reports which have been 
presented to this Conference, and I submit that the reports do not 
warrant any optimistic view. 

I win confess that so far as the questions of military and external 
relations are concerned, I do not propose to touch them because they 
are beyond me; but if I may briefly analyse the reports—particul- 
larly the report dealing with financial safeguards, I may say that 
there is not a shadow of control proposed to be given to the future 
Indian Government in the sphere of finance. Sir, let me briefly put 
before you a picture of the present Finance Department of the 
Government of India. What is it that the Finance Department at 
present does ? It controls the currency and exchange, and it also 
controls the revenue and expenditure of the Government. The 
Budget of the Government of India, excluding Railway finance, 
amounts to nearly 90 crores. Now let us analyse it and see what 
amount of control, if any, we are getting on the finance of India. 
I would start first of all with the Reserve Bank and the control of 
currency and exchange ; but before I do so I may also point out 
that there is another department of the Government of India which 
is called the Commerce Department and which controls the Indian 
railways. The budget of the Indian Railways amounts to nearly 
40 crores. 

Mr. Joshi : 100 crores. 

Mr. Birla : I mean the net budget. I am not talking of the gross 
budget. It is 40 crores.. Now, Sir, that is a very important depart- 
ment ; and when we talk of financial control with safeguards, the 
natural inference which one is to draw is that the Commerce Depart- 
ment will be transferred to popular control without any safeguards; 
but I doubt whether that is so. We have not at any length discussed 
the position of the Indian Railways, but a small paragraph has been 
put in on page 19 of the Federal Structure Committee’s Report of 
the last Round Table Conference where it is stated that in this 
connection the sub-Committee took notice of the proposal that a 
statutory railway authority should be established, and are of opinion 
that this should be done if after expert examination this course seems 
to be desirable.” Nothing is mentioned as to whether this Statutory 
Board is to be constituted by the Federal Legislature or by any other 
authority. Nothing has been mentioned as to who is going to 
control the future pohcy of the proposed Statutory Board. This is 
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a very important department, and I regret to note that, in spite of 
the fact that the matter was brought to the notice of the Lord 
Chancellor by my colleague, Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas, in the 
Federal Structure Committee, no notice was taken of it, and a 
department which has control of 40 crores (net), or of about 100 crores 
(gross), has still been left untouched, with its functions and policy 
undefined. Therefore, I cannot say whether it is the desire of this 
Conference that this department should be entirely put under the 
control of the popular minister, or if there are going to be certain 
reservations even in regard to this department. 

Coming to the Finance Depo-rtment as it is constituted as such> 
let us see. Sir, what reservations or safeguards have been proposed. 
I will take first of all the question of currency and exchange. It is 
proposed that a Reserve Bank should be estabhshed to control day 
to day transactions so far as they concern currency and exchange, 
but, as regards the power of amending the Indian Currency Act, 
it is still proposed that the matter should be left with the Governor- 
General. I will read this paragraph :— 

''With the same object again provision should be made 
requiring the Govemor-GeneraFs previous sanction to the 
introduction of a bill to amend the Paper Currency and Coinage 
Act, on the lines of section 67 of the Government of India Act.'*' 

Thus so far as currency and exchange are concerned, they are not 
to be entirely transferred to popular control. The Reserve Bank 
would be there and it would the creation of the Federal Legislature, 
but the fundamental powers so far as the question of the pohcy of 
exchange is concerned wdll still rest with the Governor-General. 

Then, Sir, we come to the general budget, that is, the revenue and 
expenditure, which, as I said, amounts to 90 crores. Well, the finance 
of the Army, it is proposed, should be controlled by the Crown, and 
that takes away 47 crores. .Then there is the question of debt 
services, and that amounts to 15 crores and is again to be reserved to 
the Crown. Then there is the question of pensions and other things 
amounting to 10 crores, and that again is reserved for the Crown. 
Out of a budget of 90 crores, 72 crores or even more is to be reserved 
to the Crown. Out of the total functions of the Finance Department, 
currency and exchange is to be controlled by the Governor-General. 
Out of a budget of 90 crores, 72 crores are to be controlled by the 
Governor-General. May I ask. Sir, what is left after that ? 

I was not at all surprised when I found that wide powers were 
proposed to be given to the Governor-General, the powers with regard 
to intervention in budgetary arrangements given in paragraph IB 
and certain powers given in paragraph 14; because, when you 
mortgage 80 per cent, of your revenue, you must give powers of that 
sort. When my esteemed friend. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, was. 
joining issue with Lord Reading on the question of certification,. 
I could not help feeling that he was not looking at the facts squarely; 
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I felt that Lord Reading was more logical; because, if you hand 
over 80 per cent, of your revenues to the Crown, how could you insist 
that safeguards should be less rigid ? I maintain. Sir, that as long 
as 80 per cent, of our revenue is mortgaged there is no way of 
avoidmg these safeguards. Therefore the financiai control could 
never be effective whether it is today or twenty years hence or 
even 100 years hence so long as this position is maintained. 
I maintain that until you reduce this mortgage the financial control 
will never be effective. If we want to have control over our finanees 
let us first of all deal with the basis on which these safeguards are 
built. Let us reduce the mortgage first and then discuss safeguards. 
Safeguards then probably would be tolerable even if they are rigid, 
but as the position stands at present, and with the proposals before 
us of reser^dng 70 crores out of 90 crores to the Crown, I say that 
even if the safeguards are relaxed it is not possible to get anv 
efiective control over finance. We must see things as they are and 
not deceive ourselves into thinking that by creating an Advisory 
Council here or by doing something else there we are going to get 
an5rthing of the kind we desire. Therefore let us first of all see 
whether we can or cannot reduce the mortgage. 

I maintain that with sincerity and goodwill it is possible to 
reduce these heavy charges. I as briefly as possible. Sir, propose 
to lay before you how it is possible. It is possible as I have said only 
if there is goodwill, if there is a genuine desire to come to some 
honourable settlement. If there is no desire and no goodwdli then 
the task becomes impossible. But in any case I think it my duty 
to lay before you my views in this connection. 

Let us take first of aU our mihtary charges. In 1913 they amounted 
to 33 crores. They went up to 59 crores and now they are about 
47 crores. The Simon Commission stated that comparing the figures 
of 1913 with those of 1928 the increase was 100 per cent. Military 
expenditure in India in 1928 as compared with 1913 registered an 
increase of something like 100 per cent. Now, Sir, what has been 
the increase in other countries ? These are not my figures. The 
figures have been compiled by the Simon Commission and I am only 
quoting them. In the Dominions the increase was only 33 per cent. 
In Great Britain the increase has been 48 per cent. Would you not 
admit. Sir, that this increase is simply monstrous ? What is the 
reason for this increase ? Prices have not risen since 1913. We 
have come back to the same level. It is quite correct that there 
was an increase in prices in the interim period but now the level is 
more or less the same as in 1913. No one can suggest that the danger 
to the peace of India has been in any way aggravated since 1913. 
I should say that with the invention of new weapons, with aerial 
warfare, with the growing mechanisation of the army, military 
expenditure should have gene down. It is impossible for anyone 
to maintain that such an increase is at all justified. 
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I am a layman and I cannot analyse in detail where the army 
expenditure should be reduced but as a layman and a man with 
common-sense I can at least say this much that there is no 
justification for any increase above the fi[gure at which it stood in 
1913, which was 33 crores. I say, Sir, that with genuine desire and 
goodwill it is possible to bring down the army expenditure at least 
to the level of 1913. Then, Sir, the Simon Commission said that it is 
not fair that all the military expenditure should be charged to the 
Indian revenues. I agree. I wish. Sir, that the Prime Minister 
had been in the Chair just now because this was his opinion also. 
In fact he went to the length of saying that 90 per cent, of the 
Indian mihtary expenditure should be charged to the Imperial 
revenues. I would be a httle modest. He said 90 per cent, and I will 
be satisfied with less, but I think no one can resist the proposition 
that a substantial portion of our mihtary charges are for Imperial 
purposes and should not be debited to the Indian revenues. Now, 
Sir, I think all will agree that it is possible to bring down the mihtary 
expenditure to a much lower level. That is one item over which 
I think we ought to have substantial agreement. It is in the interest 
of England, it is in the interest of India that we must economise in 
that direction. 

Coming to the next item, namely, of debt service, I need not 
assure you, because the Congress has already assured aU, that it is 
not the intention of any one to escape one single farthing of our just 
obhgations, but there are claims which I maintain ought to be 
examined. The Congress has issued a Report, and I know that 
some of you may simply laugh and say that this is a ridiculous 
claim v/hich could never be entertained, but I maintain that some 
of the claims that have been made by the Congress could be justiB.ed, 
at any rate. Any impartial observer would come only to one 
conclusion, that there are a number of items which should never 
have been debited to the Indian revenue : expenditure on account 
of the Egyptian War, expenditure on account of the Sudan War, 
expenditure on account of the Abyssinian War. May I ask what 
India had to do with all these wars ? Is it not fair that we should 
examine our obligations and see whether some of the items which 
were debited to the Indian revenue should not now be debited to 
the British revenue ? Then, again, if it is contended, as it has been 
even by the Simon Commission, that a portion of the military 
expenditure should in future be charged to the Imperial revenue, 
may I askwhat about the past ? It is all right to say that 
adjustment should be made in future, but I say, what about the 
past ? It is only a question of principle. If in the past the total 
expenditure has been charged to the Indian exchequer and if it is 
proved that a portion in future should be debited to the British 
revenue there is no reason why we should not adjust also our past 
accounts. I am sure there is a very strong case for the investigation 
of our liabilities, and if our liabilities were examined by any impartial 
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tribunal—I do not mean the League of Nations—I say if our 
liabilities were examined by any impartial tribunal composed of 
Englishmen and Indians they could come only to one conclusion; 
that India has been treated unjustly and that a large amount should 
never have been charged to the Indian revenues, and that now there 
should be an equitable adjustment of India’s burden. 

If, Sir, we attacked only these two items we could make a sub- 
stantial reduction. Then, if we could so reduce our mortgage, 
probably the safeguards would be tolerable. Probably you would 
not insist on safeguards of the kind on which you are insisting at 
present, because then the percentage which is now 80 would go 
down ; it may be below 50, it may go down even to 40, and therefore 
you would not be insisting on the same rigidity as you are insisting 
on today. I again suggest, Sir, that if we are to insist on complete 
financial control, whether today or twenty years hence, you will 
have to face this problem ; you will have to reduce these mortgages. 
Until then it is not possible to have effective control. 

Now, Sir, let us consider this question from another angle. What 
is the imphcation of an 80 per cent, mortgage ? We Indians have 
maintained ah along that the Indian administration is a most costly 
administration. It may be very efficient. Ah the same it cannot 
be denied that it is a very costly administration. Now supposing 
the future Finance Minister, with the approval of his Cabinet, 
decided that economies should be made in certain respects, where 
is he going to make those economies ? Out of 90 crores, 72 crores 
is already reserved to the Governor-General which the Finance 
Minister cannot touch, which he should not touch. There are only 
20 crores left. What economies is he going to effect in 20 crores ? 
He may effect paltry economies here and there, but he cannot make 
any substantial economy. And, over and above that, he must have 
money for future developments in India. Where is he going to 
find the money ? You are putting a sort of permanent seal on the 
extravagance of the past administration. He cannot touch your 
70 crores ; he must impose new taxation ; and how is he going to 
find new taxation ? He must be faced with a deficit budget every 
year. Do you think this is the kind of financial control which we 
want ? It is something hke having possession of the Treasury vaults 
without its contents. I do not think any self-respecting Finance 
Member could carry on with all these rigid safeguards and will care 
to accept office with a stipulation that 72 crores every year, without 
questioning the justification, shall be handed over to the Governor- 
General. 

Sir, much has been said about satisfying the City financiers. 
Speaker after speaker got up and talked of our sterling debts, as if 
aU our liabilities confined to them. I was a little pained when 
I heard my esteemed friend SirPadamji Ginwalagetup and say that 
his peace of mind would not be disturbed even if he found the 
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mortgagee in possession. In fact I was very much pained to hear 
that. We all take it for granted that we have to satisfy only the 
City financiers ; but we forget that half of the Indian liabilities have 
been provided by the Indian investor. 

Sir P. Ginwala : I am sorry to interrupt my friend, but I made 
no distinction between sterling and rupee debts at all. 

Mr. Birla : Well, Sir, he said even if he found the mortgagee 
in possession— 

Sir P. Ginwala : The legal position was such. I did not say he 
was in possession. 

Mr. Birla: I am coming to that. He said that even if he 
found the mortgagee in possession. 

Sir P. Ginwala : No, not the mortgagee in possession—even if 
the legal position was that the mortgagee was in possession. 

Mr. Birla: Who is the mortgagee ? Is it the City financier alone ? 

Sir P. Ginwala : No, I did not say that. 

Mr. Birla : It is not the City financier alone. Well, if it is also 
the Indian investor, may I ask if the Indian investors have sent 
their representative here to ask for these safeguards ? For whose 
benefit are we providing these safeguards ? Satisfy the City 
financier by all means ; I am prepared to satisfy him ; but I would 
issue a warning to my friends not to run too much after the City 
financier, trying to woo him, because you have not only to satisfy 
him, but, more than that you have to satisfy your Indian investors ; 
and if you mortgage 80 per cent, of your revenues the. Indian 
investor is not going to be satisfied with thp.t sort of'finance. He 
does not want that sort of safeguard. In whose interest are you 
going to mortgage 80 per cent, of our revenue ? Surely not in the 
interest of the Indian investor. 

I therefore maintain. Sir, that you may satisfy the City financiers, 
but do not ignore the Indian investor, because if you lose his 
confidence you cannot maintain the credit of the Indian Government 
even for one day. This Government could not do it and your 
Government shall not do it. It is impossible for any Government 
to maintain the credit of India without inspiring confidence in the 
Indian investor. Who is going to provide money for aU the new 
developments ? Certainly not the City financiers. It is the Indian 
investor who is going to provide the money, and you should do 
nothing which may lose you his confidence. 

Did the Argentine or America, when they borrowed money from 
London, provide any safeguards in their constitutions ? Why 
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should the City financiers ask for constitutional safeguards from us ? 
After all, we have been with them and we want to be with them as 
their partners. The Argentine is not your partner; America is 
not your partner. Still, America borrowed a large amount of 
money before the War, and they never provided any safeguards 
of the kind which you are providing in our constitution. They did 
not provide anything of the kind in their constitution. Therefore 
I issue a warning that you should not ignore the Indian investor. 
And I want to make it clear that the Indian investor does not want 
these safeguards; he detests these safeguards, because these safe- 
guards which are proposed are not in his interest; they are in the 
interests of the City financiers. He knows very well that if 80 per 
cent, of the revenue is mortgaged to London, to the Governor- 
General, then his position is simply jeopardised. His position is 
not at all secure. And, therefore, we strongly oppose these 
safeguards. 

It may be asked whether it is possible to prepare a workable 
scheme and to that I would answer that it is. I said at the beginning 
that it was possible to prepare a workable scheme provided there is 
goodwill, there is sincerity, and there is a genuine desire to come to 
some sort of amicable settlement; but. Sir, I very much regret 
to have to confess that that atmosphere is totally lacking at 
present here.. 

The last Report by the Federal Structure Committee on safeguards 
is worse than it was last year. It has been decided that you cannot 
define financial safeguards at present. The shadow of control 
which the last Round Table Conference proposed to give has been 
obliterated and indeed wiped out of existence. I maintain, therefore,, 
that it does not look at present as if there was a genuine desire to 
come to an amicable agreement. We have been talking of safeguards 
and that sort oHhing so far simply to waste our time. If there was 
a genuine desire to do so, I maintain it is possible to arrive at an 
amicable solution; but, whatever may be said, whatever protests 
may be made from the Government benches, the fact remains that 
if the mandate '' Wind up the Conference and send Gandhi back 
has not been obeyed in the letter, at least it has been obeyed in the 
spirit. Tom.orrow may show a change of heart, but up to this 
time I confess frankly that I do not see any genuine desire to come 
to any workable agreement. 

You may, if you like. Sir, blame us for not having arrived at a 
communal settlement. I deplore the fact and I confess our failure.. 
If you like you may exploit it, but may I put this point to you. 
Have you perfect unanimity in your own country? Have you 
settled your minority problem ? Are you all united on the question 
of tariffs and many other problems ? Certainly not. Why then 
should you exaggerate our disunity ? There are reasons for this 
disunity, and I hope we shall be able to come to some agreement 
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among ourselves ; but I would warn you not to exaggerate it and 
not to take advantage of it. 

The Conference may be wound up and Mahatma Gandhi may be 
sent back, but, may I ask, what next ? Have you got any pro- 
gramme ? People here swear by law and order, and I should like 
to say. Sir, that we business men too, are equally for law and order. 
It is under law and order that business men thrive. Disturbance, 
discontent and anarchy do no good to any one, certainly not to 
business men. 

The difference, however, between us and those reactionaries who 
have been crjdng hoarse for law and order and who have been swear- 
ing by strong government is this, that while we really want law and 
order in India the reactionaries here are actually driving the country 
towards disorder, strife and anarchy. They are not leading the 
country towards law and order. We were sermonized on the 
efficacy of persuasion and reason. It was said that the policy of 
the Congress was a policy of negation, a policy of destruction, a 
sterile policy. What have you proved ? We have been discussing, 
reasoning and trying to persuade you for the last nine weeks. What 
is the result ? We are nowhere. Has it not been proved by your 
actions that the policy of persuasion and of reason has failed ? 

I am sorry to have to say that, but, as a simple-minded man, I 
cannot draw any other inference. You have said in so many words 
that the policy of persuasion.has failed, and what is it that you 
are doing? You are challenging the Congress to start the civil 
disobedience movement again. In whose interest do you want to 
head the country towards disorder and strife ? Surely not in the 
interest of India; surely not in the interest of England. I feel 
puzzled because what are the implications of the civil disobedience 
movement ? I do not want to frighten—I have no desire to do so— 
but as a business man I think. Sir, it is my duty that I should lay 
these facts before you. Now, what are the implications of the 
civil disobedience movement, the no-tax campaign. As a result 
of it the land revenue constituting an item of 35 crores, suffers. 
Excise goes down. That constitutes an item of 20 crores. Business 
suffers and the result is that the Income-tax goes down. Boycott 
foreign goods and Customs decline. The breaking of the salt laws 
means that the salt revenue goes down. The result is that there 
is again a deficit in the budgets. Central and Provincial. You have 
been emphasising the importance of the credit of India. What 
happens to the credit of India and how are you going to balance 
the budget ? Not through new taxes because no source of taxation 
has been left untouched. Not through borrowing because when a 
country is in a disturbed condition no investor, whether he be an 
Englishman or an Indian, cares to invest his money in Government 
securities. The result is that you must be prepared to remit money 
from England to govern the country. I put this question : In 
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whose interests is this all going to happen ? Is it going to do any 
good to your trade in India, any good to your industries, any good 
to your sterling ? Whom is it going to benefit ? I ask this question 
and I feel puzzled. The other day a friend of mine paid Englishmen 
the compliment of being a nation of shopkeepers. It was a compli- 
ment. When I see a nation of shopkeepers—I am using that phrase 
in a complimentary sense—^when I see men of common-sense, 
business men ready to remit money simply to govern a country 
which could be governed in other ways, better, cheaper and really 
satisfactorily, I do not understand for whose benefit it is all 
happening. There is the other side of the picture. Lord—then 
Mr.—Snowden once rightly remarked that if you increased the 
purchasing power of each person in India by a farthing per day 
there would be an increase in your trade of 60 million pounds per 
annum. Those are the two pictures. Why should we not choose 
the better of the two ? Why cannot we come to some sort of 
honourable settlement by which we can have peace and prosperity 
in the country ? Law and order I certainly want, but I say that 
law and order cannot be maintained unless the country is governed 
with the consent of the people. 

No Government can be strong enough to govern a country 
without its consent. Therefore I maintain that if you desire law and 
order the condition is that you must govern us with the consent of 
the people or the people must govern themselves and be your friends 
and your partners. I warn you again that you will be making the 
greatest mistake of your life if you do not take the opportunity of 
coming to a friendly settlement. An English friend of mine said the 
other day ‘‘ Fellows, you made the greatest mistake of your lives in 
not coming to the Round Table Conference in 1930, when the 
Labour Government was in power and the Government was very 
sympathetic.'' I do not know whether there is any truth or not in 
that statement but I say it is truth that it would be the greatest 
mistake of your lives if you do not take the opportunity of coming 
to terms with India. I know the youth of my country. It is 
quite possible that a few years hence you will not have to deal with 
men like Mr. Gandhi who has proved in many respects a greater 
Conservative than many of you, you may not have to deal with 
Princes, you may not have to deal with capitalists like myself, you 
may have to deal with new men, new conditions, new ideas, and 
new ambitions. Beware of that. 

There are two clear paths. One of them will lead to ruin, 
destruction, strife and anarchy ; another to peace, contentment and 
prosperity. Which will England choose ? I hope. Sir, that the 
statesmanship of England will rise to the occasion and choose the 
path of goodwill, contentment, peace and prosperity. 

Mr, Tamhe : My Lord, in view of the number of persons who 
wish to speak to-night I should have denied myself the privilege 
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of addressing the Conference, as I do not wish to place the views of 
any particular class of the community before the Conference, but 
certain remaiks fell from Sir Akbar Hydari concerning the position 
of Berar, and as I am the only representative who hails from Berar 
I think I should state the cause of Berar before the Conference. 
The people of Berar have sent in representations to the Government 
and I am sure they will be considered at the proper time. Therefore 
I shall not take up much of the time of the Conference by going into 
details; I shall make a very short statement. 

Sir Akbar Hydari has stated to the effect that Berar cannot be 
regarded as anything but an Indian State under the sovereignty 
of His Exalted Highness the Nizam and its government must 
accord with this fact. He also expressed that whilst safeguarding 
his rights H.E.H. the Nizam has no wish to deny to his subjects of 
Berar as great a measure of autonomy as may be found possible for 
the British Indian Provinces. 

I am thankful to Sir Akbar Hydari for the latter part of the above 
statement and for clearing the - position. It is difficult, however, 
to define the exact status of Berar in its present condition. 
Technically, I admit it is not British India, but so far as its 
administration is concerned its governance has been permanently 
transferred to British Government by the treaty of 1902, which 
reaffirms the sovereignty of and reserves to H.E.H. the Nizam an 
annual payment of a fixed sum. The Province has been continuously 
under British administration since 1853, nearly eighty years now, and 
is administered as a part of a British-Indian Province, viz. the Central 
Provinces, for the last thirty years. -Its people are- enjoying the 
same political rights and privileges as the people of the other part. 
It is for all purposes of governance treated as part of British India. 

Naturally its people desire that Berar should find a place in the 
Federation as a separate federating unit in the same way as any 
British-Indian Province, with power to elect its representative to 
the Federal Legislature and to enjoy the same type of Provincial 
government as wid be obtaining therein. It may be noted that 
even at present Berar is electing its representatives to the Central 
Legislature independently. 

I do not suggest for a moment that the rights affirmed and reserved 
to H.E.H. the Nizam by the agreement of 1902 should in any way 
be prejudiced, but if anything more is implied in the former part 
of Sir Akbar Hydari's statement I must clearly state that the people 
of Berar do not want to be treated in any way differently from any 
British-Indian Province. 

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad : Sir, I am glad at this stage of the 
Conference to have rhe opportunity of saying a few words. Deeply 
indebted as we are to the Prime Minister, the Lord Chancellor and 
other Members of the British Delegation, we cannot be too grateful 
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to Lord Reading for the very helpful part he has played in the 
deliberations of this Conference. As we all know there were 
occasions in this Conference and the Federal Structure Committee 
when the ship was going to founder and on every occasion Lord 
Reading came to the rescue. His speech this morning, as forcible as 
it was sincere, will reassure millions in India that the real British 
mind is not represented by the Mestons or the Rothermere Press. 

What lias emerged from the discussions is this, that the way of 
self-government in India lies in federation; and I endorse what 
fell from my friends Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Mr. Jayakar that 
that is the ideal that has to be worked out as soon as possible. 
One no doubt realises the difficulties in the way of effecting the 
federation we have in view. There are various investigations to be 
made, various difficulties to be surmounted ; but I do say this with 
all earnestness that, whatever difficulties there are to be surmounted, 
whatever investigations have to be made, speed up all that and 
arrive at the Federation as early as possible. Pray do not use those 
difficulties and those investigations as a pretex for delaying self- 
government in India. Pray do not, in the end, after those investiga- 
tions have been made, say that federation is not possible and 
therefore responsibility at the Centre is not possible. No doubt 
Federation and Central responsibility are linked together, but 
make up your mind to bring about federation in as short a time as 
possible, for, let me assure you, India is in no mood for any great 
delay in this matter; she is determined to be free at as early a date 
as possible, though as Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru said, we are quite 
willing to give reasonable time to work out the federation scheme 
and put it into operation. 

Here I must say. Sir, that I agree with my friend that any attempt 
to give these reforms by instalments, as has been suggested in 
various quarters—for instance, to begin with Provincial autonomy 

. and then work up to Central responsibility and Federation later—^is 
' a scheme-that is doomed to failure. 

Provincial autonomy without Central responsibility wiU really be 
a sham.and an illusion. If you look at the matter squarely you will 
recognise that the need for Central responsibility is more urgent 
than any other reform in India. Take the present state of things 
at the Centre. You have there a standing hostile elected majority, 
and the Government always in a minority' That engenders, and 
must engender, irresponsibility on both sides. The elected members 
of the Legislative Assembly know that whatever they do the King’s 
Government wiU be carried on, and therefore, as they have not the 
burden of responsibility cast on them, as would be the case in any 
democratic institution, they are bound to be, and have in fact 
become, and will still more become, irresponsible. On the other 
hand, in the same manner the Government, knowing that they have 
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the power of certification, that they have the power of doing every- 
thing over the heads of the Assembly whatever the vote of the 
Assembly may be, are equally irresponsible on the other side. 
I therefore say. Sir, that responsibihty at the Centre is the most 
urgent need of India, and you should take that in hand instead of 
quarrelling about Provincial autonomy and things of that character. 

My Lord, there are various difficulties in the way of working out 
the constitution in the manner in which we want it to be worked 
out. There is no doubt that the question of the minorities has not 
yet been solved. I may say at once "that all right thinking men 
will admit that the minorities have to be satisfied, that the minorities 
have to be assured of their position in the new constitution, and the 
majority comrnunity must go to great lengths to make concessions 
to the minorities, but I do say. My Lord, that the difficulty of solving 
the minorities question has been too much exaggerated in this 
Conference as well as outside. It has been made to appear that 
all these communities are disagreed on almost every point and are 
at loggerheads about every matter, which is far from the truth. 
If you critically analyse the points of difference, I make bold to say 
that the points of agreement are many more than the points of 
disagreement. 

/s regards the essential and fundamental safeguards to which 
any minority is entitled, namely, the protection of their religion, 
culture, and their place in the Services, and so on, there is really 
general agreement; formulas to that end wem drafted last year, 
and I do not think any right minded-person wishes to go back 
upon them.- 

The whole difficulty centres round the problem of the Punjab and 
of Bengal, and I cannot help thinking, My Lord, that with a little 
more goodwill and give and take, these problems should not be 
beyond solution. In any case, if you narrow down the points of 
difierence to the Punjab and Bengal, it is a matter which even the 
Government can very well decide with satisfaction to the parties 
concerned. 

There remains the question of joint or separate electorates. 
I have said before and I am still convinced that joint electorates are 
much better in the interests of the minorities themselves, and are 
certainly in the interests of the Muslim community, but, however 
that may be, if the bulk of the Muslim community are still not 
convinced about it and are still insisting on separate electorates, 
why then, let them have them for the moment, until they see better 
where their interests lie. 

But, My Lord, whatever you do I do hope that provision will be 
made, whenever this question is solved, that any person, whether 
he be a Muslim or a Christian or belongs to any other minority 
community, who wishes to be in the joint electorate shall be allowed 
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to do so immediately he declares his desire. There is no reason 
why the individual liberty of action of any person should be fettered 
by the bulk of his community. Further, a device of that character 
would serve this purpose ; it would demonstrate, as time goes on 
where the ruling feeling in any community lies, whether in favour 
of joint electorates or of separate electorates. It would also afford 
a door for ultimately bringing the people into the joint electorates 
when they thought it was better for them to be there. I think, 
therefore, that the solution of the minorities question should not 
stand in the way of that constitutional advance which is more than 
due to India. 

Then, Sir, coming to the question of the various safeguards and 
reservations in the constitution, I cannot help thinking that this 
question of reservations and safeguards has not received the 
treatment and the attention in the Federal Structure Committee 
which such a question deserved. If I may say so, with due respect 
to the members of that Committee, this question has in a manner 
been slurred over. 

A lot of time was devoted to settling the number of members of 
this Legislature or the other and questions of that character. 

Mf. Sastri : That was not settled either. 

Sir CJiimanlal Setalvad : That was not settled either but a good 
lot of time was spent on that and comparatively little attention was 
given and very little progress was made with regard to those 
reservations and safeguards. Taking the question of the Army, 
I agree with Mr. Birla that the expenditure on the Army in India is 
quite out of proportion to the financial capacity of the country. It 
is up to British statesmen to see that investigation is made and the 
expenditure on the Army brought down to proper proportions, 
"^he present burden is too heavy for India to bear and if she is 
made to bear that burden still in the future I do not see how 
financially the country can prosper. 

Then coming to Finance, nobody need fear that Indians themselves 
will be unmindful of the necessity of maintaining the credit of India 
in the world's markets. Why should Indians be acting suicidally 
about things which will damage the credit of India? Therefore 
I ask British statesmen to trust India and to trust Indians to do the 
right thing in these matters. 

I quite agree that there should be some safeguards, but whatever 
those safeguards are they should be internal in the country itself and 
not external or imposed upon the country by the authority of the 
Secretary of State. That is the way in which I view the formation 
of the Financial Council which has been suggested by Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru. The point is this, Mr. Chairman, that we do not want 
financial policy to be dictated from Whitehall as it is at present. 
There are cases even when the Government of India as at present 
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constituted is overruled by the Secretary of State. We do not 
want financial policy to be dictated from England. It should be 
vested in the Government of India which will come into existence 
under the new constitution. 

Then I come, Sir, to the question of commercial discrimination. 
Let me assure you. Sir, that nobody desires unjustly to discriminate 
against any particular community or against any particular interests. 
It must be remembered that every Dominion has the inherent right 
to define its citizens. Therefore I do not agree. Sir, that it should 
be dictated to India how her citizenship should be defined. If you 
do that you are taking away one of the attributes of Dominion 
Status. It does not mean that no security is to be afforded to British 
interests in India, but let that be done by convention and not by 
statute. As you wiU remember. Sir, Mr. Cosgrave stated the other 
day in connection with the Statute of Westminster that you cannot 
create goodwill by statute or by regulation. Depend upon it, there- 
fore, that this must depend upon goodwill. Let the Englishman in 
India trust the Indian in the new Indian Government, and I am sure 
he will act both fairly and justly. 

Mr. Chairman, I do not want to detain the Conference any further, 
but I repeat what I said before, speed up. Do bring about the 
Federation, the constitution, in full form as early as possible. India 
is in no mood to wait, and if you allow time to pass you will have 
to deal with still more difficult conditions in India. In the common 
interests of India speed up and do the right thing. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas : My Lord, I should not have 
thought it necessary to overburden the already heavy list of speakers . 
which is in your hands if I had not thought it my duty to put before 
the full Conference two points which I think require to be considered 
by tire Conference as a whole. I do not wish to refer at ail to the 
necessity of the Government decision, which we will hear tomorrow, 
not being restricted only to the introduction of Provincial autonomy 
but also giving us fair and reasonable scope in connection with Central 
responsibility. 

I wish to restrict myself today. Sir, to a more immediate purpose, 
the purpose being the problem which faces India in common with 
the rest of the world as a result of what has been called the “ economic 
blizzard ” which has been blowing all over the world. May I venture 
to ask what it is that this Government proposes to do in connection 
with saving India from the worst effects of thiseconomic bhzzard ? 
Ever since I came here I have been greatly struck by the manner 
in which you here. Sir, forgetting your party differences, called for 
a National Government, and the emphatic and unequivocal manner 
in which your electors returned a National Government. One 
cannot help being impressed by the extraordinarily short notice 
which your House of Commons gave to the country ad large before 
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putting on heavy import duties to the extent of 50 per cent, recently, 
and in some cases power to collect that duty with retrospective 
effect. This cannot but strike one as being a National Government 
working on lines which are regarded as national. What is to be 
done in Incha for the next year or two, may I enquire ? Is the 
Government in India to be carried on in the same old manner in 
which it has been carried on durmg the last five, ten or twenty 
years, with protests from the taxpayer, vdth protests from the 
commercial community, with protests fiom the industrialist, with 
great groans from the agriculturist, for whom everybody is never 
tired of claiming the greatest sympathy. I venture to submit to you, 
Sir, that the Legislative Assembly in India has given signal proof 
of its disapproval of the manner in which they regard the administra- 
tion that is being carried on. For only a few days back we heard 
of the Assembly having thrown out the Finance Bill which carried 
the emergency taxation to the extent of about seven crores or so. 
I heard in the City here very serious complaints from men who do 
not know the conditions in India, but who judge of them from what 
they think would ordmarily be done here. I venture to ask whether 
this is not a thing which requires immediate action from the 
authorities whilst you are making your enquiries and are making 
up your minds as to what should be done next regarding our con- 
stitutional reform ? Is it to be expected that any further taxation 
will be voted easily by the Legislature in India, be it either Central 
or Provincial ? 

Sir, I had the honour and the privilege of leading a deputation 
in 1922 before Lord Reading, and then I was in company with 
representatives of British commerce. It was a deputation which 
consisted of representatives of two wings of commerce in India. 
We both then said that we felt that the taxable capacity of the 
Indian had been reached, and in the case of the Indian com- 
mercial community I said that it had been overburdened. Taxation 
since then has not gone down in India; it is going up by leaps 
and bounds. Last April fourteen crores was voted by the Legislative 
Assembly. Only this morning another six to seven crores was 
suggested; the Assembly threw it out. The Viceroy, after meeting 
leaders of parties at the Viceregal Lodge at Delhi, had to certify it. 
I wish to ask whether it is the intention of the British Cabinet to 
tolerate for the next year or two years this administration being 
carried on in India by certification and in spite of protests, from all 
over the country ? 

Your currency policy here. Sir, seems to me to be strikingly 
different from the way in which India is being treated. You cut 
away from the gold standard here over-night or by a method which 
was once described in India as a nocturnal adventure. You did that 
and your people here are taking the comfort that prices are 
going up for the agriculturist. But the interest of England regarding 
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higher prices is insignificantly small compared with the interest of 
India regarding higher prices to her agriculturists. You import 
raw materials, and therefore your depreciated exchange does not 
benefit you to the same extent in England as it benefits us in India, 
with 80 per cent, of our population engaged in agriculture, with the 
credit of the country, nay, the very existence of the country 
depending upon her agricultural operations. By the currency 
pohcy which has been followed and persisted in in spite of protest 
from all over the country, you still persist in maintaining in India 
an exchange which is not onty not lower but is certainly higher 
than the one which prevailed on the 21st September last. On the 
21st September last, when England was on the gold standard and 
India was on the gold standard, the sterling exchange was Is. S\d. 
You have gone down here from 4*86 to 3*40 to the £ today I hear. 
India has been kept Hnked to sterling, but the sterling has gone up 
from Is. 5|<i. since 21st September last. It went up by as much as 
7/16ths and is at Is. Q^d. today. We are given the consolation that 
as sterling depreciates against gold, so India benefits as far as the 
gold standard countries are concerned. But I venture to ask 
how many countries there are among the customers of the raw 
material of India which are on the gold standard ? Is not sterhng 
the main currency in which the dealings of western Europe at 
present are carried on ? If so, how do you justify this in the name of 
justice and fair play ? How do you justify the sympathy which 
you claim to have for the masses of India and the agriculturists ? 
This appreciation, has, I submit with all deference, no parallel in 
any country which can talk of doing justice to the masses of another 
country over which it rules. 

I submit. Sir, that this is a palpable act of injustice which is 
intolerable and which must be set right. 

There is, however, one further point about it which is a tragedy. 
You have not only linked us to sterling, but you have linked us to 
sterling down below, and you have left the top open. According to 
the Statute, the Government of India need not come in to resist any 
rise in the exchange except at 1,9. Qd. gold, and Is. Qd. gold today, 
with a 20 per cent, and more depreciation against gold, would work 
out at about Is. dd. sterhng. Is this fair ? Is this tolerable ? 
I am surprised that for the last six weeks, altfiough we have been 
appealing to the India Office and asking them to examine this 
matter, we have not had any reply at ail. 

We are told that conditions all the world over are bad. Conditions 
may be bad aU the world over, but people there may have the power 
to bear it. We refuse to bear it, and we ask for justice. Here is 
an earnest of what you may be giving to us tomorrow and hereafter. 
In the name of the agriculturists of India, I say that either all this 
that we are going through here is—^to use a word which I do not want 
to be misunderstood—a sham or you must do justice to the tiller of 
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the soil in India, who has been groaning under the handicap and 
injustice which has been concentrated on him ever since 1924. 

Sir, the next few months in India wiU be very critical months. 
The next few months wiH be critical all over the world. In India 
they will be critical for the tiller of the soil, and, for the masses in 
the rural areas generally much more than people who have not been 
to India or who are not acquainted with the conditions in India can 
possibly realise. 

I vdsh to ask. Sir, whether, when the tune is called by somebody 
else, it is fair to ask the Legislative Assembly in India to go on 
paying the piper? Is it fair for you to expect the Legislative 
Assembly, if they realise and understand what is meant by voting 
crore upon crore of additional taxation, to go on giving you a blank 
cheque when you do not attend to these very primar}^ objects, for 
which over here in your country you take swift action without even 
v/aiting to consult anybody outside your Government offices? 
You took action by executive action, and then went to ParHament 
to get that action of 21st September last ratified. 

I fear. Sir, that the conditions which threaten us in the near 
future in India will create a lot of difficulties in the administration in 
India even during the next year or two years. I understand that 
people here feel somewhat perturbed about the credit of India. 
A great deal has been said about the necessity of India maintaining 
her credit. A good deal has been said here and in the Federal 
Structure Committee regarding persons in the commercial com- 
munity and engaged in business in India reahsing the necessity of 
preserving India’s credit. In fact. Sir, the higher ratio over our 
pre-war ratio was kept up in India over a period of three years at 
the sacrifice of India’s hard-earned gold and sterling resources in 
the currency reserve, in the name of India’s credit abroad. I find, 
Sir, that that credit of India to which so much importance is being 
attached—and I am one of those who do not minimise that import- 
ance—^was referred to by Sir Samuel Hoare in the final statement 
which he made at the Federal Structure Committee in coimection 
with the financial safeguards. I would not trouble the Conference 
with my remarks on that statement, but unfortunately, as things 
have been going on here. Sir Samuel Hoare could only make that 
statement after our discussion was over, and immediately after his 
statement was made we had no option but to go on to the considera- 
tion of our draft Report, on the financial safeguards. 

I will read a pertinent sentence from Sir Samuel Hoare’s statement. 
The quotation runs as follows :— 

“ One word as to the necessity of safeguards. So long as the 
Crown remains responsible for the defence of India, the funds 
necessary for that purpose will have to be provided and the 
principal and interest on sterling debt issued in the name of 
the Secretary of State for India must be secured, as must also the 
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salaries and pensions of officers appointed under Parliamentary 
authority; and, as the provident and pensions funds which 
have been fed by subscriptions from officers have never been 
funded, but remain a floating obligation on the revenues of 
India, responsibility for payments to retired officers and their 
dependents must remain with the Secretary of State until any 
new government is in a position to provide sufficient capital to 
enable trust funds to be established/' 

All through the discussions, Sir, we never heard from anybody— 
there was of course no Government spokesmen at the Federal 
Structure Committee—^that the Secretary of State's intention was 
that until we were able to fund these pension obligations we could 
not expect to be masters in our own house. May I ask. Sir, whether 
any countries can be named to me—^because I am very ignorant 
about information in this connection regarding other countries— 
where these liabilities are funded and kept separate ? If they are 
so funded are they so funded in the securities of that Government,, 
or are they funded in gold, or are they funded in Sterling securities 
or the securities of a foreign country ? It strikes me that this 
order of the Right Honourable gentleman, the Secretary of State 
for India, is somewhat on the tall side, but it must be good enough 
for India in order that India may maintain her credit abroad. 

I fuUy agree with one of my friends who stated that if a party 
must borrow it is the ordinary practice that he must satisfy the 
lender. Of course if I must borrow who will look at me unless I am 
prepared to say- yes to the lender's terms ? But surely. Sir, I have 
the right, the privilege of always judging for myself whether I will 
borrow or will not borrow. I therefore feel that if so much 
is to be made of India's borrowings abroad it is imperatively 
necessary for His Majesty’s Government to instruct the Government 
of India never to borrow afresh outside India except with the consent 
and definite resolution of the Legislative Assembly. Surely that is 
a proposition to which nobody can take exception. I am one of 
those. Sir, who have always put great faith in the development of 
my country, but if such arguments are to be hurled at me when 
I come and ask for the freedom of my country, if I am to be faced 
with all these—shall I call them ?—truisms about a borrower having 
no choice and the lender’s terms having to be accepted, I will say 
as a citizen of India and a son of India that we do not want to 
develop our country until we can borrow in our own country. 

In fairness His Majesty’s Government must instruct the Govern- 
ment of India that no money should be spent for the development 

. of India unless that money is raised in India. No borrowings should 
be made here, and we will save you the trouble of having to. ask for 
safeguards for two years or five years or ten years. No borrowings 
should be made abroad, except with an implicit resolution of the 
Legislative Assembly. The figures of Indians borrowings abroad 
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are of some interest. In 1924 the Sterling debt of India was 324. 
million pounds. In 1925 it was 341 million pounds. In 1926 it 
was 342 millions. In 1927 it was 349 million pounds and to-day it 
is 388 million pounds. That is to say, between 1924 and 1931 the 
Sterling debt of India has gone up from 324 million pounds to 388 
million pounds, an increase of 64 million pounds. The purpose for 
which this debt was incurred this is neither the place nor the occasion 
to dilate upon, but this one thing I can say not only on my own 
responsibility as a person who has a little to do with lending and 
borrowing but also, speaking on behalf of the Indian commercial 
community—I am sure I have their backing—I may say in the 
name of every British-Indian Delegate here that we do not want 
hereafter to borrow abroad for the development of India unless 
and until we can be sure that that will not be advanced against us as 
a bar to our liberty and our freedom in future. We would much rather 
that our country stayed where it is than borrow somebody’s money 
and later on be told :—You cannot have your freedom and your 
liberty and you cannot be masters in your own house because you 
have borrowed from me.” We have to pay the debt which we have 
incurred up to now. I was surprised when some of my colleagues 
here emphasised the necessity of India repaying her debt. No 
responsible Indian has said that India will not repay her debt. 
I have never heard anybody saying that. The word repudiation ” 
has been used lightly, but the meaning of the word ” repudiation ” 
has been explained very fully by no less accurate a person than 
Mahatma Gandhi. There is no question of India not paying her 
debt. If owing to the economic blizzard ” through which the 
world is passing the immediate debts of India within the next two, 
five or ten years, are not met punctually, we may have to renew them. 
If, owing to the economic condition of a country you find that that 
country cannot pay up her dues, surely there is no shame in her 
saying:—Please give me a further short credit, I will repay you. 
After all, who are responsible for the maiiagement of our country’s 
economic condition up to now ? His Majesty’s Government, and 
not the people of India. On our records of the Central Legislature 
you wiU find repeated protests, most emphatic protests from elected 
representatives of the people against some of the economic policy 
which has been forced upon India in the last ten to twelve years. 
I therefore feel that one of the results of this Conference should be 
that until His Majesty’s Government make up their mind as to what 
stage of reform India shall have .next and the sons of India decide 
the question of borrowings in their own Legislature, as long as this 
present form of Government continues, no further sterling debt 
should be incurred except to meet the existing debt. Let all other 
borrowing abroad stop. That is what we have come to. We feel 
it is intolerable, when you confess that India is solvent, that India 
has not too much debt, that anybody here should say : Because you 
have our money therefore you shaU not have your freedom. I do 
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feel therefore, that this is the minimiim which His Majesty’s 
Government owe to India, namely that no more reasons—or perhaps 
some would say excuses—should be given for further safeguards, 
and that further borrowings abroad on behalf of India should be 
stopped and should not be avoidably incurred. 

I feel. Sir, that I have to refer to one small oversight, as I think 
it to be. I have here the Fourth Report of the Federal Structure 
Committee, and on page 10 thereof in paragraph 22 I see a reference 
in the last but one line to paragraph 3, which I presume is only 
an oversight. It should be paragraph 18 and not paragraph 3. 
I want to point this out so that the Secretaries may see that an 
error does not go into the final copy. 

Sir, the other point on which I wish to speak is this : I wish to 
refer to paragraph 23 of the Federal Structure Committee Report 
under Commercial Discrimination. The financial safeguards and 
the commercial discrimination questions were both discussed in 
less than two and a half days, and the Reports had to be disposed of, 
under the time-table which was laid down for us, within less than 
two hours each. I felt so much oppressed by this that I felt it my 
duty to write to the Lord Chancellor and point out to him that, 
owing to the fact that one Report reached us at about 8 a.m. and 
then had to be considered and passed before we rose for lunch the 
same day, I did not find myself ready to be committed to the 
Report minus the protests which I had got recorded. 

The Lord Chancellor very readily saw my objection and said 
that my letter would be noted. I may say that he did meet one 
point which I raised last Saturday regarding the suggestion which 
was mentioned here. I wish now to refer to paragraph 23; I am 
reading from the last line on page 10 :— 

“It is also plain that where the Governor-General or a 
Provincial Governor is satisfied that proposed legislation, 
though possibly not on the face of it discriminatory, nevertheless 
wfil be discriminatory in fact, he wiU be called upon in virtue 
of his special obligations in relation to minorities to consider 
whether it is not his duty to refuse his assent to the Bill.” 

Sir, the question of a piece of legislation being not on the face of 
it discriminatory, but being in fact discriminatory, is a matter which 
I as a mere layman somewhat fail to understand. As to this sort of 
phrases, either as to administrative discrimination being referable 
to the Federal Court, or legislation, which though not on the face of 
it discriminatory, is in fact discriminatory, these are what I call 
efforts to overdo the discrimination part and to over-safeguard it. 
All I can say on behalf of my constituency is that I cannot agree to 
this, and I want it to be recorded that these safeguards as they are 
drafted in the Report do not and cannot possibly make for a workable 
constitution. It may for some make for self-satisfaction that every- 
thing is agreed to and the Conference advanced. I myself cannot 
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be a party to any constitution or to any report where things are 
not put on a basis which will perrait the constitution working 
smoothly, without unnecessary interference and without unnecessary 
litigation. 

In conclusion, I will wind up with this one hope: May Great 
Britain look at the problem which faces her Prime Minister 
tomorrow, which we have faced here and which we have come here 
to help her to solve, in a manner which will reflect credit and glory 
on all her statesmen of the past, who by their utterances in the 
House of Commons gave us hope that Great Britain was prepared 
to lead India on the path of liberty and freedom. 

Diwan Bahad,uY Mudaliyar : Mr. Chairman, early this year when 
we parted and conceived the idea of a second Round Table Con- 
ference to discuss further details, there was not one of us who had 
taken any serious part in the discussions who did not realise that at 
that stage there would be difficulties and obstacles much more 
serious than some of those that met us in the first instance. When 
we concede that these difficulties, which are inherent in a considera- 
tion of details, have been met in a more or less satisfactory manner, 
as my friends Sir Tej Sapru and Mr. Jayakar pointed out, that the 
points of contact and of uniformity have been far greater than the 
points of difference and of impossibility in reaching agreements, 
I think on the whole we may feel that the work of this second stage 
of the Conference has not been altogether in vain. 

But, having said that, let me quite frankly state that optimists 
like myself, men who have been led up to the idea of this Round 
Table Conference, who have enthused over it on the broadcast, on 
pubhc platforms, in the Legislative Assembly—^men like myself are 
not altogether free from the impression that as much work has not 
been accomplished as should have been and could have been 
accomplished. 

Now I want to be equally frank and tell you my own analysis of 
what has led to this impression prevailing in my mind. In the 
first place there is the fact, unfortunate, most regrettable, that the 
claims of minorities have not been reconciled in the manner in which 
they ought to have been reconciled. Speaking for myself, for the 
Party which I have the honour to represent along with my colleague 
at this Conference, let me state that I go as far as Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru went this morning ; that no constitution would be acceptable ,^ 
to us, the Hindu majority in the Madras Presidency, if it did not 
guarantee the rights of minority communities, and particularly the 
rights of the untouchable classes in southern India. 

It has been our policy during the last eleven years, long before 
Dr. Ambedkar or my friend Rao Bahadur Srinivasan appeared at 
this Conference, to speak on their behalf. We have enrolled them as 
members of our party. We have repeatedly passed resolutions 
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suggesting that for self-governing institutions such as Local Boards 
and Municipalities, and for the Legislature, they should have special 
representation, and I for one cannot be a party to a constitution 
which merely gives to them a certain amount of vague hope that 
things may be all right, and indeed will be all right, in the future 
constitution, and that Hindu majorities or other majorities v/ill see 
to it that the caste-less communities will be adequately represented. 

Now, Sir, as I have said I share the regret that this minorities 
question has not been properly settled, and I venture still to express 
the hope that, with the efforts of Mahatma Gandhi, when we go 
back to India we shall be in a position after two or three months 
to reconsider the whole issue, to come into wider contact with 
representatives of our various communities, to gather strength from 
those connections which some of us may miss in this distant place, 
and to reach a solution ; but if unfortunately that should not 
happen, there is no alternative but to accept the suggestion, which 
many Delegates favour even at this stage, of a decision by the 
Government of this vexed question. 

Now, as I have said, that was the first difficulty, but there is 
another difficulty which has queered the pitch of this Conference to 
a certain extent, a difficulty which has led to want of progress from 
time to time. What was the position when we came here ? It was 
at Marseilles that we heard the news that a National Government 
had been formed, and we arrived here the week after the National 
Government had been formed, and I venture to say that at any 
rate until the first week of November we did not know where we 
were, and the Government of the day did not know where it was. 
We had not that impetus, that driving force, that momentum which 
was given to the Conference on the last occasion by His Majesty’s 
Government. I attach no blame to any quarter and I make no 
insinuation of any kind. The members of the National Government 
on the eve of an election had no mind to make up, and had no mind 
at all on the Indian question. The domestic difficulties and pre- 
occupations which they had on the one hand, and the fact that on 
the eve of an election they could not very well come to a decision 
on the other hand, these two things were responsible in no small 
measure for the fact that the Federal Structure Committee, in spite 
of the great help that it received from Lord Reading and in spite 
of the most sympathetic guidance that it had from its own Chairman, 
Lord Sankey, could only mark time again and again and could not 
make any progress. 

You were on that Committee, Mr. Chairman, and I am only 
expressing the opinion that prevailed generally among many people, 
both of the British Delegation and of the Indian section, when 
I say that, with the live issues before your electorate, the British 
Delegation had not the power and had not the opporturity to make 
that contribution to the success of the deliberations of the Federal 
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Structure Committee which it was in a position to make, in spite of 
its multiple party representation, at the last stage of this Conference. 
What happened then ? After the National Government had been 
formed—I do not know whose fault it is, I have not been taken into 
confidence by any .single member of His Majesty’s Government and 
that perhaps is my privilege and my advantage—rumours of various 
sorts began to get about. There were rumours that Provincial 
autonomy was the only step that could now be taken, that while 
the Government were willing to make all possible declarations in 
ratification of all previous declarations, draftsmen and constitutional 
experts and practical men had come to the conclusion that develop- 
ment could only be by stages and that Provincial autonomy was 
the first stage that we should accept. 

Let me say at once on behalf of myself and my colleagues here, 
representing a party which has during the last eleven years success- 
fully and consistently and- in a constitutional manner worked the 
political institutions vouchsafed to us, worked them in the face of 
misrepresentation and sinister attacks—^let me say here and now 
that it will be impossible for us, a constitutional party, to work a 
scheme of pure Provincial autonomy divorced from any element of 
responsibihty at the Centre. I said so at the Federal Structure 
Committee and thanks to the wires having been busy I received to my 

• surprise cables yesterday morning from the leader of my party, saying 
that the party was whole-heartedly with me in what I said and 
pointing out that it is impossible for the party to work through pure 
Provincial autonomy unless responsibility at the Centre is so coupled 
with it as to be part and parcel of the constitutional development 
of my country. The reason is quite simple. We know that with 
pure Provincial autonomy the agitation in the country will not die 
down. In fact it will be acpelerated, it will be emphasised, it will be 
aggravated, and I for one, if I were to go back to my Province and 
get into the Legislature and hold the Office of Minister in charge of 
Law and Order, dread to think of the consequences of trying to put 
down an agitation for which I am not responsible, which I cannot 
control and, I may add, with which I am in legitimate sympathy— 
an agitation for responsibility at the Centre. That is not because 
I cannot, take risks nor is it because my party has not taken risks 
in the past. ^ 

Speaking in the presence of the leader of the Congress Party, I can 
say that in 1921 when he started the non-co-operation movement 
we passed measure after measure to check that movement. We 
passed Bills which enabled us to collect the land revenues, we 
passed laws in our Madras Legislative Council whereby the non- 
co-operation movement was checked, and we are prepared to do 
it again if we are given a fair chance, if we are given that authority 
and if we can say that we have got a measure of self-government 
which is not altogether unacceptable to us. 
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Now, Sir, I was referring to rumours when I was drawn aside to 
deal with this question of Provincial autonomy which I hope, as 
Mr. Wedgwood Benn said, has been killed by the speeches made at the 
Federal Structure Committee. I say that these rumours got abroad 
and these rumours made havoc of the faith that many of us had in 
the future scope of this Conference. It is undeniable that when 
suggestions of various kinds are made the fertile imagination seizes 
on one suggestion or another. We are a fecund race, particularly 
in matters of imagination. 

Everyone of us round this table and hundreds in our country 
could produce constitutions; they have iii the past; they are a 
very studious race. The idea of failure should not get abroad. 
These theories, these proposals, destroy each other and we shall 
merely be marking time without making any advance whatsoever. 
That is the danger which we feel in these suggestions that are being 
made, I think not from a responsible quarter. Therefore we have 
most of us come into this Conference with the idea of an all-India 
Federation, and we want to pursue that idea and none other, we do 
not want to be side-tracked; we do not want to be drawn away 
into an examination of other schemes because that will involve more 
delays and that will lead us nowhere. I am saying this because 
I want His Majesty's Government to pursue such a policy now. 
It would be disastrous if, following the advice of some of those 
newspapers to which reference has been made, this Conference is 
killed or put an end to. You dare not do it. We dare not allow you 
to do it. The last vestige of hope will be gone if this Conference 
is in any way suddenly ended without having accomplished its 
purpose. It must go on ; it must complete the picture and it must 
do it as early as possible. The first question which strikes me is’ 
the settlement of the communal problem, and if that is not settled 
within the next two or three months I think that a settlement by 
the Government is obviously necessary before progress can be made 
with the constitutional question. I appeal to you to give us a 
couple of months in order to consider this question and if it is not 
settled by the end of January to announce a decision and then allow 
iis to go on with the work of this- Conference. I was very glad to 
hear—I hope it will come about—that our very satisfactory and 
very popular Chairman, Lord Sankey, will visit the country, and 
I hope that a British delegation wiU come with him and that the 
work of the Federal Structure Committee and other Committees 
will be carried on. At that stage I want this great impetus behind 
the constitution built up, the impetus that we shall get from the 
fact that not merely is His Majesty’s Government through the 
Prime Minister making an announcement, that the statement of 
January holds good, but the impetus from the consciousness of the 
fact that the Government is whole-heartedly in sympathy with 
this idea of an all-India Federation, that it is not going to say that 
Princes may or may not come in, that it is not going to say anything 
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with regard to other difficulties, but it is the impetus of a 
consciousness which must go home to everyone of us that the 
Government is committed and committed deeply to the idea of 
an all-India Federation and must bring into existence that 
Federation as early as possible. Why are my fellow-Delegates so 
nervous of the idea of Provincial autonomy ? Why will they not 
tolerate that idea ? Why do they so much insist upon simultaneity 
in these matters ? It is absolutely clear, and they do not want to 
disguise it for a moment, that distrust is at the bottom of it all. 
You have to realise it. There is no question that at the present 
moment your Parliament, constituted as it is, may rest content 
having passed a Bill for Provincial autonomy, and that your 
administrators may talk both at Delhi and here, and a thousand 
difficulties may easily arise and a thousand disinclinations might 
easily be discussed arising out of the reason why they cannot go 
further. And therefore if you are tied down to this, that both 
things must be done simultaneously and you cannot possibly stop 
where we are now, it follows logically that you are as much 
interested as we are to see that an all-India Federation comes 
as early as possible. That really seems to me to be behind this 
suggestion. 

Sir, one word more and I have done at this very late stage. You 
have a House of Commons constituted with a record majority, and 
those who are office holders in His Majesty’s Government must be 
feeling fairly comfortable with this huge majority and must be 
feeling that they can carry on their domestic work, their domestic 
legislation, their domestic administration, quite smoothly. But let 
me tell you this: whether you feel comfortable or whether, as 
some newspapers say, the very majority is an incumbrance to you, 
let me say this, that so far as Indian administration is concerned a 
five hundred majority at Whitehall does not mean a five hundred 
majority at Delhi or &mla ; that you are faced with a very different 
problem there, and in fact your majority at Whitehall may be the 
most embarrassing thing so far as administration in India is concerned. 
And, as a member of the Legislative Assembly, as one who has seen 
how fast the prestige of the present Government at the Centre is 
being lost, how impossible it is for your Finance Member at Delhi 
to rise to an emergency, which your Chancellor of the Exchequer 
here has been able to do ? I say it will not be possible for you to 
delay this idea of responsibility at the Centre. It is therefore up to 
you to see that the responsibility at the Centre and Provincial 
autonomy are coupled together and that the people are guaranteed 
that both are coming as part and parcel of the same Indian 
constitution. 

Sir, I feel there is not much point in speaking at a time when your 
Cabinet has probably finished with discussion and the statement of 
the Premier has been corrected and re-corrected. Well, I have 
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ventured to say that because I thought at least as far as the future 
proceedings are concerned you might take note of our. suspicions and 
try to allay thena. 

Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah : My Lord, I must make it at 
the outset very clear that I am giving expression to my personal 
views. Last year we all blessed the Federal form of government as 
the most suitable form- of government for the vast continent of 
India. Responsibility at the Centre^ safeguards for the transition 
period. In the last two days I have been hearing, some of our 
friends who say because the framing of the Federal constitution will 
take some time, we ought to start with Provincial .autonomy at 
once. I am acquainted with the feelings in the Bombay Presidency,, 
which is a stronghold of Mahatmaji. I should be failing in my duty 
if I did not enlighten you all that in the Presidency of Bombay. 
Provincial autonomy without responsibility at the Centre will- not 
work. Before I came I knew the feelings of the people ; they had 
already misgivings in. their minds. 

My friends will tell you. Sir,, that every now and then they 
expressed a view that the British Government did not mean business, 
and that they would not give any more than Provincial autonomy, 
and now, if we start with Provincial autonomy, I am afraid we shall 
confirm their fears. 

But let us suppose. Sir, that we do start with Provincial autonomy 
as a beginning. You have heard the Liberals. They say they will: 
not work it. I am sure the Congressmen will not work it. The only 
faithful amongst the faithless is my friend the leader of the non- 
Brahmins, and he has also signed a letter to the Prime Minister that 
he wants Provincial autonomy and responsibility at the Centre 
simultaneously. Then, Sir, who remains to work it ? My friend 
Dr. Ambedkar and myself. 

I must remind you. Sir, that I have worked the Reforms for a 
large number of years, from the beginning. Why did dyarchy fail ?' 
One of the causes of the failure of dyarchy was finance. The Ministers 
had not enough funds to do much work in the nation-building 
departments. We know now that every government in India or 
anyvhe're else is faced with financial stringency, and if we start 
Provincial autonomy today I am afraid it will be wrecked on the 
rock of finance. 

Then, Sir, there was another suggestion by one of my leaders, that 
the country is getting restive and that the people want to be masters 
in their own houses as early as possible, and therefore we ought to 
have responsibility in British India only. I have considered that 
question as one of the ways of getting out of the difficulty, but if 
we adopt that position the result will be that we shall be going back 
on our decisions of last year, and we have to consider the question 
of my friends the Princes. They agreed to* responsibility at the 
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Centre on the clear understanding that they will have a federal form 
of government. Now, if we start by introducing responsibility in 
British India only, I am afraid we shall be damping the enthusiasm 
of those Princes who have very kindly come to our relief and removed 
one of the greatest difficulties in the way of India being united, 
and we shall be helping those who are not very anxious to have 
federation. 

Suppose, Sir, we start with responsibility at the Centre, the Princes 
may say we do not want federation. Are we going to have two 
parallel governments in India, a British-Indian Government and an 
Indian States Government ? That might again lead to further 
complications. As I understand it, the British Government is 
bound by treaties to protect the Indian States from amy sort of 
aggression. Are we going to have two armies in India, the British- 
Indian army and another anny to protect the Indian States ? lam 
sorry I cannot agree with my leader who has made this suggestion. 

Now, Sir, after aU we are told that the framing of the Federal 
Constitution 'wiU take a fev/ years. What are a few years in the 
history of a nation ? I think. Sir, that if the Federal Structure 
Committee were to continue its good work it would not take more 
than a few years to have a full-fledged federal constitution. 

But, Sir, whether we have a federal form of government or any 
other form—^though I like the federal form because it is the only 
possible form—^unless aU the communities work it with goodwill 
and co-operation it will not be a success. I therefore beseech 
Mahatmaji, in the interests of the country, to come to our help and 
help to solve the communal question. Otherwise I would remind 
you, Mahatmaji, that you were taught civil disobedience by a 
Muhammadan. My esteemed friend, the Nightingale of India 
always tells us that non-co-operation was first practised by a grandson 
of our Prophet, Hassan. That is already in our heads, but if anybody . 
stands in the way of our claims we shall be compelled to resort to 
your methods. Therefore, you have come to the help of our country. 

Now having said so much. Sir, I might say a few words about the 
Princes having entered the federation on their own terms. I must 
say they have got a price for their entry. I do not mind that, but 
our proposed constitution because of their entry has become 
anomalous. In the proposed constitution we are combining 
democracy with autocracy because they stand for their pound of 
flesh. They want their representatives to be returned by nomination 
and the representatives of British India wiU be returned by election. 
I do not mind that either. In spite of all the difficulties I welcome 
their entry for two reasons. One is that they have for the first time 
in their lives accepted the principle of democracy and the second is 
that they will make India a self-governing India and a united India. 

Having said so much I cannot leave my part of the country, Sind. 
I must say a word about that. Last year the sub-Committee on 
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Sind made a recommendation—I need not quote the words, because 
it is known to all of you—^that an Expert Committee be appointed 
to investigate the question of finance, and the Government of India 
I must say, has given ehect to that recommendation. An Expert 
Committee was appointed. That Committee’s Report has been 
pubhshed, and it has shown that Sind is a deficit Province. A further 
recommendation of the same Committee was that if the Expert 
Committee found that Sind is a deficit Province then the repre- 
sentatives of Sind should be given a chance of finding ways and 
means of meeting that deficit. I beseech you. My Lord, that you 
will implement the remaining portion of the Resolution. I do not, 
and most of us do not, agree with the conclusions of that Committee, 
but I shall not at this late hour criticise the conclusions because 
I think it is not an opportune time. With that I will conclude my 
remarks. 

(The Conference adjourned at 11.50 f.m.y and resumed at 12.5 a,m.y 
when the Prime Minister took the Chair.) 

Mr. Gandhi: Prime Minister and Friends, I wish that I could 
have done without having to speak to you but I felt that I would 
not have been just to you or just to my principles if I did not put 
in what may be the last word on behalf of the Congress. I live under 
no illusion. I do not think that anything that I can say this evening 
can possibly influence the decision of the Cabinet. Probably the 
decision has been already taken. Matters of the liberty of practically 
a whole Continent can hardly be decided by mere argumentation, 
even negotiation. Negotiation has its purpose and has its play, 
but only under certain conditions. Without those conditions 
negotiations are a fruitless task. But I do not want to go into all 
these matters. I want as far as possible to confine myself within the 
four comers of the conditions that you. Prime Minister, read to 
this Conference at its opening nieeting. I wordd, therefore, first of 
all say a few words in connection with the Reports that have been 
submitted to this Conference. You will find in these Reports that 
generally it has been stated that so and so is the opinion of a large 

. majority, some, however, have expressed an opinion to the contrary, 
and so on. Parties who have dissented have not been stated. 
I had heard when I was in India, and I was told when I came here, 
that no decision or no decisions will be taken by the ordinary rule 
of m?,jority, and I do not want to mention this fact here by way of 
complaint that the Reports have been so framed as if the proceedings 
were governed by the test of majority. But it was necessary for 
me to mention this fact, because to most of these reports you will 
find that there is a dissenting opinion, and in most of the cases that 
dissent uhfortunately happens to belong to me. It was not a matter 
of joy to have to dissent from fellow-delegates, but I felt that I 
covdd not truly represent the Congress unless I notified that dissent, 
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There is another thing which I want to bring to the notice of this 
Conference, namely: what is the meaning of the dissent of the 
Congress? I said at one of the preliminary meetings of the 
Federal Structure Committee that the Congress claimed to represent 
over 85 per cent, of the population of India, that is to say the dumb, 
toiling, semi-starved millions. But I went further: that the Congress 
claimed also by right of service to represent even the Princes, if they 
would pardon my putting forth that claim, and the landed gentry, 
the educated class. I wish to repeat that claim and I wish this 

- evening to emphasise that claim. 

All the other parties at this ineeting represent sectional interests. 
Congress alone claims to represent the whole of India, aU interests. 
It is no communal organisation ; it is a determined enemy of com- 
munalism in any shajpe or form. Congress knows no distinction of 
race, colour or creed ; its platform is universal. It may not always 
have lived up to the creed. I do not know a single human organisation 
that lives up to its creed. Congress has failed very often to my 
knowledge. It may have failed more often to the knowledge of its 
critics. But the worst critic will have to recognise, as it has been 
recognised, that the National Congress of India is a daily-growing 
organisation, that its message penetrates the remotest village 
of India; that on given occasions the Congress has been able 
to demonstrate its influence over and among these masses who 
inhabits 700,000 villages. 

And yet here I see that the Congress is treated as one of the Parties. 
I do not mind it; I do not regard it as a calamity for the Congress; 
but i do regard it as a calamity for the purpose of doing the work for 
which we have gathered together here. I wish I could convince all 
the British public men, the British Ministers, that the Congress is 
capable of delivering the goods. The Congress is the only all-India- 
wide national organisation, bereft of any communal basis ; that it 
does represent all the minorities which have lodged their claim here 
and which, or the signatories on their behalf, claim—I hold un- 
justifiably—to represent 46 per cent, of the population of India. 
The Congress, I say, claims to represent all these minorities. 

What a great difference it would be today if this claim on behalf of 
the Congress was recognised. I feel that I have to state this claim 
with some degree of emphasis on behalf of peace, for the sake of 
achieving the purpose which is common to all of us, to you English- 
men who sit at this table, and to us the Indian men and women who 
also sit at this table. I say so for this reason. Congress is a powerful 
organisation; Congress is an organisation which has been accused 
of running of desiring to run a parallel Government; and in a way 
I have endorsed the charge. If you could understand the working 
of the Congress, you would welcome an organisation which could 
run a^parallel Government and show that it is possible for an organisa- 
tion^ voluntary, without any force at its command^ to run the 
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machinery of Government even under adverse circumstances. But 
no. Although you have invited the Congress, you distrust the 
Congress. Although you have invited the Congress, you reject its 
claim to represent the whole of India. Of course it is possible at 
this end of the world to dispute that claim, and it is not possible for 
me to prove this claim; but, all the same, if you find me asserting 
that claim, I do so because a tremendous responsibility rests Upott 
my shoulders. 

The Congress represents the spirit of rebellion. 1 know that the 
the word ‘‘ rebellion ” must not be whispered at a Conference which 
has been summoned in order to arrive at an agreed solution of India's 
troubles through negotiation. Speaker after speaker has got up and 
said that India should achieve her liberty through negotiation, by 
argument, and that it will be the greatest glory of Great Britain if 
Great Britain 5delds to India’s demands by argument. But the 
Congress does not hold that view, quite. The Congress has an 
alternative which is unpleasant to you. 

I heard several speakers—^and let me say I have endeavoured 
not to miss a single sitting; I have tried to follow every speaker 
with the utmost attention and with all the respect that I could 
possibly give to these speakers—sa5dng what a dire calamity it 
would be if India was fired vdth the spirit of lawlessness, rebellion-, 
terrorism and so on. I do not pretend to have read history, but as 
a school-boy I had to pass a' paper in history also, and I read that 
the page of history is soiled red with the blood of those who have 
fought for freedom. I do not knov/ an instance in which nations 
have attained their own without having to go through an incredible 
measure of travail. The dagger of the assassin, the poison bowl, 
the bullet of the rifleman, the spear and- all these weapons -and 

- methods of destruction have been up to now used by What I consider 
blind lovers of liberty and freedom, and the historian has not 
condemned him. I hold no brief for the terrorists. Mr. Ghuznavi 
brought in the terrorists and he brought in the Calcutta Corporation. 
I felt hurt when he mentioned an incident that took place at the 
Calcutta Corporation. He forgot to mention that the Mayor of 
that Corporation made handsome reparation for the error into 
which he himself was betrayed and the error into which the Calctitta 
Corporation was betrayed through the instrumentality of those 
members of the Corporation who were Congressmen. I hold no 
brief for Congressmen who directly or indirectly would encourage 
terrorism. As soon as this incident was brought to the notice of 
the Congress the Congress set about putting it in order. It im- 
mediately called upon the Mayor of the Calcutta Corporation to 
give an account of what was done and the Mayor, the gentletiian 
that he is, immediately admitted his mistake and niade all the 
reparation that it was then legally possible to make. I must not 
detain this Assembly over this incident for any length of time^ 
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He mentioned also a verse which the children of the forty schools 
conducted by the Calcutta Corporation are supposed to have 
recited. There were many other mis-statements in that speech 
which I could dwell upon, but I have no desire to do so. It is only 
out of regard for the great Calcutta Corporation and out of regard 
for truth and on behalf of those who are not here to-night to put 
in their defence that I mention these two glaring instances. I do 
not for one moment believe that this was taught in the Calcutta 
Corporation schools with the knowledge of the Calcutta Corporation. 
I do know that in those terrible days of last year several things 
were done for which we have regret, for which we have made 
reparation. If our boys in Calcutta were taught these verses which 
Mr. Ghuznavi has recited I am here to tender an apology on their 
behalf, but I should want it proved that the boys were taught 
by the schoolmasters of these schools with the knowledge and 
encouragement of the Corporation. 

Charges of this nature have been brought against the Congress 
times without number, and times without number these charges 
have also been refuted, but I have mentioned these things at this 
juncture. It is again to show that for the sake of hberty people 
have fought, people have lost their lives, people have killed and 
have sought death at the hands of those whom they have sought 
to oust. The Congress then comes upon the scene and devises a 
new method not knovm to history, namely, that of civil disobedience, 
and the Congress has been following that method up. But again 
I am up against a stone wall and I am told that that is a method 
that no government in the world will tolerate. Well, of course, 
the governments may not tolerate, no government has tolerated 
open rebellion. No government may tolerate civil disobedience, 
but governments have to succumb even to these forces, as the 
British Government has done before now, even as the great Dutch 
Government after eight years of trial had to yield to the logic of 
facts. General Smuts is a brave General, a great Statesman, and 
a very hard taskmaster also, but he himself recoiled with horror 
from even the contemplation of doing to death innocent men and 
women who were merely fighting for the preservation of their 
self-respect, and the things which he had vowed he would never 
yield in the year 1908, reinforced as he was by General Botha, he 
had to do in the year 1914, after having tried these civil resisters 
through and through. And in India Lord Chelmsford had to do 
the same thing; the Governor of Bombay had to do the same 
thing in Borsad and Bardoli. I suggest to you. Prime Minister, it 
is too late today to resist this, and it is this thing which weighs 
me down, this choice that lies before them, the parting of the ways 
probably. I shall hope against hope, I shall strain every nerve to 
achieve an honourable settlement for my country if I can do so 
without having to put the millions of my countrymen and country- 
women and even children through this ordeal of fire, It can he a 
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matter of no joy and comfort to me to lead them on again to a 
fight of that character, but if a further ordeal of fire ha.s. to be our 
lot I shall approach that with the greatest joy and with the greatest 
consolation that I was doing what I felt to be right, the country 
was doing what it felt to be right, and the country will have the 
additional satisfaction of hnowing that it was not at least taking 
lives, it was giving lives; it was not making tlie British people 
directly suffer, it was suffering. Professor Gilbert Murray told 
I shall never forget that—I am paraphrasing his inimitable language. 
He said: you do not consider for one moment that we SngHshixim 
do not su&r when thousands of your couiitrynien suffer,, that we 
are so heartless ? I do not think so. I do know that you will suffer : 
but I want you to suffer because I want to touch your hearts; 
and when your hearts have been touched v/ill coine the psycho- 
logical moment for negotiation. Negotiation there always will be ‘ 
and if this time I have travelled all these miles in order to enter 
upon negotiation, I thought that your countryman Lord Irvdn 
had sufficiently tried us through his ordinances, that he had sufiicient 
evidence that thousands of men and women of India and that 
thousands of children had suffered; and that, ordinsjice or no 
ordinance, lathis or no lathis, nothing would avail to stem the tide 
that was onrushing and to stem the passions that were rising in 
the breasts of the men and women of India who were thirsting 
for liberty. 

Whilst there is yet a little sand left in the glass, I want you to 
understand what this Congress stands for. My life is at your 
disposal. The hves of all the members of the orking Committee, 
the all-India Congress Committee, are at your disposal But 
remember that you have at your disposal the lives of all these dumb 
millions. I do not want to sacrifice those lives if I can possibly heip 
it. Therefore please remember that I will count no sacrifice too 
great if by- chance I can pull through an honourable settlement. 
You will find me always having the greatest spirit of compromise if 
I can but fire you with the spirit that is working in the Congress, 
namely, that India must have real liberty. Call it by any name you 
like : a rose v^ill smell as sweet by any other name, but it must be 
the rose of liberty that I want and not the artificial product. If your 
mind, and the Congress mind, the mind of this Conference and the 
mind of the British people, means the same thing by the same word, 
then you will find the amplest room for compromise, and you will 
find the Congress itself always in a compromising spirit. But so 
long as there is not that one mind, that one definition, not one 
implication for the same word that you and I and we may be using, 
so long there is no compromise possible. How can there be any 
compromise so long as we each one of us has a different definition 
for the same words that we may be using. It is impossible, Prime 
Minister. I want to suggest to you in all humility that it is utterly 
impossible then to find a meeting ground, to find a ground where 
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you can apply the spirits of compromise. And I am very grieved to* 
have to say that up to now I have not been able to-discover a common 
definition for the terms that we have been exchanging during all 
these weary weeks. 

I was shown last week the Statute of Westminster by a sceptic, 
and he said : '' Have you seen the definition of ' Dominion ’'' ? 
I read the definition of '' Dominion/' and'naturally I was not at all 
perplexed or shocked to see that the word Dominion" was 
exhaustively defined, and it had not a general definition but a 
particular definition. It simply said: the word “ Dominion'' 
shall' include Australia, South Africa, Canada and so on, ending with 
the Irish Free State. I do not think I noticed Egypt there. Then 
he said : “ Do you see what your Dominion means ? " It did not 
make any impression upon me. I do not ifiind what my Dominion 
means or what complete independence means. In a way I was 
relieved. I said I am now relieved from having to quarrel about 
the wordDominion," because I am out of it. But I want complete 
independence, and even so, so many Englishmen have said: “ Yes, 
you can have complete independence, but what is the meaning of 
complete independence ? " and again we come to different definitions. 
Therefore, I say the Congress claim is registered as complete 
independence. 

One of your great statesmen—I do not think I should give his. 
name—^was debating with me, and he said : " Honestly, I did not 
know that you meant this by complete independence." He ought 
to have known, but he did not know, and I shall tell you what he 
did not know. When I said to him, “ I cannot be a partner in an 
Empire," he said, “ Of course, that is logical." I said, '' But I want 
to become that. It is not as if I shall be if I am compelled to, but 
I want to become a partner with Great Britain. I want to become 
a partner with the English peoplebut I want to enjoy precisely 
the same hberty that your people enjoy, and I want to seek this 
partnership not merely for the benefit of India, and not merely for 
mutual benefit; I want to seek this partnership in order that the 
great weight that is crushing the world to atoms may be lifted from 
its shoulders." 

This took place ten or twelve days ago. Strange as it may appear, 
I got a note from another Englishman whom also you know 
and whom also you respect. Among many things, he writes: 
“ I believe profoundly that the peace and happiness of mankind 
depend on our friendship," and, as if I would not understand that, 
he says " your people and mine." I must read to you what he also 
says, " And of all Indians you are the one that the real Englishman 
hkes and understands." 

He does not waste any words on flattery, and I do not think he has 
intended this last expression to flatter me. It will not flatter me in 
the slightest degree. There are many things- in this note which, if 
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I could share them with you, would perhaps make you understand 
better the significance of this expression, but let me tell you that 
when he writes this last sentence he does not mean me personally. 
I personally si^ify nothing, and I know I would mean nothing to 
any single Enghshman ; but I mean something to some Englishmen 
because I represent a cause, because I seek to represent a nation, 
a great organisation which has made itself felt. That is the reason 
why he says this. 

But then, if I could possibly find that working basis. Prime 
Minister, there is ample room for compromise. It is friendship 
I crave. My business is not to throw overboard the slave-holder 
and tyrant. My philosophy forbids me to do so, and today the 
Congress has accepted that philosophy not as a creed, as it is to me, 
but as a pohcy, because the Congress believes that it is the right and 
best thing for India, a nation of three hundred and fifty millions, 
to do. A nation of 350 million people does not need the dagger of 
the assassin, it does not need the poison bowl, it does not need the 
sword, the spear or the bullet. It needs simply a will of its own, an 
abihty to sayNo,'' and that nation is today learning to say No." 

But what is it that that nation does ? Summarily, or at all to 
dismiss Enghshmen ? No. Its mission is today to convert 
Englishmen. I do not want to break the bond between England 
and India, but I do want to transform that bond. I want to trans- 
form that slavery into complete freedom for my country. Call it 
complete independence or whatever you hke, I will not quarrel about 
that word, and even though my countrymen may dispute with me 
for having taken some other word I shall be able to bear down that 
opposition so long as the content of the word that you may suggest 
to me bears the same meaning. Hence I have times without 
number to urge upon your attention that the safeguards that have 
been suggested are completely unsatisfactory. They are not in the 
interests of India, 

Three experts from the Federation of Commerce and Industry 
have in their own manner, each in his different manner, told you 
out of their expert experience how utterly impossible it is for any 
body of responsible Ministers to tackle the problem of administration 
when 80 per cent, of India's resources are mortgaged irretrievably. 
Better than I could have shown to you they have shown, out of the 
amplitude of their knowledge, what these financial safeguards mean 
for India. They mean the complete cramping of India. They have 
discussed at this table financial safeguards, but that includes neces- 
sarily the question of Defence and the question of the Army. Yet 
while I say that the safeguards are unsatisfactory as they have been 
presented, I have not hesitated to say, and I do not hesitate to 
repeat, that the Congress is pledged to giving safeguards, endorsing 
safeguards which may be demonstrated to be in the interests of 
India. 
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At one of the sittings of the Federal Structure Committee I had 
no hesitation in amplifying the admission and saying that these 
safeguards must be also of benefit to Great Britain. I do not want 
safeguards which are merely beneficial to India and prejudicial to 
the real interests of Great Britain. The fancied interests of India 
will have to be sacrificed. The fancied interests of Great Britam 
will have to be sacrificed. The illegitimate interests of India will 
have to be sacrificed. The illegitimate interests of Great Britain 
will also have to be sacrificed. Therefore, again I repeat, if we have 
the same meaning for the same word I will agree with Mr. Jayakar, 
with Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and other distingiiished speakers who 
have spoken at this Conference. I will agree with them al], that we 
have after all, after all these labours, reached a substantial measure 
of agreement, but my despair, my grief, is that I do not read the same 
words in the same light. The implications of the safeguards of 
Mr. Jayakar, I very much fear, are different from my implications, and 
the implications of Mr. Jayakar and myself are perhaps only diferent 
from the implications that Sir Samuel Hoare, for instance, has in 
mind ; I do not know. We have never really come to grips.. We 
have never come to brass tacks as you put it, and I am anxious— 
I have been pining to come to real grips and to brass tacks all these 
days and all these nights, and I have felt: Why are we not coming 
nearer and nearer together, and why are we wasting our time in 
eloquence, in oratory, in debating, and in scoring points ? Heaven 
knows, I have no desire to hear my own voice. Heaven knows 
I have no desire to take part in any debating. I know that liberty is 
made of sterner stuff, and I know that the freedom of India is made 
of much sterner stuff. We have problems that would baffle any 
statesman. We have problems that other nations have not to tackle. 
But they do not baffle me ; they cannot baffle those who have been 
brought up in the Indian climate. Those problems are there with us. 
Just as we have to tackle our bubonic plague, we have to tackle the 
problem of malaria. We have to tackle, as you have not, the problem 
of snakes and scorpions, monkeys, tigers and lions. We have to 
tackle these problems because we have been brought up under them. 
They do not baffle us. Somehow or other we have survived the ravages 
of these venomous reptiles and various creatures. So also shall we 
survive our problem and find a way out of these problems. But to- 
day you and we have come together at a Round Table and we want 
to find a common formula which will work. Please beheve me that 
whilst I abate not a tittle of the claim that I have registered on 
behalf of the Congress, which I do not propose to repeat here, while 
I withdraw not one word of the speeches that I had to make at the 
Federal Structure Committee, I am here to compromise ; I am here 
to consider every formula that British ingenuity can prepare, every 
formula that the ingenuity of such constitutionalists as Mr. Sastri, 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Mr. Jayakar, Mr. Jinnah, Sir Muhammad 
Shafi, and a host of other constitutionalists can weave into being. 
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I will not be baffled. I shall be here as long as I am required 
because I do not want to revive civil disobedience. I want to turn 
the truce that was arrived at, at Delhi, into a permanent settlement. 
But for heaven’s sake give me, a frail man, 62 years gone, a little 
bit of a chance. Find a little corner for him and the organisation 
that he represents. You distrust that organisation though you may 
seemingly trust me. Do not for one moment differentiate me from 
the organisation of which I am but a drop in the ocean. I am no 
greater than the organisation to which I belong. I am infinitely 
smaller than that organisation ; and if you find m.e a place; if you 
trust me, I invite you to trust the Congress also. Your trust in me 
otherwise is a broken reed. I have no authority save what I derived 
from the Congress. If you will work the Congress for all it is worth, 
then you will say good-bye to terrorism; then you will not need 
terrorism. Today you have to fight the school of terrorists which is 
there with your disciplined and organised terrorism, because you 
will be blind to the facts or the writing on the waU. Will you not 
see the writing that these terrorists are writing with their blood ? 
Will you not see that we do not want bread made of wheat, but we 
want bread of liberty; and without that liberty there are thousands 
today who are sworn not to give themselves peace or to give the 
country peace. 

T urge you then to read that writing on the wall. I ask you not 
to try the patience of a people known to be proverbially patient. 
We speak of the mild Hindu, and the Mussulman also by contact, 
good or evil, with the Hindu, has himself become mild. And that 
mention of the Mussulman brings me to the baffling problem of 
minorities. Believe me, that problem exists here, and I repeat what 
I used to say in India—I have not forgotten those words*—^that 
without the problem of minorities being solved there is no Swaraj 
for India, there is no freedom for India. I know that; I realise it; 
and yet I came here in the hope, perchance, that I might be able to 
piill through a solution here. But I do not despair of some day or 
other finding a real and living solution in connection with the 
minorities problem. I repeat what I have said elsewhere, that so long 
as the wedge in the shape of foreign rule divides community from 
community and class from class, there will be no real living solution, 
there will be no living friendship between these communities. It 
will be after all and at best a paper solution. But immediately you 
withdraw that wedge, the domestic ties, the domestic affections, the 
knowledge of common birth—do you suppose that all these will 
count for nothing ? 

Were Hindus and Mussulmans and Sikhs always at war with one 
another when there was no British rule, when there was no English 
face seen there ? We have chapter and verse given to us by Hindu 
historians and by Mussulman historians to say that we were living 
in comparative peace even then. And Hindus and Mussulmans in 
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the villages are not even today quarrelling. In those days they 
were not known to quarrel at all. The late Maulana Muhammad Ali 
often used to teU me, and he was himself a bit of an historian, 
he said, “If God“—“ Allah, “ as he called God—“gives me life, 
I propose to write the history of Mussalman rule in India; and then 
I will show through documents that British people have erred, that 
Aurengzeb was not so vile as he has been painted by the British 
historian ; that the Mogul rule was not so bad as it has been shown 
to us in British history “ ; and so on. And so have Hindu historians 
written. This quarrel is not old; this quarrel is coeval with this 
acute shame. I dare to say it is coeval with the British advent, 
and immediately this relationship, the unfortunate, artificial, 
unnatural relationship between Great Britain and India is trans- 
formed into a natural relationship, when it becomes, if it does 
become, a voluntary partnership to be given up, to be dissolved at 
the will of either party, when it becomes that you will find that 
Hindus, Mussulmans, Sikhs, Europeans, Anglo-Indians, Christians, 
Untouchables, wiU all live together as one man. 

I want to say one word about the Princes, and I shah have done. 
I have not said much about the Princes, nor do I intend to say much 
tonight about the Princes, but I should be wronging them, and 
I should be wronging the Congress if I did not register my claim, not 
with the Round Table Conference, but with the Princes. It is open 
to the Princes to give their terms on which they wiU join the Federa- 
tion. I have appealed to them to make the path easy for those 
who inhabit the other part of India, and therefore I can only make 
these suggestions for their favourable consideration, for their earnest 
consideration. I think that if they accepted, no matter what they 
are, but some fundamental rights as the common property of all 
India, and if they accepted that position and allowed those rights 
to be tested by the Court, which will be again of their own creation, 
and if they introduced elements—only elements—of representation 
on behalf of their subjects, I think that they would have gone a 
long way to concihate their subjects. They would have gone a long 
way to show to the world and to show to the whole of India that they 
are also fired with a democratic spirit, that- they do not want to 
remain undiluted autocrats, but that they want to become constitu- 
tional monarchs even as King George of Great Britain is. 

Sir, a note has been placed in my hands by my friend. Sir Abdul 
Qaiyum, and he says, wiU not I say one word about the Frontier 
Province ? I will, and it is this. Let India get what she is entitled 
to and what she can really take, but whatever she gets, whenever 
she gets it, let the Frontier Province get complete autonomy today. 
That Frontier will then be a standing demonstration to the whole of 
India, and therefore the whole vote of the Congress will be given 
in favour of the Frontier Province getting Provincial autonomy 
tomorrow. Prime Minister, if you can possibly get your Cabinet 
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to endorse the proposition that from tomorrow the Frontier Province 
becomes a full fledged autonomous Province I shall then have a 
proper footing amongst the Frontier tribes and convene them to my 
assistance when those over the border cast an evil eye on India. 

Last of aU, my last is a pleasant task for me. This is, perhaps, the 
last time that I shall be sitting with you at negotiations. It is not 
that I want that. I want to sit at the same table with you in your 
closets and to negotiate and to plead with you. and to go down on 
bended knee before I take the final leap and final plunge. But 
whether I have the good fortune to continue to tender my co-opera- 
tion or not does not depend upon me. It largely depends upon 
you. But it may not even depend upon you. It depends upon so 
many circumstances over which neither you nor we may have any 
control whatsoever. Then let me perform this pleasant task of 
giving my thanks to all from Their Majesties down to the poorest 
men in the East End, where I have taken up my habitation. 

In that settlement which represents the poor people of the East 
End of London I have become one of them. They have accepted me 
as a member, and as a favoured member of their family. It wiU be 
one of the richest treasures that I shall carry with me. Here, too, 
I have found nothing but courtesy and nothing but a genuine 
affection from aU with whom I have come in touch. I have come in 
touch with so many Englishmen. It has been a priceless privilege 
to me. They have listened to vdiat must have often appeared to 
them to be unpleasant, although it was true. Although I have often 
been obliged to say these things to them they have never shown the 
slightest impatience or irritation. It is impossible for me to forget 
these things. No matter what befalls me, no matter what the 
fortunes may be of this Round Table Conference, one thing I shall 
certainly carry with me—^that is, that from high to low I have found 
nothing but the utmost courtesy and the utmost affection. I con- 
sider that it was well worth my paying this visit to England in 
order to find this human affection. It has enhanced, it has deepened 
my irrepressible faith in human nature that although Englishmen and 
Englishwomen have been fed upon lies so often that I see disfiguring 
your Press, that although in Lancashire the Lancashire people had 
perhaps some reason for becoming irritated against me, I found no 
irritation and no resentment even in the operatives. The operatives, 
men and women, hugged me. They treated me as one of their own. 
I shall never forget that. 

I am carrying with me thousands upon thousands of English 
friendships. I do not know them, but I read that affection in their 
eyes as early in the morning I walk through your streets. All this 
hospitality, all this kindness will never be effaced from my memory 
no matter what befalls my unhappy land. I thank you for your 
forbearance, 
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Pandit M. M. Malaviya : Mr. Prime Minister, now that the 
labours of this Conference are coming to an end I wish to put in a few 
observations to show how it appears to me that we have proceeded 
with our work and the results that we have achieved. 

I feel, Sir, that the problem of India has not been thoroughly under- 
stood here. I feel that there is not the atmosphere in which there 
could be a recognition of the true condition of the people of India 
and of the justice of what India demands. We have discussed 
various questions at the Conference ; we have arrived at some 
understandings, which are very valuable; but all things said and 
considered, I find that the position is one which cannot fill us with any 
hope for the future. 

We have come here and we have been treated with great kindness 
and courtesy; we are all deeply grateful for it. But I have felt, 
Mr. Prime Minister, that there are very few Englishmen who have 
made up their minds to consider the Indian problem as they would 
consider the problem if it was another people—a white people— 
whom they were dealing with. There is a feeling that India was 
asking for something for which it was not prepared. There is a 
feehng that those of us, like Mahatma Gandhi and others, who press 
for the Congress point of view, are asking for what they are not at 
present entitled to. There is a feeling that a favour is being con- 
ferred upon us Indians in giving us the opportunity to express our 
views before this Conference, and through this Conference, before the 
British public. It oppresses me to think that it is so. Until, 
Mr. Prime Minister, our English fellow-subjects come to the conclusion 
and make up their mind that they will deal with us as equal fellow- 
subjects, until they are prepared to sit down to consider what our 
difficulties are and to solve those difficulties fairly, the solution of this 
problem will riot have been advanced very much. I am very 
grateful that last year you decided, with the consent of His Majesty’s 
Government, to make the announcement that you did, that there 
would be an aU-India Federation established, that there would be 
responsibility introduced in the Centre of the Government of India, 
and that there would be certain transitory safeguards provided. We 
were led to think that those decisions were final; and yet after we 
came here we found that, owing to a change of Government, the 
decisions almost seemed to run the risk of being given up, of being 
practically abandoned. 

I am very grateful that that catastrophe was averted, but I cannot 
forget the incident that, merely owing to a change of Government, 
and merely owing to a change in an important office, the whole 
decision of last year seemed to be in peril of being altered. I am 
very glad. Sir, that you take exception to my statement. I hope I am 
wrong ; but what compels me to say it is that for days together we 
had to work against the possibility of such a decision being arrived at. 
What I feel is that unless the House of Commons, unless the British 
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public, unless British statesmen have made up their minds definitely 
that a fully responsible Government shall be established in India, 
unless that decision is placed beyond any dispute or cavil, unless 
it is placed beyond the possibility of being affected by any change 
in office or elsewhere, India cannot expect that a new era is shortly 
to dawn upon her. 

Mr. Prime Minister, I want my English feUow-subjects to think 
what it means to India, what indecision in this matter and delay in 
this matter means to India. India is not asking for a change 
merely for the fun of it. India feels the intolerable degredation of 
being under a foreign yoke such as the British bureaucratic system 
which at present exists in India. India desires freedom for her own 
sons such as you enjoy in your country. India has been longing 
for this freedom. 

For four thousand years our ancestors ruled in our country. Long, 
long before any Englishman set his foot there our ancestors had a 
system of government which your own historians have admired. 
For only 150 years there has been British rule in India, and we do not 
like anybody to teU us that we have lost the capacity for self- 
government. . One-third of India even today is ruled by Indians; 
and, having a personal knowledge of most of the States, I can say 
that the condition of the people generally in the Indian States wifi 
compare favourably with the condition of the people in British 
India, all things taken together. Now, for such a people it is a 
matter of sore trial that they should continue to be under foreign 
rule, and the people have been working for a long time as you, 
Mr. Prime Minister, very well know, to obtain self-government. 
The Congress began its labours in 1885. From that time onwards 
it has repeatedly urged the introduction of full self-government. 
But let me remind you that the movement reached its height in 
India last year when from 70,000 to 75,000 persons, men, women, and 
some children too, went to jail and exposed themselves to all the 
hardships of that situation in order that India might be free 

What are we going to teU them when we return to India ? Are we 
going to tell them simply that we have delivered speeches, and that 
they have been recorded and will be published ? Are we to tell them 
that the matter is still being considered, that the House of Commons 
is not yet friendly to the change, that we desire ? Are we going to 
teU them that a section of the British Press is insulting us by its 
remarks and telling us that we cannot have what we have asked for ? 
Or are we going to tell them that the British people have made up 
their minds, that they will not stand any longer in the way of the 
people of our ancient land, India; that the people of Britain will 
not stand any longer in the way of our exercising that right of self- 
government which God has meant every people to exercise ? 

This is what I wish that we should be able to say to them ; but 
what is the position ? We have discussed several questions. We 
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have been told we have not settled certain questions and that until 
those questions are settled the Government cannot arrive at definite 
conclusions. I beg to point out that that is not the way in which 
you settled the matter with the Irish people. When you decided to 
settle the question with Ireland you entered into an agreement. 
A few of your representatives and a few representatives of the 
Irish people sat down, drew up an agreement,, noted down the 
vital points, and then decided that a Statute should foUow later. 
Is it not possible for you, is it not possible for us, to sit down and 
draw up an agreement like that ? 

We have been told that failure to decide the communal question 
stands in the way. Did it stand in the way of a settlement with the 
Irish people ? Had not they to deal with minorities ? Did not you 
in that agreement—I think it was of the 6th February, 1921—lay 
down certain safeguards which were not j&naHy decided upon but 
which were mentioned there as matters to be decided later ? These 
included safeguards for the protection of the minorities also. 

Here all that my Mussulman friends and my other friends who 
represent the minorities ask is not that there shall be no new con- 
stitution set up,, but that reasonable provision shah be made for the 
protection of the rights of minorities in the new constitution. Could 
not an agreement hke that be arrived at here ? You have very 
kindly invited us to this Conference. This is the second time you 
have invited us Indians to this Conference and you have spent 
much time and labour on it. No one has worked harder or more 
assiduously than Lord Sankey, to whom we are all very grateful for 
the trouble he has taken in dealing with these questions. We are 
thankful for all the labour and time you have spent, but what is the 
sum total of what we have arrived at ? What is the sum total that 
we have achieved ? I submit even now what is needed is that you 
and your friends and the English Parliament should definitely make 
up your minds that responsible government shall be established in 
India and established in the shortest possible time, 

Mr. Gandhi exercises a most tremendous influence on the people 
of India, but I regret to say that even his influence will not be sufficient 
to satisfy the cravings of the people of India'for freedom. They 
will not be satisfied to hear merely that a declaration has been made 
which assures us of the establishment of responsibility at the Centre 
at some future date. People did not suffer merely to obtain such a 
declaration. I have mentioned the case of Ireland. It may be said 
that in that case there was a war, and that an agreement was arrived at 
at the end of a war. I hope, Mr. Prime Minister, you at least will 
not say so, because I am certain the method of war cannot compare 
with the method of non-violent civil disobedience or passive resistance 
which Mr. Gandhi has inculcated on the people of India. It avoids 
bloodshed ; it avoids violence ; it avoids doing any wrong to any 
fellow-man. It teaches the people to suffer wrong, to suffer injustice. 
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to suffer pain and to suffer loss. But that method does not involve 
less heavy sacrifice than the method of violence aiid war, and 
I submit we should begin a new era in the history of mankind by 
arriving by argument, and reason, by friendly discussion and good- 
will at a solution of even such a great problem as the transfer of 
power from the hands of the British people into the hands of the people 
in whose hands God meant that that power should rest. 

I ask you. Prime Minister, to consider whether it is still not 
possible to deal with this matter in the way I have suggested. Let 
me remind you. Sir, that the condition of the people of India is- 
such that they cannot with equanimity hear of a decision which does- 
not tell them that responsible government is going to be estabhshed- 
without any avoidable delay. The condition of the people has been- 
going from bad to worse. I do not wish to enter into controversial 
questions at this late hour, but it is my duty to remind you that the 
condition of the people generally in India has been going from bad 
to worse, that the agriculturist is in a sad plight, that he has been 
hard hit by the legislation which put the rupee at Is. that he 
has been hard hit by all the other circumstances which have come 
about during the last two years, that the general ihass of the people 
are very very poor and are undergoing much suffering. We should 
have the chance to serve them and to bring them some rehef. British 
administration has lasted in India now for over 150 years, but 
unfortunately British administration, while it has built roads and 
railways and public offices, and schools and hospitals to some extent, 
has failed to build up the strength of the people. The people are not 
half as strong economically today as they should be, and we cannot 
get them out of this miserable condition unless we have the power 
in our hands to administer our own affairs. 

Ever since it came into existence the Congress has been urging— 
as you. Prime Minister, will remember—^that expenditure should be 
largely reduced in India. It has been asking that the expenditure 
on the Civil Services should be reduced arid that the expenditure on 
the army should be reduced. The questions we have been discussing 
have not enabled us to come to a final conclusion on any of those 
matters. If the Army is not to-be touched, unless there is an 
agreement that the expenditure oh the Army should be brought to 
at least one half of what it is today, as Mr. Birla urged, uriless it is 
agreed that it is essential that the Army expenditure should be 
brought to about 30 crores; unless it is agreed that we should have 
full power, as any other free government would have, to reorganise 
our whole budget of expenditure, that we should have the same: 
power as any free government has to consider what economies, 
should be introduced—^unless we have all this power, what is the use. 
of talking of responsible government or any shadow of it ? 

These are the questions which call for determination. These are- 
the questions which should be settled by a few of us sitting down. 
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•together and arriving at conclusions which will help us to satisfy 
the people of India. You are aware that if you leave things as they 
are the Government of India is not,able to carry on the administra- 
tion so far as finances are concerned. It is in a sorry plight and it 
will be in a worse plight from day to day as far as I can see. You 
cannot go on adding taxation to taxation. But little margin was 
left and it has come now. There is no other course open to the 
Gpvernment of India than to reduce expenditure and to reduce it 
largely. If you give us a constitution, but tie us hand and foot by 
your safeguards, what will be the result ? The result will be that 
the new Government will not have a fair chance. I am not opposed 
to such reasonable safeguards as may be agreed on in the interests of 
India. We have from the beginning agreed that there should be such 
safeguards, but I am pointing out generally that it is essential that 
the safeguards should be only those needed in the interests of India. 
It is also agreed that we shall be just to every community. We do 
not want to hurt any community, British or non-British. We shall 
be just to every interest. 

A great responsibihty rests upon the British Parliament and upon 
you all who represent the British pubhc. Three hundred and &ty 
million people inhabit India. Their destiny is entrusted for the 
moment to your hands. You are not able to give the time and 
attention that affairs in India demand. I do not complain of that. 
God never meant that the people of one country should be able to 
spend time in attending to the administrative affairs of another 
country, particularly of one so far away. Therefore, it is all the more 
necessary that you should agree to hand over power to us, to put us 
in the position in which we can perform those duties to our people 
which it is your privilege to discharge towards your own people. 
We want to know that that is coming, and the people will not be 
satisfied until we are able to tell them that it is coming without 
avoidable delay. 

The suggestion that there should be a declaration made assuring 
the people of India that the Government stands by the pledge that 
it gave through you last year will not satisfy the people. Nor will 
it satisfy the people to tell them that it will take two or three years 
to'frame a new constitution. With all respect to my lawyer friends 
and to Parliamentary draftsmen, I venture to say that that is too 
long a period, that when it is desired that responsible government 
is to be introduced in India it should be possible to frame a Statute 
for it within a much shorter time, within a reasonably short period. 
I submit that that is what should be done. It may be urged that 
there are difficulties in the case of the Princes, that there are certain 
matters to be investigated and that until they have been investigated 
a constitution cannot be built up. I beg to submit that the vital 
points which are necessary to frame a constitution have been agreed 
■upon and that a constitution can be drafted and that any adjust- 
ments which may be necessary can be introduced later on. 
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What is essential is that the people should be told that the'Govern- 
ment have decided finally that responsible government, shall be 
estabhshed in India without avoidable delay. I submit that it is 
also necessary that along with such a declaration action should be 
taken to convince the people that you mean what you say. When 
the Declaration of 1917 was made, Mr. Montagu went out to make 
certain investigations, and he and Lord Chelmsford made investiga- 
tions and submitted a report, and the Statute followed. What is. 
wanted is a definite pronouncement of agreement on vital points.. 
An agreement should be arrived at, and it should be announced what 
the agreement arrived at is. Immediately after it there should be; 
sent cut to India a small influental deputation. I should invite you,. 
Mr. Prime Minister, yourself to come out; I should invite Lord' 
Sankey to come out; I should invite Mr. Baldwin to come out; 
and Mr. Lloyd George. I suggest that three of your Prime Ministers 
and ex-Prime Ministers should come out to India. Lord Saiikey 
should come out, as he has studied this question for the last twelve 
months, and he is, therefore, most competent to help us in this 
matter. I suggest that you come out to India for three months. 
This is the time of the winter. Your climate does not encourage 
anyone to stay here during the months of December, January and 
February. Within three months’ time, if three of you top men of 
England will come to my warmer country and sit down and hear 
what you want to hear and investigate whatever you want to 
investigate, you will come back satisfied that it is possible to go on 
with the framing of the Statute much earlier than it is imagined in 
some quarters at present. This is my invitation to you. I am most 
anxious, Mr. Prime Minister, that my country should be saved the 
trouble of.any further agitation in this connection. None of us 
wants it. We feel that we have carried on agitation long enough, 
that we have satisfied you and everyone else that the people of India 
are rightly impatient. I believe that the best among you have 
understood and will admit that we people of India have as much 
a right to freedom as you have, and I hope that you are satisfied by 
all that you have heard and seen that the people of India are now 
different from what the people of India were ten years ago. There 
is a wave of intense feeling in the country which will not tolerate 
delay in this matter. I say it in order that you should understand 
the situation and that we shouldwah try to meet that situation.. 
The people will not be satisfied ; they have long been complaining; 
of excessive expenditure on their administration. They know that 
millions of them cannot find employment. Vast millions^re going 
through life not having sufficient necessaries. They are undergoing 
much trouble and suffering. They cannot continue to go on, in this 
condition. You hear of crimes here, there and elsewhere. I con- 
demn these crimes, I deplore them, but we must know that part of 
it is due to the distressing want of employment among the young 
men in the country. I have seen numerous, cases of young men 
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whose parents have given them, but of their scanty income, a college 
education, and who are not able to find employment to support 
their old parents and their young wife after twenty years of educa- 
tion. The number of such men is large. The number of middle-class 
men who are undergoing suffering is larger. The number of men 
among the masses undergoing suffering is much larger still. It does 
not behove England to allow aU this suffering to go on when it is 
possible to provide means of avoiding it, of reducing it, of preventing 
it-SO fat as it is possible to do so, by transferring power to hands 
which are wilMng and anxious to take up the responsibihty and to 
discharge that responsibility. 

I therefore submit that what is needed at this juncture is not 
merely a report of the speeches which have been delivered but of an 
agreement between us that things which are now agreed on shall 
be carried out and a determination after that agreement to take the 
earlier steps to implement those decisions. That is what India 
needs, and I beg most earnestly to impress upon aU my British 
friends that this is the necessity of the situation in India and I hope 
that by pursuing the path of the duty which is cast upon you you 
will pursue the way to glory again as you did on so many occasions 
in the past. You have fought for the liberty of other peoples. My 
people also fought with you for the hberty of other peoples in 
the Great War. You will still remember how our men came and 
helped you. Over a million men came, and there were more than 
a hundred thousand casualties in the War, of Indians killed or injured. 
Remember all the contributions that India made in the last war. 
Remember all the contributions which India has made in aU the wars 
of the Empire in which Indian soldiers have been engaged. Remember 
also the manner in which the Indian people have been urging, 
entreating, imploring the British Government for the last forty-five 
years to give the people of India freedom to exercise the power of 
self-government. Remembering all that, help us to obtain that 
power.. Transfer that power to us and we shall be very very 
grateful to you; the people of India will be happy and will be 
grateful to you, and the world at large will admire you. 

Mr. Prime Minister, if the opportunity is missed and we are 
sent back without having the assurance that the vital points of 
the new constitution are agreed upon, if we go back disappointed 
and are not able to satisfy our people that this new constitution 
of freedom is coming into existence at an early date, I shudder 
to think of the consequences. The Government is strong, no doubt ; 
the Government can carry on repression; it can put down all 
agitation with a strong hand. Yes, you can do so for a time; 
no doubt you have the power to do so. But it will be very, very 
wrong of you to do so when it can be avoided. None of us desires 
that people should rise against the Government; we all want 
that the law should be respected; but the law also should respect 
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the liberty of the individual and should give the individual what 
he has a right to claim from the Government. That is all yre ask 
for. We pray that you should give up the idea of merely governing 
India. You must make up your minds to-^carry on the Adminis- 
tration in India, even during the time that you do not transfer 
responsibility to our hands, with the willing consent of the people. 
When Mr. Balfour went, a few years ago, to America, he said the 
only government worth the name was a government which was 
carried on with the consent of the people. Here now is the oppor- 
tunity for you. Here is the opportunity for you to decide that you 
will transfer power into our hands. I pray to God that He may 
grant you wisdom, generosity, and the strength to do so, and thereby 
to earn the gratitude of my people. 

Mr. Sastri : Mr. Prime Minister, it will be within the recollection 
of all of you that when we began the deliberations of this Con- 
ference we said often, and nobody failed to say, that the assent 
that we have given to any proposals was conditional, that we were 
free to revise our judgments as the proceedings went on and the 
picture became clearer arid clearer. 

We had hoped that we should be able to know exactly what 
the proposed constitution was; and. Prime Minister, I cannot 
help feehng how profitable, how pointed to certain definite pro- 
positions, our two days’ debate would have been if the statement 
that is to be made tomorrow had been made early enough, and 
we had aU been discussing things that had been stated on authority. 

As it is, most of us are speaking upon uneasy speculations which 
have been started in our minds by rumour. One such rumour, 
which I think was voiced in the Committee for the first time by 
my friend Sir A. P. Patro, has been perhaps put out of the field 
altogether; at any rate we hope so. But my friend Sir A. P. 
Patro is very resourceful; one of his ideas being put out of the 
field, he has just ventured upon another, that the halfway house 
so much desired by certain people here should be Provincial 
autonomy at the circumference, with responsibility at the Centre 
of British India, the States being kept out for some time. 

Well, people have taken the idea and begun to discuss it. For 
some hours I said to myself: “Now, this is Sir A. P. Patro’s idea; 
why should I bother'about it ? ” and then I remembered that my 
friend has an uncanny gift of discovering ideas stiU below the 
horizon long before other people see them. It may be, I thought, 
that there is some truth in that rumour and it is just as well to 
deal with it. 

Prime Minister, that will not do either. When we started this 
Conference we came, no doubt, with ideas of arguing foil Dominion 
Status for British India, but we had not been here many days 
before the magnificent action of the Princes made a wider and a 
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larger India possible. We have all yielded our hearts to that 
great ideal. Our whole deliberations have been framed on the 
supposition that the Princes would come in, and I know nothing now 
to the contrary. It is a pity to ask us to go back to the original 
and smaller idea. I shall leave that subject there, hoping that we 
shall still be permitted to contemplate this vision of an India 
including the Princes and their States going forward as a Dominion 
from strength to strength, and taking her place amongst the 
sisterhood of the nations of the great Commonwealth. 

Then I was greatly comforted to hear that Lord Reading, to 
whom this Conference owes so much of its prestige and of its 
success, did not waiver one little bit in his adherence to the idea 
of an all-India Federation. From Lord Reading’s speech. Prime 
Minister, we have derived many points of encouragement. I was 
particularly struck in the great speech he made recently, with a 
note which was rather unnecessary from him, but which was 
quite emphatic, his faith in this British Commonwealth and his 
loyalty to its ideals. Nobody ever questioned that Lord Reading 
would be faithful to the ideal of the Empire. If some of us on this 
side had made a similar confession of faith, that would have been 
interesting! I am one of those who, amidst much adverse criticism, 
have often made that confession of faith with honesty and with 
genuine trust. 

Prime Minister, what is wanting in our loyalty to the Common- 
wealth is not admiration of its greatness or of its material glory, 
but it is the lack of occasion for us to take pride in this Empire 
and to call it our own. .The one thing wanting is that you should 
place us upon an equality with the self-governing parts of the 
Commonwealth. We have asked for that status- for a long, long 
time, and although I do not wish to be so unfaithful to history as 
to say you have done nothing whatever, and although I am grateful 
for the steps you have taken from time to time to realise this 
ideal, it must be admitted that the progress has been slow and 
fitful. The time has now come for you to take one long step from 
which there shall be no returning. Your Government—I mean 
your late Labour Government—was pledged to that ideal. Yon 
made your answer at that time, declared it to the people of India, 
and they have come here to realise it, believing that that declaration 
contained their greatest charter. 

Now it seems to me that in fulfilling, that declaration nothing should 
be done beyond what is absolutely necessary and unavoidable. 
Nothing should be done to mark us off, especially to our disadvantage, 
from the other self-governing parts of the Empire. There, Prime 
Minister, is the great danger to be guarded against. We are willing, 
as I said before, some of us here—I think most of us—we are willing 
that there should be certain subjects marked off for the time being 
as Crown subjects in respect of which the Indian Legislature of the 
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future, although Federal, should not be supreme but the Imperial 
Parliament which has hitherto taken charge of those subjects. That 
must be subject of course to a period of time that must be made 
known and subject also to certain large aspects of these questions 
which might be transferred with safety to our Legislature. They 
are necessary reservations, but we must be on our guard to admit 
into the Constitution no other safeguard or reservation, by whatever 
title it be called, which could not be deinonstrated to be anything 
but in India’s interest. We have now in the reports several safe- 
guards under the headings of Commercial Discrimination and Defence. 
I objected to them, I am not quite happy about them now. In my 
judgment. Prime Minister, they are unnecessary and irritating 
deductions from Dominion Status. 

There are ways in which these safeguards could be obtained in 
substance without our Constitution being disfigured by constitutional 
provisions. Last year when we were discussing these problems we 
took up one position from which—I do not know for what reason— 
we have advanced still further in the direction of stiffening them. 
One remark I will make which I made in the Federal Structure' 
Committee. The Commercial Discrimination clause debated last 
year seemed to me, as it seemed to those who took part in its framing, 
to ansv/er all the needs of the case. That was to be based upon a 
reciprocity agreement. Why this year it should be stipulated that 
it should take the form of legal provisions and written in the statute 
of our Constitution I am unable stiU to see. No Dominion Constitu- 
tion has such a clause, but it is proposed seriously that the Indian 
Constitution should start with that clause written into the Con- 
stitution at the outset and so v/ith regard to certain financial safe- 
guards. I have no objection to these provisions themselves on their 
intrinsic merits, but they are a blot on the face of our Constitution. 
When I meet my feUow-citizens of other Dominions and I pat myself 
on the back and tell them ‘‘ Well, I am a Dominion too, subject only 
to two great exceptions ” they will be able to turn round to me and 
say “No, my friend, it is not Army and External Affairs only that 
stiH continue to be under the charge of the Imperial Government. 
Your control over your own .Commerce and Industry; your control 
over the vital life-breath of the whole of your national life, Finance— 
both means are under the control of the Parliament of Great Britain 
and Ireland. You are not and will not be for a long time as we are.” 
That is what I am most sensitive about. Why should these unneces- 
sary restrictions be written into the Constitution ? There they are. 
Prime Minister, I have been no party to those secret and intimate 
confabulations which led to the framing of these safeguards in their 
present form. Without such esoteric knowledge my criticism might 
appear to be crude and even lacking in a sense of responsibility, but 
my mind is quite clear upon the subject, and if they must be given 
in the Constitution, I will make two suggestions to you which would 
take away the sting and the offence of such disabling provisions. 
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One suggestion is that you will put these restrictions into that 
chapter of the Constitution which will be open to revision and 
modification by the Indian Legislature without the necessity of 
coming to the Imperial Parliament for dealing with them. We do 
not like the idea of coming to this country and asking for constitutional 
advance any more. There is Defence, there is External Af airs and 
there is Paramountcy belonging to the. State—quite enough matters 
to make trouble between India and England for another generation. 
Need we add naore ?—for, as you know from your rich experience, 
so long as these irritating clauses are there in the constitution, every 
general election in India will be fought upon that issue. Ignorant 
candidates will play on the minds of even more ignorant voters and 
tell them : “we are not a free country so long as these clauses are 
there in the constitution.'’ Let us get rid of them. Our minds will 
be concentrated on these particular provisions, although in the real 
national hfe of India they may not act as great impediments. The 
very fact that they are there will turn people’s minds to them and 
will make progress in other vital directions very very difficult. 

The other suggestion which I would make is that you should enter 
a clause in the Instrument of Instructions which each Viceroy 
receives on appointment, to the effect that the safeguarding of powers 
vested in him singly as apart from his Cabinet in India, that those 
safeguarding powers must be exercised, solely in the interests of 
India. It is not as good as a provision in the constitution; there may 
be Viceroys of a stiff temperament who will disregard even this 
Instrument of Instructions. Nevertheless, upon the whole, it seems 
to me if it is declared to every Viceroy on his appointment that 
British policy requires these safeguarding powers to be exercised 
only in the interests of India,- it would b.e a very great gain to those 
who watch over these things jealously in India. When v/e mentioned 
this matter last year I can say with authority that I was informed 
that Lord Reading would be in favour of the Instniment of Instructions 
containing such a provision. 

A word about the future work of this Conference. This Conference 
dissolves, but its work cannot stop. We hear that an excellent 
move is contemplated; that the Lord Chancellor with a certain 
number of British pohticians to assist him, should visit our country 
and there keep ahve in some form which may seem most appropriate 
this Round Table Conference or its child to carry on the work. We 
welcome such a proposal if it has taken shape; and there are one 
or two things that one would like to say about this. Prime Minister,, 
do you remember that in January of this year when you made your 
great statement, there were two parts in it ? In one part you gave 
us a formal statement with the authority of Government. The other 
and greater part contained your own admonition and exhortations- 
to us. One passage in it which struck me then as remarkable, and 
which has never left my mind since, was to the effect that the work 
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of the Conference could not be entrusted to the bureaucracy, whether 
in this country or in India, but must be carried on under the control 
of .politicians. Your experience. Prime Minister, must have dictated 
that caution. For many years in the wilderness of private member- 
ship, now enlarged and corrected by some years of the most exalted 
and difficult office of the Empire, you have garnered this lesson, that 
noble political ideals, generous national aspirations, do not thrive in 
official bosoms. We non-officials engender them, cherish them, and 
know how to bring them to fruition. In the long corridors and 
haunts of the India Office and of the great Secretariat that we have 
built in New Delhi there are many dark places where these beautiful 
and moving ideals are apt to be strangled, or at least they will be 
delayed until they have no further significance to those who have 
been deeply interested in them. We have had the very sad instance 
of a committee that sat recently in India and considered a most 
vital subject and, as has often been stated before us here, brought it 
to grief. They neglected your wise advice. Prime Minister. I really 
wish, although it should have been unnecessary, that in your state- 
ment tomorrow you would repeat that advice and put it into your 
formal declaration, so that there could be no excuse for the authorities 
to put it aside. I think you ought to make it an injunction to those 
whose business it is to carry on the work of this Conference to nobler 
issues. You must make it incumbent on them to place their 
operations in the hands of the politicians and statesmen of India and 
the statesmen here, and not entrust them to the unenthusiastic, 
dry-as-dust hands of bureaucracy. 

And, Prime Minister, when you constitute these commissions and 
important comniittees and entrust vital aspects to their charge, do 
as you did this year; summon Mahatma Gandhi and his associates 
to it; let him not in despair go back to the arid fields of non-co- 
operation. 

Yes, Mahatma, if I may apostrophise you, forgetting for a moment 
the Prime Minister, your duty hereafter is with us. You have 
acquired an unparalleled reputation. Your influence is unequalled. 
Your spiritual power to command men and to raise them above 
themselves is acknowledged all over the world. Shall not these 
great gifts be harnessed to the constructive work of the nation? 
Have you the heart, I ask you, still to lead your people, trustful and 
obedient, through the vaUey of humiliation if it be not necessary— 
and I contend it is no longer necessary ? The steps that we have 
taken so far round this table mark a distinct stage in advance. It 
may not be as satisfactory as you wish. It is certainly not as 
satisfactory as I wish. Nevertheless, it seems to me that you and 
I and other friends here, working together, can frame this constitution 
and so shape it that while deriving the most that it can yield we can 
also look forward with confidence to a future when we shall be 
enabled to perfect it, and that at no distant date. 
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The thing is in our bauds today. This Imperial. Parliament, 
dominated as it may be by a Conservative majority, this Imperial 
Parhament in its debates tomorrow and the day after will set its 
imprimatur, I am perfectly assured, on the declaration that the 
Prime Minister makes tomorrow a few hours from now. Yes, and 
when that work is done, believe me, Mahatma, that in your hands 
more than those of any other single Indian lies our future progress. 
Remember the days when some of us here ran between Raisina and 
Daryagunj, bringing Lord Irwin and you together in mutual under- 
.standing and mutual co-operation. Yes, it seems to me that you 
cannot but have seen during these several weeks that you have 
worked with us that there is some knowledge, some wisdom, some 
patriotism even outside the ranks of the Congress which you so much 
worship. We can be of some use to you. Take us in hand. Do not 
dismiss us as people whose ideas are still evolving and may be long 
in reaching the heights of Congress wisdom. Believe me that with 
you and your chosen associates we can fashion our constitution to 
great ends, and India will have cause to be truly thankful that you 
changed your plans and came here. For the work of a great country 
like India, a growing nation like our people, lies in many directions. 
There is not one road to the salvation of our people, and patriotism 
takes many shapes and works in diverse ways according as circum- 
stances may require. The circumstances today demand that you 
should change your plans, dismiss civil disobedience from your mind 
and. take up this work in a spirit of complete trust in us and of faith 
in the British people, too. I want to tell you this. I have read 
some history, and, believe me, the British people often do wrong, 
the British people often take unwise courses. Nevertheless, in the 
long run they come back to the ways of reason, moderation and 
justice. This is one of the occasions when it seems to me that they 
are in their most winning and admirable mood. Take them now 
and victory is ours. 

Chairman : We now come to the end of these sittings, and it only 
remains for me tomorrow to make the Government statement and 
to say to you au revoir. Although it is after two o'clock in the 
morning, I cannot leave this Chair Without one word of tribute to 
that magnificent statement to which we have just listened. That 
statement shows an insight into the heart of India ; but, my friends, 
it does more than that; it shows an insight into the heart of Great 
Britain, and, approached in that way, your approach is bound to be 
irresistible. 

{The Conference adjourned at 2.15 a.m) 
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Loyal Message to His Majesty the King-Emperor. 

Chairman You know with what great interest His Majesty the 
King-Emperor has followed the deliberations of this Conference, 
and I am sure you would wish that an expression of your loyal 
devotion to the King-Emperor should go from this Conference 
before it adjourns tomorrow. 

May I, therefore, propose that this message should be sent to 
the King-Emperor in your name :— 

“ The Delegates to the Indian Round Table Conference with 
their humble duty to Your Majesty desire to tender to Your 
Majesty their loyal and heartfelt gratitude for the gracious 
favours they have once more received at Your Majesty’s hands. 
They are deeply conscious of Your Majesty’s unfailing solicitude 
for the well-being of the Princes and people of their Motherland, 
and they believe Your Majesty needs no assurance that in no 
other part of Your Realm is there a livelier sense of loyalty 
and devotion to Your Majesty’s Throne and Person.” 

Then I shall see that that is done, and I hope tomorrow morning 
I shall be able to communicate a message from His Majesty to the 
Conference. 

tit 
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3TNAL PLENARY SESSION, 1st DECEMBER, 1931. 

Reply from His Majesty the King-Emperor to Loyal Message. 

Chairman: Your Highnesses, Ladies and Gentlemen, my first duty 
is to communicate to the Conference His Majesty the King-Emperor’s 
reply to our address of yesterday :— 

“ The Delegates to the Indian Round Table Conference. 
I have received with much satisfaction your loyal message, and 
I send you my best wishes for a safe return to your Motherland. 

I am not unaware of the difficulties brought to light by a close 
examination of the great task to which you set your hands last 
year, but I bid you not to let them discourage nor oppress you, 
and I earnestly trust that under your guidance the great 
communities of India wiU pursue with patience and forbearance 
the path of co-operation and of peaceful discussion to which 

, your endeavours have so clearly shown the way.” 

That is signed by his own hand. 

^STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER. 

We have now had two Sessions of the Round Table Conference, 
and the time has come to survey the important work which has 
been done, first of aU, in setting out the problems which in the task 
of Indian constitution-building we have to surmount, and then in 
trying to find how to surmount them. The reports presented to us 
now bring our co-operation to the end of another stage, and we must 
pause and study what has been done and the obstacles which we 
have encountered, and the best ways and means of bringing our work 
to a successful end as rapidly as possible. I regard our discussions 
and our personal contacts here as of the highest value, and make 
bold to say that they have raised the'problem of Indian constitutional 
reform far above the mere technicalities of constitution-making; 
for we have won that confidence in, and respect for, each other which 
has made the task one of helpful political co-operation. That, I am 
confident, wiU continue to the end. By co-operation alone can we 
succeed. 

* The passages in the statement shown in square brackets [ ] were added 
by way of explanation in the course of the speech, which differs to this 
extent from the version published separately as a White Paper (Cmd. 3972). 
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At the beginning of the year I made a declaration of the policy 
of the then Government, and I am authorised by the present one to 
give you and India a specific assurance that it remains their policy. 
I shall repeat the salient sentences of that declaration :— 

“ The view of His Majesty’s Government is that responsibility 
for the government of India should be placed upon Legislatures, 
Central and Provincial, with such provisions as may be necessary 
to guarantee, during a period of transition, the observance of 
certain obhgations and to meet other special circumstances, and 
also with such guarantees as are required by minorities to protect 
their political liberties and rights. 

In such statutory safeguards as may be made for meeting 
the needs of the transitional period, it mil be a primary concern 
of His Majesty’s Government to see that the reserved powers 
are so framed and exercised as not to prejudice the advance 
of India through the new constitution to fuU responsibihty for 
her own government.” 

With regard to the Central Government, I made it plain that, 
subject to defined conditions. His Majesty’s late Government were 
prepared to recognise the principle of the responsibility of the 
Executive to the Legislature, if both were constituted on an all-India 
Federal basis. The principle of responsibility was to be subject to 
the quahfication that, in existing circumstances. Defence and 
External Affairs must be reserved to the Governor-General, and that, 
in regard to finance such conditions must apply as would ensure 
the fulfilment of the obligations incurred under the authority of the 
Secretary of State, and the maintenance unimpaired of the financial 
stability and credit of India. 

Finally, it was our view that the Governor-General must be 
granted the necessary powers to enable him to fulfil his responsibihty 
for securing the observance of the constitutional rights of Minorities, 
and for ultimately maintaining the tranquiUity of the State. 

These were, in broad outhne, the features of the new consti- 
tution for India as contemplated by His Majesty’s Government at 
the end of the last Conference. 

As I say, my colleagues in His Majesty’s present Government 
fully accept that statement of January last as representing their 
own policy. In particular, they desire to reaffirm their belief in 
an all-India Federation as offering the only hopeful solution of 
India’s constitutional problem. They intend to pursue this plan- 
unswervingly and to do their utmost to surmount the difficulties 
which now stand in the way of its reahsation. In order to give 
this declaration the fullest authority, the statement which I am now 
making to you wiU be circulated today as a White Paper to both 
Houses of Parhament, and the Government will ask Parliament to 
approve it this week. 

The discussions which have been proceeding during the past 
two months have been of value in showing us more precisely the 
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problems we have to solve, and have advanced us towards the 
solution of some of them. But they have also riiade it plain that 
others still require further examination and co-operative consider- 
ation. There is still difference of opinion, for instance, as to the 
composition and powers of the Federal Legislature, and I regret 
that owing to the absence of a settlement of the key question of how 
to safeguard the Minorities under a responsible Central Government 
the Conference has been unable to discuss effectively the nature of 
the Federal Executive and its relationship with the Legislature. 
Again, it has not yet been possible for the States to settle amongst 
themselves their place in the Federation and their mutual relation- 
ships within it. Our common purpose will not be advanced by 
ignoring these facts, nor by assuming that the difficulties they 
present will somehow solve themselves. Further thought, discussion 
and reconcihation of different interests and points of view are still 
required before we can translate broad general aims into the detailed 
machinery of a workable constitution. I am not saying this to 
indicate impossibihty, nor to foreshadow any pause in our work. 
I only wish to remind you that we have put our hands to a task 
which demands alike from His Majesty’s Government and from the 
leaders of Indian opinion care, courage and time, lest when the work 
is done it may bring confusion and disappointment, and instead of 
opening the way to pohtical progress may effectively bar it. We 
must build hke good craftsmen, well and truly; our duty to India 
demands that, from all of us.- 

What then is the general position in which we find ourselves 
as regards a practical programme for the advancement of our 
common aims ? I want no more general declarations which carry 
us no further in our work. The declarations already made and 
repeated today are enough to give confidence in the purpose of the 
Government and to provide work for the Committees to which 
I shall refer. I want to keep to business. The great idea of all-India 
Federation still holds the field. The principle of a responsible 
Federal Government, subject to certain reservations and safeguards 
through a transition period, remains unchanged. And we are all 
agreed that the Governors’ Provinces of the future are to be 
•responsibly governed units, enjoying the greatest possible measure 
of freedom from outside interference and dictation in carrying out 
their own policies- in their own sphere. 

I should explain at once in connection with that last point 
that we contemplate as one feature of the new order that the North- 
West Frontier Province should be constituted a Governor’s Province, 
of the same status as other Governors’ Provinces, but with due 
regard to the necessary requirements of the Frontier, and that, as 
in all other Governors’ Provinces, the powers entrusted to the 
Governor to safeguard the safety and tranquillity of the Province 
shall be real and effective. 
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His Majesty’s Government also accept in principle the proposition 
which was endorsed at the last Conference that Sind should be 
constituted a separate Province, if satisfactory means of financing 
it can be found. We therefore intend to ask the Government of 
India to arrange for a Conference with representatives of Sind for 
the purpose of trying to overcome the difficulties disclosed by 
the report of the expert financial investigation which has just been 
completed. 

But I have digressed from the question of a programme in 
the light of the accepted factors—^Federation as the aim and self- 
governing Provinces and the Indian States as its basis. As I have 
said, our discussions have made it clear to all of us that Federation 
cannot be achieved in a month or two. There is a mass of difficult 
constructive work still to be done, and there are important agree- 
ments to be sought by which the structure must be shaped and 
cemented. It is equally plain that the framing of a scheme of 
responsible government for the Provinces would be a simpler task 
which could be more speedily accomplished. The adjustments and 
modifications of the powers now exercised by the Central Government 
which would obviously have to be made in order to give real self- 
government to the Provinces should raise no insuperable difficulties. 
It has, therefore, been pressed upon the Government that the surest 
and speediest route to Federation would be to get these measures 
in train forthwith, and not to delay the assumption of full responsi- 
bihty by the Provinces a day longer than is necessary. But it is 
clear that a partial advance does not commend itself to you. You 
have indicated your desire that no change should be made in the 
constitution which is not effected by one all-embracing Statute 
covering the whole field, and His Majesty’s Government have no 
intention of urging a responsibility which, for whatever reasons, is 
considered at the moment premature or ill-advised. It may be that 
opinion and circumstances will change, and it is not necessary here 
and now to take any irrevocable decision. We intend, and have 
always intended, to press on with all possible despatch with the 
Federal plan. It would clearly be indefensible, however, to allow 
the present decision to stand in the way of the earhest possible 
constitutional advance in the North-West Frontier Province. We 
intend, therefore, to take the necessary steps as soon as may be to 
apply to the North-West Frontier Province, until the new consti- 
tutions are estabhshed, the provisions of the present Act relating to 
Governors’ Provinces. 

We must all, however, realise that there stands in the way of 
progress, whether for the Provinces or the Centre, that formidable 
obstacle, the communal deadlock. I have never concealed from you 
my conviction that this is above all others a problem for you to 
settle by agreement amongst yourselves. The first of the privileges 
and the burdens of a self-governing people is to agree how the 
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democratic principle of representation is to be applied—or, in other 
words, who are to be represented and how it is to be done. This. 
Conference has twice essayed this task; twice it has failed. 
I cannot beheve that you will demand that we shall accept these 
failures as final and conclusive. 

But time presses. We shall soon find that our endeavours to 
proceed ^vith our plans are held up (indeed they have been held 
up aheady) if you cannot present us with a settlement acceptable 
to all parties as the foundations upon which to build. In that 
event His Majesty’s Government would be compelled to apply a 
provisional scheme, for they are determined that even this disability 
shall not be permitted to be a bar to progress. This would meaa 
that His Majesty’s Government would have to settle for you, not 
only your problems of representation, but also to decide as wisely 
and justly as possible what checks and balances the constitution is 
to contain to protect minorities from an unrestricted and tyrannical 
use of the democratic principle expressing itself solely through 
majority power. I desire to warn you that if the Government have 
to supply even temporarily this part of your constitution which 
you are unable to supply for yourselves, and though it wiU be our 
care to provide the most ample safeguards for minorities so that 
none of them need feel that they have been neglected, it will not 
be a satisfactory way of deahng with this problem. Let me also 
warn you that if you cannot come to an agreement on this amongst 
yourselves, it will add considerably to the difficulties of any 
Government here which shares our views of an Indian Constitution, 
and it will detract from the place which that Constitution will occupy 
amongst those of other nations. I therefore beg of you once more 
to take further opportunities to meet together and present us with 
an agreement. 

We intend to go ahead. We have now brought our business 
down to specific problems which require close and intimate 
consideration, first of aU by bodies which are really committees 
and not unwieldy conferences, and we must now set up machinery 
to do this kind of work. As that is being done and conclusions 
presented, we must be able to continue consultations with you. 
I propose, therefore, with your consent, to nominate in due course 
a small representative committee—a working committee—of this 
Conference which will remain in being in India, with which, through 
the Viceroy, we can keep in effective touch. I cannot here and now 
specify precisely how this committee can best be employed. This 
is a matter which must be worked out and must to some extent 
depend on the reports of the committees we propose to set up. But 
in the end, we shall have to meet again for a final review of the 
whole scheme. 

[The plan, in a word, is this—I would like you to carry it in your 
minds—that these two Sessions have provided now a mass of details. 
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You have sketched out in a general way the kind of constitution; 
then you have said: This wing of it, that wing of it, that aspect of 
it, has not yet been drawn in detail by any architect; and we now 
have to consider the stresses and the strains that will be put upon the 
fabric, the best way to protect it, to safeguard it and to carry it. 
With that material in front of us, we appoint this Committee, that 
Committee and the other Committees to study the matter and to 
produce proposals for us for dealing with them. That is what you 
would call the detailed work that must be pursued ; and you know 
perfectly well, my friends, that a Conference as large as this, or 
a Committee as large as some of those Committees that have been 
meeting under the Chairmanship of the Lord Chancellor cannot do 
that work. There are too many long speeches. There are too many 
written speeches. There is not enough intimate, practical and 
pointed exchange of view, sharp across a table without ten-minute 
speeches—^two seconds' observation met by another two seconds' 
observation. Only in that way are you going to work it out. But 
whilst this is being done we have to keep in contact with what I would 
call the large representative political body, a body of this nature, 
a body which this t5rpifies. That is the plan, the conception of His 
Majesty's Government, of quick, effective, scientific and certain work 
in the building up of the great constitution of India to which reference 
has been made.] 

It is our intention to set up at once the Committees whose 
appointment the Conference has recommended; [a) to investigate 
and advise on the revision of the franchise and constituencies; 
[that must be done and that has got to be worked out in detail and 
it has got to be done on the spot, not seven thousand miles away;] 
(6) to put to the test of detailed budgetar}" facts and figures the 
recommendations of the Federal Finance sub-Committee; and (c) to 
explore more fully the specific financial problems arising in connection 
with certain individual States. [These three Committees have been 
requested already by you and they will be set up immediately. 
When I say immediately, do not imagine that it is going to be done 
to-morrow. But it is going to be done at the end of this month, 
perhaps, or the turn of the year.] We intend that these Committees 
shall be at work in India under the chairmanship of distinguished 
public men from this country as early in the New Year as possible. 
The views expressed by you here on the other outstanding Federal 
problems will be taken into consideration at once, and the necessary 
steps taken to get better understanding and agreement upon them. 

His Majesty's Government have also taken note of the suggestion 
made in paragraph 26 of the Federal Structure Committee's 
Third Report, with the object of facilitating an early decision on 
the distribution among the States of whatever quota may be agreed 
upon for their representation in the Legislature. It follows from 
what I have already said that they share the general desire for an 
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early agreement on this question among the States, and His Majesty’s 
Government intend to afford the Princes all possible assistance by 
way of advice in this matter. If it appears to the Government that 
there is likely to be undue delay in their reaching agreement amongst 
themselves, the Government will take such steps as seem helpful to 
obtain a working settlement. 

I have akeady alluded to another matter to which you have 
given ample evidence that you attach great importance, and to 
which you will expect me to refer. A decision of the communal 
problem which provides only for representation of the communities 
in the Legislatures is not enough to secure what I may caU “ natural 
rights.” When such provisions have been made, minorities will 
still remain minorities, and the constitution must therefore contain 
provisions which will give all creeds and classes a due sense of 
security that the principle of majority government is not to be 
employed to their moral or material disadvantage in the body politic. 
The Government cannot undertake here and now to specify in detail 
what those provisions should be. Their form and scope will need 
the most anxious and careful consideration with a view to ensuring 
on the one hand that they are reasonably adequate for their purpose, 
and on the other that they do not encroach, to an extent which 
amounts to stultification, upon the principles of representative 
responsible government. In this matter the Committee of Consulta- 
tion should play an important part for, here also, just as in regard 
to the method and proportions of electoral representation, it is vital 
to the success of the new constitution that it should, be framed on a 
basis of mutual agreement. 

Now, once again we must bid each other good-bye [for a time. 
We shall meet individually, and we shall meet, I hope, on 
Committees, in unity carrying on this work to which we have set 
our hands—^not we in the sense of His Majesty’s Government, but we 
in the sense of you and us together.] Great strides have been 
made’ greater, I am sure you vSl find, than the most optimistic 
think. I was glad to hear in the course of these debates speaker 
after speaker taking that view. It is the true view. [These 
Conferences have not been failures in any sense of the term. 
These Conferences had to meet; these Conferences had to come up 
against obstacles ; these Conferences had to be the means by which 
diversity of opinion had to be expressed; these Conferences enabled 
us not only to mobilise the goodwill of India and England, but also 
enabled us to mobilise the great problems, the historical problems of 
India. Those problems have enabled us all—^you and we together— 
to come down and face hard reality, and to gather from mutual 
conference the spirit and the determination to overcome difficulties.] 
We have met with obstacles, but one of those optimists to whom 
humanity owes most of its progress said that “ obstacles were made 
to be overcome.” In that buoyancy of spirit and the goodwill 
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■which comes from it, let us go on with our task. My fairly wide 
experience of Conferences like this is that the road to agreements is 
•very broken and littered with obstructions to begin with, and the 
first stages often fill one with despair. But quite suddenly, and 
.generally unexpectedly, the way smoothes itself out and the end is 
happily reached. I not only pray that such may be our experience, 
but I assure you that the Government will strive unceasingly to 
secure such a successful termination to our mutual labours. 

^ Mr. Gandhi : Prime Minister and Friends, the privilege and the 
lesponsibiiity of moving a vote of thanks to the Chair have been 
entrusted to me, and I have taken up the responsibility and the 
privilege with the greatest pleasure. It is not expected of any 
single one of us, and least of all of me, that I should say on this 
occasion anything whatsoever about the weighty pronouncement 
to which we have all just listened. A Chairman who conducts the 
proceedings of his meeting in a becoming and courteous manner is 
always entitled to a vote of thanks, whether those who compose 
the meeting" agree with the decisions taken at the meeting, or with 
the decisions that may be given by the Chairman himself. 

Sir, I know that yours was a double duty. You had not only 
to conduct the proceedings of the Conference with becoming dignity 
and with impartiality, but you had often to convey the decisions 
of His Majesty’s Govermnent. And your final act in the Chair 
has been to convey the considered decision of His Majesty’s 

■Government over the many matters on which this Conference 
has deliberated. I propose to omit that part of your task; but 
for me the pleasanter part is how you have conducted the pro- 
ceedings, and let me congratulate you upon the lessons that you 
have given us so often in time-sense. Chairmen often neglect 
that very elementary duty, and I must confess in my country 
almost with tiresome regularity. We are not credited with proper 
time-sense. Prime Minister, it will be my pleasant and bounden 
.duty to give to my countrymen when I return to India what 
the British Prime Minister has done in the matter of time-sense. 

The other thing that you have shown us is your amazing industry. 
Brought up in your hardy Scotch climate, you have not known what 
rest is, and you have not allowed us also to know what rest is. 
With, shall I say, almost unexampled ferocity you worked everyone 
of us, including old men like my friend and revered brother Pandit 
Madan Mohan Malaviya and equally old men like me. You have 
worked almost to exhaustion, with a pitilessness worthy of a Scotsman 
like you, my friend and revered leader, Mr. Sastri. You let us know 
yesterday that you knew his physical condition, but before a sense 
of duty you set aside all these personal considerations. All honour 
to you for that, and I shall treasure this amazing industry of yours. 

But let me say on this matter that although I belong to a climate 
which is considered to be luxuriant, almost bordering on the 
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equatorial regions, perhaps we might there be able to cross swords 
with you in industry, but that does not matter. If what you gave 
us yesterday, if that is only a foretaste of what you are capable of— 
working even for a full twenty-four hours as your House of Commons 
has done at times—^well then, of course, you will take the palm. 

Therefore I have the greatest pleasure in moving this vote of 
thanks. But there is an additional reason, and it is perhaps a 
greater reason why I should shoulder this responsibility and esteem 
the privilege that has been given to me. It is somewhat likely— 
I would say only somewhat likely, because I would like to study 
your declaration, once, twice, thrice, as often as it may be necessary, 
scanning every word of it, reading its hidden meaning—if there 
is a hidden meaning in it—crossing all the t's, dotting aU the i's, 
before I come to a conclusion—^that so far as I am concerned we 
have come to the parting of the ways, that our ways take different 
directions; it does not matter to us. Even so, you are entitled 
to my hearty and most sincere vote of thanks. It is not given to 
us in this society of ours for all to agree in order to respect one 
another. It is not given to us always to expect meticulous regard 
for each other’s opinions and always to be accommodating so that 
there is no principle left with you. On the contrary, dignity of 
human nature requires that we must face the storms of life, and 
sometimes even blood brothers have got to go each his own way, 
but if at the end of their quarrel—at the end of their differences— 
they can say that they bore no malice, and that even so they acted 
as becomes a gentleman, a soldier—^if it will be possible at the end 
of the chapter for me to say that of myself and of my countrymen, 
and if- it is possible for me to say that of you,’ Prime Minister, and 
of your countr5nnen, I wiU say that we parted also well. I do 
not know. I do not know in what directions my path vdU lie, but it 
does not matter to me in what direction that path lies. Even then, 
although I may have to go in an exactly opposite direction, you are 
still entitled to a vote of thanks from me from the bottom of my 
heart. 

Sir Abdul Qaiyum : Mr. Prime Minister, a sort of whisper came 
into my ear that I must have the honour of seconding this* vote of 
thanks to you, and it at once reminded me of that Persian couplet 
which says, 

Asman bar-i-amanat natawanist kashid 
Qurai fal ba nami man i diwana Zadand.” 

A Delegate : Translate. 

Sir Abdul Qaiyum : I cannot make a very good translation. It 
is really meant for Mrs. Naidu to translate that for me, as the 
Nightingale of India; but it means, "The burden of responsibility 
which could not be borne even by heaven has fallen on the shoulders 
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of this half-lunatic or full lunatic/' It comes to me like a dream, 
because I had already been overwhelmed with the announcement 
about the fate of my Province, and when this extraordinary honour 
of seconding the vote of thanks and following in the footsteps of 
the great Mahatma fell to my lot, I did not know the bounds of 
my happiness and my honour. 

Sir, I most sincerely and heartily second this vote of thanks 
which is going to be presented on behalf of the Conference by the 
Mahatma. The great labours in which you have been engaged for 
nearly a year in connection with the holding of these Conferences, 
and the great patience and toleration which you have shown in 
listening to these long and sometimes out-of-order speeches, show 
how great is your sympathy with the aspirations of India and how 
anxious you are to meet their wishes. 

Sir, the statement which you have just made on behalf of the 
British Government is veiy, very clear, and, at least to men of my 
way of thinking, is quite satisfactory. It may not have satisfied 
every member of the Conference, but there is one from a far-off 
corner of India who feels quite satisfied with the fate of his own 
Province. 

There has been a great deal of delay in the consideration of our 
case, but there is a saying that a cow cannot be considered as lost 
when it returns to its home even after three, days, and to me this 
is the greatest pleasure, because when I undertook this work 
I never expected that I should see the end of it in my own lifetime. 
These things do take a very long time, and I am glad that the 
opportunity arose which brought us here to England to discuss the 
affairs of India, and that my own little case also came into 
prominence. 

I am not only grateful to you. Sir, but also to your Government 
of last year and to the present Government of Great Britain, and 
to aU the Members of the Conference who have supported me or 
at least have helped me by not raising any objection against the 
case I put forward. I refer in particular to the Mahatma, who 
only last night supported the case as just, as I expected that he 
would, but I am not less grateful to my old friend. Dr. Moonje, 
who has never raised any objection at all. 

I wish I had the command of language like my friend Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru, or the two friends sitting next to him, so that 
I might say how grateful I feel at present for this- great boon 
which has- been shown to our Province. But I will make one request. 
I heard some such words in your statement. Sir, as: “ With due 
regard to the requirements of the defence of the Frontier." That 
emboldens me to say that I hope that the best interpretation wiU 
always be put upon that clause, and that we shall be allowed, even 
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if we Gommit occasional mistakes,- every opportunity of having the 
experience of the new constitution which you have so kindly placed 
before us. 

With these words I most heartily second the vote of thanks 
proposed by the Mahatma. 

H.H. The Nawah of Bhopal: Prime Minister, it is my pleasant 
duty as well as my privilege to give our wholehearted support—^the 
support of the Princes—to the vote of thanks to the Chair that has 
been moved. I am not going to make a speech ; I think we would 
all like, for the time being at least, to avoid speeches. But I would 
say this much, that we of the States wiU continue wholeheartedly 
to co-operate with His Majesty’s Government and with British 
India in the noble task of creating a greater India. We, the 
Princes, are most grateful to you. Sir, to the Lord Chancellor and to 
Sir Samuel Hoare, our Secretary of State, for all the courtesy, kind- 
ness and goodwill that has been shown to us by you all. We are, 
Sir, grateful to you and to every Englishman for the hospitality that 
has been shown to us. We are carrying back with us the happiest 
memories, and we hope that we shall soon meet again, perhaps this 
time in our own country where the bright sun wiU continue to shine 
on our deliberations and on the destinies of India and of England. 
The fortunes of our two countries have been insolubly united and 
this Conference has further strengthened the links, I hope for all 
times to come. It is in this spirit that we are returning to our homes. 
We wish to thank you once again. 

(The vote of thanks was put. to the Conferenee by the Lord Chancellor 
and was declared to be carried unanimously and with acclamation) • 

Chairman : My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen, the warmth of the 
reception you have given to this resolution touches me very much. 
There are a fairly good sprinkling of you who are old friends of mine, 
whom I have known for a good many years, and you know perfectly 
well how close to my heart lies India and the people of India, and how, 
as Lord Reading said yesterday, I should feel very happy indeed if, 
before the time comes, which comes to all of us when we have to take 
our hand from the plough and allow others to go on with the furrow, 
I could see such a settlement between India and this country as 
would make India content, would give reason for my own people to 
be proud of their capacity to handle a very delicate subject and 
would cement for all time the finest and the most spontaneous 
friendship between India and Great Britain. I hope that that will 
be so. In any event, you know with what heart and with what 
pleasure I found that on account of my position here I was to preside 
over the deliberations of this Conference. I do hope, my friends, 
we are going to go away determined to co-operate. It is no good 
going on any other path, let me assure you. History is full of 
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adventures on that other path. But what have we been living for ? 
Why has our race been in existence for centuries except to discard 
old paths and pursue new ones and better ones ? The path of reason, 
the path of mutual goodwill, the path of the two peoples uniting 
together to make a road to an aim which we now profess together 
to have in common, is the path of the future, whatever may have 
been the path of the past. 

' I am so much obliged to Mahatma Gandhi for the very kind and 
friendly things he said in moving this resolution. There is only 
one thing I quarrel with him about, and I hope he will not consider 
it is a major thing, and I hope he will not have any misunder- 
standings about it. It is this. Why does he refer to himself, in 
relation to me, as an old man ? 'W^y, the Mahatma has got years 
to his advantage. It was a young man who spoke at 12 o’clock 
last night—a young man, a youth. It was an old man who sat in 
the chair and kept him at his work. Mr. Gandhi has got the advantage 
of youth compared with me. I do not know which of us looks the 
older—but if you turn up these records that lie not, the records 
of “ Who's Who," and that sort of thing, you will discover that in 
the ordinary course of nature I am much nearer the end of my time 
than Mr. Gandhi himself.—(‘‘No, you are not. Sir")—and that 
if there is anybody who has got any grievance about prolonged 
sitting it is not the young man who spoke—as I see you all, smihng 
youths—^it was the old man who presided over you and whom you 
kept out of bed until half-past two this morning and then made him 
get up at 6 o'clock thismorning in order to come here with a prepared 
statement to read to you. That is where the grievance is. But, 
my friends, I have none—^not a particle, not a shadow—^if it has been 
in the interests of India and for the purpose-of bringing you together. 

There is only one thing more I want to say. I am so glad that 
my old friend opposite me (Sir Abdul Qaiyum) seconded the resolu- 
tion. It is a great achievement to get Mahatma Gandhi and him 
together. That is a foretaste of what is going to happen when 
Muslim and Hindu  

Mr. Gandhi : 'Not Hindu ! 

Chairman : Mr. Gandhi understands the lapses of an untrained 
human tongue. 

Mr. Gandhi : I forgive it. 

Chairman: He understands the lapses of an untrained human 
tongue such as mine, but the Mussulmans and the others came 
together. I am beginning to pick up Mr. Gandhi's thoughts, 
because he has always told us that you were sections and that he 
comprehended you all. 

Mr. Gandhi: Of course ! 
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The Chairman: But look at the effect of the two of you coming 
together in order to co-operate and express your gratitude to a 
Scotsman. My dear Mahatma, let us go on in this way; it is the 
best way; you may find it will be the only way. It is certainly 
a way that will enable both of us to take great pride in our work 
and to relate our political action with those glorious spiritual 
impulses which lie at the source of all our being. 

One other thing. When the Mahatma takes the Chair in India, 
if he will let me know, I will come over and see whether he is an 
apt pupil of mine or not, whether he can enforce with energy and 
with success the time-sense " for which he has been so kind and 
liberal in his praise of me this morning. 

WeU, a very good voyage home to you all I A very happy and 
very prosperous returning! And do remember that we are enlisted 
in the same cause, that we are bound by the same loyalty, the 
loyalty to India herself. Do remember to stand shoulder to shoulder 
with us, to exchange views, and by mutual co-operation, with good 
luck and good fortune, we shall solve the problems that now confront 
us and see India stand self-governing and self-respecting in the 
.world. 

For the last time, I declare that the Conference now adjourns. 

{The Conference terminated, at \2.S3p,m.) 
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